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President’s Message

For more than a century, Marylhurst 
University’s mission has centered on its 
dedication to academic excellence in an 
environment that supports student success. 
As Marylhurst’s president, I’m honored to 
participate in this noble vision that is at the 
core of Marylhurst’s rich Catholic heritage.

Marylhurst’s small, seminar-style classes 
provide individual attention in a powerful learning setting. This approach 
to education extends beyond the classroom to one-on-one mentoring, 
direction and counsel from advisors. Faculty members are recognized 
leaders in their areas of expertise—managers, marketers, entrepreneurs, 
published writers, artists, scientists and accomplished scholars. Each brings 
practical, tested experience to the classroom.

Flexible course delivery allows students to schedule classes around busy 
lives. Classes are offered weekday, evening, weekend and online. Accelerated 
online programs provide another option for streamlining studies.

Finally, Marylhurst’s blend of academic disciplines provides an environment 
where students gain relevant learning that fuels the imagination, broadens 
intellectual horizons and strengthens professional expertise. Whether a 
business, creative arts or liberal arts major, students are prepared for an 
ever-changing and increasingly competitive work force, and graduates are 
equipped to take leadership roles, contribute to their communities and 
make a real difference in the world.

Judith A. Johansen, J.D.
President
Marylhurst University
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University Mission Statement
Marylhurst University is a private institution of higher learning open to men and 
women of any race or religion. It is dedicated to making innovative postsecondary 
education accessible to self-directed students of any age. Marylhurst offers coursework 
leading to bachelor’s and master’s degrees, and to other goals such as career transition, 
professional development, and personal enrichment.

Animated by its Catholic and liberal arts heritage, Marylhurst emphasizes the 
uniqueness and dignity of each person, and is committed to the examination of 
values, as well as to quality academic and professional training. Marylhurst University 
seeks to aid students in advancing their goals for responsible participation in a 
rapidly changing world by pursuing, and encouraging its students to pursue, the 
ideals of competence, leadership, and service.

A Rich Heritage
Marylhurst	was	founded	in	1893	by	the	Sis-
ters	of	the	Holy	Names	of	Jesus	and	Mary	
as	the	first	liberal	arts	college	for	women	in	
the	Pacific	Northwest.	Reorganized	in	1974,	
Marylhurst	took	a	bold	step	in	pioneering	edu-
cational	programs	for	students	of	all	ages.

Marylhurst	is	now	a	co-educational	University	
serving	a	diverse	student	body—	including	
students	just	out	of	high	school,	business	
executives,	artists,	musicians,	and those	
actively	involved	in	the	world	around	them.	
A	wide	variety	of	learning	options	enables	
students	to	study,	research,	and	reflect	on	
the	important	issues	facing	an	increasingly	
complex	world.	Building	on	the	long	tradi-
tion	of	excellence	in	education,	Marylhurst	is	
recognized	in	the	Pacific	Northwest	and	has	
an	excellent	national	reputation.

As	an	accredited	liberal	arts	University,	
Marylhurst	offers	both	degree	and	non-
degree	programs	designed	to	meet	the	
learning	needs	of	students	motivated	toward	
professional	and	personal	excellence.	Flex-
ibility	in	scheduling	and	delivery	of	academic	
services,	evening,	weekends,	days,	and	
online,	makes	a	college	education	available	
to	working	adults.

Marylhurst	provides	a	learning	environ-
ment	in	which	education	includes	theory	
and	its	application	to	experience.	Marylhurst	
students	bring	experiential	knowledge	and	
expertise	to	the	classroom.	As	a	result,	

students	are	empowered	to	extrapolate	
from	existing	experience	toward	general	and	
abstract	learning	and	increased	professional	
proficiency.	Students	and	faculty	learn	with	
and	from	each	other.	Marylhurst’s	beautiful	
campus	is	minutes	from	downtown	Port-
land,	Oregon,	and	also	available	via	the	Web	
through	Marylhurst’s	delivery	of	courses	
online.

Marylhurst	University	offers	programs	
leading	to	a	Bachelor	of	Arts	degree	in	
Art,	Communication,	Cultural	Studies,	
English	Literature	&	Writing,	Human	
Studies,	Interdisciplinary	Studies,	Music,	
Organizational	Communication,	Psychology,	
Religious	Studies,	Science,	and	Social	
Sciences.	Also	offered	are	a	Bachelor	of	
Fine	Arts	degree	in	Art	and	Interior	Design,	
a	Bachelor	of	Music	degree	in	Composition	
and	Performance,	a	Bachelor	of	Music	
Therapy,	and	a	Bachelor	of	Science	degree	
in	Business	&	Leadership,	Business	
Management,	Real	Estate	Studies,	and	
Sustainable	Business.	

At	the	graduate	level,	Master	of	Arts	degrees	
are	offered	in	Applied	Theology,	Art	Therapy	
Counseling,	Interdisciplinary	Studies,	and	
Teaching.	Also	offered	are	a	Master	of	
Divinity,	a	Master	of	Education	and	a	Master	
of	Business	Administration	and	an	MBA	in	
Sustainable	Business,	as	well	as	a	Doctor	
of	Ministry	in	cooperation	with	the	San	
Francisco	Theological	Seminary.
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y Charter and governanCe
Marylhurst	University	was	established	by	the	Oregon	Prov-
ince	of	the	Sisters	of	the	Holy	Names	of	Jesus	and	Mary	
(the	Congregation)	to	more	fully	“cooperate	in	the	Church’s	
mission	of	education.	This	mission	aims	at	the	full	devel-
opment	of	the	human	person…”	

Marylhurst	University	is	incorporated	by	the	State	of	
Oregon.	Certain	properties	have	been	deeded	to	it	by	the	
Congregation,	and	its	governance	has	been	entrusted	to	a	
Board	of	Trustees.	Degree-granting	authority	was	be-
stowed	on	the	Congregation	by	the	State	of	Oregon	in	1893.

aCCreditation and approvalS
Marylhurst	University	is	accredited	by	the	Northwest	
Commission	on	Colleges	and	Universities,	an	institutional	
accrediting	body	recognized	by	the	Council	for	Higher	Edu-
cation	Accreditation	and	the	Secretary	of	the	U.S.	Depart-
ment	of	Education.	(Northwest	Commission	on	Colleges	&	
Universities,	8060	165th	Avenue	NE,	Suite	100	Redmond,	
WA	98052-3981.	

The	Department	of	Music	is	accredited	by	the	National	
Association	of	Schools	of	Music,	a	specialized	accredit-
ing	body	recognized	by	the	Council	for	Higher	Education	
Accreditation	and	the	Secretary	of	the	U.S.	Department	
of	Education.	(National	Association	of	Schools	of	Music,	
11250	Roger	Bacon	Drive,	Suite	21,	Reston,	VA	20190-
5248).	The	University	holds	an	institutional	membership	
in	that	organization	and	in	the	American	Music	Therapy	
Association.

The	Bachelor	of	Fine	Arts	degree	in	Interior	Design	
program	is	accredited	by	the	Council	for	Interior	Design	
Accreditation	(formerly	FIDER),	a	specialized	accrediting	
body	recognized	by	the	Council	for	Higher	Education	
Accreditation	and	the	Secretary	of	the	U.S.	Department	of	
Education.	(Council	for	Interior	Design	Accreditation,	146	
Monroe	Center	NW,	Suite	1318,	Grand	Rapids,	MI	49503).

Marylhurst	University	has	received	specialized	
accreditation	for	its	business	programs	through	the	
International	Assembly	for	Collegiate	Business	Education	
(IACBE),	located	in	Olathe,	Kansas.	The	business	programs	
in	the	following	degrees	are	accredited	by	the	IACBE:
•	 Bachelor	Degree	of	Science	in	Business	&	Leadership,	

Business	Management,	and	Real	Estate	Studies
•	 Master	Degree	of	Business	Administration	with	

concentrations/emphases	in	General	Management,	
Finance,	Healthcare	Management,	Marketing,	Nonprofit	
Management,	Organizational	Behavior,	Real	Estate,	and	
Sustainable	Business.

The	Master	of	Arts	in	Teaching	is	approved	by	the	Teacher	
Standards	and	Practices	Commission	(TSPC).

	The	M.A.	in	Art	Therapy	Counseling	program	is	approved	
by	the	American	Art	Therapy	Association.	

MeMberShipS
The	University	is	a	member	the	Council	of	Independent	
Colleges,	the	Association	of	Graduate	Liberal	Studies	Pro-
grams,	the	Oregon	Independent	Colleges	Association,	the	
Oregon	Independent	College	Foundation,	the	Council	for	
Adult	and	Experiential	Learning,	the	Modern	Language	As-
sociation,	the	Association	of	Writers	and	Writing	Programs,	
the	National	Communication	Association,	and	the	Council	
for	the	Advancement	and	Support	of	Education.	

The	University	is	also	a	member	of	the	American	
Association	of	Collegiate	Registrars	and	Admissions	
Officers;	the	National	Association	for	College	Admission	
Counseling,	and	the	National	Association	of	Student	
Financial	Aid	Administrators.	

Marylhurst	University	is	a	member	of	the	following	library	
consortia:	Orbis	Cascade	Alliance	and	NAPCU	(Northwest	
Association	of	Private	Colleges	and	Universities).

SUpport organizationS
Marylhurst	University	is	fortunate	to	have	the	support	
of	many	active	volunteers.	These	include	the	Board	of	
Trustees,	the	Marylhurst	University	Alumni	Association,	
the	Art	Gym	Advisory	Board,	and	the	Interior	Design	
Advisory	Committee,	and	the	Marylhurst	Mentor	group.

Catalog Content SUbjeCt to Change
This	publication	is	certified	as	true	and	correct	in	content	
and	policy	as	of	the	date	of	publication.	The	University,	
however,	reserves	the	right	to	make	changes	of	any	
nature	in	programs,	calendar,	or	academic	schedules	
whenever	these	are	deemed	necessary	or	desirable,	
including	changes	in	course	content,	class	rescheduling,	
and	the	cancelling	of	scheduled	classes	or	other	academic	
activities.	

Consult	the	Marylhurst	University	Web	site	at		
www.marylhurst.edu	for	a	current	Calendar	of	Events,	
application	deadlines,	and	other	up-to-date	program	
and	event	information.	

The	quarterly	Schedule of Courses	also	contains	a	list	of	
offerings	broken	down	by	terms.	The	Schedule	is	available	
online	at	www.marylhurst.edu/schedule/.	

non-diSCriMination
Marylhurst	University	is	committed	to	equal	opportunity	
and	equal	treatment	for	all	qualified	individuals.	The	Uni-
versity	will	not	discriminate	against	any	person	because	of	
age,	gender,	color,	race,	national	origin,	religion,	marital	
status,	disability,	veteran	status,	sexual	orientation,	or	any	
other	class	status	protected	by	law.

Editor:	Carole	Strawn,	SNJM,	Marylhurst	University,	Office	of	
University	Communications,	P.O.	Box	261,	17600	Pacific	Highway,	
(Hwy.	43),	Marylhurst,	OR	97036-0261
Photo	credit:	Cover,	Sarah	Galbraith
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Academic Calendar: 2011-12

fall
2011

Winter 
2012

Spring
2012

SUMMer
2012

registration begins.
Web site access

8/22/11 12/5/11 2/27/12 5/21/12

last day to apply 
for graduation

8/22/11 12/5/11 2/27/12 5/21/12

Classes begin 9/26/11 1/9/12 4/2/12 6/25/12

full tuition payment due 10/7/11 1/20/12 4/13/12 7/6/12

term ends 12/11/11 3/25/12 6/17/12 9/2/12

posted graduation date 12/11/11 3/25/12 6/17/12 9/2/12

Commencement 6/16/12	(tentative)

holidays 
(University closed.)

11/24/11-
11/27/11

1/16/12 4/6/12-
4/8/12

5/28/12

7/4/12

9/3/12

Academic Calendar: 2012-2013

fall 
2012

Winter 
2013

Spring
2013

SUMMer
2013

registration begins.
Web site access

8/20/12 12/3/12 2/25/13	 5/20/13

last day to apply 
for graduation

8/20/12 12/3/12 2/25/13 5/20/13

Classes begin 9/24/12 1/7/13 4/1/13 6/24/13

full tuition payment due 10/5/12 1/18/13 4/12/13 7/5/13

term ends 12/9/12 3/24/13 6/16/13 9/1/13

posted graduation date 12/9/12 3/24/13 6/16/13 9/1/13

holidays 
(University closed.)

11/22/12-
11/25/12

1/21/13

3/29/13-
3/31/13

5/27/13 7/4/13

9/2/13
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art B.A. • • 42

art
 painting/drawing
 photography
 Sculpture
 Special topic

B.F.A. •
•

•
•
•

•

43

business & leadership
 business & Management
 human resources

B.S. •
•
•

53

business Management (accelerated) B.S. • 59

Communication
 Conflict resolution & Mediation
 human Communication
 training & development
 individualized Major

B.A. •

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

65

Cultural Studies
 Media & film Studies
 Media production
 Social philosophy
 individualized plan

B.A. •

•
•
•
•

• 79

english literature & Writing
 Creative Writing
 english literature
 literature
 professional Writing
 text:image

B.A. •

•

•

•

•
•

•

86

human Studies B.A. • 97

interdisciplinary Studies
 preparatory art therapy
 Self-designed Concentration
 Sustainability Studies

B.A. •
•
•
•

112

interior design B.F.A. • 49

Music B.A. • • 115

Music: Composition B.Mus. • 117

Music: performance
 guitar pedagogy
 guitar performance 
 piano pedagogy
 piano performance
 voice pedagogy
 voice performance

B.Mus. •

•
•
•
•
•
•

118

Music therapy B.M.T. • 120

organizational Communication
 organizational leadership
 public relations
 public relations & Strategic Communication

B.A. •
•

•
•

•

•

68

psychology B.A. • 98

real estate Studies (accelerated online) B.S. • 131

religious Studies
 pastoral Care

B.A. •
•

135

Science
 environmental Science
 general Science

B.A. •
•
•

141

Social Sciences
 anthropology
 gerontology
 Sociology

B.A. •
•
•
•

•

99

Sustainable business (accelerated) B.S. • 62
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gradUate prograMS degree Concentration Certificate endorsement page

applied theology
 pastoral Care

MAAT
•

197

art therapy Counseling
 art therapy
 Counseling

M.A.

•
•

152

education
 eSol
 reading
 teacher leadership

M.Ed.
•
•
• •

•
•

184

interdisciplinary Studies
 gerontology
 liberal arts
 organizational Communication
 Spiritual traditions & ethics

MAIS
•
•
•
•

•
190

Mba
 finance
 general Management
 healthcare Management
 Marketing
 organizational behavior
 Sustainable business

MBA
•
•
•
•
•
•

161

Mba (accelerated online)
 finance
 general Management
 healthcare Management
 Marketing
 nonprofit Management
 real estate

MBA
•
•
•
•
•
•

172

Ministry
 theological Studies

M.Div.

D.Min.	1
•

202

210

Sustainable business (accelerated)
 green development
 renewable energy

MBA
•
•

168

Sustainable business (accelerated online)
 government policy & administration
 green development
 natural & organic resources
 renewable energy

MBA
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

176

teaching
 elementary education
 Secondary education

MAT
•
•

182
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1 Cooperative program with San Francisco Theological Seminary
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Policies
Director of Admissions: Christopher Sweet 
Registrar: Gwen Hyatt 
Director of Financial Aid: Tracy Reisinger 
Controller: Debra Meyers

UndergradUate adMiSSionS
NOTE: For Graduate Admission information, please refer to 
graduate admissions section of this Catalog, pages 149-151.

adMiSSion to MarylhUrSt UniverSity
Applications	for	admission	are	accepted	year	round,	with	four	
enrollment	start	times	annually.	Applications	for	undergradu-
ate	bachelor	degree	and	certificate	programs	are	accepted	for	
the	upcoming	four	terms.	

appliCation deadlineS
In	order	to	ensure	students	have	sufficient	time	to	prepare	
for	coursework,	applicants	are	encouraged	to	apply	the	term	
prior	to	the	anticipated	term	of	enrollment.	Any	application	
not	completed	prior	to	the	first	day	of	the	term	will	be	can-
celed.

appliCation ConSideration
Admission	procedures	and	requirements	are	designed	to	give	
students	the	opportunity	to	demonstrate	their	ability	to	per-
form	successfully	at	the	college	level.	Each	application	file	is	
reviewed	individually	to	identify	the	applicant’s	potential	for	
success	in	their	selected	degree	of	study	at	Marylhurst.	All	
applicants	must	demonstrate	a	clear	understanding	of	aca-
demic	goals,	plus	the	ability	and	commitment	to	successfully	
complete	college-level	work.	

previoUS College CoUrSeWork
Applicants	must	list	all	colleges	previously	attended	on	the	
Marylhurst	application	and	must	supply	sealed,	official	tran-
scripts	from	each	previously	attended	college.	Failure	to	do	
so	may	result	in	the	rejection	of	the	application,	withdrawal	of	
admission,	or	change	of	financial	aid	funding.

proof of engliSh profiCienCy 
Any	applicants	whose	native	language	is	not	English	must	
provide	proof	of	language	proficiency	through	one	of	the	fol-
lowing:	
–	 IELTS	test	score	of	6.5
–	 a	TOEFL	score	of	79	iBT	or	higher
–	 a	PTE	score	of	53	or	higher	
–	 a	passing	score	on	standardized	English	placement	tests	

through	Pacific	International	Academy	(PIA)	upon	arrival	in	
the	United	States

–	 completion	of	the	Marylhurst	Language	Foundation	
program	with	a	2.50	GPA	or	higher

–	 transcripts	showing	completion	of	a	degree	or	successful	
completion	of	two	college-level	English	Writing	classes	
from	a	regionally	accredited	U.S.	institution.	

Standard UndergradUate degree and 
CertifiCate prograMS
NOTE: Interior Design and all Music Programs require additional 
application procedures. Procedures and forms can be found by 
visiting the Admissions Web site. 

UndergradUate appliCation reqUireMentS
For	admission	consideration,	students	must:
•	 Submit	a	completed	and	signed	Undergraduate Application 

for Admission	form	(or	Undergraduate Certificate Application	
form	if	applying	for	an	undergraduate	certificate)

•	 Pay	the	non-refundable	undergraduate	application	fee	of	
$40	($20	for	Undergraduate	Certificate	Application)

•	 Submit	official	high	school	or	GED	transcripts.*	Marylhurst	
prefers	a	minimum	high	school	GPA	of	2.50	or	average	
GED	score	of	500.		Please	note,	to	be	official,	transcripts	
must	arrive	in	a	sealed	and	stamped	envelope	issued	by	
the	originating	institution.	Faxed	transcripts	or	opened	
transcripts	are	not	considered	official.	Applicants	who	are	
currently	enrolled	in	high	school	at	the	time	of	application	
must	submit	final,	official	transcripts	by	August	1.		

	 *NOTE: Transfer applicants with 45 or more completed quarter 
units or 30 completed semester units do NOT need to submit 
official high school or GED transcripts.

•	 Submit	sealed,	official	transcripts	from	all	colleges	and	
universities	attended,	if	you	have	attended	a	college	or	
university.	(See	section:	Previous	College	Coursework)		
Marylhurst	prefers	a	minimum	GPA	of	2.25	on	all	college	
and	university	transcripts	with	successful	academic	
progress.

•	 Complete	a	Statement	of	Intent
•	 Provide	a	Letter	of	Recommendation	from	an	academic	

reference	if	you	are	currently	enrolled	in	high	school,	or	are	
a	transfer	applicant	with	fewer	than	20	transferable	college	
credits	who	graduated	from	high	school	less	than	3	years	
ago.

•	 Participate	in	an	interview	with	the	Admissions	Committee	
if	you	are	currently	enrolled	in	high	school	or	are	a	transfer	
with	fewer	than	20	transferable	college	credits.

•	 Applicants	born	on	or	after	January	1,	1957,	planning	to	
take	12	or	more	credits	on	campus	per	term	must	complete	
the	Marylhurst	University	Certificate of Immunization	form.

•	 Applicants	whose	native	language	is	not	English	must	
provide	proof	of	English	proficiency.	(See	section:	Proof	of	
English	Language	Proficiency)

appliCation reqUireMentS for international 
StUdentS
International	students	are	those	applicants	who	plan	to	study	
on	campus	in	the	U.S.	using	the	F-1	Non-immigrant	Student	
Visa.		

Students	are	subject	to	the	rules	and	regulations	of	the	
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security	Student	and	Ex-
change	Visitor	Program	(SEVP).	SEVP	regulations	require	
that	students	enroll	for	full-time	study	(12	credits	at	the	
undergraduate	level)	to	ensure	normal	progress	in	complet-
ing	their	degree	program	on	time.	This	requires	sufficient	
funds	or	sponsorship	to	pay	for	the	student’s	education	and	
living	expenses	throughout	their	study	program.	International	
students	are	encouraged	to	contact	the	International	Admis-
sions	Counselor	for	additional	information.

To	apply,	international	students	must	submit:
•	 A	completed	and	signed	International Student Undergraduate 

Application	form
•	 A	non-refundable	application	fee	of	$50.00	in	U.S.	currency
•	 A	completed	Statement	of	Intent	
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•	 Proof	of	English	proficiency	for	those	applicants	whose	
native	language	is	not	English.	(See	section:	Proof	of	
English	Language	Proficiency)

•	 Provide	verification	of	high	school	completion	or	
equivalency	(waived for students who have completed the 
equivalent of 45 quarter credit, or 30 semester credits from a 
college or university)	

•	 Official	documentation	of	completed	college-level	
coursework,	if	you	attended	a	college	or	university.
o	 Foreign	credit:	See	the	Applicants	with	Foreign	

Transcripts	section	for	details	on	proper	submission	
of	foreign	transcripts	and	transcript	evaluation	service	
providers.

o	 U.S.	college	credit:	sealed,	official	transcripts	from	all	
colleges	and	universities	attended

•	 Applicants	born	on	or	after	January	1,	1957-	proof	of	two	
doses	of	measles	immunization	or	complete	the	Marylhurst 
University Certificate of Immunization	form

•	 International Student Declaration of Finances	form	(found	in	
the	international	application	packet)	and	an	original	bank	
statement	or	letter	showing	sufficient	funds	in	U.S.	dollars	
to	cover	tuition,	fees,	and	living	expenses	for	at	least	the	
first	year	of	study	(NOTE:	The Declaration of Finances	form	
and	bank	document	should	be	submitted	no	more	than	6	
months	prior	to	the	planned	program	start	date.)

•	 A	Transfer Release	form	from	the	student’s	current	school	
if	they	plan	to	transfer	from	any	college	or	school	in	the	
United	States

proviSional adMiSSion for international StUdentS
Upon	submission	of	all	admission	requirements	except	proof	
of	English	language	proficiency,	international	students	may	
be	offered	provisional	admission	and	issued	an	I-20.	How-
ever,	they	will	not	be	able	register	for	classes	until	taking	
the	on-campus	English	test	provided	by	Pacific	International	
Academy	(PIA).	If	the	English	test	results	do	not	qualify	the	
student	for	full	university	admission,	they	may	qualify	for	the	
Language	Foundation	program	as	provisionally	admitted	stu-
dents,	or	transfer	to	PIA	for	English	language	training.	(See	
page	30	of	the	catalog	for	information	on	PIA;	see	page	31	of	
this	Catalog for	the	Language	Foundation	requirements.)

aCCelerated UndergradUate degree 
prograMS

appliCation reqUireMentS for aCCelerated 
UndergradUate degree prograMS
The	accelerated	programs	are	designed	for	students	and	
working	professionals	who	have	earned	previous	college	cred-
it	and	are	seeking	a	high	quality	cohort	model	program	which	
can	be	completed	in	just	18	months.

MiniMUM reqUireMentS for aCCelerated 
UndergradUate adMiSSion ConSideration
To	be	considered	for	admission	to	the	accelerated	program,	
applicants	must	have	completed	50-110	transferable	quarter	
credits,	including	at	least	one	college-level	course	in	writing.	
As	a	graduation	requirement,	students	must	also	complete	
a	college	level	math	course	(prior	to	statistics),	two	arts	
courses,	and	two	science	courses.	It	is	highly	recommended	
to	complete	these	courses	prior	to	admission.	Any	student	
transferring	in	less	than	110	quarter	credits	for	Business	
Management,	Sustainable	Business,	or	90	quarter	credits	for	
Real	Estate	Studies	will	need	to	take	additional	electives	to	
meet	the	180	quarter	credit	total	required	for	the	degree.

Students	applying	to	Accelerated	Undergraduate	degree	
programs	at	Marylhurst	University	must:
•	 Complete	and	submit	an	Application for Accelerated Bachelor 

Degree Programs	
•	 Pay	the	non-refundable	undergraduate	application	fee	of	

$40
•	 Provide	sealed,	official	transcripts	from	all	colleges	and	

universities	attended.	A	minimum	cumulative	GPA	of	2.25	
on	a	4.00	scale	is	required.

•	 Submit	a	Statement	of	Intent	
•	 Complete	the	Marylhurst University Certificate of 

Immunization	form	for	applicants	born	on	or	after	January	
1,	1957,	planning	to	take	12	or	more	credits	on	campus

•	 Submit	Proof	of	English	Proficiency	for	those	applicants	
whose	native	language	is	not	English	(See	section:	Proof	of	
English	Language	Proficiency)

additional adMiSSionS inforMation

aSSoCiate degree tranSferS
Marylhurst	University	honors	the	Associate	of	Arts/Oregon	
Transfer	Degree	(AAOT).	See	the	Liberal	Art	Core	section	of	
the	Catalog	on	page	36	for	the	requirements	met	with	the	
AAOT.

SeCond degree-Seeking StUdentS
Second	Degree-Seeking	students	are	those	applicants	who	
already	hold	an	undergraduate	bachelor’s	degree	from	a	
regionally	accredited	institution	seeking	a	second	bachelor’s	
degree.	Applicants	should	follow	the	Transfer	Student	Appli-
cation	Procedures.		

tranSfer Credit evalUation
A	student	may	receive	credit	through	the	evaluation	of	official	
transcripts	from	colleges	and	universities	that	hold	regional	
accreditation.	Credits	are	evaluated	based	on	meeting	a	
course	equivalency	and	applicability	toward	a	degree	pro-
gram.	Only	courses	with	grades	of	C-	or	above	will	be	evalu-
ated	for	transfer	credit.

Marylhurst	University	may	award	credit	for	selected	
classes	or	programs	considered	vocational/technical	or	occu-
pational	from	other	accredited	institutions.	Contact	the	Office	
of	Admissions	for	specific	vocational/technical	coursework	
considered	transferable.

A	maximum	of	120	lower	division	credits	can	be	applied	
toward	a	Marylhurst	bachelor’s	degree.	A	minimum	of	45	
quarter	credits	must	be	earned	at	Marylhurst	to	earn	a	
Marylhurst	University	bachelor’s	degree.

artiCUlation agreeMentS
To	help	maximize	acceptance	of	transfer	credits,	Marylhurst	
has	established	articulation	agreements	with	the	following	
schools:
Chemeketa	Community	College
Clackamas	Community	College
Clark	College
Heald	College
Klamath	Falls	Community	College
Mt.	Hood	Community	College
Portland	Community	College
Western	Governors	University
Umpqua	Community	College
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Marylhurst	offers	the	opportunity	to	earn	credit	toward	a	
bachelor’s	degree	by	drawing	on	knowledge	acquired	through	
life	experience.		See	page	26.

adMiSSion notifiCation
Applicants	are	notified	of	the	admission	decision	on	a	roll-
ing	basis.	Applicants	may	adjust	the	term	for	which	they	are	
applying	to	by	contacting	the	Office	of	Admissions.	Applicants	
may	roll	their	application	start	term	up	to	one	year	from	the	
initial	term	to	which	they	applied	without	needing	to	reapply.		

Applications	not	completed	by	the	first	day	of	the	term	for	
which	they	are	applying	will	be	canceled.		

Students	who	choose	not	to	complete	their	application	for	
admissions	may	request	to	have	their	application	canceled	at	
any	time.	Application	files	are	held	for	three	years.	A	former	
applicant	seeking	admission	at	a	later	date	must	reapply	for	
admission.

adMiSSion on probation
Applicants	who	have	not	meet	minimum	requirements	but	are	
granted	admission	based	on	an	individual	exception	will	be	
admitted	on	probation.	Students	will	be	notified	in	writing	of	
probationary	status	and	will	need	to	meet	with	an	Academic	
Advisor	to	identify	appropriate	coursework	for	which	to	reg-
ister.	Once	enrolled,	students	will	be	monitored	based	on	the	
University’s	Standards	of	Academic	Progress.

aCtivating adMiSSion throUgh enrollMent 
Students	are	eligible	to	enroll	in	classes	for	the	term	they	are	
admitted	to	as	indicated	on	their	application.	Students,	who	do	
not	begin	their	coursework	in	the	term	they	are	admitted	to,	
and	fail	to	defer	admission	with	the	Office	of	Admissions,	will	
have	their	admission	canceled.		It	must	be	re-activated	before	
they	will	be	permitted	to	register	for	courses.		

deferring adMiSSion
Admitted	or	applied	students	wishing	to	change	the	term	of	
initial	enrollment	may	defer	their	application	up	to	one	year	
without	needing	to	reapply	by	notifying	the	Office	of	Admis-
sion.		This	must	be	done	prior	to	the	start	of	the	term	a	stu-
dent	initially	applied	for.	

re-adMiSSion
Students	must	re-apply	for	admission	under	the	following	
circumstances:
•	 the		application	was	canceled
•	 the	student	did	not	enroll	to	activate	admission	and	did	not	

defer	admission
•	 a	current	student	that	has	been	in	non-attendance	for	one	

year	wishes	to	return	to	the	university

When	re-applying,	students	will	be	required	to	submit:
•	 A	new	Undergraduate Application	form	and	$40	fee
•	 any	admissions	requirements	not	already	on	file	according	

to	requirements	in	the	current	catalog,	
•	 transcripts	from	any	colleges	attended	after	their	previous	

admission	to	Marylhurst	(transcripts	from	previous	
applications	will	be	held	for	up	to	3	years),	and	

•	 an	updated	Statement	of	Intent.		

Any	holds	showing	on	a	Marylhurst	student	record	must	
be	cleared	before	re-admission	to	the	University	will	be	
considered.	Marylhurst	transcripts	will	also	be	reviewed	for	
successful	academic	progress.	Unsuccessful	academic	prog-
ress	at	Marylhurst	could	result	in	an	admission	on	probation	
or	denial	of	re-admission.	

adMiSSion WithdraWal
Students	who	have	been	admitted	to	the	University	but	choose	
not	to	attend	should	withdraw	their	admission.	Please	contact	
the	Office	of	Admissions	for	formal	withdrawal	procedures.	

Co-adMiSSion
Co-admission	is	designed	for	students	who	want	to	complete	
their	degree	at	Marylhurst	University	but	wish	to	begin	their	
coursework	at	the	community	college.	For	current	information	
on	partnerships	and	co-admission	procedures,	please	contact	
the	Office	of	Admissions.	

In	order	to	provide	a	seamless	transition	to	Marylhurst	
University	and	to	provide	ongoing	academic	advising,	the	
University	honors	co-admission	agreements	with:
Clark	College
Columbia	Gorge	Community	College
Mt.	Hood	Community	College
Portland	Community	College
Tillamook	Bay	Community	College

appliCantS With foreign tranSCriptS 
Undergraduate	students	wishing	to	apply	credit	earned	at	for-
eign	institutions	to	their	undergraduate	degree	must	obtain	a	
course-by-course	transcript	evaluation	report	from	an	outside	
transcript	evaluation	service	at	their	own	expense.	Marylhurst	
requires	that	students	use	either	Educational	Credential	
Evaluators,	Inc.	(ECE)	or	World	Education	Services,	Inc.	(WES).	
The	Office	of	Admissions	can	provide	guidance	on	the	process	
for	obtaining	such	evaluations.

Military ServiCe SChoolS
Official	documentation	for	military	education	and	training	
will	be	evaluated	and	college	credit	may	be	awarded	based	
upon	the	recommendations	of	the	American	Council	on	Edu-
cation	(ACE).	Students	with	academic	credits	from	military	
service	must	obtain	and	submit	a	Military	Service	Transcript.	
Marylhurst	University	may	award	credit	to	admitted	degree	
students	for	training	received	through	formal	military	service	
or	the	Oregon	Military	Academy.	Students	can	receive	6	cred-
its	by	submitting	their	DD-214	to	the	Office	of	Admissions.

non-Collegiate-SponSored learning
Academic	credit	may	be	awarded	for	non-collegiate-spon-
sored	learning	acquired	through	programs	in	business	and	
industry	that	have	been	approved	by	the	American	Council	on	
Education	(ACE)	and	published	in	the	National	Guide	to	Edu-
cational	Credit	for	Training	Programs.	Academic	credit	may	
also	be	awarded	for	learning	acquired	through	business	and	
industry	that	has	been	approved	by	the	National	Program	on	
Noncollegiate	Sponsored	Instruction	(PONSI),	as	published	
in	the	College	Credit	Recommendations	Directory.	Credit	for	
non-collegiate	learning	not	listed	in	either	of	these	guides	
may	be	included	in	the	Prior	Learning	Assessment	Program	
for	evaluation	at	Marylhurst.	For	other	alternative	credit	op-
tions,	refer	to	the	Academic	Credit	section.

advanCe plaCeMent (ap) and international 
baCCalaUreate (ib) teSt SCoreS
AP	and	IB	test	scores	can	be	submitted	for	review.	Transfer	
credit	awarded	varies	depending	on	the	score	and	test.	Con-
tact	the	Office	of	Admissions	for	further	details.

Credit-by-exaMination
Administered	through	the	Center	for	Experiential	Learning	
and	Assessment	(CELA)	are	credit-by-examination	programs.		
College	credit	achieved	through	these	programs	may	be	ap-
plied	on	a	transfer	basis	to	degree	programs	at	Marylhurst.
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Marylhurst	accepts	credit	earned	through	the	College-
Level	Examination	Program	(CLEP),	the	DSST	Program	
(DANTES),	New	York	University	(NYU)	Foreign	Language	
Proficiency	Examination	Program,	and	the	Excelsior	College	
Examination	Program.	

A	complete	copy	of	Marylhurst	University’s	credit-by-
examination	guidelines	is	available	from	the	Center	for	Expe-
riential	Learning	and	Assessment.		These	guidelines	outline	
the	minimum	scores	that	must	be	attained	for	credit	to	be	
granted,	the	examination,	general	restrictions	on	the	appli-
cability	of	credits	received,	and	the	fees	involved.		Interested	
students	are	advised	to	speak	with	their	academic	advisor	
before	registering	for	any	examinations.

non-degree enrollMent StatUS
Non-degree	enrollment	status	is	designed	for	students	who	
wish	to	take	courses	for	enrichment,	continuing	education,	or	
lifelong	learning	but	do	not	plan	to	pursue	a	degree.	Non-de-
gree	students	do	not	qualify	for	financial	aid.	Individuals	who	
want	to	take	courses	at	Marylhurst	but	do	not	desire	a	degree	
program	should	complete	an	Application for Non-Degree En-
rollment Status	understanding	the	following	criteria:
•	 Non-degree	students	must	meet	the	stated	prerequisites	

for	coursework	prior	to	enrollment.
•	 Coursework	taken	for	credit	as	a	non-degree	student	may	

apply	towards	a	Marylhurst	University	degree	subject	to	
review	by	the	academic	program	advisor.	

•	 A	high	school	student	may	enroll	in	Marylhurst	University	
classes	as	a	non-degree	student	after	appropriate	approval.		
Such	students	must	submit	the	signature	of	their	parent	
or	guardian	and	a	written	recommendation	from	their	high	
school	advisor	with	their	non-degree	application.		These	
students	will	also	need	approval	from	the	course	instructor	
or	department	chair	when	they	register	for	classes.		High	
school	students	are	typically	in	the	top	quartile	of	their	
class	and	their	enrollment	will	be	limited	to	100-	and	
200-level	courses.

tUition and feeS
The	Marylhurst	University	Board	of	Trustees	establishes	
tuition	and	fee	rates	annually	and	reserves	the	right	to	change	
fees	and	amend	policies	when	deemed	necessary.	Tuition	and	
fee	rates	are	generally	adjusted	at	the	beginning	of	summer	
term	and	remain	in	effect	until	the	end	of	the	following	spring	
term.	

Tuition	and	fees	are	listed	in	the	published	Schedule of 
Courses	or	online	at	https://marylhurst.edu/studentaccounts/
tuitionfees.php.	

Tuition	and	fee	charges	are	generated	automatically	when	
a	student	registers	for	one	or	more	classes.	The	student	is	
responsible	for	payment	of	all	tuition	charges	for	all	regis-
tered	classes	whether	or	not	the	student	attends	the	class.	
The	University	does	not	remove	students	from	classes	for	
lack	of	attendance	and	faculty/advisors	are	not	responsible	
for	dropping	students	from	classes.	

If	a	student	is	unable	to	register	online	for	a	class	because	
they	received	a	message	indicating	there	is	an	“AR	Hold”	on	
their	student	account,	there	is	an	outstanding	balance	due	on	
the	student	account	that	must	be	paid	before	further	regis-
tration	can	be	completed.	Contact	Student	Accounts	by	email	
cashier@marylhurst.edu	or	call	503.699.6278.

Miscellaneous	fees	for	admissions,	transcripts,	studio	fees,	
private	music	lesson	fees,	testing	fees,	seminars,	etc.,	must	
be	paid	in	advance	of	the	University	providing	the	service.

payMent for dropped or WithdraWn ClaSSeS 
Students	may	drop	one	or	more	classes	prior	to	the	published	
drop	deadlines	and	receive	a	100	percent	tuition	reversal	on	
their	student	account	for	each	class	dropped.	

If	the	student	decides	to	withdraw	from	one	or	more	
classes	after	the	published	drop	deadlines,	they	will	receive	
no	reversal	of	tuition	charges	on	their	student	account.	

payMent dUe dateS
Payment	in	full	for	quarterly	tuition	and	fees	is	generally	
due	by	the	end	of	the	second	week	of	classes	each	term	(see	
Schedule of Courses	or	my.marylhurst	for	specific	due	dates)	
unless	payment	arrangements	have	been	approved	by	the	
Student	Accounts	Office.	

payMent optionS
•	 Payment	may	be	made	in	person	to	the	Cashier	in	the	

Student	Accounts	Office
•	 Payment	may	be	made	any	time	online	using	Visa,	

Master	Card,	American	Express	or	Discover.	Debit	cards	
are	not	accepted	online.	https://my.marylhurst.edu/ics/
Registration_and_Finances/My_Finances/.	

•	 Payment	may	be	made	with	accepted	Financial	Aid	Awards	
such	as	grants,	scholarships,	loans,	tuition	waivers	and	
tuition	discounts.	Contact	the	Financial	Aid	Office	if	you	
have	questions	about	your	Financial	Aid.

•	 Payment	may	be	made	directly	by	your	employer	through	
Third	Party	Billing.	

•	 Payment	may	be	made	through	a	Tuition	Payment	Plan.	

late payMent
A	late	payment	fee	will	be	assessed	on	unpaid	student	ac-
count	balances	the	first	business	day	following	the	last	day	to	
add/drop	(see	Schedule of Courses or	my.marylhurst	for	spe-
cific	due	dates)	and	monthly	thereafter	until	payment	is	made	
or	until	the	student	account	is	assigned	to	a	collection	agency.	
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tuition and fees 

Effective Summer Term 2011 through Spring Term 2012

adMiSSionS fee
Undergraduate	Degree	Program	................................................$40
Graduate	Degree	Program	.........................................................$50
International	Student	..................................................................$50
Certificate	Program	....................................................................$20

UndergradUate tUition
Regular	class,	per	credit	..........................................................$409
Reg.	class:	AOP	Business,	AOP	Real	Estate,	per	credit	...........$358
Internship,	per	credit	................................................................$409
Directed	study,	per	credit	.........................................................$409
Independent	study,	per	credit	...................................................$409
Course	challenge,	per	credit	....................................................$205
Co-op	class,	per	credit	...............................................................$50
Outcome	assessment	fee,	per	outcome	.....................................$45
PLA	Evaluation	Fee	(per	credit	awarded)	...................................$45
DANTES	Test	Fee	......................................................................$100

gradUate tUition
Regular	class,	per	credit	..........................................................$535
Regular	class:	Art	Therapy	Counseling,	per	credit	..................$548
Regular	class:	MBA,	per	credit	.................................................$548
Regular	class,	AOP	MBA,	per	credit	.........................................$548
Regular	class,	Saturday	MBA,	per	credit*	................................$682
	 *includes	course	fees	(Summer	Term	2011	only.)
Regular	class,	Saturday	MBA,	per	credit	.................................$548
Practicum,	per	credit	................................................................$535
Practicum,	Art	Therapy	Counseling,	per	credit	.......................$558
Directed	study,	per	credit	.........................................................$535
Independent	study,	thesis,	project,	or	colloquium,	per	credit	.$535

SpeCial tUition
CEUs,	per	unit	...........................................................................$245
Undergraduate	Audit,	per	credit	...............................................$245
Graduate	Audit,	per	credit	........................................................$321
Elder	Learner	(65	or	older)	audit,	per	credit	..............................$25	
Special	class	................................................................ as	published

international StUdent fee
Fee	......................................................... assessed	at	$300	per	term

Applies toward International Student Specialist, document handling 
expenses, orientation services, recruiting, & program administra-
tion.

late feeS
Late	Payment	Fee	(per	month)	...................................................$50

tranSCript of CoUrSeS
First	copy	.......................................................................................$5
Additional	copy	requested	at	same	time	......................................$2

UniverSity private MUSiC leSSonS/CoMpoSition 
StUdieS
private lessons for Credit

Ten	45-minute	lessons,	1	credit	..........................................$577
Ten	60-minute	lessons,	2	credits	........................................$899
Ten	75-minute	lessons,	3	credits	..................................... $1,221

private lessons for non-Credit
Ten	30-minute	lessons,	no	credit	........................................$371
Ten	45-minute	lessons,	no	credit	........................................$557
Ten	60-minute	lessons,	no	credit	........................................$742

non-payMent of StUdent aCCoUnt
All	outstanding	student	account	balances	receive	an	“AR	Hold”	
prior	to	the	opening	of	registration	for	the	subsequent	term	
which	prevents	registration	with	the	University.	Issuance	of	
diplomas	or	academic	transcripts	may	also	be	withheld	for	
non-payment	of	your	student	account.	Any	student	with	an	
outstanding	student	account	balance	over	90	days	will	receive	
a	“10-day	notification	of	collection	processing	letter”	sent	to	
the	student	address	on	record.	If	the	student	does	not	respond	
within	the	10	days,	the	student	account	will	be	assigned	to	a	
collection	agency.	

vieW StUdent aCCoUnt online
Students	are	responsible	to	review	their	student	account	
periodically	throughout	the	term	and	clear	all	student	ac-
count	balances	in	a	timely	manner.	You	can	view	your	student	
account	online	at	https://my.marylhurst.edu/ics/Registra-
tion_and_Finances/My_Finances/.	

StUdent aCCoUnt debit balanCeS and Monthly 
StateMentS
Student	accounts	with	debit	balances	(amounts	owed	to	the	
University)	are	sent	monthly	statements.	Statements	reflect	
the	current	status	of	a	student’s	account	at	the	time	the	state-
ment	is	generated.	Students	are	responsible	to	review	their	
student	account	periodically	throughout	the	term	and	clear	all	
student	account	balances	in	a	timely	manner.	

StUdent aCCoUnt CreditS 
Student	account	credits	(other	than	payments)	are	generated	
by	the	Financial	Aid	Office.	Credits	may	include,	but	are	not	
limited	to	grants,	scholarships	and	loans.	Adjustments	and	
corrections	to	Financial	Aid	credits	can	only	be	made	by	the	
Financial	Aid	Office.	

StUdent aCCoUnt Credit refUndS
Student	account	credit	balances	confirmed	by	5pm	on	Tues-
day	are	generally	refunded	by	check	in	the	Student	Accounts	
Office	by	the	following	Friday.	Credit	balance	refunds	from	
“term-based	Financial	Aid”	are	available	between	10am	
and	3pm	beginning	on	the	third	Friday	of	each	new	term.	All	
refund	checks	not	picked	up	by	3pm	will	be	mailed	to	the	
student	address	on	record.	Credit	balances	of	$25	or	less	will	
only	be	refunded	upon	request.

finanCial aid book voUCherS (tUition advanCeS of 
pending aid)
Students	who	have	a	“pending	credit”	on	their	student	ac-
count	from	the	application	of	“pending	financial	aid”	may	be	
eligible	to	receive	a	Financial	Aid	book	voucher	in	advance	of	
receiving	the	refunded	credit	balance.	With	pending	Financial	
Aid,	a	student	may	request	a	Financial	Aid	book	voucher	(up	
to	maximum	of	$500)	for	the	purchase	of	qualifying	books	and	
supplies.	Book	vouchers	are	available	two	weeks	before	the	
first	day	of	the	term	through	the	second	Friday	of	the	term.	
One	book	voucher	will	be	issued	per	student	account,	per	
term.	For	more	information	on	how	to	obtain	a	book	voucher	
contact	the	Student	Accounts	Office.

For	more	detailed	information	(Frequently	Asked	Ques-
tions).	go	to	http://marylhurst.edu/studentaccounts/faq.php.

applying for finanCial aid
For	complete	information	on	applying	for	and	receiving	finan-
cial	aid	see	the	University	Web	site	at	www.marylhurst.edu/
financialaid	or	review	the	Financial Aid Handbook.	Available	on	
the	Web	site	at	www.marylhurst.edu/finanicalaid/.
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aCadeMiC poliCieS
Students	at	Marylhurst	University	are	expected	to	be	familiar	
with	and	to	conform	to	University	academic	policies	and	regu-
lations.	The	University	reserves	the	right	to	revise	these	poli-
cies	without	notice	whenever	the	University	determines	that	
such	action	is	warranted.	The	most	recent	updates	of	these	
policies	are	displayed	on	the	University	Web	site	at	www.
marylhurst.edu/registrar/.

aCadeMiC honeSty
The	Academic	Honesty	Policy	is	detailed	in	the	Student Hand-
book.	The	Student Handbook	is	available	for	download	on	the	
University	Web	site	and	on	reserve	in	Shoen	Library.

aCadeMiC overload 
Registration	for	more	than	18	credits	per	quarter	for	un-
dergraduate	students	is	considered	academic	overload	and	
requires	prior	approval	from	the	advisor	before	registering.	
Graduate	students	are	not	restricted	in	the	number	of	credits	
in	which	they	may	enroll.

Cooperative Credit
Admitted	Marylhurst	University	students	may	enroll	in	ap-
proved	cooperative	credit	programs.	Up	to	45	cooperative	
credits	may	be	applied	to	a	Marylhurst	University	degree.	Co-
operative	credit	does	not	apply	to	the	residency	requirement.

CoUrSe Challenge
Any	existing	undergraduate	course	that	is	listed	in	the	Uni-
versity Catalog may	be	challenged	with	the	permission	of	the	
Chair	of	the	department	offering	the	course.	Students	who	
successfully	challenge	a	course	earn	Marylhurst	residency	
credits	and	the	course	is	recorded	on	the	transcript.	Course	
challenges	are	graded	Pass/No	Pass	only.	Courses	in	which	
the	student	has	previously	been	enrolled	at	Marylhurst	Uni-
versity	and	has	received	any	grade	(including	W,	Y,	I,	or	AU)	
cannot	be	challenged.	Repeatable	courses	can	be	challenged	
only	once.	Students	can	challenge	a	maximum	of	9	credits.

CoUrSe CoMpletion
Students	are	expected	to	complete	all	courses	for	which	they	
register.	Students	who	are	registered	for	a	course	as	of	the	pub-
lished	drop	deadlines	are	responsible	for	all	tuition	and	fees	for	
the	course	and	will	have	the	course	recorded	on	their	transcript.

dropping a Course
Students	may	drop	a	course	without	penalty	until	the	pub-
lished	drop	deadlines.	Officially	dropping	a	course	through	the	
Office	of	the	Registrar	removes	the	course	from	the	transcript	
and	results	in	a	refund	of	tuition.

Withdrawal from a Course
Students	who	encounter	unexpected	difficulties	after	the	drop	
deadlines	may	officially	withdraw	from	the	course	through	the	
Office	of	the	Registrar	through	the	last	scheduled	class	meet-
ing	(or	last	class	date	for	online	courses)	as	per	the	Schedule 
of Courses.	Withdrawing	results	in	a	W	on	the	transcript,	
which	does	not	affect	the	GPA.	Students	receiving	a	W	are	
responsible	for	all	tuition	and	fees	for	the	course.	Students	
who	are	making	unsatisfactory	progress	or	have	been	unable	
to	attend	the	course	are	not	eligible	for	an	Incomplete	and	are	
strongly	encouraged	to	withdraw.

non-attendance
Students	who	never	attend	(or	log	into)	a	course	will	receive	
a	Y	on	the	transcript,	which	does	not	affect	the	GPA.	Students	
receiving	a	Y	are	responsible	for	all	tuition	and	fees	for	the	
course.

incomplete
An	Incomplete	(I)	grade	may	be	granted	at	the	discretion	of	
the	instructor	when:
1.	No	more	formal	instruction	is	needed;	
2.	At	least	75	percent	of	the	coursework	(e.g.,	assignments,	

class	participation)	has	been	completed;	and
3.	The	quality	of	work	has	been	satisfactory;	but
4.	Some	coursework	cannot	be	completed	before	the	grading	

deadline	due	to	illness	or	unexpected	circumstances	
beyond	the	student’s	control.	
The	Incomplete	is	granted	for	a	period	of	one	academic	

term.	To	grant	an	Incomplete,	the	instructor	records	an	“I”	
grade.	Recording	an	“I”	signifies	that	the	instructor	and	stu-
dent	have	agreed	to	the	terms	and	timeline	of	completion.	

The	instructor	must	submit	a	change	of	grade	to	the	Of-
fice	of	the	Registrar	on	or	before	the	grading	deadline	for	
the	term	immediately	following	the	original	term	of	enroll-
ment.	The	instructor	may	require	the	student	to	complete	
the	coursework	in	a	shorter	period	of	time	and	may	submit	
a	change	of	grade	at	any	time	before	the	deadline.	If	the	
instructor	does	not	submit	a	change	of	grade,	the	Incomplete	
will	be	converted	to	F	(for	graded	classes)	or	NP	(for	pass/no	
pass	classes).

Undergraduate	and	graduate	students	with	more	than	8	
credit	hours	of	recorded	Incompletes	will	not	be	allowed	to	
register	for	additional	courses.	

exceptional Circumstances
Marylhurst	University	understands	that	students	sometimes	
face	hardships	or	unusual	circumstances	beyond	their	control.	
A	student	may	request	a	variance	to	any	of	the	course	comple-
tion	policies	by	submitting	a	Petition for Exception to University 
Policy	to	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.

dropping a CoUrSe
See	the	Course	Completion	policy.

grade Change
A	grade	cannot	be	changed	once	it	has	been	recorded	in	the	
Office	of	the	Registrar	unless	an	error	was	made	in	assign-
ing	the	original	grade.	An	error	refers	to	incorrect	data	entry,	
miscalculation	or	failure	to	consider	all	coursework	submitted	
before	the	grading	deadline.	

If	a	grading	error	was	made,	the	instructor	must	notify	the	
Office	of	the	Registrar	by	submitting	a	Change	of	Grade	no	
later	than	the	end	of	the	term	following	the	grade	submis-
sion.	To	protect	records	integrity,	all	grade	changes	must	be	
submitted	in	writing	and	be	signed	and	dated	by	the	instruc-
tor	and	the	department	chair.

For	an	error	discovered	more	than	one	term	after	grade	
submission,	the	grade	change	must	be	approved	by	the	
Provost	and	supported	by	documentation	(e.g.,	grade	books,	
papers,	examinations)	from	the	instructor	or	department	
chair.
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A	student	who	believes	that	a	course	grade	awarded	does	
not	accurately	reflect	his	or	her	performance	must	attempt	
to	resolve	the	matter	with	the	instructor	within	30	days	after	
the	grade	was	submitted.	If	the	student	and	instructor	are	
unable	to	reach	a	resolution,	the	parties	should	request	
assistance	from	the	department	chair.	If	this	attempt	at	
resolution	is	unsuccessful,	the	student	may	submit	a	formal	
written	appeal	to	the	Provost.	Appeals	must	be	received	by	
the	University	Provost's	Office	by	the	last	day	of	the	academ-
ic	term	immediately	following	the	term	in	which	the	course	
was	taken.

The	grade	change	policy	does	not	apply	to	Incomplete	(I)	or	
In	Progress	(IP)	grades	which	are	subject	to	separate	policies.

inCoMplete grade
See	the	Course	Completion	policy.

in-progreSS grade
The	In-Progress	(IP)	grade	indicates	satisfactory	progress	
toward	completion	of	theses,	internships,	research	projects,	
practica,	senior	projects,	or	other	specifically	designated	
courses.	The	maximum	time	allowed	to	complete	an	IP	grade	
is	one	year,	although	the	instructor	may	set	a	shorter	period.	
If	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	does	not	receive	the	final	grade	
from	the	instructor	by	the	specified	deadline,	an	F	or	NP	will	
be	recorded.	

leave of abSenCe
The	Leave	of	Absence	provides	a	short-term	academic	leave	
from	the	University	for	students	with	medical	reasons,	fi-
nancial	difficulties,	military	duty,	or	personal	considerations	
such	as	family	illness	or	obligations.	Students	on	an	approved	
Leave	of	Absence	maintain	their	matriculation	status,	and	the	
degree	completion	period	is	extended	to	include	the	length	of	
the	Leave.	Students	may	be	granted	up	to	a	cumulative	maxi-
mum	of	one	year	of	Leave.

To	be	eligible	for	a	Leave	of	Absence,	students	must	have	
completed	at	least	one	successful	term	at	Marylhurst	Uni-
versity	and	be	in	good	standing	academically	and	financially.	
Students	must	complete	or	withdraw	from	all	coursework	
before	requesting	Leave.	Applications for Leave of Absence	are	
available	in	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	

Financial	aid	awarded	but	not	used	prior	to	a	Leave	will	not	
be	carried	over	to	future	terms.	Students	must	reapply	for	aid	
before	returning	from	Leave	according	to	normal	Financial	
Aid	Office	policies	and	procedures.	

petition for exCeption to UniverSity poliCy
Students	at	Marylhurst	University	are	expected	to	be	famil-
iar	with	and	to	conform	to	University	academic	policies	and	
regulations;	however,	students	have	the	right	to	petition	for	
exception	to	these	policies	and	regulations	if	they	experience	
unusual	circumstances	or	hardships	beyond	their	control.	
The	Petition	committee	will	waive	a	policy	or	regulation	when	
convinced	of	sufficient	and	compelling	reason	to	warrant	an	
exception.	Petitions	must	be	filed	within	one	year	of	the	aca-
demic	term	for	which	an	exception	is	requested.
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A	student	may	retake	a	Marylhurst	University	course	for	the	
purpose	of	improving	a	grade.	When	a	course	is	retaken,	the	
previous	grade	is	replaced	with	an	R	(course	repeat),	which	is	
not	computed	in	the	GPA.	All	instances	of	the	course	remain	
on	the	student’s	transcript;	however,	no	credits	are	earned	for	
the	original	attempt.	To	retake	a	class	for	grade	improvement,	
the	later	instance	of	the	course	must	have	the	same	course	
prefix	and	number	and	the	same	title	as	the	original	instance	
and	must	be	taken	with	the	same	credit	type.	

Certain	types	of	courses	will	not	be	processed	as	repeats	
and	cannot	be	used	to	better	a	grade,	including:	course	chal-
lenges,	outcome	assessments,	courses	transferred	from	an-
other	university,	courses	that	may	be	repeated	for	credit	(e.g.,	
projects,	internships,	topics	classes),	and	courses	applied	
toward	a	degree	or	certificate	that	has	been	conferred.	Marks	
of	W	or	Y,	which	indicate	that	the	course	was	not	completed,	
will	remain	on	the	record	and	can	neither	be	replaced	nor	
used	to	replace	a	previous	grade.	

Students	are	strongly	encouraged	to	consult	with	an	ad-
viser	before	retaking	a	course.	Students	should	be	aware	that	
1.	only	the	grade	from	the	later	instance	of	the	course	will	
be	computed	in	the	GPA,	even	if	that	grade	is	lower	than	the	
previous	grade;	2.	all	applicable	tuition	and	fees	apply	when	a	
course	is	retaken;	and	3.	financial	aid	may	not	be	available	for	
repeated	courses.	

StandardS of aCadeMiC progreSS
To	remain	in	good	academic	standing,	students	are	expected	
to	maintain	certain	standards	of	satisfactory	academic	
progress.	
•	 Undergraduate	students	must	maintain	a	cumulative	2.00	

grade	point	average	(GPA)	in	all	Marylhurst	classes.	
•	 Graduate	students	must	maintain	a	cumulative	3.00	grade	

point	average	(GPA)	in	all	Marylhurst	classes.	

academic probation
Students	who	fall	below	the	minimum	cumulative	GPA	may	
be	placed	on	academic	probation.	Students	will	be	notified	
in	writing	of	probationary	status	and	should	meet	with	their	
academic	advisor	to	identify	remedies.	Students	on	academic	
probation	may	have	their	registration	restricted	and/or	moni-
tored.	Students	may	be	removed	from	academic	probation	at	
the	discretion	of	the	Provost	when	their	cumulative	GPA	rises	
to	or	above	the	minimum.

academic Suspension
Failure	to	remedy	the	GPA	deficiency	may	result	in	academic	
suspension.	Students	will	receive	written	notification	of	aca-
demic	suspension.	Suspended	students	may	not	enroll	in	
additional	classes	for	at	least	two	quarters.	After	two	quar-
ters,	a	student	may	petition	the	Office	of	the	Provost	for	rein-
statement.	Students	who	fail	to	make	satisfactory	academic	
progress	after	reinstatement	may	be	suspended	again	or	
dismissed	from	the	University.

Students	who	have	received	notice	of	academic	suspension	
have	the	right	to	appeal	suspension	if	extenuating	circum-
stances	exist.	A	written	appeal	must	be	submitted	to	the	
Provost	within	15	days	of	the	date	of	notification.	Extenuating	
circumstances	should	be	explained	fully	in	the	appeal.

Satisfactory progress for financial aid
Students	receiving	financial	aid	are	additionally	subject	to	
financial	aid	satisfactory	academic	progress	policies.	
	 For	details,	refer	to	the	Financial	Aid	Guide	sent	to	
students	with	their	award	and	available	online	at		
www.marylhurst.edu/financialaid/.
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StUdent grievanCe poliCy
The	Student	Grievance	Policy	is	detailed	in	the	Student Hand-
book.	The	Student Handbook	is	available	for	download	on	the	
University	Web	site	and	on	reserve	in	Shoen	Library.

WithdraWal froM a CoUrSe
See	the	Course	Completion	policy.

WithdraWal froM the UniverSity
To	withdraw	from	the	University,	students	must	submit	the	
Official Withdrawal from the University	form	to	the	Office	of	the	
Registrar.	On	receipt	of	this	form,	the	student	will	be	with-
drawn	from	all	current	classes	and	from	the	University.	To	
resume	a	degree	program,	the	student	must	re-apply	for	ad-
mission	to	the	University.	Dropping	all	courses	does	not	con-
stitute	an	official	withdrawal.	Withdrawal	from	the	University	
does	not	cancel	all	tuition	and	fees.	Students	are	responsible	
for	all	funds	owed	to	the	University.	Failure	to	pay	balances	
owed	will	prevent	future	enrollment	and	block	release	of	of-
ficial	transcripts.

regiStration and reCordS

ClaSSifiCation of UndergradUate StUdentS
Freshman	 Fewer	than	45	
Sophomore		 45	to	89
Junior		 90	to	134
Senior		 135	or	more

CoUrSe nUMbering SySteM
000-009	 Non-credit.	No	college	credit	earned.
010-099	 Continuing	Education	Units	(CEUs).	No	college	

credit	earned.
100-299	 Lower	Division.	Basic	introductory	undergraduate	

level.
300-499	 Upper	Division.	Beyond	introductory	undergraduate	

level.
500-599	 Graduate	Level

reserved Course numbers
159,	259,	359,	459,	559		 Service	Learning
186,	286,	386,	486,	586		 Travel	Study
195,	295,	395,	495,	595		 Independent	Study
197,	297,	397,	497		 Prior	Learning	Assessment
290,	390,	490,	590		 Projects	or	Readings
394,	494,	594		 Internship
496,	596		 Thesis	Proposal		

		 or	Senior	Paper	Proposal
498		 Undergraduate	Thesis	
	 		 or	Senior	Paper
499,	599		 Practicum
597,	598		 Graduate	Thesis

Credit hoUr definition
Coursework	at	Marylhurst	University	is	measured	in	quarter	
credit	hours.	A	quarter	credit	hour	is	an	academic	unit	earned	
for	ten	50-minute	sessions	of	instruction	with	a	normal	ex-
pectation	of	two	hours	of	outside	study	for	each	class	session.	
This	basic	measure	may	be	adjusted	proportionately	to	reflect	
modified	academic	calendars,	formats	of	study,	depth	of	re-
search,	assignments	and	reading,	and	nature	of	the	learning	
experience.

fUll-tiMe/part-tiMe StatUS

Undergraduate number of Credits
Full-Time	Student		 12	or	more
Three-Quarter-Time		 9	to	11
Half-Time	Student		 6	to	8
Less-Than-Half-Time		 1	to	5

graduate number of Credits
Full-Time	Student		 9	or	more
Half-Time	Student		 5	to	8
Less-Than-Half-Time		 1	to	4

grade reportS
Grades	are	available	to	students	at	the	end	of	each	grading	
period	via	My	Marylhurst.	Grade	reports	are	not	routinely	
mailed	to	students.

grading SySteM
Grading	is	on	a	4.00-point	scale.	Only	grades	earned	at	
Marylhurst	University	are	computed	in	the	grade	point	aver-
age	(GPA).

Undergraduate grades

Grade Points Description

A
A-

4.00
3.67

Consistently	outstanding	achievement.	
Student	shows	initiative,	originality,	and	a	
thorough	mastery	of	the	subject	matter.

B+
B
B-

3.33
3.00
2.67

Better-than-average	achievement.	
Student	completes	assigned	work	with	
originality	and	demonstrates	a	thorough	
understanding	of	subject	matter.

C+
C
C-

2.33
2.00
1.67

Satisfactory	achievement.	Student	has	
basic	understanding	of	the	subject	matter	
and	has	adequately	completed	the	work.

D+
D
D-

1.33
1.00
0.67

Less	than	satisfactory	achievement.	Stu-
dent	has	acquired	the	minimum	essentials	
of	the	course	but	performance	is	less	than	
satisfactory	at	the	college	level.

F 0.00 Below	college	level.	Student	has	not	
acquired	the	minimum	essentials	of	the	
course.	Not	acceptable	toward	the	degree.

P
NP

*
*

Pass	(C-level	achievement	or	better)
No	Pass	(below	C-level	achievement)

AU
I
IP
R
W
X
Y

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Audit
Incomplete
In	Progress
Repeated	Course
Withdrawal
No	Grade	Submitted
Never	Attended	(or	never	logged	in	to	an	
online	class)

* Grade not calculated in the GPA
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graduate grades

Grade Points Description

A
A-

4.00
3.67

Consistently	outstanding	achievement.	
Student	shows	initiative,	originality,	and	a	
thorough	mastery	of	the	subject	matter.

B+
B
B-

3.33
3.00
2.67

Satisfactory	achievement.	Student	has	
basic	understanding	of	the	subject	matter	
and	has	adequately	completed	the	work

C+
C

2.33
2.00

Less	than	satisfactory	achievement.	Stu-
dent	has	acquired	the	minimum	essentials	
of	the	course	but	performance	is	less	than	
satisfactory	at	the	graduate	level.

C-
D+
D
D-
F

1.67
1.33
1.00
0.67
0.00

Below	graduate	standards.	Student	has	
not	acquired	the	minimum	essentials	of	
the	course.	Not	acceptable	toward	the	
degree

P
NP

*
*

Pass	(B-level	achievement	or	better)
No	Pass	(below	B-level	achievement)

AU
I
IP
R
W
X
Y

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Audit
Incomplete
In	Progress
Repeated	Course
Withdrawal
No	Grade	Submitted
Never	Attended	(or	never	logged	in	to	an	
online	class)

* Grade not calculated in the GPA

Continuing education Units (CeU)
The	Continuing	Education	Unit	(CEU)	is	a	nationally	recog-
nized	uniform	unit	of	measurement	to	record	participation	
in	non-credit	continuing	educational	programs	following	the	
guidelines	established	by	the	International	Association	for	
Continuing	Education	and	Training	(IACET).	One	CEU	is	de-
fined	as	ten	contact	hours	of	participation.	CEU	courses	at	
Marylhurst	are	intended	for	students	in	CEU-based	certificate	
programs	and	for	non-degree	students	seeking	professional	
development.	Degree-seeking	students	should	check	with	an	
advisor	before	registering	for	CEU	courses.

Grade Points Description

CEU

NCE

*

*

Continuing	Education	Units	-	Satisfactory	
Completion
Continuing	Education	Units	-	Unsatisfac-
tory	Completion

W
X
Y

*
*
*

Withdrawal
No	Grade	Submitted
Never	Attended	(or	never	logged	in	to	an	
online	class)

* Grade not calculated in the Grade Point Average (GPA)

regiStration
Registration	for	classes	and	changes	in	registration	are	re-
corded	in	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	Registration	must	be	
completed	prior	to	attending	a	class.

Students	can	register	for	classes,	add	classes,	and	drop	
classes	online	via	My	Marylhurst.	Some	specialized	courses	
require	students	to	submit	a	form	to	the	Office	of	the		
Registrar.	

Registration	deadlines	and	complete	instructions	are	avail-
able	on	the	Marylhurst	Web	site	at	marylhurst.edu/registrar/.	

Students	receiving	federal	financial	aid	or	Veterans’	ben-
efits	must	notify	the	Financial	Aid	Office	of	any	changes	in	
their	registration.

add and drop deadlines

deadline to add a Class: Start date and time of the class,	as	
listed	in	My	Marylhurst.	A	class	cannot	be	added	after	the	
class	starts,	except	by	department	permission.

deadline to drop a Class or Change Credit type: Seven (7) 
calendar days after the start date of the class,	as	listed	in	My	
Marylhurst	(e.g.,	a	class	that	starts	Tuesday	can	be	dropped	
through	the	following	Tuesday	at	midnight),	except as follows:
•	 SHORT	CLASSES:	If	the	end	date	listed	in	My	Marylhurst	

falls	within	7	calendar	days	after	the	start	date	(e.g.,	a	class	
that	meets	during	a	single	weekend),	the	drop	deadline	is	
the	start date and time of the class.

•	 INDIVIDUALIZED	CLASSES	(e.g.,	directed	study,	
independent	study	projects,	internships,	private	music	
lessons)	cannot be dropped after the term begins.

To	view	the	start	and	end	dates	for	a	class,	log	into	My	
Marylhurst	at	my.marylhurst.edu/.

auditing a Class
Students	may	audit	any	class	in	which	they	are	eligible	to	
enroll.	Students	auditing	a	class	are	not	required	to	do	as-
signed	coursework	and	do	not	receive	a	grade	or	earn	credit.	
Recording	of	an	audit	(AU)	on	the	academic	record	indicates	
that	the	student	has	attended	the	class	on	a	regular	basis.	
An	instructor	may	override	an	AU	grade	with	a	Y	grade	if	the	
student	does	not	attend	at	least	60	percent	of	class	sessions.	
A	student	must	register	for	the	audit	option	through	the	Office	
of	the	Registrar	by	the	published	registration	deadline	for	the	
class.

pass/no pass option (p/np)
Courses	may	be	taken	either	for	a	letter	grade	(A-F)	or	Pass/
No	Pass	(P/NP)	unless	otherwise	indicated	in	the	Catalog.	
Students	must	request	P/NP	grading	at	the	time	they	register	
for	the	course.	Only	the	default	grading	type	can	be	selected	
when	registering	online	via	My	Marylhurst;	consequently,	
students	wishing	to	register	for	P/NP	grading	generally	must	
complete	a	paper	registration	form.	A	student	must	register	
for	the	P/NP	option	through	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	by	the	
published	registration	deadline	for	the	class.	Students	should	
check	with	an	advisor	before	electing	the	P/NP	option.	See	
Graduation Requirements	for	information	about	applying	class-
es	graded	P/NP	to	the	degree.

arranged Classes
Arranged	classes	allow	students	to	pursue	individualized	
instruction	by	arrangement	with	an	academic	department	and	
require	submission	of	an	Arranged Class	form	to	the	Office	of	
the	Registrar.	The	following	arranged	class	types	are	offered.
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directed Study
A	course	listed	in	the	Marylhurst University Catalog	that	is	
taught	by	arrangement	between	an	individual	student	and	in-
structor.	Any	course	in	the	Catalog	may	be	taken	as	a	directed	
study.

independent Study
A	course	initiated	and	designed	by	a	student	in	cooperation	
with	a	Marylhurst	instructor.	Independent	study	allows	stu-
dents	to	create	a	course	not	offered	in	the	Marylhurst Univer-
sity Catalog.	

projects or readings
A	project	or	reading,	directed	by	a	Marylhurst	instructor,	
involving	independent	research	or	study	in	an	area	of	interest	
to	the	student.	

StUdent rightS Under ferpa
The	Family	Educational	Rights	and	Privacy	Act	(FERPA)	af-
fords	students	certain	rights	with	respect	to	their	education	
records.	These	rights	include:
1.	The	right	to	inspect	and	review	the	student's	education	

records	within	45	days	of	the	day	Marylhurst	University	
receives	a	request	for	access.

	 	 A	student	should	submit	to	the	registrar	a	written	
request	that	identifies	the	record(s)	the	student	wishes	to	
inspect.	The	registrar	will	make	arrangements	for	access	
and	notify	the	student	of	the	time	and	place	where	the	
records	may	be	inspected.	If	the	records	are	not	maintained	
by	the	Office	of	the	Registrar,	the	registrar	will	advise	the	
student	of	the	correct	official	to	whom	the	request	should	
be	addressed.

2.	The	right	to	request	the	amendment	of	the	student's	
education	records	that	the	student	believes	are	inaccurate,	
misleading,	or	otherwise	in	violation	of	the	student's	privacy	
rights	under	FERPA.

	 	 A	student	who	wishes	to	ask	Marylhurst	University	to	
amend	a	record	should	write	the	Office	of	the	Registrar,	
clearly	identify	the	part	of	the	record	the	student	wants	
changed,	and	specify	why	it	should	be	changed.	If	
Marylhurst	University	decides	not	to	amend	the	record	as	
requested,	Marylhurst	University	will	notify	the	student	
in	writing	of	the	decision	and	the	student's	right	to	a	
hearing	regarding	the	request	for	amendment.	Additional	
information	regarding	the	hearing	procedures	will	be	
provided	to	the	student	when	notified	of	the	right	to	a	
hearing.

3.	The	right	to	provide	written	consent	before	Marylhurst	
University	discloses	personally	identifiable	information	
from	the	student's	education	records,	except	to	the	extent	
that	FERPA	authorizes	disclosure	without	consent.

	 	 The	University	discloses	education	records	without	a	
student's	prior	written	consent	under	the	FERPA	exception	
for	disclosure	to	school	officials	with	legitimate	educational	
interests.	A	school	official	is	an	employee	or	agent	of	the	
University	who	acts	in	the	student’s	educational	interest.	
Marylhurst	University	defines	the	following	as	school	
officials:
•	 Any	person	employed	by	the	University	in	an	

administrative,	supervisory,	academic,	research,	or	
support	position.

•	 Any	person	employed	by	an	affiliate	of	the	University,	
including	Pacific	International	Academy	or	any	agency	
with	which	the	University	has	had	a	cooperative	
agreement,	that	offers	Marylhurst	University	classes.

•	 School	officials	of	any	institution	with	an	active	co-
enrollment	agreement	with	the	University.

•	 Any	person	elected	to	the	University	Board	of	Trustees.
•	 Students	employed	by	the	University	in	any	capacity	

(e.g.,	work-study).
•	 Students,	alumni,	or	volunteers	serving	on	an	official	

University	committee.
•	 Students,	alumni,	or	volunteers	performing	tasks	in	

support	of	the	work	of	the	University	under	direct	control	
of	a	University	employee.

•	 Students	and	alumni	who	are	officers	of	a	recognized	
student	organization.

•	 Any	person	employed	or	contracted	by	the	University	
on	a	temporary	basis	to	perform	a	specific	task	under	
direct	control	of	the	University	(e.g.,	attorneys,	auditors).

•	 Any	person	or	entity	employed	or	contracted	by	the	
University	to	perform	professional	or	support	services	
that	would	otherwise	be	performed	by	University	
employees	(e.g.,	recruiting,	clerical	tasks,	technical	
support)	and	who	is	under	the	direct	control	of	the	
University.

	 	 A	school	official	has	a	legitimate	educational	interest	
if	the	official	needs	to	review	an	education	record	in	order	
to	fulfill	his	or	her	professional	responsibilities	for	the	
University.

	 	 Under	FERPA,	Marylhurst	University	may	disclose	
designated	"directory	information"	without	written	consent	
at	the	discretion	of	the	registrar.	Directory	information	can	
be	included	in	University	publications	or	reported	to	outside	
agencies	as	per	University	policy.	Marylhurst	University	
has	designated	the	following	information	as	directory	
information:
•	 Full	name
•	 Field	of	study	(majors,	minors,	certificates,	and	

concentrations)
•	 Academic	advisor
•	 Dates	of	attendance
•	 Degrees,	honors,	and	awards	received
•	 Enrollment	status	(full-	or	part-time;	graduate	or	

undergraduate)
•	 Class	level
•	 Participation	in	officially	recognized	activities
•	 Most	recent	educational	institution	attended
•	 City,	state,	and	country	of	residence	[released	only	for	

the	purpose	of	public	notification	related	to	graduation	
and	commencement]

•	 Email	address	[released	only	to	other	students	in	
classes	in	which	the	student	is	enrolled	and	only	as	
needed	in	conjunction	with	the	work	of	the	class]

•	 Date	of	birth	[released	only	to	specific	agencies	for	
records	matching	and	research	purposes]

	 	 If	a	student	does	not	want	Marylhurst	University	to	
disclose	directory	information	from	his	or	her	education	
records	without	prior	written	consent,	the	student	must	
notify	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	in	writing.	As	soon	as	the	
written	request	is	received	in	the	Office	of	the	Registrar,	all	
directory	information	will	be	withheld	until	such	time	that	
the	student	requests	in	writing	that	the	hold	be	removed.	
This	hold	does	not	apply	retroactively	to	previous	releases	
of	directory	information.

	 	 Students	should	consider	very	carefully	the	
consequences	of	requesting	non-disclosure	of	directory	
information,	including	but	not	limited	to	the	following:	
any	future	requests	for	directory	information	from	other	
educational	institutions,	prospective	employers,	or	other	
persons	or	organizations	will	be	refused;	the	student’s	
name	will	not	appear	in	the	Commencement	program,	
except	on	written	request;	and	school	officials	cannot	
discuss	any	aspect	of	the	student’s	academic	record	with	
the	student	except	with	a	signed	authorization	or	in	person	
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s with	picture	ID.	Marylhurst	University	will	honor	the	request	
to	withhold	all	directory	information	but	assumes	no	
liability	for	honoring	those	instructions.

4.	The	right	to	file	a	complaint	with	the	U.S.	Department	
of	Education	concerning	alleged	failures	by	Marylhurst	
University	to	comply	with	the	requirements	of	FERPA.	The	
name	and	address	of	the	Office	that	administers	FERPA	is:

	 Family	Policy	Compliance	Office
	 U.S.	Department	of	Education
	 400	Maryland	Avenue,	SW
	 Washington,	DC	20202-5901
	 Students	will	be	notified	annually	of	their	FERPA	rights	

through	publication	of	this	statement	in	the	Catalog.	This	
notification	is	also	available	on	Marylhurst	University	Web	
site	at	marylhurst.edu/registrar.	A	printed	copy	of	this	
notification	is	available	from	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	on	
request.

tranSCriptS
Students	can	view	and	print	an	unofficial	Marylhurst	Univer-
sity	transcript	via	My	Marylhurst.	Students	with	Marylhurst	
coursework	prior	to	1990	may	not	have	access	to	their	tran-
scripts	online.

To	obtain	an	official	transcript	of	Marylhurst	coursework,	
students	must	submit	a	signed	transcript	request	by	mail	or	
fax	with	the	appropriate	fees	to	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	
The	transcript	request	form	and	detailed	instructions	are	
available	on	the	University	Web	site	at	www.marylhurst.edu/
registrar/

gradUation reqUireMentS 
for UndergradUate degreeS

UndergradUate degree reqUireMentS
The	undergraduate	degree	requirements	apply	to	all	bach-
elor’s	degrees.	Credit	values	refer	to	quarter	credits.

To	earn	an	undergraduate	degree,	a	student	must	fulfill	the	
following	requirements:
•	 Complete	a	minimum	of	180	credits.
•	 Complete	a	minimum	of	60	upper-division	credits	(courses	

numbered	300	or	above).
•	 Complete	a	minimum	of	45	residency	credits	(credits	taken	

at	Marylhurst	University),	including	at	least	15	credits	in	
each	major	and	at	least	9	credits	in	each	minor.

•	 Earn	a	cumulative	2.00	GPA	or	higher	in	all	coursework	
taken	at	Marylhurst.	

•	 Earn	a	cumulative	2.00	GPA	or	higher	in	all	majors	and	
minors	(coursework	taken	at	Marylhurst).

•	 Complete	all	requirements	of	the	Liberal	Arts	Core	(see	
page	33).

•	 Complete	all	requirements	of	the	major	and	any	minors	or	
concentrations.
Marylhurst	University	does	not	restrict	the	number	of	

Pass/No	Pass	(P/NP)	courses	an	undergraduate	student	may	
apply	toward	a	degree.	Individual	departments	may	restrict	
the	number	of	P/NP	courses	in	the	major.	Students	should	
check	with	an	advisor	before	registering	for	any	class	P/NP.

MajorS, MinorS, and ConCentrationS
Courses	and	requirements	for	majors,	minors,	and	concentra-
tions	are	outlined	under	each	academic	department.	

Majors
A	major	provides	comprehensive	study	in	a	specific	discipline.	
A	major	typically	requires	60	or	more	credits.

Minors
A	minor	allows	focused	study	in	a	discipline	other	than	the	
major.	A	minor	typically	requires	27	or	more	credits.	A	student	
pursuing	an	undergraduate	degree	may	pursue	any	under-
graduate	minor.

Concentrations
A	concentration	allows	focused	study	within	the	major	disci-
pline.	Courses	and	requirements	for	concentrations	are	out-
lined	under	each	academic	department.

double Majors and double degrees
Students	earn	a	double	major	by	completing	the	Liberal	Arts	
Core	and	all	specified	requirements	for	each	of	two	different	
majors	offered	under	the	same	degree	(e.g.,	B.A.)	The	student	
will	obtain	one	degree	and	one	diploma.

Students	earn	a	double	degree	by	completing	the	Liberal	
Arts	Core	and	all	specified	requirements	for	each	of	two	dif-
ferent	majors	under	the	same	or	different	degrees	(e.g.,	B.A.	
and	B.F.A.),	plus	an	additional	45	credits	(225	total	credits).	
A	double	degree	requires	a	total	of	90	residency	credits.	The	
student	will	obtain	two	degrees	and	two	diplomas.

CertifiCateS
A	certificate	is	a	stand-alone	award	that	may	be	earned	in	
conjunction	with	or	independently	of	a	degree.	Certificate	
programs	enable	students	to	take	a	specified	group	of	courses	
that,	together,	provide	competency	in	a	focused	area	of	study.
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Certificate requirements
To	earn	an	undergraduate	certificate,	a	student	must	fulfill	the	
following	requirements:
•	 Complete	all	requirements	listed	under	the	academic	

department	offering	the	certificate.
•	 Complete	a	minimum	of	9	residency	credits	(credits	taken	

at	Marylhurst	University)	in	the	certificate	coursework.
•	 Earn	a	2.00	GPA	or	higher	in	all	certificate	coursework	

taken	at	Marylhurst.
Credits	taken	toward	the	certificate	may	also	be	applied	to-
ward	requirements	in	the	major,	minor,	or	liberal	arts	core.

To	earn	a	continuing	education	certificate,	a	student	must	
fulfill	the	following	requirements:
•	 Complete	the	CEU	equivalents	of	all	requirements	listed	

under	the	academic	department	offering	the	certificate.	
Equivalent	credit	courses	may	be	substituted	for	CEU	
courses	with	departmental	permission.

•	 Complete	a	minimum	of	9	CEUs	in	residency	(taken	at	
Marylhurst	University)	in	the	certificate	coursework.

•	 Earn	a	grade	of	CEU	(Satisfactory	Completion)	in	all	
certificate	coursework	taken	at	Marylhurst.

Catalog and degree CoMpletion
Students	graduate	according	to	the	degree	requirements	of	
the	Catalog	in	effect	the	term	to	which	they	were	admitted	to	a	
degree	or	certificate	program.

A	student	may	choose	to	graduate	under	a	later	Catalog 
by	filing	a	request	with	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	All	degree	
requirements,	including	majors,	minors,	concentrations,	
and	the	Liberal	Art	Core,	are	changed	to	align	with	the	later	
Catalog. Changes	to	an	earlier	Catalog are	not	permitted.	A	
change	of	program	will	automatically	result	in	a	change	of	
Catalog if	any	requested	major,	minor,	concentration,	or	some	
combination	thereof,	is	not	available	in	the	student's	current	
Catalog. 

Undergraduate	students	are	permitted	a	maximum	of	
seven	years	from	the	term	for	which	they	were	admitted	
to		the	degree	or	certificate	program	to	complete	all	degree	
requirements.	If	degree	requirements		are	not	be	completed	
within	that	time,	a	student	must	reapply	for	admission	
to	the	University,	and	degree	requirements	will	be	rede-
fined	according	to	the	Catalog	in	effect	when	the	student	is	
readmitted.	Changing	to	a	later	Catalog	does	not	affect	the	
degree-completion	period.

In	exceptional	circumstances,	the	degree	completion	
period	may	be	extended	by	a	maximum	of	one	year	at	the	
discretion	of	the	provost.	Such	extensions	are	generally	
granted	only	when	graduating	under	a	later	Catalog	would	
cause	a	significant	change	in	the	degree	requirements	and	
the	student	has	a	clear	plan	for	completing	all	outstanding	
requirements	within	one	year.

applying to gradUate
Degrees	and	certificates	are	awarded	four	times	a	year	on	the	
last	day	of	each	term.	Students	completing	all	requirements	
for	a	degree	or	certificate	program	must	submit	an	application	
to	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	in	order	for	the	degree	or	
certificate	to	be	awarded.	Details	and	deadlines	for	applying	
are	published	on	the	Marylhurst	Web	site	at		
www.marylhurst.edu/graduation/.	

CoMMenCeMent CereMony
Marylhurst	University	holds	one	annual	Commencement	
ceremony	in	June.	Graduates	who	completed	their	degrees	in	
the	previous	fall	or	winter	terms	and	students	who	have	ap-
plied	to	graduate	in	the	spring	or	summer	terms	are	eligible	
to	participate.	Students	graduating	from	programs	requiring	
a	clinical	internship	are	also	eligible	if	they	have	completed	
all	coursework	and	have	secured	an	internship	agreement	by	
the	end	of	spring	term.	The	ceremony	honors	the	achievement	
of	students	who	have	completed	degree	programs:	no	formal	
ceremony	is	offered	for	students	completing	certificates.	
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Student Engagement 
and Support
Dean of Students: Bill Zuelke

The Dean of Students office is dedicated to serve you 
and the University by making sure that the University 
always keeps the student in the forefront of all University 
decisions. As a University dedicated to serving students 
of all ages, it is our intention to collaborate with you 
in creating the support and opportunities that will make 
your Marylhurst experience more valuable and enjoyable. 
Please be sure to include the Dean of Students on your 
list of resources available to assist you in the creation 
of your future.

offiCe of dean of StUdentS
Bill	Zuelke,	Dean	of	Students
bzuelke@marylhurst.edu
503.534.4073
Marian	Hall,	Room	133

Diane	Gilman,	Student	Services	Program	&	Office	Assistant
dgilman@marylhurst.edu
503.534.4098
Marian	Hall,	Room	124

StUdent reSoUrCeS

adviSing ServiCeS
Academic	Advising	Service	at	Marylhurst	are	designed	to	as-
sist	every	student	with	making	the	right	choices	for	them	as	
they	create	their	future,	select	their	courses,	and	navigate	the	
University	System.	We	offer	two	areas	of	advising	assistance	
at	Marylhurst:	departmental/faculty	advisors	(These	advisors	
are	assigned	to	you	based	on	your	major	course	of	studies)	
and	Academic	Advisors	in	the	Advising	Center.	Both	are	avail-
able	to	all	students.

We	are	proud	that	our	faculty	are	the	core	advisors	for	
students	here	at	Marylhurst.	Every	student	has	direct	access	
to	faculty	within	their	major	for	advice	and	coaching	about	
completing	their	course	of	study	and	how	they	can	customize	
their	degree	for	their	own	future	outcomes.	Faculty	are	also	
ready	to	assist	with	problems	that	arise	as	students	navigate	
the	University.	

In	addition,	many	students	have	questions	about	the	details	
of	their	academic	degree	and	the	what,	when,	and	how	of	
registration	and	other	academic	processes	related	to	degree	
advancement	and	conferral.	We	are	happy	to	provide	a	robust	
service	to	address	these	needs	in	our	Academic	Advising	
Center.	Advisors	are	available	to	help	students	with	a	variety	
of	questions.

adviSing Center
Our	new	Academic	Advising	Center	is	located	on	the	second	
floor	of	BP	John	in	the	south	student	service	center.	Advisors	
are	available	until	6:30pm	weekdays	to	provide	a	variety	of	
helpful	services.	Please	stop	by	and	see	us.	No	appointment	is	
necessary!

ServiCeS
Advisors	in	the	Advising	Center	can	help	with	questions	like:
how can i find…?
	 •	 student	services
	 •	 University	functions
	 •	 academic	department	information
	 •	 web	contacts
how do i…?
	 •	 drop	a	class
	 •	 petition
	 •	 pay	tuition
	 •	 file	a	grievance
When are/does…?
	 •	 drop	dates
	 •	 registration	open
	 •	 grades	available
	 •	 the	term	end
advisors are fluent in…
	 •	 Course	selection	
	 •	 Liberal	Arts	Core	(LAC)
	 •	 Catalog	questions	or	concerns
	 •	 scheduling	issues
	 •	 consortium	agreements	and	transfer	credits	
	 •	 Marylhurst’s	student	handbook
	 •	 general	University	information

ContaCt US
Coco	Jones,	Academic	Advisor	
cjones@marylhurst.edu
503.699.6221
Admin	209,	BP	John	Bldg.
	
Ian	McCallum,	Academic	Advisor
imccallum@marylhurst.edu
503.675.3962
Admin	209,	BP	John	Bldg.

veteranS reSoUrCeS
Marylhurst	University	is	proud	to	be	a	military	friendly	school.	
We	thank	veterans	for	their	service	to	our	country	and	are	
pleased	to	welcome	them	as	valued	members	of	our	learning	
community.	We	provide	a	Military	Service	Scholarship	to	honor	
our	veterans.

For	information	about	veteran	resources	at	Marylhurst,	
visit	our	Veterans	Resources	Advisor	located	in	the	Advising	
Center	in	the	BP	John	Admin	Building.	You	may	also	contact	
the	Veterans	Resources	Advisor	at		
503.534.4081	or	1.800.634.9982,	ext.	4081		
veteranservices@marylhurst.edu.	

international StUdentS SUpport ServiCeS
International	students	wishing	advising	assistance	or	with	
questions	about	programs	and	services	at	Marylhurst	Univer-
sity,	should	contact	Brenda	Jones,	International	Admissions	
Counselor.
503.636.8141,	ext.	3321
bjones@marylhurst.edu
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aCadeMiC CoaChing Center
director: jean hillebrand
The	Academic	Coaching	Center	is	a	free	service	to	all	stu-
dents	of	Marylhurst	University	who	wish	assistance	with	
managing	their	academic	workload.	The	Academic	Coaching	
Center	is	located	on	the	ground	floor	of	Shoen	Library.

The	academic	coach	can	help	you	with	stress	and	time	
management	as	well	as	study	skills	development	and	
managing	course	requirements.	Individual	as	well	as	small	
group	sessions	are	available.	Weekly	workshops	on	stress	
management,	time	management,	note-taking,	and	other	
topics	are	offered	throughout	the	term.	See	the	University	
Web	Calendar	of	Events	or	the	calendar	on	My	Marylhurst	
for	workshop	dates,	times	and	topics.

For	more	information,	please	call	the	Coaching	Center	at	
503.636.8141,	ext.	3344,	or	email	at	coaching@marylhurst.edu.

MarylhUrSt Math reSoUrCe Center
director: jan dabrowski, ph.d.
The	Math	Resource	Center	is	a	free	service	to	students	who	
need	assistance	sharpening	math	skills.	The	Center	is	in-
tended	to	assist	undergraduate	students.	Tutors	are	available	
to	help	those	who	might	benefit	from	more	practice,	seeing	a	
problem	from	a	different	point	of	view	or	reviewing	concepts	
from	the	text	or	course.	Appointments	are	recommended.	

To	schedule	an	appointment,	stop	by	the	Math	Resource	
Center,	call	503.534.4046,	or	email	math@marylhurst.edu.

Provide	the	following	information	when	requesting	an	
appointment:	name,	call	back	number,	course	you	need	
assistance	with,	topic,	and	several	time/dates	you	are	
available	to	come	to	the	Math	Resource	Center.

Tutoring	staff	will	email	or	phone	you	with	an	appoint-
ment	time. pleaSe note: The	Math	Center	staff	work	part	
time	and	only	check	emails	and	voice	mails	at	times	the	
Center	is	open.	Allow	a	full	24-hour	lead	time	when	calling	or	
emailing	for	an	appointment.
	 The	Math	Resource	Center	is	located	on	the	ground	floor	
of	Shoen	Library.	For	more	information	about	the	Math	Re-
source	Center,	contact	Jan	Dabrowski,	Chair	of	the	Science	
and	Mathematics	Department,	at	503.699.6275.

MarylhUrSt Writing Center
director: perrin kerns, ph.d.
Writing	is	discovering	what	you	want	to	say	and	figuring	out	the	
clearest,	most	concise	way	to	arrange	your	words	and	ideas.	

At	the	Writing	Center,	trained	writing	assistants	give	stu-
dents	feedback	at	all	stages	of	the	writing	process:	pre-
writing,	developing	and	revising	content,	second	language	
problems,	and	fine-tuning	style.	Writing	assistants	can	also	
help	students	overcome	writer’s	block,	develop	a	strong	
voice	in	their	writing,	develop	strategies	for	organization	
and	editing,	and	learn	how	to	correctly	document	sources.

Some	people	come	to	the	Writing	Center	because	they	
are	referred	by	their	instructors;	others	come	of	their	own	
accord.	Regardless	of	the	initial	motivation,	most	people	
return	to	the	Center	once	they	have	seen	that	feedback	can	
enable	writers	of	all	levels	to	make	positive	changes	in	their	
writing	process.	Good	writing	emerges	from	good	conver-
sation,	and	the	Writing	Center’s	competent	assistants	are	
always	ready	to	engage	in	a	conversation	about	writing.
	 The	Writing	Center,	open	free	of	charge	to	students,	faculty,	
and	staff,	is	located	on	the	ground	floor	of	Shoen	Library.	Call	
503.699.6277	for	an	appointment,	or	just	drop	by.

online ConSUltation
Writing	assistance	is	also	available	online.	Students	may	
email	written	drafts	to	writing@marylhurst.edu.	The	proce-
dure	for	online	submission	is	provided	on	the	Writing	Cen-
ter’s	Web	page.	Visit	www.marylhurst.edu.

additional Writing reSoUrCeS
Marylhurst	University	has	adopted	Diana	Hacker’s	A Writer’s 
Reference	as	the	writing	handbook	of	choice	for	Marylhurst	
classes.	The	handbook	may	be	used	in	the	Writing	Center,	
purchased	from	the	University	Bookstore	or	borrowed	from	the	
library.	In	addition,	the	handbook	has	a	companion	Web	site	
that	offers	a	variety	of	online	resources.

UniverSity bookStore
director: linda negrin
The	Bookstore	offers	textbooks,	trade	books,	school	supplies,	
art	supplies,	and	a	variety	of	merchandise	including	Marylhurst	
sweatshirts,	teeshirts,	mugs,	and	other	University-branded	mer-
chandise.	The	store	also	sells	TriMet	bus	tickets	and	passes.

In	addition,	the	Bookstore	Cafe	offers	a	variety	of	food	
choices,	both	hot	and	cold.	There	are	salads,	sandwiches,	bur-
ritos,	and	many	are	also	gluten-free.	You'll	find	an	extensive	
assortment	of	snacks	with	many	healthy	choices	include	soy-
based	snacks,	organic	juices,	nutritional	bars,	and	gluten-free	
treats.	And	of	course,	a	variety	of	drinks,	delicious	coffee,	tea	
and	exquisite	espresso	drinks.	Books	and	merchandise	can	
also	be	purchased	online	at	bookstore.marylhurst.edu.	

The	store	is	located	in	the	Clark	Commons	building.	For	
more	information,	call	503.699.6245.

additional inforMation
CaMpUS Safety
The	Office	of	Campus	Safety	&	Facilities	provides	24-hour	
security	for	the	campus	community	and	its	facilities.	Safety	
personnel	are	available	to	assist	students	in	a	variety	of	ways,	
including	first	aid,	escort	services,	crime	prevention,	lost	and	
found,	and	assistance	with	vehicles	with	dead	batteries.	For	
service	or	information,	call	503.699.6262	or	503.636.8141.	
After	regular	hours,	call	503.572.4748.

hoUSing
Marylhurst	University	does	not	offer	on	campus	housing.	
However,	we	have	put	together	a	set	of	resources	to	help	
students	who	are	seeking	a	place	to	live	in	the	Portland	and	
surrounding	area.	Portland	is	often	listed	in	national	rankings	
as	one	of	the	most	livable	cities	in	the	United	States.	Afford-
able	housing	is	available.	Be	sure	to	give	yourself	time	to	
access	resources	that	will	aid	in	your	search.	Although	we	try	
to	provide	as	much	information	as	we	can,	you	will	do	most	
of	the	work	of	securing	your	own	housing.	Visit	the	University	
Web	site	for	more	information	or	call	the	Office	of	Admissions	
if	you	want	additional	information	or	assistance.

StUdent handbook
The	Marylhurst University Student Handbook	is	available	for	down-
load	on	the	University	Web	site.	Hard	copies	are	on	reserve	in	
Shoen	Library.	The	Handbook	outlines	students	rights	and	re-
sponsibilities,	student	conduct	code,	grievance	procedures,	drug	
and	alcohol	policy,	sexual	misconduct	policy,	harassment	policy,	
and	student	right-to-know	and	campus	security	information.	

StUdent health inSUranCe
Enrolled	students	are	eligible	for	health	insurance	from	a	
company	contracted	by	Marylhurst	University.	Coverage	for	
spouses	and	children	is	also	available.	Contact	the	Office	of	
the	Dean	of	Students	at	503.534.4098	for	information.

StUdent organizationS
Students	are	encouraged	to	form	and	join	organizations	
to	promote	their	common	interests.	All	such	associations	
must	lend	themselves	to	the	fulfillment	of	the	mission	of	
the	University	and	must	be	open	to	all	Marylhurst	University	
students.	For	more	information	about	current	groups	or	for	
assistance	in	organizing	a	student	group,	contact	the	Dean	of	
Students	at	503.534.4073	or	1.800.634.9982,	ext.	4073,	or	email	
deanofstudents@marylhurst.edu.
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director: lynn brown
The	Career	Services	Office	supports	the	mission,	academic	
programs,	and	advancement	of	the	institution.	Within	
this	context,	the	primary	purpose	of	career	services	is	to	
assist	students	and	members	of	the	Marylhurst	community	
in	developing,	evaluating,	and/or	implementing	career,	
educational,	and	employment	decisions	and	plans.

For	more	information,	please	contact	the	Director	of	Ca-
reer	Services	at		
503.699.6271	or	1.800.634.9982,	ext.	6271		
Skype	at	mu.careerservices	
FAX	503.534.4026	
careerservices@marylhurst.edu		
Web	site:	www.marylhurst.edu/careerservices/

prograM pUrpoSe
Through	the	programs	and	services	available,	students	are	
able	to:
•	 develop	self-knowledge	related	to	career	choice	and	work	

performance	by	identifying,	assessing,	and	understanding	
their	skills,	interests,	values,	and	personality.

•	 explore	educational	and	occupational	information	to	
aid	career	and	educational	planning	and	to	develop	an	
understanding	of	the	world	of	work.

•	 select	personally	suitable	academic	programs	
and	experiential	opportunities	(internships)	that	optimize	
future	educational	and	employment	options.

•	 learn	how	to	take	responsibility	for	developing	career	
decisions,	graduate/professional	school	plans,	employment	
plans	and	job	search	strategies.

•	 prepare	for	finding	suitable	employment	by	developing	job-
seeking	skills,	interviewing	skills,	and	by	understanding	the	
fit	between	their	competencies	and	job	requirements.

•	 gain	experience	through	student	activities,	community	
service,	student	employment,	research	projects,	
internships,	and	other	opportunities.

•	 link	with	alumni,	employers,	professional	organizations,	
and	others	who	will	provide	opportunities	to	develop	
professional	interests	and	competencies,	integrate	
academic	learning	with	work,	and	explore	future	career	
possibilities.

•	 be	able	to	obtain	desired	employment	opportunity	or	entry	into	
an	appropriate	educational,	graduate,	or	professional	program	
and	be	prepared	to	manage	their	careers	after	graduation.	

Career ServiCeS offiCe
The	Career	Services	Office	provides	services	to	students,	
alumni	and	prospective	students	through	workshops	that	
focus	on	key	career	topics,	career	development	classes,	job	
support	groups	and	individual	career	coaching.

professional development Workshops
These	non	credit	workshops	are	free	to	students	and	alumni	
on	a	variety	of	career	topics	designed	to	provide	information	
and	support.

Career development Courses
These	courses	are	offered	on	campus	and	online	and	provide	
both	theoretical	and	practical	information	for	career	planning.	
(See	the	Schedule of Courses	for	current	offerings.)

Career Coaching
Individual	sessions	to	assist	with	decisions	and	strategies	
related	to	career	planning	are	available	by	appointment.

internShip prograM
Experiential	learning	is	a	key	component	to	navigating	the	
transition	from	coursework	to	career.	Internships	are	avail-
able	in	most	academic	areas	and	are	coordinated	through	the	
Career	Services	Office.	Internship	information	by	department	
is	available	in	the	Schedule of Courses.

MarylhUrSt Mentor prograM
The	Marylhurst	Mentor	Program	is	a	way	for	students	to	con-
nect	with	alumni	for	the	purpose	of	career	advancement	and	
networking.	The	Mentor	Program	and	Career	Services	col-
laborate	on	workshops	and	events	for	students	and	alumni.	
Information	is	available	on	My	Marylhurst.

aCCeSSibility and diSability 
ServiCeS
Coordinator: jean hillebrand
Marylhurst	University	is	committed	to	ensuring	that	all	stu-
dents	have	equal	access	to	its	academic	and	social	programs.	
Marylhurst	is	committed	to	serving	students	with	a	diversity	of	
abilities.

Students	who	have	disabilities	are	entitled	to	reasonable	
accommodations	according	to	Section	504	of	the	Rehabili-
tation	Act	of	1973	and	the	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	
(ADA)	of	1990.	Students	have	the	right	not	to	be	discriminated	
against	or	treated	with	disrespect	based	on	an	actual	or	
perceived	disability.	They	are	entitled	to	access	all	University	
programs	if	otherwise	qualified	to	participate.	

Students	are	required	to	provide	documentation	of	their	
disability	to	the	University.	To	do	this,	the	student	must	register	
with	the	Coordinator	of	Accessibility	and	Disability	Services.	
To	register:	1.	Provide	appropriate	documentation	of	disability	
from	a	qualified	professional,	2.	Make	an	appointment	for	an	
intake/accommodation	assessment,	.	Students	must	request	
accommodations	every	term.	

Marylhurst	has	the	responsibility	to	evaluate	applicants	
based	on	ability,	review	documentation	supporting	requested	
accommodations,	and	implement	accommodations.	
Marylhurst	has	the	right	to	refuse	any	accommodation	that	
would	fundamentally	alter	an	academic	program	or	pose	an	
undue	burden	to	the	University.

For	more	information,	please	contact	the	Coordinator	of	
Accessibility	and	Disability	Services	at		
503.636.8141,	ext.	3344.	or	1.800.634.9982,	ext.	3344	
By	secure	fax	at	503.534.4058	
Email	adaservices@marylhurst.edu.
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UniverSity MiniStry
director: Carol higgins, SnjM
University	Ministry	is	dedicated	to	supporting	all	students	and	
staff,	as	they	engage	in	life	at	Marylhurst	and	wish	their	spiri-
tual	lives	to	be	a	part	of	that	journey	

SpiritUal gUidanCe
•	 Spiritual	Direction	and	Pastoral	Care
•	 Prayer	Services	and	Liturgies
•	 Group	spiritual	growth	and	retreats	

eCUMeniCal and interfaith dialogUe
•	 Ongoing	theological	dialogue	among	religious	leaders	in	the	

Judeo-Christian	and	Islamic	traditions
•	 Dialogue	among	major	faith	traditions,	to	promote	

understanding,	healing	and	peace	

CoMMUnity ServiCe and oUtreaCh
•	 Outreach	and	Liaison	activities	–	with	Archdiocese	of	

Portland,	Ecumenical	Ministries	of	Oregon,	Mary's	Woods,	
Sisters	of	the	Holy	Names	of	Jesus	and	Mary

•	 Public	lectures	and	forums
•	 Serving	the	underserved	through	faculty,	staff	and	student	

volunteerism	and	promoting	formal	structures	for	
community	service	

Meditation rooM
The	Blessed	Marie-Rose	Durocher	Meditation	Room,	located	
in	Marian	Hall	106,	provides	a	quiet,	peaceful	setting	for	con-
templation	and	reflection.

ContaCt US
Sister	Carol	Ann	Higgins,	SNJM,	University	Minister
chiggins@marylhurst.edu
503.534.4066	
Marian	Hall,	Room	104

CoUnSeling
All	students	at	Marylhurst	University	have	access	to	counsel-
ing	support	and	referral.	Services	include	initial	consultation	
and	assessment,	ongoing	periodic	supportive	counseling,	and	
referral	to	community	resources.

hoW to aCCeSS ServiCeS
To	access	counseling	services	contact:
Bill	Zuelke,	LPC,	PCC
503.534.4073
bzuelke@marylhurst.edu
Marian	Hall,	Room	133

StUdent rightS and CondUCt 
Code
Student	rights	and	responsibilities	are	outlined	in	the	Student 
Handbook.	This	document	outlines	students’	rights	both	in	
and	out	of	the	classroom,	grievance	procedures,	and	policies	
related	to	the	Family	Educational	Rights	and	Privacy	Act.	The	
Student	Conduct	Code	contained	within	the	document	includes	
a	list	of	prohibited	behaviors	and	describes	sanctions	and	
investigative	processes	which	will	be	used	to	ensure	due	pro-
cess	and	to	determine	whether	or	not	a	violation	of	policies	has	
occurred.	

The	Student Handbook	is	available	online	on	the	University	
Web	site.	Hard	copies	are	on	reserve	in	Shoen	Library.

Marylhurst	University	reserves	the	right	to	require	the	
withdrawal	of	any	student	who	fails	to	accept	responsibility,	
as	evidenced	by	conduct,	poor	scholastic	achievement,	or	
failure	to	meet	financial	obligations	to	the	University.

grievanCeS/diSCipline
A	formal	academic	complaint	or	appeal	should	be	discussed	
first	with	the	individual	involved,	including	the	chair	of	the	
department	in	which	the	matter	of	concern	took	place.	Most	
academic	appeals	are	resolved	at	this	level.	If	a	resolution	at	
the	department	level	is	unsatisfactory,	a	petition	may	be	filed	
with	the	Dean	of	Students	within	90	days	of	the	event.	

drUg- and alCohol-free environMent
Marylhurst	University	is	committed	to	providing	a	safe,	drug-
free	workplace	and	environment	for	students.

In	accordance	with	federal,	state,	and	local	laws,	the	illegal	
use,	possession,	manufacture,	sale,	or	distribution	of	illicit	
drugs	by	students	while	on	campus	or	at	any	University-
sponsored	event	is	strictly	prohibited.	The	possession	or	use	
of	alcohol	by	students	on	campus	is	also	prohibited	except	
when	approved	for	a	University-sponsored	event.	In	such	
instances,	the	use	of	alcohol	is	limited	to	those	of	legal	age.	

The	Student Handbook	outlines	the	effects	of	drugs	and	
alcohol,	available	treatment	programs,	and	sanctions	for	viola-
tions.

SexUal aSSaUlt
Students	should	avoid	walking	through	the	campus	alone	af-
ter	dark.	Students	should	plan	their	schedules	so	they	arrive	
and	leave	the	campus	when	others	are	present.	Marylhurst	
encourages	all	students	to	enroll	in	one	of	the	many	self-
defense	classes	taught	in	the	Portland	Metropolitan	area.	
The	Student Handbook provides	information	on	the	process	to	
be	used	for	reporting	sexual	assault	on	campus.	It	also	gives	
sanctions	for	committing	the	assault	and	resources	offering	
assistance	to	victims.	Statistics	concerning	the	number	of	
assaults	occurring	on	campus	are	in	the	quarterly	Schedule 
of Courses.	The	Student Handbook	is	available	online	on	the	
University	Web	site.	
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Shoen Library
University Librarian: Nancy Hoover

Shoen Library is the center for learning and scholarship 
for Marylhurst’s students, faculty, Sisters, alumni and staff. 
The library’s three-story building includes study rooms, 
comfortable lounges, an art gallery, computer labs, a 
practice presentation room, and specially designed study 
carrels. Shoen Library is wheelchair accessible. 

the ColleCtion

The	collection	includes	over	100,000	volumes,	3.000	videos	
and	DVDs,	1,500	CDs,	current	subscriptions	to	over	200	print	
periodicals,	and	subscriptions	to	a	variety	of	electronic	da-
tabases	that	include	full-text	options	and	electronic	books.	
Special	collections	have	been	maintained	in	the	areas	of	art,	
art	therapy,	Pacific	Northwest	history,	and	music.	

Access	to	the	collection	is	provided	online	at	
www.marylhurst.edu/shoenlibrary/.

ServiCeS

orbiS CaSCade allianCe
Shoen	Library	belongs	to	the	Orbis	Cascade	Alliance,	a	con-
sortium	of	academic	libraries.	The	union	catalog,	called	Sum-
mit,	contains	over	28	million	items	from	36	different	libraries	
in	Oregon	and	Washington.	Students,	faculty,	and	staff	can	
initiate	their	own	requests	for	material	that	will	arrive	within	
2-3	days.	

interlibrary loanS
Books	and	journal	articles	not	available	at	Shoen	Library	or	
through	the	Summit	catalog	are	obtainable	for	faculty	and	
students	from	other	libraries	in	Oregon,	as	well	as	nationally,	
through	interlibrary	loan.

Cooperative agreeMentS
Through	cooperative	arrangements	with	participating	
libraries,	students	and	faculty	are	granted	borrowing	
privileges	at	libraries	throughout	the	Pacific	Northwest.	
Inquire	at	the	library	for	details.	

reSearCh databaSeS
Shoen	Library	provides	students,	faculty	and	staff	with	a	
selection	of	over	70	subject	specific	and	multidisciplinary	
research	databases.	Searchers	can	access	full-text	articles,	
business	information,	and	statistical	reports	from	on	or	off-
campus.	

Streff gallery
Works	of	students,	faculty,	staff,	alumni,	and	community	
members	are	exhibited	regularly	in	the	Streff	Gallery.	
Contact	the	library	to	schedule	an	art	show.	

Arrangements	to	use	the	room	for	meetings	or	events	may	
be	made	through	the	University	Events	Office	at	503.699.6311	
or	email	events@marylhurst.edu.

inStrUCtion
Reference	librarians	provide	in-depth	one-on-one	assistance	
in	person,	on	the	phone,	by	email,	or	by	24/7	chat	for	all	stu-
dents	and	faculty.	

The	library	staff	provides	a	program	of	library	instruc-
tion	which	emphasizes	learning	library	research	skills.	All	
Marylhurst	undergraduate	students	will	learn	the	skills	
required	of	lifelong	learners	in	an	information	rich	society.	

Media eqUipMent
The	library	provides	some	media	equipment,	media	services,	
and	resources.	Marylhurst	students	and	employees	may	
check	out	digital	still	and	video	cameras,	digital	audio	record-
ers,	CD	players,	and	cassette	players.	Contact	the	Circulation	
Department	of	the	library.

CopierS/printerS
The	library	has	3	copiers	that	copy	in	b&w	and	color.	There	are	
b&w	and	color	printing	options	as	well.

faCUlty eqUipMent
Laptops	and	projectors	are	available	for	on-campus	faculty	
use	during	class	time.	Advanced	reservations	are	recom-
mended.	Contact	media@marylhurst.edu.	

Mildred Whipple rooM
The	Whipple	Room	provides	a	space	for	practicing	
presentations	or	to	watch	a	VHS	or	a	DVD	on	a	large-screen	TV.

ConferenCe/Meeting rooMS
Two	small	conference	rooms	with	LCD	screen	are	available	for	
individual	or	group	study	and	can	be	reserved	in	advance.

library CoMpUter faCilitieS
The	library	provides	computer	clusters	in	numerous	loca-
tions	throughout	the	facility.	There	is	a	teaching	lab	with	dual	
boot	MACs	and	digital	projection	capabilities	as	well	as	a	Mac	
design	lab	for	students	taking	courses	in	photography,	interior	
design,	music,	and	film	making.	

All	computers	have	full	Internet	access	and	laser	print-
ing	options.	The	library	offers	wireless	connectivity	to	the	
Internet	for	personal	laptops.	The	library	lends	laptops	for	
use	within	the	building.

hoUrS
Monday-Thursday	.............................................8:30	am-10	pm
Friday-Saturday	..................................................8:30	am-7	pm
Sunday	....................................................................11	am-7	pm
Call	the	library	regarding	hours	or	check	the	University	
Web	site.

Shoen library
Marylhurst University
p.o. box 261
17600 pacific highway (hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, or 97036-0261
portland Metro: 503.699.6261
outside portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6261
fax: 503.636.1957
email: library@marylhurst.edu
Chat: www.marylhurst.edu/shoenlibrary/
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Information 
Technology Services
Chief Information Officer: Ethan Benatan

Whether you are on campus or far away, technology 
will support many facets of your Marylhurst experience. 
The Help Desk is your one-stop shop for technology 
questions (contact information below). 

ServiCeS

My Marylhurst,	my.marylhurst.edu,	is	our	community	hub	and	
service	center.	There	you	can	register	for	classes,	see	syllabi	
and	grades,	find	services	and	job	opportunities,	manage	your	
student	account,	and	interact	with	your	community	on	discus-
sion	forums	and	group	web	sites.	

Moodle, moodle.marylhurst.edu,	is	the	online	home	for	
teaching	and	learning.	Many	classes	have	a	Moodle	“course	
site”	dedicated	to	them,	and	some	classes	do	most	of	their	
work	in	Moodle	(see	the	FAQ	below	for	more	info).	

Course evaluations	are	fully	online,	and	can	be	accessed	via	
a	link	in	Moodle	or	an	email	that	you	will	get	when	evaluations	
open.	We	contract	with	a	third	party	to	ensure	your	anonym-
ity;	Marylhurst	cannot	associate	your	response	with	your	
identity.	We	value	your	honest	feedback!

Computer labs	are	located	in	Shoen	Library,	and	are	open	
Library	hours	unless	reserved	for	a	class.	All	lab	computers	
run	both	Windows	and MacOS	and	have	a	large	selection	of	
software	installed.	Printing	is	available,	including	specialized	
printing	for	those	enrolled	in	art	classes.

Many	classrooms	are	technology-enhanced	with	computers,	
projectors,	sound	systems,	and	document	cameras;	some	
also	have	smartboards.	

the help desk	can	assist	you	with	everything	from	a	forgot-
ten	password	to	helping	you	get	the	most	out	of	Moodle	or	our	
computer	labs.	Contact	information	is	below.	

online edUCation

Many	on-ground	courses	have	online	components,	and	many	
courses	are	held	entirely	online.	Either	way	class	size	is	small	
and	there	is	the	same	emphasis	on	participation	and	discus-
sion.	You	will	have	the	same	personalized	attention	and	sup-
port	that	is	a	hallmark	of	every	Marylhurst	education.	There	
are	three	modes	in	which	online	resources	are	used	for	class-
es;	the	Schedule of Courses	for	each	term	will	indicate	which	
mode	applies	to	each	course	offering.	Your	academic	advisor	
can	help	you	decide	which	formats	are	best	for	you.

fully online courses,	in	which	all	learning	activities	take	
place	online.	These	courses	offer	the	most	flexibility.	A	
course	may	use	a	variety	of	technologies	including	discussion	
forums,	wikis,	blogs,	audio	or	video	chat,	or	video	lecturettes.

hybrid courses	use	less	classroom	time,	complemented	
by	web-based	activities.	Each	venue	is	used	to	best	effect,	
blending	the	efficiency	and	flexibility	of	online	courses	with	
the	richness	of	the	classroom	experience.	

Web-supported courses	have	a	regular	face-to-face	class-
room	schedule,	and	additionally	make	use	of	online	resourc-
es	such	as	digital	reading	materials.

inforMation teChnology help deSk
Call:		 503.699.6318
Toll	Free:	 800.634.9982	ext.	6318
Write:		 helpdesk@marylhurst.edu
FAX:	 503.636.1957
Visit:		 Help	Desk	office,	third	floor	of	Shoen	Library

information technology Services
Marylhurst University
p.o. box 261
17600 pacific highway (hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, or 97036-0261
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Center for

Experiential Learning 
& Assessment
Director: Melanie Booth, Ed.D.

PURPOSE STATEMENT
The Center for Experiential Learning & Assessment of-
fers programs and services to assist students with initial 
educational planning, assessment of learning from prior 
experience, and preparation to pursue academic credit for 
college-level prior learning experiences. The Center for Ex-
periential Learning & Assessment occasionally offers special 
workshops and classes that help develop skills and strategies 
for academic success. 

In addition, the Center coordinates credit-by-examination 
programs, including the DSST program (DANTES) and the 
New York University Foreign Language Proficiency Examina-
tions, and non-credit institutional options for meeting Liberal 
Arts Core outcomes in computer literacy, information studies, 
and writing research papers.

PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
Marylhurst recognizes that some of the most valuable educa-
tion a student receives is often outside the classroom. Such 
experiential learning can provide a context for achievement 
in degree programs. At Marylhurst, degree-seeking students 
can earn up to 45 undergraduate credits (one year) for learning 
from documented life experience—employment, homemaking, 
military experience, company-sponsored training, community 
service, volunteer activities, independent research, and travel 
study. These credits may be applied toward an undergraduate 
degree program.

To receive University credit for experiential learning, a 
student must enroll in Marylhurst’s Prior Learning As-
sessment (PLA) Program. The PLA program involves four 
steps: 1)  Learning Assessment Workshop (LRN 150), 2) PLA 
Seminar: From Experience to Learning (LRN 305), 3) Portfolio 
Development Workshop (LRN 311/312), and 4) PLA Portfolio 
Evaluation. Once enrolled in the PLA program, a student 
must remain continuously enrolled (or on extension) until 
portfolio development has been completed. While most credit 
received through the PLA program is graded on a Pass/No 
Pass basis, letter grades are available in some areas. The 
PLA program courses are offered both on campus and online.

COURSES

LRN 150 LEARNING ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP 
A prerequisite for the PLA Program, this course provides an 
orientation to Marylhurst educational options and degree 
programs. In this workshop, students will:
• clarify educational goals and priorities.
• evaluate writing skills. 
• discover whether they can receive credit for prior learning.
• learn if previous credit may be transferred to a degree 

program at Marylhurst.
The workshop culminates in completion of an individual 

learning analysis and initial development of a goal-directed ed-
ucational plan. The workshop is an ideal way to plan either the 
beginning or completion of a degree. While the Learning As-
sessment Workshop is required for anyone planning to enroll 
in the PLA program, it is also recommended for newcomers to 
Marylhurst and students who want to explore educational op-
tions before focusing on advanced coursework in a major.

Participation in the Learning Assessment Workshop 
requires that each student submit copies of transcripts from 
previous colleges and universities attended, copies of all 
training certificates, a résumé, and a brief autobiography by 
the first class meeting. Contact the Center for Experiential 
Learning & Assessment for further information on the devel-
opment of the autobiography. Pass/No Pass grading option 
recommended. 1 cr. 

LRN 305 PLA SEMINAR: FROM EXPERIENCE TO LEARNING
This Web-enhanced PLA Seminar provides instruction for 
developing Prior Learning Assessment submissions (essays 
and documentation). Students learn key ideas about learning 
from experience, including ways of knowing, the role of reflec-
tion in turning experience into learning, and how to consider 
their experiential learning within an academic framework. 
Through in-class activities, peer critique, and feedback from 
the instructor over a ten-week period, students learn how 
to reflect upon, describe, analyze, and document their prior 
learning. Writing, analytical, and organizational skills neces-
sary for the successful completion of PLA submissions are 
addressed. Students draft, critique, revise, and submit for 
evaluation three PLA submissions (for a minimum of 9 credits) 
during the course. Additionally, students develop a plan for the 
remainder of their PLA submissions.

Participation in the PLA Seminar requires the comple-
tion of a preassignment. Contact the Center for Experiential 
Learning & Assessment for details.

Prerequisites: 1) LRN 150; 2) the completion of some 
coursework in academic areas such as communication, lit-
erature and writing, human sciences, science, math, or busi-
ness and leadership; 3) acceptable academic writing skills; 
and 4) approval of the PLA Director. Meets LAC outcome: 
LLE1. Pass/No Pass grading option recommended. 6 crs. 

LRN 311, LRN 312, LRN 003
Students enrolled in LRN 311, LRN 312, and LRN 003 come 
together in a single online workshop. While requirements for 
each of the three courses differ, all students are expected to 
be active participants and engage in peer review activities. 

LRN 311 PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 1
Students continue to receive guidance by program faculty 
through the stages of essay and portfolio development; re-
ceive feedback from specialist evaluators; participate in peer 
review activities; and complete an end-of-class reflection es-
say. Students are required to develop four essays and submit 
at least three for evaluation during the course. Prerequisites: 
LRN 150 & LRN 305. Pass/No Pass grading option recom-
mended. Only offered online. 3 crs. 
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LRN 312 PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 2
Students continue to receive guidance by program faculty 
through the stages of essay and portfolio development; re-
ceive feedback from specialist evaluators; and participate in 
peer review activities. Students are required to submit three 
essays for evaluation during the course. Prerequisites: LRN 
150, LRN 305, LRN 311. Pass/No Pass grading option recom-
mended. Only offered online. 2 crs. 

LRN 003 PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
LRN 003 is a zero-credit option for students who need ad-
ditional instructional support as they work toward completing 
the PLA portfolio. Participation in the combined course is 
required. Course may be repeated several times. Only offered 
online. 0 credit. 

PLA PORTFOLIO EVALUATION
Upon completion of planned credit requests, the student 
submits a completed portfolio for review by the PLA Director, 
appropriate faculty members, and the student’s academic 
advisor. After the portfolio is reviewed and approved, credit 
is applied to the student’s permanent academic record in the 
Office of the Registrar.

Upper- or lower-division credit is awarded in art, business 
and leadership, communication, cultural studies, human sci-
ences, interior design, literature, music, mathematics, real 
estate studies, religious studies, science, writing, and in elec-
tive areas. Courses on which credit requests are based must 
have been offered at an accredited institution within the past 
five years and be approved for use. These credits may be ap-
plied toward degree requirements with approval of the major 
advisor and toward Marylhurst residency requirements.

Students are advised to work closely with their academic 
advisors in planning their degree programs since PLA credit 
does not satisfy all major coursework requirements. A limit 
of 90 experientially derived credits (from all sources: PLA, 
credit-by-examination, course challenge, and transfer credit 
for experiential learning including internship or work experi-
ence credit) may be applied toward a bachelor’s degree from 
Marylhurst. Of these 90 credits, no more than 45 may be 
earned through PLA, and no more than 45 may be earned 
through credit-by-examination.

Students in the PLA program must complete PLA evalua-
tion at least one academic term before their graduation date.

OTHER COURSE OFFERINGS
Special workshops and classes are offered through the Cen-
ter for Experiential Learning & Assessment. These occasional 
courses provide support and skill development opportunities 
to increase the academic achievement potential of students. 
Four such courses are described below. Students should 
check the University Web site for information on other course 
offerings.

LRN 492 PREPARING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL
This workshop is designed for Marylhurst undergraduate 
learners who are considering going to graduate school. Par-
ticipants will learn from Marylhurst alumni who have gone 
on to graduate programs; will identify factors that need to be 
considered when identifying graduate schools and programs; 
will learn about specific graduate programs; and will develop 
a graduate school action plan for themselves. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. Only offered online. 1 cr. 

LIFE/WORK PLANNING SERIES
This 3-class series (LRN 340/341/342) is based on current 
career development theory and will support anyone in the 
midst of making work/life changes or considering their career 
development needs. The classes are designed to be taken 
sequentially although there is flexibility to take any of the 
classes individually and/or out of order.

LRN 340 ASSESSING THE SELF
Core values, interests and personality form the basis of all 
career development theories. This class will take and reflect 
on the results of online assessments to create a solid founda-
tion of knowledge about the self in preparation for exploring 
career options. A review of each student’s transferable skills 
will complete this course. Only offered online. 1 cr. 

LRN 341 ASSESSING THE LAbOR MARKET
Students will learn how to use online research tools that 
career counselors rely on to gain an understanding of where 
the jobs are. Explorations include informational interviews 
to validate research, and class readings and discussions will 
focus on the latest in job seeking strategies. Students will 
complete a small research project on a sector of the market 
that they are interested in. Only offered online. 1 cr. 

LRN 342 STRATEGIC CAREER PLANNING
Working with the latest in career planning tools, students will 
design a focused job search that includes three different tar-
gets that are well aligned with the individual’s personal goals, 
labor market conditions, and the concept of “fit.” Students will 
develop and receive feedback on two types of resumes, cover 
letters, and a career portfolio, and will also develop an ac-
tion plan focused on launching their next career development 
steps. Only offered online. 1 cr. 

OTHER SERVICES

CREDIT-bY-EXAMINATION
Administered through the Center for Experiential Learning & 
Assessment, but separate from the PLA program, are credit-
by-examination programs. College credit achieved through 
these programs may be applied on a transfer basis to degree 
programs at Marylhurst.

Marylhurst accepts credit earned through the College-Level 
Examination Program (CLEP), the DSST Program (DANTES), 
New York University (NYU) Foreign Language Proficiency 
Examination Program, and the Excelsior College Examination 
Program. These programs enable students to obtain college 
credit in a variety of subjects where learning may have been 
acquired through self-study or instruction outside of college. 

While Marylhurst administers DANTES and NYU foreign 
language tests, it does not administer CLEP or Excelsior 
examinations but can refer interested students to local testing 
centers.

A complete copy of Marylhurst University’s credit-by-
examination guidelines is available on the Marylhurst Web 
site and from the Center for Experiential Learning & As-
sessment. These guidelines outline the minimum scores 
that must be attained for credit to be granted, the maximum 
number of credits accepted by Marylhurst for each examina-
tion, general restrictions on the applicability of credits re-
ceived, and the fees involved. Interested students are advised 
to speak with their academic advisor before registering for 
any examinations.
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NON-CREDIT INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS FOR MEETING 
LIbERAL ARTS CORE OUTCOMES
In addition to administering assessment testing and credit-by-
examination programs, the Center for Experiential Learning & 
Assessment offers non-credit institutional options for meeting 
Liberal Arts Core outcomes in Computer Literacy (LLA1), Infor-
mation Studies (LLB1), and Writing Research Papers (LLE3).

There are a number of ways in which students may meet 
these outcomes, including taking the courses themselves, 
transferring comparable coursework from other institutions, 
earning credit through the PLA program, direct course chal-
lenge, and DANTES testing. However, those students who 
must meet the outcomes, but do not need the credit itself, 
should explore the non-credit options.

For more information, registration forms, and related mate-
rials, contact the Center for Experiential Learning & Assess-
ment.

MARYLHURST SERVICE LEARNING PROGRAM

STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Marylhurst University embraces the founding values estab-
lished by the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary to 
educate the whole person, serve the underserved, promote 
interfaith dialog, and engage in social action with and for 
transformation of the community.

Marylhurst University fosters service partnerships, service 
learning, and supports service projects that transform the 
lives of all involved. Its service programs coordinate qual-
ity service activities open to all of its community members 
and integrate service-oriented activity into the classroom to 
deepen the understanding of community needs and benefits.

For more information, contact the Marylhurst Service Pro-
gram Coordinator at 503.534.4063.

Center for Experiential Learning & Assessment
Marylhurst University
P.O. box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6260
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6260
FAX: 503.534.4026
Email: pla@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
Marylhurst University is committed to providing quality edu-
cation and to assuring that students gain the knowledge and 
skills necessary to be successful after they graduate. The as-
sessment of student learning at a variety of levels provides the 
information we need to make improvements in program struc-
ture, course content, and teaching. The assessment process 
requires the on-going collection of information from students 
at the course, department, and institutional levels. For ex-
ample, students may be asked to submit examples of their 
course work, be video-taped giving a presentation, take end-
of-course evaluation surveys, and participate in focus groups. 
These kinds of activities and the information they provide help 
us determine the extent to which we are meeting our goal of 
offering high quality academic experiences to our students.

The assessment process for all academic programs con-
tains the following common elements:
• Student learning outcomes for each academic program are 

set by faculty and communicated widely, including in the 
Catalog;

• Student learning outcomes for each course in an academic 
program are stated on the course syllabus;

• Student learning outcomes are evaluated by faculty using 
generally accepted best practices in assessment;

• Faculty and others use assessment information to improve 
academic programs as appropriate; and

• Information about students’ learning and experience is 
reported to a variety of stakeholders, including Marylhurst 
students and faculty. Additionally, the Provost, the 
President, the Board of Trustees of Marylhurst University, 
the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities, 
and professional and specialized accreditors may also 
receive such information. 
In recognition of the evolutionary nature of assessment 

processes and accountability requirements, the University 
acknowledges that assessment processes and requirements 
of students may change at any time. The University will make 
reasonable efforts to inform students and other stakeholders 
of modifications.

The University and its departments conduct satisfaction 
and other types of surveys before and after students gradu-
ate. Students and alumni are strongly encouraged to respond 
to these surveys so that the information may be used to 
improve our programs and services.
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Cooperative Programs
MONTESSORI INSTITUTE NORTHWEST/ HUMAN 
SCIENCES COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
The Human Sciences Department and Marylhurst University 
have a cooperative education agreement with the Montessori 
Institute Northwest. Through this program, a student may 
simultaneously pursue an undergraduate degree in Psychol-
ogy or Human Studies at Marylhurst and a certificate in Mon-
tessori education. 

This is an integrated, interdisciplinary program which 
provides students opportunities to refine instructional com-
petence and develop strategies for facilitating the growth and 
development of young children.

The Montessori Institute Northwest was founded in 1979 to 
meet the need for Montessori teacher training in the Pacific 
Northwest. The Institute is affiliated with the Association 
Montessori Internationale, Marylhurst University, and Loyola 
College in Maryland.

For more information, call the Montessori Institute North-
west at 503.963.8892.

Courses for Regular Program*

FALL TERM (14 credits)
HMS 401 Psychology, Child Development, & Philosophy of 

Montessori ..........................................................................5 crs.
HMS 403 Human Relations & Self Awareness ........................4 crs.
HMS 405 Perceptual Motor Development 1 ............................5 crs.

WINTER TERM (12 credits) 
HMS 406 Perceptual Motor Development 2 ............................2 crs.
HMS 407 Teaching Strategies & Social Development .............4 crs.
HMS 409 Resources in Montessori Schools ............................4 crs.
HMS 411 Language Arts & Reading Curriculum 1 ..................2 crs.

SPRING TERM (12 credits) 
HMS 412 Language Arts & Reading Curriculum 2 ..................3 crs.
HMS 413 Mathematics & Science Curriculum ........................5 crs.
HMS 415 Montessori Practicum ..............................................4 crs.
*May also be offered in a summer intensive format

Courses for Assistants to Infancy Program
First Term (14 credits)
HMS 402 Montessori Pedagogy ...............................................6 crs.
HMS 404 Pyscho-Sensory Motor Development ......................4 crs.
HMS 408 Preparing the Home Environment for Children 

Under Three .......................................................................2 crs.
HMS 410 Medical Topics for Working with Children 
 Birth to Three .....................................................................2 crs.

Second Term (18 credits)
HMS 414 Teaching Strategies and Observation ......................7 crs.
HMS 416 Language Development, Art & Music in the 
 Infant Community ...............................................................2 crs.
HMS 417 Practical Life in the Infant Community ....................6 crs.
HMS 418 Child Neuropsychiatry ..............................................3 crs.

NORTHWEST FILM CENTER/MARYLHURST 
UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
Through a special cooperative program of the Northwest Film 
Center (NWFC) and Marylhurst University, students interested 
in film and media arts can receive credit towards a bachelor’s 
degree at Marylhurst University by taking selected film and 
video production courses at NWFC.

The Northwest Film Center is a regional media arts organi-
zation founded to encourage the study and appreciation of 
the moving image arts; foster their artistic and professional 
excellence; and help create a climate in which they may 

flourish. For more information about NWFC or to receive a 
schedule of current course offerings and fee information, call 
the Northwest Film Center at 503.221.1156.

It is advisable to consult with a Marylhurst academic advi-
sor before enrolling in cooperative coursework.
• For specific information about art, contact the Art & Interior 

Design Office at 503.699.6242. 
• For information about communication, contact the 

Communication Studies Office at 503.699.6246.
• For information about cultural studies, contact the Cultural 

Studies Office at 503.699.6313.

Courses Available for Marylhurst University Credit

100-level Courses
FLM 170 Art of Filmmaking  ....................................................4 crs.
FLM 171 Narrative Traditions ..................................................4 crs.
FLM 172 Digital Compositing ..................................................4 crs.
FLM 173 Shooting Digital Video ...............................................4 crs.
FLM 174 Intro to Digital Video .................................................4 crs.
FLM 175 Blueprinting Screenplay ...........................................2 crs.

200-level Courses
FLM 270 Cinematography  .......................................................4 crs.
FLM 271 Screenwriting  ...........................................................4 crs.
FLM 272 Documentary Production  .........................................4 crs.
FLM 273 Digital Video Editing  .................................................4 crs.
FLM 274 Film Editing  ..............................................................4 crs.
FLM 275 Directing Actors ........................................................3 crs.
FLM 276 Stop Motion Animation..............................................4 crs.
FLM 277 Sound Recording & Post Production ........................4 crs.
FLM 278 Make-Up for Film ......................................................4 crs.
FLM 279 Extreme Low Budget ................................................4 crs.

300-level Courses
FLM 370 Advanced Screenwriting ...........................................4 crs.
FLM 371 Independent Film 101: DIY ........................................2 crs.
FLM 372 Directing Intensive ....................................................3 crs.
FLM 373 Final Cut Pro: Advanced ...........................................4 crs.
FLM 374 Documentary Forms .................................................4 crs.
FLM 375 Experimental Filmmaking ........................................4 crs.
FLM 376 Production Management ..........................................3 crs.
FLM 377 Intermediate Cinematography ..................................4 crs.

400-level Courses
FLM 470 Advanced Editing .......................................................4 crs.
FLM 471 Portfolio Sequence: Production ................................6 crs.
FLM 472 Portfolio Sequence: Editing ......................................6 crs.

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY/
MARYLHURST UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
Marylhurst University makes a cooperative Doctor of Ministry 
degree available to qualified students (those with a M.Div. or 
equivalency). The Doctor of Ministry degree is administered 
by the Office of Advanced Pastoral Studies of San Francisco 
Theological Seminary (SFTS) and is granted by this esteemed 
theological institution. 

Both San Francisco Theological Seminary and Marylhurst 
University offer students a team of skilled theologians, each 
with a doctoral degree and years of experience in ministry, 
education, or public service.

Marylhurst University’s collaboration with San Francisco 
Theological Seminary is made possible in part by a grant 
from the Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.

Located in San Anselmo, California, SFTS has been provid-
ing continuing education and advanced degrees for clergy and 
pastoral professionals for more than 100 years. San Francisco 
Theological Seminary is accredited by The Association of 
Theological Schools and the Western Association of Schools 
and Colleges. 

For more information about the Doctor of Ministry program, 
see pages 210-211.
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Pacific International 
Academy
Director: Roy Ghazimorad, Ph.D.

Through its partnership with Marylhurst University, 
Pacific International Academy (PIA) offers an engaging 
English language and culture training program for 
international students whose first language is not English. 
These students are assessed and presented with a variety 
of options tailored to help them meet their academic 
goals. A set of 20 core classes ranging across five ability 
levels immerse students in the rules and communicative 
strategies needed in both the college classroom and in 
the general English speaking public. PIA offers language 
assessment through in-house standardized testing.

In addition to orienting students toward the demands 
of academic life in English as a second language, PIA 
provides students with a variety of services including 
conversation partner and homestay programs.

PIA is accredited by the Accrediting Council for 
Continuing Education and Training (ACCET). PIA is a 
member of ORTESOL: Oregon Teachers of English to 
Speakers of Other Languages; NAFSA: Association of 
International Educators; and AAIEP: American Association 
of Intensive English Programs.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY

PROGRAM Preparation for 
Graduate-Level Study 

English as a Second Language
-- Grammar
-- Reading
-- Speaking & Listening
-- Writing

•
•
•
•

Language Foundation Program
-- Foundations Courses
-- Marylhurst Companion Courses
-- Pathways to Success

•
•
•

English as a Second Language 
Program
English as a Second Language Program

Reading (ESL 111,121,131,141,151) ...................................... 4.5 crs.
Writing (ESL 112,122,132,142,152) ....................................... 4.5 crs.
Speaking & Listening (ESL 113,123,133,143,153) ................ 4.5 crs.
Grammar (ESL 114,124,134,144,154) ................................... 4.5 crs.
 Total undergraduate credits upon completion: 18 crs.

Credits earned in ESL levels III, IV, and V are transferable to 
Marylhurst University undergraduate programs as elective credits.

READING

ESL 111 LEVEL I READING
This is an introductory course in reading English. Word rec-
ognition and vocabulary development will be a central focus. 
Conversation and confidence building exercises will be uti-
lized. Concepts in this class will be integrated into all other 
Level I classes. Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

ESL 121 LEVEL II READING
This is a course in basic English reading skills. Students will 
be required to complete reading assignments and express 
personal perspectives in response. Concepts in this class will 
be integrated into all other Level II classes. Pass/No Pass only. 
0 credit.

ESL 131 LEVEL III READING
Skills such as pre-reading, previewing, predicting, skimming 
and scanning will be a primary focus. This course will also 
deal with semantic mapping and the organizing of ideas in 
various readings. Concepts in this class will be integrated into 
all other Level III classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 141 LEVEL IV READING
College-level texts are utilized presenting essays in a variety 
of writing styles. Outlining and efficient reading practices are 
discussed and reinforced. Skills developed in this class are 
integrated into all other Level IV classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 151 LEVEL V READING
Students in this course interact with college-level texts pre-
senting essays on a variety of subjects. Examples of correct 
citation will be reinforced and discussed. This course deals 
with patterns of narration, description, comparison and con-
trast. Skills developed in this class are integrated into all 
other Level V classes. 1.5 crs.

WRITING

ESL 112 LEVEL I WRITING
Attention to letter and word formation will be a primary focus. 
Students perform a variety of simple writing tasks. Skills 
developed in this class are integrated into all other Level I 
classes. Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

ESL 122 LEVEL II WRITING
Simple and compound sentence structures are presented and 
practiced in a variety of contexts. In addition to practicing let-
ter and word formation, proper sentence formation is a focus. 
Skills developed in this class are integrated into all other 
Level II classes. Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

ESL 132 LEVEL III WRITING
Various forms of paragraph structure will be presented and 
practiced. This course also introduces and reinforces pre-
writing techniques such as brainstorming, discussion, and 
conceptual mapping. Skills developed in this class are inte-
grated into all other Level III classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 142 LEVEL IV WRITING
This course introduces and reinforces various forms of essay 
structures. Outlining and concise writing practices are also 
addressed. Students explore basic approaches to research 
and appropriate means of citation. Skills developed in this 
class are integrated into all other Level IV classes. 1.5 crs.
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ESL 152 LEVEL V WRITING
Forms of correct citation in research writing will be presented 
and practiced. Students will focus on polishing academic writ-
ing skills and essay form in preparation for university classes. 
Skills developed in this class are integrated into all other 
Level V classes. 1.5 crs.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

ESL 113 LEVEL I SPEAKING AND LISTENING
This is an entry-level course. In addition to participating in 
simple conversations in English, students should be able to 
raise questions and concerns regarding their acquisition of 
English and/or any other issues of cultural adjustment. Skills 
developed in this class are integrated into all other Level I 
classes. Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

ESL 123 LEVEL II SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Students will be presented with a variety of expressions and 
asked to practice them in new contexts. Stress and intona-
tion in various sentence patterns is a primary objective. Skills 
developed in this class are integrated into all other Level II 
classes. Pass/No Pass only, 0 credit.

ESL 133 LEVEL III SPEAKING AND LISTENING
In this course, note-taking skills is a primary focus. Students 
are also presented with and practice basic presentation for-
mats in a variety of registers. Pronunciation issues are dealt 
with on an individual basis. Skills developed in this class are 
integrated into all other Level III classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 143 LEVEL IV SPEAKING AND LISTENING
This is a course designed to advance public speaking and note 
taking skills. The course requires group and individual pre-
sentations on given topics. Research and interview strategies 
are emphasized. Interaction with native speakers is a require-
ment. Skills developed in this class are integrated into all 
other Level IV classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 153 LEVEL V SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
This course is designed to reinforce skills in public speaking, 
lecture note-taking, and interviewing strategies. A ten-minute 
individual presentation is a requirement. Various modes of 
inquiry are utilized, and increased interaction with native 
speakers is a requirement. Skills developed in this class are 
integrated into all other Level V classes. 1.5 crs.

GRAMMAR

ESL 114 LEVEL I GRAMMAR
This is an entry-level course introducing the basic concepts of 
English grammar. Use of present tenses and common simple 
structures will be the emphasis. Concepts in this class will be 
integrated into all other Level I classes. Pass/No Pass only. 
0 credit.

ESL 124 LEVEL II GRAMMAR
Students will deal with common expressions and past and 
present tenses at the sentence level. Pronunciation and ver-
bal questioning skills will be emphasized in a communicative 
atmosphere. Concepts in this class will be integrated into all 
other Level II classes. Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

ESL 134 LEVEL III GRAMMAR
This course will deal with past, present, and future tenses; 
modals and modalic expressions; comparisons; and sentence 

combinations using appropriate connectors in a communica-
tive atmosphere. Concepts in this class will be integrated into 
all other Level III classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 144 LEVEL IV GRAMMAR
This course will briefly overview verb tenses, aspect, and voice 
in a communicative atmosphere. Students will gain a thor-
ough knowledge of perfect and perfect progressive tenses. 
Concepts in this class will be integrated into all other Level IV 
classes. 1.5 crs.

ESL 154 LEVEL V GRAMMAR
This advanced course will stress the forms and usage of 
English. Discussion and practice of adverbial and adjectival 
clauses, gerunds/infinitives, and conditional sentences will 
follow a review of all tenses. Concepts in this class will be 
integrated into all other Level V classes. 1.5 crs.

Language Foundation Program
Pacific International Academy (PIA) offers support 
to Marylhurst non-native English speakers through 
the Language Foundation Program (LFP). These PIA/
Marylhurst courses are intended to support prospective 
undergraduate, post-baccalaureate, and graduate students 
in their writing ability.

APPLICATION REqUIREMENTS
To apply, applicants must submit: 
• A completed and signed International Student 

Undergraduate Application form.
• Non-refundable application fee by U.S. currency.
• Documentation of financial guarantee showing sufficient 

funds in U.S. dollars to cover tuition, fees, and living 
expenses.

• Proof of secondary or high school completion or 
equivalency.

• Proof of English Language proficiency through one of the 
following:
– a TOEFL score between 64-78 iBT or equivalent;
– a passing score on standardized English placement tests 

through Pacific International Academy (PIA) upon arrival 
in the United States; or

– completion of the Level Five of the Intensive English 
Language Program at Pacific International Academy with 
a grade of C or better.

Language Foundation Program

Foundations Courses........................................................... 13 crs.
 WR 152 Introduction to Expository Writing: Analysis, 3 crs.

WR 153 Introduction to Expository Writing: Argument, 3 crs.
WR 154 Introduction to Expository Writing: Research, 3 crs.
CCM 170 Speaking with Americans: Beyond Language 
 Basics, 2 crs.
CCM 270 Speaking with Americans: Oral Communication
 Techniques, 2 crs.

Pathways to Success Course ................................................. 3 crs.
 WR 420 American Business Communications, 3 crs.
Marylhurst Companion Courses ......................................... 15 crs.
 ANT 202 Exploring United States Culture
      Through Ethnographic Research, 3 crs.
 CLS 201 Exploring United States Culture 
      Through Minority & Majority Issues, 3 crs.
 LIT 200 Exploring United States Culture
      Through Literature & Film, 3 crs.
 BUS 300 Leading in Dynamic Environments, 6 crs.
 Total undergraduate credits upon completion: 31 crs.
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FOUNDATIONS COURSES

WR 152 INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY WRITING: 
ANALYSIS
This course introduces students to critical thinking, read-
ing, and writing at the college level. It is integrated with the 
Marylhurst Literature course LIT 200 and is primarily intended 
for international students with conditional admission to an 
undergraduate program at the University. Students focus on 
composition and revision of critical and analytical writing. 
Assignments are linked directly to material covered in LIT 
200. Students explore methods of analysis and will be able to 
produce a thorough and coherent analytical essay support-
ing a narrowed thesis by the end of the term. Prerequisites: 
TOEFL 180 CBT/510 PBT/64 iBT, ESL 151/152/153/154 (full 
sequence), or instructor approval. 3 crs.

WR 153 INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY WRITING: 
ARGUMENT
This course introduces students to critical thinking, read-
ing, and writing at the college level. It is integrated with the 
Marylhurst Cultural & Historical Studies course CLS 201 and 
is primarily intended for international students with condition-
al admission to an undergraduate program at the University. 
Students focus on composition and revision of argumentative 
and persuasive essays. Writing projects are linked directly 
to material covered in CLS 201. Students explore methods of 
argumentation and will be able to produce a thorough and co-
herent persuasive essay supporting a narrowed thesis by the 
end of the term. Prerequisites: TOEFL 180 CBT/510 PBT/64 
iBT, ESL 151/152/153/154 (full sequence), or instructor ap-
proval. 3 crs.

WR 154 INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY WRITING: 
RESEARCH
This course introduces students to critical thinking, read-
ing, and writing at the college level. It is integrated with the 
Marylhurst Anthropology course ANT 202 and is primarily 
intended for international students with conditional admission 
to an undergraduate program at the University. Students focus 
on methods of inquiry and appropriate citation of sources 
in ethnographic research. Students will be able to produce 
a thorough and coherent research paper supporting a nar-
rowed thesis by the end of the class. Prerequisites: TOEFL 180 
CBT/510 PBT/64 iBT, ESL 151/152/153/154 (full sequence), or 
instructor approval. 3 crs.

LANGUAGE FOUNDATIONS

CCM 170 SPEAKING WITH AMERICANS: bEYOND LANGUAGE 
bASICS
This course is intended to help international students improve 
their speaking and listening skills in public presentation set-
tings, small group meetings, interviews, and conversations 
with Americans. Special emphasis is placed on appropriate 
choice and use of words, pronunciation, questioning, and 
other conversational techniques. This course is combined with 
CCM 270. Prerequisites: TOEFL 180 CBT/510 PBT/64 iBT, ESL 
151/152/153/154 (full sequence), or instructor approval. 2 crs.

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES 

CCM 270 SPEAKING WITH AMERICANS: 
ORAL COMMUNICATION TECHNIqUES
This course is intended to help international students improve 
their speaking and listening skills in public presentation set-
tings, small group meetings, interviews, and conversations 
with Americans. Special emphasis is placed on understanding 
U.S. speakers, problem solving within a group, and the essen-

tials of message design and delivery. In-class activities in-
clude lecture with group discussion, role-playing, and delivery 
of various oral presentations. This course is combined with 
CCM 170. Prerequisites: TOEFL 180 CBT/510 PBT/64 iBT, ESL 
151/152/153/154 (full sequence), or instructor approval. 2 crs. 

PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS COURSE

WR 420 AMERICAN bUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
This course is integrated with the Business course, BUS 300 
Leading in Dynamic Environments. In WR 420, students focus 
on methods of inquiry, forms of communication in the work-
place, and the structure and tone of papers assigned in BUS 
300. WR 420 is primarily intended for international students 
applying to the MBA program at Marylhurst. All international 
students taking BUS 300 should consider adding WR 420 to 
improve their business writing skills. Prerequisites: TOEFL 
180 CBT/510 PBT/64 iBT, ESL 151/152/153/154 (full se-
quence), or instructor approval. NOTE: International students 
with conditional MBA admission are required to take WR 420 
concurrently with BUS 300. 3 crs.

MARYLHURST COMPANION COURSES

ANT 202 EXPLORING UNITED STATES CULTURE THROUGH 
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
This Marylhurst course is integrated with WR 154, a PIA writ-
ing course. Students will explore an aspect of U.S. culture 
through basic ethnographic methods while developing their 
research writing skills. Meets LAC outcome: HCD2. 3 crs.

bUS 300 LEADING IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
This Marylhurst course uses theory and case study to lay the 
foundation for students to start applying strategic leadership 
principles that holistically integrate the management process, 
the organizational functions, and the environmental influ-
ences. Students demonstrate their ability to capture, expand, 
teach, write, research, discuss, and present. Standards for the 
entire Marylhurst Business degree program are established in 
this foundation course. BUS 300 is very rigorous and may not 
be appropriate for new students. NOTE: International stu-
dents with conditional MBA admission are required to take the 
companion writing class WR 420 concurrently with BUS 300. 
Meets LAC outcomes: HCB5, HCB6. 6 crs.

CLS 201 EXPLORING UNITED STATES CULTURE THROUGH 
MINORITY AND MAJORITY ISSUES
This Marylhurst course is integrated with WR 153, a PIA writ-
ing course. Students will explore U.S. culture through con-
temporary critical essays, literature, and film while developing 
their argumentative writing skills. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 
3 crs.

LIT 200 EXPLORING UNITED STATES CULTURE THROUGH 
LITERATURE AND FILM
This Marylhurst course is integrated with WR 152, a PIA 
writing course. Students will explore U.S. culture through 
contemporary literature and film while developing their 
analytical writing skills. Meets LAC outcome: AIB4. 3 crs.

Pacific International Academy
P.O. box 267
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6310
Email: pia@marylhurst.edu
FAX: 503.697.7188
Web site: www.piaschools.edu
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Liberal Arts Core 
Program
Director: Simeon Dreyfuss

The Liberal Arts Core at Marylhurst University provides 
a multidisciplinary foundation for learning. It is designed 
to foster a love for inquiry, critical thinking, intellectual 
breadth, and ethical action. The program’s goal is to 
cultivate informed and supple citizens capable of 
understanding our complex world in complex ways, who 
can solve problems, act with profound respect for those 
different from us, and who are grounded in the intellectual 
traditions of those who have come before. 

THE LIbERAL ARTS CORE
All undergraduate students at Marylhurst University are 
required to complete the Liberal Arts Core (LAC). See “Re-
quirement Detail” on page 36 for requirements governing 
completion of the Liberal Arts Core. For suggestions specific 
to each undergraduate major on completing the Liberal Arts 
Core, see the Liberal Arts Core Advising Tools on the University 
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu. All undergraduate students 
should take LAC 301 Academic Learning: Discovery and Prac-
tice within their first two terms. Academic Learning: Discovery 
and Practice provides complete information to students about 
options for meeting all LAC learning outcomes.

The Liberal Arts Core is built around an extensive set of 
learning outcomes. A learning outcome is a statement that 
describes what someone knows or can do as the result of a 
learning experience. Because students come to the University 
with a wide variety of goals and experiences, Marylhurst’s 
faculty designed the Liberal Arts Core to provide the greatest 
possible choice while assuring a solid breadth in the liberal 
arts. 

The Liberal Arts Core is divided into four major areas. 
Each of these is divided into categories. To fulfill the liberal 
arts core, students must meet outcomes in each category. 
Most outcomes in the Liberal Arts Core should be met within 
the context of a three-credit course; several within the Life 
and Learning Skills area can be met through no-credit 

outcome assessments. The most current information for 
all Marylhurst courses that meet LAC outcomes and their 
transfer equivalents is available on the Advising Tools pages 
of the University Web site: www.marylhurst.edu. Course de-
scriptions in this Catalog indicate LAC outcomes met by each 
course, but the information on the Advising Tools page takes 
precedence. 

Students must meet a total of 29 learning outcomes, 24 
within the four broad areas of Life and Learning Skills, Arts 
and Ideas, Human Community, and the Natural World, and 
five associated with Academic Learning, MAP Completion, 
and Senior Seminars. In Arts and Ideas, Human Community, 
and Natural World students may take different courses that 
meet the same outcome, thus meeting the same outcome 
more than once. Unless otherwise noted in the Catalog, a 
course can be used to meet only one LAC outcome within a 
student’s degree plan. When a course description indicates 
more than one outcome but does not specifically say the 
class meets both outcomes, students and their advisors must 
choose which outcome to use within the student’s degree. 
The exceptions to this rule are WR 323 Academic Writing: The 
Research Paper which meets LLB1 and LLE3, and the LAC 
450 Senior Seminar and several senior-level courses within 
academic departments which meets all three Senior Seminar 
(SS) outcomes.

Up to four LAC outcomes, or approximately 12 credits of 
coursework, can be met through courses also used to meet 
major requirements. Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Mu-
sic Therapy, and Bachelor of Music students should consult 
the Department of Art & Interior Design or the Department 
of Music for special policies on using major requirements to 
meet LAC outcomes. All LAC outcomes except LLD1, LLE1, 
and two NW outcomes are embedded within the fixed cur-
riculum of the Accelerated Online Program. 

In LAC 301, students learn about the culture of Marylhurst 
University, and the significance of the University’s outcome-
based, liberal arts, and adult focus. The course also reviews 
requirements for completing an undergraduate degree at 
Marylhurst University, as well as how to use a wide variety 
of advising tools available to them. Students complete the 
first draft of their Marylhurst Academic Portfolio, page 34, 
which records decisions made by students and their advisors 
concerning completion of all LAC outcomes. 

The chart below shows the required distribution of outcomes 
within the Liberal Arts Core.

ACADEMIC LEARNING (AL), 1 outcome

LIFE & LEARNING SKILLS (LL) ARTS & IDEAS (AI) HUMAN COMMUNITY (HC)  NATURAL WORLD (NW)
10 outcomes 5 outcomes 6 outcomes 3 outcomes

LLA: Computer Literacy AIA: Making Ethical Decisions HCA: Identity & Differences NWA: Scientific Method
 1 outcome   1-3 outcome  1-3 outcomes       & Natural Systems
            1-2 outcomes

LLb:  Information Studies AIb:  Creating &  HCb:  People & Power NWb:  Science & Society
 1 outcome   Interpreting the Arts  1-3 outcomes  1-2 outcomes 
     1-3 outcomes

LLC: Listening & Speaking AIC: Understanding Values  HCC: Individuals & Systems
 2 outcomes  & beliefs  1-3 outcomes
      1-3 outcomes

LLD: quantitative Skills     HCD: Cultures & Media
 2 outcomes       1-3 outcomes

LLE: Writing & Critical Thinking
 4 outcomes

CAREER TRANSITION AND MAP COMPLETION (MAP), 1 outcome

SENIOR SEMINAR (SS), 3 outcomes
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CORE

ACADEMIC LEARNING
The outcome in this area provides a foundation for learning at 
Marylhurst University. 1 outcome

ACADEMIC LEARNING, 3 credits
Students will be able to:
AL1 In LAC 301, students learn about the culture of 

Marylhurst University, and the significance of the Uni-
versity’s outcome-based, liberal arts, and adult focus. 
The course also reviews requirements for completing 
an undergraduate degree at Marylhurst University, 
as well as how to use a wide variety of advising tools 
available to them. Students complete the first draft of 
their Marylhurst Academic Portfolio, page 36, which 
records decisions made by students and their advisors 
concerning completion of all LAC outcomes. 

LIFE & LEARNING SKILLS
Outcomes in this area represent essential skills necessary to 
succeed in an undergraduate education and beyond. 10 total 
outcomes

LLA: COMPUTER LITERACY, 
3 credits. See Computer Literacy below.
Students will be able to:
LLA1 Identify and appropriately utilize content from the 

Internet, digital media, software applications, and 
hardware systems and tools to address academic, 
professional, and everyday tasks and problems. Dem-
onstrate an understanding of and ability to respond to 
the benefits and risks of applied technology, including 
networked computing, ethics, and personal security in 
an ever-changing technological context.

LLb: INFORMATION STUDIES, 
1 credit. See Information Studies below.
Students will be able to:
LLB1 Define their information needs, conduct an effective 

search in a variety of formats and media, identify, 
analyze, and evaluate information, and organize that 
information in a manner useful to their own stated 
goals.

LLC: LISTENING & SPEAKING, 6 credits
Students will be able to do both of the following:
LLC1 Distinguish among different levels and types of listen-

ing their purposes and role in critical thinking, and 
demonstrate strategies for improving listening effec-
tiveness in specific contexts.

LLC2 Design and deliver clear and purposeful oral mes-
sages that consider audience, occasion, and employ 
effective organization, word choice, and vocal and 
physical behavior.

LLD: qUANTITATIVE SKILLS, 6 credits, 2 total outcomes
Students will be able to:
LLD1 Use computation, estimation, proportion, basic 

algebra, basic statistics, and effectively read and 
analyze data in tables, graphs, and charts to solve 
problems 

 OR
 Demonstrate knowledge of geometry, how it is used 

in design, and how algebra and trigonometry support 
geometrical applications.

In addition, students will be able to do one of the following: 
LLD2 Demonstrate knowledge of college-level algebra in-

cluding polynomial and rational expressions, logarith-
mic and exponential functions, quadratic equations and 
systems in two variables.

LLD3 Demonstrate knowledge of calculus including limits, 
continuity, derivatives, and integrals.

LLD4 Demonstrate knowledge of statistics including prob-
ability, strategies for measuring and representing vari-
ables, distribution, correlation, confidence intervals, 
and differences. 

LLD5 Analyze and discuss the philosophy of mathematics 
including an ability to cite principal events that have led 
to the development of mathematics as a language of 
analysis, describe the contributions of mathematics to 
the progression of human history and to the solution of 
complex problems in today’s society.

LLD6 Analyze assertions or arguments using symbolic de-
scriptions of logical reasoning including propositional 
notation, truth-value analysis, and deductive tech-
niques for determining consistency and validity.

LLE: WRITING & CRITICAL THINKING,
8 credits. See Writing Outcomes below.
Students will be able to do all of the following:
LLE1 Show critical thinking through careful reading and an-

alytic writing that uses clear, grammatical sentences 
and well-ordered paragraphs.

LLE2 Formulate and support a line of argument in writing.
LLE3 Demonstrate advanced-level skills and formats for 

writing academic research papers.
LLE4 Demonstrate familiarity and proficiency in scholarly 

writing within their major discipline. (This outcome 
met through Writing in the Discipline (WID) course in 
student’s major.)

ARTS & IDEAS
Outcomes in this area address all areas of the arts and ques-
tions around the nature of thought and spirit, of right and 
wrong, of reality and the divine.
5 total outcomes. One in each category & two additional in any AI 
category or combination of AI categories.

AIA: MAKING ETHICAL DECISIONS, 3-9 credits
Students will be able to:
AIA1 Recognize the values operating in specific human ac-

tions, discern where responsibility rests, and under-
stand the implications for resolving ethical dilemmas 
from recognizable ethical traditions.

AIb: CREATING & INTERPRETING THE ARTS,
3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
AIB1 Create a work of art, music, literature, or design that 

demonstrates knowledge of elementary techniques 
and fundamental form.

AIB2  Perform a work of music, dance, or theater in a way 
that demonstrates basic technique and an awareness 
of the elements that contribute to valid interpretation.

AIB3 Develop well-argued interpretations of texts based on 
close reading.

AIB4 Critically discuss how works of art embody and/or 
contest socio-cultural contexts and values.

AIB5 Demonstrate an introductory knowledge of the theory, 
history, or interpretation of music, art, or architecture.

AIB6 Use interpretive perspectives to analyze works in fine 
and/or popular arts.
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AIB7 Analyze how the form or structure of a work of art or 

literature is both an expression of and factor in forming 
the work’s content or meaning.

AIB8 Articulate the mutual influences between works of art 
in various forms: literature, visual arts, film, theater, 
dance, music, and others.

AIB9 Interpret the works of writers of fiction, poetry, or drama 
originally written in a language other than English.

AIC: UNDERSTANDING VALUES & bELIEFS
3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
AIC1 Identify and explain major philosophical or religious 

movements in a way that pays respect to both the 
uniqueness of any given time period as well as the 
timeless nature of many human question.

AIC2 Be able to explain the philosophical or theological 
system of one major thinker, including her or his 
positions on the perennial questions pertaining to the 
nature of truth, goodness, beauty, meaning, language, 
and human happiness.

AIC3 Compare and contrast the worldviews of two 
major religious traditions, including their different 
understandings of what counts as a self, the divine, 
good and evil, and the afterlife.

AIC4 Locate their own spiritual tendencies in the major 
religious traditions while at the same time developing 
a sense of wonder and respect for the diversity of 
spiritual expression.

HUMAN COMMUNITY
Outcomes in this area address the variations and complexities 
of the human enterprise, including such issues as the nature 
of identity, human development, political systems, mass me-
dia, economies, conflict, change, and culture. 
6 total outcomes. One in each category and two additional in any 
HC category or combination of HC categories.

HCA: IDENTITY & DIFFERENCES, 3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
HCA1 Explain how factors of age, ethnicity, gender, nation, or 

class shape communities.
HCA2  Identify the effects of globalization on the diverse cultural 

values of peoples living in areas of the non-Western world.
HCA3 Critically discuss and interpret works of music, literature, 

or art originating from outside or from the margins of 
western cultures.

HCA4 Demonstrate awareness of their own cultural perceptual 
filters, and compare and contrast their own cultural values 
and social behavior patterns with those of other cultures.

HCA5  Demonstrate proficiency at a level equivalent to comple-
tion of a full year of study in a language other than English. 

HCb: PEOPLE & POWER, 3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
HCB1 Critically discuss fundamental concepts of economics 

and their applications.
HCB2 Analyze the theoretical framework for and/or practical 

functioning of a political system.
HCB3 Illustrate change over time though an historical analy-

sis of social, cultural, economic, and/or political trends.
HCB4 Analyze the premises and validity of various interpre-

tations for an historical period or event.
HCB5 Understand the processes and structures that create 

and maintain organizational cultures; demonstrate 
the practical use of recognized strategies for fostering 
organizational change.

HCB6 Understand how to manage change, plan change 
within a community, and assess its likely impact.

HCC: INDIVIDUALS & SYSTEMS, 3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
HCC1 Describe how human identity and experience is em-

bedded in and shaped by multilayered social, cultural, 
and environmental contexts.

HCC2 Identify and compare at least two psychological theo-
ries as they relate to an aspect of the emotional, men-
tal, and behavioral characteristics of individuals.

HCC3 Critique and apply various theories of human devel-
opment to understand one’s own experience or the 
experience of others.

HCC4 Critically analyze and discuss the impact of social in-
stitutions on individual human development.

HCC5 Assess one’s own interpersonal communication skills 
through an analysis of such factors as self-concept, 
self-disclosure, perception, verbal, and nonverbal 
behavior, and in such common contexts as family, em-
ployment, or public service.

HCC6 Articulate the positive role of conflict in interpersonal 
relationships, set and clarify goals for conflict resolu-
tion, and identify styles of engaging in conflict and the 
consequence of those styles for how conflict proceeds.

HCC7 Analyze strategies for functioning and flourishing 
within the context of complex, interrelated systems, 
both living and non-living.

HCD: CULTURES & MEDIA, 3-9 credits
Students will be able to do one to three of the following:
HCD1 Explain the concept, function, and expression of cul-

ture and illustrate this with one or more cultures con-
sidering such factors as kinship, belief systems, social 
organization, artistic expression, physical characteris-
tics, or material wealth.

HCD2 Identify the fundamental workings of various mass 
media, analyze media messages, and illustrate the 
media’s impact on society.

HCD3 Analyze and discuss the social consequences of tech-
nological change.

HCD4 Analyze the cultural roots of perceptions about nature 
and how such social institutions as economic systems, 
language, or religion have shaped human interactions 
with the natural world.

HCD5 Interpret artifacts or events as products of cultural, 
economic, and social processes.

NATURAL WORLD
Outcomes in this area examine the power and limits of science 
as a tool of inquiry for apprehending the more-than-human 
world as well as the place of scientific knowledge and inquiry 
in the human enterprise. 
3 total outcomes. One from NWA, one from NWB, and a third 
from either category.

NWA: SCIENTIFIC METHOD & NATURAL SYSTEMS,  
3-6 credits
Students will be able to do one or two of the following:
NWA1 Apply the scientific method as a systematic process of 

analysis and gain experience in the observation and 
identification of patterns and processes.

NWA2 Discuss the scientific worldview and its potential, 
purpose, and limitations as a framework for inquiry.

NWA3 Discuss how the discovery of new information or 
solutions to problems is a result of several scientific 
disciplines working together.

NWA4 Demonstrate an understanding of the biochemical 
similarities among all forms of life on earth.

NWA5 Discuss the relationship between the basic physical 
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importance of these basic sciences in the field of 
discovery.

NWA6 Demonstrate an understanding of the earth’s evolving 
natural systems and their effect on the environment.

NWb: SCIENCE & SOCIETY, 3-6 credits
Students will be able to do one or two of the following:
NWB1 Analyze how individual and society’s technological choices 

are interrelated with societal change, human population 
growth, and human impacts on the environment.

NWB2 Examine the relationships between mind, body, 
and environment in understanding human beings.

NWB3 Use scientific method and knowledge to analyze 
and critique conflicting perspectives on a public 
policy issue.

NWB4 Compare two different cultural views of the relationship 
between humans and the ecosystem.

NWB5 Discuss and analyze the economic and sociopolitical 
influences on how scientific knowledge is generated and 
used.

CAREER TRANSITION AND MAP COMPLETION 
The outcome in this area emphasizes the central role of re-
flection in learning. 1 outcome

CAREER TRANSITION & MAP COMPLETION
0-1 credit. See Career Transition and MAP Completion, page 35.
Students will be able to:
MAP1 Reflect meaningfully on their own educational and pro-

fessional strengths, challenges, and opportunities as a 
means of strategic planning for post-graduate endeav-
ors.

SENIOR SEMINAR
Outcomes in this area serve as a capstone for the liberal arts.
3 outcomes

SENIOR SEMINAR
0-3 credits. See Senior Seminar Outcomes below.
Students will be able to do all of the following:
SS1 Analyze and discuss ways in which their own academ-

ic discipline has shaped social phenomena.
SS2 Understand how different disciplinary perspectives 

both enable and restrain learning and the production 
of knowledge.

SS3 Analyze the possibilities and limitations for becoming 
agents of ethical action in the application of their col-
lege learning after graduating from Marylhurst.

REqUIREMENT DETAIL FOR LIbERAL ARTS CORE
The following requirement detail summarizes policies relating 
to the Liberal Arts Core.

WHO MUST COMPLETE THE LIbERAL ARTS CORE?
All undergraduate degree-seeking students must complete 
the Liberal Arts Core. Students must address the learning 
outcomes in the core through the Marylhurst Academic Port-
folio (see below) with the following three exceptions:
• The Liberal Arts Core is satisfied through an Associate 

of Arts Oregon Transfer (AAOT) degree and the following 
additional outcomes: AL1 Academic Learning, LLA1 
Computer Literacy, LLB1 Information Studies, LLC1 
Listening, LLE3 Research Writing, LLE4 Writing in the 
Discipline, AIA1 Ethics, MAP1 MAP Completion, and SS1 
through SS3 Senior Seminar.

• The Liberal Arts Core is satisfied through any previous 
bachelor’s degree and the following additional outcome: 
AIA1 Ethics.

  For both exceptions, equivalent transfer credit can be 
applied to LLA1, LLB1, LLC1, and AIA1. For details, see 
the Advising Tools pages on the University Web site: www.
marylhurst.edu. 

• All Liberal Arts Core outcomes except LLD1, LLE1, and two 
NW outcomes are embedded within the fixed curriculum of 
the Accelerated Online Programs and are assessed within 
the program. AOP students do not complete the Marylhurst 
Academic Portfolio.

HOW TO COMPLETE THE LIbERAL ARTS CORE
Students should take LAC 301 Academic Learning: Discovery 
and Practice within their first two terms after admission. LAC 
301 provides complete information to students about options 
for meeting all LAC learning outcomes. Degree-specific ad-
vising information on meeting LAC outcomes, as well as up-
to-date information for all Marylhurst courses that meet LAC 
outcomes and their transfer equivalents, are available from the 
Advising Tools pages on the University Web site:  
www.marylhurst.edu. 

MAP, THE MARYLHURST ACADEMIC PORTFOLIO
Students begin the Marylhurst Academic Portfolio, or MAP, in 
LAC 301 Academic Learning: Discovery and Practice. Using 
the step-by-step MAP process, students design an individu-
alized plan for completing the Liberal Arts Core. This helps 
students see clearly the LAC outcomes they have already met, 
and to understand how to meet remaining LAC outcomes 
most efficiently or with coursework of personal interest. Stu-
dents also reflect on Liberal Arts Core outcomes they have 
already met. Students complete their MAP in the term they 
graduate. The MAP serves as a tool in the strategic planning 
process for post-graduate endeavors.

In turn, the contents of the MAP help Marylhurst to de-
termine how effectively Marylhurst graduates have gained 
basic skills in a cross section of academic areas. This aids 
Marylhurst in the ongoing assessment process of improving 
the Liberal Arts Core program and degree requirements. 

COMPUTER LITERACY 
LLA1 Computer Literacy represents a skill area Marylhurst 
believes that all undergraduates need in order to be success-
ful at Marylhurst and beyond. All students have the option 
of completing a no-credit outcome assessment for the LLA1 
outcome. Students successfully completing the LLA1 out-
come assessment do not have to complete a credit-bearing 
course in order to meet LLA1, contact the Center for Expe-
riential Learning and Assessment for details. For handouts 
delineating options for meeting LLA1 see the Advising Tools 
pages in the University Web site or contact the Liberal Arts 
Core program. LLA1 may be met through LAC 172 Computer 
Technology Survey, see below for course description.

INFORMATION STUDIES
The LLB1 Information Studies is embedded in WR 323 Aca-
demic Writing: The Research Paper. This course is team-
taught by a member of the writing faculty and a reference 
librarian and meets both the LLB1 Information Studies and 
the LLE3 Research Writing outcomes. 

LLB1 may also be met through a no-credit outcome 
assessment. Students successfully completing the LLB1 
outcome assessment do not have to complete a credit-
bearing course in order to meet LLB1, contact the Center for 
Experiential Learning and Assessment for details. A handout 
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delineating options for meeting LLB1, including requirements 
for challenging WR 323 for credit is available through the Ad-
vising Tools pages on the University Web site, or by contacting 
the Liberal Arts Core program.

WRITING OUTCOMES
The following are specific requirements necessary to meet the 
LLE writing outcomes:

• All incoming students, regardless of transfer credit 
applicable to LLE1 or LLE2, must take the Entering Student 
Writing Assessment in order to pass LAC 301 Academic 
Learning: Discovery and Practice. Students are strongly 
encouraged to follow the placement indicated by their 
results. Students with placements that indicate they should 
consider retaking courses to meet LLE1 or LLE2 should 
discuss options for strengthening their writing skills with 
their academic advisor or the Department of English 
Literature and Writing.

• Students placing at the WR 223 level in the Entering 
Student Writing Assessment automatically pass the LLE1 
outcome assessment. Students successfully completing 
the LLE1 outcome assessment do not have to complete 
a credit-bearing course in order to meet LLE1. All other 
students who have not already met LLE1 through equivalent 
transfer credit, are required to take WR 221 Introduction to 
Expository Writing and Critical Thinking.

• Except as noted above, students must complete college-
level writing appropriate to outcomes LLE1 and LLE2. Up-
to-date information for all Marylhurst courses that meet 
LAC outcomes and their transfer equivalents is available on 
the University Web site: www.marylhurst.edu. 

• LLE2 may also be met through a no-credit outcome 
assessment. Students successfully completing the LLE2 
outcome assessment do not have to complete a credit-
bearing course in order to meet LLE2, contact the Liberal 
Arts Core Program for details. A handout delineating 
options for meeting LLE2, is available through the Liberal 
Arts Core Advising Tools on the University Web site, or by 
contacting the Liberal Arts Core program.

• The Research Writing outcome, LLE3, is embedded in WR 
323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper. This course 
is team-taught by a member of the writing faculty and a 
reference librarian and meets both the LLB1 Information 
Studies, and the LLE3, Research Writing outcomes. 
Students must pass WR 323 with a C or better to graduate 
from Marylhurst University. 

• LLE3 may also be met through a no-credit outcome 
assessment. Students successfully completing the LLE3 
outcome assessment do not have to complete a credit-
bearing course in order to meet LLE3, contact the Center 
for Experiential Learning and Assessment for details. A 
handout delineating options for meeting LLE3, including 
requirements for challenging WR 323 for credit, is available 
through the Liberal Arts Core Advising Tools on the 
University Web site, or by contacting the Liberal Arts Core 
program.

• LLE4: All undergraduate majors have identified a Writing 
in the Discipline (WID) course; these courses meet LLE4. 
In WID courses, writing assignments have been designed 
that provide significant opportunities for students to learn 
about a discipline or a particular body of knowledge, its 
methods of scholarship and modes of communication. All 
WID courses are characterized by the following:
1) Informal, ungraded, or minimally graded writing is used 

as a mode of learning the content material.
2) Students practice the conventions of writing in their 

discipline and the proper use of materials from external 
sources.

3) Students complete at least 5,000 words (20 pages) of 
writing, of which at least 2,000 words (8 pages) are 
polished, formal assignments that have been revised.

4) Students are guided through the whole writing process 
and are expected to revise drafts based on feedback 
from peers and faculty

At department discretion, completion of LLE3 may or may not 
be a prerequisite for the WID course. WID courses are identified in 
this Catalog and on the Advising Tools pages of the University Web 
site: www.marylhurst.edu.

CAREER TRANSITION AND MAP COMPLETION
Marylhurst University believes in the value of reflecting on 
learning. MAP1, the Career Transition and MAP Completion 
outcome, marks the opportunity for seniors to reflect on their 
learning at Marylhurst as a means of strategic planning for 
post-graduate endeavors. 

Students may meet the MAP1 outcome by taking LAC 415 
Career Transition and MAP Completion Seminar, see course 
description below. Students who have completed their MAP 
and taken an identified career planning course within their 
major or who have engaged in career planning on their own 
can also meet the MAP1 outcome through the no-credit 
MAP1 Outcome Assessment. A handout delineating options 
for meeting MAP1 is available through the Advising Tools 
pages on the University Web site, or by contacting the Liberal 
Arts Core program.

SENIOR SEMINAR OUTCOMES
The three Senior Seminar outcomes, SS 1-3, represent the 
capstone for study in the Liberal Arts for undergraduate 
students at Marylhurst University. Students may meet the 
SS outcomes by taking LAC 450 Senior Seminar. See course 
description below. The Senior Seminar outcomes are also 
embedded within major coursework in some departments. 
Students should consult their academic advisor or see the 
Liberal Arts Core Advising Tools on the University Web site, 
www.marylhurst.edu, for a complete listing of courses ap-
proved to meet the Senior Seminar outcomes. 

LIbERAL ARTS CORE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

LAC 172 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
This survey course provides a foundation for the understand-
ing and use of computing technology. Students will combine 
hands-on learning of computer logic, hardware, operating 
systems, interfaces, and major applications with an exploration 
of the history and development of computing, the benefits and 
risks of networked computing including procedures for ensur-
ing security in an online environment, as well as the interrela-
tionship of technology and society. Meets LAC outcome: LLA1. 
3 crs.
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DISCOVERY AND PRACTICE
This course introduces students to the culture of Marylhurst 
University, and to the significance of the University’s outcome-
based, liberal arts, and adult focus. Students consider and 
apply different perspectives about learning, and use a wide va-
riety of advising and learning resources to plan for and reflect 
on their educational goals. 

NOTE: Must be taken within the first two terms following 
admission to Marylhurst. Not required for students seek-
ing a second bachelor’s degree. Prerequisites: Must be an 
admitted student. In order to pass LAC 301, students must 
at a minimum complete 1) the Entering Student Writing As-
sessment, 2) the Math Skills Assessment, and 3) a first draft 
of their Marylhurst Academic Portfolio, or MAP. Students who 
do not complete these will receive an Incomplete, No Pass, or 
Fail. Graded Pass/No Pass highly recommended. Meets LAC 
outcome: AL1. 3 crs.

LAC 415 CAREER TRANSITION AND MAP COMPLETION 
SEMINAR
This seminar is best taken in a student’s last term before grad-
uation. It is designed to provide students with a collaborative 
environment in which to review and synthesize their learning 
and conduct strategic planning on behalf of their future en-
deavors. Career transition may be part of completing a liberal 
arts degree at Marylhurst University; all graduates go through 
a transition as they leave their undergraduate program. To 
mark this important transition, this class provides an overview 
of career development theory and job-seeking skills. Students 
will complete a functional or skills-based resume and career 
action plan and explore new ways to look at transferable skills 
through the lens of a college education. Students will also 
review, update, and submit their final Marylhurst Academic 
Portfolio (MAP). 

NOTE: Not required for students seeking a second 
bachelor’s degree. Prerequisites: completion of, or 
simultaneous registration in, coursework to meet all LAC 
outcomes. Students cannot receive a passing grade for 
LAC 415 unless all Liberal Arts Core outcomes have been 
reflected on in their MAP. Meets LAC outcome MAP1. 1 cr. 

LAC 450 SENIOR SEMINAR
The Senior Seminar provides students the opportunity to draw 
together their liberal arts education at Marylhurst Univer-
sity in a meaningful way. The seminar emphasizes writing, 
philosophical reading, and critical thinking. Students analyze 
and discuss ways in which their own academic discipline has 
shaped social phenomena and develop an understanding of 
how different disciplinary perspectives both enable and re-
strain the production of knowledge. The course encourages 
students to analyze the possibilities and limitations for becom-
ing agents of ethical action after graduating from Marylhurst. 
Prerequisites: 1) WR 323, 2) senior status. Meets LAC out-
comes: SS1 through SS3. 3 crs. 

LAC 459 COMPASSION IN ACTION: SERVICE LEARNING 
SEMINAR
This combination experiential and seminar course provides 
the opportunity to directly apply academic studies in the com-
munity through service, and to have such service activities, in 
turn, inform one's academic studies in a cycle of reciprocity. 
Students are mutually supported in their work by faculty and 
class members, and through course materials and discussion 
on various aspects of social change work coupled with selec-
tive ideas and theories of important social thinkers. Students 
may choose to serve in established organizations of their 

choice (there will also be options with organization with which 
Marylhurst University has a working relationship), or created 
their own project with instructor approval. Required 30 hours 
of service in the community (10 hours per each academic 
credit). Meets LAC outcome: HCB6. Graded Pass/No Pass 
highly recommended. 3 crs

INTEGRATED LEARNING MODULES (ILM)
The Integrated Learning Modules are an efficient and stimu-
lating way to satisfy several Liberal Arts Core outcomes in 
a single term. These courses, delivered primarily over the 
Internet and open to all Marylhurst students, are thematically 
focused classes that are team-taught in an integrated format 
by specialists in a variety of fields. The integrated format and 
multipurposed learning projects create a unique perspective 
on course themes, but without the potentially repetitive re-
quirements of separate stand-alone courses.

Integrated Learning Modules are offered in a variety of 
fixed and variable credit formats. In the variable credit for-
mat, students may sign up for from as few as three credits to 
as many as nine credits, in three-credit increments. Students 
register for the modules by choosing the outcomes they 
need to fulfill outstanding Liberal Arts Core requirements. 
Students register and pay for only the outcomes they need. 
Student work in the course will only be assessed on the basis 
of learning outcomes they have chosen.

NOTE: The Integrated Learning Modules are intended 
primarily to satisfy Liberal Arts Core requirements or elective 
interests. Students should contact their academic advisor for 
information on whether the modules might be also used to 
meet requirements within their major.

EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATED LEARNING 
MODULES
The following are examples of Integrated Learning Modules. 
These and others will be offered over the life of this Catalog.

AI 325/AI 334 
PLAYING IN GOD’S FIRE
Using techniques of theatrical improvisation and close read-
ings of literary and spiritual texts, this experiential class 
enacts the creative process of the actor, the poet, and the 
spiritual seeker as they enter into authentic relationship with 
presence. This journey beyond ordinary reach explores poetic 
openings to the divine in creative play through interpretation 
of work by such writers and thinkers as Dante, Thich Nhat 
Hanh, Basho, Rumi Gadamer, Huizinga, and others. Over the 
duration of the course, students will build a collaborative 
creative community that will explore the concept of religious 
presence in art, especially poetry, and the impact that the 
contingency of play has on creative and spiritual development. 
The class culminates with a public performance of a work 
created by the students. No previous acting experience is 
required. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB5, AIC4. 3 or 6 crs.

AI 331/LL 352/NW 311 
EVOLUTIONARY ARGUMENTS: WHY SCIENCE, RELIGION, 
AND THE MEDIA DON’T PLAY NICE
Evolution is the leading scientific theory that explains spe-
cies origins and development over time. Intelligent Design 
is a belief that the gaps in the theory of evolution can only 
be explained by the intervention of an “intelligent designer.” 
Religion explores the relationship between faith tradition 
and reason. Science attempts to discover and understand 
the relationships and principles of the physical and biologi-
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cal universe. The disparity between these two is presented as 
major controversy by the media; strong arguments are made 
on all sides. The theory of evolution is the backdrop for this 
Integrated Learning Module on how the disciplines of science 
and religion co-mingle in the human attempt to understand 
the universe. Students will learn about science as a process, 
religion as way of encountering the divine, and persuasion in 
understanding the ways arguments are formed and crafting 
their own work as academic writers. Meets LAC outcomes: 
AIC1, LLE2, NWA1. 3, 6, or 9 crs.

LL 331/HC 314/NW 313 
LISTENING TO THE WORLD: DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND INTERCULTURAL LITERACY
This course will use a focused interdisciplinary approach to 
explore the key themes and events in environmental issues. 
Using the lens of the environment, students will 1) acquire 
knowledge about how humans impact the environment; 
2) increase awareness of how historical events and world 
views influence practice, policy, and communication; and 3) 
explore how careful and discriminating listening is central to 
both of the preceding as well as an essential component in 
any effective communication. Course materials will include 
scientific and communications sources. Subject matter 
experts from the sciences and communications fields will 
guide students through a multidimensional experience of this 
important contemporary topic. Meets LAC outcomes: LLC1, 
HCA4, NWA3. 3, 6, or 9 crs.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE LIbERAL ARTS CORE
The charts on the following pages are samples of Pathways 
that suggest potential coursework to fulfill the Liberal Arts 
Core within specific undergraduate degree programs. 

The University Web site includes suggestions for meeting 
LAC outcomes for every undergraduate major. Contact the 
Liberal Arts Core program or visit the University Web site: 
Click on “Advising Tools” and then “LAC Outcomes by Major.”

Students who complete the coursework listed in these 
Pathways would meet all Liberal Arts Core outcomes. How-
ever, these charts are suggestive, not prescriptive. Students 
have great flexibility in possible coursework to fulfill Liberal 
Arts Core outcomes.

Students should take LAC 301 Academic Learning: Dis-
covery and Practice or consult their advisor for information 
about other options for completing the Liberal Arts Core.

REqUIREMENT DETAIL FOR LIbERAL ARTS CORE
The requirement detail summarizes policies relating to the 
Liberal Arts Core. See page 36.

LIbERAL ARTS CORE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Descriptions for the required courses relating to the Liberal 
Arts Core Program are found on pages 37-38.

INTEGRATED LEARNING MODULES (ILM)
The Integrated Learning Modules are an efficient and stimu-
lating way to satisfy several Liberal Arts Core outcomes in a 
single term. See page 38.

Liberal Arts Core Program
Marylhurst University
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
P.O. box 261
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6330
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6330
FAX: 503.697.5597
Email: liberalarts@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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LIbERAL ARTS CORE SAMPLE PATHWAY:
COMMUNICATION: b.A.

LIFE AND LEARNING SKILLS, 9 total outcomes
Computer Literacy (1 outcome)
LAC 172 Computer Technology Survey 
 (if not met through LAC 301)

Information Studies (1 outcome)
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper
Listening and Speaking (2 outcomes)
CCM 323 Effective Listening: From Comprehension
 to Critical Thinking 
CCM 320 Public Presentations
quantitative Skills (2 outcomes)
MTH 102 Survey of Algebra
MTH 111 Intermediate Algebra 
Writing (3 outcomes)
WR 221 Introduction to Expository Writing 
 & Critical Thinking (if not met through LAC 301)
WR 223 Persuasive Writing & Argument
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper
CCM 400 Communication Inquiry & Research *
 (Writing Intensive in the Discipline)

ARTS AND IDEAS, 3 total outcomes
Making Ethical Decisions (1 outcome)
ETH 323 Making Ethical Decisions
 or PSY 373 Issues & Ethics in the Helping Professions
 or SPH 300 Ethics & Social Issues
Creating and Interpreting the Arts (2 outcomes)
ART 193 Art for the Beginner
 or CCM 318 Storytelling for Professionals
 or LIT 223 Introduction to Literary Genres
Understanding Values and beliefs (1 outcome)
THT 301 Comparative Religions: 
 Origins & Development of World Religions

HUMAN COMMUNITY, 6 total outcomes
Intercultural Literacy (2 outcomes)
CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
CLS 368 Colonial & Post-Colonial Literature
 or SOC 325 Minorities in the United States
 or CLS 364 Introduction to Queer Studies
People and Power (1 outcome)
COL 458 Managing Transitions
 or PS 370 Government & Social Policy
Individuals and Systems (2 outcomes)
CCM 385 Interpersonal Neurobiology
CCM 346 Conflict Management
 or PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology
Culture and Media (1 outcome)
CCM 363 Media & Society
 or CCM 350 Persuasion, Power, & Social Influence
 or ANT 201 Introduction to Anthropology

NATURAL WORLD, 3 total outcomes
Scientific Method & Natural Science (1 outcome)
PHY 110 A Survey of Physics
 or BIO 164 Human Anatomy
Science & Society (2 outcomes)
BIO 161 The Physiology of Controlling Stress (NWB2)
ENV 373 Introduction to Environmental Mediation

* Required for the Communication major.

LIbERAL ARTS CORE SAMPLE PATHWAY:
bUSINESS & LEADERSHIP: b.S.

LIFE AND LEARNING SKILLS, 9 total outcomes

Computer Literacy (1 outcome)
LAC 172 Computer Technology Survey 
 (if not met through LAC 301)

Information Studies (1 outcome)
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper

Listening and Speaking (2 outcomes)
CCM 323 Effective Listening: From Comprehension
 to Critical Thinking 
CCM 320 Public Presentations

quantitative Skills (2 outcomes)
MGT 305 Real-World Math Applications, 
 or MTH 111 Intermediate Algebra, and
BUS 320 Business Statistics *

Writing (3 outcomes)
WR 221 Introduction to Expository Writing 
 & Critical Thinking (if not met through LAC 301)
WR 223 Persuasive Writing & Argument
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper
BUS 300 Leading in Dynamic Environments * 
 (Writing Intensive in the Discipline)

ARTS AND IDEAS, 5 total outcomes

Making Ethical Decisions (1 outcome)
BUS 400 Personal Ethics in Organizations *

Creating and Interpreting the Arts (2 outcomes)
ART 193 Art for the Beginner
CLS 370 Introduction to Film

Understanding Values and beliefs (2 outcomes)
PHL 201 Foundations of Philosophy: 
 Makers of the Modern Mind
THT 301 Comparative Religions: 
 Origins & Development of World Religions

HUMAN COMMUNITY, 6 total outcomes

Intercultural Literacy (2 outcomes)
ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures *
 or CCM 333 Intercultural Communication *

People and Power (2 outcomes)
BUS 310 Business Economics *

Individuals and Systems (1 outcome)
PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology
CCM 346 Conflict Management

Culture and Media (1 outcome)
CCM 350 Persuasion, Power, & Social Influence
CLS 303 Global Media & Consumer Culture

NATURAL WORLD, 3 total outcomes

Scientific Method & Natural Systems (2 outcomes)
AST 135 Observational Astronomy

Science & Society (1 outcome)
BIO 161 Physiology of Controlling Stress
 or ENV 319 Sustainable Development 
 or ENV 320 Population & Global Resources
ENV 331 Introduction to Sustainability: Being Green

* Required within the Business & Leadership major.
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LIbERAL ARTS CORE SAMPLE PATHWAY:
MUSIC: b.A.

LIFE AND LEARNING SKILLS, 9 total outcomes

Computer Literacy (1 outcome)
LAC 172 Computer Technology Survey 
 (if not met through LAC 301)

Information Studies (1 outcome)
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper

Listening and Speaking (2 outcomes)
CCM 342 Rhythm-Based Communication: 
 Mindful Listening, Wellness, & the Essence of Play
CCM 320 Public Presentations

quantitative Skills (2 outcomes)
MTH 102 Survey of Algebra
MTH 377 The Power of Thought: 
 An Appreciation of Mathematics

Writing (3 outcomes)
WR 221 Introduction to Expository Writing 
 & Critical Thinking (if not met through LAC 301)
WR 223 Persuasive Writing & Argument
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper
MU 303 Form & Analysis (Writing Intensive in Discipline)

ARTS AND IDEAS, 5 total outcomes

Making Ethical Decisions (1 outcome)
ETH 323 Making Ethical Decisions: 
 Ethical Theories & Models

Creating and Interpreting the Arts (3 outcomes)
MU 101 Musical Language I *
MU 201 Musical Language IV *
LIT 328 The Short Story

Understanding Values and beliefs (1 outcome)
PHL 301 Introduction to Philosophy

HUMAN COMMUNITY, 6 total outcomes

Intercultural Literacy (1 outcome)
MU 131 Global Music *

People and Power (1 outcome)
HST 201 Western Civilization I: 
 Antiquity Through the Medieval Age

Individuals and Systems (2 outcomes)
PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology
LIT 476 Psychoanalysis & Film

Culture and Media (2 outcomes)
ANT 310 Cultural Anthropology
CCM 364 Global Media & Consumer Culture

NATURAL WORLD, 3 total outcomes

Scientific Method & Natural Systems (1 outcome)
BIO 164 Human Anatomy
PHY 331 Acoustics: Hearing, Speaking, Playing, Singing

Science & Society (2 outcomes)
BIO 161 The Physiology of Controlling Stress & Tension

* Required for the B.A. in Music major.

LIbERAL ARTS CORE SAMPLE PATHWAY:
RELIGIOUS STUDIES: b.A.

LIFE AND LEARNING SKILLS, 9 total outcomes

Computer Literacy (1 outcome)
LAC 172 Computer Technology Survey 
 (if not met through LAC 301)

Information Studies (1 outcome)
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper

Listening and Speaking (2 outcomes)
CCM 323 Effective Listening: From Comprehension
 to Critical Thinking 
CCM 320 Public Presentations

quantitative Skills (2 outcomes)
MTH 102 Survey of Algebra
MTH 111 Intermediate Algebra
 or Calculus, Statistics, for example.

Writing (3 outcomes)
WR 221 Introduction to Expository Writing 
 & Critical Thinking (if not met through LAC 301)
WR 223 Persuasive Writing & Argument
WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper
THT 423 Loss, Grief, Death, & Dying: Theologies 
 of Compassions (Writing Intensive in the Discipline)

ARTS AND IDEAS, 5 total outcomes

Making Ethical Decisions (1 outcome)
ETH 323 Making Ethical Decisions: 
 Ethical Theories & Models *

Creating and Interpreting the Arts (1 outcome)
ART 193 Art for the Beginner 
SSC 455 Gospel of Luke & Acts

Understanding Values and beliefs (3 outcomes)
PHL 201 Foundations of Philosophy: 
 Makers of the Modern Mind *
THT 301 Comparative Religions: 
 Origins & Development of World Religions *
 or SPP 426 Spirituality & Mysticism: Western Religions *

HUMAN COMMUNITY, 6 total outcomes

Intercultural Literacy (1 outcome)
CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
SOC 325 Minorities in the United States

People and Power (1 outcome)
SOC 402 Social Movements & Social Change

Individuals and Systems (2 outcomes)
HMS 482 Human Studies: Relationship with Others
PSY 334 Personality Theory

Culture and Media (2 outcomes)
CLS 303 Global Media & Consumer Culture
 or THT 303 Buddhism

NATURAL WORLD, 3 total outcomes

Scientific Method & Natural Systems (2 outcomes)
AST 122 Cosmic Real Estate:
 A Survey of Solar System Astronomy
BIO 343 Ethnobotany

Science & Society (1 outcome)
ENV 327 Endangered Species
 or ENV 358 Global Environmental Concerns

* Required for the Religious Studies major.
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We are inundated by visual images and new 
technologies in all areas of modern life. Our human 
senses of well-being, productivity, and connection 
are shaped by the physical environment of space, 
objects, and images. 

The arts have common threads and share many 
aspects of the design process and the growth of 
skills including an open-minded exploration of ideas, 
the finding of design concepts and development of 
inspired work. Also in common are discussion and 
analysis of work in progress, learning from history, 
gradual development of skills, artistic expression, and 
the ability to work ethically in a multicultural and 
complex professional world.

ART PROGRAM
The art curriculum emphasizes the preparation necessary 
for an artist to successfully enter the professional com-
munity, both as an art maker and as a knowledgeable con-
structive participant.

INTERIOR DESIGN PROGRAM
Well-designed spaces allow people to thrive in inspir-
ing, healthy, and safe environments. Interior Design at 
Marylhurst University approaches interior design educa-
tion as a creative and rigorous discipline. Study focuses on 
critical thinking, creative exploration, collaborative learning, 
environmental stewardship, professional ethics and values. 
The BFA in Interior Design is accredited by the Council for 
Interior Design Accreditation, CIDA. For specific information 
about the Interior Design program, please go to page 49.

Programs of Study: Art 
Director of Art Programs: Paul Sutinen
Both a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree and a Bachelor 
of Arts degree are available. The degree requirements 
have been designed by the professional artists who 
are members of our faculty.

PROGRAM Degree Major Concentration Minor

Art B.A. • •

Art
--Painting/
       Drawing
--Photography
--Sculpture
--Special Topic

B.F.A. •

•
•
•
•

•

THE PURPOSE OF THE BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
DEGREE IN ART
The B.F.A. degree program prepares the student to enter 
a career in art. Study includes not only studio practice, but 
also the context of history and thought that informs today’s 
art. In the B.F.A. program, two-thirds of the credits required 
for the degree are obtained from art courses including a 
fourth-year preprofessional thesis project. The concen-
trations within the B.F.A. curriculum (painting/drawing, 
photography, and sculpture) are designed to match contem-
porary professional practice.

CAREER PATHS
For the most part, artists today work independently. Their 
careers may include regular exhibitions in commercial gal-
leries, work on public or private commissions, or consulta-
tion on design teams. The B.F.A. degree is also preparation 
for application to a master’s degree program in art.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE BACHELOR 
OF FINE ARTS DEGREE IN ART
Students with a B.F.A. degree in Art will be able to:
1. Produce artworks in the area of concentration that reflect 

a clear understanding of the concepts, concerns, and 
techniques of the contemporary artist.

2. Critically discuss their artworks and the art of others.
3. Demonstrate fundamental knowledge of the history of art 

and art theory in Western Civilization.
4. Demonstrate fundamental knowledge of professional 

business practices in art.

Department of 
Art & Interior Design 
Co-Chair, Director of Art Programs: Paul Sutinen
Co-Chair, Interior Design Program Director: Nancy Hiss
Director of The Art Gym: Terri Hopkins
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Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Degree in Art
ART 115/116/117 Design ........................................................9 crs.
ART 231/232/233 Drawing 1,2,3 .............................................9 crs.
ART 242 Photography 1 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 201 Fundamentals of Digital Art ....................................3 crs.
ART 288 Orientation to the Visual Art Community ................3 crs.
ART 489 Professional Practices ............................................3 crs.
ART 212/213/214/316/317/318 Art History ..........................18 crs.
ART 423/424/425 The Artist’s Enterprise 1,2,3......................9 crs.
ART 426/427/428 Critical Response 1,2,3 ..............................9 crs.
ART 496/498-1/498-2 Art Thesis .........................................12 crs.
ART 491/492-1/492-2 Art Thesis Paper .................................3 crs.
Concentration requirements (see below) ............................39 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 120 crs.

Painting/Drawing Concentration Requirements  
(39 crs.)
ART 381/382/383 Painting 1,2,3 .............................................9 crs.
ART 454/455/456 Painting Studio or ART 487/488/489 
 Advanced Painting & Drawing Seminar ...........................9 crs.
ART 330/331/332 Life Drawing 1,2,3 ......................................9 crs.
Related coursework chosen from watercolor, 

printmaking,  other painting or drawing ..........................6 crs.
Other art coursework chosen from 

sculpture,  photography, digital art, video .......................6 crs.

Photography Concentration Requirements (39 crs.)
ART 311 &/or ART 312, 
 &/or ART 313 History of Photography ..............................6 crs.
ART 345 Photography 2 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 346 Photography 3 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 445/446/447 Photographic Seminar 1,2,3 ......................9 crs.
ART 494 Internship: Blue Sky Gallery ...................................3 crs.
Related coursework chosen from ART 348 Intro. to Chemical 

Darkroom, digital art, video, other photography .............9 crs.
Other art coursework chosen from sculpture, painting, 

printmaking ......................................................................6 crs.

Sculpture Concentration Requirements (39 crs.)
ART 341/342/343 Sculpture 1,2,3 ..........................................9 crs.
ART 441/442/443 Sculpture Studio 1,2,3 ...............................9 crs. 
ART 451 Sculpture: Metal ......................................................3 crs.
Related coursework chosen from life drawing, video, Sculpture: 

Metal, other sculpture ....................................................12 crs.
Other art coursework chosen from photography, painting, 

printmaking, digital art: ...................................................6 crs.

Individually Designed Concentration Requirements 
(39 crs.)
Coursework in named “special topic” and related areas 
approved by academic advisor and Director of Art Programs.

THE PURPOSE OF A BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEGREE IN ART
The B.A. degree in Art allows for elective courses in general 
education while maintaining the fundamental core of study 
in the visual arts. This degree is appropriate for the student 
who has a general interest in the visual arts, but who may not 
seek to be a professional artist, or who needs to complete 
their bachelor’s degree in an expeditious manner. Seventy-
eight of the 180 total credits required are from art courses.

CAREER PATHS
Students who include a significant amount of studio work in 
their program may be prepared to work as a studio artist. 
For the most part, artists today work independently. Their 
careers may include regular exhibitions in commercial 
galleries, work on public or private commissions, or con-
sultation on design teams. Students who include business 
coursework and internships may seek employment in gal-
leries or museums. The B.A. degree is also preparation for 
application to a master’s degree program in art.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE BACHELOR 
OF ARTS DEGREE IN ART
Students with a B.A. degree in Art will be able to:
1. Utilize fundamental skills and concepts of contemporary 

art in order to produce artworks.
2. Fundamentally participate in critical discussion of their 

artworks and the art of others.
3. Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of the history of art 

in Western Civilization.
4. Demonstrate fundamental knowledge of professional 

business practices in art.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Art 
ART 115/116/117 Design ........................................................9 crs.
ART 231/232/233 Drawing 1,2,3 .............................................9 crs.
ART 242 Photography 1 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 201 Fundamentals of Digital Art ....................................3 crs.
ART 288 Orientation to the Visual Art Community ................3 crs.
ART 212/213/214/316/317/318 Art History ..........................18 crs.
Art electives at 300-level .....................................................15 crs.
Art electives at 400-level .......................................................9 crs.
ART 477/478/479 BA in Art Capstone Seminar .....................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 78 crs.

PREPARATORY TRACK: ART THERAPY COUNSELING
NOTE: For persons completing the B.A. in Art in order to 
prepare to apply to the Master of Arts in Art Therapy Coun-
seling program. In order to meet minimum prerequisites for 
the M.A. in Art Therapy Counseling program, within the 27 
credits of 300/400-level art coursework, at least 9 credits 
must be in painting, 9 credits must be in life drawing, and 9 
credits must be in sculpture. Because a strong portfolio is 
important in applying to the Art Therapy Counseling pro-
gram, it is suggested that other elective requirements be 
met through art studio coursework. Also required are art 
therapy classes, (5 credits) and psychology prerequisites (18 
credits). See the Master of Arts degree in the Art Therapy 
Counseling section of this Catalog for further information, 
pages 153.

ART MINORS

THE PURPOSE OF AN ART MINOR
The Art minor provides basic skills and understanding in 
the visual arts.

Art Minor 
ART 116 Design: Color ...........................................................3 crs.
ART 231/232 Drawing 1, 2 ......................................................6 crs.
ART 201 Fundamentals of Digital Art ....................................3 crs.
ART 242 Photography 1 ..........................................................3 crs.
Art History (must include ART 316/317) ................................9 crs.
Upper-division Art Studio electives .......................................9 crs.
 TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 33 crs.

Photography Minor
ART 116 Design: Color
 or ART 231 Drawing 1 .......................................................3 crs.
ART 317/318 Art History ........................................................6 crs.
ART 242 Photography 1 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 311 &/or ART 312 &/or
 ART 313 History of Photography ......................................6 crs.
ART 345 Photography 2 ..........................................................3 crs.
ART 346 Photography 3
 or ART 348 Introduction to the Chemical Darkroom .......3 crs.
ART 445/446/447 Photographic Seminar 1,2,3 ......................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 33 crs.
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TRANSFER CREDITS
Generally, all art courses given credit at regionally accred-
ited institutions are transferable to Marylhurst programs. If, 
for example, one has taken basic design or drawing or pho-
tography elsewhere and received college-level credit, these 
classes need not be repeated in order to meet Marylhurst 
requirements if they have been taken for equivalent credits.

NOTE: The University reserves the right to photograph, use, 
display, or reproduce for University publications works of 
art produced by students enrolled in its coursework.

Students should retain all coursework until the end of 
the term and grades are finalized. Students should pick up 
papers and portfolios within two weeks after the end of the 
term through the office of the Department of Art & Interior 
Design. All works left in studios should be removed within 
two weeks after the end of each academic term. Unless ar-
rangements are made with the department office, artworks, 
and projects left after this time may be discarded because 
of lack of space. The University is not responsible for loss of 
or damage to student work.

Courses numbered in sequence (for example, ART 
381/382/383 Painting 1,2,3) are intended to be taken in 
order with each course being a prerequisite for the higher 
numbered course.

All coursework required in the Art degree programs must 
be taken for a letter grade. Pass/No Pass grading is not ac-
ceptable (unless offered only on a P/NP basis). Coursework 
with a grade less than C- will not be accepted toward any 
major requirement.

Most art courses may be taken by non-majors who have 
completed the appropriate prerequisites.

COURSE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE LIBERAL 
ARTS CORE
• Students completing degrees in art should use studio art 

coursework to meet outcome AIB1 in the Creating and 
Interpreting the Arts category. 

• Courses in Art History may be used to meet outcomes AIB4 
and AIB6 in the Creating and Interpreting the Arts category 
and outcomes HCB5, HCB6, and HCB7 in the People and 
Power category. 
Please see course syllabi, available in the Art and Interior 

Design Department Office, for specific information. Please 
see pages 33-41 for more information on the Liberal Arts 
Core.

GENERAL ART COURSES
NOTE: Course prefixes (and some course numbers) have changed 
in this catalog. “ART” is now utilized for all art courses. Course titles 
remain the same as in the previous (2010-2011) Catalog.

ART 193 ART FOR THE BEGINNER
This course for non-art majors encourages students to 
explore their hidden talents and to develop confidence for 
their own abilities and perceptions. Students explore a 
variety of media in drawing and painting, and will be given 
a background in art history to help them understand the 
context. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs. 

ART 288 ORIENTATION TO THE VISUAL ART 
COMMUNITY
This course is an introduction to the art community. 
Through discussions, field trips, and presentations by guest 
speakers, it provides an overview of the social, political, and 
commercial context in which artists work. Prerequisite: art 
major or consent of instructor. 3 crs. 

ART 324 ART, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY
This is an introductory course to visual communication 
through science and technology with an historical overview 
of the cultural implications of photography, film, perfor-
mance, installation, video, video installation, and digital 
art. The class will include of videos and readings pertinent 
to the subject, along with visiting professional artists who 
specifically use science and/or technology in the creation of 
their art. 3 crs.

ART 353 BOOK ARTS AND PRINT PUBLICATION
This course tracks the creation of the book from writing 
to publication and gives artists and writers the tools they 
need to gain their publishing independence. The course will 
examine typography, text as image, book cover and page 
design, and various techniques of book binding. Students 
will create a work to publish in a bound form. 3 crs.

ART 423/424/425 THE ARTIST’S ENTERPRISE 1, 2, 3
In this third-year course, the student is encouraged to 
explore a variety of ways of approaching the process of 
making art. Building on skills and knowledge from previous 
coursework, the course involves the student in problem-
solving exercises which move toward individual directions. 
Work will be done outside of class for weekly discussion. 
Prerequisites: ART 212/213/214, ART 316/317/318, and 9 
crs. of 300-level art studio coursework. This course should 
be taken concurrently with ART 426/427/428 Critical Re-
sponse. 3 crs. each.

ART 426/427/428 CRITICAL RESPONSE 1, 2, 3
This three-term course surveys art theory and criticism 
from Plato to postmodernism. Students participate in week-
ly group discussions based on readings, slide presentations, 
and assignments. Prerequisites: ART 212/213/214, ART 
316/317/318. This is a writing intensive course, therefore 
WR 221, WR 223, and WR 323 or equivalent must be com-
pleted before enrolling for ART 426. This course meets the 
WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. This course should 
be taken concurrently with ART 423/424/425 The Artist’s 
Enterprise. 3 crs. each.

ART 489 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
This is an advanced-level course for the student preparing 
for a career in the visual arts. Basic art business practices, 
slides, résumé, portfolio, taxes, presentation, and planning 
for life in the art world. Prerequisites: ART 288 and B.F.A. 
candidate registered for ART 498-2. 3 crs. 

ART 494-1 INTERNSHIP IN ARTS ADMINISTRATION: 
ON CAMPUS
In this internship with the art exhibition program of 
Marylhurst University students will work with the orga-
nization, preparation, and follow up of regular exhibition 
programming, along with related duties and assignments. 
Prerequisite: ART 288. Completion of Arranged Class Agree-
ment form required prior to registration. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. Variable credit by arrangement. 

ART 494-2 INTERNSHIP IN ARTS ADMINISTRATION: 
OFF CAMPUS
Students will work with an arts organization, for example, 
Regional Arts and Culture Council, Museum of Contempo-
rary Crafts, Portland Art Museum, Northwest Film Center, 
and others. Prerequisite: ART 494-1. Completion of Ar-
ranged Class Agreement form required prior to registration. 
Graded Pass/No Pass only. Variable credit by arrangement.
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ART 494-3 INTERNSHIP: APPRENTICESHIP
Work with professionals in art, photography, and design fields 
is arranged for advanced students with substantial back-
grounds in the disciplines in which they plan to be appren-
ticed. Completion of Arranged Class Agreement form required 
prior to registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 2-9 crs. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE IN ART CAPSTONE

ART 481/482/483 BA IN ART CAPSTONE SEMINAR 1, 2, 3
Primarily designed to be a capstone class for the student 
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in Art, this three-term 
sequence explores a range of practical skills for the profes-
sional artist. Through reading, research, and discussion the 
student will develop a written response to their own studio 
work that will address issues of form, content, and a context 
within which the work may be considered. The develop-
ment of this paper also fulfills the Senior Seminar outcome 
requirements. LAC outcomes SS1/SS2/SS3 are met upon 
completion of ART 483. These courses also meet the WID 
(Writing in the Discipline) outcome. Prerequisites: 
• For ART 481: WR 221 and WR 223 or equivalent (or be 

registered for WR 223). The student must have completed 
or be registered for 3 crs. in studio art at the 400-level, and 
have completed ART 212/213/214. In addition the student 
must have completed or be registered for ART 316 Art 
History.

• For ART 482: ART 481 and the student must have completed 
6 crs. in studio art at the 400-level, or have 3 crs. in 
400-level studio art and be registered for 3 crs. in studio 
art at the 400-level. In addition the student must have 
completed or be registered for ART 317 Art History. Also the 
student must have completed or be registered for WR 323.

• For ART 483: ART 482, and the student must have 
completed 9 crs. in studio art at the 400-level, or have 6 
crs. in 400-level studio art and be registered for 3 crs. in 
studio art at the 400-level. In addition the student must 
have completed or be registered for ART 318 The Practice 
of Art History. 3 crs. each term.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART THESIS

ART 491/492-1/492-2 ART THESIS PAPER
These courses must be taken in conjunction with ART 
496/498-1/498-2. Art Thesis Paper coursework is designed 
to integrate the Liberal Arts Core Senior Seminar outcomes 
with the Art Thesis project through readings, discussion, 
and writing in relation to the student's thesis artwork. 
NOTE: This is a writing intensive course, therefore WR 221, 
WR 223, and WR 323 or equivalent must be completed be-
fore enrolling for ART 492-1. LAC outcomes SS1/SS2/SS3 
are met upon completion of ART 492-2. These courses meet 
WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 1 cr. each term.

ART 496 ART THESIS: PROPOSAL
The first term of the 12-credit art thesis. The Art Thesis 
project and paper are related to the BFA area of concen-
tration. The art thesis proposal is a written document 
prepared in consultation with the thesis advisor that out-
lines the project to be completed. During the first term, 
the student prepares the proposal and begins artwork in 
line with the proposal. Must be taken in conjunction with 
ART 491/492-1/492-2 Art Thesis Paper. Prerequisites: ART 
423/424/425/426/427/428 and 9 additional studio credits 
at 400-level; maintenance of 3.50 grade point average in 
upper-division major coursework; department approval 
through application, portfolio, and letter of intent. NOTE: 
WR 323 must be completed before enrolling for ART 496. 

Contact Art and Interior Design Department Office for spe-
cific information. This course is graded IP (In Progress) until 
completion of ART  498-2 at which time a grade is given for 
all three terms (ART  496/498-1/498-2). 3 crs. 

ART 498-1 ART THESIS: STUDIO WORK
Second term of the 12-credit art thesis. Studio work as de-
scribed in the proposal developed during ART 496. Must be 
taken in conjunction with ART 492-1 Art Thesis Paper. Pre-
requisites: ART 496. This course is graded IP (In Progress) 
until completion of ART 498-2 at which time a grade is given 
for all three terms (ART 496/498-1/498-2). 6 crs.

ART 498-2 ART THESIS: PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, 
AND REVIEW
Final term of the 12-credit art thesis. Studio work is com-
pleted and artworks are prepared for the spring thesis 
exhibition. Students assist in mounting the exhibition; prep-
aration of written report on the thesis project; and review 
of written thesis report and artworks by thesis committee. 
Prerequisites: ART 498-1. Must be taken in conjunction with 
ART 492-2 Art Thesis Paper. 3 crs. 

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIO COURSEWORK

ART 115 DESIGN: BASIC
The first step toward understanding how and why art works,  
for the student just beginning the study of art making.  As-
signments and discussion topics include texture and com-
position. 3 crs. 

ART 116 DESIGN: COLOR
Basic color theory course designed to encourage devel-
opment of sensitivity to color relationships. The course 
explores the formal and expressive possibilities of color 
interaction. 3 crs.

ART 117 DESIGN: THREE-DIMENSIONAL
Introductory problems when working in three dimensions 
including form, scale, interior and exterior space, tools and 
materials. 3 crs.

ART 231 DRAWING 1
A basic drawing course for the beginning student with em-
phasis on the development of perceptual skills and under-
standing of the vocabulary of drawing. Covers composition, 
the relationship of line, shape, and surface quality. Employs 
a variety of media and techniques. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB1. 3 crs. 

ART 232/233 DRAWING 2, 3
These terms continue the basic drawing course. ART 232 
covers the use of light and shade to create volume in vari-
ous techniques and media. Perspective and space are also 
covered. The focus of ART 233 is further investigation of 
drawing possibilities and subjects. 3 crs. each.

ART 314 PASTEL DRAWING
The course covers the basics of this classic method of color 
drawing with an emphasis on personal expression. Prereq-
uisites: ART 115/ART 116, and 9 crs. drawing. 3 crs.

ART 325 INTERMEDIA
An introduction to hybrid practices in contemporary art. 
Students will be exposed to a variety of conceptual ap-
proaches through slide lectures, videos, recordings, read-
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ings, and individual projects. Work created will respond to 
topics relating to art historical and theoretical concerns. 
Projects will span the following categories: perfor-
mance, video, sound, and installation. Prerequisites: ART 
115/116/117. 3 crs.

ART 330/331/332 LIFE DRAWING 1, 2, 3
The first term is an introduction to drawing the human 
form. Emphasis will be on understanding relevant anatomy 
and the ability to translate that understanding into draw-
ing. After the first term, students will be given assignments 
appropriate to their individual needs. Prerequisite for ART 
330: ART 115/116 and ART 231/232/233, or equivalent, or 
consent of instructor. 3 crs. each.

ART 420/421/422 LIFE DRAWING:  ADVANCED 1, 2, 3
Students will determine their own direction in working from 
the figure through discussion with the instructor. Finding an 
individual approach will be stressed. Prerequisite for ART 
420: three terms of life drawing or consent of instructor. 3 
crs. each.

DIGITAL IMAGING AND PHOTOGRAPHY

ART 201 FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL ART
This is an introduction to the computer as a tool for art 
making, in order to learn how images created or manipu-
lated in the computer may be integrated into artworks. 
Students will be introduced to Adobe Photoshop and Adobe 
Illustrator—fundamental computer imaging applications—
the desktop, basic concepts, and basic tools. 3 crs.

ART 242 PHOTOGRAPHY 1
Emphasis is on acquiring basic skills, camera ease, and 
knowledge of beginning Adobe Photoshop procedures for 
the digital darkroom. This course includes shooting assign-
ments, personal/group critique, printing concerns, techni-
cal and visual exercises, and an introduction to the esthetics 
of photography. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.

ART 311 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY: NINETEENTH 
CENTURY
This course is a survey of the development of photography 
through discussion of major figures, new inventions, discov-
eries, and the broader context of changing attitudes toward 
photography and the world. Meets LAC outcome: AIB5. 3 
crs. 

ART 312 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 1900-1960 
This term begins with the fight for photography as a fine 
art and continues through an exploration of the evolution of 
changing styles, ideas, attitudes, and objectives of the major 
photographers of this period as they try to define the world 
they live in and their relationships to and with it. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB5. 3 crs. 

ART 313 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 1960-PRESENT
The third term of photographic history examines the major 
figures and movements of the last five decades of the me-
dium, beginning with Robert Frank’s groundbreaking vision 
and continuing to the pluralistic present. Meets LAC out-
come: AIB5. 3 crs. 

ART 320 TENDER ARDOR: WOMEN IN PHOTOGRAPHY 
1840 TO NOW
From the earliest days of photography women have been 
active as innovators, journeymen and artists, yet most stan-
dard histories of photography make only passing mention 
of women's contributions. This course will range from Anna 
Atkins, who published the first book wholly illustrated with 
photographic plates in 1843, to Annie Leibovitz, today's best 
known celebrity photographer. This course is taught from 
a visual cultural studies approach, situating the photogra-
phers in their political and cultural milieu, including taking 
a comparative look at how women were depicted by their 
male contemporaries. 3 crs.

ART 321/322/323 DIGITAL PROJECTS: IMAGE AND 
TEXT 1, 2, 3
Building on fundamentals learned in ART 201 this is an 
introduction to the computer as a tool for creating artworks 
that include images and text. Continuing students will de-
velop more advanced projects. Prerequisite for ART 321: 
ART 201 or consent of instructor. 3 crs. each.

ART 329 DIGITAL PHOTO LABORATORY
A further investigation of digital techniques includes digi-
tal imaging and the alteration and manipulation of pho-
tographs in order to find alternative venues to meaning. 
Prerequisites: ART 242 or the equivalent, or consent of 
instructor. 3 crs.

ART 345 PHOTOGRAPHY 2
This continuation of the basic photography course exam-
ines new visual and aesthetic methods. While exploring the 
traditions of photography (portrait, self-portrait, landscape, 
street photography, fabricated-to-be-photographed, multi-
ple prints, and rip, tear, damage, destroy) students will con-
tinue to investigate Adobe Photoshop’s myriad possibilities 
so that each student will begin to understand what choices 
are available to them in creating their personal visual state-
ment. Prerequisite: ART 242. 3 crs.

ART 346 PHOTOGRAPHY 3
This course revolves around working on a project of per-
sonal interest while refining technical abilities in camera 
operation, image adjusting and fine printing techniques 
in the digital darkroom, so that the student can use these 
tools comfortably and confidently in their visual exploration 
of the world. Prerequisite: ART 345. 3 crs.

ART 348 INTRODUCTION TO THE CHEMICAL 
DARKROOM
This course offers a step backward from contemporary digi-
tal photography, to learn film processing and gelatin silver 
paper processing in the wet darkroom, so that students 
can use older non-digital cameras, pin-hole cameras, and 
darkroom techniques in their contemporary photographic 
imagemaking. The course will explore how this  traditional 
photographic practice and the digital world can be linked. 
Prerequisite: ART 345. 3 crs.

ART 349 PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHTING
This course will address the technical aspects and aesthetic 
choices of photographic lighting and apply them to various 
indoor and outdoor situations. Students will learn how and 
when to use available light, on-camera flash, off-camera 
flash, and a host of light modifiers. Prerequisite: PHO 242 
or ART 242. 3 crs.
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ART 351 PHOTOGRAPHY: PICTURES THROUGH A 
DIFFERENT LENS
Students will utilize alternative cameras (e.g. pinhole, plas-
tic, older) in the making of photographs so that the heart, 
mind and lens understand their intuitive connection. Stu-
dents will utilize both traditional and digital darkrooms as 
a means of creating new images. Prerequisite: ART 242 or 
consent of instructor. 3 crs.

ART 352 PHOTOGRAPHY: ON THE ROAD
This class takes to the road to photographically explore a 
variety of environments. Perceptual and technical exercises 
are given and different approaches and attitudes to working 
photographically will be discussed. Prerequisite: ART 242 or 
consent of instructor. 3 crs.

ART 445/446/447 PHOTOGRAPHIC  SEMINAR 1, 2, 3
This course is open to students working photographically 
in the broadest sense of the term. For example, students in 
the course may be working to become studio photographers 
or photojournalists, or they may be incorporating photo-
graphic images into paintings, making color photocopied 
books, or creating their work utilizing traditional photo-
graphic techniques, video or digital media. This course is 
intended to bring together a variety of approaches, philoso-
phies, and technical interests for intensive discussion and 
critique. Prerequisite for ART 445: 6 crs. of Photography. 
3 crs. each

ART 494 INTERNSHIP: BLUE SKY GALLERY
Students work with Blue Sky Gallery, an internationally 
recognized photographic institution in downtown Portland. 
The internship provides the opportunity for students to train 
under the guidance of gallery professionals in a nonprofit 
arts organization and assume professional level responsi-
bilities in the operation of the gallery. Three hours on site 
minimum per week required. Prerequisite: minimum of 40 
credits of art coursework including ART 288 and 6 crs. of 
photography. 3 crs.

ART HISTORY

ART 212 ART HISTORY: FROM CAVE TO CATHEDRAL
The reasons for the beginning of art are unknown, but hu-
man beings were compelled to paint the walls of caves 
30,000 years ago. This course will be a whirlwind tour from 
prehistoric art, through the splendors of ancient Egypt, 
Greece, and Rome, to the modest art of manuscripts in the 
Middle Ages and the glory of Gothic cathedrals in the four-
teenth century. Prerequisites: WR 221 (writing) should be 
taken before or concurrently with this course. Meets LAC  
outcome: HCB4. 3 crs. 

ART 213 ART HISTORY: FROM RENAISSANCE TO 
REVOLUTION
The Renaissance of the fifteenth century was a rebirth of 
learning and culture in Europe. The course will follow Eu-
ropean art from the Renaissance through Mannerism, the 
Baroque, Rococo, and neo-Classicism to the Age of Enlight-
enment that produced revolutions in the United States and 
France. Prerequisites: WR 223 (writing) should be taken 
before or concurrently with this course. Meets LAC out-
come: HCB4. 3 crs. 

ART 214 ART HISTORY: THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
This was a century that saw the inventions of photography, 
the telephone, and the automobile. Artists also were alive 
with the spirit of “progress” resulting in art movements 
such as Classicism, Romanticism, and Impressionism. 
Prerequisites: 6 crs. in writing (LAC outcomes LLE1 and 
LLE2) should be completed before or concurrently with this 
course. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. 3 crs. 

ART 316 ART HISTORY: MODERNISM
At the turn of the twentieth century Paul Cézanne provided 
the bridge from the lusciousness of Impression-ism to the 
structure of Cubism and art has never been the same since. 
This course will follow art as it moves through a world of 
war and revolution and spawns art movements such as 
Fauvism, Expressionism, Futurism, Dada, Surrealism, and 
Abstract Expressionism. Prerequisites: ART 212/213/214, 6 
crs. in writing (LAC outcomes LLE1 and LLE2). Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB7. 3 crs. 

ART 317 ART HISTORY: ART SINCE THE SIXTIES
Philosopher/critic Arthur Danto has said that art as it was 
traditionally known ended with Andy Warhol in the 1960s. 
This course examines art from Pop to postmodernism and 
the context in which it is made and seen. Prerequisites: ART 
316, 6 crs. in writing (LAC outcomes LLE1 and LLE2). Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB4. 3 crs. 

ART 318 THE PRACTICE OF ART HISTORY
Students will examine selected artworks in depth in order 
to have a greater understanding of the impact of the larger 
society on the works of its artists and to see how art histori-
ans shape the understanding of works of art. Readings will 
explore the subject matter from a variety of perspectives, 
and writing exercises will focus on the language, style, and 
variety of art writing culminating in a significant research 
paper. Prerequisites: ART 316/317 and WR 323 Academic 
Writing (LAC outcome LLE3). 3 crs. 

PAINTING

ART 333/433 FIGURE STUDY IN PAINTING AND 
DRAWING 1, 2
This course focus on the human figure will include demon-
stration and presentation of the color portrait palette, modi-
fication and revision, building volume, capturing gesture, 
and utilization of abstraction. Individual instruction will be 
geared to each student's ability and choice of materials. Any 
painting or drawing materials may be used. Prerequisite for 
ART 333: 9 crs. drawing; life drawing experience preferred. 
Prerequisite for ART 433: ART 333 or consent of instructor. 
May be repeated for credit. 3 crs. each.

ART 334/335/336 CONTEMPORARY WATERCOLOR 1, 2, 3
Demonstrations and step-by-step instruction will teach 
the beginning student how to use the materials, employ 
the techniques, and control the medium utilizing a vari-
ety of traditional and non-traditional processes. Projects 
will include the necessary fundamental exercises and 
encourage individual direction in painting from life and 
from imagination. Intermediate students will explore ad-
ditional techniques, abstract and non-objective approaches, 
and personal subject matter with emphasis on improving 
composition and technical skills. Advanced students will 
develop a body of work in consultation with the instructor. 
Prerequisite for ART 334: ART 115/116, ART 231/232/233. 
3 crs. each.
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ART 350/450 PAINTING AND DRAWING IN THE 
LANDSCAPE 1, 2
Prerequisite for ART 350: DRW 115/116 or ART 115/116 and 
9 cr. of Drawing. Prerequisite for ART 450: 9 crs. of 300-lev-
el art studio coursework. May be repeated up to 9 crs. total. 
3 crs. each.

ART 381/382/383 PAINTING 1, 2, 3
This course focuses on fundamentals of painting, develop-
ment of perceptual skills, and basic painting vocabulary. 
Specific problems are designed to focus on observation, col-
or, and control of the medium. The focus of the second term 
is on the use of painting concepts and skills in an investiga-
tion of representational ideas. The third term concentrates 
on the possibilities of abstraction. Prerequisites for ART 
381: ART 115/116 and ART 231/232/233. 3 crs. each.

ART 454/455/456 PAINTING STUDIO 1, 2, 3
Over the course of the year, the student will move from 
assignments designed to stretch conceptual and technical 
skills toward independent work in painting. A wide variety 
of subject matter may be approached through this class. 
The course will include discussions of the development of 
painting and contemporary approaches while focusing on 
developing critical awareness and studio abilities. Prerequi-
site for ART 454: ART 381/382/383 or consent of instructor. 
3 crs. each.

ART 477/478/479 ADVANCED PAINTING AND DRAWING 
SEMINAR 1, 2, 3
This course is open to advanced students working in any 
painting, drawing, or related medium. It is intended to bring 
together a variety of approaches, philosophies, and techni-
cal interests for intensive discussion and critique, and will 
include guest artists, trips to off-campus art exhibitions 
and lectures. It is appropriate for those interested in areas 
such as advanced painting, drawing, collage, or advanced 
watercolor. Prerequisites: ART  330/331/332 (for drawing 
students), ART 456 (for painting students) or consent of 
instructor. 3 crs. each

PRINTMAKING

ART 360/361/362 BLOCK PRINTING 1, 2, 3
The earliest method of reproducing pictures, block printing 
has today reached a highly sophisticated level as a fine art 
print medium. Students will cover block printing techniques 
from basic to advanced. Prerequisites: ART 231/232/233. 
3 crs. each.

ART 387/388/389 CONTEMPORARY MIXED-MEDIA 
PRINTMAKING 1, 2, 3
This class explores contemporary mixed-media techniques 
and their intervention with more traditional forms of print-
making. Using the print studio as a laboratory, students will 
complete projects designed to promote cross-pollination 
in various disciplines. The incorporation of printmaking's 
inherent reproducibility into areas of drawing, collage and 
sculpture will be a primary focus. In addition, examples of 
printmaking in a mixed-media context will be covered via 
media presentation and class discussions. Prerequisites: 
ART 231/232/233. 3 crs. each.

ART 463/464/465 BLOCK PRINTING: ADVANCED 1, 2, 3
Advanced students work independently and meet weekly 
with the instructor. Prerequisites for ART 463: ART 
360/361/362 Block Printing 1, 2, 3 or consent of instructor. 
3 crs. each.

ART 466/467/468 CONTEMPORARY MIXED-MEDIA 
PRINTMAKING: ADVANCED 1, 2, 3
Advanced students work independently and meet weekly 
with the instructor. Prerequisites: ART 387/388/389 Con-
temporary Mixed-Media Printmaking or consent of instruc-
tor. 3 crs. each

SCULPTURE

ART 340 STONE CARVING
An introduction to basic stone carving techniques utilizing 
both hand and power tools. Prerequisite: at least one term 
of sculpture or consent of instructor. 3 crs.

ART 341 INTRODUCTION TO SCULPTURE
Fundamentals of sculpture are introduced through a variety 
of materials and discussion of sculpture history and appre-
ciation with a focus on contemporary examples. 3 crs. 

ART 342 SCULPTURE 2
This continuation of the basic sculpture course will intro-
duce new methods and materials and continue discussion 
of relevant contemporary sculpture concepts and practices. 
Prerequisite: ART 345 or consent of instructor. 3 crs.

ART 343 SCULPTURE 3
This course will continue to introduce new methods and 
materials, and continue discussion of relevant con-tem-
porary sculpture concepts and practices. Students will be 
encouraged to develop their own projects in media of their 
own choosing. Prerequisite: ART 346 or consent of instruc-
tor. 3 crs.

ART 440 STONE CARVING: ADVANCED
Stone carving projects for students familiar with basic stone 
carving. Prerequisite: ART 340. Course may be repeated for 
credit. 3 crs.

ART 441/442/443 SCULPTURE STUDIO 1, 2, 3
This course provides an opportunity for advanced students 
to do independent work in a group setting. There will be 
weekly discussion of student projects and readings in sculp-
ture. Prerequisite for ART 441: three terms of sculpture or 
consent of instructor. 3 crs. each.

ART 451/452/453 SCULPTURE: METAL 1, 2, 3
An advanced sculpture course for the student already famil-
iar with sculptural concepts, this course will introduce basic 
techniques of metal working for the artist; the course will 
include work in gas and electric welding of mild steel. Pre-
requisite for ART 451: three terms of sculpture or consent 
of instructor. 3 crs. each.

Department of Art and Interior Design
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Program of Study:  
Interior Design
Interior Design Program Director: Nancy Hiss

Well-designed spaces allow people to thrive in 
inspiring, healthy, and safe environments. The 
program is mission driven: Interior Design Marylhurst 
University, IDMU, prepares individuals to act with 
social, environmental, and aesthetic responsibility through 
the design arts. 

We approach interior design education as a creative 
and rigorous discipline focusing on professionalism, 
critical thinking, creative exploration, and collaborative 
learning. The faculty are design practitioners and 
Portland is our living classroom. The B.F.A. in Interior 
Design is the first program of its kind in Portland 
to be accredited by the Council for Interior Design 
Accreditation, CIDA. The comprehensive design 
curriculum is combined with a broad-based liberal 
arts education to foster ethical and diverse approaches 
to creative problem solving.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major

Interior Design B.F.A. •

CAREER PATHS
Interior Design graduates will be prepared to begin pro-
fessional practice as interior designers with architectural 
firms, interior design firms, design consulting firms, sus-
tainability agencies, and a wide range of related design 
industries. Graduates are encouraged to pursue NCIDQ 
certificate-holder status as well as other certifications in-
cluding LEED. If graduates plan to pursue leadership roles 
in the field or a related design discipline, they will be well 
equipped for graduate studies.

ADMISSIONS
The four-year B.F.A. in Interior Design degree requires a 
high level of commitment. The faculty estimates that the 
minimum weekly time required is 48 hours for full-time 
students, and 30 hours for part-time students. Admission 
into the program is selective, although not competitive. This 
process is required for freshmen, transfer, and second-
degree students. All students interested in admission to the 
program need to submit all requirements for undergraduate 
Admissions plus the following:
• Written and visual personal reflection
• Résumé
• Information interview

Details of the Interior Design admission process can be 
found at www.marylhurst.edu/interiordesign/.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students with a B.F.A. degree in Interior Design will:
1. Approach design in a holistic manner with a sensitivity to 

the human experience.
2. Apply critical thinking skills and a creative design process 

to identify and solve interior design problems.
3. Develop the ability to effectively communicate in a 

professional manner.
4. Understand and apply regulatory codes and practices 

protecting the health, life safety, and welfare of the public.
5. Demonstrate professional and ethical practices.

The Art Gym 
Exhibition Program
Director of The Art Gym: Terri Hopkins

The Art Gym Exhibition program is an important 
resource for the Marylhurst art student. The working 
philosophy underlying the Exhibition program is 
to promote public understanding of contemporary 
art of the Pacific Northwest through exhibitions, 
publications, and discussion.

Since the 3,000-square-foot space opened in 1980, 
the gallery has shown the work of over 600 artists 
from Oregon, Washington, Alaska, and Canada, 
published over 60 exhibition catalogs, and held 
numerous public discussions with artists and curators. 

Several kinds of exhibitions are produced.

INDIVIDUAL ARTIST RETROSPECTIVES 
A decade or more of work by an artist is surveyed. Ex-
amples of this type of show include a mid-career retrospec-
tives for Tad Savinar, sculptor Lee Kelly, photographers 
Terry Toedtemeier and Dianne Kornberg, and painters Judy 
Cooke and Michael Knutson.

THEMATIC GROUP EXHIBITIONS
These large exhibitions illustrate the concerns of several 
artists working with a particular subject. Examples of ex-
hibitions include Ulterior Motives: Current Northwest Ab-
straction, Japanese/American: the In Between, Landscape 
Photography by Northwest Artists, As the War Ended: Art-
ists’ Responses to War in Our Lifetime, Keys to the Koop: 
Humor and Satire in Contemporary Prints, and Residue: Art 
from the Portland Music Underground.

SITEWORKS 
Artists design special artworks specifically for The Art Gym 
exhibition space. Artists who have designed works or instal-
lations for the space include Ken Butler, Christine Bour-
dette, David Eckard, Linda Hutchins, Fernanda D’Agostino, 
Dana Lynn Louis, Trude Parkinson, Mike Rathbun, Paul 
Sutinen, and the artist collaborative Rigga.

Art classes use the exhibitions as laboratories for the 
discussion of the form, content, and methods of making 
art. Artists whose work has been exhibited in the gallery 
frequently speak to classes or teach special workshops. 
The internship program is open to Marylhurst students to 
enable them to become familiar with current art gallery 
practices. The Marylhurst B.F.A. Thesis Exhibition is held in 
the gallery at the conclusion of each academic year.

The Art Gym
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6243
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6243
FAX: 503.636.9526
Email: artgym@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Degree in Interior Design 
ID 200 Introduction to the Interior Design Profession ............1 cr.
ID 205 Architectural Freehand Drawing ..................................1 cr.
ID 206 Analytical Freehand Drawing .......................................1 cr.
ID 207 Digital Tool 1 .................................................................1 cr.
ID 204 Sustainability Workshops ...........................................3 crs.
ID 212-1/212-2 3-D Color 1,2 .................................................3 crs.
ID 215/216/217 Interior Design Studio 1,2,3 ........................12 crs.
ID 259 Service Project ..............................................................1 cr.
ID 304 Photography ..................................................................1 cr.
ID 305 Digital Tool 2 .................................................................1 cr.
ID 306 Digital Tool 3 .................................................................1 cr.
ID 307 Integrated Tools ............................................................1 cr.
ID 308 Presentation .................................................................1 cr.
ID 309 Portfolio ........................................................................1 cr.
ID 311/312/313 History of Architecture & Interiors 1,2,3 ......9 crs.
ID 318/319/320 Interior Design Studio 4,5,6 ........................12 crs.
ID 337 Construction Documents ............................................3 crs.
ID 339 Building Codes ..............................................................1 cr.
ID 343/344 History of Furniture & Art 1,2 ..............................6 crs.
ID 353/358 Materials 1,2 ........................................................6 crs.
ID 355 Interior Lighting Fundamentals .................................3 crs.
ID 356/357 Structures & Building Systems 1,2 .....................6 crs.
ID 361 Designing with Light ...................................................3 crs.
ID 367 Architectural Acoustics ................................................1 cr.
ID 375 Introduction to CAD ....................................................3 crs.
ID 376 3-D Digital Modeling ...................................................3 crs.
ID 380 Interior Design Theory ................................................3 crs.
ID 404 Translating Ideas ..........................................................1 cr.
ID 405 DD Documentation .......................................................1 cr.
ID 406 Thesis Documentation ..................................................1 cr.
ID 421/422/423 Interior Design Studio 7,8,9 ........................12 crs.
ID 480 Thesis Research & Preparation .................................3 crs.
ID 489 Professional Practices for Interior Design .................3 crs.
ID 494 Interior Design Internship ..........................................3 crs.
ID 496/498-1/498-2 Fourth-Year Design Studio ..................12 crs.
Interior Design Electives .......................................................5 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 129 crs.

EXCELLENCE AND SUCCESS
A 3.00 (B) grade point average in Interior Design course-
work at Marylhurst University is required throughout the 
program including admission into the Fourth-Year Design 
Studio sequence and graduation. Student progress will be 
monitored term-by term. Students falling below the 3.00 
GPA will be notified and will need to meet with the Program 
Chair and their academic advisor to develop a plan for 
improvement. An individualized Skill-Building Studio will be 
offered each summer term to allow for structured improve-
ment. 

Coursework with a grade less than C- will not be ac-
cepted towards any major requirement. Pass/No Pass 
grading is acceptable only for coursework designated in the 
Marylhurst University Schedule of Courses such as ID 494 
Interior Design Internship.

DIGITAL/DESIGN TOOLS
So that students may effectively design, they need to work 
with a wide range of design tools. This includes digital me-
dia. Beginning with the spring term of first year, students are 
required to obtain a laptop. Software may be acquired incre-
mentally throughout the program. Specifications and pur-
chasing options are available through the Program Director.

TRAVEL STUDY
Students are highly encouraged to supplement their educa-
tion with travel study. These programs are multidisciplinary 
and may be taken for credit or personal growth. Open to 
majors and non-majors. For information, contact the Inte-
rior Design Program Director.

PCC ARTICULATION AGREEMENT FOR TRANSFER 
CREDIT
Interior Design Marylhurst University has an articulation 
agreement with the Portland Community College (PCC) 
Interior Design program which allows the transfer of credits 
from PCC to Marylhurst for designated courses. The Interior 
Design Program Director maintains a current list of classes 
covered in the articulation agreement. Participating students 
are encouraged to co-enroll and begin the Interior Design 
studio sequence while studying at PCC. A minimum of B 
(3.00) grade is required for transfer courses in the major.

OTHER TRANSFER CREDITS
For interior design content coursework to qualify for transfer 
into the B.F.A. degree in Interior Design, all transfer credits 
must have been completed in a program with professional 
accreditation from the Council for Interior Design Accredita-
tion, CIDA. Students may demonstrate achievement of equiv-
alent coursework outcomes through a portfolio review. The 
student must earn a minimum of B (3.00) grade to transfer 
these credits into the Interior Design program. 

RETENTION OF STUDENT WORK
The University reserves the right to photograph, use, dis-
play, or reproduce for University publications work created 
by enrolled students. The Interior Design program further 
reserves the right to retain in its archives selected exemplary 
student work for display during periodic professional accredi-
tation visits. Students need to photograph/scan the work for 
personal use prior to placement in the archive. The work will 
be returned to the student after the required accreditation 
site visit is completed. Students are to retain all coursework 
until the end of the term and grades are finalized. Student 
work not archived can be picked up within two weeks after the 
end of the term. All work left in studios should be removed 
within three weeks after the end of the term. Unless prior 
arrangements are made, projects left after this time may be 
discarded because of lack of storage space. The University is 
not responsible for loss of or damage to student work.

INTERIOR DESIGN COURSES 
Students registering for Interior Design courses must be 
admitted to the Interior Design program or have permission 
of the department chair, unless otherwise noted.

ID 200 INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERIOR DESIGN 
PROFESSION
Students will be introduced to the history of the profession, 
the interior design body of knowledge, professional orga-
nizations, licensing and registration issues, academic dis-
cipline, and the discipline of the profession. Includes field 
trips, discussion, and lecture. Open to non-majors. 1 cr.

ID 205 ARCHITECTURAL FREEHAND DRAWING
Foundation drawing course in tools, vocabulary, drawing 
conventions and expression. Open to non-majors 1 cr. 

ID 206 ANALYTICAL FREEHAND DRAWING
Foundation course in architectural freehand drawing. 
Emphasis is on analysis and design-thinking. Open to non-
majors 1 cr.
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ID 207 DIGITAL TOOL 1
Foundation course in three-dimensional digital-drawing. 
Open to non-majors 1 cr. 

ID 204 SUSTAINABILITY WORKSHOPS
A series of one-credit professional workshops. Topics 
include The Natural Step, Leadership in Energy and Envi-
ronmental Design—LEED, case studies, building systems, 
and human behavior. Open to non-majors. Course may be 
repeated for credit. 1 cr. each.

ID 212-1 3-D COLOR 1
Introduction to the principles of color mixing, color inter-
actions, human perception, and the psychology of color in 
three-dimensional environments. 2 crs.

ID 212-2 3-D COLOR 2
Intermediate-level course in the application and communi-
cation of three-dimensional color. 1 cr.

ID 215 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 1
Form, Elements & Space: Students will acquire a funda-
mental understanding of three-dimensional space and 
sensitivity to human interaction and experience through 
experimentation with forms, space, and interior elements. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 4 crs.

ID 216 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 2
Translations & Explorations: Students will be able to com-
municate a fundamental understanding of conceptual think-
ing about three-dimensional space through the analysis of 
ideas, organization, spatial forms, and design principles and 
elements. Prerequisite: ID 215. 4 crs.

ID 217 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 3
Place, Context, and Conceptual Thinking: Students will 
apply a fundamental understanding of conceptual thinking 
by synthesizing spatial forms, functions, real context, and 
design principles and elements. A program-wide charrette 
will kick off the term. Prerequisite: ID 216. 4 crs.

ID 259 SERVICE PROJECT
Students will work directly with community organizations to 
analyze problems, design responses, and implement solu-
tions. Course may be repeated for credit. 1 cr.

ID 304 PHOTOGRAPHY
Foundation course in architectural photography as a design 
tool for understanding, exploring, and documenting. Open 
to non-majors 1 cr.

ID 305 DIGITAL TOOL 2
Foundation course in photography software as a design tool 
for understanding, exploring, and documenting. Open to 
non-majors 1 cr.

ID 306 DIGITAL TOOL 3
Foundation course in desktop publishing software as pre-
sentation and communication tool. Open to non-majors 1 cr.

ID 307 INTEGRATED TOOLS
Students will apply a wide variety of fundamental digital and 
analog communication skills to understand how tools relate 
to the design process, the audience, and each other. Pre-
requisites: ID 206, ID 207, ID 305, ID 306, ID 375. 1 cr.

ID 308 PRESENTATION
Students will integrate a wide variety of graphic tools with 
oral communication to effectively communicate design in-
tentions, processes, and solutions. Prerequisite: ID 307 1 cr.

ID 309 PORTFOLIO
Students will integrate graphics and text to effectively com-
municate design intentions, processes, and solutions into a 
printed &/or digital portfolio. Prerequisite: ID 308 1 cr.

ID 311 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS 1
An introduction to the history of Western architecture with 
special attention paid to the making of interior space and 
architecture. This course focuses on the Greek and Roman 
periods. Prerequisite: 3 crs. in writing should be taken be-
fore or concurrently with this course. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCB4. Open to non-majors. 3 crs.

ID 312 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS 2
Continued study of the history of Western architecture. This 
course focuses on the Renaissance through the eighteenth-
century periods. Prerequisite: 3 crs. in writing should be 
taken before or concurrently with this course. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCB4. Open to non-majors. 3 crs. 

ID 313 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS 3
Continued study of the history of Western architecture. 
This course focuses on the nineteenth-century industrial 
through the twentieth-century modern periods. Prerequi-
site: one term of architecture history and 6 crs. of writing. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIB5. Open to non-majors. 3 crs. 

ID 318 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 4
Design Process: Students will develop a fundamental un-
derstanding of the iterative quality of the design process 
through analysis, research, brainstorming, testing, and 
critical thinking. Prerequisite: ID 217 & a 3.00 GPA in IDMU 
coursework. 4 crs.

ID 319 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 5
Sustainability: Students will develop a fundamental under-
standing of the network of sustainability issues and how to 
work seamlessly and creatively within a design framework. 
Prerequisite: ID 318. 4 crs.

ID 320 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 6
Materiality & Fabrication: Students will gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the reality of materials, how materials relate 
to the human body, and the design process, through hands-
on exploration and making. A program-wide charrette will 
kick off the term. Prerequisite: ID 319. 4 crs.

ID 337 CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
This course introduces the fundamentals of drawings and 
specifications necessary to clearly communicate informa-
tion required for the construction of an interior space. 
Emphasis is on the language and logic of documentation. 
Prerequisites: ID 319, ID 356/357, ID 375, ID 339. 3 crs.

ID 339 BUILDING CODES
A workshop in the fundamentals of understanding and 
applying building codes to commercial interior design proj-
ects. Prerequisite: ID 356. 1 cr.

ID 343/344 HISTORY OF FURNITURE AND ART 1, 2
An introduction to the history of furnishings, fine and deco-
rative arts for the interior designer. ID 343/344 meet LAC 
outcome: HCB4. Open to non-majors. 3 crs. 
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An introduction to interior components, finishes, FF&E, and 
trade resources through lecture, discussion, demonstration, 
and field trips. Prerequisite: ID 216. 3 crs. 

ID 355 INTERIOR LIGHTING FUNDAMENTALS
An introduction to the tools required to integrate lighting 
systems into interior spaces. Students will learn the basic 
concepts of lighting design including physiology of the eye, 
human perception, layering, control, lamps, luminaries, and 
the application of lighting design. Prerequisite: ID 320. 3 crs. 

ID 356/357 STRUCTURES AND BUILDING SYSTEMS 1,2
An introduction to building systems, including structural, 
plumbing, electrical, and HVAC systems. Prerequisite for ID 
356: ID 217. Prerequisite for ID 357: ID 356. 3 crs. each.

ID 358 MATERIALS 2
An introduction to the creation and construction of interior 
environments through the detailing and specification of 
design components. Prerequisite: ID 353. 3 crs.

ID 361 DESIGNING WITH LIGHT
An advanced course in lighting design dealing with daylight 
integration in buildings, photometry, human health, and elec-
tric lighting integration through class seminar, design proj-
ects, field trips, and group study. Prerequisite: ID 355. 3 crs.

ID 365 INTERIOR DESIGN SEMINARS
A series of seminars which address specific design topics 
which vary from term to term. Course may be repeated for 
credit. 1-4 crs. each. 

ID 367 ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
Introduction to the science and art of interior spatial acous-
tics. Includes the identification of acoustic problems and 
design strategies through case studies, research, observa-
tion, and a design project. 1 cr.

ID 375 INTRODUCTION TO CAD
An introduction to Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD) and its 
application to interior design. Prerequisites: ID 217 and 
have met Computer Literacy outcome: LLA1. 3 crs.

ID 376 3-D DIGITAL MODELING
An introduction to Building Information Modeling and 3D 
digital design. Prerequisites: ID 217 and have met Computer 
Literacy outcome: LLA1. 3 crs.

ID 380 INTERIOR DESIGN THEORY
An advanced seminar focusing on various theories and is-
sues of architecture and design. Prerequisites: WR 323, ID 
421. Meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs.

ID 404 TRANSLATING IDEAS
Students will explore graphics and text to effectively trans-
late research and design ideas into three dimensional form. 
Taken with ID 496. Prerequisite: ID 309 1 cr.

ID 405 DD DOCUMENTATION
Students will document the development of their Fourth-
Year Thesis Project including code analysis, building 
systems, circulation, program, interior elements, and mate-
rials. Taken with ID 498-1. Prerequisite: ID 404 1 cr.

ID 406 THESIS DOCUMENTATION
Students will document the development of their Fourth-
Year Thesis Project including construction documents, 
material specifications, room schedules, and details. Taken 
with ID 498-2. Prerequisite: ID 405 1 cr.

ID 421 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 7
Programming and Conceptual Development: Students will 
integrate building systems, materials, code requirements, 
sustainability issues, human factors, and design principles 
and elements through a creative design process to develop 
a program and conceptual response. Prerequisites: ID 320, 
a 3.00 GPA in IDMU coursework, ID 353, ID 356/357. Meets 
LAC outcome AIB7. 4 crs.

ID 422 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 8
Design Development: Students will apply an understand-
ing of the rich potential of a design concept through the 
detailed development of three-dimensional space. Prereq-
uisites: ID 337, ID 358, ID 421. 4 crs.

ID 423 INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 9
Cultural Immersion: Students will develop a heightened 
sensitivity to designing for cultural diversity, human behav-
ior, and universality. A program-wide charrette will kick off 
the term. Prerequisites: ID 375, ID 376, ID 422. 4 crs. 

ID 480 THESIS RESEARCH AND PREPARATION
This course provides students the opportunity to draw 
together their liberal arts education and relate it to their 
individual Fourth-Year Design Studio work. Prerequisite: WR 
323, ID 423. Meets LAC outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3. 3 crs.

ID 489 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES FOR INTERIOR 
DESIGN
Introduction to professional practice, business standards, 
and ethics. Prerequisites: ID 422. 3 crs. 

ID 494 INTERIOR DESIGN INTERNSHIP
A working internship in the interior design field or approval 
by Internship Coordinator. Prerequisites: ID 422. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. 3-6 crs. 

ID 496 FOURTH-YEAR DESIGN STUDIO: CONCEPT 
DESIGN PROPOSAL
Thesis and Conceptual Ideation: Students will advance the 
discipline of design by developing a self-directed thesis 
design problem through schematic design. Prerequisites: 
ID 423, ID 480, all 300-level Interior Design courses, and a 
3.00 GPA in Interior Design courses. Students are required 
to apply for admission to the Fourth-Year level through the 
Interior Design program. 4 crs.

ID 498-1 FOURTH-YEAR DESIGN STUDIO: DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT
Design Development: Students will apply interior design 
skills, knowledge, sensitivity, creativity, and critical thinking 
to fully develop a self-directed thesis design problem. Pre-
requisite: ID 496. 4 crs. 

ID 498-2 FOURTH-YEAR DESIGN STUDIO: PROJECT 
COMPLETION
Communication of Thesis Design Problem: Students grow 
towards professionalism and gain confidence through the 
development and communication of a self-directed thesis 
design problem. A program-wide charrette will kick off the 
term. Prerequisite: ID 498-1. 4 crs. 

Department of Art and Interior Design
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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The Bachelor of Science in Business and Leadership 
is designed to make leadership principles and life-
long learning part of the student’s everyday life. 
The commitment of students to learn, change, and 
grow is important to Marylhurst. Our department 
commitment is to help students capture their dreams 
and visions, redefine their true potential, and reach 
new levels of confidence, competence, and influence.

The flexible, adult friendly curriculum is delivered 
in several ways. Students can take any combination 
of evening, weekend, and online courses. With 
careful planning, students can get their Business and 
Leadership degree entirely online if they choose. 

The business core is simple but rigorous. Partnering 
with our skilled academic advisors, students can 
design a degree plan that leverages their unique skills, 
experience, and interests. When they graduate, they 
will possess the critical analysis and business skills 
required to lead in the dynamic environments in 
which they live, work, and play. 

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Certificate

Business & Leadership
--Business & Management
--Human Resources

B.S. •
•
•

PURPOSE OF THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE IN BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP

DEPARTMENT MISSION
• The Department Mission is to transform lives in an 

extraordinary and supportive environment by preparing 
graduates capable of managing and leading responsibly in 
dynamic environments.

• The mission is driven by the department’s philosophy, 
guiding principles, values, and vision. The goal is that 
all graduates develop a personal education and life plan 
that fits their individual needs and that equips them 
with the knowledge, skills, and resources required to 
become effective leaders who integrate the management 
processes, the organizational functions, and the 
environmental influences in whatever career path they 
choose to pursue. The transformation comes in the form 
of “ah-hah” moments and shifts in thinking and action that 
are indicated by significant and measurable improvement. 
In the process, we are developing dynamic learners 
committed to a lifelong pursuit of exponential growth.

PHILOSOPHY
The deeply held beliefs and commitments that lie beneath 
the Department Mission include: 
• Staying relevant requires continuous renewal.
• Academic freedom and integrity are essential.
• Networks are more important than the degree. 
• Partnerships must be sustainable and add value.
• Commencement is truly the beginning.
• The individual defines the institution.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND VALUES
The following principles realistically reflect the depart-
ment’s values and its commitment to those values in every-
day decision making. Hence, the department will:
1. Interact with students and colleagues with trust and 

openness.
2. Celebrate our differences and diversity and manifest our 

uniqueness.
3. Embrace developmental change.
4. Actively engage with the larger community.
5. Foster a learning environment of transformational discovery.

VISION
The department’s vision moving forward is the creation 
of an extraordinary and supportive learning and teaching 
environment where the people, practices, facilities, and 
other resources sustain academic freedom and integrity 
and personal growth. Underlying this vision will be a strong 
departmental intentionality and commitment to fulfill its 
planned destiny.

CAREER PATHS
Graduates are prepared to successfully pursue careers in 
corporations, government organizations, nonprofit institu-
tions, or to start or run a small business. In addition to 
traditional business electives, students can choose from a 
range of communication, or other approved courses to meet 
their personal and professional goals. Graduates are also 
prepared to pursue graduate-level studies such as Maryl-
hurst’s outstanding MBA program (see pages 161-181 for 
details).

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE 
B.S. DEGREE IN BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP
The learning outcomes for students completing a B.S. in 
Business and Leadership at Marylhurst University are in-
tended to prepare them to:
• Lead using sustainable leadership principles for holistically 

integrating management processes, organizational 
functions, and the environmental influences.

• Manage using effective management processes for 
planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. 

• Manage and lead in organizational functional areas such 
as finance, marketing, human resources, strategy and 
planning, information technology, and other selected areas 
of concentration.

Department of

Business and Leadership
Chair: David McNamee
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• Integrate environmental influences into organizational 
decision-making processes, including the competitive 
landscape, globalization, stakeholder interests, culture, 
technology, and other relevant factors. 

• Develop personal ethical principles within an 
organizational context for addressing ethical dilemmas 
arising from conflicting values.

• Demonstrate effective communication skills for interacting 
collaboratively in global environments.

• Demonstrate a broad-based liberal arts perspective that 
is applicable for business-related analysis and decision 
making.

• Create dynamic educational and personal plans.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Business and Leadership
Required Business Core ...................................................24 crs.

BUS 300 Leading in Dynamic Environments, 6 crs.
BUS 310 Business Economics, 3 crs.
BUS 320 Business Statistics, 3 crs.
BUS 330 Information Technology Strategies, 3 crs.
FIN 341 Finance for Business Managers, 3 crs.
MKT 300 Principles of Marketing, 3 crs.
ORG 300 Human Resources for the Career-Minded  
 Professional, 3 crs.

Gateway Following Core .....................................................3 crs.
BUS 391 Business Strategy, 3 crs.

Required Perspective courses ............................................9 crs.
BUS 400 Personal Ethics in Organizations, 3 crs.
BUS 431 Career Planning, 3 crs.
ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures
 or CCM 333 Intercultural Communication, 3 crs.

Capstone Course ................................................................3 crs.
BUS 491 Applied Leadership Principles, 3 crs.

Business Electives ...........................................................21 crs.
 TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

Prerequisites for All Upper-Division Business and 
Leadership Courses
Any exceptions to prerequisites must be approved by the 
department chair.
1. WR 221 Introduction to Expository Writing & Critical 

Thinking (or equivalent transfer)
2. WR 223 Persuasive Writing & Argument (or equivalent 

transfer)
3. WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper (must be 

taken at Marylhurst)
4. College-level math (MTH 111 Intermediate Algebra or MGT 

305 Real-World Math Applications)
5. Two or more years of work experience or MGT 301 

Business Through a Different Lens (or equivalent transfer)

By design, the required business core is kept lean in or-
der to increase flexibility to accommodate a diverse student 
population. Frequent one-on-one consultation with an advi-
sor helps students select courses that are right for them 
and that meet their personal plan. Most business students 
starting at Marylhurst transfer some community college 
credits and many are able to take advantage of the Prior 
Learning Assessment program (see pages 26-27). 

If students want to add an area of focus to their business 
degree, the department offers the following disciplines or 
business areas: Leadership, Finance, Human Resources, 
Information Technology, Marketing, Business Management, 
and Sustainability. 

The department also offers one-credit professional semi-
nars (MGT 465) that bring students the best practices taught 
by leaders on the cutting edge in their field. See further 
information about the professional development seminars 
on page 57.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
To remain in good academic standing, students are expect-
ed to maintain certain standards of satisfactory academic 
progress. In order to graduate students must maintain a 
cumulative 2.25 GPA during the program. Grades below a C- 
do not apply towards the major.

For students performing below a 2.25 average, the depart-
ment chair will review the student’s performance and may 
recommend probation or suspension from the program.

BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP CORE SELF-
ASSESSMENT
Business and Leadership students take an integrated self-
assessment upon entering the program in their BUS 300 
class and upon completion of the program in their BUS 491 
class. Most of the questions require critical thinking and 
knowledge of fundamental business principles (i.e. market-
ing, finance, managerial accounting, organizational behav-
ior, and strategy). Students receive individual, scaled scores 
that demonstrate their understanding of key business 
concepts. The department uses the assessment to measure 
student academic achievement and to assess program out-
comes. The assessments are taken as part of the BUS 300 
and BUS 491 courses. A course fee will be added to BUS 300 
and BUS 491 to reflect test administration costs.

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
These certificate programs are designed to meet the needs 
of five specific groups of students and working professionals:
1. Anyone interested in getting a broad-based introduction to 

key business fundamentals, practices, and principles.
2. Students, who, for a variety of reasons, may want to be 

better prepared in business concepts but who do not 
want a complete B.S. in Business or Human Resources. 
This may include students thinking of starting the MBA 
program or launching a career in a professional or 
specialty field (music, art, design, consulting, trades, 
start-up, family business, entrepreneurial ventures). The 
18-credit certificate could easily fit within the general 
electives category of many Marylhurst degree programs.

3. International students desiring a stronger business 
background before entering Marylhurst’s MBA program.

4. Professionals or graduates with a bachelor’s, master’s, or 
Ph.D. in a non-business field who would benefit by having 
a condensed business certificate program but who may not 
be interested in a B.S. or MBA.

5. Business and Leadership students who wish to get an 
interim certificate while they work towards completing 
their bachelor’s degree.

Requirements & Prerequisites for Certificates
1. College-level writing and math (100-level or above) or 

permission from department chair. Potential students 
without writing or math may be asked to take ASSET 
assessments.

2. Students must take all 18 crs. at Marylhurst. Course 
substitutions are done on a case-by-case basis with 
approval of chair. 

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE 
Students completing the certificate program will have an 
essential toolkit for business competency in the areas of 
general management principles, financial accounting con-
cepts, marketing, and human resource management. Ad-
ditionally, with the help of an advisor, students will select 
one specialty focus course aligned with their career interest 
(Information Technology Strategies, Entrepreneurial Man-
agement, Nonprofit Management, Business Strategy, and 
so forth).
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Students must take all 18 credits at Marylhurst. However, 
course substitutions can be done on a case-by-case basis 
with department chair approval. Students consult with their 
advisor to confirm which seminars and electives count 
towards the certificate.

Students can earn both a Business and Management 
Certificate and a B.S. in Business and Leadership. Credits 
earned for the certificate can be counted towards the B.S.

Business and Management Certificate

Required Certificate Core .................................................15 crs.
BUS 300 Leading in Dynamic Environments, 6 crs.
FIN 341 Finance for Business Managers
 OR FIN 305 Small Business Accounting & Finance, 3 crs. 
MKT 300 Principles of Marketing, 3 crs.
ORG 300 Human Resources for the Career-Minded
 Professional, 3 crs.

Business Elective ...............................................................3 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 18 crs. 

HUMAN RESOURCES CERTIFICATE 
This certificate is unique in the marketplace because of 
its flexible design and emphasis on intricacies of leader-
ship and culture building as they apply to the creation 
and implementation of strategic-based HR systems. Five 
foundational, three-credit courses cover the HR basics, but 
have a unique Marylhurst stamp reflecting the Business & 
Leadership Department outcomes and the University values 
and mission. The one-credit seminars allow the curriculum 
to be current with the ever-changing laws and key issues in 
the HR field. The curriculum can be adapted to the needs of 
specific corporations, large and small, and to the schedul-
ing, interests, and needs of individual students. 

Students must take all 18 credits at Marylhurst. However, 
course substitutions can be done on a case-by-case basis 
with department chair approval. Students consult with their 
advisor to confirm which seminars and electives count 
towards the certificate.

Students can earn both a Human Resources Certificate 
and a B.S. in Business and Leadership. Credits earned for 
the certificate can be counted towards the B.S.

Human Resources Certificate

Required Courses .............................................................15 crs.
ORG 300 Human Resources 
 for the Career-Minded Professional, 3 crs. 
ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures, 3 crs. 
ORG 340 Organizational Development, 3 crs. 
LAW 424 Legal Issues of Managing 
 the Human Organization, 3 crs. 
FIN 305 Small Business Accounting & Finance 
 OR FIN 341 Finance for Business Managers, 3 crs. 

Professional Seminars .......................................................3 crs.
Three 1-credit seminars spanning a range of topics related 
to HR or one 3-credit approved HR-related elective.

  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 18 crs. 

ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS

CLACKAMAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Marylhurst Business programs have collaborated with 
Clackamas Community College for many years. The current 
articulations are listed below.

RETAIL MANAGEMENT ARTICULATION AGREEMENT
Clackamas Community College and Marylhurst University 
have partnered to create an innovative path for students to 
segue directly from the Statewide Retail Management Cer-
tificate Programs and the two-year Associates of Applied 

Science, Retail Management degree into the Marylhurst 
Business and Leadership bachelor’s degree. 

In addition to the 90 credits required for the A.S. degree, 
students can transfer an additional 30 credits for a total 
of 120 credits as outlined in the articulation agreement. 
The remaining 60 upper-division credits are to be taken at 
Marylhurst.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ARTICULATION AGREEMENT
The Marylhurst University and Clackamas Community Col-
lege Business Departments have partnered since 1999 to 
facilitate the credit-transfer process and Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree completion for students completing the Project 
Management program at Clackamas Community College. 

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY ARTICULATION 
AGREEMENT: CLACKAMAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
AND PGE CORPORATE UNIVERSITY
The need to train journeyman employees in management 
skills and concepts and to create a clear succession plan to 
replace large numbers of retiring managers is the prime mo-
tivator of this articulation agreement. Marylhurst University 
and the Clackamas Community College Business Depart-
ment have partnered to facilitate the movement of students 
from the Portland General Electric Corporate University/
Clackamas Community College Line Apprentice and Meter 
Reader apprenticeship programs into Marylhurst University. 

MARYLHURST UNIVERSITY ADVISING
As soon as Clackamas Community College students express 
interest in finishing their degree at Marylhurst, they will 
have the opportunity to work one-on-one with a Marylhurst 
advisor to ensure that an educational degree plan is created 
that allows them to get the mutual benefits of both schools. 
This process helps students take the right classes at the 
right school saving time, saving money, and maximizing the 
quality and value of their education.

ADDITIONAL BUSINESS ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
The Marylhurst University School of Business has additional 
articulation agreements with other community colleges. 
Please contact the department for further information.

REQUIRED COURSES

BUS 300 LEADING IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
This course uses theory and case study to lay the foundation 
for students to start applying strategic leadership principles 
that holistically integrate the management process (plan, or-
ganize, lead, control), the organizational functions (marketing, 
finance, human resources, and so forth), and the environmen-
tal influences (competitive landscape, globalization, stakehold-
er interests, culture, technology). Students demonstrate their 
ability to capture, expand, teach, write, research, discuss, and 
present. Standards for the entire program are established in 
this rigorous foundation course. BUS 300 should be completed 
no later than term three of the student’s program of study. 
Meets both LAC outcomes: HCB5, HCB6. This course meets 
WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 6 crs.

BUS 310 BUSINESS ECONOMICS
This course will focus on topics in economics of particular 
value to students studying business and leadership and will 
prepare them to be better consumers, employees, employ-
ers, and voters. Microeconomic concepts of scarcity, supply-
and-demand, profit maximization, and economic analysis of 
projects will be covered as well as macroeconomic concepts 
such as business cycles, GDP, inflation and unemployment, 
fiscal and monetary policy, and international trade and 
globalization. Meets LAC outcome: HCB1. 3 crs.
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BUS 320 BUSINESS STATISTICS
The emphasis of this course is for students to be able to 
recognize and apply practical statistics in everyday life. Stu-
dents will learn descriptive statistics of sampling, estima-
tion, and hypothesis testing. Other statistical concepts such 
as multiple and linear regression, correlation, chi-square, 
ANOVA, and non-parametric statistics will be reviewed. Pre-
requisite: MTH 111 Intermediate Algebra or MGT 305 Real-
World Math Applications. Meets LAC outcome: LLD4. 3 crs.

BUS 330 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES
This course examines the critical role of information system 
strategies and technology in driving competition and in-
dustry structure. Using case studies, students will take the 
general manager’s view as they survey information systems, 
applications, and integration options. 3 crs.

BUS 391 BUSINESS STRATEGY
This course is designed to solidify the skill sets developed 
in the early business and leadership core curriculum and 
to provide a gateway for understanding some of the criti-
cal elements of business strategy. Emphasis will be placed 
on market segmentation, financial modeling, information 
technology, and organizational motivation as the develop-
ment of these key strategies usually drives the entire stra-
tegic management process. Prerequisites: BUS 300, BUS 
310, BUS 320, BUS 330, FIN 341, MKT 300, ORG 300. Advisor 
approval required for registration. 3 crs.

BUS 400 PERSONAL ETHICS IN ORGANIZATIONS 
From a business and leadership perspective, students will 
examine the age-old questions people have asked about 
the “Good” and our “Duty” in making “Good” decisions. The 
relationship between effective business leadership and 
ethics, as well as an increased awareness of personal value 
systems, will be explored. Meets LAC outcome: AIA1. 3 crs.

BUS 431 CAREER PLANNING
Successful career planning is a lifelong process that contin-
uously realigns one’s core values, interests, personality, and 
skills with the changing realities of the world of work and 
life. Students will assemble a “toolbox” of career manage-
ment resources that they can access and update at any time 
allowing them to be proactive instead of reactive in design-
ing creative strategies for realizing their true potential and 
life’s work. 3 crs.

BUS 491 APPLIED LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
This capstone course requires the student to develop a criti-
cal paper integrating all coursework in the major with a lib-
eral arts approach to business. Students will demonstrate 
their ability to synthesize the strategic leadership process 
across all key internal business functions as well as antici-
pate the effect of environmental forces that contribute to 
organizational success when developing sound strategy and 
implementing change. Prerequisites: senior standing, core 
courses, & BUS 391. Advisor approval required for registra-
tion. Meets LAC outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3. 3 crs.

FIN 341 FINANCE FOR BUSINESS MANAGERS
This course offers a balanced approach to the basic con-
cepts and practices of financial accounting. Students first 
learn to analyze economic events in terms of the accounting 
equation and to understand income statements, balance 
sheets, and statements of cash flow. Emphasis then shifts 
to understanding how to read and interpret financial reports 
in order to analyze and perform business evaluations. 3 crs.

MKT 300 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
This course introduces the basic concepts of marketing and 
provides a framework for analyzing marketing opportuni-
ties and challenges. Students will look at the important role 
marketing plays in modern business organizations. Specific 
topics include the marketing process, consumer behav-
ior, customer relationships, social responsibility, market 
segmentation, branding, pricing, distribution, advertising, 
promotion, public relations, and sales. Students will learn 
how to develop and present a marketing plan. 3 crs.

ORG 300 HUMAN RESOURCES FOR THE CAREER-
MINDED PROFESSIONAL
This course is designed for career-minded professionals 
that either work in management or supervisory positions 
or perform human resources functions. The goal of the 
class is to develop an understanding of how HR affects 
society and business. The topics are based on current re-
search from the Society of Human Resource Management. 
Topics include: compensation/benefits and total rewards, 
employee and labor relations, employment law, history of 
HR and its role, HR and globalization, HR and mergers and 
acquisitions, HR organizational strategy, Human Resource 
Information Systems (HRIS), measuring HR outcomes and 
the bottom line, occupational health, safety and security, 
performance appraisal and feedback, recruiting and selec-
tion, and workforce planning and talent management. 3 crs.

ORG 344 CREATING INCLUSIVE TRUST CULTURES
The ability to trust and be trusted generates a dynamic team 
culture that promotes innovative, breakthrough thinking. 
When a culture develops randomly, it is generally fear-based. 
This course will explore the competitive advantage of inten-
tionally creating an organizational culture of trust. This is not 
a lecture course. Experiential exercises are integrated with 
highly interactive dialogue. Meets LAC outcome: HCA4. 3 crs.

ELECTIVE COURSES
The latest update for future course offerings will be found 
on the Marylhurst Web site in the Undergraduate Business 
and Leadership section. Students are also encouraged to 
design independent studies on topics that interest them and 
to do internships at companies that appeal to them.

BUS 411 ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABILITY: THEORY 
AND PRACTICE
This course focuses on economic concepts and theories for 
analyzing sustainable development and practices for busi-
ness, government and nonprofit organizations. Learn how 
economics is irrevocably linked to the natural environment 
and our social institutions. Study market and non-market 
values for environmental and social services, approaches 
to measure national progress toward sustainable develop-
ment, causes and potential solutions to environmental and 
social degradation, roles of the business, government and 
nonprofit sectors in fostering sustainability, and the emerg-
ing field of ecological economics. Prerequisite: BUS 310 or 
permission of the chair. 3 crs.

FIN 305 SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
This course focuses on accounting as applied in the small 
business setting. Emphasis is placed on small business 
record keeping from basic journalizing to year-end closing 
and financial statement preparation. QuickBooks software 
will be used to actually create a set of books and related 
reports for a small company. Additionally, the course will 
cover managerial issues and demonstrate use of basic ana-
lytical tools for problem solving at the small business level. 
May be taken as alternative to FIN 341. 3 crs.
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FIN 345 UNDERSTANDING MANAGERIAL FINANCE
This course combines basic accounting and economics 
concepts in order to 1) evaluate the financial position of a 
business entity and then 2) develop strategies to make the 
business increasingly stronger and more profitable. Em-
phasis is placed on financial analysis and stock valuation, 
sources of financing, and managing working capital. Pre-
requisite: FIN 341. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LAW 334 BUSINESS LAW
Protect yourself, your team, your department, or your com-
pany by building a solid foundation in the practical aspects 
of business law. Students will get a broad introduction as 
to how laws and the legal system can protect vital interests 
such as intellectual property, or how just as easily, through 
ignorance or design, those same laws can lead to bank-
ruptcy. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LAW 424 LEGAL ISSUES OF MANAGING THE HUMAN 
ORGANIZATION
This course exposes the student to the complex world of 
labor law, a dynamic area being significantly reshaped by 
the changing nature of workplaces and working relation-
ships. What has stood as precedent for many years may no 
longer apply to the employer-employee relationship. Recent 
rulings and changes in regulations in areas such as ADA, 
FMLA, OSHA, ERISA, and sexual harassment have profound 
impacts on organizations. Students will learn how success-
ful employers proactively manage compliance, employee 
training and education, and policy implementation to avoid 
costly litigation and penalties. 3 crs.

MGT 301 BUSINESS THROUGH A DIFFERENT LENS
Students will be exposed to the many functions of business 
such as marketing, accounting, finance, human resources, 
operations, and information systems. Students will focus 
on the various decisions that impact the organization and 
key stakeholders and the importance of ethics and social 
responsibility in a global society. The multitude of career 
options in the business world will also be explored. Strongly 
suggested for business majors with little or no business-
related work experience. Ideal for non-business majors 
desiring general business knowledge. 3 crs.

MGT 303 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The intent of the course is to introduce the student to the 
basic concepts and techniques useful for planning, imple-
menting, and finally terminating a project. The student will 
be introduced to the nature of the projects, the growing 
importance of effective project management in both the 
private and public sectors, and the major reasons for proj-
ect failure. Course may be repeated for credit. Course not 
offered every year. 3 crs.

MGT 305 REAL-WORLD MATH APPLICATIONS
Because virtually every business situation involves num-
bers, it follows that business professionals should be num-
bers-proficient. Mathematical topics will focus principally 
on the theory of the time-value of money and will include 
the calculation of amortization schedules, internal rates of 
return, net present value, financial ratios, and forecasting. 
The course will also include a review of algebraic skills and 
graphing as applied to business settings. A Hewlett Packard 
HP 10b financial calculator is required for this class. Meets 
LAC outcome: LLD1. Crosslisted as MTH 305. 3 crs.

MGT 332 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
A supply chain or supply network refers to a collection of or-
ganizations and individuals that interact in executing process-
es which are required to satisfy customer demand—demand 

for goods and services. These business processes are focused 
on the flow of products/services, information and funds. This 
is a survey course intended to expose students to a vast array 
of issues in supply chain management. Successful students 
will become familiar with important considerations in supply 
chain design, performance analysis and optimization. Topics 
covered will include strategic design approaches, sourcing/
procurement, inventory and capacity, transportation logistics, 
competitive issues in supply chain management, the role of 
information and information solutions, the globalization and 
outsourcing of supply chain functions as well as supply net-
work collaboration. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

MGT 345 NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT
This course provides an overview of the nonprofit organi-
zation: How is it similar to a for-profit business? How is it 
different? Emphasis will be placed on learning and imple-
menting management tools necessary for nonprofits not 
only to survive but to thrive, including strategic manage-
ment, financial management, and sound operational man-
agement. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

MGT 350 ENTREPRENEURIAL MANAGEMENT
Thirty years of research has transformed what once was 
deemed an unteachable personality trait into a well-under-
stood skill set. Entrepreneurship and its associated risk is 
not for everyone, but students taking this course will get 
the foundation to avoid common mistakes and to increase 
chances of successfully starting, growing, and ultimately 
exiting a business. 3 crs.

MGT 371 PEOPLE, PROFIT, PLANET: THE NEW 
MANAGEMENT IMPERATIVE
A sustainable organization is one that has no negative im-
pact on the global or local environment, community, society, 
or economy—an organization that strives to meet the Triple 
Bottom Line (3BL) of economic, ecological, and social suc-
cess. This course will examine the principles and theoreti-
cal concepts behind sustainable business management. 
Regional sustainable businesses and organizations will be 
visited. The objective of the class is to provide students with 
the knowledge to adapt and apply fundamental business 
analysis tools to the pursuit of sustainable operations in vir-
tually any sector, on any scale, anywhere in the world. At the 
conclusion of the class, a student will have an understand-
ing of 3BL theory and a set of analytical and business skills 
that enable the student to implement 3BL in their chosen 
practice. 3 crs.

MGT 421 ETHICS, JUSTICE, AND FAIR TREATMENT IN 
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
This course defines ethics, explores ethics and the law, per-
sonal ethics, what shapes ethical behavior at work, ethics pol-
icies and codes, and the organization's culture. It incorporates 
the basics of a fair and just disciplinary process. It will provide 
students with an understanding of the impact of cultural and 
organizational pressures to conform and will examine ethical 
decision-making models to facilitate the development of solu-
tions to these challenges in the workplace. 3 crs. 

MGT 465 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
The Professional Development Seminars bring students the 
best practices taught by leaders on the cutting edge in their 
field. The seminars offer an in-depth and interactive study 
that can improve your knowledge in selected subjects and 
help you become more productive. Many of the seminars 
are offered in a series of three-related topics such as lead-
ership, project management, marketing. Students may take 
one, two, or all three seminars in a series. Seminars meet 
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ORG 360 ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Organizational Psychology involves the practical application 
of psychological principles and behavioral science to issues 
in the work context. This course will examine various
concepts and ideas central to organizational psychology, 
such as job design, employee motivation, hiring, decision 
making, performance management, training systems de-
sign, leadership assessment, and occupational health psy-
chology. People working with others in any organizational 
setting will find this course useful. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCB5. Crosslisted as PSY 365. 3 crs.

ORG 366 MANAGEMENT AND WORK PSYCHOLOGY
This course focuses on evidence-based solutions to manag-
ing people in organizations. This course focuses on the appli-
cation of psychological principles to assessing and enhancing 
the effectiveness of individuals, groups, and organizations. 
Topics include leadership and employee selection, perfor-
mance management, organizational assessment, job design, 
motivation, and other factors related to human performance 
at work. This course is essential to successful leadership in 
the twenty-first century. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCB5. Crosslisted as PSY 366. 3 crs.

ORG 444 ADVANCED TRUST-BASED CULTURES 
This course explores how business leaders can develop 
effective strategies to build inclusive trust cultures for their 
work groups and organizations. Students will apply their 
insights about leadership, trust, and inclusion dynamics to 
practical skill development. Students will develop compe-
tencies in facilitation and implementation techniques, and 
will explore personal mastery issues. Students will refine 
their awareness about the requirements and facilitation of a 
synergistic team dynamic. 3 crs.

ADDITIONAL ELECTIVE COURSES

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
For the following courses, see Communication Studies De-
partment for details and prerequisites, pages 65-78.
CCM 311 Interviewing: The Art of Purposeful Conversation
CCM 320 Public Presentations
CCM 321 Small Group Communication
CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
CCM 346 Conflict Management
CCM 347 Negotiation
CCM 348 The Mediation Process
CCM 420 Professional Presentations: 
 Advanced Techniques for Speakers
CCM 433 Advanced Intercultural Communication: 
 Deepening Cultural Perception
COL 340 Organizational Communication
COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups
COL 432 Leadership Communication 
COL 457 Organizational Cultures
COL 458 Managing Transitions
CPR 412 Public Relations Principles: Essentials of Strategic
 Communications
CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design
CTD 442 Assessment & Evaluation for Trainers
CTD 447 Designing Creative Training

Department of Business & Leadership
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu

on the Marylhurst University campus on Saturday (9am-
6pm). Early registration is encouraged since seminars may 
close due to enrollment limits. One-credit hour is awarded 
for successful completion of a seminar with a grade of C 
or higher. Seminar offerings change regularly. Contact the 
Business and Leadership Department for more information. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 1 cr. each.

MGT 494 BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP
An internship may fulfill major elective credits. The Intern-
ship program gives students an opportunity to earn credit 
for new learning achieved through experience. Students 
apply knowledge and skills learned in their major through 
appropriately supervised experiences in the community. 
Interns have the chance to explore career options, network, 
demonstrate, and solidify classroom learning in the real 
world. Opportunities are available in business, government, 
schools, and nonprofit organizations. Orientation and com-
pletion of an Internship Registration form are required for 
registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Variable credit. 

MGT 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY
Completion of an Arranged Class form is required prior to 
registration. 1-6 crs.

MKT 402 MARKETING BEYOND BORDERS
This course provides students with an overview of interna-
tional marketing. Topics will include the global business 
environment, business customs and practices, political en-
vironments, legal issues, and the fundamentals of import-
ing and exporting goods and services. Students will discuss 
what a company needs to do to develop a product, price, 
place, and promotion strategy for competing in international 
markets. Prerequisite: MKT 300. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.

MKT 431 MARKETING RESEARCH AND STRATEGY
This course delves into the concepts of marketing research 
and strategy from the perspective of a strategic marketing 
manager. Students will look at the role that market analysis, 
positioning, brands, pricing, distribution, advertising, pro-
motion, public relations, sales, and international marketing 
play in a successful marketing strategy. Prerequisite: MKT 
300 or permission. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

ORG 302 SYSTEMS THINKING: THEORY AND 
APPLICATION
Leaving the rigid structure of mechanistic thinking—or 
reductionism—to crumble, systems theory brings our atten-
tion to the interconnected and interdependent patterns that 
exist in and between all phenomena, living and non-living. 
This course offers the student an introduction and overview 
of both systems theory and living systems theory. Cultivat-
ing a systems perspective is of fundamental importance 
across disciplines and career choices. Thus this course is 
an appropriate choice for all undergraduate students. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC7. Course not offered every year. Cross-
listed as HMS 302. 3 crs. 

ORG 340 ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The goal of organizational development (OD) is to increase 
team and organizational effectiveness using various re-
sources, methods, and tools. This course is designed to 
assist human resource professionals in assessing and man-
aging the factors that contribute to organizational success 
and to develop partnerships with their organizational lead-
ers in planning and implementing appropriate strategies 
for positive change. Required course for Human Resources 
certificate. 3 crs. 
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Accelerated Programs: 
Business Management
Accelerated Online Program Director: Mary Bradbury Jones
Accelerated On-ground Program Director: David McNamee

Marylhurst University’s Accelerated programs are 
intended to meet the needs of working business 
professionals seeking advancement in their careers. 
Students take one five-week course at a time and 
can complete their Business Management degree in 
as little as 18 months. You can choose to take the 
program entirely online or entirely on ground. The 
on-ground program is only available at the Harmony 
Road campus, Milwaukie.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major

Business Management B.S. •

Sustainable Business B.S. •

B.S.-Business Management
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM MISSION
The Bachelor of Science in Business Management meets 
the needs of adult learners who want more than a piece of 
paper that says they have a degree. Our degree program 
is about making leadership principles, management prac-
tices and lifelong learning part of your everyday life. Your 
commitment to learn, change, and grow is much more 
important to us than your past. Regardless of who you are 
when you enroll in our program, we will help you reach 
new levels of confidence, competence, and influence. 

The business program is straightforward and rigorous. 
The program includes courses such as writing, marketing, 
finance, ethics, communications, leadership, human re-
sources, law, and strategic planning. The program focuses 
on the use of sustainable leadership principles, ethics and 
service for integrating management processes, organiza-
tional functions, and environmental influences. You will 
also benefit from our unique history of weaving liberal arts 
perspectives into our courses. The program is designed to 
help you possess the critical analysis and business skills 
required to lead and manage responsibly in the dynamic 
environments in which you live, work, and play.

CAREER PATHS
Graduates are prepared to successfully pursue careers in 
corporations, government organizations, nonprofit institu-
tions, or to start or run a small business. Graduates are 
also prepared to pursue graduate-level studies such as 
Marylhurst’s outstanding MBA program (see pages 161-178 
for details).

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to the accelerated program, 
students must have completed at least 50 transferable 
quarter credits, but can transfer in up to 110 quarter cred-

its. Applicants must have completed a college-level writing 
course, a college-level mathematics course, two college-
level science courses, and two college–level electives that 
address arts and ideas with at least one course meeting the 
creating and interpreting the arts outcomes as part of the 
associate's degree or 90 quarter hours they have earned 
prior to beginning this program. Or, applicants may satisfy 
this requirement by taking Marylhurst Universities writing, 
mathematics, science, and BM 371 courses as needed and 
as available during the program. It is recommended that 
students complete any electives prior to starting the degree 
program. Students are required to complete college-level 
writing prior to starting the degree program and college-
level mathematics prior to taking BM 391 Statistics.

Applicants with fewer than 90 credits who do not have 
a writing class must submit a writing sample as a part of 
their application and will be required to take writing first 
before entering into the major.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Undergraduate credits earned in business within the last five 
years prior to admission are considered for transfer to the 
Business Management program. Students may transfer up 
to 10 quarter credits of the 70 credits required in the Busi-
ness Management degree program. Students must provide 
an official transcript of the undergraduate credits they com-
pleted elsewhere. Only classes with a B (3.00)grade or high-
er will be eligible for transfer consideration. Students may 
be asked to submit a course syllabus to determine transfer 
eligibility. The awarding institution must be an accredited 
college or university. The Business Management program 
evaluates all transfer credits on an individual basis.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students completing a B.S. in Business Management at 
Marylhurst University will:
1. (Management Processes) Demonstrate the use of effective 

management processes for planning, organizing, leading, 
and controlling. 

2. (Leadership Principles) Illustrate the ability to apply 
leadership principles to various organizational scenarios.

3. (Organizational Functions) Demonstrate an understanding 
of the various organizational functions such as finance, 
marketing, human resources, strategy and planning, 
information technology, and their impact on management 
processes.

4. (Environmental Influences) Analyze external and 
environmental influences such as competitive landscape, 
globalization, stakeholder interests, culture, technology on 
organizational decision-making processes. 

5. (Personal Ethics) Recognize ethical principles within an 
organizational context for addressing ethical dilemmas 
arising from conflicting values and identify personal and 
organizational responsibilities.

6. (Communication) Demonstrate effective communication 
knowledge and skills for interacting collaboratively in 
global environments.
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7. (Liberal Arts) Demonstrate a broad-based liberal arts 
perspective that is applicable for business-related analysis 
and decision-making, and understand the value liberal arts 
knowledge gives to management.

8. (Personal Plans) Reflect meaningfully on experience in the 
program and develop lifelong learning and career plans.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Business Management

Shared Foundation Courses .............................................25 crs.
BM 301 Foundations of Management, 5 crs.
BM 305 Business Writing & Communications, 5 crs.
BM 311 Personal Ethics in Organizations, 5 crs.
BM 341 The Economics of Business, 5 crs.
BM 391 Business Statistics for Managers, 5 crs.
Business Management Courses .......................................40 crs.
BM 381 Marketing, 5 crs.
BM 400 Managing in Dynamic Environments, 5 crs.
BM 410 Human Resources, 5 crs.
BM 430 Business Law, 5 crs.
BM 440 Organizational Behavior, 5 crs.
BM 450 The Art & Discipline of Leadership, 5 crs.
BM 460 Finance for Business Managers, 5 crs.
BM 470 Strategic Management, 5 crs.
Capstone Course ................................................................5 crs.
BM 491 Applied Management Principles, 5 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 70 crs.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
To remain in good academic standing, students are expect-
ed to maintain certain standards of satisfactory academic 
progress. Students must maintain a cumulative 2.00 GPA 
during the program and in order to graduate. Grades below 
C- do not apply towards a degree. However, all undergradu-
ate coursework a student takes will be counted in comput-
ing the grade point average, including courses in which a 
student has earned a D or F grade.

For students performing below a 2.00 average, the de-
partment chair will review the student’s performance and 
may recommend probation or suspension from the pro-
gram. Consult the section on Graduate Studies for further 
details.

UNDERGRADUATE CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT
Business Management students take an integrated self-
assessment upon entering the program in the first class 
in the program and upon completion of the program in the 
capstone class. Most of the questions require critical think-
ing and knowledge of fundamental business principles (i.e., 
marketing, finance, managerial accounting, organizational 
behavior, and strategy). Students receive individual, scaled 
scores that demonstrate their understanding of key busi-
ness concepts. The department uses the assessment to 
measure student academic achievement and to assess pro-
gram outcomes. The assessments are intended to be taken 
as part of the BM 301 and BM 491 courses. Completion of 
the initial assessment in BM 301 is a prerequisite for enroll-
ing in subsequent Business Management courses. Comple-
tion of the final assessment in BM 491 is a requirement for 
degree conferral. A course fee will be added to BM 301 and 
BM 491 to reflect test administration costs.

COURSEWORK

SHARED FOUNDATION COURSES

BM 301 FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT
This business foundation course brings together students 
from diverse backgrounds and provides a common language 
and starting point on which to build a solid program of busi-
ness and management or real estate studies. Students will 
learn to drive change by applying management processes 
of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. Students 
develop tools for effective learning and studying, and under-
stand standards and expectations for the entire program. 
In this course, students complete the Learning Assessment, 
a comprehensive test that assists students in assessing 
their business knowledge and skills necessary to be suc-
cessful in the program. A course fee will be added to reflect 
test administration costs. Meets LAC outcomes: AL1, LLB1, 
HCB6. 5 crs. 

BM 305 BUSINESS WRITING AND COMMUNICATION 
This course prepares the student to use good writing and 
presentation skills in academic and business environments. 
Students will learn how to define and focus their informa-
tion needs in a subject area, how to access and evaluate 
needed information, and how to transform information into 
the foundation for original writing. The course emphasizes 
thesis organization, process, and proper documentation and 
citation in addition to issues such as persuasion and audi-
ence analysis, as well as plagiarism. Meets LAC outcomes: 
LLE2, LLE3, LLC2. 5 crs.

BM 311 PERSONAL ETHICS IN ORGANIZATIONS 
Students explore fundamental questions about what is right 
and wrong from the perspective of major ethics traditions 
and within the context of organizations. This exploration 
will begin by considering whether we can know the “good” 
and by considering the role of personal and religious world-
views. Using class discussions and case studies, students 
examine concepts of justice and the role of personal moral-
ity within organizations. The final case study will look at the 
relationship between ethics and effective business leader-
ship. Meets LAC outcomes: A1A1, A1C3, A1C4. 5 crs.

BM 341 THE ECONOMICS OF BUSINESS
This course focuses on topics in economics of particular 
value to students studying business and management. 
These topics include concepts of scarcity, supply and de-
mand analysis, behavior of the individual consumer, deci-
sion making by a profit maximizing firm under perfect 
competition, and the economic analysis of projects. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB1. 5 crs.

BM 391 BUSINESS STATISTICS FOR MANAGERS
This course emphasizes understanding and determining 
statistical techniques, topics, and software used in com-
merce. The course includes descriptive statistics, which ad-
dress methods of organizing, summarizing, and presenting 
business data in an informative way; and inferential statis-
tics, methods for sampling data to determine something 
about a population. Topics include data analysis, probability 
and significance, sampling distributions, estimation, and 
means and hypothesis testing. Prerequisite: college-level 
mathematics. Meets LAC outcome: LLD4. 5 crs. 
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT COURSES

BM 381 MARKETING]
This course introduces the basic concepts of marketing and 
provides a framework for analyzing marketing opportuni-
ties and challenges. Students will look at the important role 
marketing plays in modern business organizations. Specific 
topics include the marketing process, consumer behav-
ior, customer relationships, social responsibility, market 
segmentation, branding, pricing, distribution, advertising, 
promotion, public relations, and sales. Students will learn 
how to develop and present a marketing plan. Students also 
develop and apply analytical skills in marketing research 
methodology. Meets LAC outcomes: HCD3. 5 crs.

BM 400 MANAGING IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
Students use theory and case studies to lay the foundation 
for applying strategic management principles integrating 
management processes (plan, organize, lead, control), or-
ganizational functions (marketing, finance, human resourc-
es, and so forth), and environmental influences (competitive 
landscape, globalization, stakeholder interests, culture, 
technology). Meets LAC outcomes: HCB5, LLE4. This course 
meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 5 crs.

BM 410 HUMAN RESOURCES 
This course covers the specific functions of human resourc-
es such as job design, employee performance evaluations, 
staffing, compensation/benefits, employee assistance, labor 
relations, personnel policies, and labor law. Topics include 
tough international competition, advancing technology, and 
workforce diversification. 5 crs.

BM 430 BUSINESS LAW 
Students explore a broad overview of how the legal system 
can protect vital business interests. The course addresses 
legal procedures for resolving conflicts, corporate law and 
partnerships, negotiation and transactions, and other cur-
rent issues in business. 5 crs. 

BM 440 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
This course helps students develop an understanding of the 
fundamentals of organization behavior from a theoretical, 
personal, and practical perspective with a special emphasis on 
individual, group, and corporate culture and behavior. Topics 
include group, team, and individual behaviors; change manage-
ment; conflict resolution; organizational communication; and 
organizational cultures as they apply to diverse multicultural 
and global environments. Meets LAC outcome: HCC6. 5 crs. 

BM 450 THE ART AND DISCIPLINE OF LEADERSHIP
This course addresses the art and discipline of leadership 
by examining skills and theories necessary to create vision, 
manage change, embrace learning, and develop members of 
the organization. Students examine a broad spectrum of styles 
and then identify their own leadership strengths and stretches. 
Students study various collaboration techniques as well as 
coaching models. Meets LAC outcomes: LLCI, HCA4. 5 crs.

BM 460 FINANCE FOR BUSINESS MANAGERS
Students learn to analyze economic events in terms of the 
accounting equation and to understand income statements, 
balance sheets, and statements of cash flow. The course 
also addresses how to read and interpret financial reports 
in order to analyze and perform business evaluations. 5 crs.

BM 470 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
This course provides opportunities to apply various strategic 
business concepts and analytical tools to complex problems 
and issues. Students learn to use a strategic perspective to 
create solutions to organizational issues. 5 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE
BM 491 APPLIED MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
This capstone course addresses the program and liberal arts 
core outcomes for the bachelor's in business management 
program. Students demonstrate and apply strategic manage-
ment processes across all key business functions. Students 
consider the relationship of environmental issues to business 
decisions as an example of drawing on knowledge of other 
academic disciplines, and collaborating for responsible and 
ethical action to address social issues. In this course, stu-
dents complete the Learning Assessment, a comprehensive 
test that assists students in evaluating their business knowl-
edge and skills acquired from their courses. A course fee 
will be added to reflect test administration costs. Meets LAC 
outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3, NWB3, MAP1. 5 crs. 

ELECTIVES

BL 331 THE PHILOSOPHY OF POWER AND INFLUENCE
This is a course about the relationship between power and 
responsibility: for example, the power invested in leadership, 
power arrangements within systems, and the play of power 
within and between social groups. Special attention will be paid 
to the ways power has been conceptualized over time by those 
who have closely studied both power and the various ways 
power has been used. Meets LAC outcomes: AIC1, AIC2. 5 crs.

BL 460 LEADING AND COACHING TEAMS
This course provides an applied approach to effectively 
leading and coaching teams. Students will study various 
collaboration and conflict resolution techniques as well as 
coaching models. Students will understand and apply these 
concepts in real-word settings. Students will develop struc-
tures, processes, and strategies to create and maintain ef-
fective teams. The impact of diversity and culture on teams 
will also be explored. 5 crs.

BM 321 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES
Students examine the critical role of information system 
strategies and technology in driving competition and industry 
structure. Students take the manager’s view as they survey in-
formation systems, applications, and integration options. 5 crs.

BM 361 CULTURE, CONFLICT, AND COMMUNICATION
Students learn how culture influences the way we listen 
and speak to each other and the way we manage conflict. 
In today’s global workplace, cultural differences in values, 
lifestyles and communication styles can enrich organizations 
or lead to misunderstandings and conflict. Students examine 
their own listening, communication and conflict management 
styles as they develop knowledge and skills to successfully 
interact with people from different cultural backgrounds. 
Meets LAC outcomes: HCA4, HCC6, LLC1. 5 crs.

BM 371 BUSINESS, MEDIA, AND POPULAR CULTURE
Students analyze and interpret representations of busi-
ness in literature, media, and popular culture and examine 
how those representations embody and/or contest busi-
ness practices, institutions, beliefs, and values. This course 
equips students with concrete skills in critical thinking. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB3, AIB4, HCD2. 5 crs.

BM 420 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This course provides the foundation for understanding the 
broad concepts of successful project planning, organization, 
and implementation. This course uses real-world examples 
and identifies common mistakes and pitfalls in project 
management. Topics covered include the project manage-
ment life cycle, work planning technologies, and evaluation 
techniques. 5 crs.
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B.S.-Sustainable Business
Marylhurst University’s accelerated online programs are in-
tended to meet the needs of working business professionals 
seeking advancement in their careers. Students take one 
five-week course at a time and can complete their Sustain-
able Business degree in as little as 18 months. 

To learn more about the program, call an academic advi-
sor at 1.866.278.3965 or go to the following Web site:  
http://onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PROGRAM  MISSION
The Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Business is de-
signed for adult learners who want more than a piece of 
paper that says they have a degree. Our degree program is 
about making leadership principles, ethical practices and 
lifelong learning part of your everyday life. Your commit-
ment to learn, change, and grow is much more important 
to us than your past. Regardless of who you are when you 
log on to our Web site, we will help you reach new levels of 
confidence, competence, and influence. 

The sustainable business program is straightforward and 
rigorous. The program includes courses such as writing, 
marketing, finance, ethics, communications, leadership, 
human resources, law, and strategic planning. The program 
focuses on the use of sustainable leadership principles, 
ethics and service for integrating management processes, 
organizational functions, and environmental influences. 
You will also benefit from our unique history of weaving 
liberal arts perspectives into our courses. The program is 
designed to help you possess the critical analysis and busi-
ness skills required to lead and manage responsibly in the 
dynamic environments in which you live, work, and play. The 
degree culminates with a capstone project where a student 
integrates key program components, sustainable business 
practices, service, leadership and ethics.

CAREER PATHS
Graduates are prepared to successfully pursue careers in cor-
porations, government organizations, nonprofit institutions, or 
to start or run a small business. Graduates are also prepared 
to pursue graduate-level studies such as Marylhurst’s out-
standing MBA program (see pages 161-181 for details).

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to the Accelerated Online 
program, students must have completed at least 50 transfer-
able quarter credits, but can transfer in up to 110 quarter 
credits. Applicants must have completed a college-level writ-
ing course, a college-level mathematics course, two college-
level science courses, and two college-level electives that 
address Arts and Ideas with at least one course meeting the 
creating and interpreting the arts outcomes as part of the as-
sociate's degree or 90 quarter hours they have earned prior 
to beginning this program. Or, applicants may satisfy this 
requirement by taking Marylhurst Universities online writ-
ing, mathematics, science, and BM 371 courses as needed 
and as available during the program. It is recommended that 
students complete any electives prior to starting the degree 
program. Students are required to complete college level 
writing prior to starting the degree program and college level 
mathematics prior to taking statistics (BM 391).

Applicants with fewer than 90 credits who do not have 
a writing class must submit a writing sample as a part of 
their application and will be required to take writing first 
before entering into the major.

To learn more about the program, contact an offsite 
academic advisor at 1.866.278.3965 or visit our Web site at 
www.onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Undergraduate credits earned in business within the last 
five years prior to admission are considered for transfer to 
the Sustainable Business program. Students may trans-
fer up to 10 quarter credits of the 70 credits required in 
the Sustainable Business degree program. Students must 
provide an official transcript of the undergraduate credits 
they completed elsewhere. Only classes with a B (3.00) 
grade or higher will be eligible for transfer consideration. 
Students may be asked to submit a course syllabus to de-
termine transfer eligibility. The awarding institution must be 
an accredited college or university. The Sustainable Busi-
ness program evaluates all transfer credits on an individual 
basis.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students completing a B.S. in Sustainable Business at 
Marylhurst University will:
• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 

sustainability fundamentals and of related opportunities, 
trends and challenges resulting from a systems thinking 
approach to sustainable business management.

• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of current 
trends and interrelations in key business areas, including: 
accounting, finance, law, marketing, management, human 
resources and the financial, environmental, and societal 
forces that influence them. 

• Demonstrate critical thinking, quantitative analysis, 
writing, presentation, collaboration skills and project 
management skills appropriate for business leadership. 

• Recognize ethical principles within an organizational 
context for addressing ethical dilemmas arising from 
conflicting values and identify personal and organizational 
responsibilities.

• Demonstrate effective communication knowledge and 
skills for interacting collaboratively in global environments 
across sectors.

• Demonstrate a broad-based liberal arts perspective that 
is applicable for business-related analysis and decision 
making, and understand the value that liberal arts 
knowledge brings to management.

• Reflect meaningfully on experience in the program and 
develop lifelong learning and career plans.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Sustainable Business

Shared Foundation Courses .............................................25 crs.
BM 301 Foundations of Management, 5 crs.
BM 305 Business Writing & Communications, 5 crs.
BM 311 Personal Ethics in Organizations, 5 crs.
BM 341 The Economics of Business, 5 crs.
BM 391 Business Statistics for Managers, 5 crs.
Sustainable Business Courses .........................................40 crs.
SUS 400 Principles of Sustainable Business, 5 crs.
SUS 410 Sustainable Human Resources, 5 crs.
BM 420 Project Management, 5 crs.
SUS 430 Business and Environmental Law, 5 crs.
SUS 440 Sustainable Communicator, 5 crs.
SUS 450 Sustainable Marketing, 5 crs.
SUS 460 Managing the Financial Bottom Line, 5 crs.
SUS 470 Application of sustainable practice, 5 crs.
Capstone Course ................................................................5 crs.
SUS 498 Sustainable Business Capstone, 5 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 70 crs.
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ACADEMIC PROGRESS
To remain in good academic standing, students are expect-
ed to maintain certain standards of satisfactory academic 
progress. Students must maintain a cumulative 2.00 GPA 
during the program and in order to graduate. Grades below 
C- do not apply towards a degree. However, all undergradu-
ate coursework a student takes will be counted in comput-
ing the grade point average, including courses in which a 
student has earned a D or F grade.

For students performing below a 2.00 average, the depart-
ment chair will review the student’s performance and may 
recommend probation or suspension from the program. 
Consult the section on Graduate Studies for further details.

UNDERGRADUATE CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT
Sustainable Business students take an integrated self-
assessment upon entering the program in the first class 
in the program and upon completion of the program in the 
capstone class. Most of the questions require critical think-
ing and knowledge of fundamental business principles (i.e. 
marketing, finance, managerial accounting, organizational 
behavior, and strategy). Students receive individual, scaled 
scores that demonstrate their understanding of key busi-
ness concepts. The department uses the assessment to 
measure student academic achievement and to assess pro-
gram outcomes. The assessments are intended to be taken 
as part of the BM 301 and BM 491 courses. Completion of 
the initial assessment in BM 301 is a prerequisite for enroll-
ing in subsequent Sustainable Business courses. Comple-
tion of the final assessment in BM 491 is a requirement for 
degree conferral. A course fee will be added to BM 301 and 
BM 491 to reflect test administration costs.

COURSEWORK

SHARED FOUNDATION COURSES

BM 301 FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT
This business foundation course brings together students 
from diverse backgrounds and provides a common language 
and starting point on which to build a solid program of busi-
ness and management or real estate studies. Students will 
learn to drive change by applying management processes 
of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. Students 
develop tools for effective learning and studying, and under-
stand standards and expectations for the entire program. In 
this course, students complete the Learning Assessment, a 
comprehensive test that assists students in assessing their 
business knowledge and skills necessary to be successful in 
the program. A course fee will be added to reflect test admin-
istration costs. Meets LAC outcomes: AL1, LLB1, HCB6. 5 crs. 

BM 305 BUSINESS WRITING AND COMMUNICATION 
This course prepares the student to use good writing and 
presentation skills in academic and business environments. 
Students will learn how to define and focus their informa-
tion needs in a subject area, how to access and evaluate 
needed information, and how to transform information into 
the foundation for original writing. The course emphasizes 
thesis organization, process, and proper documentation and 
citation in addition to issues such as persuasion and audi-
ence analysis, as well as plagiarism. Meets LAC outcomes: 
LLE2, LLE3, LLC2. 5 crs.

BM 311 PERSONAL ETHICS IN ORGANIZATIONS 
Students explore fundamental questions about what is right 
and wrong from the perspective of major ethics traditions 
and within the context of organizations. This exploration 
will begin by considering whether we can know the “good” 
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and by considering the role of personal and religious world-
views. Using class discussions and case studies, students 
examine concepts of justice and the role of personal moral-
ity within organizations. The final case study will look at the 
relationship between ethics and effective business leader-
ship. Meets LAC outcomes: A1A1, A1C3, A1C4. 5 crs.

BM 341 THE ECONOMICS OF BUSINESS
This course focuses on topics in economics of particular 
value to students studying business and management. 
These topics include concepts of scarcity, supply and de-
mand analysis, behavior of the individual consumer, deci-
sion making by a profit maximizing firm under perfect 
competition, and the economic analysis of projects. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB1. 5 crs.

BM 391 BUSINESS STATISTICS FOR MANAGERS
This course emphasizes understanding and determining 
statistical techniques, topics, and software used in com-
merce. The course includes descriptive statistics, which ad-
dress methods of organizing, summarizing, and presenting 
business data in an informative way; and inferential statis-
tics, methods for sampling data to determine something 
about a population. Topics include data analysis, probability 
and significance, sampling distributions, estimation, and 
means and hypothesis testing. Prerequisite: college-level 
mathematics. Meets LAC outcome: LLD4. 5 crs. 

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS COURSES

SUS 400 PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
Businesses don’t operate in a vacuum, but in a complex and 
volatile system of economic, social and environmental forc-
es. This course will assist students in understanding how 
each of these forces operates on business, how the busi-
ness sector responds to and influences those forces, and 
how business engages with other sectors and global society 
in developing practices that promote sustainability. The 
course will examine the history and evolution of sustainabil-
ity, from early definitions to how sustainability informs orga-
nizational practices today. Students will become familiar 
with a number of theoretical approaches and practical tools, 
from The Natural Step framework and systems thinking to 
the Triple Bottom Line, ethics and corporate social respon-
sibility. Meets LAC outcomes: HCC7. NWB4. 5 crs.

SUS 410 SUSTAINING HUMAN RESOURCES
This course covers the specific functions of human capital 
management such as job design, employee performance 
appraisals, performance management, staffing, compensa-
tion/benefits, employee assistance, labor relations, conflict 
management, personnel policies, and labor law. Topics 
include international competition, advancing technology, 
and workforce diversification. Special emphasis is placed on 
the importance of the “People” aspect of the “Triple Bottom 
Line” approach of “People, Planet, and Profits. Meets LAC 
outcomes: HCC6, LLE4. 5 crs.

BM 420 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This course provides the foundation for understanding the 
broad concepts of successful project planning, organization, 
and implementation. This course uses real-world examples 
and identifies common mistakes and pitfalls in project man-
agement. Topics covered include the project management 
lifecycle, lifecycle analysis, work planning technologies, and 
evaluation techniques. 5 crs.
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SUS 430 BUSINESS AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Students explore a broad overview of how the legal system 
can protect vital business interests. The course addresses 
legal procedures for resolving conflicts, corporate law and 
partnerships, negotiation and transactions, and other cur-
rent issues in business. This course explores traditional and 
emerging theories of environmental law and provides case 
studies of key environmental issues at local, regional. na-
tional and international levels. 5 crs. 

SUS 440 SUSTAINABLE COMMUNICATOR
Communicating about sustainability issues with both internal 
and external audiences is a key professional skill but it can 
also be challenging when audiences are skeptical or resis-
tant. In today’s world, cultural differences in values, lifestyles 
and communication styles can enrich organizations or lead to 
misunderstandings. Students in this class examine their own 
cultural perceptions, listening strengths and weaknesses, 
and communication styles as they develop knowledge and 
skills to successfully communicate with different audiences. 
Examples and cases of how businesses communicate its 
sustainable practices to their stakeholders will be examined. 
Meets LAC outcomes: LLC1, HCA4. 5 crs.

SUS 450 SUSTAINABLE MARKETING
This course introduces and examines the basic concepts 
of marketing within the context of environmental and so-
cial responsibility. The study and application of marketing 
mix components including 1) customer solution (product 
or service design and development), 2) cost and pricing 
considerations, 3) channels of delivery and distribution, 
and 4) communications provide a framework for develop-
ing, analyzing and leveraging marketing opportunities and 
challenges. Students will also look at the important role 
marketing plays in an organization's strategic planning and 
implementation. Specific topics include the marketing pro-
cess, consumer behavior, customer relationships, market 
segmentation, branding, pricing, distribution, advertising, 
promotion, public relations, and sales, all within the broad-
er framework of sustainability. Students develop and apply 
analytical skills in marketing research methodology and 
learn how to develop and present an integrated sustainable 
marketing plan. Meets LAC outcome: HCD3. 5 crs.

SUS 460 MANAGING THE FINANCIAL BOTTOM LINE
Students will be able to analyze and interpret financial data 
used by management to conduct daily operations, plan 
future operations and develop business strategies focused 
on the “Triple Bottom Line” concept of People, Planet, and 
Profits. The course will address the communication skills 
needed to effectively communicate corporate financial 
information to various stakeholders. 5 crs.

SUS 470 APPLICATION OF SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE
Putting sustainability into practice in an organization is a 
multifaceted effort. It requires core competencies in busi-
ness intelligence, community relations, public policy for-
mulation and technological savvy, to name just a few. This 
course examines in depth the process of setting sustainabil-
ity objectives, developing the human and technical resourc-
es to achieve those objectives, and identifying and applying 
appropriate metrics for assessing those efforts. Students 
will become familiar with a variety of approaches and tools 
including ISO 14001 and ISO 26000, the Global Reporting 
Initiative, and the Balanced Scorecard. Specific cases and 
examples will be drawn from such sectors as energy, urban 
planning, food, natural resources and the environment, and 
information technology. 5 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE
SUS 498 SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS CAPSTONE
The capstone course is an opportunity for students to dem-
onstrate that they have achieved the goals for learning 
established by Marylhurst University and the Business De-
partment. This capstone course provides a single opportunity 
or experience during which students demonstrate that they 
have integrated learning from the courses in the business 
program with the liberal arts core and courses from the rest 
of the academic experience. It is purposely designed to be 
reflective of the student’s overall collegiate learning experi-
ence. Students demonstrate and apply strategic manage-
ment processes across all key business functions. Students 
consider the relationship of sustainability issues to business 
decisions. Meets LAC outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3, MAP1. 5 crs. 

ELECTIVES

BL 331 THE PHILOSOPHY OF POWER AND INFLUENCE
This is a course about the relationship between power and 
responsibility: for example, the power invested in leader-
ship, power arrangements within systems, and the play of 
power within and between social groups. Special attention 
will be paid to the ways power has been conceptualized over 
time by those who have closely studied both power and the 
various ways power has been used. Meets LAC outcomes: 
AIC1, AIC2. 5 crs.

BL 460 LEADING AND COACHING TEAMS
This course provides an applied approach to effectively lead-
ing and coaching teams. Students will study various collabo-
ration and conflict resolution techniques as well as coaching 
models. Students will understand and apply these concepts 
in real-word settings. Students will develop structures, 
processes, and strategies to create and maintain effective 
teams. The impact of diversity and culture on teams will also 
be explored. 5 crs.

BM 321 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES
Students examine the critical role of information system 
strategies and technology in driving competition and in-
dustry structure. Students take the manager’s view as they 
survey information systems, applications, and integration 
options. 5 crs.

BM 361 CULTURE, CONFLICT, AND COMMUNICATION
Students learn how culture influences the way we listen 
and speak to each other and the way we manage conflict. 
In today’s global workplace, cultural differences in values, 
lifestyles and communication styles can enrich organizations 
or lead to misunderstandings and conflict. Students examine 
their own listening, communication and conflict management 
styles as they develop knowledge and skills to successfully 
interact with people from different cultural backgrounds. 
Meets LAC outcomes: HCA4, HCC6, LLC1. 5 crs.

BM 371 BUSINESS, MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE
Students analyze and interpret representations of busi-
ness in literature, media, and popular culture and examine 
how those representations embody and/or contest busi-
ness practices, institutions, beliefs, and values. This course 
equips students with concrete skills in critical thinking. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB3, AIB4, HCD2. 5 crs.

ACCELERATED PROGRAM INFORMATION
Online Program: Barb Fournier - 503.534.4084
On-Ground Program: Heather Lindsay-Carpenter 503.534.4094
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261 - 17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
www.marylhurst.edu
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Effective communication is the process by 
which we establish and express ourselves through 
friendships, families, groups, organizations, 
communities and cultures. To listen responsively, 
speak persuasively, contribute to team success, 
and cope constructively with conflict: these skills 
are essential to professional achievement, social 
relationships, personal health and lifelong learning. 
Contemporary communication is complicated 
by rapid advancements in interactive media 
technologies and a global marketplace constrained 
by deep, often violent, divisions among cultural 
communities.

Communication Studies at Marylhurst University 
offers degree programs, professional certificates and 
coursework to help learners meet the challenges of 
the digital age, master professional communication 
skills, and foster a mindful understanding of 
communication concepts and their skillful 
application at work and in daily life.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Concentration

Communication
--Human Communication
--Training & Development

B.A. •
•
•

Communication
--Individualized Major

B.A. •

Organizational 
Communication
--Organizational Leadership
--Public Relations &
    Strategic Communication

B.A. •

•

•

PROGRAM Certificate Minor

Communication
--Training & Development
--Conflict Resolution & Mediation

•
•

•
•

Organizational Communication
--Public Relations •

•
•

THE PURPOSE OF COMMUNICATION STUDIES
The study of communication challenges students to master 
a wide spectrum of technical skills and knowledge. Studying 
communication promotes:
• individual career success and the vitality of commercial 

enterprises.

• personal health, social proficiency, and interpersonal 
satisfaction.

• lifelong learning skills, including critical thinking and 
creative problem solving.

• constructive public dialogue and the humane, non-violent 
resolution of disputes.

• engagement in ethical advocacy and community 
cooperation for social justice.
Throughout the program, students are asked to listen, 

reason, question, present, and persuade in a more respon-
sive, informed, coherent, and effective manner. Students 
enlarge their familiarity with the theory and practice of hu-
man communication. Communication students practice to 
increase their confidence in ethically, culturally, or techno-
logically mediated contexts while learning to apply effective 
communication strategies in a variety of social systems and 
professional settings.

CAREER PATHS
The study of communication provides pathways to careers 
or advanced study in business, government, social and hu-
man services; public relations, marketing and advertising; 
coaching, and human performance consulting; law; and 
education.

Concentrations within the Communication major provide 
professional preparation for careers in corporate communi-
cations, community relations, organizational development, 
training, consulting, and personal coaching. Moreover, re-
gardless of other knowledge and technical skills, increased 
value is placed by organizations on employees who can 
demonstrate proficiency in communication: listening, lead-
ership, teamwork, collaborative problem solving, conflict 
management, advocacy, media production, presentation 
design, public speaking and strategic use of social media.

ACADEMIC POLICIES AND ADVISING
Coursework to be applied to a Communication Studies 
major, minor or certificate must be completed with a grade 
of C- or higher. Courses may be taken for either a letter 
grade (A-F) or Pass/No Pass (P/NP) unless otherwise indi-
cated. Credit for learning from experience (i.e., PLA, course 
challenge, credit-by-examination) are graded Pass/No 
Pass (P/NP) only. Students intending to subsequently apply 
for graduate study should confer with their Communica-
tion Studies advisor before choosing Pass/No Pass (P/NP) 
grading. Directly relevant credit for prior learning (PLA) and 
transferred coursework from other regionally accredited 
colleges and universities may be applied toward most of the 
requirements detailed below. At least 50% of credits applied 
to any Communication Studies major or certificate program 
must be from Marylhurst University. Students are expected 
to confer with their assigned academic advisor as often 
as needed to plan a personally appropriate, time efficient, 
economically viable route to program completion.

Department of

Communication Studies
Chair: Jeff Sweeney
Faculty: Mike Randolph
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BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
IN COMMUNICATION

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
FOR THE B.A. DEGREE IN COMMUNICATION
Students who receive a Bachelor of Arts degree with a ma-
jor in Communication will be able to:
1. Formulate ideas and express them with clarity, 

accuracy and rhetorical sensitivity in oral, written and 
technologically-mediated communications.

2. Demonstrate the ability to engage in effective 
communication processes in at least two social contexts 
(interpersonal, intercultural, small group, organizational, 
technologically mediated).

3. Accomplish a practical communication task in a specific 
professional or human service setting.

4. Use recognized principles and concepts from the field of 
communication to investigate human interaction.

5. Discuss analytically the fundamental principles of and 
contemporary perspectives on communication.

6. Develop communication strategies and competently apply 
skills to find ethical solutions to specific relational or 
social problems.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree 
in Communication
Communication Processes ................................................12 crs.
Effective Skills for Public and Private Settings

CCM 321 Small Group Communication 
Choose three from the following: 
 CCM 319 Interviewing: Art of Purposeful Conversation
 CCM 320 Public Presentations 
 CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
 CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
 CCM 346 Conflict Management
 COL 340 Organizational Communication 
 CCM 371-379 Topics in Communication Studies 
  (titles vary) 

(Alternative communication process skills courses may 
be applied here with advisor consent.)

Communication Principles ................................................12 crs.
Conceptual Analysis and Advanced Effectiveness

Choose at least two courses from the following subject areas 
including at least two from CCM 401 through CCM 490:
 Interaction Analysis:
  CCM 324 Nonverbal Communication 
  CCM 337 Gender & Communication
  CCM 350 Persuasion, Power, & Social Influence
  CCM 472 Topic: Social Interaction Analysis
 Media Criticism:
  CCM 363 Media & Society
  CCM 364 Global Media & Consumer Culture
  CCM 471 Topic: Rhetoric & Communication
  CCM 479 Media Images of Aging
 Advanced Communication Studies Subjects:
   Choose at least two three-credit courses from 
  CCM 401 through CCM 490

Communication Perspectives ............................................12 crs.
Core Knowledge and Application

CCM 250 Communication Studies: Perspectives, 1 cr. 
CCM 290 Communication Studies: Applications, 1 cr. (arranged)
CCM 300 Patterns & Principles of Communication, 3 crs.
CCM 400 Communication Inquiry & Research, 3 crs.

 Senior Field Experience, 3 crs.
 Choose or combine any of the following:
  CCM 459 Service Learning in Communication
  CCM 490 Projects in Communication
   CCM 494 Internship in Communication
  Upper-division credit received through PLA program 
  if applicable to the major. Advisor approval required.
CCM 498 Senior Capstone Project, 1 cr. (arranged)

Concentration Coursework ...............................................24 crs.
 Communication majors may choose a designed 

concentration in either Human Communication or Training 
and Development (see below). Communication majors 
who complete course requirements for either of these 
options  will have their area of concentration identified on 
their transcript.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY: B.A. in Communication
Overall, a minimum of 60 credits (including 45+ upper-division 
and 30+ from Marylhurst University) are required. Coursework 
applied to major requirements must receive a grade indicating 
satisfactory or better performance at the college level.
Communication Processes ..................................................12 crs.

Effective skills for public and private settings
Communication Principles ..................................................12 crs.

Conceptual analysis and advanced topics
Communication Perspectives ..............................................12 crs.

Core knowledge and application
Concentration Coursework ..................................................24 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

CONCENTRATION OPTIONS

An area of concentration must be indicated when declaring 
a Communication major. Students are encouraged to 
consider both professional and personal objectives 
when choosing one of the concentrations listed below. 
Concentration course work aims at learning achievements 
relevant to Studies Program Learning Outcomes #1, #2 
and #4. The area of concentration will be indicated on the 
transcript upon program completion. 

A personally customized major without a specified con-
centration may also be created with the assistance of the 
major advisor upon completion of CCM 250 Communication 
Studies: Perspectives. (see Requirements for an Individual-
ized Major in Communication below).

HUMAN COMMUNICATION CONCENTRATION
Designed to provide opportunities to generally explore the 
nature, processes, methods and effects of human interac-
tion. Especially recommended for those engaged or inter-
ested in people-oriented occupations, human service, social 
advocacy, considering the professional certificate in Conflict 
Resolution and Mediation or preparing for graduate study in 
a communication-relevant field.

Human Communication Concentration
Choose from the following: ..................................................24 crs.

CCM 325 Communication of Self-Esteem
CCM 326 Invisible Gifts: Family of Origin—Influences 
 on Communication
CCM 328 The Communication of Affirmation
CCM 329 Healing Communication
CCM 335 Communication Anxiety
CCM 336 Humor & Communication 
ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures
CCM 346 Conflict Management
CCM 347 Negotiation (or CCM 374 Negotiation for Women: 
   Overcoming Barriers in a Gendered World)
CCM 348 The Mediation Process
CCM 366/466 Professional Development Seminars
[Communication Processes, Communication Principles, 
Topics in Communication (CCM 301-310, 371-379, 471-479) 
or other relevant course work may be substituted with 
advisor consent.]

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 24 crs.
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT CONCENTRATION
Recommended for those engaged or interested in design-
ing learning for adults, delivering training, consulting or 
coaching for improved personal performance. Designed to 
develop fundamental competencies of learning and perfor-
mance professionals as established by the American Soci-
ety of Training and Development (ASTD) Competency Model 
for Learning and Performance. (Communication Studies at 
Marylhurst University is not affiliated with ASTD.)

Training & Development Concentration
[Courses marked with an asterisk are prerequisites to other CTD 
courses.] 
CTD 446 Helping Adults Learn* .............................................3 crs.
CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design* .........................3 crs.
CTD 447 Designing and Developing Creative Training ..........3 crs.
CTD 442 Assessing the Impact: Measuring and Evaluating 

Learning from Training ....................................................3 crs.
CTD 449 Blended Learning: Strategies & Best Practices .....3 crs.
CTD 474 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools & 

Techniques or CCM 475 Coaching Foundations ..............3 crs.
Professional Application Courses ........................6 crs. minimum

Choose two or more courses from one the following focus 
areas:
Focus: Training Design & Delivery
 CCM 420 Professional Presentations: 
  Advanced Techniques
 CTD 448 High-Impact Training Materials
 CTD 450 Interactive Techniques 
  for the Training Classroom
 CCM 466 Professional Development Seminars
 CTD 470-CTD 475 Topics in Training & Development
Focus: Improving Human Performance (Coaching)
 CCM 366-3 Getting Started as Coach
 CCM 366-1 Coaching for Life, Work & Leadership
 CCM 366-2 Coaching Tools & Skill Building
 CCM 476 Breakthrough Coaching: Advanced Techniques
 CTD 475 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools 
  and Techniques
Focus: Internal/External Consulting Skills
 CTD 445 Consulting: How to Build, Market, 
  and Manage Your Practice
 COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups
 COL 427 Planning & Facilitating Difficult 
  Group Discussion
 COL 432 Leadership Communication
 CCM 466 Professional Development Seminars

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 24 crs.

INDIVIDUALIZED MAJOR
An individualized major in Communication is a personally 
customized major without a specified concentration. Com-
munication majors may qualify for an individualized major 
when their educational goals include professional ap-
plications or related areas of study not part of a designed 
concentration. Created in consultation with the academic 
advisor upon completion of CCM 250 Communication 
Studies: Perspectives, an individualized major is custom-
designed to fulfill all communication program outcomes 
by means of a unique combination of regular and alterna-
tive coursework and projects. The individualized major is 
indicated on transcripts and diploma as Bachelor of Arts 
degree with a major in Communication (no concentration 
is specified).

Requirements for Individualized Major:  
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Communication 
Course requirements in the Individualized Major in Com-
munication will be specified in a proposal approved by the 
Communication Studies academic advisor (see below). 

Communication Perspectives, 12 crs.
Minimal requirements include the following: 
Core Knowledge and Application
 CCM 250 Communication Studies: Perspectives, 1 cr.
 CCM 290 Communication Studies: Applications, 1 cr. (arranged)
 CCM 300 Patterns & Principles of Communication, 3 crs.
 CCM 400 Communication Inquiry & Research, 3 crs.
 Senior Field Experience, 3 crs.

 Choose or combine any of the following:
  CCM 459 Service Learning in Communication
  CCM 490 Projects in Communication
   CCM 494 Internship in Communication
  Upper-division credit received through PLA program 
  if applicable to the major. Advisor approval required.

 CCM 498 Senior Capstone Project, 1 cr. (arranged)

DECLARING AN INDIVIDUALIZED MAJOR 
IN COMMUNICATION
After consulting the Communication Studies advisor, a 
qualified student may declare an individualized major by 
submitting an Academic Change form. Then, a proposal 
defining the goal and general content of the Individualized 
Major must be submitted as part of the Mission Statement 
produced in CCM 250 Communication Studies: Perspectives. 
Acceptable proposals become the basis of an approved 
individualized degree plan. Mission statement proposals not 
accepted may be revised and resubmitted in CCM 290 Com-
munication Studies: Applications and finalized before CCM 
498 Senior Capstone Project. Acceptable proposals identify: 
• specific learning goals for the Communication Major, 
• a feasible plan for meeting both the required 

communication studies program outcomes and individual 
objectives, and 

• a projected senior project representing/demonstrating 
overall achievement of outcomes identified in the plan and/
or integration of learning. The senior project (including an 
updated individualized degree plan) should be submitted 
for advisor review at least 6 weeks prior to graduation.

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE IN 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE B.A. 
IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Students who complete the B.A. degree with a major in 
Organizational Communication will be able to:
1. demonstrate the ability to engage in effective 

communication processes in multiple contexts 
(organizational and at least one of these: interpersonal, 
intercultural, small group, electronically mediated).

2. recognize trends in leadership and factors affecting 
change in organizational practices in public and nonprofit 
organizations.

3. accomplish a practical communication task in a human 
service or corporate organizational setting.

4. relate communication concepts to recognized 
organizational leadership and management principles.

5. develop communication strategies and competently apply 
skills to find ethical solutions to specific organizational 
problems.
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Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Organizational Communication
Communication Processes ................................................15 crs.

CCM 300 Patterns & Principles of Communication
CCM 321 Small Group Communication 
CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
CCM 346 Conflict Management 
COL 340 Organizational Communication

Professional Practices ......................................................15 crs.
Choose at least one course from the following:
 CCM 347 Negotiation 
  OR CCM 374 Negotiation for Women
 COL 361 Grant Writing 
 ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures
Choose two or more courses from the following:
 BUS 400 Personal Ethics in Organizations 
 CCM 420 Professional Presentations: Advanced
  Techniques for Speakers
 COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups 
 COL 457 Organizational Cultures
 COL 458 Managing Transitions

Concentration Options (see below) ...................................24 crs.
Capstone Coursework .........................................................6 crs.

CCM 400 Communication Inquiry & Research 
Senior Project/Internship (3 crs. minimum)
 Choose any combination of the following: 
 CCM 459 Service Learning in Communication
 CCM 490 Projects in Communication
 CPR 490 Projects in Public Relations
 CCM 494 Internship in Communication
 CPR 494 Public Relations Internship
 Upper-division credit received through PLA program
 if applicable to the major. Advisor approval required.

CREDIT SUMMARY: B.A. in Organizational Communication
Overall, a minimum of 60 credits (including 45+ upper-division and 
30+ from Marylhurst University) are required. Coursework applied 
to major requirements must receive a grade indicating satisfactory 
or better performance at the college level.
Communication Processes ..................................................15 crs.
Professional Practices .........................................................15 crs.
Concentration Options .........................................................24 crs.
Capstone ................................................................................6 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

CONCENTRATION OPTIONS
An area of concentration in either Organizational Leader-
ship or Public Relations and Integrated Marketing must be 
selected when declaring a major in Organizational Commu-
nication. Each concentration includes course work focused 
on professional skill development and learning relevant 
to career employment (see Program Learning Outcomes 
#2 and #3). The area of concentration is also indicated on 
the transcript and diploma upon program completion. For 
assistance with concentration options, contact Marylhurst 
University Career Services. 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
CONCENTRATION
Leadership skill development will benefit anyone aiming to 
advance within their organization, improve their professional 
effectiveness and enhance their general employability. This 
concentration addresses communication skills associated with 
leadership: knowledge of internal and external communica-
tion functions within an organization, confident group facilita-
tion, creative team collaboration, productive problem solving, 
mentoring and training. Students learn how one can influence 
the communication climate in a business or nonprofit agency 
by enhancing employee's shared understanding of mission, 
resources, strategy, internal operations and standards of 
service. Recommended for students with three or more years 
of employment experience in an organizational setting.

Organizational Leadership Concentration
BUS 300 Leading in Dynamic Environments .........................6 crs.
COL 432 Leadership Communication ....................................3 crs.
Choose five from the following: ...........................................15 crs.

BUS 330 Information Technology Strategies
BUS 431 Career Planning 
CCM 319 Interviewing: The Art of Purposeful Conversation
CCM 343 Honoring Diversity: Practical Strategies for
 Dealing with Differences
CCM 348 The Mediation Process
COL 427 Great Meetings! Planning & Facilitating 
 Difficult Group Discussion
CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design
MKT 300 Principles of Marketing 
ORG 300 Human Resources for Career-Minded Professional 
CPR 412 Principles of Public Relations: Essentials of 
 Strategic Communications 

 [Other Business & Leadership, Public Relations, Training 
& Development, or Communication courses or prior 
learning credits may be substituted with advisor consent.]

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 24 crs.

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS CONCENTRATION
The role of a strategic communications professional is to 
manage the mutually beneficial relationships between an 
organization (business, government or nonprofit agency) 
and the "publics" upon whom that organization’s success 
depends: clients/customers, employees, stockholders, 
stakeholders, community members, media. Public relations 
practitioners research public perceptions and community 
interests, counsel top management, design campaigns and 
assess their impact, manage message design, interactive 
media and serve the public interest. This concentration is 
designed to develop essential expertise required of manag-
ers of public relations, community relations and marketing 
communication. 

Public Relations and Strategic Communications 
Concentration
Foundation Courses ............................................................6 crs.
 To be completed before enrolling in other CPR courses.

 CPR 301 Writing for Media
  OR CPR 360 Journalism & Free-lance Writing
 CPR 412 Principles of Public Relations: Essentials of 
  Strategic Communications 

Techniques Courses ............................................................9 crs.
Prerequisites: CPR 301, CPR 412, 
& admission to degree or certificate program.
 CPR 420 Research & Planning for Strategic Communications
 CPR 424 Writing & Production for Strategic Communications
 CPR 426 Graphics & E-Media for Strategic Communications

Professional Practices ........................................................9 crs.
May be taken without prerequisite.
CPR 414 Legal Issues & Ethics in Strategic Communications
Choose one or more courses from the following: 
 CPR 429 Social Media Strategies for Public Relations
 CPR 430 Integrated Marketing Communications
 CPR 433 Advertising & Promotion
 CPR 466 Professional Development Seminars (various titles)
 CPR 470 Topics in Public Relations (various topics)

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 24 crs.
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MINORS IN COMMUNICATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN COMMUNICATION
Students majoring in another field of study may also minor in 
Communication, Public Relations, Training and Development 
or Organizational Communication. Coursework applied to mi-
nor requirements must receive a grade indicating satisfactory 
or better performance at the college level. Specific course 
requirements for each minor appear below. In cases where 
one of the following courses is also required in the student's 
major, an advisor-approved substitute course will be required.

Minor in Communication
Communication Concepts & Skills ....................................22 crs.

CCM 250 Communication Studies: Perspectives
CCM 320 Public Presentations
CCM 321 Small Group Communication
CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
CCM 324 Nonverbal Communication
CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
CCM 337 Gender & Communication 
 or COL 340 Organizational Communication
CCM 350 Persuasion, Power, & Social Influence
 or CCM 363 Media & Society

Advanced Coursework .........................................................3 crs.
 Choose any 400-level Communication Studies course,

 project, or internship
Applied Communication Topics ...................................min. 9 crs.

Choose at least one of these:
 CCM 329 Healing Communication
 CCM 346 Conflict Management
 CCM 347 Negotiation 
  or CCM 374 Negotiation for Women: 
   Overcoming Barriers in a Gendered World
 CCM 348 The Mediation Process
[Communication Processes, Communication Principles, 
Coaching Topics, Social Media Topics, or other relevant 
coursework may be substituted with advisor consent.]

Communication Perspectives ......................................min. 2 crs.
 Choose or combine any of the following:

 CCM 490 Projects in Communication
  CCM 494 Internship in Communication
 Upper-division credit received through PLA program 
 if applicable to the major. Advisor approval required.

 TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: min. of 36 crs.

Minor in Organizational Communication
Communication Skills & Problem Solving .........................24 crs.

CCM 319 Interviewing: Art of Purposeful Conversation
CCM 321 Small Group Communication
CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
CCM 346 Conflict Management
COL 323 Strategic Listening in the Workplace
Choose one from the following:
 ORG 344 Creating Inclusive Trust Cultures
 CCM 347 Negotiation 
  OR CCM 374 Negotiation for Women: 
       Overcoming Barriers in a Gendered World
 COL 361 Grant Writing 
Choose one from the following:
 CCM 420 Professional Presentations: Advanced 
  Techniques for Speakers
 CCM 436 Adv. Conflict Studies: Open Thinking & Creativity
 COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups

Concepts of Organizational Communication .....................12 crs.
COL 340 Organizational Communication
CPR 412 Principles of Public Relations: Essentials of
 Strategic Communications
CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design
Choose one from the following:
 COL 432 Leadership Communication
 COL 457 Organizational Cultures
 COL 458 Managing Transitions

 TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 36 crs.

Minor in Public Relations
Communications Foundation Courses ................................6 crs.

These should be completed before enrolling in 
Communications Techniques courses:
 CPR 301 Media Writing Basics for Public Relations
 CPR 412 Principles of Public Relations: Essentials
  of Strategic Communications

Communications Techniques Courses ................................9 crs.
Prerequisites: CPR 301, CPR 412, & admission to degree 
 or certificate program:
 CPR 420 Research & Planning for Strategic Communications
 CPR 424 Writing & Production for Strategic Communications
 CPR 426 Graphics & E-Media for Strategic Communications

Professional Practices ........................................................9 crs.
CPR 414 Legal Issues & Ethics in Strategic Communications
Minimum of two of the following:
 CPR 429 Social Media Strategies for Public Relations
 CPR 430 Integrated Marketing Communications
 CPR 433 Advertising & Promotion
 CPR 466 Professional Development Seminars (various titles)
 CPR 470 Topics in Public Relations, for example,
  Media Relations in the 21st Century
  Professional Practices for Marketing 
   & Public Relations
  The Craft of Creative Advertising
  Managing Marketing Communications

Capstone Course/Project ............................................min. 2 crs.
CPR 490 Projects in Public Relations (by arrangement)
CPR 494 Public Relations Internship (by arrangement)

Organizational Communications Electives ........................10 crs.
Additional relevant CPR, COL, MKT, ORG, BUS, MGT or 
CCM coursework, projects or internships. Advisor consent 
required.

 TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: min. of 36 crs.

Minor in Training & Development
Communication Concepts & Skills ......................................9 crs.

CCM 320 Public Presentations
CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
 or CCM 346 Conflict Management
COL 340 Organizational Communication

Training & Foundations .....................................................21 crs.
Courses marked with an asterisk are prerequisites to other CTD 
courses. 

*CTD 446 Helping Adults Learn
*CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design
CTD 447 Designing & Developing Creative Training
CTD 442 Assessing the Impact: Measuring 
 & Evaluating Learning from Training 3 crs.
CTD 449 Blended Learning: Strategies & Best Practices
CTD 474 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools 
 & Techniques OR CCM 475 Coaching Foundations

Professional Applications ...........................................min. 6 crs.
Choose two or more courses from one the following focus areas:

Focus: Training Design and Delivery 
 CCM 420 Professional Presentations: Advanced Techniques
 CTD 448 High Impact Training Materials
 CTD 450 Interactive Techniques for the Training Classroom
 CTD 466 Professional Development Seminars
 CTD 470-CTD 475 Topics in Training and Development
Focus: Improving Human Performance (Coaching)
 CCM 366-3 Getting Started as Coach, .
 CCM 366-1 Coaching for Life, Work & Leadership
 CCM 366-2 Coaching Tools & Skill Building
 CCM 476 Breakthrough Coaching: 
  Advanced Techniques 
 CTD 475 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools & Techniques
Focus: Internal/External Consulting Skills
 CTD 445 Consulting: How to Build, Market, 
  and Manage Your Practice
 COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups
 COL 427 Planning & Facilitating Difficult Group Discussion
 COL 432 Leadership Communication
 CCM 466 Professional Development Seminars, 

  TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 36 crs.
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATES 
IN COMMUNICATION
The following professional certificates are available from 
the Department of Communication Studies:
• Certificate in Public Relations
• Certificate in Training and Development
• Certificate in Conflict Resolution and Mediation
 Qualified non-degree-seeking students may be admit-
ted to a certificate program for either undergraduate col-
lege credits or Continuing Education Units (CEUs). At time 
of admission, qualified applicants should have completed 
a minimum of 90 college quarter credits or three years of 
business or employment experience or approval from the 
department chair. Students already admitted to an under-
graduate degree program at Marylhurst may add a profes-
sional certificate to their degree plan with advisor approval.
 The residency requirement for Communications certifi-
cates specifies that a minimum of 50 percent of the total 
certificate credits or CEUs be taken through Marylhurst 
University. Coursework applied to certificate requirements 
must receive a grade indicating satisfactory or better per-
formance at the college level.
 For information about application procedures for these 
professional certificate programs, see page 8 of this Catalog.

Certificate in Public Relations
The Communication Studies Department offers a profes-
sional Certificate in Public Relations designed to develop, 
broaden, and upgrade the professional expertise of manag-
ers of public relations, community relations, and strategic 
corporate communications. Public relations professionals 
fill a critical role for any organization: that of primary com-
municator and liaison. Communications work may involve 
any of the following: writing, editing, media relations, spe-
cial events planning, speaking, consulting, research, man-
agement, multimedia production, or training. The certificate 
program prepares individuals to meet these challenges.

A minimum of 24 credits or 24 CEUs are required for the Cer-
tificate in Public Relations.
Recommended Prerequisites: A minimum of three years work 
experience within a business management or human service 
organizational setting (or equivalent professional credential). 
Previous education should include a minimum of two quarters 
study of college-level writing/English composition (or advisor-
approved equivalent). Additional college-level coursework or 
professional training in relevant business management or 
nonprofit administration topics is also helpful.

Communications Foundation Courses ................................6 crs.
These should be completed before enrolling in CPR courses:
 CPR 301 Media Writing Basics for Public Relations 
  or CPR 360 Journalism & Free-lance Writing
 CPR 412 Public Relations Principles: Essentials of 
  Strategic Communications

Communications Techniques Courses ................................9 crs.
Prerequisites: CPR 301, CPR 412, & admission to degree 
 or certificate program:
 CPR 420 Research & Planning for Strategic Communications
 CPR 424 Writing & Production for Strategic Communications
 CPR 426 Graphics & E-Media for Strategic Communications

Professional Practices ............................................min. of 9 crs.
CPR 414 Legal Issues & Ethics in Strategic Communications
Choose at least one course from the following:
 CPR 429 Social Media Strategies for Public Relations
 CPR 430 Integrated Marketing Communications
 CPR 433 Advertising & Promotion
 CPR 466 Professional Dev. Seminars (various titles)
 CPR 470 Topics in Public Relations (various titles)
 CPR 490 Projects in Public Relations
 CPR 494 Public Relations Internship

 TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: min. of 24 crs.

Certificate in Training & Development
The Communication Studies Department offers a Certificate 
in Training and Development recommended for those en-
gaged or interested in designing learning for adults, deliv-
ering training, consulting or coaching for improved personal 
performance. Designed to develop fundamental competen-
cies of learning and performance professionals as estab-
lished by the American Society of Training and Development 
(ASTD) Competency Model for Learning and Performance. 
(Communication Studies at Marylhurst University is not af-
filiated with ASTD.)

A minimum of 24 credits or 24 CEUs are required for the 
Certificate in Training & Development

Recommended Prerequisites: A minimum of three years work 
experience within a business management or human service orga-
nizational setting (or equivalent professional credential). 
 The following subjects are recommended for preliminary or 
concurrent study.
 Public Speaking
 Small Group Communication 
 Interpersonal Communication 
 Effective Listening
 Organizational Communication 
 Conflict Management

Required Certificate Courses ............................................18 crs.
Courses marked with an asterisk are prerequisites to be completed 
first. 

* CTD 446 Helping Adults Learn
* CTD 440 Principles of Instructional Design
CTD 447 Designing & Developing Creative Training
CTD 442 Assessing the Impact: Measuring 
 and Evaluating Learning from Training
CTD 449 Blended Learning: Strategies & Best Practices
CTD 474 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools & 
Techniques (or CCM 475 Coaching Foundations) 

Professional Applications ........................................min of 6 crs.
Choose two or more courses from one of following focus areas:
Focus: Training Design and Delivery 

CCM 420 Professional Presentations: Advanced Techniques
CTD 448 High Impact Training Materials
CTD 450 Interactive Techniques for the Training Classroom
CTD 466 Professional Development Seminars
CTD 470-CTD 475 Topics in Training and Development

Focus: Improving Human Performance (Coaching)
CCM 366-3 Getting Started as Coach
CCM 366-1 Coaching for Life, Work & Leadership
CCM 366-2 Coaching Tools & Skill Building
CCM 476 Breakthrough Coaching: Advanced Techniques
CTD 475 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools 
 & Techniques

Focus: Internal/External Consulting Skills
CTD 445 Consulting: How to Build, Market, 
  and Manage Your Practice 
COL 426 Team Building: Managing Work Groups
COL 427 Planning & Facilitating Difficult Group Discussion, 
COL 432 Leadership Communication
CCM 466 Professional Development Seminars

 TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: min. of 24 crs.

Certificate in Conflict Resolution & Mediation
The Communication Studies Department offers a Certificate 
in Conflict Resolution and Mediation focused on techniques 
of dispute resolution, mediation, and intercultural interac-
tion. The certificate is designed to prepare students for 
positions requiring skill in dispute resolution, negotiation, 
advocacy, and third-party mediation applicable to a variety 
of professional, personal, or community settings.

A minimum of 20 credits or 20 CEUs are required for the Cer-
tificate in Conflict Resolution & Mediation.
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Required Certificate Courses ....................................min. 20 crs.
Choose one from the following:
 CCM 322 Interpersonal Communication
 CCM 323 Effective Listening: From Comprehension
  to Critical Evaluation
Complete all of the following:
 CCM 321 Small Group Communication
 CCM 333 Intercultural Communication
 CCM 346 Conflict Management
 CCM 347 Negotiation 
  OR CCM 370 Negotiation for Women: 
   Overcoming Barriers in a Gendered World
 CCM 348 The Mediation Process
Choose one from the following:
 CCM 490 Projects in Communication
 CCM 494 Internship in Communication

  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: min. of 20 crs.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES COURSES

CCM 006 NOONTIME YOGA FOR FITNESS
Join in regular on-campus yoga sessions to improve per-
sonal fitness, flexibility, and relaxation. Combining ancient 
Hatha Yoga with modern movements, this easy-to-learn, 
philosophy-free, one-hour yoga practice consists of warm-
up, workout, and cool-down and is appropriate for all ages 
and fitness levels. Bring your own Yoga mat. May be re-
peated. Non-credit.

CCM 220 SPEAKING TO AN AUDIENCE
This course is a practical introduction to the art of public 
speaking. Topics include how to find out about listeners; 
choosing interesting, useful information for a speech; cop-
ing with nervousness, perfectionism, too little preparation 
time; and learning from what listeners say about a presen-
tation. Students practice to design and deliver presentations 
before a live audience. Intended for those with no previous 
instruction in public speaking. Meets LAC outcome: LLC2. 
3 crs.

CCM 250 COMMUNICATION STUDIES: PERSPECTIVES
What is communication and what does one do with a com-
munication degree? This course provides an overview of the 
field of communication studies and explores its practical, 
personal, and professional applications. Required for Com-
munication majors. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1 cr.

CCM 290 COMMUNICATION STUDIES: APPLICATIONS
Students work in teams and individually to assess personal 
skills, investigate communication professions, and set edu-
cational goals. Prerequisites: CCM 250 and admission to the 
Communication Studies program. Required for Communica-
tion majors. 1 cr.

CCM 300 PATTERNS AND PRINCIPLES OF 
COMMUNICATION 
The study of communication provides a unique perspective 
on human interaction, including personal, interpersonal, 
group, and public situations. By exploring important con-
cepts, theories, and applications of communication, partici-
pants discover the individual's roles and responsibilities in 
relating communication to self and society. Prerequisites: 
WR  223 recommended. CCM 250 required for Communica-
tion majors. 3 crs.

COMMUNICATION GENERAL TOPICS SEMINARS
The following courses address special topics in Communi-
cation Studies relevant to Liberal Arts Core (LAC) learning 
outcomes. Specific titles vary and, are indicated in the quar-
terly Schedule of Courses when offered. Not offered every 
year. May be repeated for credit. NOTE: For LAC outcomes 
met by a specific course, see the University Web site, Advis-
ing Tools.

CCM 301 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, ETHICS, AND 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: AIA1. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 302 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION AND THE 
CREATIVE ARTS 
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: AIB. See note above. 3 crs.

CCM 303 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, RELIGION, AND 
BELIEF SYSTEMS
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: AIC. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 304 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, RHETORIC, 
AND PHILOSOPHY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: AIC. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 305 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, CULTURE, AND 
GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: HCA. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 306 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, POLITICS, AND 
PUBLIC POLICY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: HCB. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 307 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, SOCIETY AND 
HUMAN SYSTEMS
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: HCC. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 308 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION MEDIA AND 
TECHNOLOGY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: HCD. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 309 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, ECONOMICS, 
AND DECISION SYSTEMS
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: HCB. See note above. 3 crs.

CCM 310 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION, SCIENCE, AND 
SOCIETY
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: NWB. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 312 TOPICS IN EFFECTIVE LISTENING AND 
RESPONSIVE COMMUNICATION
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: LLC1. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 313 TOPICS IN EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SPEAKING 
AND PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
Titles vary. Meets LAC outcome: LLC2. See note above. 3 crs. 

CCM 318 STORYTELLING FOR COMMUNICATION  AND 
BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS
The ability to articulate and engage others in a compel-
ling story is an oft-neglected leadership skill. In this highly 
experiential course, students will practice in a supportive 
environment to develop their personal storytelling capabili-
ties and consider how to integrate effective storytelling into 
workplace communication. From myths and legends, to 
fables and personal anecdotes, a wide variety of storytelling 
genres and styles will be experienced. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB2. 3 crs.
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CCM 319 INTERVIEWING: THE ART OF PURPOSEFUL 
CONVERSATION 
The complex nature of the interview situation demands a 
high level of professional skill, whether conducting or par-
ticipating in an interview. This course examines a variety 
of interviewing contexts, including information gathering, 
surveys, recruiting, employment, performance, persuasive, 
counseling, and healthcare interviews, and develops ap-
propriate skill in reducing defensiveness, initiating and 
maintaining communication, questioning, opening and clos-
ing interviews, and critically assessing results. Not offered 
every year. 3 crs.

CCM 320 PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS
The professional environment demands that people ex-
press ideas clearly and confidently. This course reviews the 
methods and practice of public speaking, concentrating 
on interpersonal delivery style, speech organization, and 
succeeding in a variety of speaking situations. Intended for 
those with some previous experience. Meets LAC outcome: 
LLC2. 3 crs. 

CCM 321 SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION
In our complex and interdependent society, communicat-
ing effectively in groups is a necessity. Decision making, 
problem solving, conflict resolution, and presentation all 
demand special skills in group settings. Drawing on current 
theory and research in communication, this course explores 
the concepts and teaches the skills necessary for improved 
leadership and membership in groups. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC2. Available as CCM 021 for CEUs to students admitted 
for continuing education. 3 crs.

CCM 322 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
Students will increase effectiveness in both personal and 
professional interaction through developing one’s interper-
sonal communication skills. The course focuses on aware-
ness and adaptation, social roles, conflict management, and 
systems of relating. Meets LAC outcome: HCC5. Available 
as CCM 022 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing 
education. 3 crs. 

CCM 323 EFFECTIVE LISTENING: FROM 
COMPREHENSION TO CRITICAL EVALUATION
Careful and discriminating listening is essential to effective 
communication. In this course, students examine the effects 
of listening style on personal relationships and public inter-
action. Students will assess listening strengths and weak-
nesses, and work to improve listening proficiency through 
guided exercises and other activities. Meets LAC outcome: 
LLC1. Available as CCM 023 for CEUs to students admitted 
for continuing education. 3 crs.

CCM 324 NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
This course explores the nonverbal messages that are in-
trinsic to interpersonal and public communication settings. 
Students increase awareness of their body language as well 
as their understanding of concepts and principles of non-
verbal communication. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

CCM 325 COMMUNICATION OF SELF-ESTEEM
A person’s sense of self inescapably influences the degree 
of success experienced when communicating with others. 
One’s feeling of self-worth is closely linked to motivation, 
aspiration, and achievement. Students examine perspec-
tives on self-esteem, review methods of enhancing personal 
pride, and explore approaches to communicating self-
esteem in personal and professional contexts. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC2. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 326 INVISIBLE GIFTS: FAMILY OF ORIGIN—
INFLUENCES ON COMMUNICATION
This course focuses on family of origin—where beliefs, 
attitudes, and communication styles are learned. Values 
and norms that originate in the family of origin, taken into 
adult life, affect relationships at home and work. Students 
focus on their own families of origin to gain insights into the 
formation of their communication habits and preferences. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 328 THE COMMUNICATION OF AFFIRMATION
The capacity to communicate affirmation to others is critical 
to the development of individual self-esteem, nurturing re-
lationships, and organizational excellence. Through affirm-
ing messages people communicate acceptance, respect, 
appreciation, caring, love, and intimacy. This course will 
examine verbal and nonverbal strokes, listening, and touch. 
Selected research will focus on the effects of these mes-
sages, or lack thereof, on children, primary relationships, 
and employee satisfaction within organizations. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC2. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 329 HEALING COMMUNICATION
The development of effective intrapersonal and interperson-
al communication is essential to the vibrancy of our profes-
sional lives and to the health of the body, mind, and spirit. 
Our communication has the potential to hurt or to heal, to 
be false or to be real. In this course, students learn practi-
cal communication techniques to nurture healthy, whole, 
mutually empowering and truthful relationships, with oth-
ers and with themselves. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 333 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
What does it mean to be thrown into contact with others 
whose lifestyles and values differ from one’s own? Such 
interactions are often complex and confusing. This course 
examines face-to-face intercultural communication—focus-
ing on cultural awareness, values, perception, and recogniz-
ing differences as a resource. Meets LAC outcome: HCA4. 
Available as CCM 033 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 3 crs.

CCM 335 COMMUNICATION ANXIETY
In a supportive environment, participants explore ways in 
which different communication contexts may affect anxiety 
level, identify personal areas of communication confidence 
and apprehensions; and learn practical information and 
tools to reduce anxiety and increase communication confi-
dence. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. May also provide materi-
als toward partial completion of an outcome assessment for 
LAC outcome: LLC2. Contact department for more informa-
tion. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 336 HUMOR AND COMMUNICATION
“Humor is the shortest distance between two people.”—Vic-
tor Borge. This course will explore the creation and uses of 
humor, theories of humor, and humor in print and audiovi-
sual media. It will also look at humor in personal and group 
interactions and humor as a tool in communications. 3 crs.

CCM 337 GENDER AND COMMUNICATION 
Students examine the role of gender in communication and 
identify many of the personal and public factors involved in 
communication between men and women. Topics include 
sex-differentiated language and conversational styles, the 
impact of the mass media on sex roles, how intimacy is 
expressed in same and opposite sex friendships, and the 
question of what constitutes ethical communication when it 
comes to “gender talk.” Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.
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CCM 338 WOMEN AND POWER 
As women broaden their roles in the world, understanding 
and getting comfortable with the use of power is a vital skill 
in both personal and public arenas. Many women, to their 
detriment, believe that power is not a positive attribute and 
don’t admit to having it or wanting it. This course will exam-
ine definitions and gender experiences of power as well as 
their uses and abuses. Of special interest will be a section on 
women working with women and the impacts of hidden ag-
gression and competition. Students will discover the depths 
of their own connections with power and take steps to expand 
that relationship. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.

CCM 342 RHYTHM-BASED COMMUNICATION: 
MINDFUL LISTENING, WELLNESS, AND THE ESSENCE 
OF PLAY
In this course, students explore how mindful listening and 
rhythm-based events promote self-expression, reduce 
stress, enhance interpersonal communication, and create 
community. Drawing on their emerging understanding of 
rhythm-based health, students are introduced to current 
research, methods, and practical applications including 
hands-on group drumming experiences. Meets LAC out-
come: LLC1. Offered weekend/hybrid format only. Materials 
fee required. Available as CCM 042 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CCM 343 HONORING DIVERSITY: PRACTICAL 
STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH DIFFERENCE
Through application of intercultural communication con-
cepts, this course explores the dynamics of differences 
that occur in interpersonal relationships, in small groups, 
and in the culturally diverse work environment. The course 
includes interaction with guest speakers representing a 
variety of sociocultural perspectives. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCA1. 3 crs.

CCM 346 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
Since conflict is inevitable in life and even necessary for 
positive change, the intelligent action is to manage the 
conflict. A constructive approach is developed by learning 
to diagnose conflict, clarify values, and select appropri-
ate interventions. Students explore practical applications 
of assertiveness, responsive listening, and other conflict 
communication techniques. Meets LAC outcome: HCC6. 
Available as CCM 046 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 3 crs.

CCM 347 NEGOTIATION
Opportunities for resolving conflict through negotiation 
present themselves frequently in one’s personal and profes-
sional life. Successful conflict resolution through interest-
based negotiation involves self-awareness, communication 
skills, and specific techniques. Students explore and de-
velop awareness and communication skills and practice the 
processes utilized in win-win negotiation. Available as CCM 
047 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 
3 crs.

CCM 348 THE MEDIATION PROCESS
Mediation is a specific third-party intervention that is be-
coming widely recognized as an effective conflict manage-
ment strategy. The mediation process is an extension of 
negotiation offering a valuable approach to resolving dif-
ferences when negotiations fail to reach a settlement. This 
course explores basic skills to enhance one’s experience of 
the mediation process. Available as CCM 048 for CEUs to 
students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs. 

CCM 349 NEGOTIATION FOR WOMEN: OVERCOMING 
BARRIERS IN A GENDERED WORLD
Women often do not recognize the many opportunities for 
negotiation in both their professional and personal lives. 
Societal expectations of appropriate gender behaviors also 
have a significant impact. In a rapidly changing world, it be-
hooves women to develop the skills necessary to be self-ad-
vocates. This class explores the many challenges presented 
to women when attempting to negotiate. Students will 
practice negotiation skills using actual experiences women 
have faced. Meets LAC outcome: HCD2. NOTE: This course 
may be substituted for the CCM 347 Negotiation course 
required for the Certificate in Conflict Resolution and Me-
diation. Available as CCM 049 for CEUs to students admitted 
for continuing education. Offered weekends only. 3 crs.

CCM 350 PERSUASION, POWER, AND SOCIAL 
INFLUENCE
This course investigates the persuasion process, the values 
underlying persuasive campaigns, the motives to which 
persuaders appeal, and contemporary ethical standards. 
Through the examination of real-world persuasive cam-
paigns  in advertising, politics, social movements, and news 
media, the course helps participants understand how they 
can respond effectively to influence. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCD2. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 363 MEDIA AND SOCIETY
How do the media influence culture and society? In this 
course, students trace the historical development of the 
mass media and analyze the way media representations 
influence one’s thinking about identity, politics, and culture. 
Designed as an introduction to media studies for students 
seeking a better understanding of the role of mass media in 
contemporary society. Meets LAC outcome. HCD2. 3 crs.

CCM 364 GLOBAL MEDIA AND CONSUMER CULTURE
Television, film, music, advertising, and the Web are break-
ing down political borders and cultural hierarchies in an 
intense global search for new consumers. What does this 
spread of popular culture mean for the politics of daily life? 
Is popular culture an authentic production of the people or a 
tool of domination imposed on a passive audience by a mul-
tinational “culture industry?” In this course, students will 
pose these questions as they think about what it means to 
be situated as a consumer of popular culture in an increas-
ingly globalized economy. Meets LAC outcome: HCD2. Not 
offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 366 SEMINARS FOR PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT & PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
Practical instruction to improve specific professional com-
munication skills. Topics vary from term to term. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. Available as CCM 066 for CEUs to stu-
dents admitted for continuing education. 1-2 crs.

CCM 371-379 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Titles vary. May be used to meet relevant major, minor, cer-
tificate, or LAC outcomes with approval of department chair. 
Categories include the following:
CCM 371 Topic: Dispute Resolution & Mediation
CCM 372 Topic: Interpersonal Communication 
CCM 373 Topic: Intercultural Communication 
CCM 375 Topic: Media Theory And Criticism 
CCM 376 Topic: Interaction & Social Media 
CCM 377 Topic: Media Production & Visual Communication
CCM 378 Topic: Health Communication 
CCM 379 Topic: Family Communication
Not offered every quarter. May be repeated for credit. 3 crs.
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CCM 386/486 INDIVIDUALIZED TRAVEL STUDY 
A variety of individualized options are available for those 
seeking college credit while traveling and studying abroad. 
If students are traveling independently and wish to earn 
credit in communication through individualized study under 
faculty supervision, contact the Department of Commu-
nication Studies. Course by arrangement. Completion of 
Arranged Class form required prior to registration. May be 
repeated for credit. 1-6 crs. 

CCM 390 PROJECTS IN COMMUNICATION 
Refer to description for CCM 490 Projects in Communica-
tion. Course by arrangement. Completion of Arranged Class 
form required prior to registration. 1-6 crs.

CCM 400 COMMUNICATION INQUIRY AND  RESEARCH
Effective research is an essential component in developing 
and writing about concepts related to human communi-
cation. This course examines various research methods, 
strategies for selecting research topics, and appropriate 
documentation. Prerequisites: WR 323 & CCM 300. Required 
for majors. Meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 
3 crs.

CCM 420 PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS: 
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR SPEAKERS
Speaking well gets results whether representing an orga-
nization, a proposal, a product, a lesson, or oneself. Topics 
include effective rehearsal and delivery techniques; using 
automated visual aids; coping with disinterested and “dif-
ficult” listeners; persuasive presentation strategies; and 
facilitating group activities. This course is intended for 
those who want a more “polished” presence and profes-
sional presentation. Prerequisite: CCM 220 or CCM 320 or 
equivalent training and experience with instructor consent. 
Meets LAC outcome: LLC2. 3 crs.

CCM 421 SUCCESS UNDER PRESSURE: ADVANCED 
STRATEGIES FOR SMALL GROUPS
What can be done when problems in an ongoing work group 
threaten to make it non-functional despite attempts to 
improve communication within the group? In this course, 
participants look beyond the basics of small group com-
munication to consider creative techniques for coping with 
challenging group dynamics. This practical, non-therapeu-
tic, hands-on exploration of task group dynamics will in-
clude skill practice, role-play, and simulation. Prerequisite: 
CCM 321 or equivalent training and experience with instruc-
tor consent. Offered weekends only. Not offered every year. 
3 crs.

CCM 422 MANAGING RELATIONSHIPS: ADVANCED 
INTERPERSONAL STRATEGIES 
What can be done when problems in a professional or col-
legial relationship seem to worsen despite attempts to solve 
them through communication? In this course, participants 
look beyond the basics of interpersonal communication to 
consider strategies and skills for coping with challenging 
relationship issues. Differing communication styles and 
relationship needs, mistrust and dishonesty, coalitions, hid-
den agendas, and escalating emotions in conflicts are some 
of the challenges the course may address. Offered week-
ends only. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 423 POWER LISTENING: ADVANCED LISTENING 
SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
Among the most powerful and difficult communication skills 
to master are interpersonal listening skills. In this beyond-
the-basics course, students practice innovative techniques 
essential to navigating difficult listening challenges: deal 
with others’ distrust, ambivalence, or confusion; cope with 
aggressive posturing or self-righteousness; defuse and man-
age conflicts; perceive situations from different mindsets; 
help others express difficult-to-articulate feelings; increase 
one’s personal influence; and become a more creative, pow-
erful professional communicator. Prerequisites: CCM 323 or 
equivalent training and experience with instructor consent. 
Offered weekends only. Not offered every year. 3 crs. 

CCM 433 ADVANCED INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION: DEEPENING CULTURAL 
PERCEPTION
In this course, students sharpen their ability to anticipate 
alternative cultural perceptions; learn how decision mak-
ing in cross-cultural situations is undermined by fatigue, 
stress, time-constraints, and other out-of-awareness fac-
tors; explore the roles of culture and language on identity 
development and cognitive change; and investigate the global 
implications of social constructivism on defining ethical 
behavior in intercultural contexts. Prerequisite: CCM 333 or 
equivalent training and experience with instructor consent. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCA4. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 434 COMMUNICATION AND AGING 
This course examines the myths and realities of aging and 
how this affects interpersonal and intrapersonal communi-
cation with older persons. Through lecture, community pre-
sentations, learning projects and class interaction, students 
become acquainted with the life transitions in aging and 
different forms of communication in relationships with fam-
ily, providers, friends, associates, and neighbors. Students 
also look at electronic and print media depictions of aging 
and the older population; analyze how different generations 
change societal communication patterns as they age, utiliz-
ing the baby boomer generation as a primary case study. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. Not offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 436 ADVANCED CONFLICT STUDIES: OPEN 
THINKING AND CREATIVITY 
Creativity and conflict co-exist as distinct realities in peo-
ple’s daily lives. Although seemingly opposites, one cannot 
exist without the other. Connections, relationships, and 
ambiguities between conflict and creativity will be explored, 
especially the correlation between creative problem solving 
and conflict resolution. The course examines theoretical 
elements of both concepts with emphasis on practical ap-
plications. Prerequisite: CCM 346 or equivalent training and 
experience with instructor consent. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC2. Materials fee required. Offered weekends only. Not 
offered every year. 3 crs.

CCM 464 A TASTE OF PLACE: THE CULTURE AND 
COMMERCE OF OREGON WINE
The modern Oregon wine industry has insisted since its 
founding in the 1970s that Oregon is a world-class place for 
growing premium wine grapes. In this course, students ex-
plore the development of the Oregon wine industry since the 
1970s. They will analyze how Oregon vintners have attempted 
to distinguish their wines from those in better known regions 
such as France and California. Do Oregon wines communi-
cate a unique and exceptional “sense of place’ as their pro-
ponents proclaim? Students will explore the rhetoric behind 
that claim in this course. Meets LAC outcome: HCD5. 3 crs.
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CCM 466 SEMINARS FOR PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT & PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
Practical instruction to improve specific professional com-
munication skills. Topics vary from term to term. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. May be repeated for credit. Available 
as CCM 066 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing 
education. 1-2 crs.

CCM 471-476 TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES 
Titles vary. May be used to meet relevant major, minor, cer-
tificate, or LAC outcomes with approval of department chair. 
Categories include the following:
CCM 471 Topic: Rhetoric & Communication 
CCM 472 Topic: Social Interaction Analysis
CCM 473 Topic: Computer Mediated Interaction 
CCM 474 Topic: Advocacy Communication 
CCM 475 Topic: Diversity, Peace & Conflict
CCM 476 Topic: Life Coaching & Mentoring
May be repeated for credit. 3 crs. 

CCM 479 MEDIA IMAGES OF AGING
This course will look at the impact of the mass media, 
modern technology, television, radio, and film on our im-
age and understanding of aging. The course emphasis is on 
erasing the negative stereotypes associated with "the Third 
Age" and demonstrating through the media the potential 
successes and rewards awaiting current and future retir-
ees. The class also focuses on how the media can support 
America's retirees by addressing a broad spectrum of rel-
evant and practical issues and adjustments related to their 
entry into the Third Age. It will look at the impact of current 
retirees and the emerging baby boom generation on media 
and film and how the 'rules' for retirement will likely be 
rewritten. 3 crs.

CCM 490 PROJECTS IN COMMUNICATION
Students interested in pursuing independent research or an 
application project utilizing skills and knowledge acquired 
in regular coursework may contract with the Communica-
tion Studies Department to receive credit for their activities. 
An appropriate member of the faculty is assigned to help 
the student develop a plan for the project, standards for 
evaluation, and achievement dates. Course by arrangement; 
learning contracts are subject to approval by the Commu-
nication Studies Department and degree advisor prior to 
registration. Completion of Arranged Class form required 
prior to registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Available 
as CCM 090 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing 
education. 1-6 crs.

CCM 494 INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION
The internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Students apply knowledge and skills learned in their ma-
jor through appropriately supervised experiences having 
a chance to explore career options, network, and solidify 
classroom learning in the real world. Opportunities are 
available in business, government, schools, and nonprofit 
organizations. Prerequisite: senior standing. Orientation 
and completion of an Internship Registration form are re-
quired for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. May be 
repeated for credit. Available as CCM 094 for CEUs to stu-
dents admitted for continuing education. 1-6 crs.

CCM 498 SENIOR CAPSTONE PROJECT
Each graduating senior in Communication creates a proj-
ect representative of individual achievements relative to 
the objectives defined in the mission statement. Includes 
a summary reflection paper. Prerequisites/co-requisites: 
CCM 250, CCM 290, CCM 400, and CCM 494 or CCM 490, 
and advisor approval. Required for all Communication and 
Communication Studies majors. Course by arrangement. 
Completion of Arranged Class form required prior to regis-
tration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1 cr.

COMMUNICATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP COURSES

COL 323 STRATEGIC LISTENING IN THE WORKPLACE
With access to so many tools (i.e., email, instant messag-
ing, cell phones, voice mail, teleconferencing), why are there 
continuing communication problems among co-workers, 
employees, supervisors, and clients/customers? Listening—
and getting others to listen to you—is especially challenging 
in fast-paced/multi-tasking, collaborative work environ-
ments. In this course, students will practice fundamental 
techniques of strategic listening you can apply immediately 
to improve communication in your workplace. Meets LAC 
outcome: LLC1. Available as COL 023 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

COL 340 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Whether participants are frustrated by a particular “cor-
porate culture” or merely curious about developing a more 
productive climate, this course assists them in improving 
organizational environments through communication. Stu-
dents examine the organizational communication paradigm, 
explore the communication implications of organizational 
structure, assess formal and informal network relation-
ships, and learn strategies for organizational diagnosis and 
change. Meets LAC outcome: HCB5. 3 crs.

COL 361 GRANT WRITING
The main elements of this course are the processes and 
procedures for writing successful grant proposals. Diverse 
funding opportunities are covered and then related to a 
student’s specific area of interest. Each student will review 
and evaluate a sample of proposals and develop a specific 
proposal in a particular interest area. Offered online only. 
Not offered every year. 3 crs.

COL 426 TEAM BUILDING: MANAGING WORK GROUPS
It takes more than just a gathering of people to be a team. 
In a team, individuals work effectively together to achieve 
a common goal—and enjoy doing it. Team building is the 
deliberate process of creating such a team. This beyond-
the-basics course will explore the process of creating an 
effective team, including relationships, individual and team 
dynamics, trust building, valuing team member differences, 
and the development of open team feedback. Prerequisite: 
CCM 321 or equivalent business work-group experience. 
Offered weekends only. Available as COL 026 for CEUs to 
students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.
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COL 427 GREAT MEETINGS! PLANNING AND 
FACILITATING DIFFICULT GROUP DISCUSSION
In this course, students learn traditional skills of agenda 
setting, facilitation, and follow-up in a class focused on 
effective ways to organize and run a successful meeting. 
Students explore how to foster an atmosphere safe for dia-
logue; manage difficult conversations on the fly and keep 
the discussion progressive and productive; honor divergent 
opinions and leverage diversity of thinking; stay on task, on 
time, and still make room for fun and serendipity; and care 
for oneself as a facilitator through lengthy and arduous 
meetings. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. Offered weekends 
only. Available as COL 027 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 3 crs.

COL 432 LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION
Dynamic, successful leaders and managers know that uti-
lizing a coaching style of leadership can enhance manage-
ment effectiveness and improve employee/team members’ 
performance. Participants will discover how to lead more 
effectively, provide positive reinforcement, utilize construc-
tive feedback and effectively confront potential conflicts, 
and develop personal leadership style through interactive 
discussions, learning activities, and skill-practice sessions. 
Prerequisites: minimum 6 crs. in communication effec-
tiveness coursework or business work-group experience. 
Offered weekends only. Available as COL 032 for CEUs to 
students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

COL 457 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES
The concept of culture applied to corporations is more than 
a passing trend in organizational development. Through 
the use of anthropology, intercultural communications, and 
organizational psychology, this course examines how culture 
is created, manifested, maintained, and influenced in the 
organizational context. Prerequisite: COL 340 recommended. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCB5. 3 crs.

COL 458 MANAGING TRANSITIONS
This course investigates the systemic dynamics of change in 
organizations and large systems—its types, phases, facili-
tators and inhibitors, and their ripple effects. The roles of 
various participants in the change process will be discussed. 
Attention will be devoted to understanding theories of or-
ganizational change as well as behaviors and techniques 
known to influence the outcome of change processes. 
Prerequisite: junior standing. Meets LAC outcome: HCB6. 
Available as COL 058 for CEUs to students admitted for con-
tinuing education. 3 crs.

COL 466 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
Practical instruction to improve specific professional com-
munication skills. Topics vary from term to term. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. Not offered every quarter. May be re-
peated for credit. Available as COL 066 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 1-2 crs.

COL 470-475 TOPICS IN ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP 
Titles vary. May be used to meet relevant major, minor, cer-
tificate, or LAC outcomes with approval of department chair. 
Categories include the following:
COL 470 Topic: Organizational Leadership
COL 471 Topic: Human Resources Leadership 
COL 472 Topic: Nonprofit Leadership 
COL 473 Topic: Public Services Administration 
COL 474 Topic: Small Business Leadership 
COL 475 Topic: Supervisory Communication
Not offered every quarter. May be repeated for credit. 3 crs. 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT COURSES

CTD 440 PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Instructional design is a key concept in the training and 
development field for creating effective training. This course 
provides foundation and practice in using the ADDIE model. 
This five-step instructional design system helps trainers 
and training designers determine how and if training may 
solve organizational problems, and guides the planning, 
presentation, and evaluation of training. Available as CTD 
040 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 
3 crs.

CTD 442 ASSESSING THE IMPACT: MEASURING AND 
EVALUATING LEARNING FROM  TRAINING
How will you ever know you got to where you wanted to be if 
you never knew where you started, where you wanted to go, 
or where you went along the way? Outcomes are measur-
able. For individual performance, program deliverables, or 
the status of an organizational initiative, assessing and mea-
suring progress is crucial to gauging performance. In this 
course, students explore models, approaches and means to 
approach assessment and evaluation. Prerequisites: CTD 
440 and CTD 446. Available as CTD 042 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CTD 445 CONSULTING: HOW TO BUILD, MARKET, AND 
MANAGE YOUR PRACTICE
Being a consultant—is it an attainable ambition, an unre-
alistic dream, or a little of both? Many people with back-
grounds in human sciences, communication, and business 
have developed ideas and approaches that they want to 
disseminate through workshops, conferences, and free-
lance consulting. This course is designed to help students 
examine the professional field of consulting and training, in-
cluding marketing, contracting, partnerships and the role of 
the internal consultant. Recommended Prerequisites: CTD 
440 and CTD 446. Not offered every year. Available as CTD 
045 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 
3 crs.

CTD 446 HELPING ADULTS LEARN
As an adult, one learns every day. It is important for adult 
educators and trainers to understand the dynamics of adult 
learning in order to facilitate effective and impactful learning 
environments for their students. Participants learn how to 
apply current principles of adult development, the psychol-
ogy of learning, and experiential training techniques. Topics 
also include motivation and performance, adult learning 
styles, and experiential strategies. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC3. Available as CTD 046 for CEUs to students admitted 
for continuing education. 3 crs.

CTD 447 DESIGNING CREATIVE TRAINING
Aimed at those presenting training, this experiential course 
will cover two key areas of training development and pre-
sentation: creative training methods and effective training 
design. Topics on training methods will focus on selecting 
and using a variety of creative techniques and learning 
activities to achieve training goals, and how to enhance and 
accelerate adult learning. Topics on training design will 
focus on a design and planning process to create results-
oriented training and training plans. Prerequisites: CTD 440 
and CTD 446. Available as CTD 047 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.
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CTD 448 HIGH-IMPACT TRAINING MATERIALS
Effective design and use of participant materials and au-
diovisual aids can help trainers, educators, and presenters 
get an audience's attention, aid in learning, and support the 
credibility of the trainer/presenter. This course begins with 
a core of powerful and realistic design principles that do 
not require a design background to get high impact results, 
and continues with an exploration of production and use 
of written handouts, overhead transparencies, flipcharts, 
computer slides, and effective videotapes for training. Pre-
requisites: CTD 440 and CTD 446. Not offered every year. 
Available as CTD 048 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 3 crs.

CTD 449 BLENDED LEARNING STRATEGIES AND 
PRACTICES
Blended learning—combining online, face-to-face, and 
other creative instructional strategies—are favored in cor-
porate training to increase the transfer of skill and maxi-
mize measurable efficiency and effectiveness of learning. 
Explore current techniques, technologies, and trends and 
their practical training applications. Prerequisites: CTD 440 
and CTD 446. Available as CTD 049 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CTD 450 INTERACTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE 
TRAINING CLASSROOM
Training delivery skills are a crucial part of implementing 
an effective instructional design and adult training process. 
This course will cover competencies important for instruc-
tors and trainers in the face-to-face, interactive classroom 
delivery of training. Topics will include using effective com-
munication, presentation, and questioning/response skills 
for classroom training; providing learning and task clari-
fication; providing feedback to learners; and working with 
different learning environments. Prerequisites: CTD 440 and 
CTD 446. Not offered every year. Available as CTD 050 for 
CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CTD 466 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
Practical instruction to improve specific professional com-
munication skills. Topics vary from term to term. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. Not offered every quarter. May be re-
peated for credit. Available as CTD 066 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 1-2 crs.

CTD 470-475 TOPICS IN TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
Topics vary. May be used to meet relevant major, minor, cer-
tificate, or LAC outcomes with approval of department chair. 
Categories include the following:
CTD 470 Topic: Training Methods & Strategies
CTD 471 Topic: Multimedia Learning/Training Technologies 
CTD 472 Topic: Organizational Development
CTD 473 Topic: Independent Consulting Practices
CTD 474 Topic: Performance Improvement Tools & Techniques 
CTD 475 Topic: Evidence-based Coaching 
Not offered every quarter. May be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MARKETING 
COMMUNICATIONS COURSES

CPR 301 MEDIA WRITING BASICS FOR PUBLIC 
RELATIONS
The ability to write clearly and persuasively is a necessity 
in every area of public relations. This course prepares stu-
dents to write in basic public relations and communications 
formats including press releases, fact sheets, and short 
features. Discover how media writing differs from academic 
writing; use Associated Press (AP) style and edit for gram-
mar, spelling, readability, and interest; recognize ethical 
standards for gathering and utilizing information in stra-
tegic communications. Prerequisite: WR 221 or equivalent 
writing proficiency with instructor consent. Required for 
Public Relations Certificate students. Offered online only. 
Available as CPR 010 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 3 crs.

CPR 360 PROFESSIONAL AND FREE-LANCE WRITING
This course will focus on writing for publication in newspa-
pers and magazines. Students will learn how the demands 
of writing for a general audience can sharpen their writing 
and improve their powers of observation. This exploration 
of the fundamentals of journalism and professional writing 
focuses on clear, concise, accurate writing. Prerequisite: 
WR 221 or equivalent writing proficiency with instructor 
consent. Available as CPR 060 for CEUs to students admit-
ted for continuing education. 3 crs. 

CPR 412 PUBLIC RELATIONS PRINCIPLES: 
ESSENTIALS OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS 
This course introduces the purposes and practices of public 
relations and its importance and function in the community. 
Topics covered include career paths of public communica-
tions professionals, the public relations process, and an 
overview of the media, public relations history, and emerg-
ing issues in strategic communications. Prerequisite: junior 
standing or advisor consent. Required for Public Relations 
Certificate students. Offered online only. Available as CPR 
012 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 
3 crs.

CPR 414 MANAGING INTEGRITY: LEGAL ISSUES AND 
ETHICS IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Legal questions and ethical issues involving the public 
relations professions are increasingly complex. The prac-
titioner must be vigilant of laws and regulations affecting 
their day-to-day practice, while strongly committed to both 
the ethical requirements of the field and their own personal 
ethics. This course examines ethics and the law for today’s 
communicator, based on legal, philosophical, and religious 
traditions. Required for Public Relations Certificate stu-
dents. Offered online only. Available as CPR 014 for CEUs to 
students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CPR 420 RESEARCH AND PLANNING FOR STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
This course explores practical and cost-effective methods of 
research available to public relations professionals and use 
of research results to accurately budget and write public 
relations plans. Prerequisites: CPR 301 & CPR 412, or 
equivalent experience with instructor consent; must be ad-
mitted to degree or certificate program. Required for Public 
Relations Certificate students. Offered online only. Available 
as CPR 020 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing 
education. 3 crs.
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CPR 424 ADVANCED WRITING FOR STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
The successful public relations practitioner must write 
persuasively for a wide array of communication tools: 
newsletters, brochure copy, speechwriting, Web content, 
advertising copy, annual reports, backgrounders, and news 
releases. This course prepares participants to write in a 
range of professional marketing formats, culminating in 
a communications toolkit of coordinated writing projects. 
Prerequisites: CPR 301 & CPR 412, or equivalent experience 
with instructor consent; degree or certificate program ad-
mission required. Required for Public Relations Certificate 
students. Offered online only. Available as CPR 024 for CEUs 
to students admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CPR 426 GRAPHICS AND E-MEDIA FOR STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
From designers to desktop publishing systems, this course 
provides an overview on the use of online and desktop tools 
that often confront (and confuse) communication profes-
sionals. Printing terms and technology, Internet jargon 
and tactics, graphic design and typography will be defined 
and demonstrated. Discussion of real world issues facing 
the public relations/marketing professional will include 
e-media trends and techniques, specific considerations for 
design of Web sites, creation of Internet graphics, and the 
use and evaluation of Internet tools. Prerequisites: CPR 301 
or equivalent writing experience approved by instructor, & 
CPR 412. Required for Public Relations Certificate students. 
Offered online only. Available as CPR 026 for CEUs to stu-
dents admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CPR 429 SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIES FOR PUBLIC 
RELATIONS
This course explores emerging uses of interactive media 
for public relations and social advocacy —from "listening 
research" and choosing effective social media outlets to 
engaging in the conversation, writing social media news re-
leases, and measuring results. Students will also consider 
ethical and legal issues concerning social media and how 
to write social media policy for an organization. Applies to 
certificate in Public Relations Certificate. Available as CPR 
029 for CEUs to students admitted for continuing education. 
3 crs.

CPR 430 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
This course explores the integration of various marketing 
communication disciplines as they relate to developing a 
comprehensive ‘Marcom’ program. A brand-centric view of 
the marketing communications process leads to a meth-
odology for considering which communication resources to 
deploy and in what sequence. Gain insight into key objec-
tives, tactics, and issues facing communications profession-
als today. Concepts apply to a wide spectrum of businesses, 
social service agencies and nonprofit organizations. Prereq-
uisite: CPR 412 recommended. Offered online only. Not of-
fered every year. Available as CPR 030 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 3 crs.

CPR 431 ADVERTISING FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS
Advertising (paid media messaging) can play an effective 
role in public relations campaigns. In this practical semi-
nar, students explore: when to add advertising to one’s 
plan; how to develop relevant messages; how to pick the 
right media; budgeting, production, and evaluation metrics. 
Learn how to use advertising to help solve a public relations 
challenge. Offered online only. Not offered every year. Avail-
able as CPR 031 for CEUs to students admitted for continu-
ing education. 3 crs.

CPR 466 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
Practical instruction to improve specific professional com-
munication skills. Topics vary from term to term. Recent 
offerings include: 
• Getting a Reputation: Brand Management Strategies for 

Individuals and Small Business
• Video Presentations: Making Big Impressions Through 

Small Screens
• Speaking Under Fire: How to Handle the TV Interview in a Crisis
• New Media Relations: Building an Online Newsroom for 

Your Company or Nonprofit
• Pitch Perfect: Crafting the Winning Client Proposal and 

Public Relations Plan
• Joining the Conversation: Social Media for Public Relations I
• Deepening the Conversation: Social Media for Public 

Relations II
• Crisis Communications: Before, During and After
• Beyond Damage Control: Reputation Repair and Re-Branding
• Producing Effective Web Content for Business or Nonprofit 

Organizations
• Social Media Releases and Blogger Relations
• Public Relations in the Nonprofit World: Being of Service 

with Strategic Communications
• Career at a Crossroads: Building a Future in Strategic 

Communications
• Press Releases and Guerilla Marketing Basics
Graded Pass/No Pass only. May be repeated for credit. 
Available as CPR 066 for CEUs to students admitted for 
continuing education. 1-2 crs.

CPR 470 TOPICS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Topics vary. May be used to meet relevant major, minor, 
certificate, or LAC outcomes with approval of department 
chair. Offered online only. May be repeated for credit. Avail-
able as CPR 070 for CEUs to students admitted for continu-
ing education. 3 crs.

CPR 490 PROJECTS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Students may contract with the Communication Studies De-
partment to receive credit for performing a professional task 
utilizing skills and knowledge acquired in public relations 
coursework. A member of the public relations faculty is as-
signed to help the student plan goals, procedures, and criti-
cal features of the project. Completion of Arranged Course 
form required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
May be repeated for credit. Available as CPR 090 for CEUs to 
students admitted for continuing education. 1-6 crs.

CPR 494 PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERNSHIP
The Internship program gives students an opportunity to earn 
credit for new learning achieved through experience. Students 
apply knowledge and skills learned in their major through 
appropriately supervised experiences, having a chance to 
explore career options, network, and solidify classroom learn-
ing in the real world. Opportunities are available in business, 
government, schools, and nonprofit organizations. Prerequi-
site: a minimum of 15 crs. in CPR courses. Required for CPR 
Certificate students & seniors majoring in Organizational 
Communication with a Public Relations concentration. Orien-
tation and completion of an Internship Registration form are 
required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. May be 
repeated for credit. Available as CPR 094 for CEUs to students 
admitted for continuing education. 1-6 crs

Department of Communication Studies
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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The Department of Cultural Studies is dedicated 
to interdisciplinary inquiry about historical and 
contemporary cultures, and is informed by current 
theories and methods from philosophy, literary theory, 
social history, media studies, gender studies, and film. 

The Department offers a variety of courses in 
cultural, historical, and philosophical topics, crosslisted 
courses with other academic departments, especially 
with the English Literature & Writing Department, 
and is the home of History, Social Philosophy, 
and Language courses. Students choose one of the 
concentration areas below with the academic advisor.

PROGRAM OF STUDY

PROGRAM Degree Major
Concentra-

tion Minor

Cultural Studies
--Media & Film 

Studies
--Media Production
--Social Philosophy
--Individualized 

Plan

B.A. •

•
•
•

•

•

THE PURPOSE OF CULTURAL STUDIES
Cultural Studies emerged as an academic discipline about 
fifty years ago as a response to society’s increasing demand 
to better understand the rapid changes occurring on a glob-
al and local scale. The two World Wars, the independence of 
colonized peoples, Civil Rights’ movements, the Cold War, 
and major advancements in technology and media pro-
foundly shook the authority of the traditional disciplines in 
academia. Because traditional disciplines were not always 
able to address such emerging issues as feminism, class, 
race, ethnicity, nation, media, popular culture, historical 
identity, and film, Cultural Studies was born from within the 
academy as a way to ask in new ways the most relevant and 
vital questions of its time. While it continues to embody a 
reverence for the rich literary, historical, and philosophical 
tradition of the West, it understands that this past must be 
read through a lens that is politically and ethically sensitive 
to the myriad complexities of contemporary life.

The B.A. in Cultural Studies includes a required core se-
quence of courses, a range of required categories of study, 
concentration coursework, and a senior paper.

REQUIRED CORE COURSES 
The first introductory course in Cultural Studies is designed 
to expose students to the central theoretical and practical 
approaches utilized in this field of inquiry. The second and 
third required courses, Modern History and Foundations 
of Modern Thought, provide students with the historical 

and philosophical background in order to better appreciate 
and understand the context out of which Cultural Stud-
ies emerges as a discipline in the twentieth century. The 
required categories of study provide a more advanced ex-
posure to the key questions and problems considered in 
Cultural Studies. The Senior Paper prepares students to 
apply their theoretical understanding to a research project.

CONCENTRATION COURSEWORK
A key feature of the Cultural Studies major is concentration 
coursework. Students can create an individualized concen-
tration plan, or choose from three concentrations: Media & 
Film Studies, Media Production, or Social Philosophy.

CAREER PATHS
Graduates are positioned to make significant contributions 
in fields that require analytical skills and practical sensitiv-
ity to cultural differences, such as education, international 
policy and business, the nonprofit sector, international 
policy organizations, community organization and activ-
ism, and the news media. The new discipline is increasingly 
being recognized in the workplace as a field of study with 
tremendous potential, especially in the way it provides a 
foundation of critical, interpretative, communicative, and 
writing skills. In the job market that demands persons with 
agile and flexible minds, who can think on their feet, and 
who are intellectually savvy, Cultural Studies is the perfect 
fit for our changing world. It also prepares students for 
graduate work in most fields, especially law, education, the 
social sciences, and the disciplines within humanities.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE B.A. IN CULTURAL 
STUDIES
Students graduating with a B.A. in Cultural Studies will be 
able to:
1. Interpret cultural artifacts or events as meaningful in the 

context of social processes and power relations.
2. Critique representations of gender in either a literary, 

media, historical, or philosophical context.
3. Analyze how works of art or media representations reflect 

and/or contest socially and politically accepted values.
4. Examine how the heterogeneity of U.S. identity is both 

shaped and altered by historical context and sociopolitical 
influence.

5. Identify the effect of globalization on the diverse cultural 
values of peoples living in areas of the world outside the 
West.

6. Demonstrate an understanding of a major sociopolitical 
movement or event that animates modern history.

7. Combine theory and practice by bringing the history of 
modern philosophy to the ethical social and political issues 
of contemporary life.

8. Apply the methodology of Cultural Studies to a scholarly 
research paper.

Department of 
Cultural Studies
Chair: David Denny, Ph.D.
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MAJOR IN CULTURAL STUDIES

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Cultural Studies 

Required Core Courses ....................................................24 crs.
CLS 301 Introduction to Cultural Studies, 3 crs.
HST 305 Modern History, 3 crs.
SPH 301 Foundations of Modern Thought, 3 crs.
CLS 490 Senior Paper, 3 crs.
Students take a minimum of one course in each of the 
following categories of study.
 American Studies, 3 crs. 
 Gender Studies, 3 crs.
 Global Studies, 3 crs.
 Media & Film Studies, 3 crs.

Concentration Coursework ..............................................21 crs.
Students choose concentration from one of the following
 Media & Film Studies
 Media Production
 Social Philosophy
 Individualized Plan of Concentration
Cultural Studies Electives ................................................15 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY
Required Core Courses ........................................................24 crs.
Concentration Coursework ..................................................21 crs.
Cultural Studies Electives ...................................................15 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

CONCENTRATION OPTIONS

Media & Film Studies Concentration
CLS 303 Global Media & Consumer Culture .........................3 crs. 
CLS 317 Media & Society .......................................................3 crs.
CLS 360 Introduction to Film .................................................3 crs.
HST 325 History of Film .........................................................3 crs.
Three additional 300- or 400-level 
 Media & Film Studies courses .........................................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 21 crs.

Media Production Concentration
Students choose one course from the following: ..................3 crs. 
 CLS 317 Media & Society
 CLS 360 Introduction to Film
 PHO 313 History of Photography: 1960-Present
Six additional courses in an area within field ......................18 crs.
of media production, such as Photography, Digital Art, or 
Filmmaking (in cooperation with Northwest Film Center)
  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 21 crs.

Social Philosophy Concentration
CLS 321 Literary & Critical Theory ........................................3 crs.
SPH 300 Ethics and Social Issues .........................................3 crs. 
SPH 357 Existentialism ..........................................................3 crs.
SPH 426 Topics in Contemporary Philosophy .......................3 crs.
Three additional 300- or 400-level 
 Social Philosophy courses ...............................................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 21 crs.

Individualized Plan of Concentration
In consultation with academic advisor, student takes ........21 crs.
21 credits from an area of study that works within or
complements the field of Cultural Studies.
Sample areas of study include Gender Studies, 
Global Studies, Literature, History, American Studies,
Environmental Studies, Professional or Creative Writing,
Media Production, or Social Science.
  TOTAL FOR INDIVIDUALIZED PLAN: 21 crs.

MINOR IN CULTURAL STUDIES

Requirements for the Minor in Cultural Studies
CLS 301 Introduction to Cultural Studies ..............................3 crs. 
SPH 301 Foundations of Modern Thought .............................3 crs.
HST 305 Modern History ........................................................3 crs.
Students take at least one course from three of the following five 

categories .........................................................................9 crs.
 American Studies, 3 crs.
 Gender Studies, 3 crs. 
 Global Studies, 3 crs. 
 Media & Film Studies, 3 crs. 
 Social Philosophy, 3 crs.
Electives in Cultural Studies .................................................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 27 crs.

CATEGORIES OF STUDY

AMERICAN STUDIES
This category of courses is designed to specifically examine 
the minority and/or marginalized histories and cultures 
existing within the United States and/or Latin America. 
Strong emphasis will be placed on literature, film, music, 
history, and philosophy, especially the way in which these 
cultural forms challenge, contest, and subvert the dominant 
hegemonic ideology.

GENDER STUDIES
This category of coursework will examine historical issues 
around the definition and construction of gender. Gender 
roles and position in society will be discussed through 
literature, art, cinema, conduct manuals, feminist criticism, 
and queer theory. Many, but not all, of these courses will 
focus on the ways in which men and women are questioning 
the definitions, roles, and stigmas imposed on the body.

GLOBAL STUDIES
This category of courses provides students with fundamen-
tal geographic and cultural knowledge of so-called “Third 
World” or non-Western countries and their complex rela-
tions to Western modernization and globalization. More-
over, these classes examine the diverse cultural values 
(religious, political, economic) held by peoples of different 
ethnic groups, races, and classes, and how their relation to 
the contemporary economic scene radically affects these 
values. 

MEDIA AND FILM STUDIES
This category of courses explores questions that deal with 
the political and ethical relationship between art, media and 
society, with attention paid to the current evolution of media 
and the influence of technology on what has been previously 
defined only as artistic endeavor. Depending on the course, 
a range of artistic, political, and cultural phenomena will 
be discussed, such as film, literature, advertising, popular 
music, consumerism, global media, television, virtual real-
ity, and the Internet.

SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
This category of courses represents all social philosophy 
courses taught in the department. These courses cover a 
wide range of philosophical issues, both present and past; 
but common to them all is an interest in social, political, 
and ethical issues, especially in terms of how such issues 
relate to everyday contemporary life. These classes ap-
proach philosophy as a means to rethink or think through 
some of the most controversial and seemingly impenetrable 
issues of our time.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

CULTURAL STUDIES 

CLS 209 FILM AND SOCIAL STRUGGLE IN AMERICA
Through film, students will analyze major issues and in-
cidents of social struggle and political democracy in the 
United States. Part historical recovery of neglected events, 
part analysis of social structure and practices, part study of 
film as a medium of interpretation and meaning, this course 
considers the value of individual dignity and social justice in 
recent U.S. history. An American Studies course. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB4. 3 crs.

CLS 215 SCIENCE FICTION
From its earliest beginnings as a speculative genre, sci-
ence fiction has always attempted to address the various 
ways technological advances may answer (or fail to answer) 
the central questions of human experience. In this course, 
students will explore current trends in the genre and exam-
ine how contemporary science fiction confronts issues of 
identity, culture, empire, intelligence, and the uses of tech-
nology as capital and power. Meets LAC outcomes: HCC1, 
NWB5. 3 crs.

CLS 301 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES
Cultural Studies employs an interdisciplinary approach to 
understand the complex social, ethical and political phe-
nomena of contemporary life and past experiences. The 
course will be taught by five different professors, each with 
different specialties within cultural studies, in order to 
represent the rich and varied topics and perspectives of this 
field of study. Meets LAC outcomes: HCD5, AIB4. A required 
core course. 3 crs.

CLS 303 GLOBAL MEDIA AND CONSUMER CULTURE
Television, film, music, advertising, and the Web are break-
ing down political borders and cultural hierarchies in an 
intense global search for new consumers. What does this 
spread of popular culture mean for the politics of daily life? 
Is it an authentic production of the people or a tool of domi-
nation imposed on a passive audience by a multinational 
“culture industry”? Students will pose these questions as 
they think about what it means to be situated as a consumer 
of popular culture in an increasingly “globalized” economy. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCD2. A Media & Film Studies course. 
3 crs.

CLS 317 MEDIA AND SOCIETY
How do the mass media influence culture and society? In 
this course, students trace the historical development of the 
mass media and analyze the way media representations in-
fluence thinking about identity, politics, and culture. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCD2. A Media & Film Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 321 LITERARY AND CRITICAL THEORY
This course examines the history of literary theory while 
focusing on significant contemporary approaches to liter-
ary interpretation. Students will explore the relationship 
between literature and various other critical approaches, 
such as in philosophy, linguistics, political economy, his-
toricism, post-colonial theory, psychoanalysis, and gender 
studies. Meets LAC outcome: AIB6. A Social Philosophy 
course. 3 crs.

CLS 322 GRAPHIC NOVEL
In the ‘80s a new name, “The Graphic Novel” was coined. 
In this course, students will focus our attention on some of 
the recent classics in this genre, including several graphic 
memoirs that bear witness to historical events. Students 
will also read current criticism and theory, as they examine 
how images and text work together to inform our interpre-
tations of graphic narratives. Meets LAC outcome: AIB4. A 
Film & Media course. 3 crs.

CLS 324 MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
In this course, students examine minorities in the United 
States, paying particular attention to the perspectives and 
experiences of such groups as African-Americans, Latinos, 
Native Americans, Middle Easterners, and Asians. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCA1. An American Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 325 TOPICS IN AMERICAN STUDIES
This topics of study examines the minority and/or marginal-
ized histories and cultures existing with the United States 
and/or Latin American. These courses will use literature, 
film, and history as a means to challenge, contest, and sub-
vert the dominant hegemonic ideology. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCA3. Course may be repeated for credit. An American 
Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 330 MODERNIZATION TO GLOBALIZATION
This course will provide students with fundamental geo-
graphic knowledge of the Third World countries and their 
paths toward development. Students will become familiar 
with regional similarities and differences (cultural, econom-
ic, political, and environmental) throughout the developing 
world. In addition, students will examine the global pro-
cesses that connect all regions into an interdependent web. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCA2. A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 331 CELTIC CULTURES
In this course, students will be introduced to the cultures of 
the Celtic peoples in all their diversity. Using literary texts 
ranging from the earliest manuscripts to today’s poetry 
and fiction, students will explore how the Celts moved from 
the center to the periphery of European civilization, what 
cultural traditions have survived, and how the various Celtic 
cultures see themselves now. Meets LAC outcome: HCA3. A 
Global Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 333 CELTIC WORLDVIEWS
In this course, students will explore the various ways in 
which the Celts articulated for themselves their own place 
as human beings in the cosmos and how their world view 
changed and evolved over time. Beginning with the earli-
est mythological and poetic texts, students will study how 
the Celtic descriptions of self, soul, knowledge, society and 
divinity were impacted and modified by contact with the 
Classical and Christian worlds, leading to a unique Celtic 
thematization of philosophical and theological problems. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCB4. A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 335 TOPICS IN GLOBAL STUDIES
These courses focus on the topic of Global Studies, particu-
larly taking up how the issues and struggles of globalization 
is represented and examined in film and media. Courses 
offered include Iranian Culture and Society Through Film. 
Imagining East, Globalization and Film. Meets LAC out-
come: HCA2. A Global Studies course. Course may be re-
peated for credit. 3 crs.
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CLS 336 UNITED STATES-MIDDLE EAST RELATIONS
This course will take the student beyond the conventional 
media propaganda to examine the nature of U.S. involve-
ment in the Middle East. It will trace the history of U.S. 
involvement, economic aid, and military assistance. Major 
contemporary issues of the Middle East with regard to the 
United States are examined. Meets LAC outcomes: HCB3, 
HCB4. A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 345 NATURE, CULTURE, AND TECHNOLOGY
Human beings have been long preoccupied by the mean-
ing and purpose of nature. What if the idea of nature is 
constructed, not discovered—that truth is made, not found? 
This course will look at how the distinction between cul-
ture and nature actually conceal existing social relations. 
Reading philosophy, science fiction, and films, students will 
examine the historical framework of the representation 
and uses of nature, as well as such topics as biotechnology, 
artificial intelligence, bio-politics, virtual reality, and the 
naturalization of race, sex, and class. Meets LAC outcomes: 
HCD5, NWB5. 3 crs.

CLS 350 PERSUASION, POWER, AND SOCIAL 
INFLUENCE
This course investigates the persuasion process, the values 
underlying persuasive campaigns, the motives to which 
persuaders appeal, and contemporary ethical standards. 
Through the examination of real-world persuasive cam-
paigns in advertising, politics, social movements, and news 
media, the course helps participants understand how they 
can respond effectively to influence. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCD2. 3 crs.

CLS 352 LITERATURE OF RESISTANCE
This course focuses on literature from around the world 
that testifies to political or social injustices, and through the 
act of testifying, poses some form of resistance. In looking 
at fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry, students will look 
at many issues that surround the act of bearing witness, 
including silencing, erasure of identity, and the break of 
narrative sequences that adheres in surviving and/or ob-
serving traumatic historical events. Meets LAC outcomes: 
AIB4, HCA3. A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 354 ENVIRONMENT, CULTURE, FOOD
In this course, students will explore the relationships be-
tween environment, culture, and food. They will study our 
changing culture and how it has impacted eating habits and 
how in turn these choices have shaped the landscape and 
water supply. Students will study the problem of hunger 
throughout the world as well as the role that big food indus-
try interests play in determining formal governmental food 
choice recommendations. Meets LAC outcomes: NWB5, 
HCD4. 3 crs.

CLS 355 ANIMAL RIGHTS, POLITICS, AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT
This course introduces the topics of non-human animals’ 
sensibilities and cognition, establishes the basis and tech-
nical meaning of rights, and evaluates whether animals 
deserve legal rights based on these criteria. It discusses 
the pros and cons of factory farming and considers its im-
pact on world hunger and ecological sustainability. Finally, 
it questions the use of animals in medical research and the 
alleged connection between animal abuse and interper-
sonal violence. Meets LAC outcome: NWB5. 3 crs.

CLS 358 NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE AND 
CULTURE
This course provides an introduction to the field of Native 
American studies. It includes traditional oral works and 
more recent novels, short stories, poetry, and critical es-
says. Close attention will be placed on historical context, 
and how these contexts affected the social and cultural lives 
of Native Americans. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCA3. An 
American Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 362 WOMEN’S LITERATURE AND FEMINIST 
THEORY
This course presents a detailed study of works written by 
women examined within the context of current and/or his-
torical schools of literary theory that depend primarily on 
gender analysis. Topics may vary from year to year. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCA1. A Gender Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 363 TOPICS IN GENDER STUDIES
These courses focus on the topic of gender studies, par-
ticularly taking up how the question of gender and sexuality 
is represented and examined in film and media. Courses 
offered thus far have been: Masculinity Studies and Film, 
Contemporary Women Filmmakers, Medieval Women Writ-
ers, Queer Cinema. Meets LAC outcomes: HCA1, AIB4. 
A Gender Studies course. Course may be repeated for 
credit. 3 crs.

CLS 364 INTRODUCTION TO QUEER STUDIES
This course provides a general introduction to the interdis-
ciplinary field of queer studies. The goal of the course is 
to introduce students to works which challenge normative 
assumptions about gender and sexuality. Topics covered 
will include historical constructions of gender and sexuality, 
cultural representations of sexuality in literature and film, 
and the contemporary politics of sexuality. Meets LAC out-
comes: HCA1, HCC1. A Gender Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 368 COLONIAL AND POST-COLONIAL LITERATURE
This course will explore the meaning of the postcolonial 
condition through a selection of literary texts and theo-
retical perspectives. Students will be reading widely from 
literatures of various continents and thus will be forced to 
reckon with the immensity of the colonialist legacy of global 
domination. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCA3. A Global 
Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 370 INTRODUCTION TO FILM
This course seeks to enhance the understanding of film as 
an artistic medium. Students will focus on selected narra-
tive films to develop the visual literacy of attentive and active 
viewers who can better understand how the medium creates 
the experience it does. To what extent can film be studied as 
a “text” to be read and reread rather than simply watched? 
Students will address questions about film’s place in cul-
ture, its political and social relevance, and how, for better 
or worse, it can shape a sense of the world. Meets LAC out-
comes: AIB7, HCD5. A Media & Film Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 371 TOPICS IN MAJOR FILM DIRECTORS
These courses focus on the work of specific directors, tak-
ing into consideration auteur theory, or what stylistic and 
theoretical tropes helps define the directors body of work. 
Courses offered thus far have been: Stanley Kubrick, Alfred 
Hitchcock, Wes Anderson and Jim Jarmusch, Charles Bur-
nett and Ken Loach. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. Media & Film 
Studies course. Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.
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CLS 372 TOPICS IN FILM STUDIES
These courses focus on the broad and ever expanding topic 
of film studies, particularly how film gets taken up as a lens 
to examine other disciplines, like literature, politics, philos-
ophy, and critical theory. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. 
A Media & Film Studies course. Course may be repeated for 
credit. 3 crs.

CLS 373 TOPICS IN FILM GENRE
These topical courses examine the various genres in Film, 
such as The Horror Film, The Documentary, The Western, 
The French New Wave, Film Noir, and more. Meets LAC out-
comes: HCD5, AIB7. A Media & Film Studies course. Course 
may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

CLS 374 FILM THEORY
This course examines the history of film theory, paying close 
attention to how this history attempts to distinguish film as 
an art form, and thus as something clearly other than its 
tendency to be the mere cultural production of entertain-
ment and mass consumption. As such, film theory takes up 
critical approaches to issues of gender and/or class repre-
sentation, the use of narrative, the voyeuristic position of 
the spectator, and cinema's function as an ideological ap-
paratus. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB6, HCD5. A Media & Film 
Studies course. 3 crs.

CLS 382 NINETEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE AND 
CULTURE
Nineteenth-century literature in relation to social and 
historical texts and contexts is the focus of this interdisci-
plinary course. Special topics include women’s writing, the 
construction of childhood, culture, and ethnography. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. 3 crs.

CLS 384 MODERNIST LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This interdisciplinary course examines early twentieth-
century literature in relation to social and historical texts 
and contexts. Special topics include feminist modernism, 
surrealism, and psychoanalysis in art and literature, and 
fragmented and marginal identities. Meets LAC outcomes: 
AIB4, HCD5. 3 crs.

CLS 385 POSTMODERN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This interdisciplinary course examines contemporary litera-
ture in relation to social and historical texts and contexts. 
Examples of special topics include literature and chaos, hy-
brid identities, virtual culture, and global literacies. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. 3 crs.

CLS 498 SENIOR PAPER
This final project, required of all Cultural Studies majors, 
forms a group of writers and scholars who support each 
other through the research and writing process. The end-
point of the course will be a research essay created through 
peer review, intensive work in class, Web-based exchanges 
and resources, and one-on-one conferences. Meets LAC 
outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3. This course meets WID (Writing in 
the Discipline) outcome. Required core course for Cultural 
Studies majors. 3 crs.

SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

SPH 300 ETHICS AND SOCIAL ISSUES
As society moves through the twenty-first century, people 
are confronted with ethical problems that often leave them 
overwhelmed by the persistence and urgency of these prob-
lems. From bioethics and human rights to terrorism and the 
death penalty, this course explores these issues through the 
great ethical traditions of the West and beyond. In the pro-
cess, students will examine “the good life,” utilitarian ethic 
vs. moral duty, and meta-ethical concerns such as power, 
class, desire, and gender. Meets LAC outcomes: AIA1. 3 crs.

SPH 301 FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN THOUGHT
By doing readings of primary works in Western intellectual 
tradition, this course introduces some of the most impor-
tant and enduring ideas that animate not only Western 
intellectual tradition, but also the way in which people think 
today. From Descartes’ cogito ergo sum to Kant’s idealism, 
and Marx’s dialectical materialism, this course lays ground-
work for better understanding literary, philosophical, and 
cultural movements of the twentieth century. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIC1. A required core course. 3 crs.

SPH 357 EXISTENTIALISM
Existentialism is a loosely defined, but highly controversial 
and influential, philosophic, and literary movement that 
began taking hold in the mid-nineteenth century and be-
came widely popular around World War II. The controversy 
and appeal behind this movement was the way it challenged 
the major assumptions of Western metaphysical tradition. 
Existentialism has mapped the foundations of the critical, 
philosophical, and literary movements of the times. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIC2, AIB9. 3 crs.

SPH 402 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CULTURE
Psychoanalysis is a field of study that derives its dynamic 
approach to interpreting human behavior by combining 
elements of literature, philosophy, and metapsychology. If 
the appeal of psychoanalysis lies in the way it helps allevi-
ate the pressure of “too much” existing in one’s psyche, a 
pressure that causes neurotic symptoms, then think of how 
interesting psychoanalysis will prove in trying to understand 
the “symptoms” that presently haunt and even threaten the 
future of contemporary society. Meets LAC outcomes: AIC2, 
HCC1. 3 crs. 

SPH 403 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND FILM
This course will analyze and study film as an interpretative 
lens to understand the Freudian and Lacanian theoretical 
field of psychoanalysis. As such, students discuss the im-
portance of psychoanalysis within the many genres of film 
theory. Of particular interest will be to study the relation 
between desire and fantasy, as well as the most important 
psychoanalytic concept for film theory: the gaze. Meets LAC 
outcomes: HCC1, AIC2. 3 crs.

SPH 415 NINETEENTH-CENTURY CONTINENTAL 
PHILOSOPHY
This course focuses on nineteenth-century German and 
French philosophy, exploring the main philosophical threads 
that now currently inform the discipline of Cultural Studies. 
Thinkers often covered are Kant, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, 
and Freud. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs.
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SPH 426 TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL 
PHILOSOPHY
These courses are designed to address important and time-
ly subject areas in contemporary social philosophy. Content 
will vary from term to term. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

SPH 430 TOPICS IN MAJOR THINKERS
These courses will examine the key works of major philo-
sophical or theoretical thinkers. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

SPH 463 VIOLENCE AND REPRESENTATION
From Auschwitz and Hiroshima, to the L.A. Riots and Col-
umbine, to September 11 (9/11) and the current war in Iraq, 
the past century has been marked by extreme and diverse 
events of violence. This course will take a critical look at the 
“gap” existing between the event of these singular disasters 
and the way they have been represented and historicized. 
Our approach will consider the relation between violence 
and representation from a historical, literary, and philosoph-
ical perspective. Meets LAC outcomes: AIC2, HCC1. 3 crs.

SPH 465 LOVE AND SEXUALITY
Love is often thought a timeless and universal emotion 
that is capable of transcending humanity’s more base and 
biologically determined relation to sexuality. But what if the 
sexual act was freed of biological reductionism, or if love 
was thought to be an idea contingent on historical and cul-
tural factors? This course examines these and other ques-
tions by tracing how love and sexuality are represented in 
both philosophical and literary texts. Meets LAC outcomes: 
AIC2, HCC1. 3 crs.

HISTORY

HST 201 WESTERN CIVILIZATION I: 
ANTIQUITY THROUGH THE MEDIEVAL AGE
This course will examine the roots of Western Civilization 
in the ancient world and its growth during the Middle Ages. 
It surveys major aspects of political, social, and cultural 
history on a broad comparative basis. Topics include rise of 
city-states, Athenian democracy and culture, Roman law, 
the triumph of Christianity, medieval empires, and the Cru-
sades. Contributions of other civilizations to the West and 
the West’s impact on the world will be traced. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCB3. 3 crs.

HST 202 WESTERN CIVILIZATION II: RENAISSANCE TO 
GLOBALIZATION
This course will examine the major historical and cultural 
developments in Western Europe through the Renaissance 
to the present. It will survey aspects of political, social, 
and cultural history on a broad comparative basis. Topics 
include the Renaissance in Southern and Northern Europe, 
the Reformation, Absolutism, L’Ancien regime, the French 
Revolution, and European imperialism. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCB3. 3 crs.

HST 220 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: 
EXPLORATIONS TO 1870
This survey course encompasses the history of the United 
States from early attempts at exploration and discovery to 
the reconstruction of the Union following the Civil War. It 
will examine colonial beginnings, rebellion against colonial 
rule, development of democratic institutions, and reform 
movements such as abolition and women’s rights. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB3. 3 crs.

HST 221 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: 1870 TO 
PRESENT
This survey course encompasses the history of the United 
States from segregation to the rise of the global economy. 
In addition, it will examine Populism, the Depression, the 
New Deal, World War II, the Red Scare, the Cold War, the 
Civil Rights Movement, feminism, and Vietnam. Primary 
sources will be utilized. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. 3 crs.

HST 305 MODERN HISTORY
This course situates the beginning of what we loosely call 
Modern History in the sixteenth century, a time that saw 
great advances in science, industry, commerce, philosophy, 
and art. These advances radically changed the material 
conditions of all the continents of the world, largely due 
to imperial expansion and the rise of capitalism. To put it 
differently, Modern Western history is the story of discovery, 
dominance, and resistance. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. A 
required core course. 3 crs.

HST 325 HISTORY OF FILM
This course concentrates on nine phases of film between 
1898 and 1970: cinema prehistory, D.W. Griffith and the 
development of film technique, Soviet montage theory, early 
documentary, German Expressionism, French Realism, 
Italian Neo-realism, film noir, and the French New Wave. By 
studying and writing about these milestones, students will 
become more conversant with the nature and aesthetics of 
film today. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD3. A Media & 
Film Studies course. 3 crs.

HST 327 HISTORY OF THE FAR EAST
This course will survey the far eastern regions of Asia in-
cluding China, Japan, and Korea. Students will learn politi-
cal, social, religious, and diplomatic events from prehistoric 
to modern times. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. A Global 
Studies course. 3 crs.

HST 328 HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE EAST
This course will introduce the history and civilization of 
Islam to the present. Students will trace the zenith and 
decline of the great pre-modern empires, then move to the 
Middle Eastern reformist attempts to meet the European 
pressures in modern times. Students will also analyze the 
age of colonialism, the rise of nationalism, and the resur-
gence of the Islamist ideology today. Meets LAC outcomes: 
HCB3, HCA2. A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

HST 330 TOPICS IN HISTORY
This course offers specific topics in history and will vary 
from term to term. Meets LAC outcome: HCB4. 3 crs.

HST 383 HISTORY OF FOOD
This course explores relationships among social history, 
diet, and food technology. topics include the influence of Co-
lumbus's voyages upon the European diet; sugar and spice 
as motivating factors behind Western exploration and the 
slave trade; Eastern medicinal theory and the Western fad 
for ingesting meals; the evolution of national cuisines; "fast 
food," and the history of health. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. 
A Global Studies course. 3 crs.

HST 385 TECHNOLOGY, HISTORY, AND GLOBAL POWER
Beginning with a review of the effect inventions such as 
the printing press, the steam engine, television, and the 
computer have had on the way humans think, this course 
examines how contemporary issues have been affected 
and shaped by technological change. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCD3. A Media & Film Studies course. 3 crs.
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HST 392 HISTORY OF MEDICINE
A survey of the rise of medicine from the pre-1800 view 
that disease is caused by an imbalance of “humors” in the 
body to the emergence of scientific medicine. Topics in-
clude plagues and communicable diseases, doctor-caused 
illnesses, anatomical discoveries, the development of 
germ theory, antisepsis, anesthesia, quackery, alternative 
medicine, aseptic surgery, and drug design. The course 
will also consider the impact of technologies such as the 
microscope, stethoscope, x-rays, immunology, and antibiot-
ics. Meets LAC outcomes: HCD3, NWB1. A Science Studies 
course. 3 crs.

HST 428 REFORMERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN 
THE UNITED STATES
Students are introduced to the reforms and social move-
ments in nineteenth- and twentieth-century U.S. history. 
The intent is to understand the successes and failures of 
reformers and the social, political, and religious movements 
they mobilized. Emphasis will be placed on analyzing the 
historical context, the issues at stake, the role of the media 
and of public opinion, and the strategy and tactics of each 
movement. Meets LAC outcome: HCB4. An American Stud-
ies course. 3 crs.

HST 429 UNITED STATES ETHNIC AND IMMIGRATION 
HISTORY
This course introduces the history of immigration to North 
America from the time of European colonialism to the pres-
ent. Whether concerning the slave plantations of Virginia, 
the potato fields of Ireland, Japanese internment camps in 
California, or the barrios of East Los Angeles, students will 
study topics including immigrant life, work, and culture. 
Additional topics will include the causes of mass migra-
tion and its effect on gender and family relations, changing 
ethnic identity in the United States, and federal immigration 
policy. Meets LAC outcomes: HCA1, HCB3. An American 
Studies course. 3 crs.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE COURSES
The Foreign Language and Culture courses provide students 
with skills in speaking, listening comprehension, reading, 
and writing, as well as basic introductions into the cultures 
of the respective language under study.

LNG 221/222 ELEMENTARY SPANISH I, II
3 crs. each.

LNG 223 ELEMENTARY SPANISH III
Meets LAC outcome: HCA5. 3 crs.

LNG 261/262 ELEMENTARY IRISH I, II
3 crs. each.

LNG 263 ELEMENTARY IRISH III
Meets LAC outcomes: HCA5. 3 crs.

LNG 350 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 
Depending on the student’s level of proficiency, Intermedi-
ate Spanish courses may be taken as a directed study if the 
need of certain students does not match the course syl-
labus. Meets LAC outcome: HCA5. Course may be repeated 
for credit. 3 crs.

LNG 361/362/363 INTERMEDIATE IRISH I, II, III
Meets LAC outcome: HCA5. 3 crs. each.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
These one-credit seminars prepare majors and minors in 
Cultural Studies for professional careers.

CLS 481 PREPARING FOR A CAREER IN TEACHING
What career paths are available in teaching? Students will 
consider the various options including the M.A., MAT, and 
the Ph.D. Students will also begin to prepare for entrance 
requirements for a graduate degree in teaching and plan 
for volunteer or tutoring experience to prepare them for a 
career in teaching. Teachers from various career paths will 
share their experience with students. 1 cr.

CLS 482 PREPARING FOR CAREERS IN CULTURAL 
STUDIES AND FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL: M.A., M.F.A., 
Ph.D., AND J.D.
Students will explore a variety of career options that draw 
upon the skills and strengths of a B.A. in Cultural Studies. 
Students considering graduate work in history, philoso-
phy, literature, writing, or law will begin to navigate the 
process of graduate school selection and application and 
consider careers open to them upon completion of their 
graduate studies. Professionals and recent graduates from 
Marylhurst (when available) will share their experience in 
careers and graduate school. 1 cr.

CLS 483 PREPARING FOR A CAREER IN PUBLISHING
Students will explore the broad spectrum of careers in 
publishing, including editor, literary agent, and publisher’s 
representative as well as careers in corporate communi-
cations and academic and specialist publishing. Students 
will also consider the realms of small press publishing and 
electronic publishing. Students will have the opportunity to 
hear from speakers from various career paths in publishing. 
1 cr.

INTERNSHIP

CLS 494 CULTURAL STUDIES INTERNSHIP
The internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Students apply knowledge and skills learned in their major 
through appropriately supervised experiences in the com-
munity. Interns have the chance to explore career options, 
network, and demonstrate and solidify classroom learning 
in the real world. Opportunities are available in business, 
government, schools, and nonprofit organizations. Orienta-
tion and completion of an Internship Registration form are 
required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Course 
may be repeated for credit. Variable credit. 

Department of Cultural Studies
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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CAREER PATHS
Graduate schools and prospective employers recognize 
and value the specific skills in interpretation, writing, and 
speaking that a degree in English Literature and Writing 
provides. They also recognize the insight and problem-solv-
ing ability that come with this major’s broad-based explora-
tions of culture, literary art, and history.

The English Literature and Writing curriculum provides 
a strong foundation for students continuing on to graduate 
studies in creative writing, literature, rhetoric and com-
position, library science, education, journalism, law, and 
business.

English Literature and Writing graduates are well pre-
pared to enter a variety of professions that require a strong 
writing ability coupled with critical thinking skills. ELW 
alumni go on to careers in writing, teaching, library science, 
journalism, publishing, high tech, government, educational 
administration, and business. Our alumni include poets, 
teachers, Web content writers, university administrators, 
editors, and business professionals.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Write an academic argument with clarity and insight, 

demonstrating a clear understanding of convention and 
audience.

2. Develop well-argued interpretations of texts based on 
close reading.

3. Demonstrate the ability to critically examine the 
relationship between literature and its historical and 
cultural contexts.

4. Demonstrate familiarity with current literary scholarship 
through research projects.

5. Demonstrate an understanding of literary genres and the 
vocabulary used for analyzing poetry, fiction, nonfiction, 
drama, film, and other cultural texts.

6. Demonstrate an understanding of a range of critical and 
theoretical perspectives and the ability to incorporate one 
or more of these perspectives in a literary analysis.

Major Requirements for the B.A. Degree   
in English Literature and Writing 

Required Core for all ELW Majors ....................................21 crs.
WR 222 Introduction to Literature & Writing, 3 crs.
LIT 223 Introduction to Literary Genres, 3 crs.
LIT 321 Literary Theory, 3 crs.
Two Survey of Literature courses, 6 crs.
One World or Ethnic Literature course, 3 crs.
WR 498 Senior Thesis, 3 crs.

Concentration Coursework and Electives in Major ..........39 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

Students in the English Literature and Writing 
(ELW) program investigate the intriguing relationships 
between literature, language, writing, and culture. 
Students learn to read and think critically by 
analyzing literary texts, exploring historical and 
cultural contexts, engaging in research on theory 
and scholarship, and writing persuasive arguments. 
Students can develop their skills in creative writing 
and gain insight into the imaginative process via 
writing workshops with faculty and visiting authors.

PROGRAM OF STUDY

PROGRAM Degree Major

Con-
centra-

tion Minor

English Literature 
& Writing

--Creative Writing
--English Literature
--Literature
--Professional Writing
--Text:Image

B.A. •

•

•

•

•
•

•

THE PURPOSE OF THE BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEGREE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE AND 
WRITING
Courses in the department seek to encourage students’ 
critical engagement with literary and cultural texts and 
to infuse literary study with an understanding of the con-
nection between literature and history. Students may also 
pursue coursework in professional writing or participate in 
creative writing workshops in fiction, creative nonfiction, 
poetry, and screenwriting. Small class size allows ELW 
faculty to engage with each student and to challenge them 
to fulfill their potential as thinkers and writers. 

There are three concentrations available and students 
select one concentration:
1. Literature, which emphasizes the interpretation of texts 

based on a knowledge of literary, historical, and social 
contexts.

2. Creative Writing, which emphasizes the creative writing 
process, the crafting of language, revising, editing, and 
publishing.

3. Text:Image, which emphasizes the relationship between 
literature and visual arts.
While each concentration stresses different aspects of 

literature and writing, all students investigate the interre-
lated aspects of language and expression—interpretation, 
composition, and creativity.

Department of
English Literature and Writing
Chair: Meg Roland, Ph.D.
Director of Writing: Perrin Kerns, Ph.D.
Director of Creative Writing: Jay Ponteri, MFA
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CONCENTRATION OPTIONS

OUTCOMES SPECIFIC 
TO THE LITERATURE CONCENTRATION
1. Demonstrate knowledge of literary history and major 

literary movements.
2. Identify critical questions surrounding the shifts in the 

canon of American, British, and World literature.
3. Investigate representations of identity, race, gender, 

nation, sexuality, and class in literature.

Literature Concentration
LIT 370 Shakespeare..............................................................3 crs.
One pre-1800 Period Study ....................................................3 crs.

LIT 378 Medieval Literature & Culture 
LIT 379 Early Modern Literature & Culture
LIT 380 Eighteenth-Century Literature & Culture

One post-1800 Period Study ..................................................3 crs.
LIT 381 Literature & Culture of the Romantic Period
LIT 382 Nineteenth-Century Literature & Culture
LIT 383 Victorian Literature & Culture
LIT 384 Modernist Literature & Culture
LIT 385 Postmodern Literature & Culture

One Study in Literary Genre ..................................................3 crs.
LIT 323 Autobiography
LIT 326 Drama
LIT 327 Poetry
LIT 328 The Short Story
LIT 329 The Novel

Three additional 300-level or 400-level Literature courses .9 crs.
Electives in English Literature and Writing .........................18 crs.
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION IN MAJOR : 39 crs.

OUTCOMES SPECIFIC 
TO THE CREATIVE WRITING CONCENTRATION
1. Develop skills in imaginative writing and write well in a 

particular genre.
2. Write a significant quantity of creative work within the 

concentration’s five required writing seminars.
3. Apply the critical language of writing techniques in 

analyzing imaginative writing for the purpose of gaining a 
deeper understanding of craft.

4. Demonstrate through critical or creative work a familiarity 
with contemporary trends in writing and new media. 

5. Demonstrate an active engagement with the writing 
process through generating multiple drafts, critiquing the 
work of others, and revising one’s own work in response to 
feedback. 

Creative Writing Concentration
LIT 370 Shakespeare or one Period Study ............................3 crs.

LIT 378 Medieval Literature & Culture 
LIT 379 Early Modern Literature & Culture
LIT 380 Eighteenth-Century Literature & Culture
LIT 381 Literature & Culture of the Romantic Period
LIT 382 Nineteenth-Century Literature & Culture
LIT 384 Modernist Literature & Culture
LIT 385 Postmodern Literature & Culture

One Study in Literary Genre ..................................................3 crs. 
LIT 323 Autobiography
LIT 326 Drama 
LIT 327 Poetry
LIT 328 The Short Story
LIT 329 The Novel

One Study in Form and Technique .........................................3 crs.
WR 322 Writing as Rhetoric 
 OR WR 430 Writing Pedagogy ..........................................3 crs.
Three Writing Seminar I Courses ..........................................9 crs.
One Writing Seminar II Course ..............................................3 crs.
WR 471 Senior Creative Writing Workshop ...........................3 crs.
Electives in English Literature and Writing  ........................12 crs.
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION IN MAJOR: 39 credits

OUTCOMES SPECIFIC TO THE TEXT:IMAGE 
CONCENTRATION:
1. Compose a critical or creative work that explores how 

meaning is produced through the intersection of text and 
image.

2. Demonstrate through critical or creative work a familiarity 
with contemporary trends in writing and new media. 

3. Demonstrate an understanding of how historical, cultural, 
and theoretical contexts shape the blending of visual and 
textual media.

Text:Image Concentration
LIT 305 Text:Image  ............................................................... 3 crs.
LIT 370 Shakespeare or Period Study ...................................3 crs.

LIT 378 Medieval Literature & Culture 
LIT 379 Early Modern Literature & Culture
LIT 380 Eighteenth-Century Literature & Culture
LIT 381 Literature & Culture of the Romantic Period
LIT 382 Nineteenth-Century Literature & Culture
LIT 384 Modernist Literature & Culture
LIT 385 Postmodern Literature & Culture

LIT 468 Hypertext ...................................................................3 crs.
Any Film Studies course ........................................................3 crs.
LIT 330 Graphic Novel  .......................................................... 3 crs. 
One Writing Seminar I ...........................................................3 crs.
One Studio Art course 
 (drawing, photography, design, painting) ........................ 3 crs. 
Two additional courses from the following ...........................6 crs.

One Studio Art course 
WR 470 M Review
One Writing Seminar I or II
WR 421 Creative Writing Senior Seminar
LIT 378 Imagining East: Cartography & Literature 
LIT 384 Modernist Literature & Culture 
LIT 385 Postmodern Literature & Culture 
LIT 304 Literature & Maps
WR 351 Digital Storytelling
WR 353 Book Arts & Print Publication

Electives in English Literature and Writing .........................12 crs.
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION IN MAJOR: 39 crs.

ENGLISH LITERATURE AND WRITING PORTFOLIO
The ELW portfolio is intended to track and reflect student 
learning in the major. The requirements for the portfolio are 
introduced in WR 222 Introduction to Literature and Writ-
ing. The portfolio is completed in WR 498 Senior Thesis and 
must be turned in at the end of that class to receive a pass-
ing grade and to complete the degree requirement of the 
English Literature and Writing (ELW) major.

The ELW portfolio includes:
1. An initial analytical essay from WR 222 Introduction to 

Literature & Writing or other ELW course taken early 
in an English Literature and Writing student’s career at 
Marylhurst.

2. An essay from LIT 321 Literary & Critical Theory.
3. One example of their work from an upper-division class 

in their concentration (i.e., Literature, Creative Writing, 
Rhetoric and Teaching). 

4. The final paper from the writing in the discipline class.
5. The research essay from WR 498 Senior Thesis.
6. A reflective essay on their learning in relation to the 

program outcomes of the ELW program, using their own 
papers as the evidence for their reflection.

7. English Literature and Writing majors should plan to 
gather these materials as they proceed through the 
program. Senior Portfolios are reviewed by ELW faculty 
at the end of each academic year and kept on file in the 
department.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE AND WRITING MINORS

THE PURPOSE OF THE ENGLISH LITERATURE AND 
WRITING MINOR
The English Literature and Writing minors provide a basic 
understanding of English studies, competence in interpret-
ing literature, and core skills in writing.

English Literature Minor
WR 222 Introduction to Literature & Writing ........................3 crs.
LIT 223 Introduction to Literary Genres ................................3 crs.
LIT 321 Literary & Critical Theory .........................................3 crs.
One Survey of Literature course ............................................3 crs.
One Study in Literary Genre course ......................................3 crs.
One World or Ethnic Literature course .................................3 crs.
Electives from Literature or Writing......................................9 crs.
 TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 27 crs.

Creative Writing Minor
WR 222 Introduction to Literature & Writing ........................3 crs.
LIT 223 Introduction to Literary Genres ................................3 crs.
One 300- or 400-level Literature course ...............................3 crs.
Three Writing Seminar I courses...........................................9 crs.
One Writing Seminar II course ..............................................3 crs.
Electives in Creative Writing ..................................................6 crs.
 TOTAL FOR MINOR: 27 crs.

Professional Writing Minor
WR 222 Introduction to Literature & Writing ........................3 crs.
LIT 223 Introduction to Literary Genres ................................3 crs.
One 300- or 400-level Literature course ...............................3 crs.
Three Expository or Professional Writing Courses ...............9 crs.
One Rhetorical Studies Courses ............................................3 crs.
Electives from Literature or Writing......................................6 crs.
  TOTAL FOR MINOR: 27 crs.

COURSES 
Categories of courses, described below, are designed to ful-
fill specific outcomes in the major while allowing for current 
or relevant topics. Majors also may take crosslisted courses 
from the Cultural Studies Department and Communication 
Studies Department.

LITERATURE CATEGORIES
• World or Ethnic Literature courses explore literary 

traditions from a spectrum of cultures and languages 
• Period Studies allow students to focus on the literature of 

a particular century or centuries, including examination of 
the historical and cultural context of the period. 

• Studies in Literary Genre courses provide students with 
an intensive look at a particular genre, giving them 
an in-depth study of a specific form and its relation to 
interpretation. 

NOTE: Literature courses at the 300-level provide breadth 
of literary knowledge and a strong understanding of literary 
history. Literature courses at the 400-level allow students to 
pursue a specialized topic at a more advanced level. 

WRITING CATEGORIES
• Writing Seminar I courses are workshop-style creative 

writing courses that emphasize writing, critique, and 
revision. Students will typically be asked to read closely 
and critically each other’s work as well as the best 
examples from significant authors in a given genre. 

• In Writing Seminar II courses, students with a particular 
interest in a specific genre work at an advanced level to 
hone their skills. 

• In Rhetorical Studies courses, students examine issues in 
composition pedagogy, rhetorical theory, cultural studies, 
and communication studies. These courses are intended 
to provide an understanding of the role of writing and 
persuasion in contemporary society. 

• Professional Writing courses are often crosslisted 
with communication studies and provide students with 
knowledge about writing in a business, professional, and/
or creative setting. They provide strategic understanding 
of how to write for specific audiences and technical 
experience working with particular writing conventions.

NOTE: Specific examples of regularly scheduled courses 
that fall within the literature or writing categories are listed 
below; however, other course topics may be developed and 
offered.

LITERATURE

LIT 215 SCIENCE FICTION
From its earliest beginnings as a speculative genre, science 
fiction has always attempted to address the various ways 
technological advances may answer (or fail to answer) the 
central questions of human experience. In this course, stu-
dents will explore current trends in the genre and examine 
how contemporary science fiction confronts issues of identi-
ty, culture, empire, intelligence, and the uses of technology 
as capital and power. Meets LAC outcomes: HCC1, NWB5. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 223 INTRODUCTION TO LITERARY GENRES
Students in this course investigate the theory of genre and 
its application to interpreting literature through an explo-
ration of the various forms that literary creation can take 
poetry, fiction, drama, film, and literary nonfiction. The evo-
lution of these forms over time and their relationship to cul-
ture will provide a context for approaching literature. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB7. Core requirement for major. 3 crs.

LIT 301 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
Courses include selected themes from a range of U.S. lit-
erature including early national roots and Native American 
literature to contemporary literature, for example, inventing 
nationhood, race and gender, nature and landscape, and 
African-American literature. Meets LAC outcome: AIB3. 
Core requirement for major. Course not offered every year. 
3 crs.

LIT 302 SURVEY OF BRITISH LITERATURE
Courses include selected themes that define British litera-
ture from Anglo-Saxon origins to postmodern rebellions, 
for example, Tolkien’s medieval sources; love and desire; 
industry, science, and culture. Meets LAC outcome: AIB3. 
Core requirement for major. Course not offered every year. 
3 crs. 

LIT 304 LITERATURE AND MAPS
This class will explore the "language" of maps and the 
"space" of imaginative literature. We will study maps from 
the medieval to modern periods and ask how maps and lit-
erature inform each other, what kinds of symbolic language 
are used, and the way that imaginative maps can be found 
as part of literary texts. In addition, we will experiment with 
projects based on Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) to 
explore how the spatial analysis of maps might be a tool for 
a different kind of understanding of literary texts and con-
texts. A Text:Image course. 3 crs. 
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LIT 305 TEXT:IMAGE 
This course focuses on textual issues in the context of 
art. Students will investigate the conceptual intersections 
between text and image and examine how the properties 
of one inform the other. Readings providing historical, cul-
tural, and theoretical context will compliment the projects 
of poets whose work demonstrates innovative experimental 
approaches that might inform their own work. Students will 
explore textual questions through the lenses of site-spec-
ificity, object making, works on paper, and performance. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. A Text:Image course. 3 crs.

LIT 311 LITERATURE OF CHILDHOOD
This class focuses on stories written primarily for children 
and the way in which such stories represent the under-
standing of childhood in various historical periods. In read-
ing such stories, students will also gain insights into the 
cultural assumptions of our own age regarding childhood 
and coming-of-age. This term we will look particularly at 
novels that explore modern childhoods, beginning with Little 
Women and Treasure Island and ending with the contem-
porary children’s novel Endymion Spring. We will consider 
constructions and complications of gender and the ways in 
which childhood is being shaped in the twenty-first century. 
Meets LAC outcome. AIB4. 3 crs.

LIT 321 LITERARY AND CRITICAL THEORY
This course examines the history of literary theory while 
focusing on significant contemporary approaches to literary 
interpretation. Students will explore the relationship be- 
tween literature and various other critical approaches, such 
as in philosophy, linguistics, political economy, historicism, 
post-colonial theory, psychoanalysis, and gender studies. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB6, SS2. Core requirement for 
major. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 322 LITERATURE OF THE BIBLE 
Can the Bible be read as literature? Can we suspend our 
beliefs and examine the Hebrew Bible and the New Testa-
ment as types of narratives, stories, and dramas? Biblical 
themes have inspired some of the great works of Western 
Civilization: Dante’s Divine Comedy, Milton’s Paradise Lost, 
Tennyson’s In Memoriam, and Coleridge’s The Ancient Mari-
ner are perhaps the most famous examples. We will read 
selections of these literary works and explore how these 
works rely for their thematic and/or symbolic structure on 
biblical stories. Meets LAC outcome: AIB4. Course not of-
fered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 323 AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Students will explore problems of narrative through the 
study of autobiography and memoir. Some of the issues that 
might be explored are the relation of gender to autobiog-
raphy, the problems of truth and fiction in relationship to 
memory in autobiography, the relation of performativity to 
identity, and the problematics of self-representation. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB7. A Studies in Literary Genre course. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

Recent example of course offered in this area: 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
Reading texts ranging from slave narratives to contempo-
rary memoirs, this course examines issues surrounding the 
politics of self-representation. African-American critics and 
theorists will provide the basis for addressing questions 
about race and the role of autobiography. A World or Ethnic 
Literature course. 3 crs.

LIT 324 INTRODUCTION TO FILM
This course seeks to enhance the understanding of film as 
an artistic medium. Students will focus on selected nar-
rative films to develop the visual literacy of attentive and 
active viewers who can better understand how the medium 
creates the experience it does. To what extent can film be 
studied as a “text” to be read and reread rather than simply 
watched? Students will address questions about film’s place 
in culture, its political and social relevance, and how, for 
better or worse, it can shape a sense of the world. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB7, HCD5. 3 crs. 

LIT 326 DRAMA
Theater reflects our individual and collective psyche as it 
entertains, provokes, and informs. This course presents the 
major subgenres of tragedy, comedy, and tragicomedy across 
the historical and multicultural continuum with a focus on 
the depiction of characters in ambiguous and ethically para-
doxical situations. It provides an overview of the development 
of theatrical representation and stagecraft from the ancient 
Greek festival of Dionysus to the feminist and postmodern 
theater. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. A Studies in Literary 
Genre course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 327 POETRY
The course will introduce students to the fundamental ele-
ments of poetry such as rhythm, meter, and imagery. With 
an emphasis on the close reading and analysis of poems, 
students will explore ways to read and enjoy a poem. Stu-
dents will also write critically about poetry and study the 
socio-cultural contests in which specific poems were writ-
ten. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. A Studies in Literary Genre 
course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 328 THE SHORT STORY
How do writers make the ordinary extraordinary? To find 
out, students read stories by masters of the form. The 
course focuses on elements of fiction and a study of the 
craft of short story writing and provides an understanding 
and appreciation for this literary form. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB7. A Studies in Literary Genre course. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs.

LIT 329 THE NOVEL
The origins, history, and development of the novel are the 
main elements of this course. The discussion will embrace 
such concepts as point of view, stream of consciousness, 
the Bildungsroman, realism, the unreliable narrator, and 
will look at current and future directions of the novel. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB7. A Studies in Literary Genre course. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 330 THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
In the ’80s a new name, “The Graphic Novel,” was coined 
for this burgeoning genre. This course will focus on some of 
the recent classics in this genre, including several graphic 
memoirs that bear witness to historical events. Students 
will also read current criticism and theory, as they examine 
how images and text work together to inform our interpre-
tations of graphic narratives. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB7, 
HCD5. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 344 DANTE, MILTON, AND BLAKE
This course examines three authors, each with a vision of 
the afterlife. Students examine the traditional and con-
temporary understandings of belief (or not) in that afterlife 
through three great works of literature: Paradise Lost, The 
Inferno, and The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. Dante deals 
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with the problem of human sin and notions of heaven and 
hell; Milton deals with the pre- and post-lapsarian worlds 
and his own struggle with his Trinitarian beliefs; Blake proj-
ects a whole new cosmology through the eyes of a proph-
et—himself. While not theological in nature, the course 
will discuss the literature from the Christian context of the 
times in which each work was written. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB4. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 345 LITERATURE OF TRAVEL
Students travel the world through the narrative texts of 
authors such as Twain, Naipaul, Eco, or Theroux. How do 
industrialization, modernization, and globalization change 
the perception of the cityscape, environment, and the self? 
The voyage of rediscovery, various modes of seeing others, 
and the narrative expectations of travel literature form the 
basis of inquiry. Meets LAC outcome: AIB3. Course not of-
fered every year. 3 crs. 

LIT 346 TOPICS IN LITERATURE AND FILM
This course explores narrative in film and literature and the 
issues of adaptation. Course topics vary from term to term. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

LIT 347 TOPICS IN FILM (GENRE)
These topical courses examine the various genres in film, 
such as The Horror Film, The Documentary, The Western, 
The French New Wave, Film Noir, and more. Meets LAC 
outcomes: HCD5, AIB4. Course may be repeated for credit. 
3 crs.

LIT 348 TOPICS IN FILM STUDIES
These courses focus on the broad and ever-expanding topic 
of film studies, particularly how film gets taken up as a lens 
to examine literature and other disciplines, like politics, 
philosophy, and critical theory. Courses offered thus far 
have been: Political Criticism in Film, Screening Memory, 
and Screening Desire. Meets LAC outcome: HCD5. Course 
may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

LIT 350 CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY
Selected topics in Greek and Roman mythology are present-
ed with an emphasis on their foundational and generative 
influence in Western literature and culture. Students ex-
plore the origins, function, and significance of myth in Greek 
and Roman culture and consider different theoretical ap-
proaches to myth through the works of Homer, Hesiod, Ovid, 
and various of the Greek playwrights and philosophers. 
Students also investigate the ways in which these myths re-
appear in contemporary literature, art, and film. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB9. A World or Ethnic Literature course. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 352 THE LITERATURE OF RESISTANCE
This course focuses on literature from around the world 
that testifies to political or social injustices, and, through 
the act of testifying, poses some form of resistance. In 
reading fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry, students will 
look at many of the issues that surround the act of bearing 
witness: the erasure of identity and the break of narrative 
sequences that adheres in surviving and/or observing trau-
matic historical events and the healing (both cultural and 
individual) that can come through bearing witness. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB9, HCA3. A World or Ethnic Literature 
course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 356 EXISTENTIAL LITERATURE
Existentialism is a loosely defined but highly controversial 
and influential philosophical and literary movement that be-
gan taking hold in the mid-nineteenth century and became 
widely popular around World War II. Existentialism has 
mapped the foundations of the critical, philosophical, and 
literary movements of our time. Students will focus on the 
works of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre, Camus, 
and de Beauvoir. Meets LAC outcomes: AIC2, AIB9. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 357 LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION
A sustained study of the literature of a culture or language 
other than English. Students will be asked to consider the 
problems of translation and the relationship between writer, 
reader, and a linguistic community. It also provides the 
students with the opportunity to read works that fall outside 
of the Anglo-American traditions. Various specific topics are 
offered. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB9, HCA3. A World or Eth-
nic Literature course. Course not offered every year. Course 
may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

LIT 361 WOMEN’S LITERATURE AND FEMINIST 
THEORY 
This course presents a detailed study of works written by 
women examined within the context of current and/or his-
torical schools of literary theory that depend primarily on 
gender analysis. Topics may vary from year to year. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCA1. 3 crs.

LIT 362 TOPICS IN GENDER STUDIES
These courses focus on the topic of gender studies, particu-
larly taking up how the question of gender and sexuality is 
represented and examined in literature and film. Courses 
offered thus far have been: Masculinity Studies and Film, 
Contemporary Women Filmmakers, and Queer Cinema. 
Topics may vary from year to year. Meets LAC outcomes. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

LIT 363 MEDIEVAL WOMEN, MEDIEVAL WOMEN 
WRITERS
This course will challenge the received tradition of medieval 
literature and explore the rich tradition of medieval women 
writers. We will read works by significant medieval Euro-
pean women authors in a range of forms including poetry, 
autobiography, letters and visionary literature. In the con-
text of these women writers, we will probe the construction 
and representation of sex and gender in the Middle Ages. 
Meets Arts & Ideas or Human Community LAC outcomes 
AIB4, HCD5. A Period Studies course. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs.

LIT 364 INTRODUCTION TO QUEER STUDIES
This course introduces students to the interdisciplinary field 
of queer studies via works which challenge normative as-
sumptions about gender and sexuality. Topics covered in the 
class will include historical constructions of gender and sexu-
ality, cultural representations of sexuality in literature and 
film, and the contemporary politics of sexuality. Meets LAC 
outcomes: HCC1, AIB6. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 366 TOPICS IN WORLD OR ETHNIC LITERATURE
This course explores literature outside the traditional West-
ern canon, focusing on the literature of diverse peoples, 
both in the so-called Third World and in the United States. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4. HCA3. A World or Ethnic Litera-
ture course. Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.
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LIT 368 COLONIAL AND POST-COLONIAL LITERATURE
The voyage taken by Columbus in 1492 changed the world 
forever, not only for Europeans but also for the people inhabit-
ing the continents “discovered.” This course puts writers of the 
“old world” into dialogue with voices of the colonized, examin-
ing the central themes of universalism, language, and the role 
of empathy in post-colonial writing. The end of the course will 
explore ways that science fiction addresses the problem of 
colonization. Meets LAC outcomes: HCA3, AIB4. A Literature in 
Translation or World or Ethnic Literature course. Course may 
be repeated for credit. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 369 NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This course provides a survey of literature by and about Na-
tive Americans. It includes traditional oral works and more 
recent novels, short stories, poetry, and critical essays. Close 
attention will be placed on historical context, and how these 
contexts affected the social and cultural lives of Native Amer-
icans. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCA3. A World or Ethnic 
Literature course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 370 SHAKESPEARE
This course introduces students to a range of Shakespeare’s 
works, including comedy, tragedy, history, as well as se-
lected sonnets. The course emphasizes increasing facility 
in reading Shakespeare and close, critical reading of the 
texts. Students may also explore some of the following top-
ics: poetics, Early Modern cartography, the play of identity, 
film adaptation, and Shakespeare in popular culture. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, AIB7. Meets LAC outcome: AIB5. This 
course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs.

LIT 371 SHAKESPEARE IN PERFORMANCE
This course provides students with the opportunity to jour-
ney down to Ashland to the Oregon Shakespeare Festival 
to see productions of Shakespeare’s plays in the beautiful 
outdoor theater, a replica of the Globe Theater in London. 
The choice of plays studied for this course is determined by 
the Festival’s performance schedule. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB6. Course may be repeated for credit. 3 crs.

LIT 378 MEDIEVAL LITERATURE AND CULTURE
The literature of the medieval period is extraordinarily 
diverse. Course topics may include topics such as Arthurian 
Romance, Imagining East, and Literature and Cartogra-
phy. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This course meets 
WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. A Period Studies 
course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

Recent example of course offered in this area: 
IMAGINING EAST. 
Violence and fascination between East and West reaches 
back to the Middle Ages, including the conflict of the Cru-
saders and silk road travelers such as Marco Polo. Students 
will read, in modern translation, European and Islamic 
literature to explore ways in which the Other can be repre-
sented or imaginatively contained. Students will also study 
early maps as both geographic and cultural narratives. A 
Period Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 379 EARLY MODERN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This course studies English literature, literary culture, and 
language during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Topics may include, for example, literature of travel and 
exploration, seventeenth-century literature, visual culture, 
and dramatic literature other than Shakespeare, the idea 
of the Renaissance, Spenser. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, 
HCD5. This course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) 
outcome. A Period Studies course. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs. 

LIT 380 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE AND 
CULTURE
In this interdisciplinary course, students examine eigh-
teenth-century literature in relation to social and historical 
texts and contexts. Examples of special topics for a par-
ticular term include home and domesticity; enlightenment 
religious and philosophical belief systems; or empire and 
colonialism. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This course 
meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. A Period 
Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 381 LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF THE 
ROMANTIC PERIOD
With attention paid to figures such as Blake, Coleridge, 
Wordsworth, Byron, or Shelley, special topics such as mon-
strosity or revolution are explored in this course. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. A Period Studies course. This 
course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 
Course may be repeated for credit. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.

LIT 382 NINETEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE  AND  
CULTURE
Nineteenth-century literature is presented in relation to so-
cial and historical texts and contexts. Special topics include 
women’s writing; the construction of childhood; or culture 
and ethnography. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This 
course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. A 
Period Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 383 VICTORIAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This course examines literary works within the context of 
the Victorian era, during which time technological advances 
led to the rise of factories and the growth of urban centers 
throughout England. This cultural shift had a profound 
impact on literature, with novels such as Jane Eyre, Great 
Expectations, and North and South tracing the migration 
from the isolation of the countryside to the bustle of city 
streets. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This course 
meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. A Period 
Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 384 MODERNIST LITERATURE AND CULTURE
“Make it new,” Ezra Pound wrote. This course explores the 
Modernists’ break from the past and their innovations in 
literary forms. Students read major writers from the period: 
James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, Jean Toomer, Gertrude Stein, 
H.D., Zora Neale Hurston, Ernest Hemingway, T.S. Eliot, and 
more. Some of the central issues in the Modernist period 
are discussed: the crisis of meaning brought about by world 
war, the politics of style, and the dangers and openings 
residing in the Modernist approach to language. Meets LAC 
outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This course meets WID (Writing in 
the Discipline) outcome. A Period Studies course. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 385 POSTMODERN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
This interdisciplinary course examines contemporary litera-
ture in relation to social and historical texts and contexts. 
Examples of special topics include literature and chaos; 
hybrid identities; virtual culture; or global literacies. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCD5. This course meets WID (Writing 
in the Discipline) outcome. A Period Studies course. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.
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LIT 402 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CULTURE
Focusing on the impossible origin and haunting affect of 
psychic trauma, this course explores such issues as mono-
theism and multiculturalism, eros and thanatos, history and 
narration, and, in general, the ethical and political interven-
tions on contemporary life that psychoanalysis theory en-
ables. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.

LIT 405 HISTORY OF THE BOOK: FROM SCROLL TO 
E-BOOK
The great mythical sea voyage recounted in Homer’s Odys-
sey is episodic, at times otherworldly, and can be read as 
a kind of reader’s journey. But the story of The Odyssey is 
also a study of the material form of the book, from papyrus 
scroll to Kindle e-book. In this class, students will read The 
Odyssey and trace its material and cultural history as well 
as the social practices of writing, printing, reading, and 
bookselling. Students will explore manuscripts, illumina-
tion, print technology, book illustration, book arts, the map 
as book, and rich Web sites such as the Perseus Digital 
Library. In addition, students will consider the “aura” of the 
book and ponder its future in the digital age. Meets LAC 
outcomes: AIB7, HCD5. A Text:Image class. 3 crs.

LIT 420 IRISH LITERATURE
This course explores the literary responses of Yeats, Joyce, 
O’Casey, and Synge to Ireland’s transition from a British col-
ony to an independent nation. Students will study the politi-
cal and cultural background to major texts by these authors 
and see how the texts both influenced and were influenced 
by the socio-political discourse of the time. Prerequisites: 
WR 222 or equivalent introduction to literature course and 
one upper-division literature course. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB4. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 463 VIOLENCE AND REPRESENTATION
From Auschwitz and Hiroshima to the L.A. Riots and Col-
umbine, to September 11 (9/11) and the current war in Iraq, 
the past century has been marked by extreme and diverse 
events of violence. This course will take a critical look at the 
“gap” existing between the event of these singular disasters 
and the way they have been represented and historicized. 
Our approach will consider the relation between violence 
and representation from a historical, literary, and philo-
sophical perspective. Meets LAC outcomes: AIC1, HCC1. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

LIT 465 LOVE AND SEXUALITY
Love is often thought a timeless and universal emotion 
that is capable of transcending humanity’s more base and 
biologically determined relation to sexuality. But what if 
the sexual act was freed of biological reductionism, or if 
love was thought to be an idea contingent on historical and 
cultural factors? This course examines these and other 
questions by tracing how love and sexuality are represented 
in both philosophical and literary texts from Ancient Greece 
to contemporary society. Students will discuss works from 
Plato, Goethe, Freud, Foucault, Irigaray, and Duras. Meets 
LAC outcomes: AIB4, HCC1. Course not offered every year. 
3 crs.

LIT 468 HYPERTEXT AND LITERATURE
The course explores literacy and literature in the hypertext 
medium. Students study the nature and form of major liter-
ary archive projects and experiment with hypertext writing. 
These encounters with traditional and cutting-edge litera-
ture on the Web prompt questions about form and meaning; 
the intersection of media, image, and literature; and the 
role of the manuscript, book, and computer in literary stud-
ies and written culture. Students produce a Web page for a 
work of literature or of their own creative writing. No previ-
ous Web experience needed. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB7, 
HCD3. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 470 MAJOR AUTHORS
This course explores a single author’s work or might 
pair two authors, allowing the students to read deeply 
in the author or authors’ work. Authors might include 
Malory,Wordsworth, Dickinson, Whitman, Hughes, Heming-
way, H.D., or Plath. Meets LAC outcome: AIB3. Course may 
be repeated for credit. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

Recent example of course offered in this area: 
MAJOR AUTHORS: VIRGINIA WOOLF AND ZORA NEALE 
HURSTON. 
This course will focus on the work of two major Modernists, 
Virginia Woolf and Zora Neale Hurston. Students will read a 
range of short stories, essays, and novels by these women 
writers, placing their work in social and historical context 
as students span the divide between Woolf’s England and 
Hurston’s America in the first half of the twentieth century. 
Exploring their work side by side, students will listen for the 
rich resonances and differences that arise. As literary crit-
ics and theorists are added to the discussions, students will 
necessarily grapple with how issues of gender and race are 
negotiated in language and narrative by these two authors. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 471 CHAUCER
Chaucer’s dream vision poems and Canterbury Tales have 
influenced generations of writers and form the heart of 
historical English literary studies. Chaucer’s work is funny, 
lyrical, bawdy, soulful—he is the master of English verse. In 
addition, we will study Chaucer’s pivotal place in the re-
establishment of English as a vehicle for English national 
identity and as a viable literary language (after two hundred 
years of subjugation to French). We will consider how a 
language “lives” in relation to politics and culture, including 
contemporary English. We will read the works in modern 
English while gaining a facility for reading sonorous Middle 
English. Meets LAC outcomes: HCD8, AIB4. A Period Stud-
ies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

LIT 472 TOPIC: MAJOR THEORISTS
The subject of this course will vary but each course will 
read a single major literary or cultural theorist in depth 
and consider his or her influence and impact on the field of 
literary and cultural studies. Course may be repeated. 3 crs.

LIT 476 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND FILM
This course will analyze and study film as an interpretative 
lens to understand the Freudian and Lacanian theoretical 
field of psychoanalysis. As such, students discuss the im-
portance of psychoanalysis within the many genres of film 
theory. Of particular interest will be to study the relation 
between desire and fantasy, as well as the most important 
psychoanalytic concept for film theory: the gaze. Meets LAC 
outcomes: HCC1, AIB7. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 
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FILM STUDIES
English Literature and Writing students can take film class-
es offered by the Department of Cultural Studies as elective 
credit in the major. See pages 79-85.

LIT 324 INTRODUCTION TO FILM
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB7, HCD5. 3 crs. See page 89.

LIT 346 TOPICS IN LITERATURE AND FILM
3 crs. See page 90.

LIT 347 TOPICS IN FILM GENRE
Meets LAC outcomes: HCD5. AIB4 3 crs. See page 90.

LIT 348 TOPICS IN FILM STUDIES
Meets LAC outcome: HCD5. 3 crs. See page 90.

LIT 476 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND FILM
Meets LAC outcomes: HCC1. AIB7 3 crs. See page 92.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
These one-credit seminars prepare majors and minors in 
English Literature and Writing for professional careers that 
draw upon a degree in English.

LIT 480 PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION
This seminar will focus on the process of preparing one’s 
writing for publication in a variety of venues (magazine, 
book, journal). Professionals in the publishing field and 
published authors will lead roundtable discussions that 
explore what it means to take one’s writing to the next step. 
Workshops will offer writers the opportunity to talk about 
their work and assess it for potential publication. Course 
not offered every year. 1 cr. 

LIT 481 THE ENGLISH DEGREE: EXPLORING 
TEACHING AND OTHER CAREERS
What career paths are available with an English degree? 
Students will consider various options in teaching and ca-
reers. Representatives from various career sectors, includ-
ing teaching, business, law, university administration, and 
publishing, will share their experience with students. 1 cr.

LIT 490 PROJECT/READING IN LITERATURE
Individually arranged project or readings in literature. May 
be repeated for credit. Variable credit.

LIT 492 PREPARING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL
This one-credit workshop is designed for Marylhurst under-
graduates who are considering going to graduate school. In 
this interactive online workshop, participants will identify 
factors that need to be considered when identifying and 
applying to graduate schools and programs; will learn about 
specific graduate programs they may be interested in; and 
will develop a graduate school action plan. Pass/No Pass 
only. 1 cr.

INTERNSHIP

LIT 494 LITERATURE INTERNSHIP
The Internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Students apply knowledge and skills learned in their major 
through appropriately supervised experiences in the com-
munity. Interns have the chance to explore career options, 
network, and demonstrate and solidify classroom learning 
in the real world. Opportunities are available in business, 
government, schools, and nonprofit organizations. Orienta-
tion and completion of an Internship Registration form are 
required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Pre-
requisites: permission of department chair. Variable credit.

WRITING

WR 205 EXPRESSIVE WRITING
Developing self-confidence in the student’s writing skills 
is a major objective of this course. Students will enjoy the 
challenge of experimenting with a number of writing tech-
niques focused on personal insights and memories. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.

WR 215 BASIC EXPOSITORY WRITING AND CRITICAL 
THINKING
This course focuses on sound paragraph construction in 
preparation for academic writing. WR 215 does not meet 
LAC Writing outcomes, but is taken to prepare for WR 221 
or as an elective. 3 crs. 

WR 221 INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY WRITING 
AND CRITICAL THINKING
This course will help students learn the conventions of aca-
demic writing and critical thinking through reading, analyti-
cal writing, and discussions. Meets LAC writing outcome: 
LLE1. 3 crs.

WR 222 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE AND 
WRITING
This course serves as an introduction to the major by famil-
iarizing students with two central activities in literature and 
writing: the interpretation of literary works and writing in 
response to literature. Students explore and create various 
forms of writing through the lens of a special topic which 
may change from term to term. An essay from this class 
forms part of the student’s English Literature and Writing 
Portfolio. Recommended for students considering an Eng-
lish major or minor. Meets LAC outcome: AIB3. Meets LLE2 
for English majors and minors as well as other students 
interested in English Literature and Writing. Core require-
ment for the major. 3 crs. 

WR 223 PERSUASIVE WRITING AND ARGUMENT
What is stated in an argument and what is implied? Stu-
dents in this course will learn to analyze the craft of argu-
ment and persuasion. This course continues WR 221’s focus 
on critical thinking skills and will emphasize the practice 
of writing well-reasoned argumentative essays. What se-
quence of ideas, facts, and emotional appeals most effec-
tively persuade readers? Students will develop an effective 
thesis and support their claim with powerful and persuasive 
writing. Prerequisite: WR 221 or equivalent. Meets LAC 
outcome: LLE2. 3 crs.
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WR 301 WRITING CONFERENCES
This advanced tutorial works through private informal dis-
cussion and critique and is designed to help writers bring 
their projects to effective completion. Prerequisites: 12 crs. 
upper-division writing; permission of instructor and depart-
ment chair. Course may be repeated for credit. 1-3 crs.

WR 310 MEDIA WRITING BASICS FOR PUBLIC 
RELATIONS
The ability to write clearly and persuasively is a necessity in 
every area of Public Relations. This course prepares stu-
dents to write in basic public relations and communications 
formats including press releases, fact sheets and short 
features. Discover how media writing differs from academic 
writing; use Associated Press (AP) style and edit for gram-
mar, spelling, readability and interest; recognize ethical 
standards for gathering and utilizing information in stra-
tegic communications. Prerequisite: WR 221 or equivalent 
writing proficiency with instructor consent. A Professional 
Writing course. Offered online only. 3 crs.

WR 322 WRITING AS RHETORIC
How is writing, including literary writing, an act of persua-
sion? What are the roles the writer plays in a democratic 
society? Through the lens of contemporary rhetorical 
theories, students will examine the nature of writing as a 
rhetorical act and apply that understanding to a variety of 
writing projects. Students will examine how different au-
thors make appeals to readers while exploring their own 
voice and skills. Meets LAC outcome: LLE2. A Rhetorical 
Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

WR 323 ACADEMIC WRITING: THE RESEARCH PAPER
This advanced course will help students fulfill the require-
ments for professional and academic writing. Students will 
learn how to define and focus their information needs in a 
subject area, how to access and evaluate needed informa-
tion, and how to transform information into the foundation 
for original academic writing. Thesis organization, process, 
and documentation will be emphasized; issues such as 
writing across disciplines and plagiarism will also be in-
cluded. This course is designed to meet the outcomes for 
the Information Lab and the Writing Lab for the Liberal Arts 
Core. Prerequisites: Student has met LLA1 Computer Liter-
acy, LLE1 Critical Thinking, and LLE2 Argumentation. Meets 
LAC outcomes: LLB1 Information Studies & LLE3 Research 
Writing. 3 crs.

WR 325 ENVIRONMENTAL WRITING
This course surveys the enormous variety in forms for seri-
ous environmental writing from academic discourse, fiction, 
formal literary and personal essays, poetry, or journalism 
to environmental impact statements. Meets LAC outcomes: 
HCD4, NWB4. A Rhetorical Studies course. 3 crs.

WR 340 FREE-LANCE WRITING FOR CONTEMPORARY 
MEDIA
This course will use writing for today's Internet media, 
newspapers, magazines to help students sharpen their 
written-language skills and improve their research and 
information-gathering techniques. Students will learn how 
the demands of presenting information to a general audi-
ence strengthen both their writing fundamentals and their 
powers of observation. This exploration of journalism, free-
lance writing, and electronic media presentation focuses 
on clear, concise, accurate writing. Prerequisite: WR 221 or 
equivalent. A Professional Writing course. 3 crs.

WR 350 PERSUASION, POWER, AND SOCIAL 
INFLUENCE
This course investigates the persuasion process, the values 
underlying persuasive campaigns, the motives to which 
persuaders appeal, and contemporary standards. Through 
the examination of real-world persuasive campaigns in ad-
vertising, politics, social movements, and news media, the 
course helps participants understand how they can respond 
effectively to influence. Meets LAC outcome: HCD2. A Rhe-
torical Studies course. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

WR 351 DIGITAL STORYTELLING
Digital Stories bring together the art of storytelling with 
computer technology to create short 3- to 5-minute mov-
ies. This class will focus both on writing and production of a 
digital story. Students will record short personal narratives 
and combine these with original images and music to create 
their final project. By the end of the course, each student 
will have created their own digital story. Meets LAC out-
come: AIB1. 3 crs.

WR 353 BOOK ARTS AND PRINT PUBLICATION
Most publications from books to blogs negotiate the blank 
space of the page with text and image; the seeds of a well-
designed book, zine or online publication are the choices 
made in the layout and production of a single page. This 
course tracks the creation of the book from writing to pub-
lication and gives artists and writers the tools they need 
to gain their publishing independence. We will examine 
typography, text as image, book cover and page design, and 
various techniques of bookbinding. In addition, there will be 
instruction in typesetting and letterpress printing, as well 
as practical guidance in today's ever-changing publishing 
environment, with specific concentration on how to legiti-
mately publish your own and others' work. Students will 
create a work to publish in a bound form. Meets LAC out-
come: AIA1. A Text:Image course. 3 crs.

WR 359 WRITING AND SERVICE
This class includes writing and reading literary and/or non-
fiction texts in collaboration with a public service project. A 
service learning course. 3 crs.

WR 364 GRANT WRITING
The main elements of this course are the processes and 
procedures for writing successful grant proposals. Diverse 
funding opportunities are covered and then related to a 
student’s specific area of interest. Each student will review 
and evaluate a sample of proposals and develop a specific 
proposal in a particular interest area. A Professional Writ-
ing course. 3 crs.

WR 366 WRITING SEMINAR I: CREATIVE NONFICTION
Students will study a variety of creative nonfiction forms, 
with a specific emphasis during a given term, such as the 
personal essay, memoir, travelogue, the graphic novel, or 
nature writing. Some class time will be devoted to analyzing 
creative nonfiction pieces by seasoned writers whose work 
will serve as both models and inspiration. In a workshop 
setting, students will engage in critique and revision of their 
own writing. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.
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WR 367 WRITING SEMINAR I: POETRY
This course involves participants in the study of selected po-
ets whose works reveal the dynamics of poetic expression. 
Through selected reading, writing activities, and classroom 
discussion, students identify their own voice. Constructive 
feedback will assist students in developing their own poetic 
style and technique. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.

WR 368 WRITING SEMINAR I: SHORT FICTION
This course examines the development of the short story 
form. The course consists of guided discussions, written 
exercises, stories written from models studied in class, in-
formal critique of student work, and mutual assistance and 
encouragement. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.

WR 369 WRITING SEMINAR I: SCREENWRITING
This course introduces the basic elements of writing the 
short-form and feature-length screenplay. Through weekly 
exercises, readings, and film screenings, students will gain 
an understanding of dramatic story structure, character 
development, exposition, and dialogue. An emphasis will be 
placed on finding one’s unique voice within the traditional 
screenplay format, unlocking cinematic ideas and looking at 
emerging forms for the aspiring screenwriter. Students will 
complete several short scripts and a treatment for a fea-
ture-length screenplay. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

WR 372 ELEMENTS OF CREATIVE NON-FICTION
These writing workshops address different aspects of writ-
ing craft in creative nonfiction. Courses vary by term; may 
not be offered every year. Variable credit. 

WR 373 ELEMENTS OF FICTION
These writing workshops address different aspects of writ-
ing craft in fiction. Courses vary by term; may not be offered 
every year. Variable credit. 

WR 374 ELEMENTS OF POETRY 
These writing workshops address different aspects of writ-
ing craft in poetry. Courses vary by term; may not be offered 
every year. Variable credit. 

WR 375 SHORT PROSE FORMS
This seminar will examine the genre of short prose forms—
the prose poem, the short-short story, the lyrical essay, and 
the micro story, among others. Students will take a close 
look within each of the forms to glean some of their es-
sential qualities. Furthermore, they will lightly touch on the 
relationship between this genre and its literary antecedents, 
thus placing it in a tradition. Students will consider how 
prose writers can better employ the poet’s tools: sound, 
image, metaphor, syntax & diction, voice, meditation, and 
narrative. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

WR 379 GENRE WRITING
This course examines the conventions of select fiction sub-
genres, such as mystery, horror, thriller, and science fiction. 
Students will develop a variety of tools to hone their writing 
craft while learning how to become professional writers in 
contemporary fiction genres. Course not offered every year. 
3 crs.

WR 380 THE CRAFT OF EDITING
For those interested in being an editor (or in understand-
ing the editing process as a writer), this course provides an 
overview of the editorial process—from initial idea and pro-
posal to finished manuscript. The course focuses on how to 
use line and structural editing to further the development of 
a writing project. The course will also cover working with an 
author to expand or clarify where necessary and querying 
an author with political or cultural points of view. Course 
not offered every year. A Professional Writing course. 3 crs.

WR 382 POETRY WORKSHOP: MUSIC OF POETRY
This workshop will focus on the sounds and rhythms of 
poetry and how they reflect and communicate meaning as 
well as creating “music.” Students will read examples of 
poets who use the language in ways that please one's ears 
and listen to recordings of their readings. Student time 
together will include discussion, writing exercises and cri-
tique of work in progress. Students can expect to take steps 
in developing a “good ear” as well as generating some first 
drafts of poems. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

WR 394 WRITING INTERNSHIP
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. Variable credit.

WR 430 WRITING PEDAGOGY: TEACHING AND 
TUTORING
In this seminar, students explore current composition 
theory and pedagogy for tutors and potential teachers. 
Through the lens of the tutorial process, students reflect on 
the educational significance and interpersonal richness of 
the teaching and tutoring experience, coming to terms with 
important philosophical and psychological implications of 
writing pedagogy. Prerequisites: one upper-division writing 
course and permission of department chair. 3 crs.

WR 432 WRITING/READING IN PRACTICE
Students can earn credit through internships that stress 
professional writing by tutoring at the Writing Center or via 
service learning projects that stress literacy activism. Pre-
requisite: permission of department chair. 1-3 crs.

WR 450 FORM AND TECHNIQUE
This seminar emphasizes the conceptual framework in a 
given genre, including discussion of rhetorical strategies, 
formal elements, and literary theories that illuminate the 
practice of writing. Though this course incorporates cre-
ative exercises, it emphasizes the critical analysis of liter-
ary works, especially through close reading and develops 
students’ ability to relate the actual practice of a writer to 
general craft principles. 3 crs.

WR 466 WRITING SEMINAR II: CREATIVE NONFICTION
This advanced course will explore the techniques and char-
acteristics of creative nonfiction writing in the workshop 
setting. Students engage in writing exercises, discussions 
of the assigned readings, and critiques of student work. 
The workshop structure emphasizes the revision process. 
Prerequisites: A Writing Seminar I course and permission of 
instructor or department chair. 3 crs.
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WR 467 WRITING SEMINAR II: POETRY
This advanced course explores poetry in all its variety. Stu-
dents will be expected to write regularly, to share their work 
with the class, to read a wide range of published poetry 
and essays about poetry, and to engage in a dialogue about 
the very nature of poetry. Students also consider the larger 
issues of the creative process, poetic form and technique, 
historical context, and strategies for disarming the inner 
critic. Prerequisites: A Writing Seminar I course and per-
mission of instructor or department chair. 3 crs.

WR 468 WRITING SEMINAR II: SHORT FICTION
With the understanding that students have been introduced 
to the basics of writing fiction, this advanced workshop 
encourages risk-taking in the creative process and respect 
for the writer. Students concentrate on sharpening the lan-
guage and focus of their work, and the course investigates 
by what means writers engross readers in their fictional 
world. A range of representative short fiction is used as a 
point of reference for discussing how voice, dramatization, 
significant detail, and other elements can be improved in 
students’ own work. Prerequisites: A Writing Seminar I 
course and permission of instructor or department chair. 
3 crs.

WR 469 WRITING SEMINAR II: DRAMATIC WRITING
Students with a strong interest in screenwriting and play-
writing work at an advanced level to hone their skills. 
Students must read each other’s work closely and criti-
cally as well as instructive examples of dramatic writing. 
Prerequisites: A Writing Seminar I course and permission 
of instructor or department chair. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.

WR 470 ONLINE PUBLICATION: M REVIEW
This hands-on workshop engages students in editing, copy-
writing, production, and Web design for Marylhurst Uni-
versity’s online journal of literary and visual art, M Review. 
Students interested in writing (both creative and profes-
sional), art, Web design, or blogging are welcome. Students 
enroll for credit or participate without enrolling with a 
flexible time commitment. Students from all disciplines are 
welcome. See M Review at www.marylhurst.edu/mreview/. 
Course may be repeated for credit. 1 cr.

WR 471 SENIOR CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP
This course provides students with the opportunity to revise 
earlier work from a Writing Seminar II course in prepara-
tion for graduate school applications or publication. By the 
end of the course, students will have the beginnings of a 
polished manuscript to send to M.F.A. programs, to send 
out for submission to literary journals, or to prepare as a 
chapbook. 3 crs.

WR 498 SENIOR THESIS
Students work together in this course in peer writing 
groups and one-on-one tutorials with the instructor to de-
velop and research a topic for their senior thesis. The com-
pleted thesis serves as the capstone piece for the English 
Literature and Writing major and is included as part of the 
student’s English Literature and Writing Portfolio. Prereq-
uisites: completion of core courses for major, WR 323, and 
senior status. Meets LAC outcomes: SS1, SS3. Core require-
ment for major. 3 crs.

Department of English Literature & Writing
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 
FOR THE HUMAN STUDIES MAJOR
The Human Studies program provides an integrated, inter-
disciplinary foundation of study for learners interested in 
utilizing a systems theory approach to consider the com-
plex contexts that shape and are shaped by individuals as 
they develop and learn, enact their understandings, and 
travel through the life course. A “systems theory approach” 
emphasizes the holistic nature of human and non-human 
systems, and the ways these systems organize, intercon-
nect, relate, and evolve new forms and processes.

Human Studies is an excellent choice for learners who 
are self-directed, critically and actively engaged in their 
own learning, and interested in doing academic work that 
resists and transcends traditional disciplinary categories

CAREER PATHS
By intent and design, the Human Studies program exposes 
learners to a powerful holistic intellectual sensibility that 
can be harnessed on behalf of a wide variety of personal, 
educational, and professional endeavors. Human Studies 
graduates participate successfully in post-baccalaureate 
and graduate-level training and education in disciplines 
such as social work, education, counseling psychology, art 
therapy, and interdisciplinary studies. Human Studies stu-
dents go on to work in the helping professions, the social 
services, organizational and community development, the 
nonprofit sector, and education.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
FOR THE B.A. DEGREE IN HUMAN STUDIES
In addition to demonstrating the learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences, students earning their B.A. 
in Human Studies will:
HMS1. Understand and apply a systems theory approach 

to consider the complex interconnections between 
individual, social, cultural, ecological, spiritual, and 
historical contexts.

HMS2. Understand and enact theoretical frameworks, 
methodologies, and practices used in Human 
Studies.

HMS3. Think critically and holistically about perennial and 
contemporary issues related to human experience.

HMS4. Demonstrate a working knowledge of ways human 
beings learn, adapt, and develop over the life 
course.

HMS5. Develop increased skills and confidence in thinking 
and writing in an integrative, interdisciplinary, and 
scholarly fashion.

Department of 

Human Sciences
Chair: Jennifer Sasser, Ph.D.
Faculty: James Davis, Ed.D.

The Human Sciences include a wide variety of 
academic disciplines and fields of study that take as 
their primary focus understanding the complexities of 
human thought and action, and what it means to 
be a human being across time, geographic location, 
and socio/cultural context. The Human Sciences as 
they are enunciated at Marylhurst are committed to 
using understanding predicated on sound theoretical 
and empirical work to inform positive action on 
behalf of human flourishing. The fields of study and 
disciplines under the Department of Human Sciences 
include Human Studies, Psychology, Sociology, 
Anthropology, and Gerontology. The department also 
offers coursework in Political Science.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Concen-

 tration
Certificate

Human Studies B.A. •

Psychology B.A. •

Social Sciences
--Anthropology
--Gerontology
--Sociology

B.A. •
•
•
•

•

LEARNING OPTIONS
Three undergraduate major options are available: a Bach-
elor of Arts in Human Studies; a Bachelor of Arts in Psy-
chology; and a Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences with 
concentration options in Anthropology, Sociology, or Geron-
tology. The Department of Human Sciences also offers an 
undergraduate Certificate in Gerontology. Each course of 
study represents a variation on the theme of exploring what 
it means to be a human being.

GENERAL LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SCIENCES
Students completing an undergraduate degree in the De-
partment of Human Sciences will:
HS1. Develop a basic understanding of the historical 

and philosophical origins of the Human Sciences 
disciplines and fields of study.

HS2. Develop a basic understanding of how knowledge in a 
Human Scientific discipline or field of study is produced 
and used.

HS3. Demonstrate a working understanding of disciplinary 
perspectives, theoretical frameworks, methodologies, 
and practices used in the Human Sciences disciplines 
and fields of study.

HS4. Use critical reflection to synthesize personal 
experiences and insights with academic understanding
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COURSEWORK WITHIN THE MAJOR
Coursework within the major is organized into four clusters: 
Required Human Sciences Core; Human Studies Integrative 
Foundation Colloquia; Required Topics; and Related Elec-
tives.
• Required Human Sciences Core

The courses in the Required Human Sciences Core are 
designed to provide learners with a cross-disciplinary 
exposure to the central theoretical, methodological, and 
practice approaches in the Human Sciences disciplines. 
Throughout the core courses learners have the oppor-
tunity to acquire and practice academic researching and 
writing skills. In addition, Human Studies majors par-
ticipate in an internship, advanced research project, or 
combination of internship and research related to their 
current and future educational and professional inter-
ests and goals.

• Human Studies Integrative Foundation Colloquia
The Integrative Foundation Colloquia provide the theo-
retical and methodological grounding for the Human 
Studies major. Each of the six colloquia are predicated 
on the assertion that human beings are holistic, func-
tioning systems—minds, bodies, and spirits—and fur-
ther, that human existence is a relational phenomenon. 
As such, the integrative foundation colloquia synthesize 
a wide range of disciplinary perspectives and tradi-
tions—literature, cultural studies, natural sciences, 
human sciences, communication, philosophy, ethics, 
religion and spirituality, and systems science—to explore 
the intrapersonal, social, environmental, and transcen-
dent facets of human experience.

• Human Studies Required Topics
Required Topics courses are designed to provide focused 
inquiry in each of four thematic areas: 1) Learning—the 
nature and processes of thought, knowledge, creativity, 
and memory; 2) Development—growth and change in the 
mind, body, and spirit over the life course; 3) Systems—
the ways human and non-human systems organize, 
interrelate, and evolve new forms and processes; and 4) 
Methods—perspectives and tools for collecting, inter-
preting, and using information.

• Related Electives
This cluster allows learners to customize their Human 
Studies degree by utilizing courses from the Human Sci-
ences and other academic departments, as well as prior 
learning and transfer credits. In consultation with their 
academic advisor, learners craft the related electives 
cluster around their educational and professional inter-
ests and commitments. 

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Human Studies

Required Human Sciences Core .......................................10 crs.
HS 302 Introduction to Inquiry in the Human Sciences, 4 crs.
HS 404 History & Philosophy of the Human Sciences, 3 crs.
HMS 494 Human Studies Internship
 &/OR HMS 490 Research Project in Human Studies, 3 crs.

Integrative Foundation Colloquia .....................................23 crs.
HMS 480 Human Studies Perspectives, 4 crs.
HMS 481 Human Studies: Relationship with the Self, 4 crs.
HMS 482 Human Studies: Relationship with Others, 4 crs.
HMS 483 Human Studies: Relationship with the
 Environment, 4 crs.
HMS 484 Human Studies: Relationship with Transcendent, 4 crs.
HMS 488 Humans, Being: Integration in Action, 3 crs.

Required Topics ..................................................................9 crs.
Choose 3 of 4 topic areas in which to take courses.

Topic 1: Learning, 3 upper-division crs.
Topic 2: Development, 3 upper-division crs.
Topic 3: Systems, 3 upper-division crs.
Topic 4: Methods, 3 upper-division crs.

Related Electives  .............................................................18 crs.
In consultation with the academic advisor, students can cus-
tomize their Human Studies major further by selecting ad-
ditional upper-division courses from the Human Sciences 
curriculum. NOTE: For Human Studies majors anticipating 
applying to graduate school, it is recommended that SS 251 
Basic Statistics is taken as a related elective as well as to meet 
LAC outcome LLD4. Basic Statistics can be taken for the Pass/
No Pass option.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.

THE PURPOSE STATEMENT FOR THE 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
The Psychology program by intent and design allows 
learners to pursue a more focused, disciplinary study of 
the influences on, correlates of, and outcomes for human 
behavior and experience. Students selecting this major 
receive a solid foundation in Human Sciences theories, 
methodologies, and applications, but conduct the majority 
of their major work in Psychology. The Psychology major is 
a good fit for learners who anticipate pursuing a graduate 
degree in psychology and working in a clinical, therapeutic, 
educational, or research setting.

CAREER PATHS
By intent and design, the Psychology program exposes 
learners to a powerful holistic intellectual sensibility that 
can be harnessed on behalf of a wide variety of personal, 
educational, and professional endeavors. Psychology ma-
jors participate successfully in post-baccalaureate and 
graduate-level training and education in disciplines such as 
social work, education, counseling, art therapy, and inter-
disciplinary studies. Psychology students go on to work in 
the helping professions, the social services, organizational 
and community development, the nonprofit sector, and 
elementary, secondary, and higher education.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
FOR THE B.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
In addition to demonstrating the learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences, students completing an 
undergraduate major in Psychology will:
P1. Trace the history and progression of psychological 

theory and practice.
P2. Attain an understanding of the processes of thought, 

learning, and development.
P3. Recognize the ways in which theory, scientific 

investigation, politics, and public opinion influence 
the identification, classification, and treatment of 
psychological disorders.

P4. Develop an understanding of the contributions of social 
and biological influences on human behavior.

P5. Think critically about the elements of sound research 
methodology, including how to choose the appropriate 
methodologies for one’s inquiry.

P6. Demonstrate a basic working knowledge of the 
distinctions between and commonalties among human 
sciences disciplines.

P7. Understand and enact the process of scholarly inquiry 
to answer questions appropriate for human scientific 
research.
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COURSEWORK WITHIN THE MAJOR
Coursework within the Psychology major is organized into 
three clusters: Required Human Sciences Core; Required 
Psychology Core; and Related Electives.
• Required Human Sciences Core

The courses in the Required Human Sciences Core are 
designed to provide learners with a cross-disciplinary 
exposure to the central theoretical, methodological, and 
practice approaches in the Human Sciences disciplines. 
Throughout the core curricula learners have the oppor-
tunity to acquire and practice academic researching and 
writing skills. In addition, Psychology majors participate 
in an internship, advanced research project, or combi-
nation of internship and research related to their dis-
ciplinary focus and future educational and professional 
interests and goals.

• Required Psychology Core
The courses in this cluster provide Psychology majors 
with a comprehensive consideration of the foundational 
content areas, theories, methodologies, and practice ap-
proaches in Psychology.

• Related Electives
This cluster allows learners to customize their degree by 
utilizing courses from Human Sciences and other aca-
demic departments, as well as prior learning and trans-
fer credits. In consultation with their academic advisor, 
learners craft the related electives cluster around their 
educational and professional interests and commit-
ments.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Psychology

Required Human Sciences Core .......................................17 crs.
HS 302 Introduction to Inquiry in the Human Sciences, 4 crs. .
HS 404 History & Philosophy of the Human Sciences, 3 crs.
SS 304 Research Methods in Social Sciences, 4 crs.
SS 251 Basic Statistics, 3 crs.
PSY 494 Psychology Internship
 OR PSY 490 Research Project in Psychology, 3 crs.

Required Psychology Core ................................................24 crs.
PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology, 3 crs.
PSY 334 Personality Theory, 3 crs.
PSY 336 Abnormal Psychology, 3 crs.
Learning Issues: select one course, 3 crs.
 PSY 320 Learning: A Fundamental Human Process
  OR PSY 308 Behavior Modification
  OR PSY 432 Cognitive Psychology
  OR related course
Developmental Issues: select one course, 3 crs.
 PSY 328 Developmental Psychology
  OR PSY 363 Child Psychology
  OR PSY 364 Adolescent Psychology
  OR related course
Mental Health Issues: select one course, 3 crs.
 PSY 375 Disorders of Personality
  OR related course
Sociocultural Issues: select one course, 3 crs.
 PSY 316 Social Psychology
  OR PSY 318 Cultural Psychology
  OR PSY 377 Psychology of Groups
 or related course
Biopsychological Issues: select one course, 3 crs.
 PSY 385 Interpersonal Neurobiology
  OR related course

Related Electives in Human Sciences ..............................20 crs.
 Psychology & other Human Sciences courses as well as 

prior learning and transfer credits. In consultation with 
their academic advisor, learners craft their related electives 
cluster.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 61 crs.

PREPARATORY TRACK: 
ART THERAPY COUNSELING
NOTE: For persons completing the B.A. in Psychology in 
order to prepare to apply to the Master of Arts in Art Ther-
apy Counseling program. Requirements include: 61 crs. in 
psychology, including PSY 334 Personality Theory, PSY 336 
Abnormal Psychology, PSY 328 Developmental Psychology, 
& PSY 362 Counseling Theories & Strategies: Level One; 
27 crs. in art, including 9 crs. in painting, 9 crs. in drawing, 
& 9 crs. in sculpture; 5 crs. in Art Therapy elective classes, 
including AT 475 Introduction to Art Therapy Workshop, 1 cr. 
See the Master of Arts degree in the Art Therapy Counseling 
section of this Catalog for further information, page 153.

THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES MAJOR
The “Social Sciences”, a subset of the Human Sciences, is 
an umbrella term that typically refers to disciplines and 
areas of study that focus on levels of analysis including 
but beyond the individual. At Marylhurst, the B.A. in Social 
Sciences includes opportunities for concentration work 
in Sociology, Anthropology, or Gerontology, and elective 
coursework in the allied disciplines currently collected in 
the Department of Human Sciences, such as Political Sci-
ence and Government, as well as coursework from outside 
the department (such as, for example, Philosophy, History, 
Spiritual Traditions, or Communications). Students select-
ing this major receive a solid foundation in the Social Sci-
ences theories, methodologies, and applications, balanced 
with coursework in their concentration area. This major is 
a good fit for students who prefer to engage in multidisci-
plinary inquiry about what it means to be a human being.

CAREER PATHS
Students successfully completing a degree in the Social Sci-
ences with concentration work in Sociology, Anthropology 
or Gerontology are prepared to participate in post-bacca-
laureate and graduate-level training and education in any of 
the Human Sciences disciplines. Because of the multidisci-
plinary foundation of the Social Sciences degree, learners 
receive excellent preparation for professional work in the 
nonprofit sector, social services and social work, the legal 
system, politics and government, community development 
and grassroots organizing, public relations and administra-
tion, and applied research.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
FOR THE B.A. IN SOCIAL SCIENCES
In addition to demonstrating learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences, students completing an 
undergraduate major in the Social Sciences will be able to:
SS1. Analyze the distinctions between and commonalities 

among the Social Sciences disciplines.
SS2. Acquire an understanding of the central theoretical 

approaches used in the Social Sciences disciplines.
SS3. Acquire an understanding of the central 

methodological approaches used in the Social 
Sciences disciplines.

SS4. Explore the historical and philosophical origins and 
development of the Social Sciences disciplines.

SS5. Understand and enact the processes of scholarly 
inquiry to explore questions appropriate for Social 
Scientific theorizing and researching.

SS6. Apply Social Scientific understanding through 
independent research or practice.
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COURSEWORK WITHIN THE MAJOR
Coursework within the Social Sciences major is organized 
into four clusters: Required Human Sciences Core; Required 
Social Sciences Core; Concentration Area; and Related Elec-
tives.
• Required Human Sciences Core

The courses in the Required Human Sciences Core are 
designed to provide learners with a cross-disciplinary 
exposure to the central theoretical, methodological, and 
practice approaches in the Human Sciences disciplines. 
Throughout the core curricula, learners have the oppor-
tunity to acquire and practice academic researching and 
writing skills. In addition, Social Science majors par-
ticipate in an internship, advanced research project, or 
combination of research and internship related to their 
disciplinary focus and future educational and profes-
sional interests and goals.

• Required Social Sciences Core
The courses in this cluster provide Social Sciences 
majors with a comprehensive consideration of the foun-
dational content areas, theories, methodologies, and 
practice approaches in Sociology, Anthropology, and 
Gerontology.

• Concentration Area 
The courses in this cluster provide Social Sciences 
majors with a comprehensive consideration of the foun-
dational content areas, theories, methodologies, and 
practice approaches in Sociology, Anthropology, and 
Gerontology.

• Related Electives
This cluster allows learners to customize their Social 
Sciences degree by utilizing courses from the Human 
Sciences and other academic departments, as well as 
prior learning and transfer credits. In consultation with 
their academic advisor, learners craft the related elec-
tives cluster around their educational and professional 
interests and commitments.

Major Requirements for Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Social Sciences

Required Human Sciences Core .......................................14 crs.
HS 302 Introduction to Human Sciences Inquiry, 4 crs. 
HS 404 History & Philosophy of the Human Sciences, 3 crs.
SS 304 Research Methods in the Social Sciences, 4 crs.
SS 490 Social Sciences Research Project 
  OR SS 494 Internship, 3 crs.

Required Social Sciences Core .........................................12 crs.
SOC 201 Introduction to Sociology, 3 crs.
ANT 201 Introduction to Anthropology, 3 crs.
PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology, 3 crs.
GER 201 Introduction to Gerontology or 
 GER 430 Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Aging, 3 crs. 

Concentration Area ..........................................................18 crs. 
(See below for specific requirements.)

Related Electives ..............................................17 crs. minimum
In consultation with the academic advisor, students can cus-
tomize their Social Sciences major further by selecting ad-
ditional upper-division courses from the Human Sciences 
curriculum. NOTE: For Social Sciences majors anticipating 
applying to graduate school, it is recommended that SS 251 
Basic Statistics is taken as a related elective as well as to meet 
LAC outcome LLD4. Basic Statistics can be taken for the Pass/
No Pass option.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 61 crs.

CONCENTRATION OPTIONS

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR A CONCENTRATION IN 
ANTHROPOLOGY
In addition to demonstrating learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences and the Social Sciences 
major, students focusing on a concentration in Anthropology 
will be able to:
A1. Develop and practice an anthropological sensibility that 

appreciates the complex connections between cultural 
formation, social structures, and socio-historical 
contexts.

A2. Acquire a working knowledge of how human culture 
functions as a dynamic network of social institutions, 
relationships, and meaning systems.

A3. Demonstrate a fundamental understanding of the 
central theoretical approaches in Anthropology.

A4. Demonstrate a fundamental understanding of the 
central methodological approaches in Anthropology.

A5. Explore the historical and philosophical origins and 
progression of anthropological theory and practice.

Requirements for Anthropology Concentration
ANT 310 Cultural Anthropology .............................................3 crs.
ANT 338 Introduction to Human Evolution ............................3 crs.
ANT 340 Archaeology .............................................................3 crs.
ANT 364 Peoples and Societies of the World ........................3 crs.
Two additional upper-division Anthropology courses ...........6 crs. 
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR A CONCENTRATION IN 
GERONTOLOGY
In addition to demonstrating learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences and the Social Sciences 
major, students focusing on a concentration in Gerontology 
will be able to:
G1. Understand the social, psychological, and biophysical 

changes that occur as part of the human aging process.
G2. Examine the political and economic issues of old age.
G3. Recognize the importance of social, cultural, 

geographic, and historical contexts in understanding 
human aging.

G4. Appreciate the diversity of individual aging experiences 
as a result of the interconnections between gender, 
ethnicity, class, beliefs, and other sources of diversity.

G5. Explore the historical and philosophical origins and 
progression of Gerontological theory and practice.

Requirements for Gerontology Concentration
GER 431 Embodiment in Later Life .......................................3 crs.
GER 432 Psycho-Social Aspects of Aging ..............................3 crs.
GER 434 Social Systems in Later Life ...................................3 crs.
GER 437 Senior Power, Politics, & Policy ..............................3 crs.
Two additional upper-division Gerontology courses .............6 crs. 
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE CONCENTRATION IN 
SOCIOLOGY
In addition to demonstrating learning outcomes for the 
Department of Human Sciences and the Social Sciences 
major, students focusing on a concentration in Sociology 
will be able to:
S1. Develop and practice “sociological imagination” 

informed by a critical understanding of the interactions 
between individuals and historical, cultural, and social 
forces.

S2. Acquire a working knowledge of how humans’ life 
experiences are shaped by positionality, for example: 
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class, age, ethnicity, geography, gender, beliefs, and 
subculture membership.

S3. Demonstrate a fundamental understanding of the 
central theoretical approaches in Sociology.

S4. Demonstrate a fundamental understanding of the 
central methodological approaches in Sociology.

S5. Explore the historical and philosophical origins and 
progression of sociological theory and practice.

Requirements for Sociology Concentration
SOC 325 Minorities in the United States ...............................3 crs.
SOC 341 Society Becomes Visible: Classical Social Theory ..3 crs.
SOC 350 Sociological Imagination .........................................3 crs.
SOC 440 Critical & Postmodern Theory ................................3 crs.
Two additional upper-division Sociology courses .................6 crs. 
  TOTAL FOR CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN GERONTOLOGY

THE PURPOSE STATEMENT FOR CERTIFICATE IN 
GERONTOLOGY
The undergraduate Certificate in Gerontology represents a 
unique and exciting approach to the multidisciplinary field 
of Gerontology. The Gerontology coursework takes a holistic 
approach to adult development and aging, recognizing the 
complex contexts in which individuals travel through the life 
course. The Gerontology Certificate is available to students 
majoring in Psychology, Human Studies, and Social Sciences 
with concentrations in Sociology or Anthropology (but not 
Gerontology), as well as students in other undergraduate 
programs, and provides a highly relevant and useful enhance-
ment to a variety of educational and professional endeavors. 

The Gerontology courses can also be used toward a 
stand-alone certificate for students who already have an 
undergraduate degree or, at the graduate level, as part of 
the Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies program. 
Please note: Because the Gerontology curriculum is shared 
between the Department of Human Sciences and the Mas-
ter of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies (MAIS) program, the 
courses are offered primarily at the 400/500 level. As such, 
students do best in these courses when they have previ-
ous college-level learning in the Human Sciences and solid 
academic writing and research skills.

CAREER PATHS
New professional roles are emerging and traditional roles 
are expanding to adapt to the challenges of global aging and 
the needs of an aging population. Gerontological specialists 
can be found in the fields of law, corrections, human servic-
es, counseling, education, business, housing, healthcare, and 
government. Students completing an undergraduate degree 
in one of the Human Sciences programs with a certificate in 
Gerontology are well prepared to participate in post-bacca-
laureate and graduate-level training and education.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN GERONTOLOGY
Students seeking an undergraduate certificate in Gerontol-
ogy will:
• Explore the social, psychological, and biophysical changes 

that occur as part of the aging process.
• Examine the political and economic issues of old age.
• Recognize the importance of social, cultural, and historical 

contexts in understanding the aging process.
• Appreciate the diversity of individual aging experiences 

due to gender, race/ethnicity, class, and other sources of 
diversity.

• Gather information about potential career, learning, and 
service opportunities.

COURSEWORK WITHIN THE CERTIFICATE
To earn an undergraduate certificate in Gerontology, a stu-
dent must complete successfully a minimum of 24 credits 
total of Gerontology coursework.

Required Courses for Gerontology Certificate 

Required Courses .............................................................18 crs.
GER 430 Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Aging, 3 crs.
GER 431 Embodiment in Later Life, 3 crs.
GER 432 Psychosocial Aspects of Aging, 3 crs.
GER 434 Social Systems in Later Life, 3 crs.
GER 437 Senior Power, Politics, & Policy, 3 crs.
GER 449 Theorizing & Researching in Gerontology 
 OR GER 450 Gerontology: Synthesis & Action, 3 crs.

Gerontology Electives .............................................min. of 6 crs. 
(Students select from a menu of Gerontology courses to 
complete 24 crs. total.)
GER 435 Women’s Issues in Aging, 3 crs.
GER 438 Communication & Aging, 3 crs
GER 439 Health Aspects of Aging
GER 461 Intentional Aging, 3 crs.
GER 462 Narrative Gerontology, 3 crs.
GER 479 Media Images in Aging, 3 crs.
GER 461 Special Topics in Gerontology, 
 such as Exploring Aging Through Literature, variable crs.

  TOTAL FOR CERTIFICATE: 24 crs.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

THE HUMAN SCIENCES SEMINARS
The Human Sciences seminars are upper-division courses 
that are intentionally cross-disciplinary in nature. That is, 
the critical topics and issues addressed in these courses 
demand an integrative design that transcends the bound-
aries of any one perspective or discipline. These courses, 
which are open to majors and non-majors alike, provide a 
variety of interesting ways to address the department-level 
Human Sciences outcomes, as well as selected Liberal Arts 
Core outcomes.

HS 302 INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN SCIENCES INQUIRY
This course provides students with an introduction to in-
quiry in the Human Sciences. “Inquiry” has to do with the 
entire systematic process through which Human Scientists 
pose and explore and attempt to answer their questions 
about human phenomena. Students will consider the issues 
and problems scientists working within each discipline are 
interested in, and the ways they describe, define, and study 
the subject of their inquiry. This course will also provide 
the student with a collaborative environment in which to 
explore more systematically what it means for them to be a 
Psychology, Human Studies, or Social Sciences major, and, 
perhaps, a future Human Scientist. Required for all Social 
Sciences, Human Studies, and Psychology majors. Meets 
LAC outcome: LLE2. 4 crs.

HS 353 HUMAN SEXUALITY IN A WORLD OF DIVERSITY
What do you really know about human sexuality? What’s 
going on inside your body? How is sexuality influenced by 
gender, beliefs, family, and culture? What attracts and binds 
you to another person? What’s “normal”? This course is an 
integrated and illuminating exploration of human sexuality 
as an expression of personhood throughout the lifespan and 
its complexity as a point of confluence where the biological, 
psychological, social, and cultural meet. Meets LAC out-
come: HCC1. 3 crs. 
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HS 363 THE KINGDOM OF CHILDHOOD
From frog princes and thrones of green fern to intimations 
of immortality and the hurried mantel of the world’s test 
screens and denim factories….we will embark on a journey 
into the realm of the child. Through the lenses of poets, 
novelists, psychologists, educators, philosophers, and spiri-
tual sages we will attempt to explore the cultural precon-
ceptions that surround “childhood,” look at our myths and 
fantasies, and wonder about Dorothy’s remorseful adage 
“There’s no place like home.” Meets LAC Outcome: HCC1. 
3 crs.

HS 370 LEARNING: A FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN 
PROCESS 
The purpose of this seminar is to engage together in col-
laborative inquiry about how humans learn across the 
life-course, with an emphasis on learning in adulthood. Our 
work together will be question-driven and predicated on 
thinking together about what it means to learn, and to be a 
learner. As such, in addition to exploring various theoretical 
approaches that have been constructed over the past sev-
eral decades in the Western world to attempt to explain how 
humans learn, together we are going to identify and pursue 
provisional answers to questions that interest us about hu-
man learning and deep development. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC3. Only offered online. 3 crs.

HS 378 CRITICAL THINKING IN THE HUMAN SCIENCES
This course in critical thinking and informal logic is de-
signed to develop the student’s ability to identify, analyze, 
and evaluate reasoning in everyday discourse. Students 
will examine the elements of good reasoning from both 
formal and informal perspectives. Students will learn the 
basic concepts of deductive and inductive reasoning, learn 
to identify common fallacies, reflect on the use of language 
for the purpose of persuasion, and think critically about the 
sources and biases of information. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWA2. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

HS 382 WOMEN AND SOCIAL CAPITAL
Social capital—the ties of trust and reciprocity between 
neighbors, kind, and acquaintances—has declined in the 
U.S. since the 1960s. This course examines the relation-
ship between declining levels of social support and greater 
educational and workplace opportunities for women. 
Women and Social Capital delves into the psycho-social 
space where life satisfaction intersects with well-being, and 
considers the consequences of changing social constructs. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

HS 400 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY
The main intent for this course is to provide a rich overview 
of the many variations and multiple practices involved in 
Qualitative Inquiry, an approach to inquiry in the Human 
Sciences that is predicated not only on a significant refram-
ing of what it means to do theorizing and researching, but 
on a radical shift in how we think about what it means to be 
a human being. Prerequisites: HS 302; HS 404; or instructor 
approval. Methods Topic Area option for Human Studies ma-
jors. Meets LAC outcome: NWA2. Only offered online. 3 crs. 

HS 404 THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 
OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES
This seminar is a requirement for all students majoring 
in one of the Human Sciences programs. The purpose of 
this course is to provide Human Studies, Social Sciences, 
and Psychology majors with a common meeting-place for 
engagement in a rich and comprehensive survey of the 
historical and intellectual contexts out of which the central 

theories, methodologies, and practices in the Human Sci-
ences developed. Prerequisite: junior standing or instructor 
approval; HS 302. Meets LAC outcomes: HCD5, NWA2. This 
course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. Only 
offered online. 3 crs.

HS 410 ARTS-INFORMED INQUIRY
Engage in research as a creative, lived endeavor, using your 
own creative themes and gifts as a resource to enliven your 
inquiry. We will turn our attention to the guiding questions, 
media, applications, and representations of diverse artists. 
During this course we consider art as research text and art 
making to be a way of knowing, explore the intersections 
of creative expressions and of knowledge, and expand our 
capacities to perceive new meanings. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCD5 3 crs. 

HS 432 MOTHERLINE HERITAGE: LEARNING FROM 
AND HONORING OUR ANCESTORS.
All humans, no matter how diverse, have something in 
common: we were all born to a mother. Mothers are our 
first and strongest emotional connection, and play pivotal 
roles in our development, continuing to inform and affect 
us throughout our lives. Motherline heritage passed down 
to us provides a rich exploration of our deepest selves. This 
experiential research seminar asks students to explore 
lineage and roots in their personal, cultural, spiritual, and 
archetypal Motherlines. Meets LAC Outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

HS 460 SPECIAL TOPICS IN THE HUMAN SCIENCES: 
INTRODUCTION TO VETERAN STUDIES
This survey course is an exploration of the sociocultural 
factors that play a key role in identity shaping and the es-
tablishment of community support for the United States 
military veteran. Students will gain thought-provoking 
insights into the lifeworlds of returning veterans, as well as 
examine the organizational infrastructures that currently 
provide military families with post-war support in a fast-
changing, civilian landscape. Offered online. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC4. 3 crs.

HS 465 LOVE AND SEXUALITY
Love is often thought a timeless and universal emotion 
that is capable of transcending humanity's more base and 
biologically determined relation to sexuality, but what if 
the sexual act was freed of biological reductionism, or if 
love was thought to be an idea contingent on historical and 
cultural factors? This course examines these and other 
questions by tracing how love and sexuality are represented 
in both philosophical and literary texts. 3 crs.

HS 490 PROJECTS IN HUMAN SCIENCES
An independent project or research project on a focused 
topic of the student's choice, arranged with the approval 
of the Chair of the Human Sciences Department. Variable 
credit. 

HUMAN STUDIES COURSES

INTEGRATIVE FOUNDATION COLLOQUIA

HMS 480 HUMAN STUDIES PERSPECTIVES
What can poets, fiction writers, spiritual sages, philoso-
phers teach us about the nature of humanity and our own 
ripening? We will explore what we bring to our relationship 
with ourselves, each other, the earth, and the transcendent 
as well as how can we deepen these in meaningful ways. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 4 crs.
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HMS 481 HUMAN STUDIES:
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SELF
Perceptions of self, others, and the world all contribute to 
the development of a self-concept and an appreciation of 
one’s lived experience. In this course, students study their 
experience of being, the personal and social processes at 
work, and the effects of change. Models of human expe-
rience will be examined and used to promote growth of 
awareness and understanding of self and others and how 
humans relate to all aspects of their existence. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC3. 4 crs.

HMS 482 HUMAN STUDIES: 
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS
In this colloquium, students will join together as a col-
laborative learning community to explore the following 
intertwined questions: What/who constitutes the “other” (an 
ontological question.)? How do we approach and behold the 
“other” (A spiritual question.)? How is it that we go about 
thinking and constructing knowledge about the “other” (A 
methodological question.)? What constitutes valid knowl-
edge of the “other” and who gets to create that knowledge 
(An epistemological question.)? And, how do we enact our 
knowledge of the “other” in ways that are participative, just 
and transformative (An ethical and axiological question.)? 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC5. 4 crs.

HMS 483 HUMAN STUDIES:
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
“Environment” encompasses everything that surrounds 
us, both natural and constructed. This course is designed 
to increase awareness of human aesthetic, ecological, 
individual, and collective frameworks for relations with the 
surrounding and supporting ecosystems and with particular 
elements and beings within those systems. The values that 
people impose upon and derive from their environments as 
well as the effects of human actions and belief systems on 
the health and sustainability of ecosystems and society are 
examined. Meets LAC outcome: HCD4. 4 crs.

HMS 484 HUMAN STUDIES: 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE TRANSCENDENT
This course guides students in a critical inquiry into the 
nature and experience of transcendence. Our relationship 
with the transcendent will be explored from historical, psy-
chological, biological, religious, and personal perspectives. 
Students will endeavor to understand more clearly the role 
of the transcendent in their lives and how numinous experi-
ence impacts their relationship with self, others, and the 
environment. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 4 crs.

HMS 488 HUMANS, BEING: INTEGRATION IN ACTION
This capstone colloquium is an integration and concretiza-
tion of learning and experience derived from the HMS Foun-
dation Colloquia (Perspectives, Self, Others, Environment, 
Transcendent). Personal and scholarly inquiry, interdisci-
plinary dialogue, and group process provide the foundation 
for students to identify and self-assess their knowledge of 
and ability to facilitate meaningful transformation in their 
own and others’ lives. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs. 

HUMAN STUDIES SPECIAL TOPICS

HMS 302 SYSTEMS THINKING: THEORY AND 
APPLICATION 
Leaving the rigid structure of mechanistic thinking—or 
reductionism—to crumble, systems theory brings our atten-
tion to the interconnected and interdependent patterns that 
exist in and between all phenomena, living and non-living. 
This course offers the student an introduction and overview 
of both systems theory and living systems theory. Cultivat-
ing a systems perspective is of fundamental importance 
across all disciplines and career choices thus this course 
is an appropriate choice for all undergraduate students. 
Fulfills Systems course requirement for Human Studies 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC7. Not offered every year. 
3 crs.

HMS 315 THE POETICS OF THE SENSUAL
How does the physical plaY into our everyday lives? Is there 
a sensual context to life we may be missing? How does our 
personal landscape echo the landscape of the world? this 
course examines fiction writers, poets, philosophers and 
sages who have explored the realm of the senses in an at-
tempt to better understand the lush and verdant terrain of 
ourselves. This course is open to students in any discipline 
who are willing to expose themselves to great literature and 
reflect on the challenges and gifts of being human, embod-
ied, and divine. 3 crs.

HMS 352 BIO/PSYCHO/SPIRITUAL INTEGRATION 
Throughout the lifespan, humans experience constant 
change and growth in body, mind, and spirit. Exploring sev-
eral of the most successful interventions within health psy-
chology, the goal of this seminar is to expand the student’s 
awareness and understanding of the processes involved in 
holistically integrating the growth of body, mind, and spirit. 
Fulfills the Systems course requirement for Human Studies 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs. 

HMS 360 BODY IMAGE AND EGO
Freud postulated that "the ego is first and foremost a body 
ego." Therefore, growth, development, and communica-
tion are primarily somatic processes. In this course, ego 
formation, ego function, and personality development will 
be examined within a body-mind paradigm. Body awareness 
and movement activity will be used to heighten understand-
ing of the body's role in self-concept, psychological defense, 
expression and relationship. Conceptual foundations, devel-
opmental perspectives, cultural differences, and psychoso-
cial interventions will be considered. Students will endeavor 
to apply this knowledge to clinical, social, and educational 
environments. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

HMS 380 THE JOURNEY THROUGH CHANGE
This integrative course will explore Joseph Campbell’s 
mythological perspectives and William Bridges's transition 
theory. Struggling with barriers internal and external to 
oneself is a common and mythic challenge facing all who 
are involved in the dynamic process of change. The class 
will examine the stages of the hero’s journey and the com-
mon elements of the change process, storytelling and dy-
namics of psychological change, the alternating themes of 
sacrifice and bliss and examination of relationships and our 
natural environment within in the change cycle. The class 
will integrate concepts of mythology, religion, history, psy-
chology, education, sociology, and interpersonal neurobiol-
ogy. Fulfills Systems course requirement for Human Studies 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.
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HMS 381 PSYCHOLOGY OF TRANSFORMATIONAL 
NARRATIVE
This course focuses on the components of and precondi-
tions that foster positive change through narrative commu-
nication and how that communication can shape the whole 
person. Students will look at why stories are often so em-
powering when other forms of instruction have failed. They 
will use their own life stories to see how transformative 
sharing can reframe personal history. Fulfills Development 
course requirement for Human Studies majors. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC5. 3 crs.

HMS 384 THE LANDSCAPE OF DREAM PSYCHOLOGY: 
SLEEP, DREAMS, AND CONSCIOUSNESS
This course will explore the emerging discipline of Dream 
Psychology. We will investigate sleep and dream research, 
cross-cultural traditions, and personality theory as avenues 
for revealing the function and implications of our dreams. 
Students will explore the applications of dream psychology 
in education, clinical settings, and research, as well as in-
dividual problem solving. We will investigate the way sleep, 
dreams, and states of consciousness appear to overlap in 
the evolution of consciousness. Meets LAC outcome: HCA4. 
3 crs.

HMS 491 ADVANCED STUDIES IN INTEGRATIVE 
HEALTH
Though all are welcome, students with a special interest in 
this course may have taken HMS 352 Bio/Psycho/Spiritual 
Integration and wish to continue and broaden their study. 
Contemporary health philosophies and interventions within 
psychology, medicine, and spirituality will be examined and 
experienced while students build fluency and confidence in 
the concepts, vocabulary, and practices of integrative health 
science. Fulfills Systems course requirement for Human 
Studies majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

RESEARCH AND ACTION REQUIREMENT

HMS 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN HUMAN STUDIES
This arranged course takes the student through the steps of 
designing and implementing a research project selected by 
the student. Arrangements must be made with department 
chair prior to registration. Variable credit.

HMS 494 HUMAN STUDIES INTERNSHIP
The internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. Variable credit.

HUMAN PROCESS SERIES
Process work is on the cutting edge of the interface be-
tween psychology, contemporary physics, education, conflict 
resolution, organizational development, and spirituality. The 
Human Process series of courses presents an introduction 
to this transdisciplinary field. At the heart of Process Work 
is the assumption that the seeds to a problem’s resolution 
are present within the problem itself. Learning to uncover 
those seeds and allow them to grow is a primary goal. Upon 
completion of the series, students will have acquired new 
knowledge and skills together with a growing ability to 
move more fluidly in and out of the various systems encoun-
tered in daily life.

HMS 321 HUMAN PROCESSES I
This is a course for learning about the connections between 
dreaming and waking, physical symptoms and relationship 
conflicts, addictions and spirituality, and inner work and 
work in the world. Throughout the course students will be 
looking for ways to acknowledge the Spirit behind the spir-
its and to enact understanding through just actions based 
on deep compassion. Fulfills Methods or Development 
course requirement for Human Studies majors. This course 
is a prerequisite for other Human Processes courses. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC7. 3 crs.

HMS 322 HUMAN PROCESSES II: RELATIONSHIPS
This course explores human processes in relationships. 
It looks at a range of issues in relationships (e.g., projec-
tions, communication, long-term patterns, conflicts, trust, 
intimacy, power and rank, and sexuality) and examines how 
both individual psychology and world systems affect rela-
tionships. This course will also assist in developing skills 
and metaskills (“background attitudes”) that are useful in 
resolving conflicts, in deepening intimacy, and in facilitating 
conflicting situations. Prerequisite: HMS 321. Fulfills De-
velopment course requirement for Human Studies majors. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC6. 3 crs.

HMS 422 HUMAN PROCESSES III: INNERWORK
This course uses Process Work innerwork (meditation 
methods) to explore the unique powers and hidden gifts 
encoded in our life experiences. Neglecting inner processes 
may be contributing to many of today’s common human 
problems such as depression, fatigue, addictions, and rela-
tionship troubles. When we learn to follow inner experienc-
es as well as the mysterious force that directs our behaviors 
and dreams, they can become a source of insight, creativity, 
and vitality. Students will learn various Process Work skills 
and awareness points that are useful for unfolding inner 
experiences. Prerequisite: HMS 321. Fulfills Development 
course requirement for Human Studies majors. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC7. 3 crs.

HMS 476 HUMAN PROCESSES IV: GROUP PROCESSES
This course provides a theoretical framework for and prac-
tical skills of Process Work group facilitation. The frame-
work and skills are based on awareness and are applicable 
to various types of group settings such as families, small 
and large organizations, and communities. Students will 
also explore how one’s inner experiences are intercon-
nected with group dynamics and collective issues (e.g. sex-
ism, homophobia, racism, and global recession), and how 
the awareness of an individual can initiate change within a 
group and even within society. Prerequisite: HMS 321. Ful-
fills Systems course requirement for Human Studies ma-
jors. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.

HMS 477 HUMAN PROCESSES V: LAB
This is the capstone course of the Human Process series, 
and it is devoted to exploring the link between the theory 
and application of Process Work. The course provides a 
review of the Process Work paradigm, but the main focus 
is to provide hands-on training of how to unfold the dream-
ing process as it manifests in individuals, relationships, 
and groups. There will be ample opportunities for students 
to practice Process Work skills and metaskills (i.e., back-
ground attitudes) and receive supervision. Prerequisite: 
HMS 321. Fulfills Development course requirement for Hu-
man Studies majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC7. 3 crs.
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GERONTOLOGY COURSES

GER 430 MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON 
AGING
This course provides a comprehensive overview of the 
multidisciplinary field of gerontology. Substantive, con-
ceptual, and methodological issues central to the study of 
adult development and aging are explored. Topics include 
the origins and intent of gerontology as a discipline and 
practice; demographics; cross-cultural perspectives; multi-
disciplinary theoretical approaches; ageism and age stereo-
types; economics and aging; social policies and programs; 
mid- and late-life transitions; diversity and aging; and bio/
psycho/social aspects of aging; and health and illness. This 
course is a prerequisite for the core Gerontology courses. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. Meets a core requirement for 
Social Science majors concentrating in Gerontology and for 
the Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 431 EMBODIMENT IN LATER LIFE
This seminar focuses on discourses surrounding embodied 
aspects of the aging experience. Equal attention is devoted 
to the bodily changes thought to be a normal part of aging, 
and chronic illnesses and disabilities associated with ag-
ing (but not caused by aging per se) and how these bodily 
changes interrelate with and impact psychological and 
social aging processes. Students will explore the meanings 
of biophysical aging changes at the individual and socio-
cultural level, as well as how states of health and illness 
may impact one’s relationship with one’s bodily self. Prereq-
uisite: GER 430 or instructor approval. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC1. Meets a core requirement for Social Science majors 
concentrating in Gerontology and for the Gerontology Cer-
tificate. 3 crs.

GER 432 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING
Recognizing that aging is a dynamic, multidimensional pro-
cess, this course addresses the complex interface between 
the psychological and social aspects of aging. Students will 
explore topics such as the relationship between perceptions 
of control, self-efficacy, and health; change and stability 
in personality characteristics; and age consciousness and 
identity. Prerequisite: GER 430 or instructor approval. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC3. Meets a core requirement for Social 
Science majors concentrating in Gerontology and for the 
Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 434 SOCIAL SYSTEMS IN LATER LIFE
This course focuses on the multilayered social context in 
which individuals age. Through the learning projects in this 
course, students become acquainted with each layer of the 
social system, including informal to formal social programs 
and agencies for older adults; aging-supportive living envi-
ronments and neighborhoods; and interpersonal relation-
ships. Prerequisite: GER 430 or instructor approval. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCA1. Meets a core requirement for Social 
Science majors concentrating in Gerontology and for the 
Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 435 WOMEN’S ISSUES IN AGING
In this special topics seminar, students use an interdisci-
plinary approach grounded in a Critical Feminist Gerontol-
ogy framework to consider issues of particular concern to 
women as they travel through the life course. Students will 
examine the meaning of gender in later life, and how gender 
intersects with other positionalities—ethnicity and class, 
for example—and shapes the life chances and lived experi-
ences of older women. Meets LAC outcome: HCC4. 3 crs.

GER 437 SENIOR POWER, POLITICS, AND POLICY
This course examines issues and agencies at the local, 
state, and federal level that affect seniors. Students will 
look at the local and state older adults network through 
DHS/Senior and People with Disabilities and the area agen-
cies on aging, and the federal level through the Adminis-
tration on Aging and other agencies. They will also look 
at advocacy on both the state and federal levels, including 
dealing with the Oregon Legislature and the Oregon Con-
gressional delegation, and the future of aging in Oregon 
and the United States. Prerequisite: GER 430 or instructor 
approval. Meets LAC outcome: HCC4. Meets a core require-
ment for Social Science majors concentrating in Gerontol-
ogy and for the Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 438 COMMUNICATION AND AGING
This course examines the myths and realities of aging and 
their affect on interpersonal and intrapersonal communica-
tion with older persons. Students will become acquainted 
with the life transitions in aging and different forms of 
communication in relationships with family, service provid-
ers, friends, associates, and neighbors. Students will also 
analyze electronic and print media depictions of aging and 
the older population and how different generations change 
societal communication patterns as they age. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

GER 439 HEALTH ASPECTS OF AGING
This course considers health, well-being, health-related 
problems, change in appearance, nutrition, relationships 
with partners, family and friends, and exercise. Students 
will also consider senior mental health and chemical de-
pendency, looking at life transitions, causes of mental 
illness, types of mental health problems, dementia, and 
creative treatment and programmatic approaches, as well 
as life options that can positively affect older person’s 
health well-being. Meets LAC outcome: HCC4. 3 crs.

GER 449 THEORIZING AND RESEARCHING IN 
GERONTOLOGY
This course has a dual intent: 1) to engage students in a 
more sophisticated exploration and examination of impor-
tant and exemplary theorizing and researching in gerontol-
ogy; and 2) to encourage students to formulate and pursue 
their own questions about adult development and aging 
and, thus, participate in the ongoing scholarly conversation 
in gerontology. This is a great choice for students intending 
to study Gerontology at the graduate level or pursuing ad-
vanced work in the field. Prerequisite: GER 430 or instructor 
approval. Meets LAC outcome: NWA2. Meets a core require-
ment for Social Science majors concentrating in Gerontol-
ogy and for the Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 450 GERONTOLOGY: SYNTHESIS AND ACTION
By intent and design, this capstone seminar offers gerontol-
ogy students the opportunity to: 1) reconsider and integrate 
all of their coursework in gerontology into a dynamic whole; 
and 2) explore ways to actualize their learning into action in 
a variety of contexts and surrounding key issues related to 
adult development and aging. Meets a core requirement for 
Social Science majors concentrating in Gerontology and for 
the Gerontology Certificate. 3 crs.

GER 460 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GERONTOLOGY: 
EXPLORING AGING THROUGH LITERATURE
Literature provides different paths to understanding the 
aging process and later life. In this course, students will 
explore developmental and psychosocial perspectives on 
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aging through a variety of literary genres including poetry, 
novels, short stories, autobiographies, and dramatic lit-
erature. Students will examine views of aging and identity, 
aging and relationships, aging and community, aging and 
cultural diversity, and the journey into older age through 
assigned and student-selected readings, learning projects, 
and class interaction. 3 crs.

GER 464 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GERONTOLOGY: 
EMERGING CONCEPTS AND FRAMEWORKS FOR 
AGING AND OLD AGE
This seminar is a survey of emerging ideas and new para-
digms for the aging process. Central to these ideas is the 
notion that human beings have opportunities for deep 
development and the creation of new ways of thinking and 
being throughout the life-course. This seminar explores 
questions related to transformative adult development on 
behalf of creating a more positive later life. Through discus-
sions, readings, collaborative class projects, and writing we 
will explore topics that provide deeper understanding of the 
personal and societal transformations that will support new 
outlooks on aging and old age. Can be taken for CEUs or 
credit. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

GER 465 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GERONTOLOGY: AGING 
AND FAMILY 
Older people do not exist in a vacuum. They are connected 
to a larger “family system.” Family is broadly defined as be-
ing connected to others by biology, marriage, adoption and in 
some cases, by choice. This course explores the wide variety 
of “families” in older adults’ lives. Common transitions in the 
older person’s life and the impact that these have on family 
relationships will be explored. Special areas of interest, such 
as childlessness, sexual and cultural influences and care-giv-
ing will be discussed. Prerequisites: GER 430/530 or instruc-
tor approval. Meets Human Community LAC outcome. 3 crs.

GER 462 NARRATIVE GERONTOLOGY
Working with the principles of critical gerontology, this 
course will explore aging and old age through narratives, 
both biographical and fictional. Students will consider the 
impact of life story on aging and discuss the value of stories 
in creating meaning in old age. Students will also explore 
the theoretical and practical implications of using narra-
tives to understand the aging process and discover the ways 
in which stories influence one's attitudes about one's own 
aging. Prerequisite: GER 430 or approval of instructor. 3 crs.

GER 479 MEDIA IMAGES OF AGING
This course will look at the impact of the mass media, 
modern technology, television, radio, and film on our im-
age and understanding of aging. The course emphasis is on 
erasing the negative stereotypes associated with “the Third 
Age” and demonstrating through the media the potential 
successes and rewards awaiting current and future older 
adults. The class also focuses on how the media can sup-
port America’s older adults by addressing a broad spectrum 
of relevant and practical issues and adjustments related to 
their entry into the Third will look at the impact of current 
retirees and the emerging baby boom generation on media 
and film and how the ‘rules’ for retirement will likely be re-
written. Meets LAC outcome: HCD3. 3 crs.

SOCIAL SCIENCES COURSES

SS 251 BASIC STATISTICS
This course introduces students to the fundamental meth-
ods of statistics in the collection, organization, presentation, 
and analysis of numerical data. It demonstrates the applica-
tion of statistics to many problems such as designing ex-
periments, making decisions, and the significance of trends. 
The intent is to underscore the importance of statistics in a 
variety of contexts and in a manner that is both stimulating 
and comfortable. Prerequisite: MTH 111 Intermediate Alge-
bra or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: LLD4. Can be taken 
for Pass/No Pass option. 3 crs.

SS 304 RESEARCH METHODS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
This course surveys the ways social scientists systemati-
cally answer their questions. Stated simply, “research 
methods” are the tools used to collect and analyze data- 
information in a variety of forms. It is designed for the 
undergraduate majoring in any social science. However, 
anyone who encounters research findings in their daily lives 
(all of us!), and wishes to know how to judge the validity of 
the conclusions, will benefit from this course. Topics will 
include the basic elements of designing a research project, 
including sampling techniques and surveys; and covers 
both qualitative and quantitative research. The class has 
a focus on ‘lively’ group discussions and activities about 
research concepts and strategies, as well as a session with 
a research professional(s). Meets the Research Methods 
outcome in Psychology and Social Sciences majors. Meets 
LAC outcome: NWA2. 4 crs.

SS 494 SOCIAL SCIENCE INTERNSHIP
The Internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form required for registration. Meets the Action require-
ment for the Psychology, Sociology, and Anthropology ma-
jors. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Variable credit.

PSYCHOLOGY SEMINARS

PSY 201 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY 
This course provides a survey of the basic principles and 
theories of psychology. Topics include an exploration of the 
brain and the brain/body influence on mental processes and 
behavior, the nature of consciousness, intelligence, emo-
tions, stress, motivation, and learning, as well as psycho-
logical disorders, therapy, and interpersonal issues. This 
course is prerequisite for many upper-division psychology 
courses. Required for all Psychology and Social Sciences 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 304 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY: PSYCHOLOGY IN 
EVERYDAY LIFE 
The focus of this course is on the far reaching applications 
of the wide range of psychology subdisciplines in our lives 
and our communities. Students will study their impact on 
our society and the myriad of employment opportunities 
they provide for our future psychologists. They will show 
how the best practices of clinical and counseling psychology 
can change lives and how occupational, organizational and 
industrial psychology, as well as human resources, can have 
profound effects on the work environment. Students will 
also review the impact of community-based mental health 
and addiction issues and their relationship with the criminal 
justice system and how health psychology shows the link 
between stress, mental health and healthcare and sports/
exercise psychology the impact of sports and exercise on 
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health well-being. We will see the environment around us 
influences behavior and the growing influence of psychol-
ogy in educational settings. This course will show our future 
psychologists the many professional options they have in 
our rapidly changing, diverse society. Prerequisite: PSY 201 
or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 306 FEMINIST PSYCHOLOGY: THE INTELLECTUAL 
TRADITIONS
This course is designed to present and interpret the devel-
opment of feminist psychology in the context of the histori-
cal and philosophical roots of feminist theory. Students will 
gain an understanding of the evolution and importance of 
feminist psychology in the areas of treatment and research. 
This course will explore the major tenants of psychological 
theory and how feminist scholars have influenced change 
and diversification of psychological theory and practice. 
Meets LAC Outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

PSY 308 BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION: THE CHANGE 
PROCESS
This course provides a survey of recent developments in the 
application of behavioral modification theory to understand-
ing and treating psychological problems. Topics considered 
include sexual dysfunction, stress, phobias, and anxieties, 
as well as depression, marital discord, addictions, and 
interpersonal conflict. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. 
Meets required Learning Issues area for Psychology majors. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 316 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
This course examines the phenomena of social behavior and 
the psychological experience of individuals in social contexts. 
Special attention is given to the formation of attitudes, values, 
and beliefs, as well as to the ways social groups and societal 
structures influence individual behavior. Prerequisite: PSY 201 
or equivalent. Meets required Sociocultural Issues area for 
Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 318 CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
This course examines the area of cross-cultural psychology. 
Students will explore the differences and influences found 
in the interaction between client and therapist who come 
from diverse cultures, races, and ethnicities. How those 
differences influence the client’s needs as well as affect the 
therapeutic/consultative process are examined. Differences 
in sex, gender, and age as found within cultures will also be 
examined along with the student’s own multicultural identi-
ty. Meets required Sociocultural Issues area for Psychology 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.

PSY 326 PSYCHOLOGY OF INTUITION
This course explores the role(s) of intuition in modern life. 
Students will examine the impact of beliefs and family my-
thology on intuition and the meaning persons attribute to 
unusual experiences. Students will explore strategies for cul-
tivating intuition and use critical thinking to support (rather 
than diminish) awareness. Students will examine terminology 
associated with the field necessary to write and speak coher-
ently about experiences that may be controversial and chal-
lenging to define. Meets LAC outcome: HCC5. 3 crs.

PSY 328 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
This course, which is required for all students majoring in 
psychology, examines the central theories of psychological 
development. Emphasis is placed on how we grow and de-
velop from birth through old age and death. Prerequisite: PSY 
201 or equivalent. Meets required Developmental Issues area 
for Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 334 PERSONALITY THEORY
This core course in the Psychology curriculum looks at the 
history and critiques of selected theories of personality, in-
cluding Humanistic, Psychoanalytic and Behavioral models. 
Particular attention is focused on the principles of per-
sonality development, the concept of the self, and identity. 
Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Required course for all 
Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

PSY 336 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
This class examines the important field of Abnormal Psychol-
ogy from a biological, psychological and social perspective. 
The class will explore diagnosis and treatment of all major 
categories of abnormal psychology. such as: anxiety, depres-
sion, schizophrenia, substance related and impulse- control 
disorder, childhood disorders, developmental and cognitive 
disorders, eating disorders, personality disorders Also will 
explore mental health services medical and legal issues. 
Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Required course for all 
Psychology majors. Meet LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 342 COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL 
PERSPECTIVE
This course provides an introduction, history, and social 
perspective on community psychology and the interaction 
between individuals, groups, environmental conditions, 
policy, and community functioning. It will look at social 
problems and policy, and how there can be empowerment to 
enact social change and action. It will review human diversity, 
oppression and equality around racial, gender, and sexual 
origin issues and disenfranchised groups. There will be an 
overview of stress and other emotional difficulties and health 
and mental heath prevention programs and interventions for 
children, adolescents, adults, and seniors. Prerequisite: PSY 
201 or equivalent. Meets required Sociocultural Issues area 
for Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

PSY 344 PSYCHOLOGY OF MEN
This course offers an overview of the social, emotional, and 
cultural issues that men face in our society. Many factors are 
changing the male role and new perspectives are emerging. 
Topics for the course will include psychological development, 
father loss, relationships and intimacy, shame, and aggres-
sion. Discussion will also include analysis of male responses 
to work and the military. Course is an option for required 
developmental issues area for psychology majors. Meets Hu-
man Community LAC outcome: HCC4. 3 crs.

PSY 345 ADDICTIVE DISORDERS IN SOCIETY
Participants of this course will be exposed to selected top-
ics in substance abuse and chemical dependency in the 
context of the helping professions, from a strengths-based 
perspective. There will be an emphasis on conceptual and 
treatment approaches regarding substance abuse in gen-
eral with a specific focus on biological, psychological and 
social factors contributing to both behavioral and substance 
addiction, including family, racial and gender dimensions. 
Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets Mental Health 
Issues area for psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: 
HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 348 INTRODUCTION TO ECOPSYCHOLOGY
Ecopsychology begins with the premise that human mental 
and emotional well-being is as deeply tied to our relation-
ships in the natural world as it is tied to our relationships 
with ourselves and other humans. Students will study its 
history and theories, and consider their implications for 
individuals, for society, and for the planet. Meets LAC out-
comes: HCC1, HCC7. 3 crs.
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PSY 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Courses numbered 360 are topical courses designed to 
address important and timely subject areas in psychology. 
Content will vary from term to term. Courses may be re-
peated for credit. Variable credit.

PSY 361 YOUTH AT RISK
This course explores the challenges faced by youth in our 
country, with a focus on family, school and psychological risk 
factors. Subjects include teen pregnancy, delinquency, sub-
stance abuse, school problems, aggressive behavior, mentor-
ing, and parenting. Students will explore best practices in 
prevention and intervention of these complex problems and 
examine current local and national programs. Prerequisite: 
PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome. HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 362 COUNSELING THEORIES AND STRATEGIES: 
LEVEL ONE
This course introduces students to several counseling theo-
ries while teaching skills that are fundamental to making 
counseling effective. Establishing rapport, analyzing prob-
lems from different theoretical perspectives, and formulating 
interventions are examples of skills covered. Students who 
complete this course will understand the concepts and termi-
nology of several widely used counseling theories. Prerequi-
site: PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 363 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
This course examines development of the child from con-
ception to preadolescence, emphasizing the theories as-
sociated with the development of cognition, physical, and 
visual-motor skills, personality, and social behavior. Con-
sideration will be given to the impact of family and environ-
ment on the child. Application of principles for helping the 
troubled child will be addressed. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or 
equivalent. Meets required Developmental Issues area for 
Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 365 ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Organizational psychology involves the practical application 
of psychological principles to issues in the work context. 
This course will examine various concepts and ideas central 
to organizational psychology, such as job design, employee 
motivation, performance management, training systems de-
sign, leadership assessment, and occupational health psy-
chology. People working with others in any organizational 
setting will find this course useful. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or 
equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCB5. 3 crs.

PSY 366 MANAGEMENT AND WORK PSYCHOLOGY
This course focuses on evidence-based solutions to manag-
ing people in organizations. It emphasizes the application 
of psychological principles to assessing and enhancing the 
effectiveness of individuals, groups, and organizations. Top-
ics include leadership and employee selection, performance 
management, organizational assessment, motivation, and 
other human performance issues relevant to work. This 
course is essential to successful leadership in the twenty-
first century. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB5. 3 crs.

PSY 369 INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY THERAPY
What is a family? How do economic, social, health, and histor-
ical factors affect today’s families? What are the positive and 
negative influences individual members and subsystems of 
the family have on each other? These questions are explored 
in this overview of family therapy. Topics include the changing 
definition of family, family development and characteristics, 
the rationale and history of family therapy, and the main 

theorists and therapeutic approaches. Prerequisite: PSY 201 
or equivalent. Meets required Mental Health Issues area for 
Psychology majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 370 BIOPSYCHOLOGY
Recent technological changes and increasing understanding 
of the brain has fortified the union between psychology and 
neuroscience—that is, to understand why we behave as we 
do, we must address such questions as how and why does 
the brain develop as we grow and age? Which genetic and 
environmental factors seem to be influential? What struc-
tures are associated with behaviors such as memory, learn-
ing, addiction, or love? How is brain function associated with 
personality, intellect, disorders, or disability? What are the 
implications for enhancement of treatment? How far can 
we, or should we, go? Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 373 ISSUES AND ETHICS IN THE HELPING 
PROFESSIONS
This course provides a comprehensive overview of profes-
sional issues and ethical standards in mental health practic-
es. Topics include professional burnout and self-care, values 
and the helping relationship, clients’ rights, professional 
responsibilities, confidentiality, ethical and legal issues, 
managing boundaries and multiple relationships, training 
and supervision, and multicultural and diversity issues in 
individual, marital, family, and group treatment, and current 
issues in the managed healthcare industry. Prerequisite: PSY 
201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: AIA1. 3 crs.

PSY 374 PSYCHOLOGY OF LOSS AND GRIEF
The course examines processes of attachment, separa-
tion, and loss. Different types of loss, including sudden and 
anticipated loss, and the grief reaction experienced by the 
bereaved, will be covered along with a task-based model 
for mourning. Facilitation of adjustment to loss will also be 
explored. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 375 DISORDERS OF PERSONALITY
This course examines disorders of personality, focusing on 
the contributions of ego psychology, object relations theory, 
and self-psychology, and the origins of personality disor-
ders. In addition, the implications of therapeutic diagnosis 
and treatment options are considered. Psychodynamic, be-
havioral, and biological approaches will be covered. Prereq-
uisite: PSY 201 & PSY 334, or equivalents. Meets required 
Mental Health Issues area for Psychology majors. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 378 INTRODUCTION TO GROUP THERAPY
In this course, students will explore the history and ethical 
guidelines of group therapy and delineate different types of 
therapy groups. The stage-theory of group development and 
group dynamics will be addressed. Practical tools in develop-
ing and leading therapy groups will be emphasized. Prerequi-
site: PSY 201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 384 LANDSCAPE OF DREAM PSYCHOLOGY
This course will explore the emerging discipline of Dream 
Psychology. We will investigate sleep and dream research, 
cross cultural traditions, and personality theory as avenues 
for revealing the function and implications of our dreams. 
Students will explore the applications of dream psychology 
in education, clinical settings and research, as well as in-
dividual problem solving. We will investigate the way sleep, 
dreams and states of consciousness appear to overlap in the 
evolution of consciousness. Meets LAC outcome: HCA4. 3 crs.
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PSY 385 INTERPERSONAL NEUROBIOLOGY
The course examines the neurobiology of relationships by 
examining how technology is rewiring the brain, how attach-
ment styles affect brain development and parenting styles, 
how learning styles affect learning, and how the brain is 
profoundly emotional, interpersonal, and responds to sto-
ries. Students will explore the new field of interpersonal 
neurobiology which integrates relationships, environment, 
and the brain. Prerequisite: PSY 201 or equivalent. Course 
is option for required Biological Issues area for Psychology 
majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

PSY 432 COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
This upper-division seminar provides students with an 
introduction to the history, theory, and research of the sub-
discipline of cognitive psychology. The application of cogni-
tive techniques in the treatment of depression, anxiety, and 
interpersonal conflicts is emphasized. Prerequisite: PSY 201 
or equivalent, and junior status. This course is an option for 
required Learning Issues area for Psychology majors. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC2. 3 crs.

PSY 485 COUNSELING THEORIES AND STRATEGIES: 
LEVEL TWO
This course teaches additional theories of counseling and 
takes students deeper into counseling skills and topics. Stu-
dents are assumed to already have basic counseling skills 
and understand basic counseling theories, so this course 
focuses on more advanced skills, introducing students to 
challenging counseling problems, and expanding students’ 
understanding of counseling approaches. Prerequisite: PSY 
362 or equivalent experience or coursework, or permission 
of the instructor. Meets LAC outcome: HCC3. 3 crs.

PSY 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN PSYCHOLOGY
This arranged course takes the student through the steps of 
designing and implementing a research project selected by 
the student. Arrangements must be made with department 
chair prior to registration. Variable credit.

PSY 494 PSYCHOLOGY INTERNSHIP
The Internship program gives students an opportunity to earn 
credit for new learning achieved through experience. Orien-
tation and completion of an Internship Registration form are 
required for registration. Meets Action requirement for Psy-
chology majors. Graded Pass/No Pass only. Variable credit.

PSY 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY
This is an arranged course for students wishing to do advanced 
study in a specialized area in psychology. Students must pre-
pare a brief proposal. Permission of department chair and 
instructor is required prior to registration. Variable credit.

ANTHROPOLOGY SEMINARS

ANT 201 INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY 
This seminar focuses on the study of human culture, its ori-
gins, and history, and the wide array of theories and methods 
used by anthropologists. The four major fields of inquiry—
cultural anthropology, physical anthropology, linguistics, and 
archeology—will be explored to show how and why anthro-
pologists produce the results they do. Required course for all 
Social Sciences majors. Meets LAC outcome: HCD1. 3 crs.

ANT 304 APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
This course addresses the application of anthropological 
concepts and principles to everyday life by examination of 

music, dance, play, art, humor, and values as well as repro-
duction and child-rearing practices. Prerequisite: ANT 201 
or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCD1. Course not of-
fered every year. 3 crs. 

ANT 310 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
This course offers students an opportunity to engage in a 
comparative study of culture. In particular, variations in the 
sociocultural organization, customs, values, and beliefs 
of human groups around the world are examined, as well 
as the role that cultural anthropologists play in gathering 
and disseminating information about cultures familiar and 
not. Prerequisite: ANT 201 or equivalent. Required course 
for Social Sciences majors concentrating in Anthropology. 
Meets LAC outcome: HCD1. 3 crs.

ANT 312 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL EVOLUTION
This course is intended to present an understanding of how 
cultures function and evolve. This is an entry level course, but 
it presents a theoretical perspective that should be of inter-
est to all students of human behavior. Cultural Evolution is 
a powerful conceptual context for exploring such topics as: 
social complexity, social inequality, socialization, evolutionary 
economics, violence, drugs, gangs, terrorism, and political 
systems. Meets LAC outcomes: HCC7, HCD5. 3 crs.

ANT 316 AMISH/LAS VEGAS: POLARITY IN AMERICAN 
LIFESTYLES
The Amish and Las Vegas visually symbolize and represent 
polarities in the world and in ourselves. Amish represent a 
plain and simple subculture trying not to be absorbed into the 
dominant culture, the historic and daily struggles indicates 
commitment in trying to maintain separation of church and 
state in everyday life, creative and adaptive problem solving 
in managing a slower pace of change dominated by the larger 
technological culture and values speed, efficiency and prog-
ress and a compassionate commitment to honor nonviolence 
in an world deeply affected by violence. Vegas represents a 
corporate controlled culture with interlocking alliances be-
tween national legislation, state and casinos that now see 
gaming as a way to lower our tax burden. Vegas encourages a 
pursuit of a culture of personal expression, escape risk taking, 
hedonism and materialism that appeal to our primal needs of 
instant gratification. The course will explore both subcultures 
and will reflect on the everyday societal, family educational 
and personal tensions that mirror the polarities of the Amish/
Vegas subcultures. Meets LAC outcome: HCD1. 3 crs.

ANT 320 INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEXITY THEORY
This course offers students the opportunity to explore the 
concepts of Complexity Theory and its practical application. 
Complexity Theory (also referred to as Dynamical Systems 
Theory or Chaos Theory) was initially developed within the 
complicated mathematical models that were used to explore 
fluid dynamics in Physics. This course brings the knowledge 
and concepts of complex systems to students who do not have 
a desire to pursue mathematics or physics. Complexity Theory 
represents the foundation of non-deterministic science. Ex-
amples of complex systems that will be explored range from 
genetics to social organization. Meets Human Community & 
Natural World LAC outcomes: HCC7, NWA2. 3 crs.

ANT 338 INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN EVOLUTION
This course examines evolutionary processes and mecha-
nisms and how they are applied to human evolution over the 
last seven million years. Specific events and patterns can 
be reconstructed from information provided by primatolo-
gists, biologists, chemists, geologists, and anthropologists. 
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Similarities and differences of modern populations are 
examined from evolutionary and functional physiological 
perspectives. Prerequisite: ANT 201 or equivalent. Re-
quired course for all Social Sciences majors concentrating 
in Anthropology. Meets LAC outcome: HCD1. 3 crs.

ANT 340 ARCHAEOLOGY
In this course, students will learn about the practice of ar-
chaeology through “excavation” of a computer-based, virtual 
recreation of a Middle Paleolithic site. Students will model 
the process used by archaeologists in research formulation, 
data acquisition, analysis, and interpretation to see the rela-
tionship between theory, methodology, planning, technique, 
and understanding. Required course for Social Sciences 
majors concentrating in Anthropology. Prerequisite: ANT 
201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCD5. 3 crs.

ANT 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Courses numbered 360 are topical courses designed to 
address important and timely subject areas in anthropol-
ogy. Content will vary from term to term. Courses may be 
repeated for credit. 3 crs.

ANT 364 PEOPLES AND SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD
Students will gain a better understanding of the interrela-
tionship between human activities (culture) and the physical 
environment (nature). Among various topics discussed will 
be population and human movement, language, religion, 
race, politics, economics, and rural and urban develop-
ment. Students study the culture as an all-encompassing 
phenomenon that identifies the mosaic of lifestyles of vari-
ous people and their prevailing values and beliefs. Required 
course for Social Sciences majors concentrating in Anthro-
pology. Meets LAC outcome: HCB4. 3 crs.

ANT 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN ANTHROPOLOGY
This arranged course takes the student through the steps 
of designing and implementing a research project selected 
by the student. Arrangements must be made with depart-
ment chair prior to registration. Variable credit.

ANT 494 ANTHROPOLOGY INTERNSHIP
The Internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Meets the Action re-
quirement for Anthropology majors. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. Variable credit.

ANT 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ANTHROPOLOGY
This is an arranged course for students wishing to do 
advanced study in a specialized area in anthropology. Stu-
dents must prepare a brief proposal. Permission of depart-
ment chair and instructor is required prior to registration. 
Variable credit.

SOCIOLOGY SEMINARS

SOC 201 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
This course introduces a sociological way of viewing soci-
ety and its institutions: to think critically about society, how 
it works, for whom it works, and where we fit in. The ideas 
and concepts underlying this perspective are explored so 
students can examine their own preconceptions, and use 
a “sociological imagination” to increase their understand-
ing of social and historical events, social changes which 
seem bewildering, and their impact on individuals’ lives. 
Required for all Social Sciences majors concentrating in 
Sociology. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

SOC 310 SOCIOLOGY OF EVERYDAY LIFE
The main goal of this course is for students to understand 
how persons make and remake themselves and their social 
world through their everyday interactions with one another. 
Students will examine the impact that social processes have 
on individuals, their families, and their communities, and the 
social boundaries and constraints within which behavior takes 
place. Topics include socialization and social reality, urban re-
lations, friendship and love, health and illness, among others. 
LAC outcome: HCC1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

SOC 325 MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
The United States is known to be a “melting pot society.” 
Students will examine this concept and study the U.S. mi-
norities in a sociocultural context. They will study the per-
ception, experience, and positions of minority nationalities 
including Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, Asians, and 
Middle Easterners. Prerequisite: SOC 201 or equivalent. 
Required for all Social Sciences majors concentrating in 
Sociology. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.

SOC 332 RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS: A GLOBAL 
APPROACH 
In this course, students will examine the issues of race and 
ethnicity, and study their interrelationships with the con-
temporary global patterns of political factionalism, econom-
ic disparity, religious fervor, and ethnic nationalism. They 
will examine the impact of these issues on the processes of 
development for various countries (developed and develop-
ing) throughout the world. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 3 crs.

SOC 341 SOCIETY BECOMES VISIBLE: CLASSICAL 
SOCIAL THEORY
This course examines the intellectual movement that led to 
the discovery of society and the resulting monumental shift 
in perspective about human behavior. Students will explore 
Marx, whose vision of society and history inspired genera-
tions; Durkheim, who showed how social forces influence 
the behavior of individuals and the sanctity of social life; 
Weber, who analyzed the interaction between religious 
beliefs and the economic life; and Simmel, whose perspec-
tive on the life of the modern individual is central to socio-
logical understanding. Prerequisite: SOC 201 or equivalent. 
Required for all Social Sciences majors concentrating in 
Sociology. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

SOC 350 SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION
This course investigates the influence of society and history 
on individuals by exploring personal experiences that result 
from social conflict and social change. The focus is on the 
work of C. Wright Mills’ rich analysis of contemporary U.S. 
society; Erving Goffman’s examination of strategies individu-
als employ in their social behavior under varying conditions; 
George Herbert Mead’s investigations of how individuals 
become social beings; and Harold Garfinkel’s exploration of 
the unarticulated assumptions and social rules underlying 
everyday human interaction. Prerequisite: SOC 201 or equiv-
alent. Required for all Social Sciences majors concentrating 
in Sociology. Meets LAC outcome: HCC1. 3 crs.

SOC 351 SOCIAL INEQUALITY: RACE, CLASS, GENDER, 
AND SEXUALITY
Why are some people well off while others struggle to 
make ends meet? How much inequality exists in the United 
States and to what extent do education and other factors 
account for it? Is it inevitable? We explore the political, 
economic and social inequalities arising from differences 
due race, class, gender, and sexual orientation and the 
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social divisions they produce; how they become patterned 
and maintained passing down from generation to genera-
tion, affecting all aspects of life; and what forces for change 
exist. Required for all Social Sciences majors concentrating 
in Sociology. Prerequisite: SOC 201 or equivalent Meets Hu-
man Community LAC outcome. HCA1.

SOC 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY
Courses numbered 360 are topical courses designed to ad-
dress important and timely subject areas in sociology. Con-
tent will vary from term to term. Courses may be repeated 
for credit. 3 crs.

SOC 371 SOCIOLOGY OF MENTAL ILLNESS
The goal of this course is to critically examine how history, 
institutions, and culture shape our conceptions of mental 
illness and the mentally ill. Along with a critical examination 
of sociological, psychological, and biological explanations of 
mental illness, we will consider the variety of social factors 
that contribute to the rates and the experiences of mental 
illness. To this end, we will cover epidemiological research, 
the role of stigma, stratification and inequality, and the ef-
fects that psychiatric and psychological treatments —both 
positive and negative—have on patients, families and soci-
ety at large. Meets LAC outcome: HCC4. 3 crs.

SOC 402 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
This course examines the conditions under which people 
make efforts to change society, their motives, strategies 
used to achieve goals, strategies used by opponents, and 
the ways such efforts change society and affect history. It 
explores U.S. social movements of the twentieth century 
and the heroic efforts of individuals who enter the political 
arena, mobilizing their communities to challenge the status 
quo and to bring about political and social change. Prereq-
uisite: SOC 201 or equivalent. Meets LAC outcome: HCB3. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

SOC 440 CRITICAL AND POSTMODERN THEORY
Are persons conditioned by social forces and institutions 
to conform? Are invisible manipulations and/or controlling 
mechanisms directing our everyday actions and thoughts? 
Critical and postmodern theories address these issues 
squarely, and unmask the cultural devices and the sys-
tems of social control that rule our daily lives. This course 
examines theories of Foucault, Baudrillard, Marcuse, and 
Habermas who address these questions, challenging the 
assumptions resulting in domination, and explaining the 
contemporary human condition. Required for all Social 
Sciences majors concentrating in Sociology. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCD5. 3 crs.

SOC 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN SOCIOLOGY
This arranged course takes students though the steps of 
designing and implementing a research project selected by 
the student. Arrangements must be made with the depart-
ment chair prior to registration. Variable credit.

SOC 494 SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP
The internship program gives students an opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved through experience. 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Meets the Action require-
ment for Sociology majors. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
Variable credit.

SOC 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SOCIOLOGY
This is an arranged course for students wishing to do ad-
vanced study in a specialized area in sociology. Students 
must prepare a brief proposal. Permission of department 
chair and instructor is required prior to registration. Vari-
able credit.

POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES

PS 350 POWER 
This course examines the thinking behind a variety of ways 
that political power can be expressed. To explore the as-
sumptions about human nature that lie at the core of vari-
ous theories of power students will read classic works on 
how power can be used, including The Prince (absolute 
ruler), 1984 (totalitarianism), and The Federalist Papers (de-
mocracy). Meets LAC outcome: HCB2. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs. 

PS 370 GOVERNMENT AND SOCIAL POLICY
This course will provide an overview of how local, state, 
and federal government works on legislative, policy, and 
programmatic levels in relationship to the development and 
functioning of social policy and programs. On the federal 
level, it will look at the role of Congress and such federal 
agencies as the Department of Health and Human Services. 
On the state level, it will study the Oregon legislative pro-
cess and social programs with human and social services. 
The course will also look at the role of the advocate in de-
veloping and sustaining social policy and programs. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB2. 3 crs.

PS 460 WOMEN AND POLITICS
This course uses an interdisciplinary approach to under-
standing the political status and situation of women in the 
United States and around the world. Subjects covered in-
clude women’s social movements, psychological gender dif-
ferences important in the political arena, the “gender gap” 
in voting behavior, and women as candidates and elected 
officials. Prerequisite: Introduction to Political Science or 
equivalent, & junior status. Meets LAC outcome: HCA1. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

PS 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
This arranged course takes students through steps of de-
signing and implementing a research project selected by 
the student. Arrangements must be made with department 
chair prior to registration. Variable credit.

PS 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
This is an arranged course for students wishing to do 
advanced study in a specialized area in political science. 
Students must prepare a brief proposal. Permission of de-
partment chair and instructor required prior to registration. 
Variable credit.

Department of Human Sciences
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Department of
Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair: Simeon Dreyfuss
Associate Faculty: Dina Hartzell, Bill Rivoire

The undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies program 
offers students the opportunity to design their own 
degrees. The degree provides a flexible structure 
and individual support to help students realize 
academic, personal, and professional aspirations. 
The Interdisciplinary Studies degree contains two 
defined concentrations, in Sustainability Studies and 
Preparatory Art Therapy, as well as a Self-Designed 
concentration. All students complete a concentration.

In the Self-Designed concentration students design 
their own degree, working closely with department 
faculty. Students plan a focused degree of their own 
definition that creates one to three integrated areas of 
study according to their interests, utilizes relevant transfer 
credit, and takes advantage of credit from prior learning. 

The majority of coursework in the undergraduate 
Interdisciplinary Studies degree is composed of studies 
from across the university curriculum, either taught at 
Marylhurst or transferred to the University. Students 
learn theories and methodologies for the integrated areas 
of study they define as well as techniques and methods 
for undertaking a major interdisciplinary project.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM De-

gree
Major Concentra-

tion

Interdisciplinary Studies
--Preparatory Art Therapy
--Self-Designed
--Sustainability Studies

B.A. •
•
•
•

THE PURPOSE OF THE BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEGREE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
The Interdisciplinary Studies program is designed with 
serious students in mind—students with eclectic interests, 
a clear sense of academic mission, and high expectations 
for their undergraduate experience. It’s a great program 
for students who have followed a few twists and turns in 
their life and schooling and need to design a degree around 
their intellectual history and diverse interests. It’s the right 
program for students who are looking for the opportunity 
to shape their own learning. It is a perfect program for 
students with an abiding passion and who are looking for a 
program that will let them follow their dreams.

The undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies degree 
offers benefits to students in three areas. First, through a 
structured process, students gain experience in defining a 
major goal and in working systematically to attain it. The 
interdisciplinary degree process encourages students to 
plan their degree design in broad terms at the same time it 
assists students in articulating the details of their learning 

goals and the coursework needed to achieve those goals. 
This experience in long-term planning and follow-through is 
a central outcome of the degree.

Second, through concentrated study in integrated areas 
of scholarship, students learn from the rich disciplinary 
traditions that are directly relevant to their goals. This 
apprenticeship to academic disciplines is one of the most 
important components to the solid foundation the interdis-
ciplinary degree gives for future study and application.

Third, academic excellence and interdisciplinary meth-
odologies are stressed throughout the degree program. 
Students begin with a mission statement that outlines their 
plan for study and the particular benefits of such an inte-
grative approach. Students work closely with an Interdisci-
plinary Studies advisor throughout their degree, ensuring 
that all aspects of the degree plan are well-connected to 
the student’s mission statement and long-term goals. 

The program culminates with a senior project composed 
of two parts:

1. ACTION. An internship or service project that applies 
the mission articulated by the student (this may be waived if 
students are already active in the field they are studying).
2. REFLECTION. A capstone research paper or appropriate 
creative project of sound academic quality that explores 
and deepens learning from the student’s areas of study and 
applies research, theories, and tools of analysis in a way 
that integrates the learning in their degree.

CAREER PATHS
Career paths for Interdisciplinary Studies majors range as 
widely as the human imagination. The degree teaches skills 
in articulating attainable goals and achieving them. It pro-
vides a solid foundation in academic thinking, at the same 
time it fosters the creative application of ideas, methods, and 
critical perspectives. It teaches intellectual flexibility and the 
ability to solve problems from a variety of perspectives. These 
are foundational skills for accomplishment in all areas.

Because the degree is highly customizable, students have 
designed majors which prepared them for an astonishing 
variety of long-range goals. Some students pursue an inter-
disciplinary degree for personal fulfillment, and remain in 
career positions they held prior to coming to Marylhurst. 

Other graduates have started their own businesses in areas 
as varied as financial planning, theatrical management, and 
environmental and political activism. They have secured new 
positions with major high-tech multinational firms and other 
regional manufacturers, both in management and design 
functions. They have become successful free-lance writers, 
graphic designers, photographers, artists, and managers 
of art galleries. They have become teachers from the early 
childhood years through the collegiate level. Graduates have 
entered traditional M.A. or Ph.D. programs in English, psy-
chology, social work, ministry, public administration, the en-
vironmental sciences, and many other disciplines. They have 
also entered interdisciplinary graduate programs such as law, 
art therapy, or the Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies.
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PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE B.A. IN 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Students completing the B.A. in Interdisciplinary Studies 
will be able to:
1. Develop and fulfill an academic plan that is rooted in a 

sense of personal mission. Specifically, students will:
a. Write their own mission statement that reflects their 

academic goals and the common thread that links their 
disciplinary endeavors.

b. Identify appropriate learning outcomes within the disciplines 
and the courses that deliver the desired learning.

c. Develop a plan for attaining their defined goals and 
objectives, and take responsibility for monitoring, 
evaluating, and updating that plan.

2. Achieve an interdisciplinary perspective based on solid 
academic attainments. Specifically, students will:
a. Demonstrate strong research and writing skills.
b. Critically analyze and integrate theories and/or insights 

from at least two different disciplines.
c. Gain a functional understanding of differences in disciplinary 

perspectives, methodologies, and approaches to research.
d. Demonstrate knowledge of the works of seminal scholars 

that inform their interdisciplinary perspective and 
scholarship.

3. Demonstrate the application of interdisciplinary perspectives 
through civic, professional, and/or scholarly pursuits. 
Specifically, students will:
a. Synthesize and apply learning in their major through real-

world application and action, and advanced research and 
writing.

b. Articulate a plan for utilizing the learning from their 
interdisciplinary degree.

SELF-DESIGNED CONCENTRATION
Students pursuing a Self-Designed Concentration will 
choose or write additional learning outcomes expressing 
their degree goals.

Major Requirements for B.A. Degree in Interdisciplinary 
Studies: Self-Designed Concentration
Core Courses ......................................................................6 crs.

INT 300 Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies, 3 crs.
INT 301 Methods of Interdisciplinary Inquiry, 3 crs.

Concentrated Study ..................................................min. 48 crs.
Coursework in one to three integrated areas of study,
 minimum of 48 crs. 
No more than one-third of total Concentrated Study may be 
lower-division credit 

Senior Project .....................................................................6 crs.
INT 003 Senior Project Proposal, 0 cr.
INT 494 Internship or Service Project, 3 crs.
INT 498-1 Senior Paper Seminar 1, 3 crs.
INT 009 Interdisciplinary Studies Portfolio, 0 cr.

 TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 60 crs.
NOTE: Coursework with a grade less than C- will not be accepted to-
wards any major requirement for all interdisciplinary concentrations.

CONCENTRATION IN PREPARATORY ART THERAPY
The Concentration in Preparatory Art Therapy has the fol-
lowing potential learning outcomes. Students completing the 
Concentration in Preparatory Art Therapy will be able to:
1. Utilize fundamental skills and concepts of contemporary art 

in order to produce artworks.
2. Participate in critical discussion of their artwork and the art 

of others.
3. Trace the history and progression of selected core areas 

within psychological theory and practice.
4. Recognize the ways in which theory, scientific investigation, 

politics, and public opinion influence the classification and 
treatment of psychological disorders.

5. Articulate an introductory understanding of the nature of the 
field of Art Therapy.

6. (Others expressing individual student degree goals.)

Major Requirements for B.A. in Interdisciplinary 
Studies: Preparatory Art Therapy Concentration
Core Courses ......................................................................6 crs.

INT 300 Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies, 3 crs.
INT 301 Methods of Interdisciplinary Inquiry, 3 crs.

Concentrated Study ..........................................................50 crs.
Art (27 crs.) composed of one year of study in each of:
 Drawing, 9 crs. (includes at least one term Life Drawing)
 Painting, 9 crs.
 Sculpture, 9 crs. (includes some hand-building with clay)
Psychology, (18 crs.)
 PSY 328 Developmental Psychology, 3 crs.
 PSY 334 Personality Theory, 3 crs.
 PSY 336 Abnormal Psychology, 3 crs.
 PSY 362 Counseling Theories & Strategies: Level One, 3 crs.
 Psychology electives, 6 crs.
Art Therapy (5 crs.)
 AT 475 Introduction to Art Therapy Workshop, 1 cr.
 AT 478 Art Therapy Media & Methods, 1 cr.
 Three additional 1-cr. Art Therapy workshops, 3 crs.

Senior Project .....................................................................6 crs.
INT 003 Senior Project Proposal, 0 cr.
INT 494 Internship or Service Project, 3 crs.
INT 498-1 Senior Paper Seminar 1, 3 crs.
INT 009 Interdisciplinary Studies Portfolio, 0 cr.

 TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: min. of 62 crs.
NOTE: Successful candidacy to a graduate program in Art Therapy 
Counseling may require additional courses or more advanced prep-
aration. Students choosing this preparatory program should seek 
additional information from an Interdisciplinary Studies advisor.

CONCENTRATION IN SUSTAINABILITY STUDIES
The Concentration in Sustainability Studies has the follow-
ing potential learning outcomes. Students completing the 
Concentration in Sustainability Studies will be able to:
1. Analyze the cultural roots of perceptions about nature 

and how such social institutions as economic systems, 
language, or religion have shaped human interactions with 
the natural world.

2. Examine and discuss the role of organizations in building 
sustainable operations strategies and practices.

3. Investigate how individual and society’s technological 
choices are interrelated with societal change, human 
population growth, and human impacts on the environment.

4. Develop an integrative theoretical discussion of 
sustainability using coursework and literature from more 
than one discipline. 

5. Participate in, and/or demonstrate a need for, relevant 
actions in support of sustainability locally and/or globally.

6. (Others expressing individual student degree goals.)

Major Requirements for B.A. in Interdisciplinary 
Studies: Sustainability Studies Concentration
Core Courses ......................................................................6 crs.

INT 300 Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies, 3 crs.
INT 301 Methods of Interdisciplinary Inquiry, 3 crs.

Required Concentration Courses .....................................27 crs.
Worldview, 9 crs.
 CLS 345 Nature, Culture, & Technology, 3 crs.
 PSY 348 Introduction to Ecopsychology, 3 crs.
 One of: 
  PCR 371 Spirit & Nature: Environmental Concerns, 3 crs.
  WR 325 Environmental Writing, 3 crs.
  CLS 354 Environment, Culture, Food, 3 crs.
Organizations and Leadership, 9 crs.
  MGT 301 Business through a Different Lens, 3 crs.
  MGT 371 People, Profit, Planet: The New 
       Management Imperative, 3 crs.
 One of:
  BUS 310 Economics, 3 crs. 
  BUS 411 Economics of Sustainability: Theory & 
       Practice (prerequisite: BUS 310), 3 crs.
  MGT 350 Entrepreneurship, 3 crs.
  CCM 333 Intercultural Communication, 3 crs.
  CCM 347 Negotiation, 3 crs.
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ary studies portfolio, which provides students with a forum 
to both see and show how the disciplines within the major 
blend into a unified field of study. Prerequisites: Students 
should be declared Interdisciplinary majors and have met 
with their advisor. Students majoring in Interdisciplinary 
Studies must take this class within the first two terms after 
declaring the major. 3 crs.

INT 301 METHODS OF INTERDISCIPLINARY INQUIRY
In this course, students are introduced to the various modes 
and methods of inquiry common to academic disciplines 
and the assumptions different disciplines make about the 
nature of knowledge. Students will learn tools for navigat-
ing these often complimentary though sometimes dissonant 
assumptions. Emphasis will be placed on understanding the 
basis of knowledge, reviewing selected methods of interdis-
ciplinary inquiry, and considering the unique contribution 
of interdisciplinary thought and scholarship. Prerequisites: 
INT 300 & WR 323 Academic Writing: The Research Paper, 
or approval of department chair. This course meets WID 
(Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs.

INT 494 INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES INTERNSHIP 
OR SERVICE PROJECT
Through the interdisciplinary internship or service project 
students test the ideas at the core of their Mission State-
ment and the learning gained through their concentrated 
study by applying them in real-life settings. The internship 
or service project is an opportunity for students to place 
their learning in the service of others. The interdisciplinary 
internship should be viewed as a part of the overall senior 
project, composed of this action or internship component 
and the academic or reflective component, INT 498-1 Se-
nior Paper Seminar 1. INT 494 may be waived for students 
who, in a professional or volunteer setting, have already 
been applying the ideas at the core of their interdisciplinary 
mission. Students interested in waiving INT 494 make the 
request as part of their senior project proposal. If INT 494 
is waived, the Senior Paper Seminar, must be taken for 6 
credits including both INT 498-1 and INT 498-2. Prerequi-
sites: senior standing, INT 003. Orientation with Internship 
Coordinator and completion of an Arranged Class form are 
required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs

INT 498-1/498-2 SENIOR PAPER SEMINAR 1,2
The Senior Paper is an analysis and synthesis paper based 
on a topic or research interest that grows from the student’s 
interdisciplinary Mission Statement. In this course, students 
receive guidance as they conceptualize, research, and write 
their Senior Paper. The Senior Paper synthesizes the lessons 
gained through INT 494 and/or life experience with the cu-
mulative knowledge of the student’s concentrated study and 
any additional research conducted for this project. The Senior 
Paper is part of the overall senior project, composed of INT 
494, the action or internship component, and this paper, the 
academic or reflective component. Students completing an 
internship (INT 494) take only INT 498-1 for 3 credits. Stu-
dents for whom INT 494 is waived through INT 003 must take 
INT 498-1/498-2 for 6 credits over two terms.Prerequisites: 
senior standing, INT 003, INT 301. Variable credit: 2-4 crs. 
NOTE: Students take INT 498 for two terms and 6 credits. 
They may take 2 credits one term and 4 credits another.

Department of Interdisciplinary Studies
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261 - 17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu

  HC 314 Listening to the World: Developing 
   Environmental & Intercultural Literacy (3 crs. of 
   Integrated Learning Module; remaining 6 crs. may
   be used in Complementary Coursework, below)
  OR 3 crs. of:
      Sustainability Seminars such as MGT 465 Seminars: 
      Sustainability & the Common Good (1 cr. each)
      or ID 204 Sustainability Workshops (repeatable, 1 cr. ea.
Environmental Science 9 crs.
 ENV 331 Introduction to Sustainability: Being Green 
  in a Brown World 3 crs.
 ENV 328 Environmental Ethics 3 crs.
 One of:
  ENV 310 Principles of Environmental Science 3 crs.
  ENV 320 Population and Global Resources 3 crs.
  ENV 319 Sustainable Development: A Global
   Approach 3 crs.
  ENV 330 A Survey of Environmental Education 3 crs.
  ENV 358 Global Environmental Concerns 3 crs.
  ENV 373 Introduction to Environmental Mediation 3 crs.
Appropriate transfer, independent study, practicum, or other 
coursework may be substituted for any of the Required 
Concentration Courses with approval of the Department.

Complementary Coursework ................................min of 21 crs.
Student-designed program of study that complements the 
Required Concentration Courses (see above) with a focused 
application of their choice. This program of coursework is 
designed by the student, together with Interdisciplinary Studies 
and other faculty, to support the student’s Sustainability Studies 
mission and chosen learning outcomes (written in INT 300). 

Senior Project .....................................................................6 crs.
INT 003 Senior Project Proposal, 0 crs.
INT 494 Internship or Service Project, 3 crs.
INT 498-1 Senior Paper Seminar, 3 crs.
INT 009 Interdisciplinary Studies Portfolio, 0 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: min of 60 crs.

NON-CREDIT-BEARING REQUIREMENTS

INT 003 SENIOR PROJECT PROPOSAL 
This proposal is due prior to or concurrent with registering 
for INT 494 or INT 498-1. To complete the proposal, the stu-
dent registers for the class and contacts their advisor. The 
proposal identifies the subject of their senior project, the 
relationship of that project to their Mission Statement, and 
resources in terms of books, journals, articles, or individu-
als that will be useful in fulfilling their senior project. The 
proposal also identifies the relationship between the kind of 
internship or service project the student will seek and the 
overall subject of their senior project. Those students seek-
ing to waive the internship requirement use the proposal to 
describe and document the professional or volunteer work 
they feel has already met the intent of the internship re-
quirement. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

INT 009 INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES PORTFOLIO
The requirements for the Interdisciplinary Studies Portfolio 
are introduced in INT 300 Introduction to Interdisciplinary 
Studies. The finished portfolio signals the completion of the 
Senior Project. Students should register for INT 009 in the 
term they plan to graduate and contact their advisor to ar-
range for final submission of their portfolio. The portfolio is 
used to organize, integrate, and demonstrate the structure 
of the student’s major. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

COURSES

INT 300 INTRODUCTION TO INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
This course introduces students to interdisciplinary studies, 
both as an academic major and as a contemporary trend in 
scholarship. Students will explore the rich history of liberal 
and interdisciplinary studies. The interdisciplinary major is 
self-designed; this is the course in which students design 
their major. The course also introduces the interdisciplin-
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Music is the quintessential art form that combines 
the intellect, emotion, and physical expression. It 
is essential to a vibrant, healthy community. The 
Marylhurst Music Department is committed to serving 
the community by offering a broad range of courses 
and experiences for the major and non-major alike, 
within a traditional and nurturing environment. 
Whether it is through our unique music therapy and 
pedagogy programs, the Bachelor of Arts in Music 
degree, community ensembles, or Suzuki lessons 
for children, the Music Department is committed 
to improving life in society by promoting musical 
artistry and excellence.

The department offers three degrees: the Bachelor 
of Music, the Bachelor of Music Therapy, and the 
Bachelor of Arts in Music. The department also offers 
a music minor. 

Campus music facilities include the intimate 
and acoustically attractive Wiegand Recital Hall, St. 
Anne’s Chapel which houses the magnificent Fred 
and Maybelle Clark Macdonald Pipe Organ, and 
The Lois Rarick Cooke Sacred Music Collection in 
Shoen Library.

The Marylhurst Music Department has been an 
accredited member of the National Association of 
Schools of Music since 1961, and is a member of 
the American Music Therapy Association.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Concentration

Music B.A. •

Music Composition B.Mus. •

Music Performance
--Guitar Pedagogy
--Guitar Performance
--Piano Pedagogy
--Piano Performance
--Voice Pedagogy
--Voice Performance

B.Mus. •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Music Therapy B.M.T. •

PROGRAM Minor

Music •

ADMISSIONS
All music degree programs at Marylhurst University require 
previous music background, and therefore admission into 
the programs is selective and require an audition. 

Department of
Music
Chair: John F. Paul, D.M.
Music Therapy Program Director: Christine Korb, M.M., M.T.-B.C.

Students interested in applying to the music programs 
are asked to submit all requirements for undergraduate 
admission), plus the following additional supplemental ap-
plication materials:
• Supplemental Music application
• Résumé
• Additional documents for specific programs:

–Music Therapy – submit essay
–Composition – submit composition portfolio
–Performance and B.A. applicants – solo programs

Upon submission of application documents, students 
will be contacted to audition and interview with the Music 
Department.

Details of the music admission process can be found at 
www.marylhurst.edu/music/.

Transfer and second-degree students must complete the 
same process. 

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
All music students must complete all required courses, 
proficiencies, portfolios, performances, recitals, internships 
and senior projects prior to graduation. A minimum grade 
of C must be earned in each music course required for a 
music degree program.

PLEASE NOTE: The University reserves the right to 
record, use, broadcast, or reproduce for University publi-
cations music performances, compositions, and arrange-
ments by students enrolled in its coursework.

THE MARYLHURST MUSIC CORE

GENERAL OUTCOMES FOR MUSIC 
Every music degree program at Marylhurst incorporates a 
rigorous set of courses that help develop a student’s mu-
sicianship. These required courses cover the traditional 
music subjects of theory, harmony, form and analysis, com-
position, music history and literature, plus practical skills 
such as aural dictation, sight-singing, keyboard harmony, 
and improvisation. Whether a student is pursuing a profes-
sional degree or a liberal arts degree in music, the student 
is expected to strive towards excellence in all subjects and 
skills incorporated in the Marylhurst Music Core. Students 
completing any music degree from Marylhurst University 
will:
1. Perform on a primary instrument or voice, individually 

and in ensembles, at the appropriate level to the 
student’s specific music degree and major, demonstrating 
musicianship, technical proficiency, interpretive 
understanding, and breadth of repertoire.

2. Identify and work with the elements of the musical 
language, analyzing and imitating music of the past and 
present.

3. Understand how music has been created, performed 
and perceived throughout history and cultures, while 
acquiring an acquaintance with a wide selection of music 
literature.
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4. Accurately read, sing, hear, and notate music.
5. Demonstrate fluency at the keyboard. 
6. Understand how technology serves the field of music 

as a whole, and acquire a working knowledge of 
technological developments in the student’s musical 
field of interest.

7. Develop conducting and rehearsal skills sufficient 
to work as a leader and collaborator in musical 
interpretation.

8. Demonstrate the ability to write and speak effectively 
about music, developing and defending musical 
judgments, engaging in critical discussion of the 
student’s own music-making and the music of others.

9. Develop research methods appropriate to one’s musical 
concentration.

10. Constructively participate in the music community, while 
integrating musical talent with service opportunities in 
the local community.

Course Requirements for Marylhurst Music Core

Musicianship ....................................................................30 crs.
MU 101/102/103 Musical Language I, II, III, 9 crs.
MU 104/105/106 Keyboard Skills I, II, III, 3 crs.
MU 111/112/113 Aural Skills I, II, III, 3 crs.
MU 201/202/203 Musical Language IV, V, VI, 9 crs.
MU 204/205/206 Keyboard Skills IV, V, VI, 3 crs.
MU 211/212/213 Aural Skills IV, V, VI, 3 crs.
MU 270 Keyboard Proficiency, 0 cr.
MU 271 Sight-Singing Proficiency, 0 cr.
MU 272 Aural Dictation Proficiency, 0 cr.

Music History & Literature ...............................................15 crs.
MU 131 Global Music, 3 crs.
MU 331/332/333 Music History & Lit. I, II, III, 12 crs.
MU 370 Music Literature Proficiency, 0 cr.

Additional Required Courses ..............................................5 crs.
MU 221 Introduction to Music Technology, 2 crs.
MU 284 Music Portfolio (minimum of 9 terms, 0 crs.)
MU 300 Wellness for Musicians, 1 cr.
MU 341 Introduction to Conducting, 2 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE MARYLHURST MUSIC CORE: 50 crs.

Performance Requirements for Marylhurst Core
Varies by major. See individual programs for specific requirements.
Applied Study on Primary Instrument .......................... 9-30 crs.

MUP 2** Applied Music 1 (6-12 crs.)
MU 299 Primary Performance Exam, 0 cr.
MUP 4** Applied Music 2 (0-18 crs.)

Ensemble Experience................................................... 9-15 crs.
ENS 2** Marylhurst Ensemble (6 crs.)

 ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble (3-9 crs.)

PRIMARY INSTRUMENT REQUIREMENTS
Entering students must show a level of musical mastery on 
their primary instrument or voice before being accepted into 
private applied lessons for majors (MUP 200-level courses). 
This is part of the audition/interview process. Private les-
sons for credit on the primary instrument are taken each 
term until applied music requirements are met for the ma-
jor. Performance juries are required at the end of each term 
for students enrolled in 200- and 400-level lessons. Before 
a student may enroll in upper-division applied lessons and 
ensembles at the 400-level, they must pass MU 299 Primary 
Performance Exam in the preceding term. A jury of at least 
two faculty must be present to approve a student’s upper-
division standing. A minimum of 6 terms of study at the 
200-level are required before the MU 299 Primary Perfor-
mance Exam is attempted. Students are required to enroll 
in 200-level lessons for credit until successful completion 
of MU 299.

ENSEMBLE REQUIREMENTS
All music students are expected to perform in Marylhurst 
ensembles during their studies here. Ensemble experience 
is required while students are enrolled in the music core 
and private lessons on the primary instrument. Students 
who transfer in both music core courses and private les-
sons may transfer in ensemble credits, one ensemble credit 
per term of previous studies in the core, for a maximum of 
6 credits. Each degree program has a minimum number of 
400-level ensemble credits that must be completed on the 
primary instrument. All students are encouraged to con-
tinue participating in Marylhurst ensembles for non-credit 
once they have met their credit requirements.

The University features ensembles that serve the needs 
of the music major, and ones that serve as community 
outreaches. Students are encouraged to participate in a 
variety of ensemble while in studies at Marylhurst. Major 
ensembles include the Marylhurst Choir, Jazz Ensemble, 
and Guitar Ensemble. Community outreaches include the 
Marylhurst Community Orchestra and the Beginning Guitar 
Ensemble.

MUSIC PORTFOLIO REQUIREMENTS
Every term a student is enrolled in an aspect of the music 
core, the student must show evidence of engagement in the 
musical community. This requirement is met by enrolling in 
MU 284 Music Portfolio. A minimum of 9 terms is required.

MUSICIANSHIP REQUIREMENTS
Entering students are given assessments in theory, key-
board, and aural skills. These assessments determine the 
level at which the student can be placed in order to ensure 
success in the program. If the student has prior experience 
or training in theory and musicianship, either in high school 
or as a transfer student, then placement in a higher course 
level is possible. If a deficiency in theory or musicianship is 
determined, then the student will be placed in the appropri-
ate course.

Before graduating, all music students must demonstrate 
proficiency in Keyboard, Sight-Singing, Aural Dictation, and 
Music Literature. Required coursework in the Music Core 
helps prepare the student for each proficiency. As needed, 
the department may recommend additional coursework, 
review, or private lessons until the proficiencies are passed. 
Students are strongly encouraged to complete the musi-
cianship proficiencies by the end of their second year of 
study. See Music Core Handbook for additional information.

NOTE: The core proficiency requirements are waived for 
second-degree students with a previous music degree.

THE BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC MAJOR
The Bachelor of Arts in Music degree is a flexible program 
appropriate for the student wishing to major in music within 
a liberal arts program, and seeking a broad general educa-
tion rather than intense specialization within music.

In addition to the required music classes, the student 
has the freedom to pursue individual interests, both within 
music and other disciplines. Songwriters, for example, 
may want to explore offerings in the English Literature and 
Writing program (see pages 86-96). Composers may want to 
explore coursework in media production within the Cultural 
Studies Department (see page 79-85). Many will want to 
complete the 18-credit Business & Management Certificate 
(see page 54) to develop entrepreneurial skills needed to 
effectively establish their own music business.
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ADMISSIONS
In addition to the music admissions process detailed on 
page 115, students desiring to pursue the B.A. in Music 
major need to submit sample music programs and a list 
of learned repertoire as part of their application package. 
Acceptance is determined by music faculty in consultation 
with the Music Department chair. 

CAREER PATHS
The music component of the B.A. in Music program intro-
duces the student to performance, teaching, composition, 
church music, conducting, studio musicianship, recording, 
and other music-related fields. The liberal arts component 
provides a strong multidisciplinary foundation for a life-
time of learning. The degree offers solid grounding if the 
student’s goal is to continue their education by pursuing a 
fifth-year teaching certificate or graduate degree.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Students completing the Bachelor of Arts in Music degree 
will be able to:
1. Demonstrate all the learning outcomes of the Marylhurst 

Music Core.
2. Perform solo and ensemble undergraduate repertoire on 

a primary instrument or voice to an advanced intermediate 
level.

3. Demonstrate further skills and knowledge in performance, 
composition, or music technology.

4. Synthesize the components of a musical liberal arts 
program into a public presentation that highlight the 
student’s fields of interest.

5. Demonstrate an awareness of differences and 
commonalities regarding work in artistic, scientific, and 
humanistic domains.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Music
Residency requirements for the BA in Music program require that 
a minimum of 21 credits of music coursework be earned through 
Marylhurst University.
Marylhurst Music Core (see page 115) .............................50 crs.
 Additional 3 terms of MU 284 Music Portfolio,  

for a total of 12 terms
Lower-division Performance Requirements ....................12 crs.

MUP 2** Applied Music 1 (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
MU 299 Primary Performance Exam, 0 cr.
ENS 2** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.

Capstone Courses ..............................................................7 crs. 
MU 303 Form & Analysis, 3 crs.
MU 411 Professional Practices in Music, 1 cr.
MU 487 Community Music Outreach, 1 cr.
MUA 490 Senior Project: B.A. in Music, 2 crs.

Upper-division Focus .......................................................12 crs.
Choice of one of the following focus tracks:

Performance Focus, 12 crs.
 MUP 4** Applied Music 2 (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
 ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
Composition Focus, 12 crs.
 CMP 301/302/303 Composers Toolbox I, II, III 
  (2-2-2), 6 crs.
 MUP 380 Composition Studies I (1-1-1), 3 crs.
 ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1), 3 crs.
Music Technology Focus, 12 crs.
 CMP 324 Music Technology I, 3 crs.
 CMP 325 Music Technology II, 3 crs.
 Additional CMP courses, 3 crs.
  ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1), 3 crs.
General Music Focus, 12 crs.
 At least 3 crs. MUP 4** Applied Music 2
 At least 3 crs. ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble
 At least 3 crs. in CMP, MT, PED, PER, SCM courses

Creative Arts Requirement * ..............................................3 crs. 
Any non-music course fulfilling the AI-B outcome. 
*Note that this non-music requirement meets a Liberal Arts 
Core outcome.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 84 crs.
CREDIT SUMMARY: B.A. in Music
Music Requirements ............................................................81 crs.

Music Core, 50 crs.
Lower-division Performance Requirements, 12 crs.
Capstone Courses, 7 crs. 
Upper-division Focus, 12 crs. 

Non-music Requirement .......................................................3 crs. 
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 84 crs.

THE BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN COMPOSITION
The Bachelor of Music in Composition is the initial profes-
sional degree in music composition and provides musical 
training to prepare students for careers as composers. In 
addition to demonstrating professional, entry-level compe-
tence in composition, graduates of the program will acquire 
musicianship skills to an advanced level, obtain broad 
knowledge of musical language and literature, and develop 
teaching skills related to music composition and theory.

ADMISSIONS
Entry into the program is selective by audition and a port-
folio. In addition to the music admissions process detailed 
on page 115, students desiring to pursue the composition 
major need to submit a portfolio of original compositions. 
Acceptance is determined by the composition faculty in 
consultation with Music Department Chair.

CAREER PATH
Although there are few full-time positions for composers, 
many create careers by working independently, compos-
ing, performing, and teaching. The creative media focus 
prepares graduates for work in film, television, and game 
industries, while the teaching focus provides traditional 
coursework in preparation for graduate studies. 

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students with a Bachelor of Music in Composition major 
will be able to: 
1. Demonstrate all the learning outcomes of the Marylhurst 

Music Core.
2. Use a variety of compositional techniques to create a 

unique body of music that is informed by contemporary 
concepts, materials, and forms, and that is idiomatically 
written for various instrumental, vocal, and technologically 
mediated forces.

3. Perform solo and ensemble undergraduate repertoire on 
a primary instrument or voice to an advanced intermediate 
level.

4. Demonstrate competence in the teaching of basic 
musicianship skills.

5. Those following the teaching focus will demonstrate 
competence in counterpoint, analysis, and pedagogy.

6. Those following the creative media focus will demonstrate 
the ability to work with various technological media.
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Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Music Degree 
in Composition
Residency requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Composition 
program require that a minimum of 30 credits of music coursework 
be earned through Marylhurst University.
Marylhurst Music Core (see page 115) .............................50 crs.
 Additional 3 terms of MU 284 Music Portfolio,  

for a total of 12 terms
Applied Study in Primary Instrument ...............................12 crs.

MUP 2** Applied Music 1 (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
MU 299 Primary Performance Exam, 0 cr.
MUP 4** Applied Music 2 (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.

Ensemble Requirements ..................................................12 crs.
ENS 2** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.

B.Mus. in Composition Core .............................................43 crs.
MU 303 Form & Analysis, 3 crs.
MU 411 Professional Practices in Music, 1 cr.
MU 487 Community Music Outreach, 1 cr.
CMP 300 Music Notation: Theory & Practice, 2 crs.
CMP 301/302/303 Composers Toolbox I, II, III, 6 crs.
CMP 385 Composition Seminar (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
CMP 390 Junior Recital: Composition, 0 cr.
CMP 401/402 Orchestration I, II, 6 crs.
CMP 481 Pedagogy of Music Theory, 3 crs.
CMP 490 Senior Recital: Composition, 0 cr.
MUP 380 Composition Studies I (2-2-2), 6 crs.
MUP 480 Composition Studies II (3-3-3), 9 crs.

B.Mus. in Composition Focus ...........................................10 crs.
Choose one of the following two tracks:
 Creative Media Focus, 10 crs.
  CMP 324 Music Technology I (3)
  CMP 325 Music Technology II (3)
  CMP 423 Film Scoring & Sound Design (4)
 Teaching Focus, 10 crs.
  CMP 411 16th-Century Counterpoint (3)
  CMP 412 18th-Century Counterpoint (3)
  CMP 413 Analytical Techniques (2)
  CMP 482 Pedagogy of Aural Skills (2)

B.Mus. in Composition Music Electives ..............................3 crs.
At least 3 crs. in upper-division courses or lessons

B.Mus. in Composition Science Requirement * ..................3 crs.
PHY 331 Acoustics: Hearing, Speaking, Playing, Singing

B.Mus. in Composition Creative Arts Requirement * .........3 crs.
Any non-music course meeting LAC AI-B outcome.
* Note that these non-music requirements meet Liberal Arts 
Core outcomes.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 136 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY: Bachelor of Music in Composition
Music Requirements....................................................... 130 crs.

Music Core Requirements, 50 crs.
Applied Study, 12 crs.
Ensemble Requirements, 12 crs.
Composition Core, 43 crs. 
Composition Focus, 10 crs.
Music Electives, 3 crs.

Non-Music Requirements ..................................................6 crs.
Science Requirements, 3 crs.
Creative Arts Requirement, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 136 crs.

THE BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN PERFORMANCE 
MAJOR
The Bachelor of Music in Performance is the initial profes-
sional degree in music performance and provides rigorous 
musical training to prepare students for a performance and/
or private teaching career. In addition to demonstrating pro-
fessional, entry-level competence in music performance, 
graduates of the program will acquire musicianship skills 
to an advanced level, obtain broad knowledge of musical 
language and literature, and develop teaching skills related 

to their applied area. There are two concentration tracks 
depending on the student’s career goals. The performance 
concentrations prepare students for a performing career, 
and the pedagogy concentration prepare students for a 
private teaching career. Students may also pursue a double 
concentration in performance and pedagogy. The perfor-
mance major is available to those studying guitar, piano, 
and voice. The Department of Music recommends those stu-
dents with other performing emphases pursue the Bachelor 
of Arts in Music, Composition, or Music Therapy degrees.

ADMISSIONS
Entry into the program is selective by audition and a port-
folio. In addition to the music admissions process detailed 
on page 115, students desiring to pursue the performance 
major need to submit sample music programs and a list 
of learned repertoire as part of their application package. 
Acceptance is determined by the performance faculty in 
consultation with Music Department Chair.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students with a Bachelor of Music in Performance degree 
will be able to:
1. Demonstrate all learning outcomes of the Marylhurst 

Music Core.
2. Perform solo and ensemble undergraduate repertoire on a 

primary instrument or voice to an advanced level, working 
independently to prepare performances at the highest 
possible level.

3. Acquire knowledge about applicable solo and ensemble 
literature of the primary instrument or voice.

4. Acquire pedagogical methods and materials to conduct 
instruction of the primary instrument or voice to a 
broad range of students: the beginner to the advanced, 
individually and in groups.

5. Understand how the mechanics of the human body relate 
to musical performance and teaching.

6. Voice concentration students will be able to perform 
in several foreign languages and demonstrate 
comprehension of basic vocabulary in those languages.

7. Those following performance concentrations will further 
expand their performing repertoire.

8. Those following pedagogy concentrations will further 
develop pedagogical skills in a two-term supervised 
internship, understand how the principles of human learning 
and development relate to musical teaching, and acquire 
basic business skills to be successfully self-employed.

DOUBLE CONCENTRATION 
IN PERFORMANCE AND PEDAGOGY
Guitar, piano, and voice students who wish to pursue a 
double concentration in performance and pedagogy, may 
do so by pursuing the Pedagogy Concentration with 6 addi-
tional credits in the applied area and 3 additional credits in 
the ensemble area.

THE PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATIONS 
The Bachelor of Music in Performance with a Performance 
Concentration provides extensive musical training to pre-
pare students for a performance career. Current concentra-
tions are offered in guitar, jazz, piano, and voice. 

CAREER PATHS
Building a career as a professional performer demands 
dedication, exhaustive training, practice and a clear under-
standing of the business of music. There are few full-time 
positions, and positions that are available are highly com-
petitive. Yet remarkably many musicians find ways to create 
careers by working independently, performing, and teach-
ing. The Bachelor of Music in Performance with a Perfor-
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waters. The degree also prepares the graduate for further 
music study at the graduate level.

Major Requirements for Bachelor of Music Degree in 
Performance with Performance Concentration
Residency requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Performance 
program require that a minimum of 30 credits of music coursework 
be earned through Marylhurst University.
Marylhurst Music Core (see page 115) .............................50 crs.
 Additional 3 terms of MU 284 Music Portfolio,  

for a total of 12 terms
Performance Concentration Core ....................................15 crs.
 Music Requirements, 9 crs.

 MU 303 Form and Analysis, 3 crs.
 MU 411 Professional Practices in Music, 1 cr.
 MU 487 Community Music Outreach, 1 cr.
 PER 320 Analysis for Performers, 2 crs.
 One of the following: 2 crs.
  PER 301 Body Mapping for Musicians
  MUP 178 Alexander Technique
 Annual Recitals
  PER 190 Freshman Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 290 Sophomore Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 390 Junior Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 490 Senior Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
Required Non-Music Courses, 6 crs.
 Science Requirement, 3 crs. * 
  BIO 161 Physiology of Controlling Stress & Tension, 3 crs.
 Creative Arts Requirement, 3 crs. * 
  Any non-music course meeting LAC AI-B outcome
  * Note that these non-music requirements meet
   Liberal Arts Core outcomes.

Specific Courses in Concentration ...................................70 crs.
Applied Study, 30 crs.
Ensemble Requirements, 15 crs.
Literature, Pedagogy, Supportive courses, & Electives, 25 crs.

  TOTAL FOR DEGREE IN PERFORMANCE: 135 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY: Bachelor of Music in Performance with 
Performance Concentration
Music Requirements....................................................... 129 crs.

Marylhurst Music Core, 50 crs.
Performance Core - Music Courses, 9 crs. 
Applied Study, 30 crs.
Ensemble Requirements, 15 crs.
Concentration Courses & Electives, 25 crs.

Non-Music Requirements ..................................................6 crs.
Science, 3 crs.
Creative Arts, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR DEGREE IN PERFORMANCE: 135 crs.

Guitar Performance Concentration

Applied Study in Guitar .....................................................30 crs.
MUP 260 Applied Guitar 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 460 Applied Guitar 2 (3-3-3-3-3-3), 18 crs.

Ensemble Requirements for Guitar .................................15 crs.
6 crs. in lower-division & 9 crs. in upper-division ensembles
 ENS 200/400 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1),
  or other major ensemble, 3 crs.
 ENS 246/446 Guitar Ensemble 
  (1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
 ENS 471 Chamber Music 
  or ENS 474 Accompanying (1-1-1), 3 crs.
 ENS 4** Additional upper-division ensemble 
  of choice (1-1-1), 3 crs.

Guitar Concentration and Electives ..................................25 crs.
PED 407/408/409 Guitar Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 104/105/106/204 Fingerboard Theory I, II, III, IV 
 (1-1-1-1), 4 crs.
PER 407/408/409 Guitar Literature I, II, III (2-2-2), 6 crs.
Music Electives (all in upper-division courses), 9 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 70 crs.

Piano Performance Concentration

Applied Study in Piano ......................................................30 crs.
MUP 250 Applied Piano 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 450 Applied Piano 2 (3-3-3-3-3-3), 18 crs.

Ensemble Requirements in Piano ....................................15 crs.
6 crs. in lower-division & 9 crs. in upper-division ensembles
 with at least 3 crs. in each of the following:
 ENS 200/400 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1) 
  or other major ensemble, 3 crs.
 ENS 234/434 Piano Ensemble (1-1-1), 3 crs.
 ENS 471 Chamber Music (1-1-1)
  or ENS 474 Accompanying (1-1-1), 3 crs.

Piano Concentration & Electives ......................................25 crs.
PED 401/402/403 Piano Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 321 Techniques of Accompanying, 2 crs.
PER 401/402/403 Piano Literature I, II, III, 6 crs.
Music Electives 
 (at least 9 crs. in upper-division courses), 11 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 70 crs.

Voice Performance Concentration

Applied Study in Voice ......................................................30 crs.
MUP 253 Applied Voice 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 453 Applied Voice 2 (3-3-3-3-3-3), 18 crs.

Ensemble Requirements in Voice .....................................15 crs.
6 crs. in lower-division & 9 crs. in upper-division ensembles
 ENS 200 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
 ENS 400 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
 ENS 491 Opera Workshop (1-1-1), 3 crs.

Voice Concentration & Electives .......................................25 crs.
PED 410/411/412 Voice Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 310 Diction: IPA & English, 1 cr.
PER 311 Italian for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 312 German for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 313 French for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 410/411/412 Song Literature I, II, III, 6 crs.
Music Electives (all in upper-division courses), 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 70 crs.

THE PEDAGOGY CONCENTRATIONS
The Bachelor of Music in Performance with a Pedagogy 
Concentration provides extensive musical training to pre-
pare students to teach private music lessons. Current con-
centrations are offered in guitar, piano, and voice. 

CAREER PATH
The Pedagogy Concentration prepares the graduate to work 
independently as a private teacher of music. The Voice Peda-
gogy program will additionally prepare graduates to enter 
master’s programs in choral education, performance, pedago-
gy, or Master of Arts in Teaching. The Piano Pedagogy program 
will additionally prepare students for graduate programs in 
performance, pedagogy, or Master of Arts in Teaching.

Major Requirements for Bachelor of Music Degree in 
Performance with Pedagogy Concentration
Residency requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Performance 
program require that a minimum of 30 credits of music coursework 
be earned through Marylhurst University.
Marylhurst Music Core (see page 115) .............................50 crs.
 Additional 3 terms of MU 284 Music Portfolio,  

for a total of 12 terms
Pedagogy Concentration Core ..........................................24 crs.

Music Courses, 12 crs.
 MU 303 Form & Analysis, 3 crs.
 MU 411 Professional Practices in Music, 1 cr.
 MU 487 Community Music Outreach, 1 cr.
 One of the following: 2 crs.
  PER 301 Body Mapping for Musicians
  MUP 178 Alexander Technique
 PER 320 Analysis for Performers, 2 crs.
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  PER 190 Freshman Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 290 Sophomore Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 390 Junior Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
  PER 490 Senior Recital: Performance, 0 cr.
 PED 394/494 Internship: Pedagogy I, II (1,2), 3 crs.
Business Requirements, 3 crs.
 MGT 301 Business Through a Different Lens
Human Development & Learning, 3 crs. *
 Choice of one of the following:
  HS 370 Learning: A Fundamental Human Process
  EDU 403 Child Development & Learning Theory
Science Requirement, 3 crs. *
 BIO 161 Physiology of Controlling Stress & Tension
Creative Arts Requirement, 3 crs.
 Any non-music course meeting LAC AI-B outcome
 * Note that these non-music requirements meet Liberal 
  Arts Core outcomes.

Specific Courses in Concentration ...................................61 crs.
 Applied Study, 24 crs.
 Ensemble Requirements, 12 crs.
 Literature, Pedagogy, Supportive Courses, & Electives, , 25 

crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR IN PEDAGOGY: 135 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY: Bachelor of Music in Performance with 
Pedagogy Concentration
Music Requirements....................................................... 123 crs.

Marylhurst Music Core, 50 crs.
Pedagogy Core - Music, 12 crs.
Applied Study, 24 crs.
Ensemble Requirements, 12 crs.
Concentration Courses & Electives, 25 crs.

Non-Music Requirements ................................................12 crs.
Business, 3 crs.
Creative Arts, 3 crs.
Human Development & Learning, 3 crs.
Science, 3 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 135 crs.

Guitar Pedagogy Concentration
Applied Study in Guitar .....................................................24 crs.

MUP 260 Applied Guitar 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 460 Applied Guitar 2 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.

Ensemble Requirements for Guitar .................................12 crs.
ENS 200/400 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1), 
 or other major ensemble, 3 crs.
ENS 246/446 Guitar Ensemble (1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
ENS 471 Chamber Music 
 or ENS 474 Accompanying (1-1-1), 3 crs.

Guitar Concentration and Electives ..................................25 crs.
PED 407/408/409 Guitar Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 104/105/106/204 Fingerboard Theory I, II, III, IV 
 (1-1-1-1), 4 crs.
PER 407/408/409 Guitar Literature I, II, III (2-2-2), 6 crs.
Music Electives (all crs. in upper-division courses), 9 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 61 crs.

Piano Pedagogy Concentration
Applied Study in Piano ......................................................24 crs.

MUP 250 Applied Piano 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 450 Applied Piano 2 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.

Ensemble Requirements in Piano ....................................12 crs.
ENS 200/400 Marylhurst Choir (1-1-1), 3 crs.
ENS 234/434 Piano Ensemble, (1-1-1),
 OR other major ensemble, 3 crs.
ENS 471 Chamber Music
 OR ENS 474 Accompanying (1-1-1), 3 crs.
ENS 4** Ensemble of choice (1-1-1), 3 crs.

Piano Concentration and Electives ...................................25 crs.
PED 401/402/403 Piano Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 321 Techniques of Accompanying, 2 crs.
PER 401/402/403 Piano Literature I, II, III, 6 crs.
Music Electives (9 crs. in upper-division courses), 11 crs.

 TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 61 crs.

Voice Pedagogy Concentration
Applied Study in Voice ......................................................24 crs.

MUP 253 Applied Voice 1 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.
MUP 453 Applied Voice 2 (2-2-2-2-2-2), 12 crs.

Ensemble Requirements in Voice .....................................12 crs.
ENS 200 Marylhurst Choir, 6 crs.
ENS 400 Marylhurst Choir, 6 crs.

Voice Concentration & Electives .......................................25 crs.
PED 410/411/412 Voice Pedagogy I, II, III, 6 crs.
PER 310 Diction: IPA & English, 1 cr.
PER 311 Italian for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 312 German for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 313 French for Singers, 3 crs.
PER 410/411/412 Song Literature I, II, III, 6 crs.
Music Electives (all upper division), 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 61 crs.

THE BACHELOR OF MUSIC THERAPY 
Music therapy is a branch of the behavioral sciences gaining 
wide acceptance in medical, institutional, and educational 
settings. The music therapy program at Marylhurst offers 
an accredited program that combines coursework in music 
with music therapy, psychology, special education, anatomy, 
physiology, and related natural and social sciences. This 
curriculum is designed specifically to develop the student’s 
musical and therapeutic skills. 

ADMISSIONS
In addition to the music admissions process detailed on page 
115, students desiring to pursue the music therapy degree 
need to submit an essay as part of their application package. 
Acceptance is determined by the Director of the Music Thera-
py Program in consultation with the Music Department chair.

CAREER PATHS
Students completing the music therapy program pursue 
careers in diverse clinical settings that include agencies for 
hearing and visually impaired children, private and public 
schools, special education facilities, hospitals, rehabilitation 
facilities for developmentally disabled persons, wellness pro-
grams, outpatient mental health clinics, correctional facili-
ties, senior citizen care facilities, hospice care centers, and 
private practice. Completion of this program will also prepare 
students for a graduate program in music therapy at any 
AMTA-approved university offering the master’s degree. Other 
graduate-level program options include speech therapy, psy-
chology, social work, special education, and counseling.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Students with a Bachelor of Music Therapy degree will be 
able to:
1. Demonstrate all the learning outcomes of the Marylhurst 

Music Core.
2. Perform solo and ensemble undergraduate classical and 

popular repertoire on a primary instrument or voice to an 
advanced intermediate level.

3. Demonstrate basic compositional and arranging skills. 
4. Reach a level of sufficient clinical proficiency on the three 

clinical instruments: piano, guitar, and voice, in addition 
to acquiring skillful techniques on percussion and non-
symphonic instruments.

5. Demonstrate an understanding of the use of movement 
for therapeutic populations and within the context of the 
therapeutic relationship.

6. Demonstrate basic knowledge of the principles of 
typical human development throughout the lifespan, 
exceptionality and the therapeutic relationship.

7. Demonstrate basic knowledge of music therapy 
foundations, principles of clinical application and current 
research methods.
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8. Demonstrate achievement of AMTA professional 

competencies by the completion of internship.
9. Demonstrate competency in designing and understanding 

music therapy research.

CODE OF CONDUCT
Continuation in the Music Therapy program is contingent 
upon maintaining high academic standards, as well as per-
sonal and professional standards outlined in the Marylhurst 
Music Therapy Code of Conduct.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Music Therapy 
Degree
Residency requirement: 15 crs. of music coursework
Marylhurst Music Core (see page 115) .............................50 crs.
Applied Study on Primary Instrument ................................6 crs.

MUP 2** Applied Music 1 (1-1-1-1-1-1), 6 crs.
 MU 299 Primary Performance Exam, 0 cr. 

Ensemble Requirements ....................................................9 crs.
ENS 2** Marylhurst Ensemble, 6 crs.
ENS 4** Marylhurst Ensemble, 2 crs.
MT 320 Music Therapy Ensemble, 1 cr.

Applied Study on Clinical Instruments ...............................8 crs.
MT 110/111 Guitar Skills I, II, 4 crs.
MT 120 Percussion Class, 2 crs.
MT 130 Vocal Skills, 2 crs.
MT 270 Clinical Keyboard Proficiency, 0 cr. 
MT 274 Clinical Guitar Proficiency, 0 cr.
MT 275 Clinical Voice Proficiency, 0 cr.

Music Therapy Requirements...........................................45 crs. 
MT 200 Introduction to Music Therapy, 3 crs.
MT 201 Music in Recreation & Special Education, 3 crs.
MT 202 Clinical Repertoire, 1 cr.
MT 285 Clinical Orientation in Music Therapy, 1 cr.
MT 286/287 Beginning Practicum Seminar I, II (2-2), 4 crs.
MT 300 Theory & Practice with Children, 3 crs.
MT 301 Theory & Practice with Adults, 3 crs.
MT 310 Movement & Music Therapy, 1 cr.
MT 311 Clinical Improvisation, 2 crs.
MT 312 Songwriting in Music Therapy, 2 crs.
MT 385 Intermediate Practicum & Seminar (1-1-1), 3 crs.
MT 401 Theory & Practice in Mental Health, 3 crs.
MT 410 Psychology of Music, 3 crs.
MT 411/412 Research Methods in Music Therapy I, II, 
 (3-3), 6 crs.
MT 485 Advanced Practicum & Seminar (1-1-1), 3 crs.
MT 490 Music Therapy Capstone Project, 2 crs.
MT 494 Music Therapy Internship, 2 crs.

Human Sciences Requirements* .....................................21 crs.
PSY 201 Introduction to Psychology, 3 crs.
PSY 308 Behavior Modification: The Change Process, 3 crs.
PSY 336 Abnormal Psychology, 3 crs.
PSY 362 Counseling Theories & Strategies: Level One, 3 crs.
PSY 373 Issues & Ethics in the Helping Professions, 3 crs.
Choice of one of the following: 3 crs.
 PSY 363 Child Psychology
 PSY 364 Adolescent Psychology
 Psychology Topics course: Adult Development & Aging
Choice of one of the following: 3 crs.
 GER 432 Psychosocial Aspects of Aging
 GER 438 Communication & Aging
 GER 449 Theorizing & Researching in Gerontology
 HS 370 Learning: A Fundamental Human Process
 PSY 375 Disorders of Personality
 PSY 377 Psychology of Groups

Science & Mathematics Requirements* .............................9 crs.
BIO 161 Physiology of Controlling Stress & Tension, 3 crs.
BIO 164 Human Anatomy, 3 crs.
MTH 251 Basic Statistics, 3 crs. 

Creative Arts Requirements* .............................................3 crs.
Any non-music course fulfilling the AI-B outcome
* Note that many of these human sciences, science & 
mathematics courses meet Liberal Arts Core outcomes. 
Student should check with their advisor for details.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 151 crs.

CREDIT SUMMARY: Bachelor of Music Therapy
Music Requirements....................................................... 118 crs.

Marylhurst Music Core: 50 crs. 
Applied Study on Primary Instrument: 6 crs.
Ensemble Requirements: 9 crs.
Applied Study on Clinical Instruments: 8 crs.
Music Therapy Requirements: 45 crs.

Non-Music Requirements ................................................33 crs.
Human Sciences Requirements, 21 crs.
Science & Mathematics Requirements, 9 crs.
Creative Arts Requirements, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 151 crs.

CLINICAL INSTRUMENT PROFICIENCIES
The music therapy degree requires the student to reach a 
certain level of proficiency on the designated clinical instru-
ments of voice, piano, and guitar. Music therapy students 
will need to enroll in and meet a passing grade in MT 270 
Clinical Keyboard Proficiency, MT 274 Clinical Guitar Profi-
ciency, and MT 275 Clinical Voice Proficiency. The standards 
for each proficiency are given to the students upon admis-
sion to the Music Therapy program and are available in the 
Music Office. It is highly desirable that prospective music 
therapy students begin acquiring competency on at least one 
of these three instruments before entering the program.
• MU 104/105/106, Keyboard Skills I,II,III, and MU 

204/205/206 Keyboard Skills IV,V, VI (6 crs.) help the music 
therapy student acquire general proficiency on piano.

• MT 110/111 Guitar Skills (4 crs.) helps the music therapy 
student acquire clinical proficiency on guitar.

• MT 130 Vocal Skills (2 crs.) helps the music therapy 
student acquire clinical proficiency on voice.

• MT 202 Clinical Repertoire (1 cr.) enables the music 
therapy student to acquire a basic repertoire of 30 songs 
on the 3 clinical instruments.
Music therapy students are strongly encouraged to enroll 

in Guitar Ensemble (if they are not guitarists) or a choral 
ensemble (if they are not singers) to help strengthen their 
clinical instrument skills. Students will use the clinical 
instruments during each term of practicum, and students 
have an opportunity to take private lessons for non-credit 
to continue improving their skills to meet the proficiencies 
requirements of the three clinical instruments.

MUSIC THERAPY CAPSTONE PROJECT
Serving as the capstone course for the music therapy de-
gree, the senior project contains two required elements: 1) 
a public presentation concerning music therapy; and 2) a 
comprehensive business plan for music therapy services or 
a creative endeavor particular to the individual music ther-
apy student’s imagination. Senior project proposals must 
be evaluated and approved by the Director of the Music 
Therapy program.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
Upon completion of academic coursework, students are 
eligible to apply for a clinical internship to one of the AMTA 
National Roster Internship sites or to one of Marylhurst 
University’s university-affiliated internships. Following the 
internship, students will receive their Marylhurst diploma, 
complete the national board certification exam, and then 
be eligible to begin their career as a board-certified music 
therapist (MT-BC).

SECOND-DEGREE STUDENTS
Students who already hold a bachelor’s degree and wish to 
prepare for a career as a board-certified music therapist 
may pursue a degree equivalency program by completing 
the Bachelor of Music Therapy degree as second-degree 
students. Second-degree students need only to complete 
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total of 151 credits rather than the 180 credits required for 
a first degree. University policy regarding second-degree 
students apply (see page 8). A student with a previous de-
gree in music will find that their previous music coursework 
fulfills most of the Marylhurst Music Core (50 crs.), Applied 
Study on the Primary Instrument (6 crs.), and Ensemble (8 
crs.), so that approximately 87 credits would remain to be 
fulfilled at Marylhurst. For students whose previous degree 
is in psychology, many of the required 30 credits in the hu-
man sciences, science, and mathematics will have already 
been satisfied, so that approximately 121 credits of the 
major would remain to be fulfilled. NOTE: Students will still 
need MT 320 Music Therapy Ensemble.

MINOR IN MUSIC
The Music Minor is for the person who has an interest in 
music, but is not a music major. This minor includes the 
study of the structure of music, aural training, music litera-
ture, and private and ensemble studies, which is designed 
to yield a balanced music background. An audition is not 
required for the minor, unless the student wishes to enroll 
in 200-level applied lessons. Most of these music classes 
(except the 100-level applied lessons) would count toward a 
music degree if so desired at a later time. Application and 
audition into the degree program would then be required.

Requirements for the Music Minor
Residency requirement for the minor program specifies that a mini-
mum of 21 crs. be taken through Marylhurst University.
MU 101/102/103 Musical Language I, II, III ...........................9 crs.
Choice of one of the following:
 MU 104/105/106 Keyboard Skills I, II, III or
 MU 111/112/113 Aural Skills I, II, III .................................3 crs.
ENS 1** or 2** Marylhurst Ensemble ...................................6 crs.
MUP 1** or 2** Applied Music (Private Study) ......................6 crs.
 (audition required to enroll in 200-level lessons)
Music Electives ....................................................................12 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MINOR: 36 crs.

MARYLHURST MUSIC CORE

MU 101 MUSICAL LANGUAGE I
The first in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-set 
for the understanding, creation, and performance of music. 
This course covers the fundamentals of pitch and rhythm, 
intervals, triads and seventh chords, simple rhythmic and 
melodic compositions. Prerequisite: ability to read music in 
treble and bass clefs. Meets LAC outcome: AIB5. 3 crs.

MU 102 MUSICAL LANGUAGE II
The second in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-
set for the understanding, creation, and performance of 
music. This course focuses upon diatonic harmonic pro-
gressions, part-writing and voice-leading, use of inversions 
in progressions, introduction to musical form, and simple 
song compositions. Prerequisite: MU 101. 3 crs.

MU 103 MUSICAL LANGUAGE III
The third in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-set 
for the understanding, creation, and performance of music. 
This course explores more diatonic harmonic progressions, 
the use of seventh-chords and non-chord tones, and medi-
um-length instrumental compositions and arrangements. 
Prerequisite: MU 102. 3 crs.

MU 104 KEYBOARD SKILLS I
Material studied in MU 101 applied to the keyboard. The 
skills covered in this course are basic keyboard technique 
for both hands; reading in treble, bass and c-clefs; scales, 
intervals, triads and seventh-chords in closed and open 
positions; beginning work with transpositions; performing 
simple folksongs, melodic improvisations, and beginner 
repertoire. 1 cr.

MU 105 KEYBOARD SKILLS II
Material studied in MU 102 applied to the keyboard. The 
skills covered in this course are fluency with scales; triads 
and seventh-chords in blocked and arpeggiated forms; 
continued work with transpositions; performing diatonic 
harmonic progressions (emphasizing I, IV, V chords), songs 
accompanied by blocked chords, harmonic improvisations, 
and intermediate-beginner repertoire. Prerequisite: MU 
104. 1 cr.

MU 106 KEYBOARD SKILLS III
Material studied in MU 103 applied to the keyboard. The 
skills covered in this course are increased fluency with 
scales and chords; continued work with transpositions; 
performing diatonic harmonic progressions (including ii, 
vi, iii, seventh-chords), songs with more elaborate accom-
paniment, improvisations using alternate harmonies, and 
advanced-beginner repertoire. Prerequisite: MU 105. 1 cr.

MU 111 AURAL SKILLS I
Development of listening, singing, and conducting skills in 
relation to the materials studied in MU 101. Listening skills 
include recognizing, notating, and analyzing basic musical 
elements. Singing skills include using scale-degrees and 
solfege to recreate these basic musical elements with the 
voice. 1 cr.

MU 112 AURAL SKILLS II
Development of listening, singing, and conducting skills in 
relation to the materials studied in MU 102. Listening skills 
include recognizing, notating, and analyzing rhythms; dia-
tonic melodies; and harmonic progressions using I, IV, and V 
chords. Singing skills include recreating at sight intermedi-
ate diatonic melodies and simple harmonic progressions in 
arpeggiated form. Prerequisite: MU 111. 1 cr.

MU 113 AURAL SKILLS III
Development of listening, singing, and conducting skills in 
relation to the materials studied in MU 103. Listening skills 
include recognizing, notating, and analyzing medium-length 
rhythms, melodies, and harmonic progressions using most 
diatonic chords. Singing skills include recreating at sight 
complex diatonic melodies and harmonic progressions in 
arpeggiated form. Prerequisite: MU 112. 1 cr.

MU 131 GLOBAL MUSIC
An introduction to music cultures of Africa, Asia, and East-
ern Europe. No musical experience required. Meets LAC 
outcome: HCA3. 3 crs.

MU 201 MUSICAL LANGUAGE IV
The fourth in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-
set for the understanding, creation, and performance of 
music. This course begins the study of chromatic materials 
including secondary dominants, modulation, and binary, 
ternary, and sonata forms. The student will incorporate 
these elements into short original compositions. Prerequi-
site: MU 103. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs.
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MU 202 MUSICAL LANGUAGE V
The fifth in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-set 
for the understanding, creation, and performance of music. 
Chromatic chords such as the Neapolitan, augmented-sixth, 
and altered chords will be introduced. The student will 
incorporate these elements into short original compositions 
and will write several short analytical papers. Prerequisite: 
MU 201. 3 crs.

MU 203 MUSICAL LANGUAGE VI
The last in a six-course sequence that develops a skill-set 
for the understanding, creation, and performance of music. 
This course explores the various musical languages and 
analytic techniques in use since 1900, including modality, 
pan-diatonicism, serialism, 12-tone technique, and set-the-
ory. The student will compose in several of these languages 
and will write a research paper. Prerequisite: MU 202. 3 crs.

MU 204 KEYBOARD SKILLS IV
Material studied in MU 201 applied to the keyboard. Skills 
covered are continued work with scales, chords, and 
transpositions; harmonizing melodies at sight; performing 
intermediate-level repertoire, 4-part choral scores, and 
harmonic progressions that include secondary dominants. 
Prerequisite: MU 106. 1 cr.

MU 205 KEYBOARD SKILLS V
Material studied in MU 202 applied to the keyboard. Skills 
covered are continued work with scales, chords, clefs, and 
transpositions; harmonizing melodies at sight; perform-
ing intermediate-level repertoire, string quartet scores, and 
harmonic progressions that include Neapolitan, augmented-
sixth, and extended tertian chords. Prerequisite: MU 204. 1 cr.

MU 206 KEYBOARD SKILLS VI
This final keyboard skills class continues preparing the 
student for the Keyboard Proficiency (MU 270) to be given 
at the end of the course. Contemporary musical techniques 
will also be explored on the keyboard. Prerequisite: MU 205. 
1 cr.

MU 211 AURAL SKILLS IV
Development of listening, singing, and conducting skills in 
relation to MU 201 materials. Listening skills include rec-
ognizing, notating, and analyzing longer rhythms, melodies, 
and harmonic progressions that incorporate chromatic 
elements including secondary dominants. Singing skills 
include recreating at sight chromatic melodies and har-
monic progressions in arpeggiated form. Prerequisite: MU 
113. 1 cr.

MU 212 AURAL SKILLS V
Development of listening, singing, and conducting skills in 
relation to MU 202 materials. Listening skills include rec-
ognizing, notating, and analyzing longer rhythms, melodies, 
and harmonic progressions that incorporate chromatic ele-
ments including Neapolitan, augmented-sixth, altered and 
extended tertian chords. Singing skills include recreating 
at sight chromatic melodies and harmonic progressions in 
arpeggiated form. Prerequisite: MU 211. 1 cr.

MU 213 AURAL SKILLS VI
This final aural skills class further prepares the student 
for the Sight-Singing Proficiency (MU 271) and the Aural 
Dictation Proficiency (MU 272) to be given at the end of the 
course. Aural skills are also developed in relation to con-
temporary idioms and stylistic elements. Prerequisite: MU 
212. 1 cr.

MU 221 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
A hands-on overview of various aspects of music technology 
including MIDI, analog and digital equipment, analog and 
digital recording and editing, and music and audio for vari-
ous media. Meets LAC outcome: HCD3. 2 crs.

MU 270 KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY
Examination of keyboard skills. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
0 credit

MU 271 SIGHT-SINGING PROFICIENCY
Examination of sight-singing skills. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MU 272 AURAL DICTATION PROFICIENCY
Examination of aural dictation skills. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MU 284 MUSIC PORTFOLIO
Students generate a portfolio each term of music studies, 
showing evidence of musical activity on campus and in the 
community. The portfolio remains part of the student’s per-
manent file. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

MU 299 PRIMARY PERFORMANCE EXAM
Juried examination of performance skills and repertoire 
on the student’s primary instrument. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MU 300 WELLNESS FOR MUSICIANS
Overview of practical habits, lifestyle, and attitude to pre-
vent physical injury and maintain optimum growth as a 
performing musician. 1 cr.

MU 303 FORM AND ANALYSIS
Review of basic musical forms, from the motive, phrase, and 
period to 2- and 3-part forms in the classical style. Students 
select musical examples to study sonata, rondo, minuet, and 
trio, and variation forms. Various analytical techniques are 
explored to gain an understanding of the nature and content 
of musical expression. Prerequisite: MU 203. This course 
meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs.

MU 331 MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE I
The first in the three-course sequence constituting the core 
of music history and literature at Marylhurst is a compre-
hensive study of the development of Western European 
music from ancient Greek civilization to 1600. The course 
features extensive reading of selected materials, analysis of 
scores, and extensive listening. Prerequisites: MU 203, MU 
213. This course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) out-
come. Meets LAC outcome: HCB4. 4 crs.

MU 332 MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE II
The second in the three-course sequence constituting the 
core of music history and literature at Marylhurst is a com-
prehensive study of the development of Western European 
music from 1600 to 1820. The course features extensive 
reading of selected materials, analysis of scores, and ex-
tensive listening. Prerequisites: MU 203, MU 213. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB4. This course meets WID (Writing in the 
Discipline) outcome. 4 crs. 

MU 333 MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE III
A last in the three-course sequence constituting the core of 
music history and literature at Marylhurst is a comprehen-
sive study of the development of Western European music 
from 1820 to the present. The course features extensive 
reading of selected materials, analysis of scores, and ex-
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LAC outcome: HCB3. This course meets WID (Writing in the 
Discipline) outcome. 4 crs. 

MU 341 INTRODUCTION TO CONDUCTING
A study of the principles of instrumental and choral music 
conducting. Topics include conducting patterns for simple, 
compound, and irregular meters, phrase shaping, tempo 
shifts, texture, and dynamic control. Problems related to 
range, balance, score reading, and the role of the conductor 
will be studied. Prerequisite: MU 202. 2 crs. 

MU 370 MUSIC LITERATURE PROFICIENCY
The visual and aural identification of stylistic elements in 
various musical works, and the placement of those works in 
cultural and historical context. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
0 credit.

MU 411 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES IN MUSIC
A seminar for musicians who are about to enter the profes-
sional music world. Topics covered include résumé and 
portfolio preparation, plus an overview of issues facing the 
active musician. A complete portfolio will be assembled that 
documents the student’s active participation in the musical 
community. Prerequisite: B.Mus. or B.A. candidate. 1 cr.

MU 487 COMMUNITY MUSIC OUTREACH
Application in the community of the student’s music inter-
ests. Prerequisite: B.Mus. or B.A. candidate. 1 cr.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC COURSES

MUA 490 SENIOR PROJECT: B.A. IN MUSIC
A summative presentation of the student’s interests which 
shows mastery of academic study and musical performance 
or creativity. A lecture-recital or equivalent that includes 30 
minutes of music. Prerequisite: B.A. candidate. 2 crs. 

MUSIC COMPOSITION COURSES

CMP 300 MUSIC NOTATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE
This course provides a fundamental background in music 
notation, while providing hands-on experience with software 
notation applications. Prerequisite: MU 221. 2 crs. 

CMP 301 COMPOSERS TOOLBOX I
The first in a three-course overview of compositional tech-
niques and materials. This course focuses upon linear 
aspects of music: writing for one and two melodic instru-
ments, using various pitch systems, and applying devel-
opmental techniques. Prerequisite: MU 103 or portfolio of 
original compositions. 2 crs. 

CMP 302 COMPOSERS TOOLBOX II
The second in a three-course overview of compositional 
techniques and materials. This course focuses upon har-
monic aspects of music: writing for piano, voice and piano, 
and choir, using various harmonic systems, and applying 
variation techniques. Prerequisite: CMP 301. 2 crs. 

CMP 303 COMPOSERS TOOLBOX III
The third in a three-course overview of compositional tech-
niques and materials. This course focuses upon rhythmic 
and formal aspects of music composition: writing for small 
mixed ensembles and exploring traditional, narrative, and 
non-traditional formal structures. Prerequisite: CMP 302. 
2 crs. 

CMP 324 MUSIC TECHNOLOGY I
This course provides a thorough background in digital audio 
and MIDI protocol, while providing hands-on experience 
with digital audio and sequencing applications. Prerequi-
site: MU 221. Meets LAC outcome: AIB1. 3 crs. 

CMP 325 MUSIC TECHNOLOGY II
This course provides a fundamental background in creating 
and manipulating sound by synthesis, while providing fur-
ther hands-on experience with digital audio and sequencing 
applications. Prerequisite: CMP 324. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB1. 3 crs. 

CMP 385 COMPOSITION SEMINAR
An ongoing workshop for composition students to discuss 
contemporary compositional practices, and to explore how 
these influence the student’s own writing. May be repeated 
six times for credit. 1 cr.

CMP 390 JUNIOR RECITAL: COMPOSITION
A 30- to 40-minute recital of student’s original compositions 
which is presented to the public. 0 credit.

CMP 401 ORCHESTRATION I
A course in the basic elements of instrumentation, with an 
overview of each instrument of the orchestra. By listening 
and reading scores, students will analyze the work of com-
posers from the 1700s and learn about the growth of the 
modern symphony orchestra. Prerequisite: MU 203. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs. 

CMP 402 ORCHESTRATION II
Further study in composing and arranging for the orchestra, 
focusing upon different orchestration techniques. Students 
will score at least one project for full orchestra, either an 
original work or an arrangement from more difficult piano 
scores. Prerequisite: CMP 401. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs. 

CMP 411 SIXTEENTH-CENTURY COUNTERPOINT
A detailed examination of the golden age of renaissance 
polyphony using the music of Palestrina, Byrd, Lassus, and 
Victoria as models. Original writing assignments in imita-
tion of sixteenth-century counterpoint lead students to an 
appreciation of the elements of style and dissonance usage 
that can then apply to music of other periods. Prerequisite: 
MU 203. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

CMP 412 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY COUNTERPOINT
An in-depth study of the music of J.S. Bach. The chorale 
prelude, 2- and 3-part inventions, and the fugue are stud-
ied in detail. Analysis of Bach’s music and original writing 
assignments that imitate this music lead students to an 
appreciation of the composer’s style. Prerequisite: MU 203. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

CMP 413 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
Advanced analytical techniques applied to music outside the 
common-practice repertoire. Prerequisite: MU 303. Course 
not offered every year. 2 crs. 

CMP 423 FILM SCORING & SOUND DESIGN
This course provides a thorough background in creating 
music and sounds in conjunction with film, video, and multi-
media. Students complete the score to a short film as their 
final project. Prerequisite: CMP 301 or CMP 302, and CMP 
325. Course not offered every year. 4 crs. 
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CMP 481 PEDAGOGY OF MUSIC THEORY
Overview of the various styles of learning, pedagogical 
approaches, techniques, and materials for the teaching 
of music theory. Prerequisite: MU 206. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs. 

CMP 482 PEDAGOGY OF AURAL SKILLS
Overview of the various styles of learning, pedagogical 
approaches, techniques, and materials for the teaching of 
music aural skills. Prerequisites: MU 271, MU 272. Course 
not offered every year. 2 crs. 

CMP 490 SENIOR RECITAL: COMPOSITION
A 40- to 50-minute recital of student’s original compositions 
which is presented to the public. Prerequisite: CMP 390. 0 cr.

MUSIC ENSEMBLES
NOTE: All ENS courses may be repeated for credit.
• 100-level ensembles are open to the community and to 

non-majors. Auditions are not required. All meet Liberal 
Arts Core outcomes, but do not count toward music degree 
requirements.

• 200-level ensembles are offered primarily for music 
majors. Non-majors and community members are 
welcome to participate through audition. Faculty 
permission is required for all non-majors. Note-reading is 
required as well as a commitment to fully participate in all 
scheduled rehearsals and performances, and to practice 
outside of class.

• 400-level ensembles are offered only to music majors who 
have passed their MU 299 Primary Performance Exam.

ENS 110 MARYLHURST COMMUNITY SYMPHONY 
Opportunity for the serious amateur and semi-professional 
musicians to perform major orchestral works. Public per-
formances with soloists are presented each term. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

ENS 134 COMMUNITY PIANO ENSEMBLE 
A performance class covering repertoire for two or more 
players at one or two pianos. Skills in sight-reading and 
ensemble are stressed as well as an introduction to the duo 
and duet piano literature, culminating in an end-of-term re-
cital. For pianists with intermediate keyboard skills. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

ENS 146 BEGINNING GUITAR ENSEMBLE 
A performance class covering repertoire for two or more 
players. Skills in sight-reading and ensemble are stressed 
as well as an introduction to guitar ensemble literature. 
Prerequisite: MT 111 or permission of instructor. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

ENS 200/400 MARYLHURST CHOIR
A vocal ensemble for the performance of choral literature 
from the Renaissance to the present. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB2. MU 299 required to enroll in ENS 400. 1 cr.

ENS 232/432 MARYLHURST INSTRUMENTAL 
ENSEMBLE
An instrumental ensemble that explores chamber music lit-
erature from the Renaissance to the present. Music majors 
and non-majors are invited to audition. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB2. MU 299 required to enroll in ENS 432. 1 cr.

ENS 234/434 MARYLHURST PIANO ENSEMBLE 
A performance class covering repertoire for two or more 
players at one or two pianos. Strong sight-reading skills are 
required to explore the extensive duo and duet piano litera-
ture. Audition is required for students who are not piano 

performance majors. Not offered every year. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB2. MU 299 required to enroll in ENS 434. 1 cr.

ENS 235/435 MARYLHURST JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
A performance ensemble for advanced musicians who wish 
to continue developing their jazz playing. Original composi-
tions as well as standards will be performed. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB2. MU 299 required to enroll in ENS 435. 1 cr.

ENS 246/446 MARYLHURST GUITAR ENSEMBLE 
An advanced performance class covering repertoire for two 
or more players. Strong sight-reading skills are required to 
explore the guitar ensemble literature. Audition is required 
for students who are not guitar performance majors. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB2. MU 299 required to enroll in ENS 446. 
1 cr.

ENS 471 CHAMBER MUSIC
Coaching and performance of major chamber music lit-
erature. Must be taken as an arranged class. Students are 
responsible for forming their own ensemble. Prerequisite: 
MU 299. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

ENS 474 ACCOMPANYING
Ensemble credit for pianists accompanying individual sing-
ers and instrumentalists. Prerequisite: MU 299 and PER 
321. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

ENS 491 OPERA WORKSHOP 
The preparation and presentation of scenes from the oper-
atic literature. Prerequisite: MU 299. Meets LAC outcome: 
AIB2. 1 cr.

MUSIC THERAPY COURSES

MT 110 GUITAR SKILLS I
This course introduces and develops guitar skills for use 
in the music therapy clinic. Skills include technique funda-
mentals, music reading, chordal accompaniment (with I, IV, 
V chords) in several keys with a variety of strumming and 
picking techniques, beginning improvisation, and perfor-
mance of a basic repertoire of traditional, folk, and popular 
songs. 2 crs. 

MT 111 GUITAR SKILLS II
This course further develops guitar skills for use in the 
music therapy clinic. Skills include continued work on tech-
nique, music reading, chordal accompaniment with a variety 
of strumming and picking techniques, improvisation, and 
performance of a basic repertoire of traditional, folk, and 
popular songs. Prerequisite: MT 110. 2 crs. 

MT 120 PERCUSSION CLASS
Coursework targets competencies related to playing per-
cussion alone or in ensemble. Demonstration of rudiments 
and other basic skills on several percussion instruments 
suitable for facilitating rhythm-based experiences with 
individuals and groups in the clinical or educational setting. 
2 crs. 

MT 130 VOCAL SKILLS
This class introduces and develops vocal skills and knowl-
edge, for use in the classroom and music therapy clinic. 
Instruction includes the basics of vocal technique emphasiz-
ing accurate pitch, clear diction, and controlled volume, the 
essential physiological principles of vocal production, voice 
ranges, vocal hygiene, and a memorized repertoire of tradi-
tional, folk, and popular songs suitable in various settings. 
2 crs. 
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A survey and introduction to the field of music therapy as a 
professional career. Topics include history of music therapy, 
music therapy approaches and philosophies for a variety 
of clinical populations and areas of research. Students 
observe music therapy in the community or through video 
recordings. Open to non-majors and anyone interested in 
learning about a career in music therapy. 3 crs. 

MT 201 MUSIC IN RECREATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Recreational and educational uses of music with persons 
with and without disabilities. Specific competencies are 
achieved on piano, recorder, guitar, autoharp, and other rec-
reational instruments. Leadership and group management 
skills are practiced in class. No musical background neces-
sary. Open to non-majors. 3 crs. 

MT 202 CLINICAL REPERTOIRE
This course gives students the opportunity to learn a re-
quired basic vocal repertoire of up to thirty songs for use in 
the clinical setting. The student will have the option of al-
ternating accompaniment styles between guitar and piano, 
while pursuing memorization of the required songs. 1 cr.

MT 270 CLINICAL KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY
Examination of clinical piano skills. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MT 274 CLINICAL GUITAR PROFICIENCY
Examination of clinical guitar skills. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MT 275 CLINICAL VOICE PROFICIENCY
Examination of clinical vocal skills. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 0 credit.

MT 285 CLINICAL ORIENTATION IN MUSIC THERAPY
Students engage in experiential learning through observing 
professional music therapists working in a variety of sites in 
the community and with a variety of client populations. One 
hour of weekly seminar included. Discussion topics focus on 
understanding and experiencing special needs populations, 
developing observation skills, and an introduction to ethics. 
Prerequisite: completion of or concurrent enrollment in MT 
200. Prerequisite: MU 103. Music therapy majors only. 1 cr.

MT 286 BEGINNING PRACTICUM AND SEMINAR I
Students engage in experiential learning through assisting 
professional and student music therapists in a variety of 
sites in the community. One hour of seminar and one hour 
of debriefing included weekly. Outcomes include the devel-
opment of assisting skills, group observation, and aware-
ness of the therapeutic relationship. Prerequisite: MT 285. 
Music therapy majors only. 2 crs. 

MT 287 BEGINNING PRACTICUM AND SEMINAR II
Students engage in experiential learning through deliver-
ing music therapy services to groups and individuals with a 
variety of special needs through partnerships with commu-
nity agencies. On-site supervision is provided. One hour of 
seminar and one hour of debriefing included weekly. As-
sessment, treatment planning, and evaluation of outcomes 
are emphasized. Prerequisite: MT 286. Music Therapy ma-
jors only. 2 crs. 

MT 300 THEORY AND PRACTICE WITH CHILDREN
Study of methods and techniques in music therapy with 
disabled children and the disorders and treatment methods 
utilized with children and adolescents in music therapy. 
Prerequisite: Music Therapy majors only. 3 crs. 

MT 301 THEORY AND PRACTICE WITH ADULTS 
A study of music therapy theory and practice with adults in 
medical, elder care, and end-of-life settings. Issues con-
cerning wellness and palliative practices, disorders and 
symptomatic diagnostic criteria, together with treatment 
methods utilized with adults in music therapy. Prerequi-
sites: Music Therapy majors only or permission of instruc-
tor. 3 crs. 

MT 310 MOVEMENT AND MUSIC THERAPY
An introduction to the theory and use of movement in ther-
apy with children and adults. Students learn to understand 
the parameters and facilitation of movement according to 
developmental and clinical issues. 1 cr.

MT 311 CLINICAL IMPROVISATION
Beginning improvisatory skills for the music therapy stu-
dent in the clinical setting. The course provides the student 
with a functional knowledge and understanding of basic 
individual and group improvisatory technique and style that 
will enhance both confidence and artistry in the clinical set-
ting. Prerequisite: Music Therapy majors only. 2 crs. 

MT 312 SONGWRITING IN MUSIC THERAPY
Study of compositional techniques preparing the music 
therapy student for creative and improvisational work in the 
clinical setting. Students will learn melodic and harmonic 
tendencies of various styles from classical to pop, basic 
song form, and techniques for leading songwriting interven-
tions. Prerequisites: MU 203, MU 213. 2 crs. 

MT 313 KEYBOARD ACCOMPANYING FOR MUSIC 
THERAPY
This elective music therapy course will allow students to 
extend and specialize their keyboard skills beyond those 
acquired in Core Keyboard Skills courses in order to develop 
proficient accompanying for the clinical setting. Prerequi-
site: MU 270. 1 cr.

MT 320 MUSIC THERAPY ENSEMBLE
A coaching and performance ensemble for the music 
therapy student designed to develop and enhance functional 
music skills essential to their clinical work as a music 
therapist. To be taken once during the final three terms of 
ensemble experience. Two rehearsals per week culminating 
in end-of-term performance. 1 cr.

MT 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC THERAPY
Courses numbered 360 are topical courses designed to 
engage the student in a specific aspect of music therapy. 
Content will vary from term to term. Variable credit.

MT 385 INTERMEDIATE PRACTICUM AND SEMINAR
Students engage in experiential learning through delivering 
music therapy services to groups and individuals with a va-
riety of special needs through partnerships with community 
agencies. On-site supervision is provided. One hour weekly 
seminar is included. Ongoing assessment skills, open group 
facilitation skills, and documentation are emphasized. To 
be repeated three times for credit. Prerequisites: MT 287. 
Music Therapy majors only. 1 cr.

MT 401 THEORY AND PRACTICE IN MENTAL HEALTH
A study of psychotherapeutic/counseling and music therapy 
techniques with adults with mental health concerns. Issues 
concerning prevalent disorders and symptomatic criteria 
according to the DSM IV, together with group and 1:1 music 
therapy treatment methods utilized in mental health set-
tings. Prerequisite: MT 301. 3 crs. 
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MT 410 PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC 
An overview of the psychological and sociological founda-
tions of music, including the study of psychoacoustics, 
the anatomy of the hearing mechanism in the production 
and perception of musical sounds, and the neurological 
structures affecting the psychosocial and physiological 
responses to music. Open to non-majors with at least junior 
standing. 3 crs. 

MT 411 RESEARCH METHODS IN MUSIC THERAPY I 
A continuation of the psychological and sociological founda-
tions of music, presenting the student a knowledge base in 
the principles and terminology of quantitative and qualitative 
research as it relates to the clinical music therapy setting. 
Development of analytical and critical writing skills in rela-
tion to scientific inquiry and methodology is emphasized. 
Prerequisites: MTH 251 Basic Statistics, MT 410. 3 crs. 

MT 412 RESEARCH METHODS IN MUSIC THERAPY II 
The final course covering the psychological and sociologi-
cal foundations of music. This term is designed to continue 
development of scholarly writing skills culminating in the 
completion of specific components of an experimental re-
search proposal. Prerequisite: MT 411. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB5. This course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) 
outcome. 3 crs. 

MT 485 ADVANCED PRACTICUM AND SEMINAR
Students engage in experiential learning through delivering 
music therapy services to groups and individuals with a va-
riety of special needs through partnerships with community 
agencies. On-site supervision is provided. One-hour weekly 
seminar is included. Ethics, professional development, 
group dynamics, and internship preparation are empha-
sized. To be repeated three times for credit. Prerequisite: 3 
crs. of MT 385. Music Therapy majors only. 1 cr.

MT 490 MUSIC THERAPY CAPSTONE PROJECT
The completion of the following: 1) a 30- to 45-minute live 
introductory presentation about music therapy to a desig-
nated audience; and 2) a comprehensive business plan for 
music therapy services or a creative endeavor particular 
to the music therapy student’s imagination. Prerequisite: 
B.M.T. candidate. 2 crs. 

MT 494 MUSIC THERAPY INTERNSHIP
A six-month or 1,200 hours of clinical internship in an 
AMTA-approved clinical center, or a university-affiliated 
internship site with a minimum of 1,020 hours. Prerequisite: 
satisfactory completion of all academic work. Graded Pass/
No Pass only. 2 crs. 

MUSIC PRIVATE STUDY
Private music lessons are offered in Alexander Technique, 
composition, and conducting, as well as applied music. Pri-
vate music lessons are offered for credit and for non-credit. 
Registration for all private study is made through the Music 
Department. All MUP courses may be repeated for credit. 
Special fees apply.

ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE

MUP 178 ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE 
Courses which assist people in the arts to overcome ste-
reotyped responses, to deal with habits and change, and to 
help overcome patterns of misuse that interfere with poise 
and free movement. The student can expect to realize im-
proved physical and mental functioning. This class is suit-
able for beginning and advanced musicians alike. May be 
repeated for credit. 1 or 2 crs. 

COMPOSITION

MUP 380 COMPOSITION STUDIES I
Composition of medium-scale works. Emphasizes tech-
niques for scoring instrumental and vocal ensembles, con-
temporary harmonic styles in various forms, and analysis of 
contemporary music. May be taken for up to 6 crs. Prereq-
uisite: CMP 303. 1 or 2 crs. 

MUP 480 COMPOSITION STUDIES II
A continuation of MUP 380 Composition Studies I. Prepares 
students to write creatively in larger contemporary designs 
with contemporary harmonic techniques and rhythms. May be 
repeated for credit. Prerequisite: 6 crs. of MUP 380. 1-3 crs. 

CONDUCTING

MUP 379 CONDUCTING LESSONS
A continuing study of the principles and practice of instru-
mental and choral conducting. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite: MU 341. 1 or 2 crs. 

PIANO TECHNOLOGY

MUP 175 PIANO TECHNOLOGY
A continuing study of the principles and practice of tuning 
and maintaining pianos. 1-2 crs.

PERFORMANCE (APPLIED MUSIC) 

MUP 150-174 APPLIED MUSIC LESSONS
Applied music lessons for non-majors and music majors 
who wish to study a second instrument. No audition is re-
quired to enroll. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. May be repeated 
for credit.
MUP 150 Applied Piano 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 151 Applied Organ 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 152 Applied Harpsichord 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 153 Applied Voice 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 154 Applied Violin, 1-3 crs.
MUP 155 Applied Viola 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 156 Applied Cello 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 157 Applied Bass 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 158 Applied Harp 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 160 Applied Guitar 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 161 Applied Flute 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 162 Applied Oboe 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 163 Applied Clarinet 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 164 Applied Saxophone 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 165 Applied Bassoon 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 166 Applied Trumpet 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 167 Applied Horn 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 168 Applied Trombone 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 170 Applied Tuba 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 171 Applied Percussion 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 173 Applied Koto 0, 1-3 crs.
MUP 174 Applied Indian Instruments 0, 1-3 crs.

APPLIED MUSIC LESSONS FOR MUSIC MAJORS: 
LOWER DIVISION (MUP 250-279)
Prerequisite: Audition on the instrument is prerequisite for 
the following courses. May be repeated for credit.
MUP 250 Applied Piano 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 251 Applied Organ 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 252 Applied Harpsichord 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 253 Applied Voice 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 254 Applied Violin 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 255 Applied Viola 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 256 Applied Cello 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 257 Applied Bass 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 258 Applied Harp 1, 1-3 crs.
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MUP 261 Applied Flute 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 262 Applied Oboe 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 263 Applied Clarinet 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 264 Applied Saxophone 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 265 Applied Bassoon 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 266 Applied Trumpet 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 267 Applied Horn 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 268 Applied Trombone 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 270 Applied Tuba 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 271 Applied Percussion 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 273 Applied Koto 1, 1-3 crs.
MUP 274 Applied Indian Instruments 1, 1-3 crs.

APPLIED MUSIC LESSONS FOR MUSIC MAJORS: 
UPPER-DIVISION (MUP 450-479)
Prerequisite: Music major. A grade of Pass (P) in MU 299 is 
prerequisite for the following courses. May be repeated for 
credit.
MUP 450 Applied Piano 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 451 Applied Organ 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 452 Applied Harpsichord 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 453 Applied Voice 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 454 Applied Violin, 1-3 crs.
MUP 455 Applied Viola 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 456 Applied Cello 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 457 Applied Bass 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 458 Applied Harp 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 460 Applied Guitar 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 461 Applied Flute 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 462 Applied Oboe 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 463 Applied Clarinet 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 464 Applied Saxophone 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 465 Applied Bassoon 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 466 Applied Trumpet 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 467 Applied Horn 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 468 Applied Trombone 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 470 Applied Tuba 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 471 Applied Percussion 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 473 Applied Koto 2, 1-3 crs.
MUP 474 Applied Indian Instruments 2, 1-3 crs.

LIBERAL ARTS COURSES:

COURSES FOR NON-MAJORS

MUS 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC 
This course is designed for those curious about the sub-
stance of music: pitch, rhythm, intervals, chords, and their 
notation. The outcomes will be an understanding of basic 
music theory and the ability to read and write music. Course 
not offered every year. Meets LAC outcome: AIB5. 3 crs.

MUS 110 PIANO FOR FUN 
This piano class is designed for those with little or no experi-
ence in music. Introductory skills include fundamentals of 
technique, reading pitches and rhythms, memorizing, and 
creating simple improvisations. Both classical and popular 
styles are explored. May be repeated three times for credit. 
Course not offered every year. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

MUS 115 GUITAR FOR FUN 
This class is designed for those with little or no experience 
in music. Introductory skills include fundamentals of tech-
nique, reading pitches and rhythms, memorizing, and creat-
ing simple improvisations. Both classical and popular styles 
are explored. May be repeated three times for credit. Course 
not offered every year. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

MUS 120 VOICE FOR FUN 
This voice class is designed for those with little or no experi-
ence in music and provides a group learning environment 
beginning with the basics of vocal technique. Introductory top-
ics include posture, breathing, tone-production, articulation, 
diction, and repertoire. May be repeated three times for credit. 
Course not offered every year. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

MUS 125 DRUMMING FOR FUN 
A continuing class designed for those with little or no expe-
rience in music. Introduction and application of hand drum-
ming techniques within a group setting. May be repeated 
three times for credit. Course not offered every year. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

MUS 132 THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC 
Enjoy music more and enjoy more music! With guided lis-
tening, students will learn to hear with “smart ears.” They 
will become acquainted with the components and back-
grounds of various styles of music—classical, jazz, rock, 
pop, and Eastern—and meet a few composers and perform-
ers along the way! Course not offered every year. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIB5. 3 crs.

MUS 315 HISTORY OF ROCK MUSIC 
This course is an examination of the relationship between 
rock music and society, emphasizing the musical and lyrical 
significance of rock music as a contemporary social me-
dium. Meets LAC outcome: AIB4. 3 crs.

MUS 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC
Courses numbered 360 are topical courses designed to 
engage the student in a specific aspect of music. Content 
will vary from term to term. Variable credit.

MUSIC PEDAGOGY COURSES

PED 394/494 INTERNSHIP: PEDAGOGY
Supervised teaching experience with individuals and groups. 
Prerequisite: senior standing and completion of or concur-
rent enrollment in PED 401/402/403, or PED 407/408/409, 
or PED 410/411/412. Graded Pass/No Pass only. NOTE: PED 
394, 1 cr. PED 494, 2 crs.

PED 401/402/403 PIANO PEDAGOGY I, II, III
A three-course sequence surveying pedagogical approach-
es, techniques, and materials for teaching students to play 
the piano. Prerequisite for PED 401: MU 299. Courses must 
be taken in order. 2 crs.

PED 407/408/409 GUITAR PEDAGOGY I, II, III
A three-course sequence surveying pedagogical approach-
es, techniques, and materials for teaching students to play 
the guitar. Prerequisite for PED 407: MU 299. Courses must 
be taken in order. 2 crs.

PED 410/411/412 VOICE PEDAGOGY I, II, III
A three-course sequence exploring vocal methodology, 
vocal techniques, and study of one’s own voice. There will 
be the opportunity to try out some of the methodology on 
students. Prerequisite for PED 410: MU 299. Courses must 
be taken in order. 2 crs.
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PED 487/488/489 PEDAGOGY OF THE PRIMARY 
INSTRUMENT I, II, III
A three-course sequence surveying pedagogical approach-
es, techniques, and materials for teaching students to play 
the primary instrument. For non-piano instrumentalists. 
Prerequisite for PED 487: MU 299. Courses must be taken in 
order. 2 crs.

MUSIC PERFORMANCE AND LITERATURE 
COURSES

PER 110 MEET THE ORGAN
This course provides a group learning environment de-
signed for keyboardists who are new to the organ. Students 
begin with fundamentals of organ technique, repertoire, 
and hymn-playing skills. Student performances, faculty 
demonstrations, and a field trip to a builder’s workshop are 
included. Meets LAC outcome: AIB2. 1 cr.

PER 104 FINGERBOARD THEORY I
Material studied in MU 101 applied to the guitar finger-
board. The skills covered in this course are introduction to 
scales, intervals, triads, and seventh-chords. 1 cr.

PER 105 FINGERBOARD THEORY II
Material studied in MU 102 applied to the guitar finger-
board. The skills covered in this course are fluency with 
scales, triads, and seventh-chords; diatonic harmonic 
progressions (including I, IV, V chords); and transpositions. 
Prerequisite: PER 104. 1 cr.

PER 106 FINGERBOARD THEORY III
Material studied in MU 103 applied to the guitar finger-
board. The skills covered in this course are increased flu-
ency with scales, chords, and transpositions, and diatonic 
harmonic progressions (including ii, vi, iii, seventh-chords). 
Prerequisite: PER 105. 1 cr.

PER 190 FRESHMAN RECITAL: PERFORMANCE
A 15- to 30-minute recital which is presented to the public. 
Prerequisite: B.Mus. student. 0 credit.

PER 204 FINGERBOARD THEORY IV
Material studied in MU 201 applied to the guitar finger-
board. The skills covered are continued work with scales, 
chords, and transpositions, and harmonic progressions that 
include secondary dominants and other chromatic chords. 
Prerequisite: PER 106. 1 cr.

PER 290 SOPHOMORE RECITAL: PERFORMANCE
A 20- to 40-minute recital which is presented to the public. 
Prerequisite: PER 190. 0 credit.

PER 301 BODY MAPPING FOR MUSICIANS
A course that gives students anatomical information re-
quired to prevent and to become free of pain and injury that 
results from performing with tension or in a mechanically 
disadvantageous way. The course teaches students how 
to become free of pain and injury, to improve facility and 
expressiveness in their performing, and how to convey this 
information to others. 2 crs.

PER 310 DICTION: IPA AND ENGLISH
Introduction to the international phonetic alphabet (IPA) and 
its practical application to the English language for speak-
ing, singing, and choral conducting. Course offered once 
every two years. Prerequisite: minimum of one year of voice 
or choral experience. Course not offered every year. 1 cr.

PER 311 ITALIAN FOR SINGERS
The application of the IPA for speaking, singing, and choral 
conducting in Italian and Latin. Includes basic comprehen-
sion of the Italian language. Prerequisite: PER 310. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

PER 312 GERMAN FOR SINGERS
The application of the IPA for speaking, singing, and choral 
conducting in German. Includes basic comprehension of the 
German language. Prerequisite: PER 310. Course not of-
fered every year. 3 crs.

PER 313 FRENCH FOR SINGERS
The application of the IPA for speaking, singing, and choral 
conducting in French. Includes basic comprehension of the 
French language. Prerequisite: PER 310. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs.

PER 320 ANALYSIS FOR PERFORMERS
Analytical techniques to aid in musical interpretation. Pre-
requisite: MU 204. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 321 TECHNIQUES OF ACCOMPANYING
An introduction of skills needed by pianists to accompany 
singers and instrumentalists. Prerequisite: PER 190. 
Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 351 JAZZ IMPROVISATION
An introduction to jazz improvisation. Topics include general 
improvisation as explored through world cultures; one, two, 
and three chord vamp studies; sequencing, embellishment, 
call and response, rhythmic exercises, and major and minor 
scales and modes. A performance-oriented class, where 
students play weekly. Course not offered every year. Prereq-
uisite: MU 113. 2 crs.

PER 360 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE
Courses number 360 are topical courses designed to en-
gage the student in a specific aspect of music performance. 
Content will vary from term to term. Variable credit.

PER 390 JUNIOR RECITAL: PERFORMANCE
A 30- to 45-minute recital which is presented to the public. 
Prerequisite: PER 290. 0 credit.

PER 401 PIANO LITERATURE I
Overview of the solo piano literature up to 1800. Prerequi-
site: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 402 PIANO LITERATURE II
Overview of the solo piano literature from 1800 to 1900. Pre-
requisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 403 PIANO LITERATURE III
Overview of the solo piano literature from 1900 to the pres-
ent. Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 
crs.
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c PER 407 GUITAR LITERATURE I

Overview of the solo guitar literature up to 1800. Prerequi-
site: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 408 GUITAR LITERATURE II
Overview of the solo guitar literature from 1800 to 1900. 
Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 409 GUITAR LITERATURE III
Overview of the solo guitar literature from 1900 to the pres-
ent. Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 
crs.

PER 410 SONG LITERATURE I
Overview of the solo song literature in the Italian language. 
Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 411 SONG LITERATURE II
Overview of the solo song literature in the German lan-
guage. Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 
2 crs.

PER 412 SONG LITERATURE III
Overview of the solo song literature in the French language. 
Prerequisite: MU 299. Course not offered every year. 2 crs.

PER 490 SENIOR RECITAL: PERFORMANCE
A 50- to 60-minute recital which is presented to the public. 
Prerequisite: PER 390. 0 credit.

SACRED MUSIC COURSES

SCM 394 SACRED MUSIC INTERNSHIP
The internship provides music students opportunity to 
earn credit for new learning achieved in a religious or wor-
ship setting. Each credit of internship involves 30 hours 
of service. The internship is designed in consultation with 
the instructor to meet the student’s practical interests and 
needs. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Graded Pass/
No Pass only. 2 crs.

SCM 466 HISTORY OF CHURCH MUSIC SEMINAR
This course focuses on the theological, political, and social 
influences on church music throughout history. Emphasis 
is placed on the relationship among these historical issues 
and church music of today. The student develops a working 
philosophy of church music and explores ways of creatively 
communicating and building on this philosophy in a parish 
music program. Prerequisites: MU 331/332/333. Course not 
offered every year. 2 crs.

Department of Music
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261, 17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Accelerated Online Program: 
Real Estate Studies
Director: Mary Bradbury Jones

Marylhurst University's Accelerated Online Programs 
are intended to meet the needs of working business 
professionals seeking advancement in their careers. 
Students take one five-week course at a time and 
can complete their Real Estate Studies degree in 
slightly over two years. 

To learn more about the program, call an academic 
advisor at 1.866.278.3965 or go to the following 
Web site: http://onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major

Real Estate Studies B.S. •

REAL ESTATE PROGRAM MISSION
The mission of the Real Estate Studies program is to edu-
cate students to become responsible leaders within the real 
estate industry. The program is designed for working adults 
and stresses the role of innovation, information, and col-
laboration within a global economy. Emphasis is placed on 
integrating current theories and practical application in key 
real estate areas, namely appraisal, finance, property man-
agement, and marketing.

ACCREDITATION
In addition to the University's regional accreditation, the 
Real Estate program has received specialized accreditation 
from the International Assembly for Collegiate Business 
Education

CAREER PATHS
A degree in real estate studies will prepare students for 
advancement and eventual leadership roles in various disci-
plines of real estate such as appraisal, finance, marketing, 
or management. Students can pursue the following career 
paths: property valuation, mortgage finance, investment 
management, property management, marketing, and devel-
opment/construction.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must have completed a college-level writing 

course, a college-level mathematics course, and two col-
lege-level science courses as part of an associate's degree 
or 30-quarter hours that they have earned prior to begin-
ning this program. Applicants may satisfy this requirement 
by taking Marylhurst's online writing, mathematics, and 
science courses as needed prior to beginning the degree 
program. In addition, applicants with less than 90 quarter 
credits will be enrolled in lower-division real estate courses 
first before entering into the major. 

TRANSFER CREDITS
Undergraduate credits earned in business and/or real 
estate within the last five years prior to admission are con-
sidered for transfer to the Real Estate Studies program. 
Students may transfer up to 10-quarter credits of the 90 
credits required in the Real Estate Studies degree program. 
Students must provide an official transcript of the under-
graduate credits they completed elsewhere. Only classes 
with a B (3.00) grade or higher will be eligible for transfer 
consideration. Students may be asked to submit a course 
syllabus to determine transfer eligibility. The awarding 
institution must be an accredited college or university. The 
Real Estate Studies program evaluates all transfer credits 
on an individual basis.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students completing the Real Estate Studies degree pro-
gram will be able to:
1. (The Deal) Compare and apply the best approaches to 

negotiating real estate transactions(including conflict 
resolution); understand legal ramifications; interpret 
corporate, partnership, and individual, characteristics of 
ownership; and evaluating different practices used for the 
different types of transactions.

2. (Development) Demonstrate and apply knowledge of the 
real estate development process, including understanding 
the impact of economics, demographics, market trends, 
construction methods, environmental impacts, and 
regulatory issues.

3. (Finance) Understand and utilize real estate financial 
principles, select and perform appropriate real estate 
financing methods and calculations, analyze financial 
markets, and develop a working knowledge of the banking 
and mortgage industries.

4. (Personal Ethics) Recognize ethical principles and 
practices within the organizational context, the personal 
responsibilities of agency, and be able to address ethical 
dilemmas arising from conflicting values, and, identify 
personal and organizational responsibilities.

5. (Competitive Influences) Analyze competitive influences, 
such as competitive landscape, stakeholder interests, 
culture, and technology, on personal and organizational 
decision-making processes.

6. (Communication) Demonstrate effective communication 
skills, effective writing, and presentation skills use 
to interact in an increasingly collaborative global 
environment.

7. (Liberal Arts) Demonstrate a broad-based liberal arts 
perspective that is applicable for business-related analysis 
and decision-making, and understands the value liberal 
arts knowledge gives to management.

8. (Personal Plans) reflect meaningfully on experience in the 
program and develop lifelong learning and career plans
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BM 311 PERSONAL ETHICS IN ORGANIZATIONS 
Students explore fundamental questions about what is right 
and wrong from the perspective of major ethics traditions 
and within the context of organizations. This exploration 
will begin by considering whether we can know the "good" 
and by considering the role of personal and religious world-
views. Using class discussions and case studies, students 
examine concepts of justice and the role of personal moral-
ity within organizations. The final case study will look at the 
relationship between ethics and effective business leader-
ship. Meets LAC outcomes: AIA1, AIC3, AIC4. 5 crs.

BM 321 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES
Students examine the critical role of information system 
strategies and technology in driving competition and in-
dustry structure. Students take the manager's view as they 
survey information systems, applications, and integration 
options. 5 crs.

BM 341 THE ECONOMICS OF BUSINESS
This course focuses on topics in economics of particular 
value to students studying business and management. 
These topics include concepts of scarcity, supply and de-
mand analysis, behavior of the individual consumer, deci-
sion making by a profit-maximizing firm under perfect 
competition, and the economic analysis of projects. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCB1. 5 crs.

BM 361 CULTURE, CONFLICT, AND COMMUNICATION
Students learn how culture influences the way we listen 
and speak to each other and the way we manage conflict. 
In today's global workplace, cultural differences in values, 
lifestyles and communication styles can enrich organiza-
tions or lead to misunderstandings and conflict. Students 
examine their own listening, communication and conflict 
management styles as they develop knowledge and skills 
to successfully interact with people from different cultural 
backgrounds. Meets LAC outcomes: HCA4, HCC6, LLC1._5 
crs.

BM 371 BUSINESS, MEDIA, AND POPULAR CULTURE
Students analyze and interpret representations of busi-
ness in literature, media, and popular culture and examine 
how those representations embody and/or contest busi-
ness practices, institutions, beliefs, and values. This course 
equips students with concrete skills in critical thinking. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AIB3, AIB4, HCD2. 5 crs.

BM 381 MARKETING
This course introduces the basic concepts of marketing and 
provides a framework for analyzing marketing opportuni-
ties and challenges. Students will look at the important role 
marketing plays in modern business organizations. Specific 
topics include the marketing process, consumer behav-
ior, customer relationships, social responsibility, market 
segmentation, branding, pricing, distribution, advertising, 
promotion, public relations, and sales. Students will learn 
how to develop and present a marketing plan. Students also 
develop and apply analytical skills in marketing research 
methodology. 5 crs.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Real Estate Studies
Shared Foundation Courses .............................................45 crs.

BM 301 Foundations of Management, 5 crs.
BM 305 Business Writing & Communication, 5 crs.
BM 311 Personal Ethics in Organizations, 5 crs.
BM 321 Information Technology Strategies, 5 crs.
BM 341 The Economics of Business, 5 crs.
BM 361 Culture, Conflict, & Communication, 5 crs.
BM 371 Business, Media, & Popular Culture, 5 crs.
BM 381 Marketing, 5 crs.
BM 391 Business Statistics for Managers, 5 crs.

Real Estate Studies Courses ............................................40 crs.
RES 400 Real Estate as a Profession, 5 crs.
RES 405 Leveraging Real Estate I, 5 crs.
RES 410 Leveraging Real Estate II, 5 crs.
RES 415 The Laws & Regulations Governing Real Estate, 5 crs.
RES 425 The Deal: Analysis of a Real Estate Transaction, 5 crs.
RES 435 Beyond Raw Land, 5 crs.
RES 455 The Real Estate Development Process, 5 crs.
RES 475 Real Estate Investment Strategies, 5 crs.

Capstone Course ................................................................5 crs.
BM 491 Applied Management Principles, 5 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 90 crs.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
To remain in good academic standing, students are ex-
pected to maintain certain standards of satisfactory aca-
demic progress. Students must maintain a cumulative 2.25 
GPA during the program and in order to graduate. Grades 
below C- do not apply towards a degree. However, all 
undergraduate coursework a student takes will be counted 
in computing the grade point average, including courses in 
which a student has earned a D or F grade.
 For students performing below a 2.25 average, the 
department chair will review the student’s performance 
and may recommend probation or suspension from the 
program. 

COURSEWORK

SHARED FOUNDATION COURSES

BM 301 FOUNDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT
This business foundation course brings together students 
from diverse backgrounds and provides a common language 
and starting point on which to build a solid program of busi-
ness and management or real estate studies. Students will 
learn to drive change by applying management processes 
of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. Students 
develop tools for effective learning and studying, and under-
stand standards and expectations for the entire program. 
Meets LAC outcomes: AL1,LLB1, HCB6. 5 crs. 

BM 305 BUSINESS WRITING AND COMMUNICATION
This course prepares the student to use good writing and 
presentation skills in academic and business environments. 
Students will learn how to define and focus their informa-
tion needs in a subject area, how to access and evaluate 
needed information, and how to transform information into 
the foundation for original writing. The course emphasizes 
thesis organization, process, and proper documentation and 
citation in addition to issues such as persuasion and audi-
ence analysis, as well as plagiarism. Meets LAC outcomes: 
LLE2, LLE3, LLC2. 5 crs.
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BM 391 BUSINESS STATISTICS FOR MANAGERS
This course emphasizes understanding and determining 
statistical techniques, topics, and software used in com-
merce. The course includes descriptive statistics, which ad-
dress methods of organizing, summarizing, and presenting 
business data in an informative way; and inferential statis-
tics, methods for sampling data to determine something 
about a population. Topics include data analysis, probability 
and significance, sampling distributions, estimation, and 
means and hypothesis testing. Meets LAC outcome: LLD4. 
5 crs. 

REAL ESTATE STUDIES COURSES

RES 400 REAL ESTATE AS A PROFESSION
This is a survey course that will examine real estate mar-
kets, their dimensions and structure, marketing analysis, 
and financing methods. The course will also look at the 
various possessory rights to land, the limitations on land 
usage, and how property is bought and sold. Also included 
is a review of the various professional disciplines that com-
prise the real estate industry, how they interact with each 
other, and the ethics that govern each discipline. As this is 
the gateway course to Real Estate Studies, an initial assess-
ment will be conducted of each student's mastery of the 
learning outcomes for this degree program. Prerequisite: 
RES 201 Introduction to Real Estate Principles. Meets LAC 
outcome: LLE4. This course meets WID (Writing in the Dis-
cipline) outcome. 5 crs.

RES 405 LEVERAGING REAL ESTATE I
This course is an introduction to real estate financing 
methods and covers mortgage instruments and alternative 
methods of financing, such as deeds of trust and land sale 
contracts. Also covered are risk analysis, automated valua-
tion modules, and other computer-based applications. The 
course will include a review of such mathematical topics as 
amortization schedules, internal rates of return, present 
value calculations, financial ratios, and forecasting. 

RES 410 LEVERAGING REAL ESTATE II
This is an advanced course in real estate finance theory 
and practice. It provides an in-depth understanding of real 
estate investment analysis, investment strategies, replace-
ment and refinancing considerations, leveraging concepts, 
tax-deferred exchange techniques, a financial analysis of 
land development and construction projects, syndication 
practices secondary market operations, and portfolio analy-
sis. Prerequisite: RES 405 Leveraging Real Estate I. 5 crs.

RES 415 THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING 
REAL ESTATE
This course will cover the issues of property ownership, 
sale, financing (including foreclosure), and limitations on 
ownership imposed by contract and governmental regula-
tion. Specific topics will include requirements for deeds, 
security documents, recording, encumbrances (including 
easements, covenants, conditions and restrictions, en-
croachments), and various methods of holding title. The 
discussion of the planning and zoning process will include 
a brief history, policy issues of growth (including urban 
sprawl and its impact on infrastructure and transportation), 
economic impact, historic preservation, sustainable devel-
opment, and public/private partnerships. 5 crs.

RES 425 THE DEAL: 
AN ANALYSIS OF A REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
This course offers a hands-on approach to all the phases of 
a real estate transaction. Student will perform initial re-
search, establish parameters, search for a location, evalu-
ate terms, and evaluate the purchase and sale agreement. 
They will also perform due diligence including, environmen-
tal audits, inspections, contractor estimates, and prepare a 
pro forma profit and loss statement. Review closing docu-
ment including deeds, financing documents, and reconcili-
ation statements, and look for possession and post-closing 
issues. Prerequisites: RES 405/410 Leveraging Real Estate 
I, II. 5 crs.

RES 435 BEYOND RAW LAND
This course is an overview of the design and construction of 
buildings and the consequent impact of such structures on 
the land and surrounding environs. Students will examine 
the history and fundamentals of building technology, in-
cluding methods and materials, the impact buildings have 
on environmentally sensitive lands such as brownfields, 
wetlands, toxic waste sites, and flood zones. Included in 
this will be an examination of the liability issues for owners, 
agents, lenders, and appraisers on such hazards as lead 
paint, asbestos, PCBs, oil tanks, and radon gas. Prerequi-
site: RES 415 Real Estate Law. Meets LAC outcomes: NWB1, 
HCD4. 5 crs.

RES 455 THE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
This course is an overview of the principles and practices of 
real estate development. This course demonstrates how de-
velopers identify a need in the market, locate a building site, 
investigate highest and best use, work with professionals to 
create a site-specific plan for development, achieve financ-
ing and governmental approvals, coordinate construction, 
and bring the project to stabilized occupancy. Prerequisite: 
RES 405/410 Leveraging Real Estate I, II. 5 crs. 

RES 475 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
This course is a study of the alternatives in real estate 
investment. The course will deal with the principles of real 
estate investments, including determining various owner-
ship interests and types, income tax considerations, and 
financing and feasibility studies. Also covered will be the 
various options available for investment from raw land to 
industrial properties. Prerequisite: RES 405/410 Leveraging 
Real Estate I, II,; RES 425 The Deal: An Analysis of a Real 
Estate Transaction; RES 455 The Real Estate Development 
Process. 5 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE

BM 491 APPLIED MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 
This capstone course addresses the program and liberal 
arts core outcomes for the Bachelor's in Business Manage-
ment program. Students demonstrate and apply strategic 
management processes across all key business functions. 
Students consider the relationship of environmental is-
sues to business decisions as an example of drawing on 
knowledge of other academic disciplines, and collaborating 
for responsible and ethical action to address social issues. 
Meets LAC outcomes: SS1, SS2, SS3, NWB3, LLC2, MAP1. 
5 crs.
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ELECTIVES

RES 201 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE 
PRINCIPLES
This introductory course will present a basic orientation to 
real estate terminology, the role of realty in the economy, 
basic agency concepts, the various organization within the 
industry, and the impact of technology on the industry. It will 
also introduce the students to the presentation component 
of real estate, which will continue to be a point of focus in 
the lower-division courses. 4 crs.

RES 202 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE LAW
This course will build on the legal terminology learned from 
the introduction to real estate course and the students will 
apply these concepts to the legal issues within the industry. 
It will also cover the basic tenets of contract law and the 
role of the realty specialist in contract preparation. 4 crs.

RES 203 INTRODUCTION TO ARGUS AND THE 
APPLICATION OF EXCEL IN REAL ESTATE  
The focus of this course is teaching the students to use 
Microsoft Excel in real estate applications. The students will 
gain a mastery of the basic Excel tools and then be intro-
duced to the Argus valuation software program. Students 
will be able to use function arguments, create formulas, 
and build spreadsheets, as they apply to real estate finance. 
4 crs. 

RES 204 REAL ESTATE TECHNOLOGY 
In this course, the student will focus on the use of technol-
ogy in real estate; including data gathering and data mining, 
location analysis, calculating comparable rents, turnover 
and vacancy rates, and how these factors "fit" in the real es-
tate model. Students will explore the impact of the internet 
on the real estate market. 4 crs.

RES 205 REAL ESTATE PRACTICES AND MARKETING
This course builds on the principles class and exposes the 
students to the interrelationship between the various class-
es of real estate and the basic tenets of how the industry 
uses these principles. It will also focus on the importance of 
negotiation and presentation skills, and prepare the student 
to present his or her findings to a potential investor. In this 
class, the students will research a property and develop 
a pro forma based on the property offering, and then the 
student will present their findings to the class. 4 crs.

RES 211 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE FINANCE
The intent of this course is to prepare the students to per-
form the critical finance calculations: Capitalization Rates, 
Internal rates of return, Time Value of Money, residential/
commercial mortgage finance, and the impact of accounting 
and taxation on realty. Prerequisite: RES 203 Introduction to 
Argus and the Application of Excel in Real Estate. 4 crs.

RES 212 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE VALUATION
This course introduces the students to the basic valuation 
techniques used in real estate. It will combine the quantita-
tive and qualitative skills while focusing on the “sensitivity” 
of data and how a minor error can severely affect the deci-
sion making process for an investor. Students will use the 
pro forma that they began in RES 203 and add the analytic 
techniques from RES 210 with the valuation components to 
recommend an “offer” price on the property. Prerequisites: 
RES 211 Introduction to Real Estate Finance. 4 crs.

RES 213 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE INVESTING
This course will utilize the Argus platform to prepare the 
students to make a recommendation on a specific real 
estate investment. Each week will focus on one of the major 
classes of investments and, after performing an analysis, 
the student will prepare a one-page synopsis on his or her 
results and present it to the class. Prerequisite RES 212 
Introduction to Real Estate Valuation. 4 crs.

RES 220 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT 
This course will focus on the development process from 
an overall perspective. Students will learn to determine 
the highest and best use of a piece of property, explore the 
development process, project management systems, and 
the impact of sustainability on real estate. Prerequisite: RES 
212 Introduction to Real Estate Valuation. 4 crs.

RES 221 SUSTAINABLE REAL ESTATE
In this course, the student will be introduced to the con-
cepts of sustainable practices in real estate. Initiatives, such 
as LEED certification, will be reviewed and analyze from the 
investors perspective. The impact of regulation on build-
ing practices, and the costs of reclamation of brownfields, 
wetlands, and toxic waste fields, will be analyzed from the 
developer’s perspective, and the student will analyze how 
these issues impact society as a whole. Prerequisite: RES 
220 Introduction to Real Estate Development. 4 crs.

Accelerated Online Programs
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261 
17600 Pacific Hwy. (Hwy. 43) 
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
1.866.278.3965
http://onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu
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The Department of Religious Studies addresses 
questions of healing, meaning, purpose, and the 
good. The Sacred Scriptures of religious traditions are 
examined, and students begin to learn their sacred 
paths and to find their spiritual home. Students also 
discover ways of living their religious beliefs and 
values and serving others with compassion and care. 
Because of the challenges of the world today, people 
are recognizing the value of the foundational texts 
of religious traditions, human wholeness, meaning, 
and purpose. For instance, studies in medicine have 
demonstrated the effects of prayer in healing and 
corporations have prospered while doing good things 
in the community.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Certificate

Religious Studies
--Pastoral Care

B.A. •
•

THE PURPOSE OF THE BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEGREE IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES
The purpose of Religious Studies is to understand and 
express the original human experiences of connectedness 
with the Sacred and all of reality. People express under-
standing in words and concepts, and then they engage 
their understandings as principles of life and action for a 
community. Spirituality is the acting out of religion in every 
aspect of daily life; it includes the experience of communi-
cation (prayer) with the Divine. Morality refers to the right 
behavior that springs from a sense of belonging to a group 
and of being connected to the entire cosmos. Theology is 
the study of God, in which the intellect is called on to reflect 
on personal and communal religious experience and Sacred 
texts.

People study philosophy to better understand religious 
studies. Philosophical issues explore their deepest desires 
and cares in a disciplined, reflective way. What does it mean 
to be, for example, and not to be? What makes life worth 
living? Or, what values have stood the test of time, and how 
might I incorporate them into my own struggles to be good? 
What is the moral worth of the earth, and of the non-human 
creatures that live here too? These are philosophical and 
ethical questions, as important today as they have been in 
all ages and cultures. By studying the classics of various 
philosophical traditions, we learn to think and question in 
ways that can help us find that elusive happy life.

CAREER PATHS
Theological studies prepare people to pursue career paths 
in educational, academic, or religious institutions; in writ-
ing and editing for a paper, journal, or magazine. The 
program prepares people to work as religious commenta-
tor or broadcaster; ordained or non-ordained minister; a 
healthcare or business ethicist; and a teacher or professor 
in philosophy. Persons interested in hands on ministry and 
pastoral care will want to consider these career paths. They 
are: a pastoral care provider in a hospital, hospice center, 
retirement village, or long-term care unit; pastoral care 
coordinator; religious education coordinator; director of 
spirituality center or retreat center; spiritual director/coun-
selor; liturgical arts and worship coordinator.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
FOR THE B.A. DEGREE IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Students completing Religious Studies will be able to:
1. Comprehend the cultural foundations, visions, origins, 

histories, major literary expression, and teachings 
of religious or philosophical systems through an 
understanding of theological positions, ethical and social 
teachings of major world religions, primarily Judaism, 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Native 
American traditions; or becoming familiar with teachings 
of major schools of Western philosophy.

2. Identify and clarify one's own position on theology, 
spirituality, morality, philosophy of life, and/or goals in 
relation to historical spiritual traditions or important 
philosophical traditions.

3. Apply values and knowledge of spiritual and philosophical 
traditions to personal, social, political, international, 
economic, multicultural, or interfaith situations through 
collaboration bringing about connections among people, 
with the environment, and with transcendent realities; 
or cultivation of new insights about our relatedness as 
humans.

4. Examine Western and Eastern spiritualities or teachings 
of Eastern schools of philosophy through exposure to 
spiritual practices and values of the major Western and 
Eastern religious traditions, or exposure to the thought of 
Eastern schools of philosophy.

5. Experience some of the prayer practices of some spiritual 
traditions or interact with a philosophical tradition through 
engaging in community rituals, personal reflective prayer, 
contemplation, and meditation; or engage one's life 
mission.

6. Explore ethical approaches arising from theological or 
philosophical systems through comparing applied ethical 
positions (ethics of medicine, business, and ecology); or 
study philosophical and ethical systems of thought.

7. Appreciate the diversity and richness in a spiritual or 
philosophical tradition other than one's own through 
discovering ways to learn about different spiritual 
traditions; or identify relationships between philosophical 
studies and other liberal arts or applied studies.

Department of

Religious Studies
Chair: Jerry Roussell, Jr., D.Min.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES DEPARTMENT PREFIX CODES
ETH - Ethics 
PCR - Person, Culture, & Religion
PHL - Philosophy
PMT - Pastoral Ministry
RSP - Religious Studies
SPP - Spirituality
SSC - Sacred Scriptures
THT - Theological & Historical Studies

Major Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Religious Studies 

Required Religious Studies Core ......................................34 crs.
ETH 323 Making Ethical Decisions: 
 Ethical Theories & Models, 3 crs.
ETH 420 Applied Ethics: Daily Life, Medicine, 
 Business, Humanities, 3 crs.
PCR 319 Native American Cosmology & Spiritual Beliefs, 
 or THT 303 Buddhism, 3 crs.
PCR 411 Psychology of Religion: 
 A Psychology of Religious Experience, 3 crs.
PHL 201 Foundations of Philosophy: 
 Makers of the Modern Mind, 3 crs.
PHL 315 Ancient Philosophy: Plato & Aristotle, 
 or PHL 322 Medieval Philosophy: Great Synthesis, 
 or PHL 427 Philosophy of Religion: 

  Historical Dialogues Between Reason & Faith, 3 crs.
or PHL 323 Modern Philosophy: Great Disparities

RSP 266 Foundations of
 Religious Studies & Philosophy, 1 cr.
RSP 490 Senior Project
 or RSP 494 Religious Studies Internship
 or RSP 498 Senior Paper, 3 crs.
SPP 426 Spirituality & Mysticism: Western Religions, 3 crs.
SSC 210 Introduction to Hebrew Bible: Old Testament
 or SSC 211 Introduction to Christian Bible: 

 New Testament, 3 crs.
SSC 405 Torah: Pentateuch, First Five Books of the Bible
 or SSC 422 Gospels: Stories 

 of Unique Christian Communities, 3 crs.
THT 301 Comparative Religions: 
 Origins & Development of World Religions, 3 crs.
Electives in the Major .......................................................27 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 61 crs.

GENERAL ELECTIVE COURSES
PCR 310 Religion & U.S. Culture: A Sociology of Religion
PCR 371 Spirit & Nature: Environmental Concerns
PCR 372 Perspectives & Principles of Friendship
PCR 379 Yoga at the Coast
PCR 412 Islam & Society
PHL 326 Eastern Philosophy
PMT 475 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & Spiritual 

Practices of Christianity, Judaism, & Islam
PMT 476 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & Spiritual 

Practices of Eastern (& Native American) Traditions
SPP 311 Spirituality: Studies in the Literature of World Religions
SPP 326 Ignatian Exercises in Daily Life 
SPP 328 Ignatian Spirituality: A Matrix of the Soul 
SPP 329 Testing One’s Spiritual Path in Contemporary Culture
SPP 410 Spiritual Quest: Human Quest for Spirituality
SPP 428 Old Ways, New Visions: Models of the Mystic Path - 

Spirituality for Seekers
SPP 462 Religion, Rite, Liturgy, & Theatre: Entering the 

Presence
SPP 463 Performance as Proclamation: 
 Arts of Theatre–Tools of Transformation
SSC 406 Biblical Prophets: Inspirations to Create a Better World
SSC 407 Writings, Psalms, & Wisdom Literature in the Bible
SSC 426 Gospel of Matthew
SSC 454 Epistles: Letters to Christian Communities

SSC 456 Be Stewards of Creation: Cosmology and Worldview
SSC 455 Gospel of Luke & Acts
SPP 458 Advanced Exegesis: Studies in Apocalyptic Literature
SSC 475 Windows of Understanding: Opening the Treasures of 

the Sacred Scriptures
THT 320 Introduction to Catholicism
THT 321 Catholicism at the Nexus of the Great Paths
THT 322 God as Always Greater
THT 419 Theology for the Third Millennium 
THT 423 Loss, Grief, Death, & Dying: Theologies of Compassion
THT 425 Jesus: Bar Nasa, Son of Mary, Son of God
THT 427 Mary of Magdala: Disciple, Apostle to the Apostles, 

Companion of the Lord, Woman Who Knew the All
THT 440 Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory
THT 451 Western Religious Thought & History I: 
 Ancient to Axial
THT 452 Western Religious Thought & History II: 
 Late Antiquity to Renaissance
THT 453 Western Religious Thought & History III: 
 Enlightenment to Modernity

OTHER PROGRAM OFFERED

PASTORAL CARE CERTIFICATE
The Pastoral Care certificate is available to those majoring 
in Religious Studies or another Marylhurst undergraduate 
degree program, or as a stand-alone certificate for those 
not currently pursuing a bachelor's degree. For Religious 
Studies majors, the Pastoral Care certificate courses can be 
used as part of the overall 61 credits required for the major.

The certificate requires a minimum of 47 credits of the 
undergraduate-equivalent courses within the Master of Arts 
in Applied Theology program (see pages 199-202). Students 
arrange the coursework with the Chair of the Religious 
Studies Department

COURSES

RSP 266 FOUNDATIONS OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES AND 
PHILOSOPHY
This is the foundation course for religious and philosophical 
studies. Participants get a picture of the family tree of philo-
sophical and religious studies. Students highlight their own 
questions and gain insights which help them make informed 
choices about future classes. Religious Studies majors 
explore an overview of the discipline and are invited to begin 
work on their portfolios. 1 cr. 

RSP 490 SENIOR PROJECT
The research project will complement a student's major 
area of study with specific research in an area of special in-
terest to the student. The senior project replaces the Senior 
Paper. Students arrange for their research projects with the 
Chair of the Religious Studies Department. Together they 
select an advisor. Prerequisite: junior standing. 3 crs. 

RSP 494 RELIGIOUS STUDIES INTERNSHIP
In the internship program, students apply knowledge and 
skills learned in their major through appropriately su-
pervised experiences in the community. Interns have the 
chance to explore career options, network, demonstrate and 
solidify classroom learning in the real world. Opportunities 
are available in business, government, schools, and non-
profit organizations. Prerequisite: junior standing. Orienta-
tion and completion of an Internship Registration form are 
required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs. 
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RSP 498 SENIOR PAPER
The Senior Paper allows the student to use research meth-
ods, and to write in their field of interest. Students arrange 
for the writing of the Senior Paper through the Chair of the 
Religious Studies Department and work with an academic 
advisor who is an expert in the student's chosen topic. Pre-
requisite: junior standing. 3 crs. 

LITURGICAL ARTS AND WORSHIP 

PMT 450 SEMINAR: PERSONAL COVENANT AND 
ORIENTATION
Incoming students gather together for program orientation 
and begin to articulate their personal vision for pastoral and 
spiritual care. Students learn about the backgrounds and 
aspirations of their cohort group and begin to form a pro-
fessional and spiritual community that will be a support to 
them as they study. 1 cr.

PMT 451 SEMINAR: GRADUATE WRITING
Many students come from the work world of memos and 
reports; other persons have written in journals or done 
some informal writing. But students often feel apprehensive 
about graduate-level writing, especially research writing. 
This course gives students guidelines and practical experi-
ence with graduate writing styles. 1 cr.

PMT 470 SPIRITUAL FRAMEWORKS FOR PASTORAL 
AND SPIRITUAL CARE
This course focuses on the Scriptural Frameworks and 
Foundational Social Context for Pastoral and Spiritual Care. 
It surveys the roots of pastoral and spiritual care. It surveys 
the roots of pastoral ministry in the early Christian commu-
nity as held in Hebrew/Christian Scriptures. 3 crs.

PMT 471 INTERFAITH THEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORKS 
FOR PASTORAL AND SPIRITUAL CARE
This course explores theological, religious, social and cul-
tural function of God language, explores interfaith images of 
the Holy as icons for healing, tools for pastoral practice and 
spiritual direction. It identifies the impact of context, belief 
system, religious tradition, symbol, ritual, and sacrament 
for and as tools for spiritual care providers. 3 crs.

PMT 472 PASTORAL AND SCRIPTURAL IDENTITY
This course looks at the pastoral person: personality styles; 
care, growth and difficulties for self and others; holistic inte-
gration; and theology of person. It stresses the relationships 
among the care provider’s personality type and gifts, theo-
logical understandings, and pastoral style. It also addresses 
the wellness and well-being of the care provider. 3 crs.

PMT 473 PASTORAL AND SPIRITUAL COUNSELING 
STRATEGIES
This course provides an overview of the art of pastoral care and 
counseling theory, theological reflection, pastoral skills, and 
helping relationships. It explores the dynamics of counseling 
strategies within a religious, theological, and belief/value based 
context. Students study resources for wholeness and theologi-
cal assessment through the application of pastoral skills. 3 crs.

PMT 475 LITURGIES, RITUALS, PREACHING, 
TEACHINGS, AND SPIRITUAL PRACTICES OF 
CHRISTIANITY, JUDAISM, AND ISLAM
This course explores scripture, theology, belief, teachings, 
ritual, and symbolism of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. 
Students lead a ritual, preach, teach, and/or facilitate 
spiritual practices within an Abrahamic religious tradition. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

PMT 476 LITURGIES, RITUALS, PREACHING, 
TEACHINGS, AND SPIRITUAL PRACTICES OF EASTERN 
(AND NATIVE AMERICAN) TRADITIONS
This course explores myth, scripture, theology or teach-
ings, belief, ritual, and symbolism of Hinduism, Buddhism, 
other Eastern Traditions, and Native American spirituali-
ties. Students learn about the use of symbols and the shape 
of these liturgies through preparing rituals and preaching 
from the scriptures or sacred writings of a tradition. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs. 

PERSON, CULTURE, AND RELIGION 

PCR 310 RELIGION AND UNITED STATES CULTURE: A 
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
This course explores the development of as it impacts and is 
impacted by the culture of the United States. It examines reli-
gious development from historical and sociological perspec-
tives. Students engage these perspectives in dialogue with 
their own faith. Religions are studied with their growth and de-
cline in the United States. Prerequisite: junior standing. Meets 
LAC outcome: HCC1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

PCR 319 NATIVE AMERICAN COSMOLOGY AND 
SPIRITUAL BELIEFS
This course explores Native American cosmologies and 
spiritual beliefs among different tribes in North, Central 
and South America from a comparative perspective. Topics 
covered include the medicine wheel, shamanic initiation and 
healing, the concept of the guardian spirit, and sacred rites 
and ceremonies. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 

PCR 371 SPIRIT AND NATURE: ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONCERNS
How can people of varied spiritual traditions and cultures 
create and sustain an environmental ethic based on stew-
ardship? If ecosystems have intrinsic value, is there an 
ethical imperative that is economically viable? Image and 
metaphor, through their transformative revelatory power, 
connect the individual with the sacred toward an ecosensi-
bility. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 

PCR 372 PERSPECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES OF 
FRIENDSHIP
Are there varieties of friendship experience? What gen-
erates and sustains friendship, and how do we perceive 
ourselves as friends? This course will evaluate this most 
versatile of the affections, its personal effects and its im-
pact on others to consider friendship's value during this 
epoch of renewed yearning for community. Meets LAC out-
come: AIC4. 3 crs. 

PCR 379 YOGA AT THE COAST
This course focuses on spirituality—Hatha Yoga, Raja Yoga, 
Eastern and Western thought and spirituality. Beginning 
students gain good understanding with an easy start, ad-
vanced students can experience yoga at a deep level; there-
fore all can well apply the teachings and activities from this 
course in their daily life. Required preassignment. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 

PCR 411 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION: A PSYCHOLOGY 
OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
This course asks the basic question: Does religion help or 
hinder psychological well-being? The answer depends on 
whose psychology one adopts to view religion. Students 
will explore a variety of psychological responses to relevant 
religious phenomena and experiences. Prerequisite: junior 
standing. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 
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PCR 412 ISLAM AND SOCIETY
By analyzing Islam both in theory and in practice this course 
will provide students with essential background to better 
understand the world of Islam and Muslim populations. The 
impact of Islam as a way of life on individual, family, and 
society will be examined. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

PHILOSOPHY 

PHL 201 FOUNDATIONS OF PHILOSOPHY: MAKERS OF 
THE MODERN MIND
This course is a general survey of the major problems in 
the main branches of philosophy: metaphysics, epistemol-
ogy, logic, and ethics. The student learns philosophical 
terminology, the major thinkers associated with the various 
problems in philosophy and the structure of a philosophical 
argument, major theories of ethics and political philosophy. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

PHL 315 ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY: PLATO AND 
ARISTOTLE
Know thyself.” Is that possible? As T.S. Eliot asked, “Where 
is the knowledge in all the information? Where is the wis-
dom in all the knowledge?” In this course, we will study 
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who loved and sought wis-
dom above all things. Prerequisite: PHL 201. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

PHL 322 MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY: GREAT SYNTHESIS
The Medieval Period has been divided into three move-
ments: Primitive Age, 700-1050; Age of Growth, 1050-1300; 
Age of Unrest, 1300-1550. This course examines philosoph-
ical explorations of life's meaning and the contributions of 
philosophers like Thomas Aquinas and John Duns Scotus, 
whose influence lasted for centuries. Prerequisite: PHL 
201. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs. 

PHL 323 MODERN PHILOSOPHY: GREAT DISPARITIES
What do I know? Who or What am I? Does God exist? Does 
science and religion fit together or not? How should people 
live? These big questions, along with others, preoccupy the 
great modern Western philosophers—Descartes, Leibniz, 
Locke, Hume, Kant. Students study these philosophers 
and these questions in this course. Prerequisite: PHL 201. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

PHL 326 EASTERN PHILOSOPHY
This course will introduce the non-dualistic philosophies 
of India, China, Japan, and Southeast Asia, which offer a 
complementary approach to Western traditions in logic, 
ethics, epistemology, and metaphysics. Classes will include 
discussion of the values of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, 
Sikhism, Islam, Confucianism, and Taoism. Prerequisite: 
PHL 201. Meets LAC outcome: AIC3. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs. 

PHL 427 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION: HISTORICAL 
DIALOGUES BETWEEN REASON AND FAITH
The religious enterprise is a rational search for the sacred. 
A search into the theologies of the major spiritual traditions 
demonstrates their growth out of certain philosophies. The 
thought paradigms of select philosophers of each period of 
human history and from various cultures and ways of think-
ing will be explored. Meets LAC outcome: AIC3. Course not 
offered every year. 3 crs. 

ETHICS 

ETH 323 MAKING ETHICAL DECISIONS: ETHICAL 
THEORIES AND MODELS
What are the foundations of ethical human behavior? In this 
course, students will examine ethical theories and models 
to determine if any of the models serve personal needs. 
In the process, students will begin to develop their own 
system for ethical decision making. NOTE: This course is a 
prerequisite for ETH 420 and other Ethics courses. Meets 
LAC outcome: AIA1. This course meets WID (Writing in the 
Discipline) outcome. 3 crs. 

ETH 420 APPLIED ETHICS: DAILY LIFE, MEDICINE, 
BUSINESS, HUMANITIES
In this course, students will learn to apply ethical norms 
and values and critical ethical thinking and decision making 
to a variety of contemporary issues and situations, including 
workplace and business ethics, biomedical ethics, environ-
mental ethics, issues of social and economic justice, and an 
examination of various religious ethical systems. Prerequi-
site: ETH 323. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

SPIRITUALITY 

SPP 326 IGNATIAN SPIRITUAL EXERCISES IN DAILY LIFE
This class focuses on the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius 
of Loyola. It explores how one links the exercises in the 
living of one’s vocation in the ordinariness of life. It will look 
at models of listening to God and spiritual discernment in 
family and work within the hectic and busy life of the twenti-
eth-first century. Meets Arts & Ideas LAC outcome. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

SPP 328 IGNATIAN SPIRITUALITY: A MATRIX OF THE SOUL
This course engages one of the dominant strands of Chris-
tian spirituality in the West as synthesized by St. Ignatius of 
Loyola (1491-1556) and operative in his famous Spiritual Ex-
ercises. Ignatian spirituality grasps that being a “spiritual” 
person means to do the hard work of self-knowledge and of 
being fully human. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 

SPP 329 TESTING ONE'S SPIRITUAL PATH IN 
CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
This Course is about bringing into conscious and intentional 
awareness, through profound personal reflection, how one 
is actually grasped by God, and then about working out the 
implications of those judgments in one's religious commit-
ment to honor God's purposes and to be of genuine help to 
others. 3 crs. 

SPP 410 SPIRITUAL QUEST: HUMAN QUEST FOR 
SPIRITUALITY
An interest in spirituality is being articulated by diverse 
groups of people. What is the spiritual quest? How has West-
ern spirituality been expressed through the ages? Students 
identify elements of the Western spiritual quest from the past 
and the present, and notice commonalties with their own 
spiritual journeys. Meets LAC outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 

SPP 426 SPIRITUALITY AND MYSTICISM: WESTERN 
RELIGIONS
From the visions and music of Hildegard of Bingen to the 
fascinating symbolism of the Jewish Kaballah to the love 
poetry of Rumi, this course will explore spirituality and 
mysticism in the major religious traditions of the People 
of the Book—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIC4. 3 crs. 
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SPP 428 OLD WAYS, NEW VISIONS: MODELS OF THE 
MYSTIC PATH: SPIRITUALITY FOR SEEKERS
This course will survey the world that birthed the mission 
of Ireland's Brigid, Bishop Patrick, and Columcille. Their 
mission, spiritual practice, and endearing legacy across the 
ages will provide source for prayer, research, and theologi-
cal reflection towards holistic spiritual practice. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIC1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SPP 462 RELIGION, RITE, LITURGY, AND THEATRE: 
ENTERING THE PRESENCE
This course explores the spiritual, theological, and religious 
implications within the relationship between source and 
roots of the combined arts of the theatre, the evolution of 
rite and liturgy in the history of religions and practice to-
ward the creation of new ways to understand and celebrate 
the Transforming Presence. Meets LAC outcome: AIB8. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SPP 463 PERFORMANCE AS PROCLAMATION: ARTS OF 
THEATRE—TOOLS OF TRANSFORMATION
This course will examine the art and craft of the combined 
arts of theatre towards empowering the skills of sacred 
storytelling, performance art, preaching, teaching, group 
spiritual direction, and new ways to proclaim the wisdom 
of the ages. Students will participate in both research and 
practicum as performance lab. Meets LAC outcome: AIB8. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SACRED SCRIPTURES

SSC 210 INTRODUCTION TO HEBREW BIBLE: OLD 
TESTAMENT
This course examines the Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testa-
ment) with other historical sources. Students explore the 
stories, customs, beliefs, practices, spirituality, values, and 
ethical teachings which are the foundation of the Jewish 
and Christian traditions. The class focuses on interpret-
ing Biblical literature in light of historical development 
and contemporary scholarship. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SSC 211 INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIAN BIBLE: NEW 
TESTAMENT
This course surveys the New Testament within its historical 
and cultural world. Students study the world of the writer 
and engage the New Testament oral and written literature. 
This exploration deepens the understanding of experience 
of Jesus' birth, life, death, and resurrection in the life of 
these foundational communities. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SSC 405 TORAH: PENTATEUCH, FIRST FIVE BOOKS OF 
THE BIBLE
Jesus referred to the Law and the Prophets. Followers of 
Jesus have also respected the teachings in the first five 
books of the Bible. The Torah was and is the primary docu-
ment of faith for the Jews. Students will study the shaping, 
patterns, and teachings of these books. Prerequisite: SSC 
210. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

SSC 406 BIBLICAL PROPHETS: INSPIRATIONS TO 
CREATE A BETTER WORLD
Do the prophetic messages have relevance today? Is there a 
“prophetic” aspect in every life of faith? The prophets were 
a part of the religious climate of the kingdoms of Israel and 
Judah. They spoke and acted out Yahweh's detailed criti-
cism. This course will examine these questions and issues. 
Prerequisite: SSC 210. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

SSC 407 WRITINGS, PSALMS, AND WISDOM 
LITERATURE IN THE BIBLE
The Writings, which include Psalms and Wisdom Literature, 
have been used in Jewish and Christian rituals and prayer 
and have often been studied by those who minister to the 
dying. An understanding of these books provides insights 
into the personal liturgical meanings of these writings, as 
well as life itself. Prerequisite: SSC 210. Meets LAC out-
come: AIC2. 3 crs. 

SSC 422 GOSPELS: STORIES OF UNIQUE CHRISTIAN 
COMMUNITIES
The Synoptic Gospels and the Gospel of John are the prima-
ry documents of Christian faith. Students will learn about 
their origins, messages, and applications to contemporary 
life. Prerequisite: SSC 211. Meets LAC outcome: AIC2. 3 crs. 

SSC 426 GOSPEL OF MATTHEW
This course studies the Gospel of Matthew assisting stu-
dents to determine the social context within which this 
community developed. Students will examine and exegete 
the Gospel of Matthew's image of Jesus as the Great Mo-
saic Teacher and explore unique Matthaen contributions to 
Christology within the early church. Prerequisite: SSC 211. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. 3 crs. 

SSC 454 EPISTLES: LETTERS TO CHRISTIAN 
COMMUNITIES
Among the New Testament Epistles (letters) are the earliest 
writings to become part of what is commonly known as the 
Christian Scriptures or New Testament. This course explores 
their origins, messages, and applications for contemporary 
life. Special attention will be given to the writings of Paul. Pre-
requisite: SSC 211. Meets LAC outcomes: AIB7, AIC2. 3 crs. 

SSC 455 GOSPEL OF LUKE AND ACTS
This course will study the Gospel of Luke and Acts assisting 
students to determine the historical and social contexts in 
which these narratives were written and the meanings of 
Jesus' life and death in those settings. Prerequisite: SSC 
211. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. 3 crs. 

SSC 456 BE STEWARDS OF CREATION: COSMOLOGY 
AND WORLDVIEW
This course examines and exegetes the Genesis cosmol-
ogy of Eden, its sources and theologies within its biblical 
historicity and its social political religious context. Students 
explore the foundations of creation spirituality as source for 
the green movement towards the preservation and sustain-
ability of God's creation. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. 3 crs. 

SSC 458 ADVANCED EXEGESIS: STUDIES IN 
APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE
This course explores apocalyptic literature and its various 
uses in the ancient world. Students will examine the social 
world that developed its allegorical images, content, and cul-
tural context. The course addresses the “message of hope” 
as well as the ways which “apocalyptic” is used in the modern 
age. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

SSC 475 WINDOWS OF UNDERSTANDING: OPENING 
THE TREASURES OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURES
We will explore the deep meanings preserved within the 
Sacred Word. With an application of the historical critical 
method of Scriptural analysis, students will exegete the 
theological, religious, cultural, and social concepts within 
the Judeo-Christian Bible. Meets LAC outcome: AIB7. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 
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THEOLOGY AND HISTORY 

THT 301 COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS: ORIGINS AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD RELIGIONS
This course studies the values, teachings, and histories of 
various religions, with the objective of growing in a personal 
and cultural understanding and acceptance of religious 
pluralism. Special attention will be given to the worldview of-
fered by each tradition, and its unique expression of reality's 
unity, worth and mystery. Meets LAC outcome: AIC3. 3 crs. 

THT 303 BUDDHISM
This course explores the history of Buddhism, its basic 
philosophy and practice, its practices in different corners 
of the world, including the United States. The fieldwork for 
this course allows students to experience their own taste 
of Buddhism by creating an ongoing Buddhist meditation 
practice, and reporting on their experiences of it. Meets LAC 
outcome: AIC4, HCD4. 3 crs. 

THT 320 INTRODUCTION TO CATHOLICISM
Catholicism is the word used to describe all the means—ar-
tistic, intellectual, affective, social, cultural, and spiritual—
by which a human being may, with divine grace and effort, 
become a person in the image and likeness of God —or, 
Christ-like. The course discusses our ancestors, the Saints. 
Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

THT 321 CATHOLICISM AT THE NEXUS OF THE GREAT 
PATHS
This course gives a student the richest possible image of 
the Catholic way of being Christ-like, explaining how this 
nexus of all the Christian paths understands what it means 
to be a person at the service of God's purposes and commit-
ted to the strengthening of the human community. 3 crs. 

THT 322 GOD AS ALWAYS GREATER
This Course explores the many Christian answers to the 
question, What is God like?, including the answers given by 
students. These answers are weighed and tested in relation 
to the greatest thoughts about God as Trinity, as incarnate in 
Christ, and as enduringly present to us through grace. 3 crs. 

THT 419 THEOLOGY FOR THE THIRD MILLENNIUM
This course explores the meaning, philosophy, and method 
of theology. The course will also focus on groundbreak-
ing theologians in such areas of Transcendental theology, 
Liberation and Feminist theology, and new insights into 
theodicy. An emphasis will be placed on how contemporary 
theological systems of thought can promote ecumenic plu-
ralism. Meets LAC outcome: AIC3. 3 crs.

THT 423 LOSS, GRIEF, DEATH, AND DYING: 
THEOLOGIES OF COMPASSION
For many people world religions shed light on the perennial 
questions surrounding death and dying. These wisdom re-
ligious traditions serve as guideposts offering theologies of 
compassion to those who experience loss, grief, death, and dy-
ing. This course explores these issues from multicultural and 
interreligious perspectives. Meets LAC outcome: AIC3. This 
course meets WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs. 

THT 425 JESUS: BAR NASA, SON OF MARY, SON OF 
GOD
Students will exegete the historical theological implications 
of the biblical titles of Jesus of Nazareth. We will focus on the 
social context of the early church, ancient Middle Eastern, 
Greco-Roman, and Christian wisdom traditions to understand 
the Christ encounter. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

THT 427 MARY OF MAGDALA: DISCIPLE, APOSTLE TO 
THE APOSTLES, COMPANION OF THE LORD, WOMAN 
WHO KNEW THE ALL
We will examine Mary Magdalene, disciple of Jesus, leader of 
women, embracer of the Christic mission. Utilizing the histori-
cal critical method of Scripture analysis, we will examine Mary's 
social world, as well as biblical and Gnostic writings to recon-
sider the image of the saint. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

THT 440 HERMENEUTICS: INTERPRETATION THEORY
Hermeneutics is the most important theological contri-
bution to scholarship in the last two centuries. Literary 
Criticism, culture studies, deconstruction, and all the post-
modern theories stem from hermeneutics. The best phi-
losophers on the continent in this century have been heavily 
influenced by it. Students will be able to read literature as 
well as "the times" by being conversant with hermeneutics. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

THT 451 WESTERN: RELIGIOUS THOUGHT AND 
HISTORY I: ANCIENT TO AXIAL AGE
This course examines theological and philosophical traditions 
in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-Christian 
heritages), beginning with Homer and the earliest sources of 
the Hebrew Bible. It explores ancient philosophers through 
Plato and Aristotle, and their influence on Christian writers, 
and the scholarship of Karen Armstrong and Elaine Pagels. 
Prerequisite: PHL 201. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

THT 452 WESTERN: RELIGIOUS THOUGHT AND 
HISTORY II: LATE ANTIQUITY TO THE RENAISSANCE
This course examines theological and philosophical tradi-
tions in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-
Christian heritages, and the emergence of Islam). The course 
brings into fuller medieval and Renaissance light the works 
of Augustine, Dante, and Luther; Julian of Norwich and Te-
resa of Avila, and Middle Ages and Protestant Reformation. 
Prerequisite: PHL 201. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

THT 453 WESTERN: RELIGIOUS THOUGHT AND 
HISTORY III: ENLIGHTENMENT TO MODERNITY
This course examines theological and philosophical traditions 
in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-Christian 
heritages). It focuses on ideas drawn from the Enlightenment 
to the present age: unbelief, the significance of evolution, and 
the spiritual dimensions of personhood realized in literature 
and the arts, cultural anthropology, and psychology. Prereq-
uisite: PHL 201. Meets LAC outcome: AIC1. 3 crs. 

Department of Religious Studies
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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“The scientist is not a person who gives the right 
answers, he’s one who asks the right questions” 
Claude Lévi-Strauss

Science is an activity, a methodology to understand 
relationships among various aspects of the universe 
we live in. By understanding and quantifying these 
relationships science becomes a predictive tool. For 
thousands of years people have been trying to tell 
the future and have used a great number of ways to 
do so. Science is the new kid on the block in the 
age-old effort to predict what will happen.

Society actively supports and engages in the pursuit 
of knowledge through science and technology. This 
activity and its application affect society at all levels 
– local, regional, national and international. 

As a student, you will not only be working toward 
a science degree but you will also be preparing to 
effect a change in society. You are embarking on 
a path to learn and sharpen critical thinking skills 
and research methods. As a scientist you will be 
instrumental in not only gathering new knowledge 
but also helping to guide how science and technology 
impact society. 

From early childhood, we all have a natural ability 
to perform scientific inquiry. Children constantly try 
to make sense of what they observe in the world 
around them. As we play, we develop ideas about why 
things happen the way they do. Now as adults, you 
will learn how to reawaken and harness that natural 
inquisitiveness and direct it toward understanding the 
world around you.

“I am among those who think that science has 
great beauty. A scientist in his laboratory is not 
only a technician: he is also a child placed before 
natural phenomena which impress him like a fairy 
tale.” Marie Curie

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Major Concentration

Science
-Environmental Science
-General Science

B.A. •
•
•

PURPOSE
A student may pursue one of two possible concentrations 
for the degree in science: either Environmental Science or 
General Science but not both. These concentrations are 
designed to provide you with a cross-disciplinary foundation 

in science. By formulating connections between science 
and other fields of human endeavor you can successfully 
develop balanced approaches to addressing technological 
and scientific issues. The Bachelor of Arts in Science pro-
gram will provide you with an exciting new awareness, an 
increased sensitivity and respect for all life on earth as well 
as the earth itself. You will develop a full appreciation of 
what science means to both global and local communities. 
The Marylhurst objective is to instill in students a dedication 
to sustaining a diverse and healthy life on earth through the 
application of sound and responsible science.

CAREER PATHS
As a graduate of the Environmental Science Concentration 
program, you will be prepared to pursue career opportuni-
ties in environmental education and communication, natural 
resource management or environmental planning. 

The General Science Concentration will provide the founda-
tion for a range of careers, from teaching science in public 
schools to science writing to management in organizations 
that require a broad understanding of science, such as engi-
neering firms or public utilities. This degree also can serve as 
your foundation for graduate study in one of many specialized 
scientific disciplines, including biotechnology or geophysics. 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Students completing either degree program will be able to::
• Discuss critically the philosophy of science and principles 

of the scientific method.
• Define the nature and distinction between the various 

disciplines of science and present a realistic impression of 
the role, importance, and limitations of science within the 
world society.

• Express clearly the concepts and methodology of science.
• Demonstrate familiarity with contemporary research in 

your focus field of study. 
• Systematically investigate problems in your focus field of 

study.
• Communicate effectively and work with people both within 

and outside the field of science in the investigation of 
problems of science.

• Explain the relationship between one’s own value system 
and the studies in the science major.

Major Requirements for the B.A. Degree in Science
Foundation Courses .........................................................45 crs.
• Requires 45 crs. in a variety of science disciplines such 

as biology, chemistry, physics, ecology, earth science, 
meteorology, astronomy, or oceanography. 

• 12 of the credits can be applied toward NW & LLD Liberal 
Arts Core outcomes. 

• MTH 201 Math for Scientists is required but students can 
challenge this course by applying to Chair of department.

Core Concentration Courses ............................................20 crs.
Concentration Electives ...................................................15 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE MAJOR: 80 crs.

Department of 
Science & Mathematics
Chair: Jan Dabrowski, Ph.D.
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CONCENTRATIONS

Environmental Science Concentration

Core Concentration Courses ............................................20 crs.
Required Environmental Science courses

SCI 380 Science Perspectives, 3 crs.
SCI 491 Research Methods, 3 crs.
ENV 494 Internship, 1-5 crs. 
 or ENV 490 Research Project, 1-5 crs. 
For the remaining Core credits, select from upper-division 
courses in environmental chemistry, ethics & mediation, field 
methods, sustainability, and global environmental issues.

Concentration Electives ...................................................15 crs.
Elective courses should relate to a specialty or focus 
chosen by the student. Courses are selected from upper-
division ENV or other science courses offered by the 
department.

 TOTAL REQUIRED FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 35 crs.

General Science Concentration
Core Concentration Courses ............................................20 crs.
Required Concentration Courses
 SCI 380 Science Perspectives, 3 crs.
 SCI 491 Research Methods, 3 crs.
 SCI 494 Internship, 1-5 crs. 
  or SCI 490 Research Project, 1-5 crs. 
 Select from the following courses:

 CHM 333 Environmental Chemistry, 3 crs.
 MTH 377 Power of Thought, 3 crs.
 ENV 354 Columbia: Great River Under Stress, 3 crs.
 ENV 310 Principles of Environmental Science, 4 crs.
 ENV 361 Geosystems, 3 crs.

Concentration Electives ...................................................15 crs.
 Upper-division science & math courses (or courses 

 in other disciplines that support concentration).
  TOTAL REQUIRED FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 35 crs.

NATURAL SCIENCE

SCI 120 SOCIETY AND SCIENCE – ISSUES FOR THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
In this course, students explore current areas of science 
and technology that pose policy and ethical issues. They will 
become familiar with various fields of science and explore 
the scientific process. In the context of a multidisciplinary 
approach students will examine several scientific and tech-
nological developments facing society. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB3. Offered only to students in the AOP program at this 
time. 3 crs. 

SCI 250 FUTURE SCIENCE: NOW!
Discover what new scientific developments have just come 
over the horizon, and learn how they might impact society 
as well as your own life. The content changes from term 
to term but has included biomedical advances, robotic 
technology, and new understandings about the Universe 
from Hubble and other observatories. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB2. May be repeated. 3 crs.

SCI 325 ENERGY, SOCIETY, AND SUSTAINABILITY 
Examine energy in the context of consumption, sustainable 
resources, government policy and international politics. 
Review basic principles of energy physics. Explore the cur-
rent and predicted need for energy in the United States and 
on the global scale. Sources of energy (wind, fossil fuels, 
nuclear, geothermal, tidal, solar, biomass, etc.) will be 
examined to understand their benefit and liability in terms 
of economics, politics, environmental impact and sustain-
ability. Meets LAC outcome: NWB1. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs. 

SCI 366 PROBLEM SOLVING 
The object of this course is to expand problem-solving 
ability by learning twenty-four mental habits and practic-
ing them on problems that do not require mathematics. 
Students have a chance to gain experience solving mental 
and physical problems both individually and as members of 
a team. Special emphasis is given to overcoming common 
problem-solving barriers. No math prerequisites for this 
course. 1 cr.

SCI 380 SCIENCE PERSPECTIVES 
What are the uses and abuses of science in culture? How 
does the scientific perspective that dominates society dif-
fer from the philosophical foundations of other cultures? 
This course reviews the history and philosophy of science 
and examines the unique methods of scientific inquiry. The 
study then explores the nature and influence of science as 
it is practiced in this country today. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB5. 3 crs.

SCI 383 WOMEN IN SCIENCE 
Explore the work and lives of women mathematicians and 
scientists from ancient times to the present. In Ancient 
Egypt women were physicians and surgeons; in the Middle 
Ages, natural scientists and mathematicians. From the sev-
enteenth through the nineteenth centuries, women distin-
guished themselves in the fields of entomology, astronomy, 
medicine, geology, botany, chemistry, and mathematics. The 
twentieth-century roster of women scientists includes ten 
Nobel Prize winners while our present century appears to 
offer unprecedented opportunities for women. Meets LAC 
outcome: NWA2. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

SCI 388 SPECIAL TOPICS IN SCIENCE 
Topics for the course vary from term to term. 3 crs.

SCI 490 RESEARCH PROJECT
Variable credit.

SCI 491 RESEARCH METHODS 
Students develop and sharpen science process skill sets 
by engaging in research projects presented by the instruc-
tor. Students will work in groups or individually. Topics vary 
from term to term. Meets LAC outcome: NWA1. 3 crs.

SCI 494 INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. Variable credit. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

CHM 110 A SURVEY OF CHEMISTRY 
The molecular transformations of chemistry include a won-
drous complex of both biological and physical processes. 
The course explores these effects and demonstrates the 
importance of chemistry within the living and non-living 
world. This survey of the general concepts of chemistry em-
phasizes its relevance to students who wish to understand 
the earth, our environment, and human beings as consum-
ers. Meets LAC outcome: NWA1. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.
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CHM 333 ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY 
The environment is influenced by and rooted in chemical 
processes – both natural and human caused. This course pro-
vides a foundation in chemistry that informs our understand-
ing of the environment. It explores how a healthy, functioning 
environment can be affected by changes in and disruption of 
natural chemical processes. Topics of discussion range from 
energy issues and atmospheric alteration, to stream contami-
nation and soil transformation. Prerequisite: Prior experience 
in chemistry is helpful but not necessary. Meets LAC out-
come: NWB1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

PHY 110 IT’S EVERYWHERE: A SURVEY OF PHYSICS 
Explore the physics of everyday life…from the dryer to the 
Mr. Coffee maker…it’s even in your toilet! The course pres-
ents concepts in the hands-on manner recommended by 
most four-year olds. It is an exciting experience with heat, 
motion, sound, and electricity. No prerequisites; empha-
sis is on concepts and comprehension through interactive 
learning. This course may be taken as PHY 310 with permis-
sion of instructor and department chair. Meets LAC out-
come: NWA1. 3 crs.

PHY 111 PHYSICS OF MEDICAL AND SPACE IMAGING 
This course explores the physics connecting the seemingly 
separate fields of medical imaging and remote space sens-
ing. One field looks inward at the unseen anatomy of the 
human body, while the other looks outward to distant plan-
ets. How is the inside of the human body studied without 
invasive surgery? How do spacecraft learn about our earth 
and other worlds? Topics include radio waves, microwaves, 
sonar and ultrasound, radiation, X-rays, basics of light, 
remote sensing, and principles of imaging. Meets LAC out-
come: NWA3. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

PHY 150 MODERN UNIVERSE: BLACKHOLES AND 
EINSTEIN AND QUANTA – OH MY! 
This course is for those who are curious about our modern 
understanding of the physical universe. Students will ex-
plore the realm of very small and very fast particles and see 
how the larger world is connected to the micro-universe 
of the atom. Students will examine the world around us at 
a variety of scales and speeds and see how strange ideas 
have emerged to explain the strange and intriguing realm 
of quantum phenomena. Meets Natural World Liberal Arts 
outcome: NWA1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

PHY 331 ACOUSTICS: HEARING, SPEAKING, PLAYING, 
SINGING 
This acoustics course explores the physics of sound and the 
physiology of hearing and how these combine in the mak-
ing of music. Emphasis is on understanding how sound is 
produced vocally and instrumentally. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWA1. 3 crs

EARTH SCIENCE 

AST 121 STELLAR ASTRONOMY 
This course is an introduction to stellar astronomy and 
explores such topics as red giants, black holes, white 
dwarfs, and cannibal galaxies. The fundamental objective 
is to investigate the lifestyles of the sun and other stars 
and explore galaxies, the colossal building blocks of the 
universe. This course provides the foundation to discuss 
NASA’s search for extraterrestrial intelligence. Sky observ-
ing weather permitting. This course may be taken as AST 
321 with permission of instructor and department chair. 
Meets LAC outcome: NWA5. 3 crs.

AST 122 COSMIC REAL ESTATE: A SURVEY OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM ASTRONOMY 
The nine major planets of the solar system and many satel-
lites are now seen as a remarkable collection of celestial 
bodies of unexpected variation. The course examines the 
workings of the solar system and the unique nature of each 
world within it. A comparison of these places is intended 
to enhance students’ appreciation of the planet Earth. Sky 
observing weather permitting. This course may be taken 
as AST 322 with permission of instructor and department 
chair. Meets LAC outcome, NWA1. 3 crs.

AST 135 OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY 
The intent of this course is to explore the methods astrono-
mers use to understand the universe. Students learn about 
light, telescopes, spectroscopy and photometry, as well 
as basic sky observing techniques that help them become 
more familiar with the celestial objects visible from the 
Pacific Northwest. Sky observing weather permitting. Meets 
LAC outcome: NWA5. Not taught every year. 3 crs. 

ATM 121 INTRODUCTION TO WEATHER AND CLIMATE 
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
Investigate the basic foundations of meteorology and cli-
mate science in order to better appreciate such issues as 
the greenhouse effect and long-term changes in weather 
patterns. The course first examines the structure of the 
atmosphere and the processes of weather, especially those 
peculiar to the Pacific Northwest. The course concludes 
with a look at climate in general before focusing on the is-
sue of climate change, forecasting and how to use meteoro-
logical data. The course is designed for the layperson. This 
course may be taken as ATM 321 with permission of instruc-
tor and department chair. Meets LAC outcome: NWA5. 3 crs.

GEO 150 PORTLAND ROCKS! EXPLORING THE 
GEOLOGY UNDER OUR FEET 
Portland sits on top of volcanoes, million year old rocks, 
lava flows, solid rock that used to be lightweight volcanic 
ash that blew in from Idaho. Learn about the forces of the 
earth have built up, torn down, and reshaped the land-
scapes of the area. Students will spend half the course 
“around the town” as they take part in engaging field ex-
periences in this introduction to local geology. Meets LAC 
outcome: NWA5. 3 crs.

GEO 351 EARTH HISTORY 
The earth is a dynamic, ever-changing planet. This course 
develops a comprehension of the main patterns of planetary 
evolution of both the physical earth and its life system. This 
image serves as a basis for the appreciation of the place 
of the human species and society within this greatest of 
stories. The course concentrates on the global dimensions 
of history although the Pacific Northwest receives special 
focus. Meets LAC outcome: NWA5. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs. 

OCE 110 A SURVEY OF OCEAN SCIENCE 
The oceans are an incredibly dynamic environmental sys-
tem. Explore the workings of this system and understand 
the nature and origin of the ocean basins, currents, and the 
form and behavior of life within. A major focus will be the 
marine biology and oceanography of the Oregon coast. Field 
experiences will be arranged at the first class meeting. Stu-
dents are required to attend a minimum of one field experi-
ence. This course may be taken as OCE 310 with permission 
of instructor and department chair. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWA5. 3 crs.
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LIFE SCIENCE

BIO 130 TIME OF THE TERRIBLE LIZARDS—AN 
INTRODUCTION TO DINOSAURS
Dinosaurs have fascinated us long before the term was 
coined. Pop culture has made dinosaur images recognizable 
to everyone. But what scientific evidence justifies this depic-
tion? In this course, delve into the defining characteristics 
of dinosaurs. Investigate fossilization, the major dinosaur 
groups, biology, and probable extinction causes. Students 
will investigate how authors, movie directors, and dinosaur 
hunters have shaped public perception and current scien-
tific knowledge. Meets LAC outcome: NWA4. Course not 
offered every year. 3 crs. 

BIO 152 VITAL VITTLES: SCIENCE IN THE KITCHEN 
This course explores the connections between food and 
disciplines such as botany, physics and chemistry. Students 
will see the kitchen as a science laboratory where food sci-
ence is translated into cook-friendly science. Assignments 
show origins of foods, their ingredients and how cooking 
changes what we eat—for good and bad. Appreciation of the 
underlying science will help unravel the mysteries of the art 
of cooking and spark student’s culinary imagination. Meets 
LAC outcome: NWA1. 3 crs. 

BIO 161 THE PHYSIOLOGY OF CONTROLLING STRESS 
AND TENSION 
This course explores the intimate workings of the human 
body and the human mind and examines how human beings 
think, eat, feel, and fight diseases, and how the nervous 
system and organs function. Students explore how the 
major systems of the body function under different circum-
stances, such as the conditions of stress and relaxation. 
Meets LAC outcome: NWB2. 3 crs.

BIO 164 HUMAN ANATOMY 
Your body is yours for life and this course is a brief owner’s 
guide. Using an engaging hands-on lecture format, sup-
ported by an optional lab, this course presents the fascinat-
ing facts and story of human anatomy. Students will explore 
the structures and the functions of the skeletal, muscular, 
nervous, circulatory, and respiratory systems. Lab activities 
occur within the course framework. A field trip to OHSU’s 
gross anatomy lab is planned but depends upon OHSU (Or-
egon Health Science University) resource availability. Meets 
LAC outcome: NWB2 or NWA1. 4 crs

BIO 165 ALTERNATIVES IN HEALTH AND HEALING 
This course explores how health and disease are defined on 
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual levels. Students 
examine the nature of the major healing systems cur-
rently in practice around the world. The course also looks 
at changes in the attitudes of Western medicine and at the 
newest scientific developments that have begun to blur the 
distinctions between orthodox and alternative medicine. 
Meets LAC outcome: NWB2. 3 crs.

BIO 167 NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE 
Eating well is recognized as a cardinal rule for health. In 
this course, students learn to evaluate nutritional advice 
for credibility. Current journal articles aid in the exploration 
of nutritional trends. Nutritional quality of food is empha-
sized. This course may be taken as BIO 367 with permission 
of instructor and department chair. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB4. 3 crs

BIO 337 ORNITHOLOGY 
Beyond human beings, birds are the most conspicuous 
animals on the planets. In this course, the primary focus 
is on birds as animals and why they behave the way they 
do. Secondly, the course develops the basic skills of bird 
observation; students become familiar with the common 
birds of the region in their habitat. Oregon’s diverse settings 
support a remarkable variety of birds; outings provide great 
firsthand experience. Meets LAC outcome: NWA2. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

BIO 340 NATIVE PLANTS 
The native plants of the Pacific Northwest are those that 
grew prior to human introduction of plants from distant 
places. They are living examples of evolution and adapta-
tion—changing to fit the conditions within the regional en-
vironment for thousands of years. Because of this survival 
track record, native plants have developed resistance to 
pests and diseases and thrive in our climate. How will they 
fare faced with new pressures from human development 
and climate change? This course will explore the botany of 
native plant species through engaging class meetings and 
fun field experiences. Meets LAC outcome: NWB2. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

ENV 310 PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
This course surveys major environmental issues that face 
society. The class examines human population growth, 
technological development, and ecological processes, then 
considers issues such as water quality, energy choices, 
waste management, and air pollution. This course empha-
sizes the gravity of today’s environmental challenges as 
well as the hope offered by potential solutions leading to-
ward ecological sustainability. Meets LAC outcome: NWB2. 
Course not offered every year. 4 crs.

ENV 319 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: A GLOBAL 
APPROACH 
Environmental problems and scarcities have resulted from 
global patterns of population increase, resource manage-
ment, energy consumption, and economic growth. Profound 
social consequences result: ethnic clashes, urban unrest, 
large-scale migrations, deepened poverty, weakened insti-
tutions, and civil violence throughout the world. This course 
explores sustainable development as an alternative to cur-
rent development policies. Students will review case studies 
from both developed and developing countries. Meets Natu-
ral World Liberal Arts outcome: NWB1. 3 crs.

ENV 320 POPULATION AND GLOBAL RESOURCES 
This course examines the social, economic, political, and 
environmental consequences of over-population in a global 
context. Three aspects of population change, namely fertil-
ity, mortality, and migration, represent a primary focus of 
study. Meets LAC outcome: NWB3. 3 crs. 

ENV 322 PRACTICAL FIELD METHODS 
Learn and practice basic techniques used to acquire and 
interpret environmental data that are important for evaluat-
ing the environmental health of groundwater, surface water, 
soil and air. Become acquainted with map and compass, 
GPS, and a variety of field-sampling equipment. Sharpen 
investigative skills and become familiar with regulations 
behind environmental sampling. Field experiences outside 
the course time will be arranged during the first meeting. 
Meets LAC outcome: NWA1. Not offered every year. 3 crs.
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ENV 326 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
This course is designed to introduce students to pollution 
hazards encountered in the home and work environments. It 
examines the nature of these pollutants and their physiolog-
ical impact. A common sense approach to decreasing one’s 
exposure is included. Meets LAC outcome: NWB4. 3 crs.

ENV 327 ENDANGERED SPECIES 
Giant pandas and bald eagles evoke strong emotional re-
sponses. This course examines the issue of endangered 
species, considering environmental, economic and political 
pressures. Explore the role that federal, state and local gov-
ernment agencies, non-government organizations, zoos and 
ordinary citizens all play in determining the future survival 
of many plant and animal species. A field trip to the Oregon 
Zoo emphasizes the urgency of intervention and the suc-
cess stories Meets LAC outcome: NWB3. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs.

ENV 328 ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS 
Modern science and technology give humans an ever-
increasing ability to significantly alter the biosphere. What 
lags behind is an appropriate set of ethics for guiding hu-
man actions in an ecologically sustainable way. This course 
explores traditional and emerging theories of environmental 
ethics, and provides intriguing case studies of key environ-
mental issues. Meets LAC outcome: NWB5. This course 
meets the WID (Writing in the Discipline) outcome. 3 crs. 

ENV 329 NEXT ECOLOGY: ENVIRONMENTALISM FOR 
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 
The old environmental movement seems to have lost its 
force. We are at a crucial moment of redefinition, and our 
class will participate in this extremely current search for 
more effective forms of eco-science and citizenship. We will 
talk to various leaders, research current movements and 
problems, and read widely in both creative and technical 
texts. The result could reshape your sense of nature and 
culture, and perhaps even your vocation. Meets LAC out-
come: NWB4. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

ENV 330 A SURVEY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
Environmental Education is a long-term and cross-cultural 
science and art of passing along information and insights 
about the natural world. The tradition of understanding 
our surroundings was originally for survival, but in today’s 
society it can be a link to strengthening our communities, 
our families, and our connection with place. Students will 
survey environmental education techniques, methodologies, 
and program models. Participants will learn skills and gain 
useful knowledge in program design, field techniques, field 
ethics, story telling, and methods to guide people in engag-
ing experiences in the out-of-doors. Meets Natural World 
Liberal Arts outcome: NWB1. Course not offered every year. 
3 crs.

ENV 331 INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY: BEING 
GREEN IN A BROWN WORLD
Living in a sustainable fashion means meeting our needs 
as well as ensuring that future generations can meet their 
needs. This course explores the environmental foundations 
of sustainable practices. How can individuals, communities 
and global societies become better stewards of the envi-
ronment and simultaneously stimulate development and 
improve quality of life? Meets Natural World Liberal Arts 
outcome: NWB1 or NWB5. 3 crs.

ENV 342 FOREST ECOLOGY 
The great forests of the Pacific Northwest represent a dozen 
distinctive forest types that contrast remarkably with tropical 
and other distant forests of Earth. The intent of this course 
is to investigate the rich forest diversity of the region from 
the fog-bound coast to the alpine parklands, and to compare 
these with other world forests. Students explore the fasci-
nating connections between all parts of the forest. Meets 
LAC outcome: NWB1. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

ENV 345 FRESHWATER ECOLOGY 
Pollution, siltation, diversion, and even a shifting climate 
are changing the aquatic environment. In this course, stu-
dents discover the nature of the intricate web of life and life 
processes within the aquatic ecosystem. The Pacific North-
west serves as a model of this world as the waters sustain 
a representative collection of creatures, from algae and 
mayflies to turtles and trout. Meets LAC outcome: NWB1. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

ENV 346 COASTAL ECOLOGY 
Life appears to have begun in the sea and when life moved 
to land, it brought the sea with it. The human ties with the 
ocean are immediate and profound. In this course students 
explore the Oregon coastal environment and focus on the 
ecology of the coastal wetlands, tide pools, and sand dunes. 
The class is also concerned with the culture of the coastal 
humans from that of Native Americans to modern-day de-
velopers and their land-use practices. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB1. 3 crs

ENV 349 WETLANDS ECOLOGY 
This course introduces students to the study of wetlands, 
the processes that sustain their form and character. Stu-
dents examine wetlands from inland marshes nearby in 
the Willamette Valley to estuaries along the Pacific shore. 
The jeopardy to this system and its value within itself and to 
society are issues of special concern. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB3. 3 crs. 

ENV 354 COLUMBIA: GREAT RIVER UNDER STRESS 
The Columbia River is both the subsistence and spiritual 
lifeline of the Pacific Northwest. Some of its uses, however, 
are in conflict and much of the region and its waters are 
degraded. To comprehend and appreciate these uses and 
abuses, the class first explores the geologic, climatic, and 
biologic nature of the river system. The group then looks at 
the prehistoric and historic human occupation of the region 
before analyzing the relationship of modern-day society with 
the river environment. Meets LAC outcome: NWB1. 3 crs.

ENV 358 GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 
In this course students study the link between the eco-
nomic activities and the health of their natural environment. 
Among issues to be discussed are the nature of ecosystems, 
renewable and non-renewable resources, carrying capacity 
and overpopulation, energy policies, industrialization, pol-
lution, and other environmental problems. Students survey 
environmentally sound resource management policies that 
can be applied throughout the world. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB4. 3 crs.
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ENV 361 GEOSYSTEMS: UNDERSTANDING OUR LIVING 
PLANET 
This course examines the Earth’s dynamic systems—its en-
ergy, air, water, weather, climate, soils, plants, ecosystems, 
and biomes. Analyze the worldwide impact of environmental 
events, bringing together many physical factors to create a 
complete picture of Earth system operations. By creating 
a holistic view of the planet and its dynamics, this course 
helps the student to grasp a better understanding of the 
human-Earth relations. Meets LAC outcome: NWA3. 3 crs.

ENV 366 ENVIRONMENTAL WRITING 
The pen is mightier than the sword, as the saying goes. 
Writing is one of the most powerful tools there is for 
cajoling people into caring about the human species’ re-
lationship with the rest of creation. This course surveys 
the enormous variety in forms for serious environmental 
writing, from journalism, poetry, or academic discourse to 
environmental impact statements. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB4 or HCD6. 3 crs.

ENV 373 INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
MEDIATION 
This course examines issues and trends in the ongoing 
struggle for environmental protection, including polariza-
tion of positions, effect of media, and loss of message. A 
cross section of case histories provides illustration. Learn 
how to reverse the tide by recognizing your own responses 
to conflict, researching positive action in the field, refram-
ing positions, creating strategic alliances, collaborating, 
and mediating. Meets LAC outcome: NWB1. 3 crs.

ENV 380 TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, AND ENVIRONMENT 
This course provides a lively historical survey of the rela-
tionship between technology, society, and environmental 
quality. Students examine the evolving interactions between 
people and their technologies from the stone tools of the 
Paleolithic era to the microchips of today’s Information 
Revolution and the resulting impacts on the natural envi-
ronment. Meets LAC outcome: NWB3. Course not offered 
every year. 3 crs. 

ENV 425 STARTING A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 
This course is for those who would like to lead social causes, 
engage in these causes professionally, and make a last-
ing difference in their communities. By creating a nonprofit 
organization based on an environmental model students will 
explore the basics and value of nonprofit organizations. The 
process and structure can be used for other topic areas as 
well. This class is designed to help produce Executive Direc-
tors in the nonprofit arena and is particularly relevant to 
science and business majors as well as anyone who wants to 
effectively manage a nonprofit group. Meets LAC outcome: 
NWB1. Can be taken for graduate credit through the MAIS 
program. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

ENV 490 RESEARCH PROJECT IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE 
A personal research project in a specialty topic of environ-
mental science. Variable credit. 

ENV 494 INTERNSHIP IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
Orientation and completion of an Internship Registration 
form are required for registration. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. Variable credit. 

ENV 495 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE 
Variable credit. 

MATHEMATICS COURSES

MTH 101 SURVEY OF MATHEMATICS 
In this course, students gain a new and exciting apprecia-
tion of math applications in everyday life. The experience is 
designed to overcome the psychological blockades to math-
ematics and encourage further education in mathematics-
related areas. This course concentrates on mathematical 
operations, building confidence and gaining facility in using 
mathematics. The curriculum in one term reviews basic 
mathematics skills through an introduction to algebra. 3 crs.

MTH 102 SURVEY OF ALGEBRA 
This course continues the exploration of math as begun 
in Survey of Mathematics with an emphasis on elemen-
tary algebra. This class focuses on problem solving using 
algebraic equations, simple graphing, ratio/proportions, 
percentages and geometry. This course serves as prepara-
tion for future algebra classes. Meets Life & Learning Skills 
Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD1. 3 crs.

MTH 105 EVERYDAY MATH 
Consumers are challenged to master new skills and tech-
niques in the manipulation of numbers. This mastery is 
made painless in this course, as students gain proficiency 
in the use of the handheld calculator as a primary tool in 
solving problems. While reviewing basic arithmetic, simple 
algebra, interests, percentages, and ratios, participants are 
helped to overcome math and calculator anxiety. Meets Life 
& Learning Skills Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD1. 3 crs.

MTH 108 SYMMETRY, SHAPE AND SPACE 
This is a mathematics course for students who want to ex-
pand their knowledge of geometry in an exploration-orient-
ed, studio-driven course. Topics include: the Golden Ratio, 
Tilings, the fourth dimension, perspective and illusions. 
Algebraic and trigonometric tools that help explore and un-
derstand geometric relationships are developed. Meets Life 
& Learning Skills Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD1. 3 crs.

MTH 111 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
Students are presented with a thorough study of the ideas 
and techniques of algebra. Students should have a concise 
and clear understanding of basic algebra. The class devel-
ops skills in the manipulation of polynomial and rational 
expressions and the solution of linear and quadratic equa-
tions. The course is ideal for students planning to study 
statistics and economics or for those preparing for pre-
calculus mathematics. Meets Life & Learning Skills Liberal 
Arts Core outcome: LLD2. 3 crs.

MTH 201 MATH SKILLS FOR SCIENTISTS 
All science majors are required to take this course or test 
out. Students explore a variety of technical and practical 
mathematical skills used in science research, analysis and 
education. Topics include real-world applications of statis-
tics, data analysis, curve fitting, graphing, quantity estima-
tion and using tools such as Excel and graphing calculators. 
Prerequisite: MTH 102 or similar or higher, or instructor’s 
permission. Meets Life & Learning Skills Liberal Arts Core 
outcome: LLD1. 3 crs.
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MTH 213 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
This course is intended to take students to mastery level 
of algebra. After a review of basic algebra, students extend 
their understanding of functions and systems of equations. 
The course then introduces and explores the concepts of 
sequences, series, permutations, and combinations. A 
primary outcome: is to demonstrate the application of alge-
bra in the areas of business, science, and other disciplines. 
Prerequisite: MTH 111 or equivalent or permission of the 
instructor. Meets Life & Learning Skills Liberal Arts Core 
outcome: LLD2. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

MTH 241 BASIC APPLIED CALCULUS 
This course enables students to develop an understanding 
of the methods of calculus and the significance of this pow-
erful tool in the solution of complex problems of today. After 
a review of pre-calculus, the survey introduces modeling 
and problem solving that depend on the concept of limits. 
Students explore the fundamental theorem of calculus and 
the concepts of differential and integral calculus in practi-
cal applications. Prerequisite: MTH 213 or equivalent or 
permission of the instructor. Meets Life & Learning Skills 
Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD3. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs. 

MTH 251 BASIC STATISTICS 
This class introduces students to the fundamental methods 
of statistics in the collection, organization, presentation, 
and analysis of numerical data. It demonstrates the applica-
tion of statistics to many problems such as designing ex-
periments, making decisions, and the significance of trends. 
The intent is to underscore the importance of statistics in a 
variety of contexts and in a manner that is both stimulating 
and comfortable. Prerequisite: MTH 111 or equivalent or 
permission of the instructor. Meets Life & Learning Skills 
Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD4. 3 crs.

MTH 305 REAL-WORLD MATH APPLICATIONS 
Because virtually every business situation involves num-
bers, it follows that business professionals should be num-
bers-proficient. Mathematical topics will focus principally 
on the theory of the time-value of money and will include 
the calculation of amortization schedules, internal rates 
of return, net present value, financial ratios and forecast-
ing. The course will also include a review of algebraic skills 
and graphing as applied to business settings. The Hewlett 
Packard HP 10b II, or a calculator with financial functions is 
recommended for this course. Meets Life & Learning Skills 
Liberal Arts Core outcome: LLD1. 3 crs.

MTH 377 THE POWER OF THOUGHT: AN 
APPRECIATION OF MATHEMATICS 
This course is not intended to teach a mathematics tech-
nique but instead addresses the question: “What is math-
ematics?” Here, mathematics is viewed as an excellent way 
to help people read critically, identify fallacies, detect bias, 
assess risk, and suggest alternatives. The course helps im-
prove thinking skills and build confidence in the art of clear 
communication. Meets Life & Learning Skills Liberal Arts 
Core outcome: LLD5. 3 crs.

Department of Science and Mathematics
Marylhurst University
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Marylhurst University

Graduate Study
Marylhurst University provides a diverse range of innovative 
graduate programs with small, seminar-style classes taught 
evenings, days, weekends, and online. The following degrees 
are offered: 
Master of Arts in Applied Theology, 
Master of Arts in Art Therapy Counseling, 
Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies, 
Master of Arts in Teaching, 
Master of Business Administration,
MBA in Sustainable Business,
Master of Divinity,
and Master of Education. 

Graduate College  
Mission Statement
The mission of the Graduate College is to ensure academic 
excellence, encourage the development of quality and inno-
vative graduate programs, advocate for graduate programs 
within the Marylhurst community, and promote the visibility 
of Marylhurst graduate programs in the larger community.

Graduate ProGram information
Graduate Admissions  .................................................page 149

Graduate Application Requirements ..........................page 149

Graduation Requirements for Graduate Degrees ......page 151

Graduate Transfer Policy ............................................page 151

Graduate Department of Art Therapy Counseling .....page 152
 M.A. in Art Therapy Counseling, page 154
 Certificate Programs, page 154
      Art Therapy
      Counseling

Graduate Department of Business Studies ................page 161 
 MBA Program, page 163
 MBA/Sustainable Business, page 168
 Accelerated Online Programs
      MBA, page 172
      MBA/Sustainable Business, page 176
      Sustainable Certificate Programs, page 178
            Post-Baccalaureate
            Post-Graduate

Graduate Department of Education............................page 182
 M.A. in Teaching (MAT), page 183
 Master of Education (M.Ed.), page 184
 Teacher Leadership Certificate, page 185
 Endorsement Programs, page 185
      ESOL
      Reading

Graduate Department of Interdisciplinary Studies ....page 190
 M.A. in Interdisciplinary Studies (MAIS), page 191
 Gerontology Certificate, page 192

Graduate Department of Religious Studies................page 197
 M.A. in Applied Theology (MAAT), page 199
 Master of Divinity (M.Div.), page 202
 Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.), page 210
 Certificate Programs
  Pastoral Care, page 198
  Theological Studies, page 203
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Marylhurst University
Policies
Director of Admissions: Christopher Sweet 
Registrar: Gwen Hyatt

Graduate admiSSion ProcedureS and 
deadlineS
Admission procedures and requirements are designed to give 
students the opportunity to demonstrate the skills and pre-
requisite knowledge required to be successful in achieving a 
graduate level degree. In preparing your application for ad-
mission, be aware that some graduate programs operate as 
a cohort with one start time annually and others accept appli-
cations year round, with four enrollment start times annually. 

Applicants must submit all application materials by the 
deadline established by the individual graduate program in 
order to provide time for department application review, and 
ensure admitted students have sufficient time to prepare for 
coursework. In the pages to follow, each program will list 
admission deadlines and requirements .

General Graduate aPPlication 
reQuirementS
Individuals applying for admission to graduate programs at 
Marylhurst University must hold a baccalaureate degree from 
a regionally accredited institution and demonstrate satisfac-
tory academic achievement. Students whose undergraduate 
GPA falls below 3.00 may be asked to show additional evi-
dence of necessary preparation for graduate work.

Presenting all previous college coursework aids depart-
ments in the admission process; however, some departments 
will accept transcripts showing a conferred undergraduate 
degree with a minimum of 90 quarter credits (60 semester 
credits) of coursework. Official transcripts should be sent 
for any graduate coursework where credit has been earned. 
Please consult the Office of Admissions for details on tran-
script requirements for your program. 

All students applying to graduate degree programs at 
Marylhurst University must submit:
• A completed Graduate Application for Admission form.
• A non-refundable graduate application fee of $50
• Official, sealed transcripts documenting a conferred 

baccalaureate degree and previous graduate college or 
university work.

• Applicants born on or after January 1, 1957, planning to 
take 9 or more credits on campus per term, must provide 
proof of measles immunization.

• Additional documentation or testing required by the 
individual program (Please consult the Catalog section for 
specific department requirements, or contact the Office of 
Admissions.)

Proof of enGliSh Proficiency 
Any applicants whose native language is not English must 
provide proof of language proficiency through one of the fol-
lowing: 
– IELTS test score of 6.5
– a TOEFL score of 79 iBT or higher
– a PTE score of 53 or higher 
– a passing score on standardized English placement tests 

through Pacific International Academy (PIA) upon arrival in 
the United States

– completion of the Marylhurst Language Foundation 
program with a 2.50 GPA or higher

– transcripts showing completion of a degree or successful 
completion of two college-level English Writing classes 
from a regionally accredited U.S. institution. 

admiSSion of international Graduate StudentS
International students are those applicants who plan to 
study on campus in the U.S. using the F-1 Non-immigrant 
Student Visa. Students are subject to the rules and regula-
tions of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Student 
and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP). SEVP regulations 
require that students enroll for full-time study (9 credits at 
the graduate level) to ensure normal progress in completing 
their degree program on time. This requires sufficient funds 
or sponsorship to pay for the student’s education and living 
expenses throughout their program of study. International 
students are encouraged to contact the International Admis-
sions Counselor if you have any questions before you apply.

To apply, international students must submit:
• A completed and signed International Student Graduate 

Application form
• The Graduate department application
• Non-refundable graduate application fee of $50.00 in U.S. 

currency.
• Proof of receiving the equivalent of a U.S. regionally 

accredited bachelor’s degree.
• Official documentation of completed college level 

coursework. 
o Foreign credit: Please see Applicants with Foreign 

Transcripts section for details on proper submission 
of foreign transcripts and transcript evaluation service 
providers.

o U.S. college credit: sealed, official transcripts from all 
colleges and universities attended

• Applicants whose native language is not English must 
provide proof of English proficiency. (See section: Proof of 
English Language Proficiency.)

• International Student Declaration of Finances form (found in 
the international application packet) and an original bank 
statement or letter showing sufficient funds in U.S. dollars 
to cover tuition, fees, and living expenses for at least the 
first year of study (NOTE: The Declaration of Finances form 
and bank document should be submitted no more than 6 
months prior to the planned program start date.)

• Applicants born on or after January 1, 1957, proof of two 
doses of measles immunization or complete the Marylhurst 
University Certificate of Immunization form.

•  The SEVIS Transfer Release form from your current 
institution if you plan to transfer from any college or school 
in the United States. 

• Additional documentation or testing required by the 
individual program (Please consult the Catalog section for 
specific department requirements, or contact the Office of 
Admissions.)
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Graduate tranSfer Policy
A request for transfer credit must be filed with the Office of 
Admissions for approval. Transferable credits are graduate 
credits graded A or B received from regionally accredited 
graduate degree programs. The transferable credit approval 
and maximum transfer credit accepted toward an advanced 
degree at Marylhurst University is determined by departmen-
tal review. See transfer guidelines for each department.

marylhurSt Graduate credit earned Prior to 
admiSSion
Graduate credit earned at Marylhurst University and not ap-
plied toward an undergraduate degree may be applied toward 
a graduate degree upon admission, subject to department 
policies. Graduate credit will not be granted retroactively for 
a 400-level course for which graduate credit was not desig-
nated during the term of original registration. 

aPPlicantS with foreiGn tranScriPtS 
Graduate applicants with an undergraduate degree from 
a foreign institution must obtain a professional transcript 
evaluation showing degree equivalency to a regionally-
accredited U.S. degree and GPA on a 4-point scale. To apply 
credit earned at a foreign institution to a graduate degree, 
or demonstrate that prerequisite undergraduate courses 
were met, a student must obtain a course-by-course tran-
script evaluation which are ordered by students at their own 
expense. Marylhurst requires that students obtain the evalu-
ation either through Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc. 
(ECE) or World Education Services, Inc. (WES). The Office of 
Admissions can provide guidance on the process for obtain-
ing such evaluations.

admiSSion deciSion and notification
The application for admission and all other documents re-
quired for admission consideration must be submitted to the 
Office of Admissions. Upon completion of the application file 
as outlined by the graduate department, application files are 
reviewed individually by the graduate department. Applicants 
are notified of the admission decision by letter. Applicants 
may adjust the term for which they are applying by contacting 
the Office of Admissions. 

Applications not completed by the first day of the term 
for which they are applying will be canceled. Students who 
choose not to complete their application for admissions 
may request to have their application canceled at any time. 
Application files are held for three years. A former applicant 
seeking admission at a later date must reapply for admission.

activatinG admiSSion throuGh enrollment
Students are eligible to enroll in classes for the term they are 
admitted to as indicated on their application. (NOTE: Students 
are permitted a maximum of five years to complete their pro-
gram based on the first term of enrollment.) Students who do 
not begin their coursework in the term they are admitted to, 
and fail to defer admission with the Office of Admissions, will 
have their admission to the university and graduate program 
canceled. Students must re-apply for admission and be ad-
mitted before being permitted to register for courses. 

Students who elect not to attend Marylhurst after an offer 
of admission has been extended should notify the Office of 
Admissions that they are not accepting the offer of admis-
sion. 

deferrinG admiSSion
Admitted students may make a request to the Office of Ad-
missions to defer their start term up to one year from the 
initial term to which they were admitted without needing to 
reapply. Department approval is required. 

conditional admiSSion
Departments have the right to accept students conditionally 
if, in the judgment of the chair, there is sufficient evidence 
of ability, but prerequisite coursework at the undergraduate 
level is lacking. After satisfying specific additional require-
ments, and upon departmental recommendation, persons 
admitted conditionally may become regular graduate degree 
students.

admiSSion on Probation 
Students who do not meet minimum admissions require-
ments may be granted probationary admissions by the gradu-
ate department chair. Students will be notified in writing of 
probationary status. Students on probation may have their 
registration restricted and/or monitored by the department. 
Removal of probationary status is at the discretion of the 
department and will be outlined in the student’s Admission 
on Probation letter. 

re-admiSSion
Students must re-apply for admission under the following 
circumstances
• the application was canceled
• the student did not enroll to activate admission and did not 

defer admission

When re-applying, students will be required to submit
• a Graduate Application form and fee ($50)
• any admissions requirements not already on file according 

to requirements in the current Catalog

Any holds showing on a Marylhurst student record must 
be cleared before readmission to the university will be 
considered. Marylhurst transcripts will also be reviewed for 
successful academic progress. Unsuccessful academic 
progress at Marylhurst could result in an admission on pro-
bation or denial of re-admission.

tuition and feeS
For more information, see pages 11-12 of this Catalog.

academic PolicieS
For more information, see pages 13-19 of this Catalog.

reGiStration and recordS
For more information, see pages 16-19 of this Catalog.
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Graduation reQuirementS for Graduate 
deGreeS

Graduate deGree reQuirementS
The graduate degree requirements apply to all graduate 
degrees. Credit values refer to quarter credits.

To earn a graduate degree, a student must fulfill the fol-
lowing requirements:
• Complete all requirements of the graduate program and 

any concentrations.
• Earn a cumulative 3.00 GPA in all coursework taken at 

Marylhurst. 
Individual departments may restrict the number of Pass/

No Pass (P/NP) courses in the degree.

concentrationS
A concentration allows focused study within the graduate 
program. Courses and requirements for concentrations are 
outlined under each academic department.

certificateS reQuirementS
To earn a post-baccalaureate or graduate certificate, a stu-
dent must fulfill the following requirements:
• Complete all requirements listed under the academic 

department offering the certificate.
• Complete a minimum of 9 residency credits (credits taken 

at Marylhurst University) in the certificate coursework.
• Earn a 3.00 GPA or higher in all certificate coursework 

taken at Marylhurst.
Credits taken toward the certificate may also be applied 
toward requirements in the major.

cataloG and deGree comPletion
Students graduate according to the degree requirements of 
the Catalog in effect the term to which they were admitted to a 
degree or certificate program.

A student may choose to graduate under a later Catalog 
by filing a request with the Office of the Registrar. All degree 
requirements are changed to align with the later Catalog. 
Changes to an earlier Catalog are not permitted. A change of 
program will automatically result in a change of Catalog. if 
any requested major or concentration, or some combination 
thereof, is not available in the student's current Catalog.

Graduate students are permitted a maximum of five years 
from the term for which they were admitted to complete a 
degree or certificate program to complete all degree require-
ments. If degree requirements are not completed within that 
time, a student must reapply for admission to the University, 
and degree requirements will be redefined according to the 
Catalog in effect when the student is readmitted. Changing to 
a later Catalog does not affect the degree-completion period.

In exceptional circumstances, the degree completion 
period may be extended by a maximum of one year at the 
discretion of the Provost. Such extensions are generally 
granted only when graduating under a later Catalog would 
cause a significant change in the degree requirements and 
the student has a clear plan for completing all outstanding 
requirements within one year.

aPPlyinG to Graduate
Degrees and certificates are awarded four times a year on the 
last day of each term. Students completing all requirements 
for a degree or certificate program must submit an 
application to the Office of the Registrar in order for the 
degree or certificate to be awarded. Details and deadlines for 
applying are published on the University Web site at  
www.marylhurst.edu/graduation/. 

commencement ceremony
Marylhurst University holds one annual Commencement 
ceremony in June. Graduates who completed their degrees in 
the previous fall or winter terms and students who have ap-
plied to graduate in the spring or summer terms are eligible 
to participate. Students graduating from programs requiring a 
clinical internship are also eligible if they have completed all 
coursework and have secured an internship agreement by the 
end of spring term. The ceremony honors the achievement 
of students who have completed degree programs: no formal 
ceremony is offered for students completing certificates.

other ServiceS

financial aid. 
For complete information on applying for and receiving 
financial aid see the University Web site at www.marylhurst.
edu/financialaid or review the Financial Aid Handbook. 
Available on the University Web site at  
www.marylhurst.edu/financialaid/.

Student reSourceS.  
Includes Advising Center, Career Services, Accessibility and 
Disability Services, Veterans Resources, Marylhurst Writing 
Center, Math Resource Center, University Ministry, Student 
Handbook. See pages 20-23. 

Shoen library. 
See page 24.
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Art Therapy is a rapidly growing counseling 
discipline that was first used with children and 
adults experiencing severe mental illnesses. Today, 
it is a widely accepted therapeutic approach that is 
recognized as effective with a broader range of clients. 
Practitioners integrate their experience with authentic 
art expression, the visual language and the creative 
process with in-depth studies of psychotherapy/
counseling and knowledge of current evidence based 
practice. The program at Marylhurst University was 
established in 1986 and has been continuously 
approved by the American Art Therapy Association 
since 1991.

THE PURPOSE OF THE MASTER OF ARTS IN ART 
THERAPY COUNSELING DEGREE
The purpose of the program is to prepare students to as-
sume roles as professional mental health practitioners. 
Students arrive at an understanding of the therapeutic 
application of the creative process within clinical practice. 
They are prepared to conduct assessment/diagnosis and 
to facilitate individual, group and family therapy. The cur-
riculum integrates art therapy studies with counselling/
psychology coursework leading graduates towards the 
option of dual credentialing. The first 3 quarters consist of 
sequential coursework and fieldwork. The final year is pri-
marily devoted to practicum, a studio class and a research 
project. The student completes 720 hours of work within a 
clinical setting during the practicum year. The setting may 
serve children, adolescents, adults or a combination of age 
groups. Students are encouraged to remain engaged with 
their own art-making throughout their studies as a means 
of self care.

The program serves the community beyond the campus, 
in the advancement of understanding and professional 
implementation of art therapy counseling. 

Department of Art Therapy Counseling
A Clinical Training Program
Chair: Christine Turner, MS, ATR-BC, LPC, NCC

PROGRAM OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Certificate

Art Therapy Counseling
--Art Therapy
--Counseling

M.A.
•
•

CAREER PATHS
Professional Art Therapist/Counselors are thoroughly 
trained in traditional and contemporary theories and ap-
proaches to psychotherapy. Graduates can earn credentials 
as board certified art therapists and as nationally board 
certified counselors. The program meets the educational 
requirements for licensure as a professional counselor in 
Oregon.

The majority of graduates are employed as team mem-
bers in facilities that include community mental health 
agencies, psychiatric hospitals, therapeutic schools, and 
day and residential treatment programs for clients with 
mental illnesses.

Some graduates have chosen to work within residences 
or day programs serving persons with memory problems, 
others have found employment within correctional settings. 

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students completing the masters degree will demonstrate 
entry level professional understanding of counseling/art 
therapy theories, and competence in practical application of 
these theories within clinical settings. 
They will be able to:
1. Understand and integrate contemporary theories from 

the fields of counseling, psychology and art therapy.
2. Demonstrate excellence in scholarship.
3. Demonstrate the ability to assess clients’ strengths and 

problems in multiple domains of functioning.
4. Competently apply their studies in psychopathology, 

testing and diagnostic appraisal.
5. Develop theoretically sound clinical treatment plans and 

goals based upon developmental theories, clients’ age, 
diagnosis, functional abilities and the treatment setting.

6. Demonstrate appropriate verbal counseling skills with 
individuals and groups.

7. Demonstrate advanced level skills in integrating, media 
and creative processes in assessment and treatment. 

8. Demonstrate understanding of, and sensitivity to, 
diverse cultural backgrounds and values. Present self in 
a way that communicates respect of these factors. 

9. Demonstrate familiarity with historical and 
contemporary research in the fields of counselling and 
art therapy. Graduates will have designed and carried 
out a research project in an area of interest.

10. Recognize ethical dilemmas in professional practice and 
know the appropriate steps to take in working towards 
resolution in a responsible and conscientious way.
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11. Show evidence of a high level of self awareness, ethics 
and professionalism in communicating with clients, other 
practitioners, supervisors and the broader community. 
Students will act in accordance with the highest 
standards of professional integrity and competence 
avoiding even any appearance of impropriety while 
working and when in the community at large. 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
Applications for fall admission are requested by January 31 
during the preceding winter quarter. Later applications may 
be submitted. Applicants are asked to inform the depart-
ment of their intention to apply. The admissions commit-
tee is seeking applicants with human services experience, 
well-developed art skills, academic competence, and the 
personality attributes and interpersonal skills that indicate 
aptitude for the profession.

PREREquISITES FOR ADMISSION
1. Bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited college or 

university.
2. Proficiency in the visual arts as demonstrated by a 

portfolio of work in painting, drawing, and sculpture. 
Minimum visual arts credits required to be considered for 
admission are 27, with the preferred distribution being: 
Painting, 9 credits; Drawing, 9 credits; Sculpture, 9 credits. 
Credits are calculated on the quarter system.

3. Minimum psychology credits required to be considered 
for admission are 18, including: 6 credits in general 
psychology, which can be taken at the lower-division 
level. The following courses are to be taken at the upper-
division level: Psychology of Personality, Developmental 
Psychology, Abnormal Psychology, and Counseling 
Theories/Strategies. Letter grades are requested.

  Students who believe they have equivalent coursework 
or wish to make substitutions are encouraged to consult an 
advisor within the Art Therapy Counseling program. 

  Applicants who have not met the prerequisites at the 
time of application must express the intention and have a 
written plan to meet the prerequisites prior to entrance 
into the program.

4. Evidence of ability to do graduate work as indicated by:
a. Minimum of 3.00 cumulative point average on 

applicant’s undergraduate transcripts, and
b. Miller Analogies Test result. 

5. Supervised experience working with people, preferably in a 
human services agency. Volunteer work is acceptable.

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS
Materials to be sent to the Office of Admissions are:
1. The online application form
2. The Art Therapy Counseling program application form 

with recent photo attached.
3. Non-refundable application fee.
5. Sealed official transcripts from all colleges/universities 

attended.
6. A chronological résumé.
5. A brief autobiography - 4 pages maximum.
7. A slide portfolio or disk with examples of art - painting, 

drawing, sculpture.
8. Three confidential recommendations in sealed 

envelopes, signed by the recommender across the seal.

9. A six-page paper, typed and double-spaced, briefly 
describing:
a. applicant’s view of what the practice of art therapy is 

all about.
b. notable aspects of applicant’s work-related 

experiences and career development.
c. why applicant has chosen to pursue art therapy 

counseling as a career.
d. applicant’s professional objectives in seeking 

admission including goals for using the education.
e. applicant’s present personality strengths and 

weaknesses that would have impact upon her/his 
functioning as a graduate student and as an art 
therapy counseling practitioner.

f. applicant’s reasons for selecting the Marylhurst 
program.

10.  Response to an assigned clinical vignette.
11. Miller Analogies Test score, which should be sent 

directly to the Office of Admissions, Marylhurst 
University.

Applicants who are admitted will be asked to send a $200 
deposit to secure a place within the program. The deposit is 
non-refundable, and will be applied to fees during fall term.

PREPARATORY UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Marylhurst University offers prospective art therapy coun-
seling graduate students several undergraduate degree 
programs that include the prerequisite classes. Contact the 
undergraduate department for information

Bachelor of Arts in Art 
• 80 crs. in art, including at least 9 crs. in each of the 

following: painting, drawing, & sculpture.
• 18 crs. in psychology including 6 crs. of general 

psychology, PSY 334 Personality Theory, PSY 336 Abnormal 
Psychology, PSY 328 Developmental Psychology, & PSY 362 
Counseling Theories & Strategies: Level One.

• 5 crs. in Art Therapy elective classes, including AT 475 
Introduction to Art Therapy Workshop, 1 cr.

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 
• 61 crs. in psychology, including PSY 334 Personality Theory, 

PSY 336 Abnormal Psychology, PSY 328 Developmental 
Psychology, & PSY 362 Counseling Theories & Strategies: 
Level One.

• 27 crs. in art, including 9 crs. in painting, 9 crs. in drawing, 
& 9 crs. in sculpture.

• 5 crs. in Art Therapy elective classes, including AT 475 
Introduction to Art Therapy Workshop, 1 cr.

Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies 
Students in this program focus their studies in the areas of 

art and psychology. They complete:
• a minimum of 27 crs. in art, including 9 crs. in painting, 9 

crs. in drawing, and 9 crs. in sculpture.
• 18 crs. in psychology, including 6 crs. of general 

psychology, PSY 334 Personality Theory, PSY 336 Abnormal 
Psychology, PSY 328 Developmental Psychology, & PSY 362 
Counseling Theories & Strategies: Level One.

• 5 crs. in Art Therapy elective classes, including AT 475 
Introduction to Art Therapy Workshop, 1 cr.
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OPPORTuNITIES FOR NON-ADMITTED STuDENTS
The Marylhurst Art Therapy Counseling program offers 
some classes and workshops in art therapy counseling that 
are open to students who are not formally admitted to the 
M.A. program. Art therapy counseling training can ben-
efit counselors, teachers, occupational and rehabilitation 
therapists, psychologists, nurses, and others in the human 
services professions. 

CONTINuING EDuCATION uNITS
The Marylhurst University Art Therapy Counseling program 
is recognized by the National Board for Certified Counsel-
ors (NBCC) to offer continuing education for counselors. 
Marylhurst adheres to NBCC Continuing Education Guide-
lines. Elective courses for Continuing Education Units 
(CEUs) are noted with the course descriptions in the Elec-
tives section following.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Up to twelve credits may be applied towards the degree 
subject to approval by the department chairperson.

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATE IN COUNSELING
This certificate is designed for professional art therapists 
pursuing some of the courses required for licensure in 
Oregon as a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC).
Certificate students build knowledge in specific areas of 
counseling. 

LEARNING OuTCOMES FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN 
COuNSELING:
1. Understand and integrate contemporary theories from the 

fields of counseling, psychology and art therapy.
2. Demonstrate excellence in scholarship.
3. Competently apply their studies in psychopathology, testing 

and diagnostic appraisal.
4. Demonstrate understanding of, and sensitivity to, diverse 

cultural backgrounds and values. Present self in a way that 
communicates respect of these factors. 

5. Demonstrate familiarity with historical and contemporary 
research in the fields of counseling and art therapy. 
Graduates will have designed and carried out a research 
project in an area of interest.

6. Recognize ethical dilemmas in professional practice and 
know the appropriate steps to take in working towards 
resolution in a responsible and conscientious way.
Formal application must be made to participate in this 

certificate program; however, AT 501, AT 503, and AT 505 
may be taken without admission to the certificate pro-
gram, with permission of the Department Chairperson. 
A master’s degree is required. Applicants are required to 
submit a certificate program application with the non-
refundable fee, three letters of reference, a statement 
of intent, a résumé, and transcripts verifying completion 
of an M.A. degree in Art Therapy Counseling or closely 
related clinical field, including a four-credit graduate-level 
course in psychopathology. Those with a Master of Arts in 
Art Therapy from Marylhurst University need only submit 
a certificate program application with the non-refundable 
fee, a résumé, and a letter requesting admission to the 
certificate program.

Course Requirements for Post-Graduate Certificate in 
Counseling
AT 501 Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy..................3 crs.
AT 503 Social & Cultural Foundations of Counseling ...........3 crs.
AT 504 Diagnostic Appraisal & Testing ..................................4 crs.
AT 505 Lifestyle & Career Development ................................3 crs.
AT 507 Research Methods, Development, & Evaluation .......3 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation & Ethics .............................4 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 20 crs.

POST-GRADuATE CERTIFICATE IN ART THERAPY
This certificate is designed for applicants with a master’s 

or doctoral degree in a related field such as counseling, 
psychology, or social work who are not seeking a second 
master’s degree, but are seeking professional preparation 
in art therapy. 

Art therapy certificate students have completed course-
work and have demonstrated competency in the areas of: 
Theories of counseling, social and cultural foundations of 
counseling, diagnostic appraisal and testing, career coun-
seling, research and ethics. These knowledge areas are 
integrated with new learning within the Certificate Program. 

Learning outcomes, admission procedures, and prerequi-
site courses are the same for certificate and master’s degree 
applicants. Certificate students take core art therapy courses 
(62 credits). The practicum entails 720 hours. 

An Art Therapy Program advisor assists the certificate 
student to develop a program plan, and in some cases, 
previously earned credits may be transferred and applied 
towards the certificate, thereby reducing the number of 
required classes. 

Course Requirements for the Post-Graduate Certificate 
in Art Therapy
AT 510 Introduction to Art Therapy ........................................3 crs.
AT 511 Helping Relationship: Counseling/AT Technique ......4 crs.
AT 512 Child Development, Psychopathology, 
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 513 Psychopathology ........................................................4 crs.
AT 530 Clinical Assessment by Graphic Means .....................4 crs.
AT 521 Clinical Practice: Counseling Skills in AT Practice ...3 crs.
AT 522 Adolescent & Young Adult Development, 

Psychopathology, & Art Therapy/Counseling ..................4 crs.
AT 524 Cross-Cultural Counseling & Art Therapy ................2 crs.
AT 539 Prof. Orientation & Ethics, Pre-Practicum Seminar .4 crs.
AT 520 Group Dynamics, Processes, Counseling, 
 & Art Therapy ...................................................................4 crs.
AT 531 Professional & Clinical Practices in Art Therapy/

Counseling ........................................................................4 crs.
AT 532 Adult Development, Psychopathology, 
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
SECOND YEAR
AT 599-1/ 599-2/ 599-3 Practicum/Seminar 1, 2, 3..............18 crs
  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 62 crs.
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ART THERAPY CURRICULUM
The two-year Marylhurst M.A. in Art Therapy Counsel-
ing degree has a 90-credit curriculum. Students enter 
the program during fall term and those who are full time 
may graduate within 21 months. The program may also be 
completed on a part-time schedule. Eighty-five credits are 
obtained from core courses and the practicum. Five credits 
are electives. Elective courses and workshops are offered 
during evenings and weekends, including summer terms.

Course Requirements for the M.A. Degree in Art 
Therapy Counseling
AT 501 Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy..................3 crs.
AT 503 Social & Cultural Foundations of Counseling ...........3 crs.
AT 504 Diagnostic Appraisal & Testing ..................................4 crs.
AT 505 Lifestyle & Career Development ................................3 crs.
AT 507 Research Methods, Development, & Evaluation .......3 crs.
AT 510 Introduction to Art Therapy ........................................3 crs.
AT 511 Helping Relationship: Counseling/AT Technique ......4 crs.
AT 512 Child Dev./Psychopathology/Art Therapy/Counseling ....4 crs.
AT 513 Psychopathology ........................................................4 crs.
AT 520 Grp. Dynamics/Processes/Counseling/Art Therapy ....4 crs.
AT 521 Clinical Practice: Counseling Skills
 in Art Therapy Practice ....................................................3 crs.
AT 522 Adolescent & Young Adult Development,
 Psychopathology, & Art Therapy/Counseling ..................4 crs.
AT 524 Cross-Cultural Counseling & Art Therapy ................2 crs.
AT 530 Clinical Assessment by Graphic Means .....................4 crs.
AT 531 Professional & Clinical Practices
 in Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 532 Adult Development, Psychopathology,
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation/Ethics, Pre-Practicum Sem. ..4 crs.
AT 546 Family & Couples Therapy .........................................3 crs.
AT 599-1/ 599-2/ 599-3 Practicum/Seminar 1, 2, 3.............18 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio ...................................................4 crs.
AT Electives ............................................................................5 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 90 crs.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
A student whose cumulative GPA falls below 3.00 is placed 
on probation and must raise the GPA to 3.00 after having 
taken no more than 9 credits. If this does not occur, the 
student may not continue in the program. Incompletes are 
not granted in Practicum. Students must be in good stand-
ing academically to continue in Practicum Seminars and 
related courses.

ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY
The M.A. student is eligible to apply for advancement to 
candidacy upon successful completion of all the core cours-
es that the full-time student takes during fall and winter 
terms. The required classes are: AT 501, AT 510, AT 511, 
AT 512, AT 513, AT 521, AT 522, AT 524, AT 530, and AT 539 
(winter term portion).

The advancement to candidacy process includes a 
comprehensive written examination, a videotape, and a 
self-evaluation. Other material that is considered includes 
reviews of the student’s grades and written reports by 
instructors, and the student’s fieldwork supervisor. The 
Advancement to Candidacy Committee, consisting of art 
therapist counselors, reviews the student’s application 
for advancement to candidacy. In order to continue in the 
program, a student must meet the Program’s standards in 
these areas: academics, clinical skills, ethics and interper-
sonal/behavioral conduct. These standards are based upon 
those of the counseling and art therapy professions and 
Marylhurst University. 

The student incurs a fee for participating in the advance-
ment to candidacy process. 

PROGRAM PLANS FOR THE M.A. IN ART 
THERAPY COUNSELING

M.A. IN ART THERAPY COuNSELING:
Two-Year Program Plan
FIRST YEAR
FALL
AT 501 Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy..................3 crs.
AT 510 Introduction to Art Therapy ........................................3 crs.
AT 511 The Helping Relationship:
 Counseling/Art Therapy Technique .................................4 crs.
AT 512 Child Development, Psychopathology,
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 513 Psychopathology ........................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 521 Clinical Practice: Counseling Skills
 in Art Therapy Practice ....................................................3 crs.
AT 522 Adolescent & Young Adult Development,
 Psychopathology, & Art Therapy/Counseling ..................4 crs.
AT 524 Cross-Cultural Counseling & Art Therapy ................2 crs.
AT 530 Clinical Assessment by Graphic Means .....................4 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation & Ethics,
 Pre-Practicum Seminar ...................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 503 Social & Cultural Foundations of Counseling ...........3 crs.
AT 504 Diagnostic Appraisal and Testing ..............................4 crs.
AT 520 Group Dynamics, Processes,
 Counseling, & Art Therapy ...............................................4 crs.
AT 531 Professional & Clinical Practices
 in Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 532 Adult Development, Psychopathology,
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation & Ethics,
 Pre-Practicum Seminar .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer.
SECOND YEAR
During this year, students complete 720 hours of Practicum in a 

clinical setting, and attend a weekly supervision seminar.
FALL
AT 546 Family & Couples Therapy .........................................3 crs.
AT 599-1 Practicum/Seminar 1 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio ...................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 507 Research Methods, Development,
 & Evaluation .................................................................... 3 crs.
AT 599-2 Practicum/Seminar 2 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 505 Lifestyle & Career Development ................................3 crs.
AT 599-3 Practicum/Seminar 3 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
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M.A. IN ART THERAPY COuNSELING: THREE-YEAR 
PROGRAM PLAN
FIRST YEAR
FALL
AT 501 Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy..................3 crs.
AT 510 Introduction to Art Therapy ........................................3 crs.
AT 512 Child Development, Psychopathology,
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 521 Clinical Practice: Counseling Skills
 in Art Therapy Practice ....................................................3 crs.
AT 522 Adolescent & Young Adult Development,
 Psychopathology, & Art Therapy/Counseling ..................4 crs.
AT 524 Cross-Cultural Counseling & Art Therapy ................2 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 503 Social & Cultural Foundations of Counseling ...........3 crs.
AT 520 Group Dynamics, Processes,
 Counseling, & Art Therapy ...............................................4 crs.
AT 532 Adult Development, Psychopathology & Art Therapy/

Counseling .........................................................................4 crs
AT Elective(s)   
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer.
SECOND YEAR
FALL
AT 546 Family & Couples Therapy .........................................3 crs.
AT 511 The Helping Relationship:
 Counseling/Art Therapy Technique .................................4 crs.
AT 513 Psychopathology ........................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 507 Research Methods, Development, & Evaluation .......3 crs.
AT 530 Clinical Assessment by Graphic Means .....................4 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation & Ethics,
 Pre-Practicum Seminar  ..................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 504 Diagnostic Appraisal & Testing ..................................4 crs.
AT 505 Lifestyle & Career Development ................................3 crs.
AT 531 Professional & Clinical Practices
 in Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT 539 Professional Orientation & Ethics,
 Pre-Practicum Seminar .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer.
THIRD YEAR
During this year, students complete 720 hours of Practicum in a 

clinical setting and attend a weekly supervision seminar.
FALL
AT 599-1 Practicum/Seminar 1 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio ...................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 599-2 Practicum/Seminar 2 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 599-3 Practicum/Seminar 3 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)

M.A. IN ART THERAPY COuNSELING: FOuR-YEAR 
PROGRAM PLAN
FIRST YEAR
FALL
AT 501 Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy..................3 crs.
AT 510 Introduction to Art Therapy ........................................3 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 521 Clinical Practice: Counseling Skills in AT Practice  ..3 crs.
AT 524 Cross-Cultural Counseling & Art Therapy ................2 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 503 Social & Cultural Foundations of Counseling ...........3 crs.
AT 520 Group Dynamics, Processes, Counseling, 
 & Art Therapy ...................................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer
SECOND YEAR
FALL
AT 512 Child Development, Psychopathology, 
 & Art Therapy Counseling ................................................4 crs.
AT 546 Family & Couples Therapy .........................................3 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 507 Research Methods, Development, & Evaluation .......3 crs.
AT 522 Adolescent & Young Adult Development,
 Psychopathology, & Art Therapy/Counseling ..................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 505 Lifestyle & Career Development ................................3 crs.
AT 532 Adult Development, Psychopathology,
 & Art Therapy/Counseling ...............................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer.
THIRD YEAR
FALL
AT 511 The Helping Relationship:
 Counseling/Art Therapy Technique .................................4 crs.
AT 513 Psychopathology ........................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 530 Clinical Assessment by Graphic Means .....................4 crs.
AT 539 Prof. Orientation & Ethics, Pre-Practicum ................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 504 Diagnostic Appraisal & Testing ..................................4 crs.
AT 531 Prof. & Clinical Practices in Art Therapy/Counseling 4 crs.
AT 539 Prof. Orientation & Ethics, Pre-Practicum  ...(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SuMMER
AT electives are offered each summer.
FOuRTH YEAR
FALL
AT 599-1 Practicum/Seminar 1 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio ...................................................4 crs.
AT Elective(s)
WINTER
AT 599-2 Practicum/Seminar 2 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s)
SPRING
AT 599-3 Practicum/Seminar 3 .............................................6 crs.
AT 599S Art Therapy Studio .......................................(In Progress)
AT Elective(s) 
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CORE COURSES
Students registering for Art Therapy core courses must be 
admitted to an Art Therapy program or have permission 
from the department chair.

AT 501 THEORIES OF COuNSELING AND 
PSYCHOTHERAPY
This course presents the history, theories, principles, and 
techniques of counseling and psychotherapy and their ap-
plications in professional settings. Pass/No Pass grading 
not available. 3 crs.

AT 503 SOCIAL AND CuLTuRAL FOuNDATIONS OF 
COuNSELING
Societal changes and trends affecting human roles, mores, 
and patterns of interaction are considered in relation to the 
counselor’s work. Multicultural and pluralistic trends, soci-
etal subgroups, and differing lifestyles are discussed. Major 
societal concerns such as person abuse, substance abuse, 
and discrimination are addressed, as are current approach-
es to alleviating these concerns. Prerequisites: AT 501, AT 
510. Pass/No Pass grading not available. 3 crs.

AT 504 DIAGNOSTIC APPRAISAL AND TESTING
Educational and psychometric theories and approaches to 
appraisal and diagnosis; data and information-gathering 
methods; psychometric statistics; factors influencing ap-
praisals; and use of appraisal results in helping processes. 
The ability to select, administer, interpret tests and invento-
ries is developed. Prerequisite: AT 530. Pass/No Pass grad-
ing not available. 4 crs.

AT 505 LIFESTYLE AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Career development theories; occupational and educational 
information sources and systems; career and leisure coun-
seling, guidance, and education; lifestyle and career deci-
sion making; and career development program planning, 
resources, and evaluation. Prerequisite: AT 501. Pass/No 
Pass grading not available. 3 crs.

AT 507 RESEARCH METHODS, DEVELOPMENT, AND 
EVALuATION
This course includes types of research; basic statistics; re-
search-report development; research implementation; pro-
gram evaluation; needs assessment; publication of research 
information; and ethical and legal consideration. Pass/No 
Pass grading not available. Prerequisite: AT 501. 3 crs.

AT 510 INTRODuCTION TO ART THERAPY
An introductory overview of the history, development, major 
theories, and application of art therapy with various client 
populations. NOTE: This graduate course is a prerequisite 
for more advanced art therapy courses. Pass/No Pass grad-
ing not available. 3 crs.

AT 511 THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP: COuNSELING/
ART THERAPY TECHNIquE
Art therapy and counseling theories and methods are ex-
plored, including basic and advanced helping skills and 
processes. The dynamics and complexities of the therapeu-
tic relationship are emphasized, including transference, 
countertransference, and the impact of the work on the self 
of the therapist. The complex relationship between the psy-
chological properties of varied media/art making processes 
and responsible clinical assessment/treatment, and the 
therapeutic relationship is studied in this class. Prerequi-
sites: AT 501, AT 510, AT 512, AT 513 (may be taken concur-
rently). Pass/No Pass grading not available. 4 crs.

AT 512 CHILD DEVELOPMENT, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, 
AND ART THERAPY/COuNSELING
The nature/needs of individuals during this period in the 
lifespan are considered from a developmental perspective. 
Theories of cognitive, emotional, physical, psychosocial, 
and artistic development for children from infancy to age 12 
are studied. Normal and abnormal personality growth and 
development are considered in relation to assessment and 
treatment planning. Familial/cultural contexts and treat-
ment settings are considered. Prerequisite: AT 501, AT 510 
(may be taken concurrently). 4 crs.

AT 513 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
Studies of the descriptions, causes, and treatment of behav-
iors considered abnormal by society. This course integrates 
and extends previous study in abnormal psychology. Stu-
dents develop understanding of the uses of the Diagnostic 
& Statistical manual in clinical practice. Prerequisite: AT 
511 (may be taken concurrently). Pass/No Pass grading not 
available. 4 crs.

AT 520 GROuP DYNAMICS, PROCESSES, COuNSELING, 
AND ART THERAPY
Methods of facilitating group art therapy with varied popula-
tions are presented in relation to current theories of group 
therapy. Skills in clinical observation and group leadership 
are developed. Prerequisites: AT 501, AT 510. Pass/No Pass 
grading not available. 4 crs.

AT 521 CLINICAL PRACTICE: COuNSELING SKILLS IN 
ART THERAPY PRACTICE
Development of practical clinical skills. Skills and knowl-
edge are developed in verbal counseling, therapeutic 
intervention strategies, treatment planning, and ethics. 
Prerequisites: AT 501, AT 510. Pass/No Pass grading not 
available. 3 crs.

AT 522 ADOLESCENT AND YOuNG ADuLT 
DEVELOPMENT, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, AND ART 
THERAPY/COuNSELING
The nature/needs of individuals during this period in the 
lifespan are considered from a developmental perspective. 
Theories of cognitive, emotional, physical, psychosocial, and 
creative development throughout the adolescent and young 
adult lifespan are studied. Normal and abnormal personal-
ity growth and development in adolescence and adulthood 
are considered in relation to assessment and treatment 
planning. Familial/cultural contexts and treatment settings 
are considered. Prerequisites: AT 501, AT 510, AT 512. Pass/
No Pass grading not available. 4 crs.

AT 524 CROSS-CuLTuRAL COuNSELING AND ART 
THERAPY
This course addresses culturally sensitive issues, accul-
turation, countertransference issues, and personal ethnic-
ity. Students are encouraged to become more aware of their 
cultural backgrounds as a tool to better understand how 
diversity and cultural values can affect communication, 
counseling, and art therapy. The role art plays in various 
cultures is addressed. Prerequisites: AT 501, AT 510. Pass/
No Pass grading not available. 2 crs.

AT 530 CLINICAL ASSESSMENT BY GRAPHIC MEANS
Examination and analysis of art processes and products in 
relation to the individual’s level of functioning, personality, 
and diagnosis. Evaluation of form and content of picto-
rial and sculptural work as they apply to the assessment 
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process. Skills are developed in integrating evidence of 
developmental level, cognitive/perceptual capacities, psy-
chodynamic processes, and environmental stimuli in art 
work and behavior. Prerequisites: AT 511, AT 513. Pass/No 
Pass grading not available. 4 crs. 

AT 531 PROFESSIONAL AND CLINICAL PRACTICES IN 
ART THERAPY/COuNSELING
Topics include assessment; standards and methods of doc-
umentation; treatment planning; treatment team reports, 
oral and written; case presentations; case management; 
and ethics. Lecture, discussion, experiential work. Prereq-
uisites: all preceding fall and winter core courses. 4 crs.

AT 532 ADuLT DEVELOPMENT, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, 
AND ART THERAPY/COuNSELING
Approaches to art therapy/counseling for adults with mild to 
acute mental/emotional disturbances are presented. As-
sessment and treatment methods are introduced in relation 
to the developmental stages of adult life, cultural contexts 
and settings. Prerequisite: AT 512, AT 522. Pass/No Pass 
grading not available. 4 crs.

AT 539 PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION AND ETHICS, 
PRE-PRACTICuM SEMINAR
This two-term course includes exploration of clinical roles 
within various treatment settings. The function of individu-
als within the disciplines of art therapy/counseling, social 
work, and related fields are discussed. Professional organi-
zations and associations, preparation standards and cre-
dentialing, history and trends, ethical and legal standards 
and supervision are addressed. Prerequisites: M.A. students 
preparing to begin practicum during the following Septem-
ber. Pass/No Pass grading not available. 4 crs.

AT 546 FAMILY AND COuPLES THERAPY
A study of major theoretical approaches to family and 
couples counseling. Exploration of traditional and current 
approaches including systems theory, psychodynamic and 
intergenerational. Prerequisites: AT 510, AT 501, AT 521. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. 3 crs.

PRACTICUM
NOTE: Practicum students have the option, within the first 
two weeks of class, of choosing Pass/No Pass over a letter 
grade. Students must, however, obtain the equivalent of a B 
grade according to a point system in practicum/seminar and 
Art Therapy Studio classes in order to proceed through the 
practicum portions of the program.

AT 599-1 PRACTICuM/SEMINAR 1
Twenty-four hours weekly (minimum, over a 10-week pe-
riod) providing art therapy counseling services in a clinical 
community setting. Weekly supervision seminar includes 
case studies and discussion of case material to develop stu-
dents’ clinical skills. Discussion of theoretical, ethical, and 
practical issues of concern to practicum students. Students 
develop proposals for their final project. Prerequisites: 
successful completion of all core courses. Open to M.A. and 
certificate students only. 6 crs.

AT 599-2 PRACTICuM/SEMINAR 2
Twenty-four hours weekly (minimum, over a 10-week pe-
riod) providing art therapy counseling services in a clinical 
community setting. Weekly supervision seminar includes 
case studies and discussion of case material. Continuation 
of AT 599-1. Development of clinical, ethical, and practical 
skills relevant to practicum experience. Prerequisite: satis-
factory completion of AT 599-1. Open to M.A. and certificate 
students only. 6 crs.

AT 599-3 PRACTICuM/SEMINAR 3
Twenty-four hours weekly (minimum, over a 10-week pe-
riod) providing art therapy services in a clinical community 
setting. Weekly supervision seminar includes case studies 
and discussion of case materials. Continuation of AT 599-2. 
Development of clinical, ethical, and practical skills relevant 
to practicum experience. Community presentation on art 
therapy integrating portions of final project. Prerequisite: 
satisfactory completion of AT 599-2. Open to M.A. and cer-
tificate students only. 6 crs.

AT 599S ART THERAPY STuDIO
Using varied art media students pursue directed and inde-
pendent creative experiences relating to their clinical work. 
Regular meetings during three terms address the role of 
creativity and art making in stress management, therapist’s 
self-care, and professional development. Open to students 
only in their final year. 4 crs.

ELECTIVES
NOTE: Not all of these courses are offered every year.

AT 409/509 ART THERAPY IN THE SCHOOLS
This course provides an overview of how art therapy can be 
applied in the school setting. Using art examples, discus-
sion, and a hands-on approach, students explore how art 
therapy techniques enhance learning, provide assessment 
data, and address behavioral and emotional concerns. This 
course is recommended for art therapists, school coun-
selors, classroom and special education teachers, school 
administrators, or others wishing to acquire information 
about introducing art therapy into the school setting. Pass/
No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to earn 
CEUs only may register for AT 090. 1 cr.

AT 416/516 ART THERAPY IN ADDICTION TREATMENT
This course provides counselors and art therapists with 
a general introduction to addiction treatment issues and 
strategies, with a focus on creativity and the use of art 
therapy in the healing process. Pass/No Pass grading not 
available. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may register 
for AT 016. 1 cr.

AT 425/525 ART THERAPY WITH CHILDREN EXPOSED 
TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
This course focuses on the use art therapy with children 
who have been exposed to domestic violence. The course 
presents an overview of domestic violence and effects of do-
mestic violence on children, clinical issues for families with 
domestic violence, and legal and ethical considerations, as 
well as assessment, treatment, and approaches using art 
therapy with this population. The course is specifically fo-
cused on victim-based treatment. Pass/No Pass grading not 
available. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may register 
for AT 025. 1 cr.
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AT 429/529 INTERPERSONAL NEuROBIOLOGY AND 
TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION
Clinical neuroscience can provide a framework for therapy 
to better understand/explain and intervene in the dynamics 
of depression and anxiety. The class will explore the neuro-
biological roots of anxiety and depression, examine the neu-
roscience findings regarding how the brain works in therapy 
and responds to treatment (medication and therapy). One 
of the unexpected consequences of clinical neuroscience is 
how understanding the brain can increase self understand-
ing and acceptance of ourselves and others in clinical work. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to 
earn CEUs only may register for AT 029. 1 cr.

AT 435/535 RECLAIMING SOMA
In this workshop, students explore body awareness as a 
unifying force in the body-mind-spirit paradigm. Partici-
pants engage in body awareness exercises, kinetic imagery, 
and meditative movement. This course will be of interest 
to participants seeking to replenish personal resources 
and to learn movement methods, which can be shared with 
students and clients for stress reduction, and centering 
purposes. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students 
wishing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 035. 1 cr.

AT 436/536 INTERPERSONAL NEuROBIOLOGY OF  
ADD/ADHD
This class examines the clinical neurobiology of ADD/ADHD 
in children and adults. Emphasis is on best clinical practic-
es for ADD/ADHD and how they support brain science infor-
mation. An exploration of behavioral methods, medication 
and brain science will be made. A special emphasis will be 
on how the brain is being rewired by one’s use of technology 
to produce attention deficit traits. A focus will be on how 
to integrate the theory of multiple intelligences of Howard 
Gardner into ADD/ADHD treatment to enhance strengths. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to 
earn CEUs only may register for AT 036. 1 cr.

AT 438/538 GESTALT THERAPY
This course will provide an overview of contemporary ge-
stalt therapy theory. The course will focus on the phenom-
enological method, field theory, use of dialogue and creative 
experiment in therapeutic work. Experiential learning will 
occur during class, along with work in dyads or triads. 
Participation required of all students in the class. Pass/No 
Pass grading not available. Students wishing to earn CEUs 
only may register for AT 038. 1 cr.

AT 440/540 ART THERAPY TREATMENT OF CHILDREN 
WITH ATTACHMENT DISORDERS
Children with attachment disorders have particular difficul-
ty forming and maintaining relationships, complicating the 
development of trusting therapeutic relationships in treat-
ment. This course is intended to help clinicians gain insight, 
empathy and practical skills for working with this popula-
tion. Attachment behavior will be looked at from theoreti-
cal and developmental perspectives, and a long-term case 
study of a child in art and play therapy will be presented. 
An experiential component will explore art media and pro-
cesses that can be helpful in supporting the developmental 
progress of children with attachment problems. Students 
wishing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 040. 1 cr.

AT 443/543 INTRODuCTION TO DRAMA THERAPY: 
uNLOCKING THE STORY
Using drama as a tool, this “active learning” course stimu-
lates insight into behavior and learning styles. Utilizing 
several creative approaches including purposeful play, story 
telling, and other drama therapy practices, this class pres-
ents a clear overview, especially useful for students of the 
expressive therapies and counselors interested in exploring 
drama therapy. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students 
wishing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 043. 2 crs.

AT 445/545 ART THERAPY WITH MEDICALLY ILL 
CHILDREN, ADOLESCENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES 
This course provides a comprehensive exploration of art 
therapy with medically ill children, teens and their families 
in a hospital setting. Participants in this course will learn 
how to utilize art therapy techniques with children, teens 
and their families experiencing sudden illness, chronic ill-
ness and terminal illness. Pass/No Pass grading not avail-
able. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may register for 
AT 045. 1 cr.

AT 449/549 DOLLMAKING: THE THERAPEuTIC uSE OF 
CREATIVE PROCESS AND SYMBOLIC IMAGERY WITH 
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 
This workshop will involve students’ creation of their own, 
soft-bodied dolls, using a variety of materials and tools, 
including limited use of a sewing machine. Through creat-
ing one’s own doll, it is hoped that a deeper understanding 
of both the therapeutic value of the creative process and the 
symbolic significance of the final product will be reached. 
This experiential project will be put in context of art therapy 
theory and practice related to the use of media, the doll as a 
container for therapeutic concerns, and questions that may 
surface before embarking on such a process with young 
clients. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wish-
ing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 049. 1 cr.

AT 459/559 THE DANCE OF RELATIONSHIP
The nonverbal aspects of relationship and communication 
are examined. Dance movement therapy concepts that have 
application to interpersonal relationship are introduced. 
Participants study the meaning of movement in human 
interaction and explore styles of relating. Pass/No Pass 
grading not available. Students wishing to earn CEUs only 
may register for AT 059. 1 cr.

AT 462/562 CREATIVE MOVEMENT FOR CHILDREN
This course explores specific movement techniques that 
address self-image, impulse control, emotional expression, 
and behavior modification. This course will be helpful to 
teachers, therapists, and caregivers who wish to incorpo-
rate meaningful movement into the lives of children. Pass/
No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to earn 
CEUs only may register for AT 062. 1 cr.

AT 466/566 SANDTRAY METHODS IN COuNSELING 
PRACTICE
Sandtray is a rich, powerful, and effective tool for adults as 
well as children. The client’s world-view appears, dramas 
unfold, and emotional material surfaces. This course teach-
es students and therapists about how to work dynamically 
with the visual symbolic language used to create a world 
and the subsequent experience of that world. Participants 
are both builders and observers of this sandtray process. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to 
earn CEUs only may register for AT 066. 1 cr. 
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AT 467/567 MASKMAKING MuLTIMEDIA METHODS
This stimulating workshop offers students the opportunity 
to creatively explore media such as plaster gauze, clay, pa-
per maché, and leather as they learn several methods used 
in theatrical costume design. Students design and develop 
their own masks. Slide/video presentations and the instruc-
tor’s personal collection of masks from around the world 
illustrate the history of masks in various cultures and their 
uses in rituals, theatre, and for communication exercises. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to 
earn CEUs only may register for AT 067. 2 crs.

AT 470/570 SHIELD MAKING WORKSHOP
Shields are introduced and discussed from historical as well 
as more personally symbolic perspectives. In counseling 
practice, a shield may enable the client to define boundar-
ies, whether intended for protection or expansion. As they 
learn techniques of shield making, students experience 
facilitation of creative expression and share in the instruc-
tor’s advanced technical knowledge and skills with widely 
varied art media. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may 
register for AT 070. 1 cr.

AT 475/575 INTRODuCTION TO ART THERAPY 
WORKSHOP
This workshop combines a creative hands-on approach with 
class discussions and art examples to introduce students 
to art therapy. History and development of the profession is 
discussed. Recommended for persons exploring art therapy 
as a career option and for human services practitioners who 
wish to acquire basic understanding of art therapy theory 
and practice. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students 
wishing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 075. 1 cr.

AT 476/576 EXISTENTIAL HuMANISTIC 
PSYCHOTHERAPY: DEEPENING THE THERAPEuTIC 
WORK
An existential-humanistic approach to counseling or psy-
chotherapy is at its heart an experiencing-centered therapy. 
This interactive workshop is designed to help students 
deepen their therapeutic work by demonstrating the vital 
importance of being present to the lived experience, their 
clients and their own, within the therapeutic container. 
Learn to work powerfully with what’s immediately alive 
within the intrapsychic and interpersonal fields. Understand 
the purpose of resistance in existential-humanistic terms, 
and learn ways to effectively engage client resistances to 
facilitate. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may register 
for AT 076. 1 cr.

AT 478/578 ART THERAPY MEDIA AND METHODS
Through hands-on exploration, discussion, and lectures, 
students are introduced to the structural and psychological 
properties of varied art media. The implications of this
information are discussed in relation to using art media in 
therapeutic settings. Art therapy methods with individuals 
and groups are discussed within this context. Pass/No Pass 
grading not available. Students wishing to earn CEUs only 
may register for AT 078. 1 cr.
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THERAPY
This workshop will be of interest to those who wish to un-
derstand the potential applications of dance movement 
therapy. The course includes an overview of the profession, 
treatment approaches with different ages and populations, 
assessment strategies, and research. Participants learn 
how dance movement therapy fosters growth and aware-
ness by participating in a movement experience, reading, 
lecture, and discussion. Pass/No Pass grading not avail-
able. Students wishing to earn CEUs only may register for 
AT 080. 1 cr.

AT 482/582 INTRODuCTION TO CHILD ART THERAPY: 
THE PROCESS
This workshop presents an introduction to the principles 
of child art therapy. The course focuses on ways to “set the 
stage”, evoke and facilitate expression, look and reflect 
upon the child’s expression, and encourage children to 
learn about themselves and others from art experiences 
and products. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students 
wishing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 082. 1 cr.

AT 483/583 BEREAVEMENT AND ART THERAPY: 
SHATTER AND REPAIR
This course introduces art therapy as an intervention to 
help bereaved children, adolescents, and their families. 
Participants review various developmental issues, a variety 
of theoretical models, and the role of ritual in bereavement. 
Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wishing to 
earn CEUs only may register for AT 083. 1 cr.

AT 537 FAMILY ART THERAPY
This course provides clinicians and students with an intro-
duction to Family Systems Theory and Family Art Therapy. 
Students study the main schools of family therapy and 
consider how art therapy assessment and directives can 
be integrated with these theories. Participants look at the 
art therapist’s role and contribution in family therapy work-
ing with families typically seen in community settings. The 
course emphasizes art therapy’s unique contribution to 
family therapy through many art experiences during the 
course. Pass/No Pass grading not available. Students wish-
ing to earn CEUs only may register for AT 037. 2 crs.

Department of Art Therapy Counseling
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Marylhurst  University’s  Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) program meets the needs 
of busy professionals who want to earn an MBA 
while continuing their careers. The mission of the 
MBA program is to prepare students for rewarding 
management careers in business, government, or 
nonprofit sectors by developing practical, relevant, 
and transferable skills. Marylhurst MBA graduates are 
ethical leaders who understand the role of innovation, 
communication, and collaboration in a fast-paced, 
global economy.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
Degree Concentrations

MBA Finance
General Management
Healthcare Management
Marketing
Organizational Behavior
Sustainable Business

MBA - Sustainable 
Business

Green Development
Renewable Energy

Master of  
Business Administration
THE PURPOSE OF THE MBA
The Marylhurst MBA program is designed for highly mo-
tivated adult learners who want to prepare themselves 
for general management and organizational leadership. 
Marylhurst MBA graduates are fluent in business funda-
mentals and have demonstrated the skills required in a 
dynamic, interconnected world. The curriculum places 
emphasis upon systems thinking and enables students to 
grasp interrelationships among the functional disciplines, 
thus preparing them for organizational leadership roles. 

CONVENIENCE FOR WORKING ADuLTS 
The Marylhurst MBA program is recognized for its academic 
reputation, experienced faculty, and flexible course delivery. 
The program is approved by the International Assembly for 
Collegiate Business Education (IACBE), which is dedicated to 
improving student learning through outcomes assessment.

Courses may be taken online, on campus, or a combina-
tion of both, depending on individual student needs. Classes 
are kept small, averaging fifteen students. On-campus 
courses are held weekday evenings, with many classes 
offered on weekends. Distance learners may complete the 
entire program online, and most students take at least a 
portion of their coursework online. Students taking at least 

Master of Business Administration  
Department
Chair: Alain Gracianette

two courses per quarter, including summer term, finish the 
program in two years. The Marylhurst Saturday MBA, an on-
campus cohort, can be completed in twenty-four months. 

The student body is purposely diverse in age and back-
ground. Three-quarters of the students are working adults 
with an average age in the mid-30s. Women and men are 
represented in equal numbers, and students enter the 
program with a range of academic backgrounds and profes-
sional interests. International students enhance the global 
business environment. During the program and after gradu-
ation, students may use Marylhurst’s internship placement, 
alumni network, and career services.

Marylhurst supports a lively community of responsive in-
structors and high-achieving responsible learners. As work-
ing professionals, Marylhurst faculty members understand 
the needs of adult students. They have proven backgrounds 
in business and management practice, with advanced 
degrees from leading academic institutions. Instructors act 
as learning facilitators and content experts. Classes are 
intimate and interactive, where much of the learning comes 
from a dialogue between faculty and students. Collabora-
tive learning and case studies simulate real-world business 
situations and managerial decision making.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students completing the MBA degree will be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of current 

trends and interrelations in key business areas, including: 
accounting, finance, law, organizational behavior, 
marketing, statistics, and strategy.

• Demonstrate critical thinking, quantitative analysis, 
writing, presentation, and collaboration skills appropriate 
for business leadership and graduate-level coursework. 

• Develop and apply an ethical framework to executive 
decision making and organizational leadership.

• Analyze the domestic and global business environments, 
including their economic, legal, cultural, and ethical 
contexts.

• Understand emerging business concepts, information 
technology, and management trends.

• Apply and integrate course knowledge, business skills, 
and work experience in a capstone project that places 
emphasis on management consulting.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
The MBA curriculum is challenging, and students are held 
to high performance standards. Because the program pre-
pares students to be responsible leaders, the department 
expects the applicant to hold or aspire to a career in man-
agement. The MBA admissions committee considers sev-
eral factors when making the admissions decision. These 
include relevant work experience, letters of recommenda-
tion, previous college courses, transcripts, application 
essay, test scores (if required), and an interview. Students 
with business and non-business undergraduate majors are 
encouraged to apply. 
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APPLICATION REquIREMENTS
• Application and fee
• Résumé
• Application essay
• Two letters of recommendation 
• Bachelor's degree 
• Official transcripts 
• GMAT score of 550 or higher*
• Faculty interview

*	 A	Graduate	Management	Admissions	Test	(GMAT)	score	
of	550	and/or	higher	is	required	but	waived	if	your	
undergraduate	cumulative	GPA	is	3.00	(B)	or	greater	or	
you	have	more	than	5	years	of	relevant	work	experience.	

After the MBA program receives all documentation and 
reviews the file, qualified applicants are invited to a depart-
mental interview. The interview can take place in person or 
over the telephone. Applicants are usually notified of their 
admission status within two weeks of the interview and are 
eligible to enroll the following term. Admitted students who 
lack certain prerequisites may be required to take additional 
graduate or undergraduate coursework. 

APPLICATION DEADLINES
Applications are accepted each term. Please consult 
Marylhurst Admissions for the most current deadlines. 
Send all materials to: Office of Admissions, Marylhurst 
University, P.O. Box 261, 17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43), 
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Graduate credits earned in business within the last five 
years prior to admission are considered for transfer to 
the MBA program. Students may transfer up to 9 quarter 
credits (6 semester credits) of the 48 credits required in 
the MBA degree program. Students must provide an official 
transcript of the graduate credits they completed else-
where. Only classes with a B (3.00) grade or higher will be 
eligible for transfer consideration. Students may be asked 
to submit a course syllabus to determine transfer eligibil-
ity. The awarding institution must be a regionally accredited 
college or university. The MBA program evaluates all trans-
fer credits on an individual basis.

INTERNATIONAL STuDENTS
The Marylhurst MBA program welcomes international ap-
plicants. The MBA curriculum requires English language 
fluency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. At a 
minimum, non-native speakers of English must score 79 
iBT or better on the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) or demonstrate equivalent English proficiency. 
Where required, students may have to complete additional 
courses to improve their English language proficiency and 
to ensure success in the MBA program. Consult the Gradu-
ate Admissions section (page 149) for additional University 
admissions requirements.

NON-ADMITTED STuDENTS
Students with a bachelor’s degree who expect to complete a 
Marylhurst MBA application may take up to 6 credits of re-
quired core courses with department approval. To continue 
to take courses, students must apply formally and be admit-
ted to the program. Marylhurst MBA courses completed 
prior to admission count toward program degree credit. 
Taking courses as a non-admitted student does not guaran-
tee admission to the program.

THE MBA CURRICULUM
Marylhurst provides a challenging learning environment 
where students are held to high standards in all courses. 
Reflecting the University’s liberal arts tradition, the curricu-
lum has been designed to meet the needs of non-business 
majors as well as those with undergraduate business back-
grounds. All admitted students should have an understand-
ing of business through prior work experience or previous 
business-related coursework. 

The MBA program requires 48 quarter credits. The 
program consists of 39 credits of required coursework 
and 9 credits of electives. All students must demonstrate 
competence in writing, oral communications, and PC-based 
technology. Once admitted, students may take up to five 
years to complete the program. 

Required Courses (48 crs.)

CORE COuRSES, 36 crs.
The core is composed of twelve courses covering topics 
such as management tools, marketing, accounting, finance, 
organizational behavior, business law, statistics, decision 
analysis, strategy, ethics, global business, and econom-
ics. The Core ensures that students are fluent in important 
business functions, quantitative methods, strategies, and 
interrelationships. These courses must be taken prior to 
the Capstone course. Managerial Decision Methods is an 
integrative course and must be taken in the last quarter of 
the Core. 

ELECTIVE COuRSES, 9 crs.
Students must take 9 elective credits. Students seeking a 
concentration other than General Management must take all 
9 credits within their chosen concentration area. All elective 
courses can be applied to the General Management concen-
tration.

CAPSTONE COuRSE, 3 crs.
In the Capstone course, students establish a link between 
their studies, their interests, and the business world at 
large. The final project gives students the opportunity to test 
their management consulting skills by applying a theoreti-
cal framework to a real-world business context, which they 
acquire during their MBA education. This professional-level 
project demonstrates a functional and integrative knowledge 
of strategic management. In this course, students complete 
the MBA Core Self-Assessment, a comprehensive test that 
assists students in evaluating their business knowledge and 
skills acquired from their courses.

CONCENTRATIONS
Available concentrations include: General Management, 
Finance, Marketing, Organizational Behavior, Healthcare 
Management, and Sustainable Business are offered. Stu-
dents are not required to select an area of concentration. 
Students who do not elect a special emphasis will automati-
cally receive a concentration in General Management. Con-
centrations, which are included on a student’s transcript, 
require nine elective credits in the selected field of study. 
Approved internships are also eligible for concentration 
credit. By taking nine additional credits, students may elect 
a second concentration. 
Concentrations are: 
•   GENERAL MANAGEMENT
 A General Management Concentration will provide broad 

knowledge in modern business and administrative practices 
appropriate for careers in leadership and executive 
management. Any elective course can be applied to the 
General Management Concentration.
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•   FINANCE
 A Finance Concentration will help prepare students for 

careers in corporate finance or may be used as a step in 
receiving professional certification (for example, CFA or CPA).

•  MARKETING
 A Marketing Concentration assists students for careers in 

sales and marketing or marketing management. 
•  ORGANIzATIONAL BEHAVIOR
 An Organizational Behavior Concentration will benefit 

students seeking post-graduate careers in leadership or 
HR Management. 

•  HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
 The Healthcare Management Concentration provides 

Healthcare professionals and general managers with a 
solid understanding of current Healthcare issues and 
trends. It is appropriate for MBA students who expect 
careers in Healthcare management, marketing, or finance.

•  SuSTAINABLE BuSINESS 
 The Sustainable Business Concentration addresses the needs 

of graduate business students interested in sustainable 
business practices and want to effectively address 
environmental and social concerns while contributing to 
profitable growth within their organizations. The concentration 
also adds important quantitative skills to the curriculum.

Course Requirements for the Master of Business 
Administration
Core Courses ....................................................................36 crs.
FIN 510 Managerial Accounting
FIN 513 Financial Management
MGT 505 Management Tools 
MGT 515 Business Law
MGT 518 Statistics for Managers
MGT 522 Human Capital 
MGT 526 Strategic Planning
MGT 528 Managerial Decision Methods
MGT 530 Ethical Leadership & Decision Making
MGT 534 The Global Marketplace
MGT 543 Managerial Economics 
MKT 514 Marketing Management
Elective Courses .................................................................9 crs.
General Management *
 MGT 532 Career Management
 MGT 535 Project Management
 MGT 536 E-Business Strategies
 MGT 542 Global Strategy & Operations 
 MGT 567 Special Topics in Management & Technology
 MGT 594 MBA Internship

*Any elective course can be applied to the General 
Management Concentration.

Finance 
 FIN 518 Finance & Sustainability
 FIN 542 Corporate Finance
 FIN 550 Real Estate Analysis
 FIN 552 Portfolio Investments & Advanced Financial Concepts 
 FIN 567 Special Topics in Finance
Marketing 
 MGT 536 E-Business Strategies
 MKT 542 Integrated Marketing Communications
 MKT 545 Marketing Research
 MKT 546 International Marketing
 MKT 549 Entrepreneurship 
 MKT 552 Healthcare Marketing
 MKT 567 Special Topics in Marketing
Organizational Behavior 
 MGT 541 Negotiations & Conflict Resolution 
 MGT 545 Healthcare Leadership
 MGT 557 Labor & Employment Law
 ORG 563 Learning Organizations
 ORG 565 Leading Change
 ORG 567 Special Topics in Organizational Behavior
Healthcare Management 
 MGT 545 Healthcare Leadership
 MGT 562 Healthcare Ethics
 MKT 552 Healthcare Marketing

Sustainable Business
 FIN 518 Finance and Sustainability 
 MGT 501 Principles of Sustainability 
 MGT 510 Resource Economics 
Capstone.............................................................................3 crs.
 MGT 598 Final Project
CREDIT SuMMARY: MBA
Core Courses .......................................................................36 crs.
Elective Courses ....................................................................9 crs.
Capstone ................................................................................3 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs.

SAMPLE COURSE PLANNERS
FuLL-TIME SCHEDuLE
YEAR ONE YEAR TWO
Quarter 1 Quarter 1
Management Tools Managerial Decision Methods
Human Capital Elective 2
Managerial Accounting 

Quarter 2 Quarter 2
Statistics for Managers Elective 3
Business Law Capstone
Financial Management

Quarter 3
Marketing Management
Strategic Planning
The Global Marketplace

Quarter 4
Ethical Leadership & Decision Making
Elective 1
Managerial Economics

TWO-YEAR SCHEDuLE
YEAR ONE YEAR TWO 
Quarter 1 Quarter 1
Management Tools Elective 1
Human Capital Ethical Leadership & Decision Making 

Quarter 2 Quarter 2
Managerial Accounting The Global Marketplace 
Statistics for Managers Managerial Economics

Quarter 3 Quarter 3
Business Law Managerial Decision Methods
Financial Management Elective 2

Quarter 4 Quarter 4
Marketing Management Elective 3
Strategic Planning Capstone 

THREE-YEAR SCHEDuLE
YEAR ONE YEAR TWO YEAR THREE
Quarter 1 Quarter 1 Quarter 1
Management Tools Marketing  Managerial
Human Capital      Management     Economics
  Elective 2
  Managerial
       Decision
       Methods

Quarter 2 Quarter 2 Quarter 2
Managerial Accounting Strategic Planning  Elective 3
Statistics for Managers Ethical Leadership & Capstone
     Decision Making 

Quarter 3 Quarter 3 
Business Law The Global Marketplace
Financial Management Elective 1

Quarter 4 Quarter 4
[Break] [Break]
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MBA CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT
MBA students take an integrated self-assessment upon 
entering the program in their MGT 505 class and upon 
completion of the program in their MGT 598 class. Most of 
the questions require critical thinking and knowledge of 
fundamental business principles (i.e., marketing, finance, 
managerial accounting, organizational behavior, and strat-
egy). Students receive individual, scaled scores that dem-
onstrate their understanding of key business concepts. The 
department uses the assessment to measure student aca-
demic achievement and to assess program outcomes. The 
assessments are taken as part of the MGT 505 and MGT 598 
courses. A course fee will be added to MGT 505 and MGT 
598 to reflect test administration costs. 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
In order to graduate students must maintain a B aver-
age (3.00) during the program. A grade of C (2.00) is below 
graduate standards but may be applied towards a degree. 
Grades below a C (a C- or below) do not apply towards a 
degree. However, all MBA coursework a student takes (with 
the exception of repeated courses) will be counted in com-
puting the grade point average, including courses in which a 
student has earned a D or F grade. Students can only repeat 
a course once and are limited to three course repeats total 
throughout the duration of the program.

Graduate students who fall below the 3.00 minimum 
cumulative GPA at the end of any given quarter will be 
placed on academic probation. Academic probation means 
that a student must raise his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 
within the next 9 graduate credits. Should a student fail 
to raise his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within the next 9 
graduate credits, the student may be placed on academic 
suspension.

Suspended students will not be permitted to enroll in 
additional classes. However, they may petition the MBA 
Department to obtain needed reinstatement approval 

Technology Requirements
MBA students are expected to be comfortable with com-
puter (PC or Mac) technology and online learning. Students 
are expected to be proficient in MS	Office	Suite applications 
(i.e., Word,	PowerPoint,	and Excel) well in advance of the 
start of their program. Marylhurst’s online classes use a 
secure Web-based platform for all online coursework. MBA 
students should enroll in a Marylhurst distance learning 
orientation prior to taking their first online course and seek 
additional help as needed. 

Students are required to have the following hardware and 
software:
• PC with 2.8 GHz (Pentium IV or higher recommended)
• Windows XP, Vista, or 7.0 later
• 518MB RAM or more
• CD-ROM drive
• 56Kbps modem or higher (high speed recommended)
• Internet Service Provider
• Microsoft	Office 2003, 2007 XP, Vista, or later
• Adobe	Acrobat	Reader 7.0 or later
• Internet	Explorer	6.0 or Firefox 3.0 (preferred) 
• Norton AntiVirus or similar software
• Windows	Media	Player or similar video software
• Financial Calculator: Hewlett Packard HP 10BII or similar

NOTE: Although the use of a PC is highly recommended, 
many Marylhurst students actually use Apple Computers, 
which are totally compatible with Marylhurst’s online learn-
ing platform.

COuRSE SCHEDuLING
The MBA program typically offers core courses in both on-
campus and online formats each term. Electives and other 
required courses may be offered in either on-campus, on-
line, or concurrent formats depending on student demand 
and instructor availability. Certain electives may be offered 
more frequently than others, and courses may be added or 
subject to change. Consult the quarterly Schedule	of	Courses 
or the MBA Office for the most recent course offerings.

THE SATURDAY MBA
The Saturday MBA is designed for part-time students who 
want to focus on their careers during the week and earn a 
high-quality Marylhurst MBA on weekends—and still leave 
time for a balanced life. It is an annual cohort program 
that begins fall term. Attending sixteen classes for eight 
quarters, students earn their degree in two years. Students 
completing this program will receive a concentration in 
General Management. The admissions process and criteria 
are the same as the Marylhurst MBA. 

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
• Two Saturday courses in three-hour morning and 

afternoon sessions (9am-4pm) 
• Compressed quarter system (8 weeks) 
• Structured 16-course curriculum 
• Small seminar-style classes focus 
• Courses taught on campus by Marylhurst faculty members

Saturday MBA Schedule

YEAR ONE YEAR TWO

Quarter 1 Quarter 1
Management Tools Strategic Planning
Human Capital Managerial Economics

Quarter 2 Quarter 2
Managerial Accounting The Global Marketplace
Business Law Corporate Finance

Quarter 3 Quarter 3
Marketing Management Managerial Decision Methods
Statistics for Managers  Marketing Research

Quarter 4 Quarter 4
Financial Management Negotiations & Conflict Resolution
Ethical Leadership & Capstone    
 Decision Making

CORE COURSES

FIN 510 MANAGERIAL ACCOuNTING
Accounting has been called the language of business. 
This course approaches the field from a decision maker’s 
perspective, offering a clear understanding of accounting 
concepts. Students will gain hands-on knowledge about the 
accounting cycle, financial statements, and financial report-
ing. Special attention will be given to accounting informa-
tion used to assist management in operating the business, 
including product costing and budgeting. 3 crs.

FIN 513 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Strong financial management is a prerequisite for creat-
ing lasting business success. In this course, students will 
develop the baseline skills to make well-informed manage-
ment decisions. Topics include the time value of money, risk 
and return, valuation, investment principles, and the role of 
financial markets. Students are exposed to the important 
concepts and terms used by financial analysts and corpo-
rate strategists. 3 crs.
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MGT 505 MANAGEMENT TOOLS
This course is designed to give new MBA students a com-
mon foundation in management concepts and technologies. 
Students will improve their skills in research, critical think-
ing, presentations, writing, and teamwork. Special topics 
include MS Office applications, financial accounting tools, 
and online databases. 3 crs.

MGT 515 BuSINESS LAW
This course is a practical survey of the legal aspects of 
business. Students learn that successful management 
of business relationships rarely involves hiding behind 
clever legal strategies. The benefits of legal action must 
be weighed against the risks and costs of litigation. Top-
ics include the legal environment, contracts, commercial 
transactions, and business organizations. 3 crs.

MGT 518 STATISTICS FOR MANAGERS
Managers use statistics to help make important decisions in 
product development, marketing, personnel, and customer 
service. Students explore how statistics and data analysis can 
help solve managerial problems, ensuring more effective deci-
sion making. This course covers basic concepts of probability, 
including random variables and probability distributions. 3 crs.

MGT 522 HuMAN CAPITAL
Modern organizations face a rapid rate of change and 
global complexity. Firms that thrive in this new economy 
pay close attention to their most valuable asset: people. In 
this course, students will learn how to value and manage 
today’s worker by examining current organizational theory 
and real-world case studies. Students will also be exposed 
to recent trends and methods in leadership and human 
resource management. 3 crs.

MGT 526 STRATEGIC PLANNING
Successful managers understand the value of strategic 
planning. This course develops the analytical and financial 
skills to gain competitive advantage in a dynamic business 
climate. Students learn how to evaluate the business envi-
ronment, assess an organization’s strengths and capabili-
ties, and decide on competing strategies. The case study 
method is used to explore strategic alternatives, implemen-
tation options, and evaluation methods. 3 crs.

MGT 528 MANAGERIAL DECISION METHODS
The ability to achieve successful business results depends on 
a sound decision-making process. This integrative course in-
troduces students to managerial decision theory and analysis. 
Through readings and simulations, students will learn how to 
manage under uncertainty. Topics include structuring deci-
sions, evaluating alternatives, and making trade-offs. 3 crs.

MGT 530 ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AND DECISION MAKING
Respected leaders possess a clear ethical framework for 
making decisions. They understand the legal requirements 
as well as the moral imperatives of business management. 
Using current events, cases, and other materials, this course 
will introduce students to the fundamental principles of ethi-
cal leadership and decision making and their application to 
resolving ethical issues and conflicts in the workplace. 3 crs.

MGT 534 THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
Global decision making requires a framework for under-
standing international trade, investment, and cross-cultural 
interactions. Using case studies and current events, stu-
dents analyze globalization trends and the impact of culture 
on international business dealings. Organizational, finan-
cial, and marketing factors will be considered in creating a 
successful global strategy. 3 crs.

MGT 543 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS 
When faced with risk and uncertainty, managers use eco-
nomic theory to make effective business decisions. Students 
will learn the principles of resource allocation, market 
structure, pricing theory, and consumer choice as it relates 
to the individual firm. Competition, industry power, govern-
ment regulation, and profit-maximizing behaviors will also 
be addressed. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

MKT 514 MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Effective marketing is a customer-focused process that per-
vades an organization. Through qualitative and quantitative 
analysis, students learn how to segment markets and posi-
tion a firm’s offerings in order to create long-term customer 
and shareholder value. This course explores marketing op-
portunities through product development, pricing strategies, 
customer communications, and channel management. 3 crs.

ELECTIVE COURSES

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

MGT 532 CAREER MANAGEMENT
Creating a personally satisfying and professionally success-
ful career in today’s marketplace takes personal reflection, 
research, and work. Students will be guided in a rigorous 
self-assessment, exploring concepts of professional identity 
and free-agent mentality. The goal will be to identify behav-
iors and abilities that can be used to make short- and long-
term career decisions. Special topics include managerial 
career paths and self-marketing strategies. 3 crs.

MGT 535 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management is an important component of many of 
today’s most rewarding professions. This important discipline 
makes it possible to achieve organizational goals in a broad 
array of fields within the private and nonprofit sectors. This 
course will provide students with a deep understanding of 
project management by introducing processes and behavior-
al and technical tools to effectively plan, manage and imple-
ment projects. In this course students will be exposed to a 
range of applications and will have the opportunity to develop 
a project through several stages of implementation. 3 crs.

MGT 536 E-BuSINESS STRATEGIES
Companies are investing globally in e-business efforts and 
technology in order to capture competitive advantage. De-
signed for the non-technical manager, this course will use 
current events, case studies, and hands-on projects to help 
students understand Internet strategy, e-commerce, and 
Web-based marketing. Topics include online markets, chan-
nel structure, and public policy implications. 3 crs.

MGT 542 GLOBAL STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS
The global competitive position of a firm often depends 
upon the organization’s ability to effectively implement 
chosen strategies in a rapidly changing global environment. 
International market strategies such as foreign direct in-
vestment, licensing, mergers & acquisitions, strategic alli-
ances and joint-ventures also play a critical role in providing 
the firm with a sustainable competitive advantage. Capital-
izing upon knowledge gained in the marketing, finance, 
strategic planning, managerial decision-making and other 
courses, this course focuses upon global strategy and intro-
duces students to the management of global operations and 
the challenges associated with managing a global supply 
chain. Case studies of prominent multinational corporations 
are used to illustrate core course constructs. Much atten-
tion will also be placed upon corporate governance of multi-
national organizations.
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MGT 567 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT AND 
TECHNOLOGY
This is an advanced course in selected issues in the theory 
and application of management and technology. Actual top-
ics and cases will be chosen by the instructor and may vary 
from term to term. 3 crs.

FINANCE

FIN 542 CORPORATE FINANCE
This intermediate course approaches finance from the chief 
financial officer’s perspective. Students will analyze practi-
cal problems in investment decisions, working capital, risk 
management, company valuation, financial planning, and 
legal and ethical concerns. This course provides an un-
derstanding of the theories, concepts, and applications of 
modern corporate finance. 3 crs.

FIN 550 REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS
This course is an introduction to corporate real estate deci-
sion making. Students are exposed to real estate invest-
ment, market analysis, project financing, leasing, property 
management, and land-development issues. Through case 
studies, students will learn the economic factors and fi-
nance theories that affect property values. Consideration 
will be given to current trends in commercial real estate 
finance and deal making. 3 crs.

FIN 552 PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS AND ADVANCED 
FINANCIAL CONCEPTS
Financial markets are engines of economic innovation, of-
fering a range of investment vehicles for firms and individual 
investors. Students will examine the differences between real 
and financial assets and understand the role of the investment 
analyst. Topics include portfolio theory, capital markets, fixed-
income securities, and derivatives. Students will evaluate the 
trade-offs between risk and return in efficient markets. 3 crs.

FIN 567 SPECIAL TOPICS IN FINANCE
This is an advanced course in selected issues in the theory and 
application of finance. Actual topics and cases will be chosen 
by the instructor and may vary from term to term. 1-3 crs.

MARKETING

MKT 542 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMuNICATIONS
Companies use communications to build strong brand rela-
tionships with their customers. This course presents brand 
building as an integrated marketing function designed to 
create valuable customer relationships and sales. Topics 
include target market evaluation, agency relations, media 
planning, Internet strategies, public relations, budgeting, and 
campaign evaluation. Students will create a comprehensive 
promotional plan that’s effective and persuasive. 3 crs.

MKT 545 MARKETING RESEARCH
Marketing campaigns rely on organized and cost-effective 
marketing research. Students will learn how to gather, ana-
lyze, and present information that solves common business 
problems, such as buyer behavior or market potential. This 
course provides an understanding of research methodol-
ogy, secondary sources, survey construction, measurement, 
sampling methods, and data analysis. As a final assign-
ment, students will complete and present a real-world 
research project. 3 crs.

MKT 546 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
This course examines international marketing programs 
from a strategic management perspective, as opposed 
to the technical aspects of import-export trade. Students 
will evaluate organizational objectives and market-entry 
strategies in a multinational business climate. Case stud-
ies are used to highlight differences between domestic and 
international customer segmentation, brand management, 
distribution channels, transport, pricing, and e-business 
operations. The cross-cultural and political aspects of 
international markets will also be addressed. 3 crs.

MKT 549 ENTREPRENEuRSHIP 
Entrepreneurship involves the process of converting an idea 
or invention into a successful innovation embodied in an or-
ganizational form. The form may range from satisfying self-
employment that empowers self-expression to the creation of 
a globally competitive enterprise. Entrepreneurship is a form 
of business leadership that embraces the full range of traits 
and skills including creativity, critical thinking, ethics, decision 
making, communications, and strategy. This course will ex-
plore the full scope of entrepreneurship including the concept 
of innovation, the notion of creative destruction in markets and 
economies, sources of venture funding, and the role of con-
temporary entrepreneurship as a driving force of job creation 
and economic vitality in the twenty-first century. 3 crs. 

MKT 567 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MARKETING
This is an advanced course in selected issues in the theory and 
application of marketing. Actual topics and cases will be cho-
sen by the instructor and may vary from term to term. 3 crs.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

MGT 541 NEGOTIATIONS AND CONFLICT RESOLuTION 
Negotiations is a process that helps individuals and organi-
zations settle disputes. Students will examine the manage-
ment of conflict and learn the key elements of an effective 
negotiation. This course uses case studies, simulations, and 
role-playing to explore concepts of trust, power, facilitation, 
and communications. Students will develop interpersonal 
skills and techniques that will improve their negotiating 
strategies and tactics. 3 crs.

MGT 557 LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW
Overlapping federal, state, and local laws govern the modern 
workplace, creating a legal minefield for employers and em-
ployees alike. This course will provide a managerial overview 
of the legal do’s and don’ts of corporate hiring, managing, and 
firing. Topics include the rewarding, promoting, demoting, and 
disciplining of employees. Students will gain familiarity with 
the U.S. legal system from an HR perspective. 3 crs.

ORG 563 LEARNING ORGANIzATIONS
Companies that excel recognize learning as a key to their 
competitive edge and strategic advantage. This course covers 
the tools and concepts of learning organizations. Students 
will explore the methods of successful companies through 
interactive, learning-by-doing exercises and projects. 3 crs.

ORG 565 LEADING CHANGE
Managing change is a top priority for leaders of complex, 
knowledge-intensive companies. A firm’s capacity to withstand 
and thrive in turbulent times is directly related to its people 
and organizational structures. This course will focus on the 
nature of change as seen from a management or consulting 
perspective. Students will define and communicate change ini-
tiatives that overcome internal resistance and win trust. 3 crs.
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ORG 567 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIzATIONAL BEHAVIOR
This is an advanced course in selected issues in the theory 
and application of organizational behavior. Actual topics and 
cases will be chosen by the instructor and may vary from 
term to term. 3 crs.

HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

MGT 545 HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
As the Baby Boomer generation ages, healthcare becomes 
an increasingly important part of the economy. This course 
will explore the management of the modern healthcare 
system, including hospitals, insurers, pharmaceutical com-
panies, and managed-care providers. Students will learn 
how to lead complex organizational structures in a rapidly 
changing regulatory environment. 3 crs.

MGT 562 HEALTHCARE ETHICS 
Modern medicine and biomedical advances have challenged 
traditional notions of Healthcare. Using an interdisciplinary 
perspective, students will examine the complex moral and 
ethical issues surrounding provider/patient relationships. 
Special topics include data privacy, patient rights, profes-
sional liability, and healthcare reform. 3 crs.

MKT 552 HEALTHCARE MARKETING 
The growth of competition among Healthcare providers 
provides new and exciting opportunities for marketers. This 
course is an introduction to marketing management and 
research in the fast-changing healthcare industry. Students 
will gain expertise in product development, pricing strate-
gies, customer communications, and channel management. 
Special topics include emerging business models in health 
insurance and treatment centers. 3 crs.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

FIN 518 FINANCE AND SuSTAINABILITY
This course will provide students with an opportunity to 
learn important sustainable finance concepts within orga-
nizational, national and international amplitude. In addition 
to traditional financial management constructs (e.g., as-
sets, liabilities, liquidity, management and other ratios), the 
course will place particular emphasis upon the macroeco-
nomics (e.g., fiscal and monetary policy) and international 
(e.g., spot and forward exchange markets) dimensions of 
finance. Consistent with the program’s emphasis on ad-
vanced quantitative, modeling and decision-making skills, 
great emphasis will be placed upon financial planning, 
forecasting and analysis in a TPL perspective. 3 crs.

MGT 501 PRINCIPLES OF SuSTAINABILITY 
In this course students will gain a basic understanding of 
fundamental psychological, cultural, environmental sus-
tainability issues and challenges affecting business and 
global society in the twenty-first century. Particular at-
tention will be placed upon gaining an understanding of 
theoretical perspectives impacting the effective sustain-
able business management, with special emphasis upon 
systems thinking. Learners will reflect upon the intercon-
nectedness and dynamics of historical, social, ecological, 
governmental, economic, financial and ethical constructs 
associated with sustainability. Learners will also gain an 
opportunity to discover various sustainability frameworks 
and compare multiple global approaches to sustainable 
business management to gain a solid understanding of 
strategies leading to the effective integration of social, 
sustainable and economic realities. 3 crs.
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MGT 510 RESOuRCE ECONOMICS
In this course, learners will be exposed to fundamental 
theoretical constructs associated with Natural Resource 
Economics, an evolving transdisciplinary field within the sci-
ence of economics that focuses upon the interdependence 
between human societies, their economies and the natu-
ral ecosystems supporting them. As a school of thought, 
Resource Economics encompasses multiple disciplines 
related to natural and social sciences, with particular focus 
upon traditional sustainability models (e.g., minerals ex-
traction, forestry) and the economic dimensions of natural 
resources (e.g., air, water) whose pollution and depletion 
have important global and societal impacts. Students will 
reflect upon processes and strategies leading to successful 
economic growth within the ecological constraints of the 
earth's natural resources. The policy-making, legal, ethical 
and managerial aspects of resource economic will also be 
addressed. 3 crs.

INTERNSHIP

MGT 594 MBA INTERNSHIP
The internship provides students with the opportunity 
to apply the cumulative knowledge and skills learned in 
the MBA to a real-life work environment. The internship 
involves the following steps: 1) selecting an interesting 
and challenging work site; 2) developing a contract that 
ensures both employer and student benefit; 3) fulfilling the 
contract activity through ongoing work; and 4) preparing 
a written report that summarizes the learning experience 
and outcomes. Students may receive elective credit for 
their MBA concentration by choosing an internship in their 
field of study. 3 crs.

CAPSTONE

MGT 598 FINAL PROJECT
In the Capstone course, students establish a link between 
their studies, their interests, and the business world at 
large. This professional-level project demonstrates a func-
tional and integrative knowledge of market opportunity and 
strategic management. Students will create a capstone 
project that places emphasis on management consulting. 
3 crs.
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MBA in  
Sustainable Business

Marylhurst  University’s  Master of Business 
Administration in Sustainable Business program meets 
the needs of busy professionals who want to earn an 
MBA part time while continuing their careers. The 
mission of the MBA in Sustainable Business program 
is to prepare students for rewarding management 
careers in business and nonprofit organizations by 
developing practical, relevant, and transferable skills. 
Marylhurst MBA graduates are ethical leaders who 
understand the role of innovation, fiscal responsibility, 
sustainable business practices, project management, 
and collaboration in a fast-paced, global economy. 

PROGRAM OF STUDY
Degree Concentration

MBA Green Development
Renewable Energy

PURPOSE OF THE MBA IN SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS DEGREE
The Marylhurst MBA in Sustainable Business program is 
designed for highly motivated working adults who want to 
prepare themselves for leading in a complex and dynamic 
environment. Marylhurst MBA in Sustainable Business 
graduates are fluent in the fundamentals of business and 
have demonstrated the skills required in a dynamic, inter-
connected world. The curriculum enables students to grasp 
the interrelationships among the functional disciplines, pre-
paring them to take leadership roles at corporate, nonprofit, 
and entrepreneurial organizations. 

CONVENIENCE FOR WORKING ADuLTS
The Marylhurst accelerated on-campus MBA in Sustainable 
Business meets the needs of today’s busy working adult. In 
just eighteen months and twelve courses, Marylhurst stu-
dents master the methods of successful business leaders 
operating in a fast-paced global environment. Designed for 
the part-time student, the Marylhurst accelerated on-cam-
pus MBA in Sustainable Business builds the transferable 
skills that employer’s demand on a schedule that recog-
nizes work and family commitments. 

Students benefit from Marylhurst’s reputation for aca-
demic excellence, with small classes and close contact 
with a world-class faculty. Our instructors are recognized 
business leaders who help students apply their learning in 
real time, on the job. Accelerated five-week courses offer a 
structured, time-efficient learning experience. The acceler-
ated MBA in Sustainable Business curriculum emphasizes 
ethical leadership, project management, systems thinking 
and managerial decision making from a cross-functional, 
global perspective. 

Students learn more than theory. Three-course con-
centrations in Renewable Energy and Green Development 
develop more specialized skills. 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Students completing the Master of Business Administration 
in Sustainable Business degree will be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 

sustainability fundamentals and the related opportunities, 
trends, and challenges resulting from a system thinking 
approach to sustainable business management.

• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of current 
trends and interrelations in key business areas, including: 
accounting, finance, law, organizational behavior, 
marketing, project management, statistical modeling, and 
strategic leadership.

• Demonstrate critical thinking, quantitative analysis, 
writing, presentation, collaboration skills, and project 
management skills appropriate for business leadership 
and graduate-level coursework. 

• Develop and apply an ethical framework to executive 
decision making and organizational leadership.

• Analyze the domestic and global business environments, 
including their economic, legal, cultural, and ethical 
contexts.

• Understand emerging business concepts, information 
technology, and management trends.

• Apply and integrate course knowledge, business skills, and 
work experience in a relevant capstone project. 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
Applications are accepted continuously throughout the year, 
with two enrollment start times in the fall and spring. To be 
eligible for admission to Marylhurst’s Master of Business 
Administration, candidates must have the following qualifi-
cations:
• Application and fee
• Résumé
• Application essay
• Two letters of recommendation 
• Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university 
• Official transcripts 
• GMAT score of 550 or higher*
• Faculty interview

*	 A	Graduate	Management	Admissions	Test	(GMAT)	score	of	
550	or	higher	is	required	but	waived	if	your	undergraduate	
cumulative	GPA	is	3.00	(B)	or	greater	or	you	have	more	than	5	
years	of	relevant	work	experience. 

TRANSFER CREDITS
Graduate credits earned in business within the last five 
years prior to admission are considered for transfer to 
the MBA in Sustainable Business program. Students may 
transfer up to 8 quarter credits of the 48 credits required in 
the MBA degree program. Students must provide an official 
transcript of the graduate credits they completed else-
where. Only classes with a B (3.00) grade or higher will be 
eligible for transfer consideration. Students may be asked 
to submit a course syllabus to determine transfer eligibility. 
The awarding institution must be an accredited college or 
university. The MBA program evaluates all transfer credits 
on an individual basis.

MBA CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT 
MBA students take an integrated self-assessment upon 
entering the program in the first class in the program and 
upon completion of the program in the capstone class. Most 
of the questions require critical thinking and knowledge of 
fundamental business principles (i.e., marketing, finance, 
managerial accounting, organizational behavior, and strat-
egy). Students receive individual, scaled scores that dem-
onstrate their understanding of key business concepts. The 
department uses the assessment to measure student aca-
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demic achievement and to assess program outcomes. The 
assessments are taken as part of the SUS 500 and SUS 598 
courses. A course fee will be added to SUS 500 and SUS 598 
to reflect text administration costs.

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
International students applying to the MBA program must 
have a minimum TOEFL score of 550 PBT or 213 CBT or 
79 iBT.

PROGRAM DESIGN
12 courses, 48 quarter credits 
Concentrations: Renewable Energy and Green Development

CONCENTRATIONS
Concentrations in the Marylhurst Accelerated On-campus 
MBA in Sustainable Business program give students the 
specialized skills and managerial know-how required in 
today’s global job market. Marylhurst offers two concentra-
tions: Renewable Energy and Green Development. These 
concentrations are responsive to market needs, student 
interests, and faculty expertise. 

A concentration comprises twelve out of the forty-eight 
credits of study. 

Students are encouraged to elect a concentration at the 
beginning of their MBA degree but are allowed to change 
their concentration with program approval. Students may 
elect to do more than one concentration. 

• RENEWABLE ENERGY
The Renewable Energy Concentration assists students who 
want to integrate concepts of sustainability into their cur-
rent workplace and/or who want to seek positions in the 
renewable energy sector. 

• GREEN DEVELOPMENT
The Green Development Concentration is designed for stu-
dents who want to integrate concepts of sustainability into 
their current workplace and/or who want to seek positions 
helping existing and new communities be more sustainable. 

Course Requirements for the MBA in Sustainable 
Business 

Core Courses ....................................................................32 crs.
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability
SUS 505 Strategic Leadership in Sustainable Management
SUS 510 Resource Economics
SUS 515 Managerial and Environmental Accounting
SUS 518 Finance and Sustainability
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing 
SUS 525 Research and Quantitative Methods
SUS 530 Modeling and Decision Making
Concentration Courses .....................................................12 crs.
• Renewable Energy Concentration
 SUS 540 Environmental Law – Renewable Energy
 SUS 541 Operations Management
 SUS 542 Alternative & Renewable Energies 
• Green Development Concentration
 SUS 560 Environmental Law – Green Development
 SUS 561 Urban Planning Fundamentals
 SUS 562 Sustainable Community Development
Capstone Course ................................................................4 crs.
SUS 598 Integrative Capstone Project
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
In order to graduate students must maintain a B aver-
age (3.00) during the program. A grade of C (2.00) is below 
graduate standards but may be applied towards a degree. 
Grades below a C (a C- or below) do not apply towards a 
degree. However, all MBA coursework a student takes (with 
the exception of repeated courses) will be counted in com-
puting the grade point average, including courses in which a 
student has earned a D or F grade. Students can only repeat 
a course once and are limited to three course repeats total 
throughout the duration of the program.

Graduate students who fall below the 3.00 minimum cu-
mulative GPA at the end of any given quarter will be placed 
on academic probation. Academic probation means that a 
student must raise his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within 
the next 8 graduate credits. Should a student fail to raise 
his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within the next 8 graduate 
credits, the student may be placed on academic suspension. 

Suspended students will not be permitted to enroll in 
additional classes. However, they may petition the MBA 
department to obtain needed reinstatement approval.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

SuS 500 PRINCIPLES OF SuSTAINABILITY
In this course students will gain a basic understanding of 
fundamental psychological, cultural, environmental and 
sustainability issues and challenges affecting business 
and global society in the twentieth-first century. Particular 
attention will be placed upon gaining an understanding 
of theoretical perspectives impacting effective sustain-
able business management, with special emphasis upon 
systems thinking. Learners will reflect upon the intercon-
nectedness and dynamics of historical, social, ecological, 
governmental, economic, financial and ethical constructs 
associated with sustainability. Learners will also gain an op-
portunity to discover various sustainability frameworks and 
compare multiple global approaches to sustainable busi-
ness management to gain a solid understanding of strate-
gies leading to the effective integration of social, ecological 
and economic realities. In this course, students complete 
the Learning Assessment, a comprehensive test that assists 
students in assessing their business knowledge and skills 
necessary to be successful in the program. A course fee will 
be added to reflect test administration costs. 4 crs.

SuS 505 STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP IN SuSTAINABLE 
MANAGEMENT
This course allows learners to analyze fundamental theo-
retical constructs associated with leadership and strategic 
management from traditional and evolutionary sustainable 
business management perspectives. The course also in-
vites students to research, discover, compare and contrast 
global cultural perspectives and strategic approaches to 
sustainable business management. Strong emphasis is 
also placed upon the discovery of emerging technological, 
economic and socio-cultural trends and the analysis of the 
impact that such trends can have upon the strategic defi-
nition and implementation of sustainable and financially-
viable business strategies. The ethical implications of 
strategic management and corporate governance are also 
highlighted. 4 crs.
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SuS 510 RESOuRCE ECONOMICS
In this course, learners will be exposed to fundamental 
theoretical constructs associated with Natural Resource 
Economics, an evolving transdisciplinary field within the sci-
ence of economics that focuses upon the interdependence 
between human societies, their economies and the natu-
ral ecosystems supporting them. As a school of thought, 
Resource Economics encompasses multiple disciplines 
related to natural and social sciences, with particular focus 
upon traditional sustainability models (e.g., minerals ex-
traction, forestry) and the economic dimensions of natural 
resources (e.g., air, water) whose pollution and depletion 
have important global and societal impacts. Students will 
reflect upon processes and strategies leading to successful 
economic growth within the ecological constraints of the 
earth’s natural resources. The policy-making, legal, ethical 
and managerial aspects of resource economic will also be 
addresses. 4 crs.

SuS 515 MANAGERIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
ACCOuNTING
A primary purpose of this course is to provide learners 
with a strong understanding of the notion of ‘cost’. Tradi-
tional accounting defines the construct in multiple ways 
(e.g., hard, soft or hidden costs) within an organizational 
framework. However, managerial accounting of sustain-
able business necessitates an understanding of additional 
dimensions such as environmental costs, and proper 
identification and measurement of such costs, and ulti-
mately, their effective integration into relevant analytical 
and financial models. In addition, students will also reflect 
upon the strategies and processes supporting effective 
transition from traditional accounting principles to effective 
triple-bottom-line accounting. Building proficiencies with 
quantitative and modeling tools will also represent a critical 
course learning outcome. 4 crs. 

SuS 518 FINANCE AND SuSTAINABILITY
Capitalizing upon the accounting principles learned in the 
Managerial and Environmental Accounting course, this 
course will provide students with an opportunity to learn 
important sustainable finance concepts within organiza-
tional, national and international amplitude. In addition to 
traditional financial management constructs (e.g.: assets, 
liabilities, liquidity, management and other ratios), the 
course will place particular emphasis upon the macroeco-
nomics (e.g., fiscal and monetary policy) and international 
(e.g., spot and forward exchange markets) dimensions of 
finance. Consistent with the program’s emphasis on ad-
vanced quantitative, modeling and decision-making skills, 
great emphasis will be placed upon financial planning, 
forecasting and analysis in a TBL perspective. 4 crs.

SuS 520 SuSTAINABLE MARKETING
This course will provide learners with an opportunity to 
discover, use, and apply powerful marketing management 
constructs into a reflective framework integrating the or-
ganizational, societal, environmental and global aspects of 
sustainability. Learners will be challenged to develop mar-
keting plans and strategies that effectively consider address 
and reconcile the multiple and often conflicting dimensions 
of sustainable business management. Particularly empha-
sis will be placed upon marketing research and student’s 
ability to effectively research, analyze and take advantage of 
market opportunities within the realm of triple-bottom-line 
principles. 4 crs.

SuS 525 RESEARCH AND quANTITATIVE METHODS
Effective sustainable business management requires stu-
dents to acquire strong research skills and gain full ac-
quaintance with quantitative research methods. Such skills 
will serve as a foundation for the advanced modeling and 
project management skills also fostered in this program. 
Great importance will be attached to quantitative skills, 
descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. Learners will 
be expected to grasp and make critical use of quantitative 
data to research, analyze and decide on critical questions 
related to sustainable business management. 4 crs.

SuS 530 MODELING AND DECISION MAKING
The ability to achieve successful business results de-
pends on a sound decision-making process. This integra-
tive course introduces students to managerial decision 
theory and advanced modeling and forecasting techniques. 
Through readings and simulations, students will learn how 
to manage under uncertainty. Topics include structuring 
decisions, evaluating alternatives, making trade-offs, risk 
avoidance, cost containment and contingency planning. This 
integrative course develops the analytical, planning, mod-
eling and forecasting skills allowing managers to decide 
in uncertain environments. Particular emphasis is placed 
upon gaining a deep understanding of the forces resulting 
from the constructs associated with TBL. 4 crs.

RENEWABLE ENERGY CONCENTRATION

SuS 540 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – RENEWABLE 
ENERGY
Environmental law permeates all facets of sustainable 
business management. Whether dealing with major issues 
in water use and pollution, air permits, hazardous waste 
disposal, Clean Air Act regulations and requirements, real 
estate construction and transaction issues or environmen-
tal litigation and toxic torts, sustainability-minded busi-
ness managers must posses a solid understanding of vital 
rules and regulations associated with environmental law. 
Of particular importance is comprehension of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and of the related 
and constantly evolving legal issues affecting sustainable 
business practices. In this course, students will have an op-
portunity to explore the relationships between public policy 
and legislation and how law both constrains and fosters op-
portunities for the development of sustainable energy from 
wind, solar, geothermal and other sources. 4 crs.

SuS 541 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Strategic effectiveness requires two fundamentals aspects: 
strategy design and strategy implementation. Capitalizing 
upon the learning gained in the Strategic Leadership in 
Sustainable Management course, students will turn their 
attention to the effective execution of strategy by discover-
ing, researching and discussing the multiple dimensions 
of operational management in the energy production/utili-
ties industry. In addition to learning traditional operational 
constructs such as operational strategy, process and supply 
chain management, production and inventory manage-
ment, and Total Quality Management (TQM), students will 
discover crucial principles, tools and techniques associated 
with growing fields such as business re-engineering, green 
management and industrial ecology. They will also gain ex-
posure to specific industry concepts, tools, techniques and 
constructs. Particular emphasis will be placed upon cases 
studies related to the comparative assessment of best prac-
tices in sustainable energy operations management around 
the globe. 4 crs.
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SuS 542 ALTERNATIVE AND RENEWABLE ENERGIES 
This course provides an overview of traditional and alterna-
tive energy sources, with particular emphasis on renewable 
energies, with the intent of providing students with a strong 
understanding of the technologies associated with renew-
able and sustainable sources energy, such as hydropower, 
solar, wind, hydrogen, geothermal and oceanic forces, 
biomass, etc. Course content also addresses operational 
issues associated with production, storage, transportation, 
distribution and industrial or consumer use of energy. Par-
ticular importance is attached to the trade-offs resulting 
from use and promotion of various forms energy in terms of 
their technological merits and economic viability. Learners 
are also invited to think in terms of energy consumption, 
efficiency, and conservation rather than sole reliance upon 
renewable energies. 4 crs.

GREEN DEVELOPMENT CONCENTRATION

SuS 560 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – GREEN 
DEVELOPMENT
Environmental law permeates all facets of sustainable 
business management. Whether dealing with major is-
sues in water use and pollution, air permits, hazardous 
waste disposal, Clean Air Act regulations and require-
ments, real estate construction and transaction issues, 
sustainability-minded business managers must possess a 
solid understanding of vital rules and regulations associ-
ated with environmental law. Of particular importance is 
comprehension of the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 (NEPA) and of the related and constantly evolving 
legal issues affecting sustainable business practices. In this 
course, learners will also have an opportunity to reflect on 
and discuss the legal ramifications associated with critical 
business issues involved in urban planning, LEED Certifica-
tion, grant and tax incentives for sustainable businesses, 
and sustainable community development. 4 crs

SuS 561 uRBAN PLANNING FuNDAMENTALS
This course provides learners with an understanding of the 
various political, regulatory, economic, and social forces 
that influence urban planning and development. Particular 
emphasis is placed upon the comparison of multiple urban 
planning theories, principles and practices. Environmental 
and sustainability issues related to planning are considered 
and analyzed in terms of systems and trade-offs between 
social, environmental and economic impacts. Research, 
analysis and comparison of various international approach-
es to sustainable urban planning constitute another funda-
mental aspect of this course. 4 crs.

SuS 562 SuSTAINABLE COMMuNITY DEVELOPMENT
Capitalizing upon previous learning in urban planning fun-
damentals, this course addresses important issues pertain-
ing to sustainable urban development practices aiming at 
building and fostering sustainable communities. The course 
investigates how multiple demographic, socio-cultural, 
political, economic, technological and environmental forces 
intertwine to shape community development practices 
regionally, nationally and internationally. Multiple mod-
els associated with various environments, resources and 
constraints are presented and contrasted. Ultimately, the 
course invites learners to reflect upon strategies leading to 
the creation of socially, culturally, economically and envi-
ronmentally viable communities growing and a sustainable 
and responsible manner. 4 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE

SuS 598 INTEGRATIVE CAPSTONE PROJECT
In the Capstone course, students establish a link between 
their studies, their interests, and the business world at 
large. The course results in reflective work that explores 
and expresses the highest standard of graduate research. 
The Capstone Project allows students to demonstrate a 
functional and integrative knowledge of the multiple and 
fundamental dimensions associated with sustainable busi-
ness management. Project participation grants students the 
opportunity to reflect on graduate learning, expressing deep 
knowledge and applying leadership research in a meaning-
ful and enduring way. Particular emphasis is placed upon 
project management skills and learners’ ability to effec-
tively implement a final project involving collaboration with 
an organization of their choice, toward the development of 
a sustainable initiative. In this course, students complete 
the Learning Assessment, a comprehensive test that assists 
students in evaluating their business knowledge and skills 
acquired from their courses. A course fee will be added to 
reflect test administration costs. 4 crs.

Graduate Department of Business Studies
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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Marylhurst University's  Master of Business 
Administration program meets the needs of busy 
professionals who want to earn an MBA part time 
while continuing their careers. The mission of the 
MBA program is to prepare students for rewarding 
management careers in business and nonprofit 
organizations by developing practical, relevant, and 
transferable skills. Marylhurst MBA graduates are 
ethical leaders who understand the role of innovation, 
information, and collaboration in a fast-paced, global 
economy. 

To learn more about the program, contact an 
offsite academic advisor at 1.866.278.3965 or visit 
our Web site at www.onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
 Degree  Concentration

 MBA  Finance
 General Management
 Healthcare Management
 Marketing
 Nonprofit Management
 Real Estate

MBA:  
Sustainable 
Business

Government Policy & Administration
Green Development
Natural & Organic Resources
Renewable Energy

Sustainable  
Certificates Post-Graduate

Post- 
Baccalaureate

Government Policy 
& Administration

Green Development
Natural & Organic 

Resources
Renewable Energy

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

MBA Degree
PURPOSE OF THE MBA DEGREE
The Marylhurst MBA program is designed for highly mo-
tivated working adults who want to prepare themselves 
for general management and organizational leadership. 
Marylhurst MBA graduates are fluent in the fundamentals 
of business and have demonstrated the skills required in 
a dynamic, interconnected world. The curriculum enables 
students to grasp the interrelationships among the func-
tional disciplines, preparing them to take leadership roles 
at corporate, nonprofit, and entrepreneurial organizations. 

CONVENIENCE FOR WORKING ADuLTS
The Marylhurst Accelerated Online MBA meets the needs 
of today's busy working adult. In just eighteen months and 
twelve courses, Marylhurst students master the methods 
of successful general managers operating in a fast-paced 
global environment. Designed for the part-time student, the 
Marylhurst Accelerated Online MBA builds the transferable 
skills that employer's demand on a schedule that recog-
nizes work and family commitments. 
 Students benefit from Marylhurst's reputation for aca-
demic excellence, with small classes and close contact with a 
world-class faculty. Our instructors are recognized business 
leaders who help students apply their learning in real time, 
on the job. Accelerated five-week courses offer a structured, 
time-efficient learning experience. The Accelerated MBA 
curriculum emphasizes ethical leadership and managerial 
decision making from a cross-functional, global perspective. 

Students learn more than theory. By the end of the 
program, they possess a digital briefcase of tested man-
agement tools and techniques. Additionally, students have 
developed more specialized skills by completing a three-
course concentrations in general management, healthcare 
management, nonprofit management, real estate, finance, 
or marketing. 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Students completing the Master of Business Administration 
degree will be able to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of current 

trends and interrelations in key business areas, including 
accounting, finance, law, organizational behavior, 
marketing, statistics, and strategy.

2. Demonstrate critical thinking, quantitative analysis, 
writing, presentation, and collaboration skills appropriate 
for business leadership and graduate-level coursework. 

3. Develop and apply an ethical framework to executive 
decision making and organizational leadership.

4. Analyze the domestic and global business environments, 
including their economic, legal, cultural, and ethical contexts.

5. Understand emerging business concepts, information 
technology, and management trends.

6. Apply and integrate course knowledge, business skills, and 
work experience in a capstone project. 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
Applications are accepted continuously throughout the year, 
with four enrollment start times. To be eligible for admis-
sion to Marylhurst's Master of Business Administration, 
candidates must have the following qualifications
• Application and fee (non-refundable)
• Résumé
• Application Essay
• Two letters for recommendation (preferably from current or 

former employers within the last five years)
• Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university
• Cumulative undergraduate GPA of 3.00 or higher
• Official transcripts of undergraduate and graduate 

The Marylhurst
Accelerated Online MBA
Director: Mary Bradbury Jones
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coursework (sent directly from the originating institution)
• Five years of relevant work experience 
• Admissions interview
Applicants with fewer than five years of work experience 
and/or a cumulative GPA of less than 3.00 may substitute 
the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) scores 
of at least 550 or higher taken within the last two years.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Graduate credits earned in business within the five years 
prior to admission are considered for transfer to the MBA 
program. Students may transfer up to 8 quarter credits of 
the 48 credits required in the MBA degree program. Stu-
dents must provide an official transcript of the graduate 
credits they completed elsewhere. Only classes with a B 
(3.00) grade or higher will be eligible for transfer consider-
ation. Students may be asked to submit a course syllabus to 
determine transfer eligibility. The awarding institution must 
be a regionally accredited college or university. The MBA 
program evaluates all transfer credits on an individual basis.

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
International students applying to the MBA program must have 
a minimum TOEFL score of 550 PBT or 213 CBT or 79 iBT.

MARYLHURST ACCELERATED MBA 
CONCENTRATIONS
12 courses, 48 quarter credits 
Concentrations in the Marylhurst Accelerated MBA program 
give students the specialized skills and managerial know-
how required in today's global job market. Marylhurst offers 
six concentrations: General Management, Healthcare Man-
agement, Nonprofit Management, Real Estate, Finance, and 
Marketing—that are responsive to market needs, student 
interests, and faculty expertise. The MBA concentration 
comprises twelve out of the forty-eight credits of study. 
 With the assistance of their enrollment advisor, students 
elect a concentration at the beginning of their MBA degree but 
are allowed to change their concentration with program ap-
proval. Students may elect to do more than one concentration. 
•  GENERAL MANAGEMENT
 The General Management Concentration assists students 

who seek positions in executive leadership, global 
business, HR, finance, or marketing. It is also appropriate 
for students who are considering a career transition or 
self-employment. 

•  HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
 The Healthcare Management Concentration provides the 

healthcare professional and general manager with a solid 
understanding of current healthcare issues and trends. 
It is appropriate for MBA students who expect careers in 
healthcare management, marketing, or finance. 

•  NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT
 The Nonprofit Management Concentration is designed for 

students who want to use managerial decision-making 
skills in a cultural, governmental, or humanitarian setting. 
This concentration will help students who seek careers 
as managers and executive directors at nonprofit and 
government organizations.

•  REAL ESTATE
 The Real Estate Concentration is designed for students 

who want to integrate theories and practical application 
in key real estate areas, namely real estate law, corporate 
real estate decision making, and real estate transactions.

•  FINANCE
 The Finance Concentration is designed for students who 

are seeking careers in corporate finance or may be used as 
a step in receiving professional certification(for example, 
CFA or CPA).

•  MARKETING
 The Marketing Concentration is designed for students who 

are seeking careers in sales and marketing or marketing 
management.

Course Requirements for the Master of Business 
Administration

Core Courses ....................................................................32 crs.
 MBA 510 Organizational Behavior
 MBA 512 Managerial Economics
 MBA 513 Quantitative Analysis
 MBA 518 Business Law for Managers
 MBA 521 Financial Methods I
 MBA 522 Financial Methods II
 MBA 530 E-Business Management
 MBA 534 The Global Manager
Concentration Courses .....................................................12 crs.
General Management Concentration
 MBA 544 Ethical Organizational Leadership
 MBA 551 Marketing Management
 MBA 565 Principles of Organizational Change
Healthcare Management Concentration
 MBA 556 Ethical Leadership in Healthcare 
 MBA 552 Healthcare Marketing
 MBA 566 Contemporary Managed Healthcare
Nonprofit Management Concentration
 MBA 543 Nonprofit Leadership
 MBA 553 Nonprofit Marketing
 MBA 563 Nonprofit Ethics
Real Estate Concentration
 MBA 574 Ethical Leadership in Real Estate
 MBA 572 Real Estate Investment Analysis
 MBA 573 An Analysis of a Real Estate Transaction
Finance Concentration
 MBA 548 Corporate Finance
 MBA 549 International Finance
 MBA 558 Investment and Portfolio Management
Marketing Concentration
 MBA 551 Marketing Management
 MBA 545 Market Research
 MBA 546 Integrated Marketing Communications Transaction
Capstone Course ................................................................4 crs.
 MBA 598 MBA Capstone
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
Students must maintain a B average (3.00) during the pro-
gram and in order to graduate. A grade of C (2.00) is below 
graduate standards but may be applied towards a degree. 
Grades below a C do not apply towards a degree. However, 
all MBA coursework a student takes (with the exception of 
repeated courses) will be counted in computing the grade 
point average, including courses in which a student has 
earned a D or F grade. Students can only repeat a course 
once and are limited to three course repeats total through-
out the duration of the program.

Graduate students who fall below the 3.00 minimum cu-
mulative GPA at the end of any given quarter will be placed 
on academic probation. Academic probation means that a 
student must raise his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within 
the next 8 graduate credits. Should a student fail to raise 
his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within the next 8 graduate 
credits, the student may be placed on academic suspension. 
Suspended students will not be permitted to enroll in addi-
tional classes. However, they may petition the AOP depart-
ment to obtain needed reinstatement approval.

MBA CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT
MBA students take an integrated self-assessment upon 
entering the program in the first class in the program and 
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upon completion of the program in the capstone class. Most 
of the questions require critical thinking and knowledge of 
fundamental business principles (i.e., marketing, finance, 
managerial accounting, organizational behavior, and strat-
egy). Students receive individual, scaled scores that dem-
onstrate their understanding of key business concepts. The 
department uses the assessment to measure student aca-
demic achievement and to assess program outcomes. The 
assessments are taken as part of the MBA 510 and MBA 598 
courses. A course fee will be added to MBA 510 and MBA 
598 to reflect text administration costs.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

MBA 510 ORGANIzATIONAL BEHAVIOR
During this orientation course, students refresh their knowl-
edge of key business subjects while being introduced to new 
academic concepts and graduate-level expectations. This 
course introduces both the theory and practical applica-
tion of Organizational Behavior. Organizational Behavior is 
the study of how individuals and groups impact behavior 
within an organization. Topics will include decision making, 
motivation theories, individual and group behaviors, leader-
ship, power and organizational politics, and organizational 
culture. 4 crs.

MBA 512 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
This course is designed to help student graduate students 
obtain an understanding the basic concepts of economics. 
Students will understand the foundational concepts of mi-
croeconomics, including scarcity, ownership and markets. 
The focus of the class will be on having students apply these 
ideas to their personal decision making and professional 
life. In addition, students will learn the macroeconom-
ics concepts of GDP, unemployment, inflation and interest 
rates and how to research these variables and how to use 
forecasts to understand the application to their personal 
and professional life. Finally, students will learn some of the 
basic concepts of international economics, including inter-
national trade and exchange rates. 4 crs.

MBA 513 quANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Managers use quantitative methods and techniques for 
analyzing risk and making decisions for product develop-
ment, marketing, personnel, and customer service. Stu-
dents will learn key concepts in statistics and data analysis. 
This course covers basic concepts of probability, including 
random variables and probability distributions. 4 crs.

MBA 518 BuSINESS LAW FOR MANAGERS
This course is a practical survey of business law geared 
towards providing busy managers with a solid grasp of key 
legal concepts and principles that they are likely to encoun-
ter in their workaday world. Students learn that success-
ful management of business relationships rarely involves 
hiding behind clever legal strategies. The benefits of legal 
action must be weighed against the risks and costs of litiga-
tion. Topics include the legal environment, contracts, com-
mercial transactions, and business organizations. 4 crs.

MBA 521 FINANCIAL METHODS I
In this first part of Financial Methods, students learn ac-
counting concepts from a decision maker's perspective. 
Following an overview of the accounting cycle, financial 
statements, and financial reporting, special attention will be 
given to accounting information used to assist management 
in business operations. 4 crs.

MBA 522 FINANCIAL METHODS II
This course is designed to help students understand finan-
cial theory and its important applications. In this second 
part of Financial Methods, the focus includes the time value 
of money, risk and return, valuation, investment principles, 
and the role of financial markets. Through real-world exam-
ples and practical exercises, students learn concepts and 
terms used by financial analysts and strategists. 4 crs.

MBA 530 E-BuSINESS MANAGEMENT
Companies are investing globally in new technologies in or-
der to capture competitive advantage. Designed for the non-
technical manager, this course helps students understand 
the strategic role of technology, e-commerce strategies, 
and Web-based marketing in modern organizations. 4 crs.

MBA 534 THE GLOBAL MANAGER
Global decision making requires a framework for under-
standing international trade, investment, and cross-cultural 
interactions. Using case studies and current events, stu-
dents analyze globalization trends and the impact of culture 
on international business dealings. Organizational, finan-
cial, and marketing factors are considered in creating a suc-
cessful global strategy. 4 crs.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION

MBA 544 ETHICAL ORGANIzATIONAL LEADERSHIP
During this course, students will develop an understand-
ing of the fundamentals of leadership from a theoretical, 
personal, and practical perspective with a special emphasis 
upon leading ethically in business. The course will discuss 
how organizational leaders address the growing importance 
of legal and ethical challenges in their decision making. 
Special topics include team building, gender issues, and 
leadership in diverse, multicultural organizations. Students 
will also be exposed to recent trends and methods in mana-
gerial leadership and ethical decision making. 4 crs. 

MBA 551 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
This course is an introduction to marketing management 
and research. Students will learn how to segment markets 
and position a firm’s offerings in order to create long-term 
customer and shareholder value. This course explores mar-
keting opportunities through product development, pricing 
strategies, customer communications, and channel man-
agement. 4 crs.

MBA 565 PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIzATIONAL CHANGE
In this course students gain an understanding of fundamen-
tal organizational, personal, cultural and competitive issues 
and challenges affecting organizational change in the twenty-
first century. Particular attention is placed upon gaining an 
understanding of theoretical perspectives and applications 
impacting effective organizational change. Learners explore 
current change models, case studies, and approaches to 
successful change efforts.  Emphasis is placed on current 
approaches in the field of organizational change. 4 crs.

HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION

MBA 552 HEALTHCARE MARKETING
This course introduces the basic concepts of marketing and 
provides a framework for analyzing marketing opportuni-
ties and challenges as they relate to the Healthcare sector. 
Students will look at the important role marketing plays 
in this industry, then design, develop, and deliver a com-
prehensive health related marketing plan. Specific course 
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topics include the marketing process, consumer behavior, 
customer relationships, market segmentation, branding, 
pricing, distribution, advertising, promotion, public rela-
tions, and ethics. Student familiarity with Healthcare is 
assumed. 4 crs.

MBA 556 ETHICAL LEADERSHIP IN HEALTHCARE 
During this course, students will develop an understand-
ing of the fundamentals of leadership from a theoretical, 
personal, and practical perspective with a special emphasis 
upon leading ethically in healthcare. The course will discuss 
how organizational leaders address the growing importance 
of legal and ethical challenges in their decision making. 
Special topics include team building, gender issues, and 
leadership in diverse, multicultural particularly as they re-
late to healthcare. Equally important, will be considerations 
for the various ethical methodologies from which to base 
leadership decision making related to various contemporary 
and controversial healthcare. 4 crs.

MBA 566 CONTEMPORARY MANAGED HEALTHCARE
This course is designed to provide a full understanding of 
the origins of managed healthcare from the 1970s through 
current applications in the United States Healthcare system. 
The evolution of managed healthcare applications will be 
evaluated along with emphasis on benefits and limitations 
from legal, social, and ethical perspectives. Specific examples 
of managed care applications will be provided and analyzed 
(e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, Department of Defense, and De-
partment of Veterans Affairs, and private applications). 4 crs.

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION

MBA 543 NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP
America’s nonprofit work force is growing rapidly, com-
prising more than seven percent of the nation’s jobs. As 
these institutions have expanded their influence around the 
world, they have embraced for-profit management and HR 
techniques. Through case studies and practical exercises, 
students will learn modern leadership concepts and apply 
them to a variety of not-for-profit organizations. 4 crs.

MBA 553 NONPROFIT MARKETING
Nonprofit groups of all sizes face ongoing financial pres-
sures. This course provides a framework for applying con-
temporary for-profit marketing practices to the successful 
operation of nonprofit enterprises. Case studies and cur-
rent events will be used to illustrate product development, 
pricing, branding, and distribution. By developing their own 
market-driven plan, students will identify new and sustain-
able sources of revenues to supplement traditional non-
profit funding. 4 crs.

MBA 563 NONPROFIT ETHICS
The study of ethics focuses on individual and organizational 
behavior with respect to what is right or wrong, and one’s 
moral duty as a member of society to act appropriately. The 
purpose of this course is to examine issues relating to eth-
ics of importance to nonprofit organizations, and to reflect 
on the dimension of nonprofit management that relates to 
this broad and ancient branch of philosophy that was the 
subject of intense and passionate debate by both secular and 
non-secular writers thousands of years ago, and often is the 
focus of stories on the front pages of our newspapers today. 
Among the topics of this course are general approaches to 
ethics; ethical dilemmas; ethical issues that apply to non-
profit organizations such as fundraising practices, conflicts 
of interest, and ethics codes; and ethical treatment of em-
ployees, funders, and other stakeholders. 4 crs.

REAL ESTATE CONCENTRATION

MBA 572 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
This course is an introduction to corporate real estate 
decision-making. Students are exposed to real estate 
investment, market analysis, project financing, leasing, 
and property management and land-development issues. 
Students learn the economic factors and finance theories 
that affect property values. Consideration will be given to 
current trends in commercial real estate finance and deal 
making. 4 crs.

MBA 573 AN ANALYSIS OF A REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTION
During the course, students will work through the real es-
tate transaction process by selecting a commercial property 
for purchase, preparing investment documents, reviewing 
available property information and preparing a final recom-
mendation to the investment committee. Students are ex-
pected to be proficient using Excel,	Word, and PowerPoint for 
various assignments including their ongoing project. 4 crs.

MBA 574 ETHICAL LEADERSHIP IN REAL ESTATE
During this course, students will develop an understand-
ing of the fundamentals of leadership and ethics, from a 
theoretical, personal, and practical perspective. Because 
respected leaders possess a clear ethical framework for 
making decisions, this course will introduce students to the 
fundamental principles of ethical decision-making and their 
application to resolving ethical issues and conflicts in the 
workplace. 4 crs.

MARKETING CONCENTRATION

MBA 551 MARKETING MANAGEMENT
This course is an introduction to marketing management 
and research. Students will learn how to segment markets 
and position a firm’s offerings in order to create long-term 
customer and shareholder value. This course explores 
marketing opportunities through product development, 
pricing strategies, customer communications, and channel 
management. 4 crs.

MBA 545 MARKET RESEARCH
This course provides an understanding of research meth-
odology, secondary sources, survey construction, mea-
surement, sampling methods, and data analysis. As a final 
assignment, students will complete and present a real-
world research project. Students will learn how to gather, 
analyze, and present information that solves common busi-
ness problems, such as buyer behavior or market potential. 
4 crs. 

MBA 546 INTEGRATED MARKETING 
COMMuNICATIONS
This course presents brand building as an integrated 
marketing function designed to create valuable customer 
relationships and sales. Topics include target market evalu-
ation, agency relations, media planning, Internet strategies, 
public relations, budgeting, and campaign evaluation. Stu-
dents will create a comprehensive promotional plan that’s 
effective and persuasive. 4 crs.
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FINANCE CONCENTRATION

MBA 548 CORPORATE FINANCE
This intermediate course approaches finance from the chief 
financial officer’s perspective. Students will analyze practi-
cal problems in investment decisions, working capital, risk 
management, company valuation, financial planning, and 
legal and ethical concerns. This course provides an un-
derstanding of the theories, concepts, and applications of 
modern corporate finance. 4 crs.

MBA 549 INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
In this course students will explore the role of foreign capi-
tal markets, exchange rate risk, and financial control sys-
tems as applied to the international firm. Additional topics 
include political and economic risk, multilateral institutions, 
foreign trade, and international accounting practices. Stu-
dents will learn to apply sound financial principles in order 
to maximize competitive advantage and shareholder wealth. 
4 crs.

MBA 558 INVESTMENT AND PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT
In this course students will examine the differences be-
tween real and financial assets and understand the role of 
the investment analyst. Financial markets are engines of 
economic innovation, offering a range of investment vehi-
cles for firms and individual investors. Topics include port-
folio theory, capital markets, fixed-income securities, and 
derivatives. Students will evaluate the trade-offs between 
risk and return in efficient markets. 4 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE

MBA 598 MBA CAPSTONE
In this course, students synthesize, apply, and demonstrate 
the skills and competencies that reflect mastery of the MBA 
program learning outcomes. Students develop a compre-
hensive strategic initiative product after rigorous research. 
Using a wide variety of management tools, students explore 
options, analyze critical information, and develop opera-
tional plans. 4 crs.

Accelerated Online Programs: MBA
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Hwy. (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
1.866.278.3965
http://onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu
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A MBA Degree: 
Sustainable Business
Marylhurst University's Master of Business in 
Sustainable Business program meets the needs of busy 
professionals who want to earn an MBA part time 
while continuing their careers. The mission of the 
MBA program is to prepare students for rewarding 
management careers in business and nonprofit 
organizations by developing practical, relevant, and 
transferable skills. Marylhurst MBA graduates are 
ethical leaders who understand the role of innovation, 
fiscal responsibility, sustainable business practices,  
project management, and collaboration in a fast-paced, 
global economy. 

To learn more about the program, contact an 
offsite academic advisor at 1.866.278.3965 or visit 
our Web site at www.onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
Degree Concentration

MBA/ 
Sustainable 
Business

Government Policy & Administration
Green Development
Natural & Organic Resources
Renewable Energy

Sustainable  
Certificates Post-Graduate

Post- 
Baccalaureate

Government Policy 
& Administration

Green Development
Natural & Organic 

Resources
Renewable Energy

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

PURPOSE OF THE MBA IN SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS DEGREE
The Marylhurst MBA program is designed for highly motivated 
working adults who want to prepare themselves for leading 
in a complex and dynamic environment. Marylhurst MBA in 
Sustainable Business graduates are fluent in the fundamen-
tals of business and have demonstrated the skills required 
in a dynamic, interconnected world. The curriculum enables 
students to grasp the interrelationships among the functional 
disciplines, preparing them to take leadership roles at corpo-
rate, nonprofit, and entrepreneurial organizations. 

CONVENIENCE FOR WORKING ADuLTS
The Marylhurst accelerated online MBA in Sustainable 
Business meets the needs of today's busy working adult. In 
just eighteen months and twelve courses, Marylhurst stu-
dents master the methods of successful business leaders 
operating in a fast-paced global environment. Designed for 
the part-time student, the Marylhurst accelerated online 
MBA in Sustainable Business builds the transferable skills 
that employer's demand—on a schedule that recognizes 
work and family commitments. 
 Students benefit from Marylhurst's reputation for aca-
demic excellence, with small classes and close contact 
with a world-class faculty. Our instructors are recognized 
business leaders who help students apply their learning in 
real time, on the job. Accelerated five-week courses offer a 
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MBA CORE SELF-ASSESSMENT
MBA students take an integrated self-assessment upon 
entering the program in the first class in the program and 
upon completion of the program in the capstone class. 
Most of the questions require critical thinking and knowl-
edge of fundamental business principles (i.e., marketing, 
finance, managerial accounting, organizational behavior, 
and strategy). Students receive individual, scaled scores 
that demonstrate their understanding of key business con-
cepts. The department uses the assessment to measure 
student academic achievement and to assess program 
outcomes.  The assessments are intended to be taken as 
part of the SUS 500 and SUS 598 courses. Completion of the 
initial assessment in SUS 500 is a prerequisite for enrolling 
in subsequent SUS courses. Completion of the final assess-
ment in SUS 598 is a requirement for degree conferral. A 
course fee will be added to SUS 500 and SUS 598 to reflect 
test administration costs.

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
International students applying to the MBA program must 
have a minimum TOEFL score of 550 PBT or 213 CBT or 79 iBT.

PROGRAM DESIGN
12 courses, 48 quarter credits 

MARYLHuRST ACCELERATED MBA CONCENTRATIONS
Concentrations in the Marylhurst Accelerated MBA in Sus-
tainable Business program give students the specialized 
skills and managerial know-how required in today's global 
job market. Marylhurst offers four concentrations: Renewable 
Energy, Government Policy and Administration, Green Devel-
opment and Natural and Organic Resources—that are respon-
sive to market needs, student interests, and faculty expertise. 

The MBA concentration comprises twelve out of the forty-
eight credits of study. 

With the assistance of their enrollment advisor, students 
select a concentration at the beginning of their MBA degree but 
are allowed to change their concentration with program ap-
proval. Students may elect to do more than one concentration. 

• MBA/RENEWABLE ENERGY
The Renewable Energy Concentration assists students who 
want to integrate concepts of sustainability into their cur-
rent workplace and/or who want to seek positions in the 
renewable energy sector. 

• MBA/GOVERNMENT POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
The Government Policy and Administration Concentration 
is designed for students who want to integrate concepts of 
sustainability into their current workplace and/or who want 
to be involved with influencing government policy.

• MBA/GREEN DEVELOPMENT
The Green Development Concentration is designed for stu-
dents who want to integrate concepts of sustainability into 
their current workplace and/or who want to seek positions 
helping existing and new communities be more sustainable. 

• MBA/NATuRAL AND ORGANIC RESOuRCES
The Natural and Organic Resources Concentration is de-
signed for students who want to integrate concepts of 
sustainability into their current workplace and/or who have 
interests in health, the environment and food distribution.

structured, time-efficient learning experience. The Acceler-
ated MBA in Sustainable Business curriculum emphasizes 
ethical leadership, project management, systems thinking 
and managerial decision making from a cross-functional, 
global perspective. 
 Students learn more than theory. Four-course concen-
trations in Renewable Energy, Government Policy and Ad-
ministration, Green Development and Natural and Organic 
resources develop more specialized skills. 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Students completing the Master of Business Administration 
in Sustainable Business degree will be able to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 

sustainability fundamentals and the related opportunities, 
trends and challenges resulting from a system thinking 
approach to sustainable business management.

2. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of current 
trends and interrelations in key business areas, including: 
accounting, finance, law, organizational behavior, 
marketing, project management, statistical modeling, and 
strategic leadership.

3. Demonstrate critical thinking, quantitative analysis, 
writing, presentation, collaboration skills and project 
management skills appropriate for business leadership 
and graduate-level coursework. 

4. Develop and apply an ethical framework to executive 
decision making and organizational leadership.

5. Analyze the domestic and global business environments, 
including their economic, legal, cultural, and ethical contexts.

6. Understand emerging business concepts, information 
technology, and management trends.

7. Apply and integrate course knowledge, business skills, and 
work experience in a relevant capstone project. 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
Applications are accepted continuously throughout the year, 
with four enrollment start times. To be eligible for admis-
sion to Marylhurst's Master of Business Administration, 
candidates must have the following qualifications:
• Application and fee (non-refundable)
• Résumé
• Application Essay
• Two letters for recommendation (preferably from current 

or former employers) 
• Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university
• Cumulative undergraduate GPA of 3.00 or higher
• Official transcripts of undergraduate and graduate 

coursework (sent directly from the originating institution)
• Five years of relevant work experience 
• Admissions interview

Applicants with fewer than five years of work experience 
and/or a cumulative GPA of less than 3.00 may substitute 
the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) scores 
of at least 550 or higher taken within the last two years.

TRANSFER CREDITS
Graduate credits earned in business within the last five 
years prior to admission are considered for transfer to the 
MBA program. Students may transfer up to 8 quarter cred-
its of the 48 credits required in the MBA degree program. 
Students must provide an official transcript of the graduate 
credits they completed elsewhere. Only classes with a B 
(3.00) grade or higher will be eligible for transfer consider-
ation. Students may be asked to submit a course syllabus to 
determine transfer eligibility. The awarding institution must 
be an accredited college or university. The MBA program 
evaluates all transfer credits on an individual basis.
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Course Requirements for the Master of Business 
Administration
Core Courses ....................................................................32 crs.
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability
SUS 505 Strategic Leadership in Sustainable Management
SUS 510 Resource Economics
SUS 515 Managerial & Environmental Accounting
SUS 518 Finance & Sustainability
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing 
SUS 525 Research & Quantitative Methods
SUS 530 Modeling & Decision Making
Concentration Courses .....................................................12 crs.
Renewable Energy Concentration
 SUS 540 Environmental Law – Renewable Energy
 SUS 541 Operations Management
 SUS 542 Alternative & Renewable Energies 
Government Policy and Administration Concentration
 SUS 550 Environmental Law – Government Policy
 SUS 551 Energy Policy & Administration
 SUS 552 Environmental Protection & Policy
Green Development Concentration
 SUS 560 Environmental Law – Green Development
 SUS 561 Urban Planning Fundamentals
 SUS 562 Sustainable Community Development
Natural and Organic Resources Concentration
 SUS 570 Environmental Law – Natural Resources
 SUS 571 Food Production & Environmental Health
 SUS 572 Sustainable Natural Resources Management
Capstone Course ................................................................4 crs.
 SUS 598 MBA Capstone
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs.

POST-BACCALAUREATE SUSTAINABLE 
CERTIFICATES
The Post-Baccalaureate Sustainable certificate is intended 
for those who have already earned a bachelor’s degree and 
want to enhance their knowledge and skills in business 
sustainability without pursuing an MBA. Candidates for this 
certificate would include those who have a passion for sus-
tainability; those who are employed or seeking employment 
in the “green economy;” and those who want to supplement 
their professional work by integrating state-of-the art prac-
tices in sustainability. This certificate could also be attrac-
tive to those who want to try out graduate-level coursework 
before pursuing an MBA.

The Post-Baccalaureate Sustainable certificate consists 
of 24 credits. There are four certificates to choose from: 
Renewable Energy, Green Development, Government Policy 
and Administration, and Natural and Organic Resources

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS
• Application and fee (non–refundable)
• Résumé
• Application Essay
• Two letters for recommendation ( preferably from current or 

former employers)
• Bachelors degree from an accredited college or university
• Cumulative undergraduate GPA of 3.00 or higher
• Official transcripts of undergraduate and graduate 

coursework (sent directly from the originating institution)
• Five years of relevant work experience 
• Admissions interview

Applicants with fewer than five years of work experience 
and/or a cumulative GPA of less than 3.00 may substitute 
the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) scores 
of at least 550 or higher taken within the last two years.

Course Requirements for the Post-Baccalaureate 
Sustainable Certificate: Renewable Energy [24 crs. total]
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability, 4 crs.
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing, 4 crs.
SUS 510 Natural Resource Economics, 4 crs.
SUS 540 Environmental Law – Renewable Energy, 4 crs.
SUS 541 Operations Management, 4 crs.
SUS 542 Alternative and Renewable Energies, 4 crs.

Course Requirements for the Post-Baccalaureate 
Sustainable Certificate: Green Development [24 crs. total]
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability, 4 crs.
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing, 4 crs.
SUS 510 Natural Resource Economics, 4 crs.
SUS 560 Environmental Law – Green Development, 4 crs.
SUS 561 Urban Planning Fundamentals, 4 crs.
SUS 562 Sustainable Community Development, 4 crs.

Course Requirements for the Post-Baccalaureate 
Sustainable Certificate: Government Policy and 
Administration [24 crs. total]
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability, 4 crs.
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing, 4 crs.
SUS 510 Natural Resource Economics, 4 crs.
SUS 550 Environmental Law – Government Policy, 4 crs.
SUS 551 Energy Policy and Administration, 4 crs.
SUS 552 Environmental Protection and Policy, 4 crs.

Course Requirements for the Post-Baccalaureate 
Sustainable Certificate: Natural and Organic Resources 
[24 crs. total]
SUS 500 Principles of Sustainability, 4 crs.
SUS 520 Sustainable Marketing, 4 crs.
SUS 510 Natural Resource Economics, 4 crs.
SUS 570 Environmental Law –Natural Resources, 4 crs.
SUS 571 Food Production and Environmental Health, 4 crs.
SUS 572 Sustainable Natural Resources Management, 4 crs.

POST-GRADUATE SUSTAINABLE CERTIFICATES
The Post–Graduate Certificates are for those who have al-
ready earned a master’s degree. Candidates for this certifi-
cate would include those who have or desire management 
roles in organizations committed to sustainability; those 
with professional degrees who seek to augment their prac-
tices with more positive economic, environmental and social 
impact; and those who want to assist other organizations in 
a consulting capacity.

The Post-Graduate Sustainable certificate consists of 12 
credits. There are four certificates to choose from: Renew-
able Energy, Green Development, Government Policy and 
Administration, and Natural and Organic Resources

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS
• Application and fee (non-refundable)
• Résumé
• Application Essay
• Two letters for recommendation (preferably from current or 

former employers)
• Master's degree from an accredited college or university or a 

bachelor's degree and completion of SUS 500, SUS 510, SUS 520
• Cumulative graduate GPA of 3.00 or higher
• Official transcripts of graduate coursework (sent directly 

from the originating institution)
• Admissions interview

Course Requirements for the Post-Graduate Sustainable 
Certificate: Renewable Energy [12 crs. total]
SUS 540 Environmental Law – Renewable Energy, 4 crs.
SUS 541 Operations Management, 4 crs.
SUS 542 Alternative and Renewable Energies, 4 crs.

Course Requirements for the Post-Graduate Sustainable 
Certificate: Government Policy and Administration [12 
crs. total]
SUS 550 Environmental Law – Government Policy, 4 crs.
SUS 551 Energy Policy and Administration, 4 crs.
SUS 552 Environmental Protection and Policy, 4 crs.

Course Requirements for the Post-Graduate Sustainable 
Certificate: Green Development [12 crs. total]
SUS 560 Environmental Law – Green Development, 4 crs.
SUS 561 Urban Planning Fundamentals, 4 crs.
SUS 562 Sustainable Community Development, 4 crs.
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Course Requirements for the Post-Graduate Sustainable 
Certificate: Natural & Organic Resources [12 crs. total]
SUS 570 Environmental Law –Natural Resources, 4 crs.
SUS 571 Food Production and Environmental Health, 4 crs.
SUS 572 Sustainable Natural Resources Management, 4 crs.

PLEASE NOTE: If a student completes a Post-Baccalaureate 
Sustainable certificate, he or she can’t take the equivalent 
certificate at the Post-Graduate level.

If a student completes a Post-Master's Sustainable cer-
tificate, he or she can’t take the equivalent certificate at the 
Post-Baccalaureate level.

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
Students must maintain a B average (3.00) during the pro-
gram and in order to graduate. A grade of C (2.00) is below 
graduate standards but may be applied towards a degree 
Grades below a C do not apply towards a degree. However, 
all MBA coursework a student takes (with the exception of 
repeated courses) will be counted in computing the grade 
point average, including courses in which a student has 
earned a D or F grade. Students can only repeat a course 
once and are limited to 3 course repeats total throughout 
the duration of the program.

Graduate students who fall below the 3.00 minimum cu-
mulative GPA at the end of any given quarter will be placed 
on academic probation. Academic probation means that a 
student must raise his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within 
the next 8 graduate credits. Should a student fail to raise 
his/her cumulative GPA to 3.00 within the next 8 graduate 
credits, the student may be placed on academic suspension.

Suspended students will not be permitted to enroll in ad-
ditional classes. However, they may petition the AOP depart-
ment to obtain needed reinstatement approval.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

SuS 500 PRINCIPLES OF SuSTAINABILITY
In this course, students will gain a basic understanding of 
fundamental psychological, cultural, environmental and sus-
tainability issues and challenges affecting business and global 
society in the twenty-first century. Particular attention will be 
placed upon gaining an understanding of theoretical perspec-
tives impacting effective sustainable business management, 
with special emphasis upon systems thinking. Learners will 
reflect upon the interconnectedness and dynamics of histori-
cal, social, ecological, governmental, economic, financial and 
ethical constructs associated with sustainability. Learners 
will also gain an opportunity to discover various sustainability 
frameworks and compare multiple global approaches to sus-
tainable business management to gain a solid understanding 
of strategies leading to the effective integration of social, eco-
logical and economic realities. In this course, students com-
plete the Learning Assessment, a comprehensive test that 
assists students in assessing their business knowledge and 
skills necessary to be successful in the program. A course fee 
will be added to reflect test administration costs. 4 crs.

SuS 505 STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP IN SuSTAINABLE 
MANAGEMENT
This course allows learners to analyze fundamental theo-
retical constructs associated with leadership and strategic 
management from traditional and evolutionary sustainable 
business management perspectives. The course also invites 
students to research, discover, compare and contrast global 
cultural perspectives and strategic approaches to sustain-
able business management. Strong emphasis is also placed 
upon the discovery of emerging technological, economic 
and socio-cultural trends and the analysis of the impact that 
such trends can have upon the strategic definition and im-

plementation of sustainable and financially viable business 
strategies. The ethical implications of strategic management 
and corporate governance are also highlighted. 4 crs.

SuS 510 RESOuRCE ECONOMICS
In this course, learners will be exposed to fundamental theo-
retical constructs associated with Natural Resource Econom-
ics, an evolving transdisciplinary field within the science of 
economics that focuses upon the interdependence between 
human societies, their economies and the natural ecosys-
tems supporting them. As a school of thought, Resource 
Economics encompasses multiple disciplines related to natu-
ral and social sciences, with particular focus upon traditional 
sustainability models (e.g., minerals extraction, forestry) 
and the economic dimensions of natural resources (e.g., air, 
water) whose pollution and depletion have important global 
and societal impacts. Students will reflect upon processes 
and strategies leading to successful economic growth within 
the ecological constraints of the earth's natural resources. 
The policy-making, legal, ethical and managerial aspects of 
resource economic will also be addresses. 4 crs.

SuS 515 MANAGERIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
ACCOuNTING
A primary purpose of this course is to provide learners with a 
strong understanding of the notion of ‘cost’. Traditional ac-
counting defines the construct in multiple ways (e.g., hard, 
soft or hidden costs) within an organizational framework. 
However, managerial accounting of sustainable business ne-
cessitates an understanding of additional dimensions such as 
environmental costs, and proper identification and measure-
ment of such costs, and ultimately, their effective integration 
into relevant analytical and financial models. In addition, 
students will also reflect upon the strategies and processes 
supporting effective transition from traditional accounting 
principles to effective triple-bottom-line accounting. Building 
proficiencies with quantitative and modeling tools will also 
represent a critical course learning outcome. 4 crs. 

SuS 518 FINANCE AND SuSTAINABILITY
Capitalizing upon the accounting principles learned in the 
Managerial and Environmental Accounting course, this 
course will provide students with an opportunity to learn 
important sustainable finance concepts within organiza-
tional, national and international amplitude. In addition to 
traditional financial management constructs (e.g., assets, 
liabilities, liquidity, management and other ratios), the 
course will place particular emphasis upon the macroeco-
nomics (e.g., fiscal and monetary policy) and international 
(e.g., spot and forward exchange markets) dimensions of 
finance. Consistent with the program’s emphasis on ad-
vanced quantitative, modeling and decision-making skills, 
great emphasis will be placed upon financial planning, 
forecasting and analysis in a TBL perspective. [It is highly 
recommended that students complete SUS 515 before 
enrolling in SUS 518, especially for students with no back-
ground in accounting or finance]. 4 crs. 

SuS 520 SuSTAINABLE MARKETING
This course will provide learners with an opportunity to discov-
er, use, and apply powerful marketing management constructs 
into a reflective framework integrating the organizational, 
societal, environmental and global aspects of sustainability. 
Learners will be challenged to develop marketing plans and 
strategies that effectively consider, address, and reconcile 
the multiple and often conflicting dimensions of sustainable 
business management. Particularly emphasis will be placed 
upon marketing research and student’s ability to effectively 
research, analyze and take advantage of market opportunities 
within the realm of triple-bottom-line principles. 4 crs.
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SuS 525 RESEARCH AND quANTITATIVE METHODS
Effective sustainable business management requires students 
to acquire strong research skills and gain full acquaintance 
with quantitative research methods. Such skills will serve as 
a foundation for the advanced modeling and project manage-
ment skills also fostered in this program. Great importance 
will be attached to quantitative skills, descriptive statistics 
and inferential statistics. Learners will be expected to grasp 
and make critical use of quantitative data to research, analyze 
and decide on critical questions related to sustainable busi-
ness management. Prerequisites: all core and concentration 
courses except SUS 530 and SUS 598. 4 crs. 

SuS 530 MODELING AND DECISION MAKING
The ability to achieve successful business results depends on 
a sound decision-making process. This integrative course in-
troduces students to managerial decision theory and advanced 
modeling and forecasting techniques. Through readings and 
simulations, students will learn how to manage under uncer-
tainty. Topics include structuring decisions, evaluating alterna-
tives, making trade-offs, risk avoidance, cost containment and 
contingency planning. This integrative course develops the 
analytical, planning, modeling and forecasting skills allow-
ing managers to decide in uncertain environments. Particular 
emphasis is placed upon gaining a deep understanding of 
the forces resulting from the constructs associated with TBL. 
Prerequisite: completion of SUS 525. 4 crs. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY CONCENTRATION

SuS 540 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW-RENEWABLE ENERGY
Environmental Law permeates all facets of sustainable 
business management. Whether dealing with major issues 
in water use and pollution, air permits, hazardous waste 
disposal, Clean Air Act regulations and requirements, real 
estate construction and transaction issues or environmen-
tal litigation and toxic torts, sustainability-minded busi-
ness managers must posses a solid understanding of vital 
rules and regulations associated with Environmental Law. 
Of particular importance is comprehension of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and of the related 
and constantly evolving legal issues affecting sustainable 
business practices. In this course, students will have an op-
portunity to explore the relationships between public policy 
and legislation and how law both constrains and fosters op-
portunities for the development of sustainable energy from 
wind, solar, geothermal and other sources. 4 crs.

SuS 541 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Strategic effectiveness requires two fundamentals aspects: 
strategy design and strategy implementation. Capitalizing 
upon the learning gained in the Strategic Leadership in 
Sustainable Management course, students will turn their 
attention to the effective execution of strategy by discover-
ing, researching and discussing the multiple dimensions 
of operational management in the energy production/utili-
ties industry. In addition to learning traditional operational 
constructs such as operational strategy, process and supply 
chain management, production and inventory manage-
ment, and Total Quality Management (TQM), students will 
discover crucial principles, tools and techniques associated 
with growing fields such as business re-engineering, green 
management and industrial ecology. They will also gain 
exposure to specific industry concepts, tools, techniques and 
constructs. Particular emphasis will be placed upon cases 
studies related to the comparative assessment of best prac-
tices in sustainable energy operations management around 
the globe. 4 crs.

SuS 542 ALTERNATIVE AND RENEWABLE ENERGIES 
This course provides an overview of traditional and alterna-
tive energy sources, with particular emphasis on renewable 
energies, with the intent of providing students with a strong 
understanding of the technologies associated with renewable 
and sustainable sources energy, such as hydropower, solar, 
wind, hydrogen, geothermal and oceanic forces, biomass, etc. 
Course content also addresses operational issues associated 
with production, storage, transportation, distribution and in-
dustrial or consumer use of energy. Particular importance is 
attached to the trade-offs resulting from use and promotion 
of various forms energy in terms of their technological mer-
its and economic viability. Learners are also invited to think 
in terms of energy consumption, efficiency, and conservation 
rather than sole reliance upon renewable energies. 4 crs.

GOVERNMENT POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION 
CONCENTRATION

SuS 550 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW- GOVERNMENT POLICY
Environmental Law permeates all facets of sustainable busi-
ness management. Whether dealing with major issues in wa-
ter use and pollution, air permits, hazardous waste disposal, 
Clean Air Act regulations and requirements, real estate 
construction and transaction issues or environmental litiga-
tion and toxic torts, sustainability-minded business manag-
ers must posses a solid understanding of vital rules and 
regulations associated with Environmental Law. Of particular 
importance is comprehension of the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and of the related and constantly 
evolving legal issues affecting sustainable business practic-
es. In this course, learners will have an opportunity to reflect 
on and discuss critical business issues such as environmen-
tal protection, legal compliance and enforcement, incentives 
and opportunities for sustainable businesses, relationships 
with local governmental agencies, the public policies objec-
tives of legislation, and environmental justice. 4 crs.

SuS 551 ENERGY POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
This course provides students with an opportunity to study 
the historical, economic, business, socio-cultural and politi-
cal dimensions that have affected energy policy and admin-
istration in the United States throughout the twentieth- and 
early twenty-first century. Particular emphasis is placed 
upon gaining an understanding of the causes associated 
with various policy and administrative decisions, as well as 
some the strategic, economic, financial, social and environ-
mental consequences resulting from such decisions. The 
course will also grant numerous opportunities to research, 
analyze and discuss how various stakeholders and interest 
groups (e.g., Enron) influence policy making. Learners also 
discover how fundamental constructs such as energy de-
pendence and demand, economic security, energy storage 
and transportation, legislative agenda and renewable ener-
gies affect regional, national and international policy. 4 crs.

SuS 552 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION & POLICY
Arsenic, Asbestos, Benzene, Cyanide, Lead, Mercury, Methyl 
Tertiary Butyl Ether (MTBE), Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCBs). The list of multimedia pollutants is unfortunately 
quite broad, and never have vital life-sustaining elements 
like air and water be so threatened by the output of global 
industrial production. The emergence of fast-rising econo-
mies global economies like the ones of China and India, 
which must consider the needs and well-being of huge 
populations through quick industrial development also 
add to the pressures faced by environmental protection 
policy makers, nationally and internationally. This course 
surveys the numerous and growing threats faced by the 
global environment, the dynamics associated to national 
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and international environmental protection policy efforts, 
and the forces affected by such efforts. Particular emphasis 
is placed upon allowing students to gain an understanding 
of the tensions resulting from EPA initiatives and multiple 
constituents. The worldviews, agreements and divergences 
associated with various international environmental protec-
tion (e.g., Kyoto) and sustainable development treaties (e.g., 
Johannesburg summit, 2002) are also discussed. 4 crs.

GREEN DEVELOPMENT CONCENTRATION

SuS 560 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – GREEN DEVELOPMENT
Environmental Law permeates all facets of sustainable busi-
ness management. Whether dealing with major issues in wa-
ter use and pollution, air permits, hazardous waste disposal, 
Clean Air Act regulations and requirements, real estate con-
struction and transaction issues, sustainability-minded busi-
ness managers must possess a solid understanding of vital 
rules and regulations associated with Environmental Law. Of 
particular importance is comprehension of the National En-
vironmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and of the related and 
constantly evolving legal issues affecting sustainable business 
practices. In this course, learners will also have an opportuni-
ty to reflect on and discuss the legal ramifications associated 
with critical business issues involved in urban planning, LEED 
Certification, grant and tax incentives for sustainable busi-
nesses, and sustainable community development. 4 crs.

SuS 561 uRBAN PLANNING FuNDAMENTALS
This course provides learners with an understanding of the var-
ious political, regulatory, economic, and social forces that influ-
ence urban planning and development. Particular emphasis is 
placed upon the comparison of multiple urban planning theo-
ries, principles and practices. Environmental and sustainability 
issues related to planning are considered and analyzed in 
terms of systems and trade-offs between social, environmental 
and economic impacts. Research, analysis and comparison of 
various international approaches to sustainable urban planning 
constitute another fundamental aspect of this course. 4 crs.

SuS 562 SuSTAINABLE COMMuNITY DEVELOPMENT
Capitalizing upon previous learning in urban planning funda-
mentals, this course addresses important issues pertaining to 
sustainable urban development practices aiming at building 
and fostering sustainable communities. The course investi-
gates how multiple demographic, socio-cultural, political, eco-
nomic, technological and environmental forces intertwine to 
shape community development practices regionally, nationally 
and internationally. Multiple models associated with various 
environments, resources and constraints are presented and 
contrasted. Ultimately, the course invites learners to reflect 
upon strategies leading to the creation of socially, culturally, 
economically and environmentally viable communities growing 
and a sustainable and responsible manner. 4 crs.

NATURAL AND ORGANIC RESOURCES 
CONCENTRATION

SuS 570 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW - NATuRAL RESOuRCES
Environmental Law permeates all facets of sustainable 
business management. Whether dealing with major issues 
in water use and pollution, air permits, hazardous waste 
disposal, or environmental litigation and toxic torts, sus-
tainability-minded business managers must posses a solid 
understanding of vital rules and regulations associated with 
Environmental Law. Of particular importance is comprehen-
sion of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) 
and of the related and constantly evolving legal issues affect-
ing sustainable business practices. In this course, learners 
will have an opportunity to reflect on and discuss the legal 
ramifications associated with critical business issues such 

as product liability, food safety, vendor relations, relations 
with governmental and non-governmental agencies, worker 
health and safety, labeling and certification, and incentives 
for organic food production and distribution 4 crs.

SuS 571 FOOD PRODuCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH
This course allows students to get an understanding of the 
effects and consequences that an industrial approach to 
food production and consumption has had on individuals and 
societies a whole. Although a decreasing number of farm-
ers in industrial nations has been able to support growing 
national populations and export surpluses, sharp increases 
in the number of people diagnosed with cancer, obesity, 
asthma, and autism tend to highlight the limitations of cur-
rent industrial approaches to food production. The course 
invites learners to reflect upon the pros and cons of various 
practices associated with traditional and organic farming and 
ranching as well as other forms of food production and dis-
tribution. The course also contrasts food demand and supply 
in various parts of the world, as well as the environmental 
consequences of these economic constructs. 4 crs.

SuS 572 SuSTAINABLE NATuRAL RESOuRCES 
MANAGEMENT
A key purpose of this course is to provide learners with an 
opportunity to understand the reasons why sustainable man-
agement of the natural resources that maintain life on Earth 
is becoming a crucial environmental imperative. In view 
of mounting environmental threat and social, political and 
economic pressures, policy makers and responsible agencies 
must compare and contrast numerous and often conflict-
ing Natural Resources Management models and propose 
suitable frameworks. The interdisciplinary nature of the 
course addresses multiple perspectives such as agriculture, 
forestry, ecology, environmental technology and economics, 
and natural resource and wildlife management to discuss 
fundamental topics such as population increases, food pro-
duction, water rights, resource extraction, energy consump-
tion, extinction of species, consumptive use, and many other 
constructs related to sustainability. Particular emphasis is 
placed upon modeling tools and techniques. 4 crs.

CAPSTONE COURSE
SuS 598 INTEGRATIVE CAPSTONE PROJECT
In the Capstone course, students establish a link between 
their studies, their interests, and the business world at 
large. The course results in reflective work that explores and 
expresses the highest standard of graduate research. The 
Capstone Project allows students to demonstrate a function-
al and integrative knowledge of the multiple and fundamental 
dimensions associated with sustainable business manage-
ment. Project participation grants students the opportunity to 
reflect on graduate learning, expressing deep knowledge and 
applying leadership research in a meaningful and enduring 
way. Particular emphasis is placed upon project management 
skills and learners’ ability to effectively implement a final 
project involving collaboration with an organization of their 
choice, toward the development of a sustainable initiative. In 
this course, students complete the Learning Assessment, a 
comprehensive test that assists students in evaluating their 
business knowledge and skills acquired from their courses. A 
course fee will be added to reflect test administration costs. 
Prerequisite: Completion of SUS 525 & SUS 530. 4 crs. 

Accelerated Online Programs: MBA
Marylhurst university
17600 Pacific Hwy. (Hwy. 43) - Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
1.866.278.3965
http://onlinedegrees.marylhurst.edu
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The Education Department at Marylhurst University 
offers a Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) degree, a 
Master of Education degree (M.Ed.) and a Certificate 
in Teacher Leadership. The master’s program in 
education grows from a tradition of more than 75 
years of exemplary teacher preparation.

Marylhurst’s innovative MAT and M.Ed. degree 
programs are designed to meet rigorous state and 
national standards. Graduates will be able to meet 
the challenges facing today’s students with skills that 
extend to the classrooms of the future.

The Master of Arts in Teaching, and the Reading 
and ESOL Endorsement programs are approved by the 
Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices Commission 
(TSPC).

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PRESERVICE

PROGRAM Degree Concentration

Teaching
--Elementary Education
--Secondary Education

MAT
•
•

Education
--Reading
--ESOL
--Teacher Leadership

M.Ed.
•
•
•

INSERVICE

PROGRAM Endorsement Certificate

Reading •

ESOL (English Speakers 
of Other Languages)

•

Teacher Leadership •

THE PURPOSE OF THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN 
EDUCATION
The Marylhurst Mission Statement describes the Univer-
sity  as being in service to self-directed students of any age 
seeking “coursework leading to bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees, and to other goals such as career transition, 
professional development and personal enrichment.” The 
graduate programs in education are unique opportunities 
for teacher licensure candidates to achieve each of these 
institutional aspirations. Candidates will undertake a rigor-
ous degree program as a major career transition into the 
professional world of teaching.

In addition, the graduate programs in education are 
grounded in the latest professional development literature 
for teacher preparation and will provide a comprehensive 
vehicle enabling individuals to achieve their personal goal of 
a teaching license.

PROGRAM LEARNING OuTCOMES
The principles, values, and student outcomes of the gradu-
ate programs in education at Marylhurst are linked directly 
to the National Policy Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBPTS).

The NBPTS identifies five Core Propositions that guide 
the advancement of teacher quality and learning. The 
Marylhurst programs are based on these Core Propositions. 
They are:
• Teachers are committed to students and their learning. 

NBPTS-1
• Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach 

those subjects to students. NBPTS-2
• Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring 

student learning. NBPTS-3
• Teachers think systemically about their practice and learn 

from experience. NBPTS-4
• Teachers are members of learning communities. NBPTS-5

MISSION/VISION AND SOCIAL JuSTICE
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Understand the educational needs of society and the 

students under their supervision. NBPTS-1
2. Demonstrate a long-range vision of student achievement. 

NBPTS-3
3. Exhibit the confidence to question and lead within their 

educational community. NBPTS-5

BEST PRACTICES OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Apply instructional strategies appropriate to the learning 

goals that meet student needs. NBPTS-2
2. Develop instruction balanced by experiential learning, 

inquiry, and research. NBPTS-2, NBPTS-3
3. Apply best practices of differentiated instruction using 

appropriate technologies. NBPTS-2
4. Create proficiency-based learning by identifying tasks 

based on learning standards. NBPTS-2, NBPTS-3
5. Demonstrate a commitment to the principles of social 

justice through instruction, assessment, and curriculum 
decisions. NBPTS-1, NBPTS-2

6. Blend formative and summative forms of assessment to 
make decisions about instruction. NBPTS-3

7. Evaluate a variety of student work to assess progress 
toward learning goals. NBPTS-3

Graduate Department of
Education
Chair: Thomas Ruhl, Ph.D.
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PROFESSIONALISM AND INTERPERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Display appropriate professional and interpersonal skills 

and attitudes. NBPTS-1, NBPTS-4, NBPTS-5
2. Communicate effectively with students, parents, and 

patrons through written and oral modalities. NBPTS-1, 
NBPTS-5

3. Establish positive relationships with students, parents, and 
community members. NBPTS-1

4. Convey empathy and understanding for the learning needs 
of each child. NBPTS-1

5. Invite parents and community members into partnerships 
that promote student learning. NBPTS-5

6. Use writing as a vehicle for self-reflection and self-
assessment. NBPTS-4

COuRSEWORK TOWARDS STATE ENDORSEMENTS
In addition to the Initial Teaching License, the MAT cur-
riculum will enable Marylhurst licensure candidates to 
complete advanced coursework towards state endorse-
ments in teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(ESOL) and in Reading. By the end of the second year, can-
didates will have completed approximately one-third of the 
courses needed for these endorsements. Candidates having 
completed the coursework leading to these endorsements 
should have a distinct market advantage when compared 
to candidates coming from other preservice preparation 
programs. 

The Marylhurst preservice programs haves extensive 
course content in the endorsement areas of Reading and 
ESOL.

Master of Arts: Teaching
PROGRAM FEATuRES
The Marylhurst University MAT program has two features 
that make it distinct from other programs in the region: 
1. advanced coursework toward state endorsements in 
Reading and teaching English to Speakers of Other Lan-
guages (ESOL) and 2. post-graduation mentoring support.

MENTORING SuPPORT
In recognition of the challenge facing new teachers in their 
first year of teaching, the Marylhurst University program 
will provide active mentoring support from established pro-
gram faculty. This unique innovation sets Marylhurst apart 
from any other teacher preparation program in the state.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION: MASTER OF ARTS IN 
TEACHING
The admissions process is concerned with the probable 
academic success of the candidate and his or her fit with 
the objectives of the MAT program. Program objectives for 
the candidate include personal and professional enrichment 
and intellectual growth, career advancement, community 
involvement, and leadership. Candidate selection is based 
on academic potential without regard to race, creed, color, 
gender, sexual orientation, national origin, age, or physical 
handicap. A bachelor’s degree granted by a regionally ac-
credited college or university is required for admission but 
is not itself sufficient.

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS FOR MASTER OF ARTS: 
TEACHING
In addition to application requirements described on pages 
14-50, students applying to the MAT must also submit: 
• Application for Admission
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two letters of recommendation
• Writing sample
• Praxis PPST/CBEST scores meeting state-required levels
• Fingerprint verification

ADMISSION INTERVIEW
After all material has been submitted, candidates may be 
invited for a personal interview. The interview will be con-
ducted by members of the graduate faculty and professional 
educators. The interview is designed to explore the candi-
date’s ideas about the program and learn more about their 
goals for study in the MAT program.

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
The Marylhurst Department of Education welcomes inter-
national applicants. The program requires English language 
fluency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing as de-
scribed in the International Admission section on page 149.

Contact the Office of Admissions at 503.699.6268 or email 
admissions@marylhurst.edu for further information or to 
request an application packet. 

ASSESSMENT PRIOR TO ENTERING STuDENT 
TEACHING (FALL OF YEAR II)
All MAT candidates wishing to enter formal Student 
Teaching (Term 5 – Fall of Year II) must demonstrate and 
complete all of the following program and institutional 
standards.:
1. Candidates must complete all courses designated as the 

Instructional CORE in Terms 1 through 4.
2. Candidates must have a minimum of a 3.00 GPA for their 

coursework as determined by traditional methods.
3. Candidates must have successfully completed the required 

EDU 581-584 Field Experience sequence. Evidence 
Supervisor evaluation.

4. Candidates must complete a summative self-evaluation 
for EDU 584 including reference to the elements of the 
Program Outcomes rubric.

CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT
1. The candidate must display adequate knowledge of basic 

skills as demonstrated on the Praxis PPST, CBEST Test of 
Basic Skills or West B. A satisfactory score on one of these 
tests will be a condition of admission.

2. The candidate will be assessed on the core competencies 
of each course as outlined in the syllabus. This will include 
program outcomes as well as course specific outcomes. 
Examples of assessment strategies include assessment of 
written projects, observations by the Cooperating Teacher or 
the University Supervisor, and portfolios of work samples.

3. The candidate will submit a portfolio of evidence prior to 
student teaching. The MAT program faculty will assess the 
candidate’s readiness to move to student teaching. (end of 
Summer I)

4. The candidate will be required to submit two work samples 
during the two terms of student teaching. These work 
samples will be assessed by a committee of program 
faculty.

5. The candidate’s performance during student teaching 
will be assessed by the Cooperating Teacher (clinical 
faculty member) and the University Supervisor according 
to the rubric developed to guide the assessment of the 
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candidate’s performance by Cooperating Teacher and the 
University Supervisor.

6. Degree Conferral: Candidates must pass all TSPC required 
tests for the authorization and content endorsement before 
MAT degree will be conferred. 

Requirements for the Master of Arts Degree in 
Teaching – Elementary Education
FALL 1
EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues ..................2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory ..................3 crs.
EDU 504 Elementary Wellness & Nutrition .............................1 cr.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education ...2 crs.
EDU 581 Field Experience 1: Professional Identity ........... 1-2 crs.
WINTER 1
EDU 502 Language & Language Development .....................2 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners ..............3 crs.
EDU 507 Elementary Mathematical Literacy ........................3 crs.
EDU 582 Field Experience 2: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SPRING 1
EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary ........2 crs.
EDU 510 Integrated Language Arts & Social Studies ...........3 crs.
EDU 511 Creative Arts ...........................................................3 crs.
EDU 583 Field Experience 3: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SuMMER 1
EDU 512 Assessment for Learning: Elementary ..................3 crs.
EDU 514 Scientific Inquiry & Technology ..............................4 crs.
EDU 584 Field Experience 4: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
FALL 2
EDU 508 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Elementary ..............3 crs.
EDU 516 Positive Classroom: Elementary ............................3 crs.
EDU 587 Student Teaching 1: Elementary .............................4 crs.
WINTER 2
EDU 519 Professional Experience & Entry Planning ..............1 cr.
EDU 588 Student Teaching 2: Elementary .............................8 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 54 crs.

Requirements for the Master of Arts Degree in  
Teaching – Secondary Education
FALL 1
EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues ..................2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory ..................3 crs.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education ...2 crs.
EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development ...................1 cr.
EDU 581 Field Experience 1: Professional Identity ........... 1-2 crs.
WINTER 1
EDU 502 Language & Language Development .....................2 crs.
EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area...................3 crs.
EDU 532 Adolescent Development ........................................3 crs.
EDU 582 Field Experience 2: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SPRING 1
EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Secondary ..........2 crs.
EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners ..........3 crs.
EDU 535 Teacher as Action Researcher ................................2 crs.
EDU 540 Nutrition & Wellness for Adolescents ......................1 cr.
EDU 583 Field Experience 3: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SuMMER 1
EDU 513 Assessment for Learning - Secondary ...................3 crs.
EDU 541 Teaching Strategies in the Content Area ..................2 cr.
EDU 584 Field Experience 4: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
Choose one content-area elective .........................................3 crs.
FALL 2
EDU 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Secondary ................3 crs.
EDU 515 Positive Classroom: Secondary ..............................3 crs.
EDU 591 Student Teaching 1: Secondary ..............................3 crs.
WINTER 2
EDU 519 Professional Experience & Entry Planning  .............1 cr.
EDU 592 Student Teaching 2: Secondary ..............................8 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 54 crs.

Master of Education
Students in the Master of Education program have 
the responsibility and privilege of designing their 
own degree from several options. The degree design 
process occurs through working closely with an 
assigned Education Department advisor. Students 
should plan a meeting soon after being admitted to 
the M.Ed. program.

Students plan a focused study of their own 
definition that combines one to three integrated areas 
of study according to their interests, utilizes relevant 
transfer credit, and takes advantage of credit from 
prior learning. 

Example of concentration areas of study include, 
Reading Endorsement, ESOL Endorsement, Teacher 
Leadership certificate, or general courses designed to 
improve instruction. In meeting with the advisor, 
students will specify the coursework required to 
fulfill the chosen areas of study. These requirements 
will then appear in student’s Education Degree Plan.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION: MASTER OF EDuCATION
Program objectives for the candidate include personal and 
professional enrichment and intellectual growth, career 
advancement, community involvement, and leadership. 
Candidate selection is based on academic potential without 
regard to race, creed, color, gender, sexual orientation, na-
tional origin, age, or physical handicap. A bachelor’s degree 
granted by a regionally accredited college or university is 
required for admission but is not itself sufficient.

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS FOR M.Ed.
In addition to application requirements described on pages 
149-50, students applying to the M.Ed. must also submit: 
• Application for Admission
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting 

institutions
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two letters of recommendation
• Writing sample
• Proof of measles immunization

ADMISSION INTERVIEW
After all material has been submitted, candidates will be 
invited for a personal interview. The interview will be con-
ducted by members of the graduate faculty and professional 
educators. The interview is designed to explore candidate’s 
goals for study in the M.Ed. program.

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
The Marylhurst Department of Education welcomes inter-
national applicants. The program requires English language 
fluency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing as de-
scribed in the International Admission section on page 149.

Contact the Office of Admissions at 503.699.6268 or email 
admissions@marylhurst.edu for further information or to 
request an application packet. 
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Major Requirements for the Master of Education 
Degree – 45 credits

Professional Education Core ........................Minimum of 12 crs.
Choose from the following:

EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues, 2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory, 3 crs.
EDU 512 or EDU 513 Assessment for Learning, 3 crs.
EDU 515 or EDU 516 Positive Classroom, 3 crs.
EDU 526 Assessment Literacy, 3 crs.
EDU 532 Adolescent Development, 3 crs.
EDU 535 Teacher as Action Researcher, 2 crs.
EDU 598 Professional Portfolio (at discretion of advisor; 
 required if not doing NBPTS), 2 crs.

Concentration ..............................................................18-24 crs.
• Reading Concentration, 24 crs. 
 (appropriate to teaching level)
 Required Courses, 15 crs.

 EDU 502 Language & Language Development ..........2 crs.
 EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
  OR EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
        Secondary Learners ........................................3 crs.
 EDU 544 Reading Assessment ...................................3 crs.
 EDU 557 Foundations of Emergent & Early Reading .3 crs.
 EDU 599 Practicum-1: Reading Endorsement  ..........3 crs.
Reading Program Electives (min. of 9 crs.)
 EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
  OR EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
       Secondary Learners .........................................3 crs.
 EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development ........1 cr.
 EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area .......3 crs.
 EDU 552 Elementary Literature & Nonfiction ............3 crs.
 EDU 553 Adolescent/Adult Literature & Nonfiction ...3 crs.
 EDU 556 Leading for Literacy .....................................3 crs.

• ESOL Concentration, 24 crs.
 (appropriate to teaching level)
 Required Courses, 23 crs.

 EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
 EDU 505 or EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction, 2 crs.
 EDU 508 or EDU 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies * 3 crs.
 EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Ed, 2 crs.
 EDU 571 Second Language Methodology, 3 crs.
 EDU 572 Leadership: ESOL Professional in the School 
  & Community, 3 crs.
 EDU 573 Descriptive Linguistics & Exploration of 
  English Language Form & Function, 3 crs.
 EDU 574 Literacy Issues, 2 crs.
 EDU 599-2 Practicum: ESOL Endorsement, 3 crs.

 ESOL Program Electives (min. of 1 cr.)
 EDU 576 Bilingual Program & Methods, 1 cr.
 EDU 577 Special Education Issues & Services, 1 cr.
 EDU 578 Seminar in Family, Community, & Society, 1 cr.

• Teacher Leadership Concentration, 20 crs.
EDU 521 Culturally Proficient Instructional Leadership, 3 crs.
EDU 522 Facilitating School Change, 3 crs. 
EDU 523 Leading Professional Learning Communities, 3 crs.)
EDU 524 Roles & Skills in Teacher Leadership, 3 crs.
EDU 526 Assessment Literacy, 3 crs.
EDU 599-3 Practicum: Teacher Leadership, 5 crs.

M.Ed. Program Electives .............................................10-15 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: min. of 45 crs.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TEACHER LEADERSHIP

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
For an application to be considered, the candidate must 
submit to following to the Office of Admissions.

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS:
• Application for Admission 
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

Requirements for Teacher Leadership Certificate
EDU 521 Culturally Proficient Instructional Leadership .......3 crs.
EDU 522 Facilitating School Change .....................................3 crs. 
EDU 523 Leading Professional Learning Communities ........3 crs.
EDU 524 Roles & Skills in Teacher Leadership .....................3 crs.
EDU 526 Assessment Literacy ..............................................3 crs.
EDU 599-3 Practicum: Teacher Leadership ..........................5 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 20 crs.

ENDORSEMENT PROGRAMS

READING ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM
The Reading Endorsement program is designed for appli-
cants who wish to pursue coursework for an endorsement 
in Reading. The program is limited to licensed teachers.

Depending on the applicant’s interest and teaching level, 
the endorsement may be focused for Early Childhood and 
Elementary or Middle School and High School.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION: READING ENDORSEMENT
Because it is limited to licensed teachers, the application 
process has been streamlined. For an application to be 
considered, the candidate must submit the following to the 
Office of Admissions.

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS FOR READING 
ENDORSEMENT
• Application for Admission 
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

TAKING COuRSES PRIOR TO ADMISSION
Persons considering applying to the Reading Endorsement 
program may take 6 credits before admission with the per-
mission of the Education Department.

Requirements for Reading Endorsement
Required Courses ................................................................14 crs.

EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
 OR EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
  Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
EDU 544 Reading Assessment, 3 crs.
EDU 557 Foundations of Emergent & Early Reading, 3 crs.
EDU 599 Practicum-1: Reading Endorsement, 3 crs.

Elective Courses ..................................................................10 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
 OR EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
  Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development, 1 cr.
EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area, 3 crs.
EDU 552 Elementary Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
EDU 553 Adolescent/Adult Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
EDU 556 Leading for Literacy, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE ENDORSEMENT: 24 crs.

ESOL ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM
The ESOL program is designed for applicants who wish to 
pursue coursework for an endorsement in ESOL. The pro-
gram is limited to licensed teachers.

Depending on the applicant’s interest and teaching level, 
the endorsement may be focused for Early Childhood and 
Elementary or Middle School and High School.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION: ESOL ENDORSEMENT
This endorsement is limited to licensed teachers. For an 
application to be considered, the candidate must submit to 
following to the Office of Admissions.
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ADMISSION REquIREMENTS FOR ESOL 
ENDORSEMENT
• Application for Admission 
 Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting 

institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

TAKING COuRSES PRIOR TO ADMISSION
Persons considering applying to the ESOL Endorsement 
program may take 6 credits before admission with the per-
mission of the Department of Education.

ESOL Requirements
Required Core ......................................................................23 crs.

EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
EDU 505 or 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction, 2 crs.
EDU 508 or 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies, 3 crs.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education, 2 crs.
EDU 571 Second Language Methodology, 3 crs.
EDU 572 Leadership: ESOL Professional in the School 
 & Community, 3 crs.
EDU 573 Descriptive Linguistics & Exploration of 
 English Language Form & Function, 3 crs.
EDU 574 Literacy Issues, 2 crs.
EDU 599-2 Practicum: ESOL Practicum, 3 crs. 

Electives ...................................................................................1 cr.
Choose one from the following: 
 EDU 576 Bilingual Programs & Methods, 1 cr.
 EDU 577 Special Education Issues & Services, 1 cr.
 EDU 578 Seminar in Family, Community, & Society, 1 cr.

  TOTAL FOR THE ENDORSEMENT: 24 crs.

EDUCATION COURSEWORK

EDu 501 SOCIO-POLITICAL AND SOCIAL JuSTICE 
ISSuES
This course is an introduction to the current social, political, 
and ethical issues surrounding public education. Licensure 
candidates will become familiar with the challenges facing 
students, families, and communities in helping all students 
meet performance expectations. 2 crs.

EDu 502 LANGuAGE AND LANGuAGE DEVELOPMENT
This course includes an introduction to linguistic descrip-
tion. Theories of language acquisition and applications to the 
classroom will be integrated. Candidates will learn analysis 
of components of language and first and second language 
acquisition theories. Attitudes toward dialect variation, ap-
proaches to teaching language complexity, and implications 
for the teaching of reading, writing, and spoken language 
will be explored. Crosslisted with Reading Endorsement and 
ESOL Endorsement. 2 crs. 

EDu 503 CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING 
THEORY
Candidates will learn how children and adolescents develop 
over time and how emerging research on learning affects 
instruction, assessment, and the decisions made by teach-
ers. Course is available as EDU 403 for B.Mus. students in 
the Pedagogy concentrations. 3 crs. 

EDu 504 ELEMENTARY WELLNESS AND NuTRITION
Candidates will become familiar with the basic concepts 
of wellness and nutrition. This course will emphasize how 
teachers can influence the decisions made by children and 
adolescents about their physical activity and eating habits. 
1 cr.

EDu 505 CuLTuRALLY PROFICIENT INSTRuCTION: 
ELEMENTARY
This course explores the development of proficiency in 
cultural understanding and methods for applying these 
principles to Elementary instruction. Attention to the effects 
of specific cultural influences is discussed. Readings and 
experiential assignments are for the purpose of expand-
ing the participant’s understanding of how cultures affect 
perceptions and learning. Explicit practical methods for 
incorporating this awareness into instruction are examined. 
2 crs.

EDu 506 READING ESSENTIALS FOR PRE-K-5 
LEARNERS
This course is a comprehensive exploration of the theories 
and strategies of reading instruction and student reading 
comprehension. Candidates will learn the effective use of 
diverse reading strategies including constructivist and pre-
scriptive reading instructional practices. 3 crs.

EDu 507 ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICAL LITERACY 
This course looks at the integration of mathematical literacy 
and problem solving throughout the curriculum. Candidates 
will learn mathematical concepts through practical experi-
ences that assist them in scaffolding prior student math-
ematical knowledge. 3 crs.

EDu 508 ESOL METHODS AND STRATEGIES: 
ELEMENTARY
This course discusses teaching curriculum content and lit-
eracy skills to Elementary English language learners. Can-
didates learn to choose appropriate instructional strategies 
and materials for making content learning understandable 
while expanding the English Language Learner’s production 
and comprehension of spoken English. The course exam-
ines the particular needs of students in acquiring early and 
continued literacy skills. Candidates explore appropriate as-
sessment for students not yet proficient in English. 3 crs.

EDu 509 ESOL METHODS AND STRATEGIES: 
SECONDARY
This course discusses teaching curriculum content and 
literacy skills to Secondary English language learners. Can-
didates learn to choose appropriate instructional strategies 
and materials for making content learning understandable 
while expanding the English Language Learner’s production 
and comprehension of spoken English. The course exam-
ines the particular needs of students in acquiring early and 
continued literacy skills. Candidates explore appropriate as-
sessment for students not yet proficient in English. 3 crs.

EDu 510 INTEGRATED LANGuAGE ARTS AND SOCIAL 
STuDIES
This course presents an integrated approach to building lit-
eracy skills through language arts and social studies. Social 
studies content is the vehicle for developing a broad range 
of reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. 3 crs.

EDu 511 CREATIVE ARTS
Music, art, and drama are explored as the integrated con-
tent areas for child and adolescent development. The cre-
ative arts support and extend traditional content areas and 
are recognized as essential in an elementary educational 
experience. 3 crs.

EDu 512 ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING: ELEMENTARY
This course reviews assessment techniques that build the 
candidate’s understanding of the role of testing and as-
sessment. Emphasis will be placed on using a variety of 
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assessment strategies that inform Elementary instruc-
tion. Candidates will also become familiar with state-level 
student achievement data and how data is used to improve 
instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 513 ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING: SECONDARY
This course reviews assessment techniques that build the 
candidate’s understanding of the role of testing and as-
sessment. Emphasis will be placed on using a variety of 
assessment strategies that inform Secondary instruction. 
Candidates will also become familiar with state-level stu-
dent achievement data and how data is used to improve 
instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 514 SCIENTIFIC INquIRY AND TECHNOLOGY
This course examines the integration of scientific inquiry 
into the life of an elementary classroom. Conceptual prob-
lem solving using a variety of methodologies and appropri-
ate technology are emphasized. 4 crs.

EDu 565 TOPICS IN EDuCATION
Course topic and materials relevant to education students. 
Specific topic and credit hours will vary from term to term. 
Course may be repeated for credit (subject to approval by 
student's academic advisor). 1-3 crs. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION COURSES

EDu 515 POSITIVE CLASSROOM: SECONDARY
Candidates examine the philosophy of inclusion and the 
techniques of instruction that promote successful learning 
for all Secondary students. Candidates will explore class-
room organizational patterns, student engagement practic-
es, and the role that teacher personality and motivation play 
in creating a positive learning environment. 3 crs.

EDu 516 POSITIVE CLASSROOM: ELEMENTARY
Candidates examine the philosophy of inclusion and the 
techniques of instruction that promote successful learning 
for all Elementary students. Candidates will explore class-
room organizational patterns, student engagement practic-
es, and the role that teacher personality and motivation play 
in creating a positive learning environment. 3 crs.

EDu 517 CuLTuRE AND DIVERSITY CONSIDERATIONS 
IN EDuCATION
This course is an exploration of dimensions of culture, cat-
egories of social diversity, characteristics of the culture of 
schools, characteristics of the cultures of the candidates, and 
the school-related dilemmas of stigmatized social groups. 
Readings and experiential assignments are for the purpose of 
expanding the participant’s understanding of new cultures as 
well as enabling them to examine their own cultures with new 
eyes. Implications for classrooms, school environment, and 
school-community relations are examined. 2 crs.

EDu 519 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND ENTRY 
PLANNING
This seminar deals with the licensure candidate’s profes-
sional experience as an aspiring public school teacher. 
Candidates will examine their anticipated entry and social-
ization into the educational profession. Résumé and inter-
view techniques will be covered. 1 cr.

EDu 521 CuLTuRALLY PROFICIENT INSTRuCTIONAL 
LEADERSHIP 
This course focuses on instructional leadership and how 
it connects to the complex relationships between teacher 
growth and development, professional development and 
standards-based school improvement. Specific attention is 

given to how teacher leaders can accelerate learning gains 
for traditionally under-performing students. The course 
draws from research on effective teaching to improve in-
structional practices and curriculum offerings. Students 
learn to capitalize on the diversity of the school community 
to improve teaching for all students. 3 crs.

EDu 522 FACILITATING SCHOOL CHANGE 
Students examine the literature on systemic change in 
schools including an analysis of successful models of school 
change with an emphasis on the roles of the teacher leader. 
Models of program assessment, including Action Research 
and Understanding by Design will be integral features of this 
course. Topics include planning, implementing, and evaluat-
ing the change process for school improvement. (Formerly 
System Change for Improving Schools) 3 crs.

EDu 523 LEADING PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
COMMuNITIES 
This course focuses on identifying the characteristics of a 
learning community classroom, the propensities of learning 
community teachers, and the stages of growth group devel-
opment in establishing a learning community. Course activi-
ties include study of personal planning, implementing, and 
reflecting strategies for establishing a learning community 
classroom and guiding others in these efforts. (Formerly 
titled Developing Learning Communities through Teacher 
Leadership) 3 crs.

EDu 524 ROLES AND SKILLS IN TEACHER LEADERSHIP 
Students review literature and acquire knowledge and skills 
needed for the varying roles of teacher leaders and work-
ing collaboratively with veteran colleagues on improving 
instruction. These roles include formal leadership roles and 
activities. Theories concerning the social and psychological 
aspects of teacher career development are studies, along 
with the impact of school climate and teacher collegiality. 
(Peer Coaching and Mentoring) 3 crs.

EDu 525 CuLTuRALLY PROFICIENT INSTRuCTION - 
SECONDARY
This course explores the development of proficiency in cul-
tural understanding and methods for applying these prin-
ciples to secondary instruction. Attention to the effects of 
specific cultural influences is discussed. Readings and ex-
periential assignments are for the purpose of expanding the 
participant’s understanding of how cultures affect percep-
tions and learning. Explicit practical methods for incorporat-
ing this awareness into instruction are examined. 2 crs.

EDu 526 ASSESSMENT LITERACY
This course is designed to increase the school leader’s 
knowledge and understanding of assessment and its role in 
improving student achievement. Students will examine the 
knowledge and skill base that supports the effective use of 
assessment within the classrooms and schools. The nature 
and purpose of assessment, its use for improving instruc-
tion, and the design of high quality, teacher-developed 
classroom assessments will be emphasized as well as the 
skills necessary to assist other educators in using data to 
guide instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 530 CONTENT-AREA VOCABuLARY DEVELOPMENT
Licensure candidates will examine the research and best 
practices around adolescent vocabulary development. Using 
existing standards and lists, they will develop an under-
standing of what vocabulary students need to learn in spe-
cific content areas. Using academic texts, they will create 
assignments and lessons for students that enhance under-
standing and use of vocabulary. 1 cr.
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EDu 531 WRITING AND LITERACY IN THE CONTENT AREA
This course examines the writing process as it helps ado-
lescents gain concepts and deeper understanding of sub-
ject-area content. Candidates will experience writing about 
subject-area content, the learning process, and unique 
issues specific to the subject-area discipline. Candidates 
will also develop assessment skills by developing writing-
trait rubrics. The course will include hands-on technology 
integration. A laptop is recommended. 3 crs.

EDu 532 ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
This seminar covers the research on adolescent develop-
ment covering middle school through young adulthood. Top-
ics include cognitive, social, emotional, physical, sexual, and 
psychological aspects of development. Culturally responsive 
teaching practices that promote development of internal 
and external assets will be presented. 3 crs.

EDu 534 READING ESSENTIALS FOR SECONDARY 
LEARNERS
This course reviews the skills and techniques for teaching 
reading comprehension to secondary students. The course 
includes an investigation of the current models and trends 
in reading comprehension. Candidates will examine their 
own development as a reader and explore issues related to 
reading difficulty experienced by adolescents. 3 crs.

EDu 535 TEACHER AS ACTION RESEARCHER
This course examines the process used by professional 
educators to gather data and information about the stu-
dent’s experience in the classroom and how teachers make 
changes in instruction based on that data. 2 crs.

EDu 540 NuTRITION AND WELLNESS FOR ADOLESCENTS
This course studies the issues and topics concerning ado-
lescent wellness. Specific attention will be given to helping 
candidates understand the emotional and psychological is-
sues relating to nutrition and adolescent development. 1 cr. 

EDu 541 TEACHING STRATEGIES IN THE CONTENT AREA
Teaching and learning in middle and high school class-
rooms are discussed in this course. Emphasis is on the 
conceptualization, design, planning, organization, and as-
sessment of instruction within the specific content area. 
Graded Pass/No Pass only. 2 crs. 

EDu 544 READING ASSESSMENT
How can educators use the piles of student assessment data 
available in their schools to improve teaching and learning? 
This course meets the needs of a wide range of participants 
and prepares educators to use data to catalyze and support 
improvement in reading in K-12 schools. The focus is on learn-
ing how to screen, progress monitor, and use formative and 
summative assessment data to inform decisions about reading. 
This course will provide a balanced research-based approach 
to learning how assessment can inform practice. Students will 
be able to give as well as interpret a variety of reading assess-
ments, such as “concepts of print” early reading inventories, 
miscue analysis, and some more thorough reading diagnostics, 
such as a Qualitative Reading Inventories. 3 crs.

EDu 552 ELEMENTARY LITERATuRE AND NONFICTION
This course presents applications for using elementary 
literature and nonfiction in the classroom. It explores and 
reviews of traditional genres such as picture books, tradi-
tional tales, modern realism, romance, adventure, mystery, 
historical fiction, science fiction, fantasy, biography, poetry, 
and nonfiction. This study of literature focuses on cultural 
diversity. 3 crs.

EDu 553 ADOLESCENT/ADuLT LITERATuRE AND 
NONFICTION
This course presents applications for using adolescent 
literature and nonfiction in the classroom. It explores and 
reviews of traditional genres such as picture books, tradi-
tional tales, graphic novels, modern realism, romance, ad-
venture, mystery, historical fiction, science fiction, fantasy, 
biography, poetry, and nonfiction. This study of literature 
focuses on cultural diversity and multiple perspectives of 
current events. 3 crs.

EDu 556 LEADING FOR LITERACY
This course is designed for elementary and secondary 
licensure candidates or content-area teachers who seek 
additional expertise in leadership techniques, skills, and 
strategies for working with adult learners. This course will 
provide an overview of effective leadership and also discuss 
the role of leadership in regards to the coaching role. 3 crs.

EDu 557 FOuNDATIONS OF EMERGENT AND EARLY 
READING
This is a technical reading course for elementary licensure 
candidates or elementary-level teachers who seek addi-
tional research and expertise on the science and stages of 
beginning reading and writing instruction. Special attention 
is given to principles of emergent literacy, various factors 
associated with emergent reading development, and ap-
proaches to organization and literacy instruction through the 
primary level are also considered. The reciprocal relationship 
between early writing and reading is emphasized. 3 crs. 

EDu 558 PRACTICAL DIAGNOSIS AND INTERVENTION 
FOR STRuGGLING READERS
This course focuses on individualized diagnosis and in-
struction for struggling readers. Educators will be provided 
research-based strategies and assessment tools to inform 
instruction, meet the needs of individual learners, and 
develop an understanding of the issues related to effective 
reading instruction. Emphasis is placed on English Lan-
guage Learners and students in poverty. 3 crs. 

EDu 571 SECOND LANGuAGE METHODOLOGY
This course provides foundational content for second lan-
guage instruction. Formal language assessments prepare 
participants to determine the student’s dominant language 
and proficiency level. Understanding the theory and histori-
cal perspective of instructional methods or strategies helps 
apply current instructional practices. 3 crs.

EDu 572 LEADERSHIP: ESOL PROFESSIONAL IN THE 
SCHOOL AND COMMuNITY
Careful consideration is given to the legal, historical, and 
cultural issues related to English as a Second Language in 
the state of Oregon as well as in the United States. 3 crs.

EDu 573 DESCRIPTIVE LINGuISTICS AND EXPLORATION 
OF ENGLISH LANGuAGE FORM AND FuNCTION 
This course includes in-depth guided practice in identifying the 
various aspects of language: sound system, grammar system, 
lexicon, and language functions. It provides guided analysis of 
English phonological system, English grammar and grammar 
terminology. It applies this knowledge to questions of assess-
ing the student’s language, supporting language development, 
and direct teaching about language. 3 crs.

EDu 574 LITERACY ISSuES 
This course offers sound instructional strategies to promote 
literacy development among English Language Learners. 
Students will expand their current knowledge about literacy 
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instruction and curriculum as it relates to students with 
limited English language proficiency. The course explores 
teaching resources and classroom strategies to involve stu-
dents in reading and writing activities. It examines cultur-
ally sensitive assessment procedures to document student 
progress. 2 crs.

EDu 576 BILINGuAL PROGRAMS AND METHODS 
This course provides an overview of bilingual program mod-
els, both historically and currently. Specific issues of first 
language influence upon second language development are 
considered with attention to methods for developing lan-
guage awareness and proficiency in both first and second 
language. 1 cr.

EDu 577 SPECIAL EDuCATION ISSuES AND SERVICES
ESOL students are often over identified for special educa-
tion services. This seminar assists practitioners to be ef-
fective advocates for children needing specialized language 
development services when special education identification 
is not appropriate. 1 cr.

EDu 578 SEMINAR IN FAMILY, COMMuNITY, AND 
SOCIETY
This elective is designed to give ESOL endorsement can-
didates extended skills, knowledge, and practical oppor-
tunities to work with families to promote learning of ESOL 
students. Candidates will explore the best practices for 
encouraging parental involvement. 1 cr.

EDu 581 FIELD EXPERIENCE 1: PROFESSIONAL 
IDENTITY
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 582 FIELD EXPERIENCE 2: TEACHING AND 
LEARNING
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 583 FIELD EXPERIENCE 3: TEACHING AND LEARNING
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 584 FIELD EXPERIENCE 4: TEACHING AND 
LEARNING
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

STUDENT TEACHING

EDu 587 STuDENT TEACHING 1: ELEMENTARY
A part-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, the emphasis will be 
on reading and language arts literacy. Development of Work 
Sample I will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-4 crs.

EDu 588 STuDENT TEACHING 2: ELEMENTARY
A full-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, all aspects of the el-
ementary curriculum will be covered. Development of Work 
Sample II will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-8 crs.

EDu 590 DIRECTED READING OR PROJECTS
Course may be repeated for credit. 1-3 crs.

EDu 591 STuDENT TEACHING 1: SECONDARY
A part-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, the emphasis will be 
on reading and language arts literacy. Development of Work 
Sample I will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-3 crs.

EDu 592 STuDENT TEACHING 2: SECONDARY
A full-time placement in a school for the development 
of instructional and assessment skills, all aspects of the 
instruction in a specific content area will be covered. De-
velopment of Work Sample II will be an expected outcome. 
Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1-8 crs.

EDu 593 NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL TEACHER
Directed Study. Must be accepted into the National Policy 
Board program. 9 crs.

EDu 594 INTERNSHIP IN EDuCATION
This course provides an opportunity to complete formal 
learning through an internship in an approved professional 
setting. Variable credit.

EDu 598 PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO
At the discretion of advisor. 1-3 crs.

EDu 599-1 PRACTICuM: READING ENDORSEMENT
The practicum is a guided placement or position-embedded 
experience which gives Reading Endorsement candidates 
the opportunity to apply course and program content, peda-
gogy, diagnostics, assessment, and leadership knowledge 
skills and attitudes. 3 crs.

EDu 599-2 PRACTICuM: ESOL ENDORSEMENT
The practicum is a guided placement or position-embedded 
experience which gives ESOL Endorsement candidates the 
opportunity to apply course and program content, pedagogy, 
diagnostics, assessment, and leadership knowledge skills 
and attitudes. 3 crs.

EDu 599-3 PRACTICuM: TEACHER LEADERSHIP
Students perform a school or district-based leadership 
project toward implementing change and improvement in 
their work environment. In addition, participants examine 
selected focused topics and literature relevant to their 
practicum in teacher leadership. The practicum must be 
approved by the student’s school district and a Marylhurst 
University faculty advisor. The student presents, interprets, 
and defends the outcomes of the project before a University 
committee. Course may be repeated. 1-5 crs.

Graduate Department of Education
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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The Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies (MAIS) 
program at Marylhurst University is designed for 
individuals interested in exploring the human condition 
outside the bounds of a single discipline. The purpose 
and structure of this master’s program is consistent 
with the long-standing tradition of graduate liberal 
studies programs that integrate broad study with 
concentrated areas of professional study. Students who 
do well in graduate liberal studies programs typically 
enjoy the interdisciplinary nature of the degree and 
find such an approach less limiting than discipline-
bound degree programs. 

MAIS is proud to be a full member of the 
Association for Graduate Liberal Studies Programs 
(AGLSP), a national organization that oversees 
the development and implementation of graduate 
programs in the liberal arts. 

PROGRAM OF STUDY

PROGRAM
De-
gree Concentration Certificate

Interdisciplinary
   Studies
--Gerontology
--Liberal Arts
--Organizational
  Communication
--Spiritual Traditions 
  & Ethics

MAIS

•
•

•

•

•

THE PURPOSE OF GRADUATE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
The purpose of the academic program leading to a Mas-
ter of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies is to help students 
develop a scholarly interdisciplinary perspective, in order 
to experience personal intellectual growth and enhanced 
professional competence. The MAIS program is designed to 
provide students with the opportunity to complete a mas-
ter’s degree while still employed. Courses are offered one 
evening a week, afternoons, weekends, and online.

PROGRAM LEARNING OuTCOMES
• Apply an interdisciplinary perspective to issues and 

research problems.
• Recognize and articulate complex or interrelated ideas and 

theories.
• Increase skills in analysis, synthesis, and problem solving.
• Learn communication skills for both oral and written 

presentations.
• Develop advanced research and writing skills.

Graduate Department of
Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair: Debrah Bokowski, Ph.D.

GRADuATE CONCENTRATIONS
• Gerontology, emphasizing holistic understanding of adult 

development and aging.
• Liberal Arts, allows students to formulate their own 

liberal arts curriculum.
• Organizational Communication, empowers students to 

make positive change in organizations.
• Spiritual Traditions and Ethics, emphasizing the 

foundations of ethical thought and action, and the cultural 
and scriptural roots of spirituality across traditions.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
The admissions process is concerned with the probable 
academic success of the student and his or her fit with the 
objectives of the MAIS program. Program objectives for 
the student include personal and professional enrichment 
and intellectual growth, career advancement, community 
involvement, and leadership. Student selection is based 
on academic potential without regard to race, creed, color, 
gender, sexual orientation, national origin, age, or physi-
cal handicap. A bachelor’s degree granted by a regionally 
accredited college or university is required for admission 
but is not itself sufficient. All students must be formally 
admitted to the MAIS program before beginning course-
work. (With permission of the program chair, students 
may enroll for one quarter before being admitted to the 
program.)

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS
The following elements are required for admission to the 
program: 
• application to the MAIS program (with non-refundable fee).
• cover letter and personal statement of goals.
• official transcripts from the school granting the B.A. degree
 and any graduate school transcripts.
• two letters of reference.
• writing sample (description sent upon application).
• a personal interview (final candidates).

Applications to the program are reviewed on two criteria: 
1. applicant’s academic preparation and strength; and 2. the 
applicant’s degree of fit with the MAIS program. Admis-
sions decisions are made by a committee composed of the 
department chair and MAIS faculty. Students are encour-
aged to contact the Chair of MAIS to discuss the program, 
admission criteria, and application process.

Contact the Office of Admissions at 503.699.6268 or 
email admissions@marylhurst.edu for further information 
or to request an application packet. Questions concerning 
financial aid should be directed to the Financial Aid Office at 
Marylhurst University.

Applications for admission are accepted for fall and 
spring term. Applicants should complete their application at 
least 2 months before the term in which they wish to enroll.

Applicants will be notified in writing of the decision of the 
admittance committee.
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THE MAIS CURRICULUM

AN INTEGRATED CuRRICuLuM
The MAIS curriculum is interdisciplinary in content and 
teaching methodology. Moreover, teaching occurs in the 
context of a learning community where students and faculty 
with diverse experience and training collaborate, allowing 
learning to occur across disciplinary lines.

All MAIS students take an interdisciplinary set of foun-
dation courses where contemporary topics and points of 
view are addressed from an interdisciplinary perspective. 
Concurrent to taking the foundation courses, students 
specialize in advanced studies in one of four areas of 
concentration: Gerontology, Liberal Arts, Organizational 
Communication, or Spiritual Traditions and Ethics. The 
interdisciplinary curriculum instills an attitude of inquiry, 
discernment, and openness that is essential for meaningful 
and productive living in a rapidly changing world.

Furthermore, students develop the art of disciplined life-
long learning through active engagement with meaningful 
questions and extensive writing, culminating in an academic 
thesis that represents the student’s unique contribution to a 
body of knowledge.

SCHOLARSHIP IN COMMuNITY
In the MAIS scholarly community, students relate to each 
other as learners/teachers and mutual sources of knowl-
edge, support, and enlightenment. The learning environ-
ment is highly interactive, the average class size is 10 
students. Both faculty and students serve as sources of 
ideas and constructors of meaning. 

Established theories and principles presented in course 
texts serve as the foundation of learning. Students enter the 
academic conversation by understanding existing research 
and then propose new perspectives to that scholarship.

Requirements for the Master of Arts Degree in 
Interdisciplinary Studies
Foundation Course Requirements....................................12 crs.
INT 500 Introduction to Scholarly Inquiry, 3 crs.
Three or more of following courses, 9 crs.

INT 501 Community: Theory & Practice, 3 crs.
INT 502 Science, Ethics, & Public Policy, 3 crs.
INT 504 Art & Culture, 3 crs.
INT 505 Ways of Knowing: Studies in Literature
 & Spirituality, 3 crs.
INT 507 Enduring Questions, 3 crs.
INT 508 Social Justice, 3 crs.
INE 541 Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory, 3 crs.

Concentration Courses .....................................................18 crs.
Elective Courses .................................................................9 crs.

A	maximum	of	6	graduate-level	credits	may	be	
transferred into the	MAIS	program	from	other	graduate	
programs	with	the	approval	of	the	department	chair.

Thesis Courses ...................................................................9 crs.
INT 598-1,2,3 Thesis 1,2,3, 3 crs. each
INT 598-9 Thesis Completion, 0 crs.

Post-Course Requirements
• Present the results of the thesis before a gathering of 

the MAIS community and interested public. In the spirit 
of the scholarly community, attendance at all Thesis 
Presentation Days is encouraged.

• Present 2 bound & signed copies of the thesis  
& a CD copy to the department chair.

  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs

CREDIT SuMMARY: M.A. in Interdisciplinary Studies
Foundation Courses .............................................................12 crs.
Concentration Courses ........................................................18 crs.
Electives .................................................................................9 crs.
Thesis Completion Courses ...................................................9 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 48 crs

ACADEMIC PROGRESS
A student whose cumulative GPA falls below 3.00 may be 
placed on probation and must raise the GPA to a 3.00 after 
taking no more than 9 credits. If this is not done, the stu-
dent may not continue in the program. 

All classes must be taken for a grade, except the thesis 
class sequence which is graded Pass/No Pass.

FOUNDATION COURSES
Designed in the tradition of graduate liberal studies, each 
foundation course addresses themes of human experience 
that have prevailed over time and across national and cul-
tural boundaries. They are intended to overcome the gaps 
that may exist between disciplinary specialties and to study 
the human condition in a way that transcends disciplines 
and integrates traditional academic boundaries.

CONCENTRATION SEMINARS
Concentration seminars utilize the interdisciplinary per-
spective gained in the foundation courses to provide stu-
dents with a level of professional competence in their area 
of study. By doing so, students are presented with a broad 
and flexible way of encountering the issues and concerns 
present in their professional lives.

GERONTOLOGY CONCENTRATION 
The Gerontology Concentration represents a unique and 
exciting approach to the academic field of gerontology. The 
concentration is grounded in the liberal arts tradition, a 
tradition that has long addressed the important issues of 
humankind. Throughout the United States, opportunities for 
studying gerontology in the context of a graduate education 
in liberal studies are few. 

 The concentration is predicated upon a holistic approach 
to adult development and aging, integrating mind-body-
spirit, and recognizing the complex contexts in which 
individuals travel through the life course. The Gerontology 
Concentration combines traditional, rigorous scholarly in-
quiry in theory and research with the opportunity to explore 
and conceptualize aging in creative and new ways. As with 
all MAIS courses, tradition, theory, and real-life experiences 
are integrated to produce a wholly new consideration of 
gerontology and the aging process.

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS
Students who complete a concentration in Gerontology 
are valuable in a variety of professional settings, including 
advanced research, delivery of services, and policy and pro-
gram development. Those with prior professional degrees, 
including nursing, social work, ministry, and counseling, 
and those who work with aging adults can also benefit from 
advanced study in gerontology.

Required Courses for Gerontology Concentration
Required Concentration Seminars ...................................15 crs.

GER 530 Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Aging, 3 crs.
GER 531 Embodiment in Later Life, 3 crs. 
 OR GER 539 Health Aspects of Aging, 3 crs.
GER 532 Psychosocial Aspects of Aging, 3 crs.
GER 534 Social Systems in Later Life, 3 crs.
GER 549 Theorizing & Researching in Gerontology, 3 crs.
 OR GER 550 Gerontology: Synthesis & Action, 3 crs.

Electives .............................................................................3 crs.
GER 535 Women’s Issues in Aging, 3 crs.
GER 537 Senior Power, Politics, & Policy, 3 crs.
GER 538 Communication & Aging, 3 crs.

 GER 562 Narrative Gerontology, 3 crs.
GER 579 Media Images in Aging, 3 crs.
GER 560 Special Topics in Gerontology, variable crs.

   TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.
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Certificate in Gerontology
The certificate in Gerontology is 24 credits. 
 Students take the required courses for the Gerontology 
Concentration, listed above, plus additional Gerontology 
courses for another 9 credits.

LIBERAL ARTS CONCENTRATION 
Liberal arts is an academic tradition that recognizes the 
importance of inclusive perspectives and interdisciplinary 
study. With the help of their academic advisor, students can 
tailor their curriculum to meet individual interests. 

Professional Applications
A customized degree plan serves students with a variety of 
professional interests. Because of the broad nature of the 
plan, students capitalize on critical thinking ability, writing 
skills, and coursework that is carefully selected to meet the 
student’s individual needs. Such broadly prepared students 
are of high value to many career settings.

Required Courses for Liberal Arts Concentration
Selected MAIS Seminars ..................................................18 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

ORGANIzATIONAL COMMuNICATION
CONCENTRATION 
The Organizational Communication Concentration is de-
signed to provide students with the knowledge and skills 
necessary to be effective communicators and leaders in a 
variety of large and small organizations. Emphasis is placed 
upon the communicator as leader—a person with the val-
ues and vision to sustain the organization in an era of rapid 
change, and with the ethical foundation to see and support 
individuals as vital participants in this process.

Professional Applications
The Organizational Communication Concentration is in-
tended for professionals in any organization, large or small, 
for-profit or not-for-profit. Commercial organizations, edu-
cational institutions, civic and political groups, service agen-
cies, and other organizations are all appropriate settings for 
persons trained in organizational communication.

OuTCOMES
Students completing an Organizational Communication 
concentration will have met the following outcomes:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of theories of effective 

organizational communication.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of theories and practices of 

effective interpersonal communication.
3. Create a strategic plan for organizational communication.

Required Courses for Organizational Communication 
Concentration

Required Prerequisite for any INC Course Seminar ..........3 crs.
INC 542 Organizational Communication Theory

Concentration Seminars ..................................................15 crs.
Choose any 15 credits out of the following: 

(any	course	with	the	INC	prefix)
INC 529 Leadership
INC 534 Power, Influence, & Conflict Resolution, 3 crs.
INC 535 Organizational Change, 3 crs.
INC 538 Cultural Competence in Organizations, 3 crs.
INC 540 Global Communication, 3 crs.
INC 541 Contexts & Systems
INC 563 Learning Organizations, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

SPIRITuAL TRADITIONS AND ETHICS 
CONCENTRATION 
This concentration emphasizes inquiry into the foundations 
of ethical thought and action, and the cultural and scrip-
tural roots of the world’s spiritual traditions. Historical, 
literary, anthropological, and other approaches are encour-
aged. Sustained attention is given to the origins, growth, 
oral traditions, literature, art, theologies, ethical systems, 
personal spiritualities, and communal worship services of 
major religions and indigenous spiritualities.

Professional Applications
The Spiritual Traditions and Ethics Concentration is 
helpful to students who seek to discover and experience 
the scriptural, liturgical, psychological, and philosophical 
roots of human spirituality. Applications include religious 
education for children and adults, corporate ethics, and 
spiritual direction.

Required Courses for Spiritual Traditions & Ethics 
Concentration
Concentration Seminars ......................................................18 crs.
Choose any 18 credits out of the following: 

(any	course	with	the	prefix	INE)
INE 531 Foundations of Spiritual Traditions, 3 crs.
INE 532 Sacred Literature: Abrahamic Traditions, 3 crs.
INE 533 Asian Sacred Literature, 3 crs.
INE 534 Culture & Religion, 3 crs.
INE 535 Spirituality: Personal & Communal Exp., 3 crs. 
INE 538 Studies in Applied Ethics, 3 crs.
INE 539 Women's Spirituality, 3 crs.
INE 541 Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory, 3 crs.
INE 542 Creation Stories: Then & Now, 3 crs.
INE 543 Indigenous Spiritualities, 3 crs.

   TOTAL FOR THE CONCENTRATION: 18 crs.

FOUNDATION COURSES

INT 500 INTRODuCTION TO SCHOLARLY INquIRY
This course is required of all incoming MAIS students. It is de-
signed to prepare the student for graduate studies by providing 
tools for scholarly researching and writing as well as introduc-
ing the interdisciplinary approach to scholarship. 3 crs.

INT 501 COMMuNITY: THEORY AND PRACTICE
This course identifies multiple characteristics of communi-
ties in an effort to understand how and why humans need 
them, and how and why they function. It provides a backdrop 
of ideas that enables students to research and develop 
theories about community that have both specific as well as 
broader implications for individuals and society. 3 crs.

INT 502 SCIENCE, ETHICS, AND PuBLIC POLICY
This course helps students identify current areas of scien-
tific and technological development that raise ethical and 
policy questions. Students will assume the perspective of 
community leaders to explore scientific and technologi-
cal opportunities and to determine whether they should be 
pursued and how managed. 3 crs. 

INT 504 ART AND CuLTuRE
This course is primarily an art historical study of the nine-
teenth century in Europe, with selected references to artists 
in the United States embracing the century’s scientific and 
technological advances; philosophical ideas; poetic, literary 
and, where appropriate—musical compositions; and social 
and political issues. All are embodied, in varying degrees, 
within the representative ideals, personal interests, tech-
nique, and subject matter of the artists practicing at the 
time. 3 crs. 
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INT 505 WAYS OF KNOWING: STuDIES IN LITERATuRE 
AND SPIRITuALITY
In this seminar, students track the relationship between 
literature, philosophy, and spirituality by exploring the nar-
rative elements of religious meaning in selected modern 
literary classics. The seminar will also provide a philosophi-
cal framework for understanding the symbolic nature of the 
human. 3 crs. 

INT 507 ENDuRING quESTIONS
This course provides a foundation for the critical study of 
philosophy and theology. In this course, students will exam-
ine their own philosophies of life and their own spiritualities 
by comparing their convictions with the reflections on spiri-
tual traditions and ethics of some of the great philosophers 
and theologians. 3 crs. 

INT 508 SOCIAL JuSTICE
This course will take an interdisciplinary approach to the 
concept of justice in society. What are the crucial elements 
of a just society? On what grounds can we make those 
claims? Students examine how social justice would apply to 
public policy. 3 crs. 

GERONTOLOGY CONCENTRATION SEMINARS

GER 529 HEALTH ASPECTS OF AGING
This course considers health, well-being, health-related 
problems, change in appearance, nutrition, relationships 
with partners, family and friends, and exercise. Students 
will also consider senior mental health and chemical de-
pendency, looking at life transitions, causes of mental 
illness, types of mental health problems, dementia, and 
creative treatment and programmatic approaches, as well 
as life options that can positively affect older person’s 
health well-being. 3 crs. 

GER 530 MuLTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES 
ON AGING
This core course provides students with an introduction to 
and comprehensive overview of the multidisciplinary field of 
gerontology. Substantive, conceptual, and methodological 
issues central to the study of adult development and ag-
ing are explored through class discussions, presentations, 
ongoing reading and journaling, and assigned learning 
projects. 3 crs. 

GER 531 EMBODIMENT IN LATER LIFE
This course focuses on the biological, physiological, and 
health aspects of the aging experience. Topics include the 
bodily changes thought to be a normal part of aging, chronic 
illnesses and disabilities associated with (but not caused by) 
aging, and the meaning of biophysical aging at the individual 
and socio-cultural level. 3 crs. 

GER 532 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING
Recognizing that aging is a dynamic, multidimensional pro-
cess, this course addresses the complex interface between 
the psychological and social aspects of aging. Students will 
explore topics such as the relationship between perceptions 
of control, self-efficacy, and health; change and stability 
in personality characteristics; and age-consciousness and 
identity. 3 crs. 

GER 534 SOCIAL SYSTEMS IN LATER LIFE
This course focuses on the multilayered social contexts 
in which individuals age. Through the learning projects in 
this course, students become acquainted with each layer 
of the social system, including informal and formal social 
programs and agencies for older adults; aging-supportive 
living environments and neighborhoods; and interpersonal 
relationships with friends, family, and pets. 3 crs. 

GER 535 WOMEN’S ISSuES IN AGING
In this special topics seminar, students use an interdisci-
plinary approach grounded in a Critical Feminist Gerontol-
ogy framework to consider issues of particular concern to 
women as they travel through the life course. Students will 
examine the meaning of gender in later life, and how gender 
intersects with other positionalities—ethnicity and class, 
for example—and shapes the life chances and lived experi-
ences of older women. 3 crs.

GER 537 SENIOR POWER, POLITICS, AND POLICY
This course will take a comprehensive look at issues and 
pertinent agencies at the local, state, and federal level that 
affect seniors, service/care providers, families, and our 
aging society. From this perspective, students will look at 
the local and state aging network through DHS/Senior and 
People with Disabilities and the area agencies on aging, and 
the federal level through the Administration on Aging, Medi-
care, Medicaid, and others. They will look at advocacy on 
both the state and federal levels, including dealing with the 
Oregon Legislature and the Oregon Congressional delega-
tion. Course not offered every year.	3 crs.

GER 538 COMMuNICATION AND AGING
The course will examine the myths and realities of aging and 
how this affects interpersonal and intrapersonal communica-
tion patterns with older persons. This course will help stu-
dents become acquainted with the life transitions in aging and 
different forms of communication in relationships with family, 
providers, friends, associates, and neighbors. It will look at 
the electronic and print media and how it depicts aging and 
the older population. It will analyze how different generations 
change societal communication patterns as they age, utilizing 
the baby boomer generation as a primary case study. 3 crs.

GER 549 THEORIzING AND RESEARCHING IN 
GERONTOLOGY
This course has a dual intent: 1. to engage students in a 
more sophisticated exploration and examination of impor-
tant and exemplary theorizing and researching in gerontol-
ogy; and 2. to encourage students to formulate and pursue 
their own questions about adult development and aging, 
and thus participate in the ongoing scholarly conversation 
in gerontology. 3 crs. 

GER 550 GERONTOLOGY: SYNTHESIS AND ACTION
By intent and design, this seminar offers students the op-
portunity to: 1. reconsider and integrate all of their course-
work in gerontology into a dynamic whole; and 2. explore 
ways to actualize their learning into action in a variety of 
contexts and surrounding key issues related to adult devel-
opment and aging. 3 crs. 

GER 560 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GERONTOLOGY 
Topics vary by term. Variable credit.
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GER 562 NARRATIVE GERONTOLOGY
Working with the principles of critical gerontology, this 
course will explore aging and old age through narratives, 
both biographical and fictional. Students will consider the 
impact of life story on aging and discuss the value of stories 
in creating meaning in old age. 3 crs.

GER 579 MEDIA IMAGES IN AGING
This course will look at the impact of the mass media on 
our image and understanding of aging. The course empha-
sis is on erasing the negative stereotypes associated with 
the “Third Age”. 3 crs.

LIBERAL ARTS CONCENTRATION SEMINARS
The courses in this concentration may include any MAIS 
foundation, concentration, or elective course in a combina-
tion designed by the student in collaboration with his/her 
academic advisor.

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 
CONCENTRATION SEMINARS

INC 529 LEADERSHIP
The central idea of this course is that leadership is a pro-
cess, not a position. Leadership involves something hap-
pening as a result of the interaction between a leader and 
followers. This course describes and critically evaluates a 
number of leadership theories, research articles, and case 
studies and offers practical advice on how to be a better 
leader. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INC 534 POWER, INFLuENCE, AND CONFLICT 
RESOLuTION 
This course examines micro- and macrosystems of orga-
nizational communication. Questions concerning personal 
power, power arrangements within systems, and conflict 
within and between social groups will be addressed. Special 
emphasis will be placed on the ethical dimensions of con-
flict including the study of conflict, the facilitation of conflict 
resolution, and learning from conflictual situations. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs.

INC 535 ORGANIzATIONAL CHANGE 
This course considers ways in which planning and negotiation 
within an organization can be successfully facilitated. Theory 
and applied strategies for such organizational change and de-
velopment will be explored.	Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INC 538 CuLTuRAL COMPETENCE IN ORGANIzATIONS
Culturally competent organizations value the people who 
work there, understand the community in which they op-
erate, and embrace their clients as valuable members of 
that community. This course examines how organizations 
can promote inclusiveness, develop better cross cultural 
communication and institutionalize the process of learning 
about differences. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INC 540 GLOBAL COMMuNICATION
This course explores Global Communication in the English 
environment today. Students address two major shifts, 
technology and globalization. Both of these changes impact 
everyone in the country and the world. Students explore how 
their communication, words, channel, and connotation will 
impact others … locally and globally … and how communica-
tion can have anticipated and unanticipated consequences. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

INC 541 CONTEXTS AND SYSTEMS IN 
ORGANIzATIONAL COMMuNICATION
This course examines ways in which individual worldview 
and systems applications can improve communication 
within organizations. Theory and applied strategies for cre-
ating communication systems will be explored. Course not 
offered every year. 3 crs.

INC 542 ORGANIzATIONAL COMMuNICATION THEORY
Organizational communication studies are the analysis, 
criticism, and development of skills related to the role of 
communication in organizational contexts. This seminar 
establishes the connections between organizational com-
munication and specific applications such as ethics, tech-
nology, culture, change, and conflict resolution. Students 
will conduct an organizational audit and develop the initial 
content of a concentration-required Strategic Communica-
tion Plan. 3 crs.

INC 563 LEARNING ORGANIzATIONS
Companies that excel recognize learning as a key to their 
competitive edge and strategic advantage. This course 
covers the tools and concepts of learning organizations. 
Students will explore the methods of successful companies 
through interactive, learning-by-doing exercises and proj-
ects. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS AND ETHICS 
CONCENTRATION SEMINARS

INE 531 FOuNDATIONS OF SPIRITuAL TRADITIONS
Most spiritual traditions originated with a founding per-
son, or small group, who felt impelled by a Divine call to 
integrate knowledge of God and service of people. In this 
course, students will retrace the origins and histories of 
six living spiritual traditions: Judaism, Christianity, Islam, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Native American spiritualities. 
Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

INE 532 SACRED LITERATuRE: ABRAHAMIC 
TRADITION
Writers and editors captured the oral traditions in sacred 
literature, telling posterity about the ways in which fore-
mothers and forefathers experienced the presence and 
action of their God or gods. Through hermeneutical study 
and interpretation as well as the experience of it through 
worship service visits, this course compares and contrasts 
the sacred literature of the Abrahamic religions (Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam). Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INE 533 ASIAN SACRED LITERATuRE
The bridge between Divine beings (gods and goddesses) and 
mortal humans are richly explored in the preserved sacred 
literature of polytheistic religions such as Hinduism and 
Buddhism. These writings are considered sacred and de-
votional scripture for followers, and inspirational literature 
and complex and epic poetry for others. This class provides 
for an appreciative inquiry into the ideas expressed in litera-
ture such as the Upanishads, the Bhagavad-Gita, Buddhist 
Sutras, Mantras, and Taoist and Confucian precepts. Course 
not offered every year. 3 crs. 
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INE 534 CuLTuRE AND RELIGION
The question of whether cultures rise out of religious 
traditions, or religious traditions rise out of cultures dem-
onstrates the close relationship between culture and theo-
logical expressions about God or the Sacred. Students will 
develop skills in discerning basic underlying values and 
theological truths of several world traditions, so they can 
more readily separate these from their historical and cul-
tural conditioning. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

INE 535 SPIRITuALITY: PERSONAL AND COMMuNAL 
EXPERIENCE
This experiential seminar course moves beyond the knowl-
edge of sacred literature and statements about God and 
divine beings to an embodied experience and internalization 
of the key values of Eastern and Western spiritual traditions 
and expressions. Through study and experiential practices 
(including local site visits) students will learn the meaning 
of acting mindfully, of proceeding in life from a spirit of cen-
teredness and integrity. Course not offered every year. 3 crs. 

INE 538 STuDIES IN APPLIED ETHICS
This course will pursue the movement of ethics from ab-
stract to concrete discipline. It begins with a discussion 
of ethical “theory” in the abstract and moves to the social 
context of moral reasoning followed by specific professional 
topics in business, medicine, and education. Course not of-
fered every year. 3 crs. 

INE 539 WOMEN’S SPIRITuALITY
This course introduces established and emerging concepts, 
practices, and ideals of contemporary women’s spirituality, 
and draws upon multi-dimensional and multicultural per-
spectives. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INE 541 HERMENEuTICS: INTERPRETATION THEORY
Hermeneutics is the most important theological contri-
bution to scholarship in the last two centuries. Literary 
criticism, culture studies, deconstruction, and all the post-
modern theories stem from hermeneutics. May be used as 
a foundation course. 3 crs. 

INE 542 CREATION STORIES: THEN AND NOW
Throughout time humans have attempted to explain how the 
earth and cosmos were created, as well as humans’ place on 
it. Using an interdisciplinary approach, this course explores 
ancient creation stories and also draws upon the new cosmol-
ogy for clues to how we might re-envision creation stories to 
live and thrive by today. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

INE 543 INDIGENOuS SPIRITuALITIES
Indigenous societies the world over share a deep sense 
of interconnectivity to nature and place, as well as little 
separation between the sacred and every-day life. This 
course provides an interdisciplinary overview of indigenous 
worldviews, spiritual traditions, ceremonies and rituals, 
and other cultural dimensions. Course not offered every 
year. 3 crs.

PRACTICUM AND THESIS
Students beginning the thesis sequence should choose a 
Marylhurst faculty member who is not their instructor to be 
a reader/content advisor throughout the thesis process. 

INT 598-1 THESIS 1
This course is the first in a series of three courses leading 
to the completion of the MAIS thesis. The course is designed 
to give the student the researching tools to begin the thesis 
process. Learning projects and a collaborative atmosphere 
move the student through the process in a timely manner. This 
course is followed by INT 598-2 and INT 598-3 where the stu-
dent’s thesis development continues. Prerequisite: approval of 
MAIS Chair. Students should have completed half of their pro-
gram requirements before registering for this class and have a 
preliminary thesis topic. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

INT 598-2 THESIS 2
This course is the second in the required thesis sequence. 
By the end of Thesis 2, the student will have completed the 
literature review chapter of the thesis. Prerequisite: com-
pletion of INT 598-1. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs. 

INT 598-3 THESIS 3
This course is the third and final course in the required 
MAIS thesis sequence. Successful completion of the course 
is the completion of the master’s thesis. Prerequisite: com-
pletion of INT 598-2. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs. 

INT 598-9 THESIS COMPLETION
This no credit course should be enrolled in the term stu-
dents submit the signed, bound copies of their thesis. A 
passing grade is required for degree conferral and means 
that the department chair has received two signed, bound 
copies of the thesis. 0 credit.

INT 599 MAIS APPLIED PRACTICuM
Students must complete an Arranged	Class form and get 
permission from the chair prior to registration. Graded 
Pass/No Pass only. Variable credit.

ELECTIVES
MAIS electives can be any MAIS seminar that is not part 
of a student’s required courses. Students may also take or 
transfer up to 6 credits of electives from any other graduate 
program. Various electives are offered each quarter. Some 
of the these include the following.

INT 510 TOPICS IN LITERATuRE
A variety of topics in literature are offered. Course may be 
repeated for credit. 3 crs.

INT 511 TOPIC: MAJOR THINKERS
These courses will examine the key works of major philo-
sophical or theoretical thinkers. Course may be repeated 
for credit. 3 crs.

INT 515 MYSTERIES OF IDENTITY
The search for identity is an agelong quest of humankind. 
This seminar utilizes the power of literature and spirituality 
to guide the search for identity. 3 crs.
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INT 518 WOMEN AND POLITICS
This course examines the political status of women in the 
United States and around the world. An emphasis is placed 
on an interdisciplinary approach to understanding the po-
litical situation of women. Topics include women’s social 
movements, psychological gender differences in politics, 
the gender gap in voting, women candidates, and women in 
elected office. 3 crs.

INT 528 REFORMERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN 
THE uNITED STATES
Students are introduced to the reforms and social move-
ments in nineteenth- and twentieth-century U.S. history. 
The intent is to understand the successes and failures of 
reformers and the social, political, and religious movements 
they mobilized. Emphasis will be placed on analyzing the 
historical context, the issues at stake, the role of the media 
and of public opinion, and the strategy and tactics of each 
movement. 3 crs. 

INT 529 uNITED STATES ETHNIC AND IMMIGRATION 
HISTORY
This course introduces the history of immigration to North 
America from the time of European colonialism to the pres-
ent. Whether concerning the slave plantations of Virginia, 
the potato fields of Ireland, Japanese internment camps in 
California, or the barrios of East Los Angeles., students will 
study topics including immigrant life, work, and culture. 
Additional topics will include the causes of mass migra-
tion and its effect on gender and family relations, changing 
ethnic identity in the United States, and federal immigration 
policy. 3 crs. 
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This course considers the passion of America’s quest for 
understanding and meaning in its dilemmas, both historical 
and contemporary. By way of literature, history and spiri-
tuality as lenses, this course examines distinctive phases, 
especially Pragmatism, that mark out America’s self-un-
derstanding. 3 crs.

INT 565 LOVE AND SEXuALITY
This course historically traces how love and sexuality are 
represented in both philosophical and literary texts from 
Ancient Greece to contemporary society. 3 crs. 

INT 570 RELIGION AND POLITICS
Religion has always played a prominent role in the political 
life of America. This course will examine how religious per-
spectives and groups influenced major political movements 
in the United States from revolutionary times through the 
elections of 2010. 3 crs.

INT 575 quALITATIVE INquIRY
The main intent of this course is to provide an overview of 
the many variations and multiple practices involved in quali-
tative inquiry. 3 crs.

Graduate Department of Interdisciplinary Studies
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu 
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PROGRAMS OF STUDY
PROGRAM Degree Certificate

Applied Theology
--Pastoral Care

M.A.
•

Ministry
--Theological Studies

M.Div.

D.Min.1
•

1.	Cooperative	program	with	San	Francisco	Theological	Seminary

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION:
M.A. IN APPLIED THEOLOGY 
AND MASTER OF DIVINITY PROGRAMS
All students must be formally admitted to the M.A. in 
Applied Theology (MAAT) or Master of Divinity (M.Div.) 
program before beginning coursework. The admissions 
process is concerned with the probable academic success 
of the student and his or her contribution to the learning 
community as well as the community at large. Program 
objectives for the student include personal and professional 
enrichment, intellectual growth and integrity, ministerial 
advancement, community involvement, and leadership. 
Student selection is based on academic potential and 
degree of fit with the program without regard to race, 
creed, color, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, 
age, or physical handicap. A bachelor’s degree granted by 
a regionally accredited college or university is required for 
admission but is not itself sufficient.

Because the admissions decision is based on the stu-
dent’s professional and personal potential as well as the 
academic fit with the M.A. in Applied Theology or Master of 
Divinity courses of study, recommendations, and entrance 
interviews address overall suitability for the degrees. 

ADMISSION REquIREMENTS
Materials to be sent to the Office of Admissions are: 
• Completed application form.
• Application fee (non-refundable).
• Results of the Millers Analogies Test.
• Résumé.
• Autobiography of 2-3 typewritten pages.
• Personal statement of 2-3 typewritten pages which addresses 

the following questions: Why would you like to pursue an 
M.A. in Applied Theology or Master of Divinity at Marylhurst? 
What value will it have in your call to be a professional care 
provider? How will you balance personal, professional, 
spiritual, and academic commitments during your M.A. in 
Applied Theology or Master of Divinity program?

• Three sealed letters of recommendation. Letters of 
recommendation are from academic, personal, and professional 
sources and should address the personal, professional, and 
intellectual abilities of the applicant and also any unique 
strength this person will bring to the program.

• Official sealed transcripts from all undergraduate and 
graduate coursework.

PREREquISITES AND EVALuATION PROCESS
In addition to a B.A. or B.S. in any discipline, Marylhurst’s 
undergraduate majors or minors in psychology and reli-
gious studies, or similar background studies, would provide 
a fine foundation for the M.A. in Applied Theology (MAAT) or 
Master of Divinity (M.Div.) programs.

Ongoing evaluations with the instructors will determine 
whether applied theology, theological studies, or ministry is 
a suitable and satisfying choice for the student. At the end 
of the program, the exit interview gives students a compre-
hensive view of strengths and of growing edges that need 
to be addressed in order that one may serve effectively and 
enthusiastically.

Students receive ongoing evaluation related to their 
ability to apply pastoral skills grounded in their theological 
frame in specific settings as a teacher, pastoral care 
provider, workshop facilitator, or pastoral administrator. 
Students develop healthy and appropriate ways to integrate 
their personal internal issues. In ongoing spiritual 
formation and evaluation by faculty, spiritual directors, 
and department chair, students are encouraged to deal 
with any affective, psychological, spiritual, or behavioral 
issues which may impede their professional competence. 
If deemed appropriate, a student may be recommended to 
participate in personal therapy or counseling (individual or 
group) to assist in their spiritual, emotional, psychological, 
intellectual, behavioral, and social growth and integration. 
This invitation will be suggested to individual students in a 
confidential and appropriate manner.

THE APPLICATION PROCESS: MAAT or M.Div.
It is recommended that students be admitted with their 
cohort group for the fall term of each year for the MAAT and 
the M.Div. However, because of our mobile society, excep-
tions for entrance into the program may need to be made 
on a case-by-case basis. (After evaluation by the Chair of 
Religious Studies Department, some students may enter 
during other terms. Students may opt to begin the M.Div. 
during any term also after conferring with the chair.) See 
below for application deadlines. The application process can 
take 2-8 weeks.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
For fall, all application material is to be submitted to the 
Office of Admissions by September 10. Admissions deci-
sions will usually be made prior to September 21. However, 
exceptions will also be considered prior to each term on a 
case-by-case basis. (Master of Divinity applications are ac-
cepted each term with no deadlines.)

INITIAL INTERVIEW 
An initial interview gives students the opportunity to answer 
their questions and be informed about the MAAT or M.Div. 
programs. Graduate information sessions serve as a way for 
students to learn about the programs. These group infor-
mation sessions are held once during each term. An initial 

Graduate Department of

Religious Studies
Chair: Jerry O. Roussell, Jr., D.Min.
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individual interview session is encouraged. In this individual 
meeting with the department chair, students have an oppor-
tunity to address their particular interests and learn more 
about the graduate programs. 

THE ADMISSION DECISION
Admissions decisions will be made after all material has 
been submitted. In reviewing a student’s application, the 
graduate faculty weighs all aspects of the application.
 Final applicants are invited for a personal entrance 
interview, after which an admission decision will be made. 
The interview is significant in clarifying for both the candi-
date and the faculty whether this program is a good match 
for the student’s academic, professional, and personal gifts, 
interests, and calls.

Applicants are notified in writing regarding the outcome 
of the admission decision.

TRANSFER CREDITS:
MAAT or M.Div. PROGRAMS
MAAT candidates may transfer a maximum of 15 credits 
earned within five years prior to admission from other 
graduate schools. M.Div. candidates have their previous 
coursework evaluated by the Chair of Religious Studies for 
possible credit transfer.

Transferable credits must have a B grade or better. 
Courses with Pass grades must be accompanied with 
substantial evaluation of the student’s performance in order 
to be transferable. All course credit transfers require the 
review and approval of the Chair of Religious Studies.

RESIDENCY REquIREMENT: 
MAAT and M.Div. PROGRAMS
Students must complete a minimum of 45 graduate credits 
in residence at Marylhurst University to receive the MAAT or 
M.Div. degree, including the 3-credit Professional Advance-
ment, 6-credit Practicum, the 6-credit Master’s Project, and 
the 1-credit Colloquium.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADMISSION:
FuLL GRADuATE STANDING: 
MAAT or M.Div. PROGRAMS
Degree-seeking applicants who are admitted without res-
ervation are granted full graduate standing. These students 
have completed all application requirements. Only students 
with full graduate standing may become candidates for a 
degree. Students must enroll in a minimum of 12 graduate 
credits per year to keep full graduate status.

COuRSE WAIVER AND SuBSTITuTIONS: MAAT or 
M.Div. PROGRAMS
If an admitted graduate student has sufficient and demon-
strable grasp of the entire course content, that course may 
be waived or substituted at the discretion of the Chair of 
Religious Studies. The student must petition in writing to be 
considered for a course waiver or substitution.

DEGREE COMPLETION
Only two C grades are acceptable towards degree comple-
tion within the MAAT or M.Div. programs.

PASTORAL CARE CERTIFICATE
The Pastoral Care certificate is available to those in the 
Master of Arts in Applied Theology or Master of Divinity 
programs, or as a stand-alone certificate for those not 
currently pursuing a master’s degree. Students completing 
the certificate independent of a degree must apply through 
the Office of Admissions to the certificate program.

The certificate requires a minimum of 47 credits of 
courses within the Master of Arts in Applied Theology pro-
gram. Students arrange the coursework with the Chair of 
the Religious Studies Department.

PASTORAL CARE CERTIFICATE COuRSE PREFIX CODE
PMT – Pastoral Ministry and Theology

Pastoral Care Certificate - min. of 47 crs.
PMT 550 Seminar: Personal Covenant & Orientation, 1 cr.
PMT 551 Seminar: Graduate Writing, 1 cr.
PMT 570 Scriptural Frameworks for Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 

crs.
PMT 571 Interfaith Theological Frameworks 
 for Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 572 Pastoral & Spiritual Identity, 3 crs.
PMT 573 Pastoral & Spiritual Counseling Strategies, 3 crs.
PMT 574 Issue in Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 575 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & 
 Spiritual Practices of Christianity, Judaism, & Islam, 3 crs.
PMT 576 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, 
 & Spiritual Practices of Eastern (& Native
 American) Traditions, 3 crs. 
PMT 577 Cross-Cultural Perspectives in 
 Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs. 
PMT 578 Applied Ethics & the Pastoral 
 or Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
PMT 579 Pastoral & Spiritual Care in Times of Loss,
 Grief, & Bereavement, 3 crs.
PMT 582 Prayer & Spirituality of the Pastoral &
 Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
PMT 583 (W)Holy Listening: Spiritual Direction as Presence to 

the Journey of the Soul, 3 crs.
PMT 585 Contemporary & Personal Theology
 of Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 587 Theological Reflection in Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 591 Professional Advancement, 3 crs. 
  TOTAL FOR THE CERTIFICATE: 47 crs.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR NON-DEGREE STUDENTS

COuRSES FOR AuDIT: 
MAAT or M.Div. PROGRAMS
In some cases, students already hold graduate degrees or 
special certifications and wish to take coursework without 
receiving credit towards a graduate degree. Students may 
request audit or CEU units by making arrangements with the 
Chair of the Religious Studies Department. The student is 
expected to do the readings and participate fully in the classes.

TAKING COuRSES AT 400 LEVEL
Though all the MAAT and M.Div. courses will be taught at 
the graduate level (500-level), undergraduate students may 
enroll for courses at the 400 level. Undergraduate students 
must request permission from the Chair of Religious Stud-
ies before they sign up for a MAAT or M.Div. course.

TAKING COuRSES PRIOR TO ADMISSION: 
MAAT or M.Div. PROGRAMS
Prospective students who have already earned a bachelor’s 
degree may take up to 6 credits of the MAAT or M.Div. 
courses prior to admission. Students should request per-
mission to take a course through the Chair of Religious 
Studies.
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Master of Arts: 
Applied Theology
The Master of Arts in Applied Theology (MAAT) is 
a life-changing experience. People participate in this 
intensive ministry preparation program to become 
more effective care providers. Participants grow in 
their knowledge of self, others, and the Holy. Through 
personal and group reflection students strengthen their 
sense of personal and spiritual integration and gain 
an awareness of ministerial strengths and weaknesses.

PURPOSE OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN 
APPLIED THEOLOGY: An Interfaith Pastoral and 
Spiritual Care Degree
The Master of Arts in Applied Theology is a cohort approach 
that provides grounding in how to put theology into practice 
in a diversity of situations and scenarios. It emphasizes 
the pastoral and spiritual care implications with a Judeo-
Christian, interfaith focus. The program develops a broad 
and fundamental comprehension of the social, cultural, and 
behavioral factors that impact theological application.

The program helps individuals define their images of the 
Divine, their practice of spirituality, and their commitment to 
service. Through pastoral practice and theological reflection 
on that experience, students learn pastoral presence, com-
munication skills, and assessment methods. The program 
addresses issues of pastoral counseling, liturgy and symbol, 
scriptural resources, and prayer. Through readings, discus-
sion, lecture, writing, reflection, supervision, and pastoral 
application, participants develop their own theologies and 
methods of exercising pastoral and spiritual care. Marylhurst 
University welcomes students of all faiths and cultures. 

CAREER PATHS
Those drawn to this applied theology program are interested 
in careers as chaplains, spiritual life facilitators, educa-
tors, and other careers where they can do practical theology. 
Specifically people wish to be chaplains in hospitals, hospice 
centers, campuses, correction facilities, military bases, re-
tirement centers, or corporations. Others are preparing to be 
spiritual directors, mentors, retreat directors, or coordinators 
of workshops on the spiritual life. Teaching in high schools, 
community colleges, or adult education programs draws other 
graduates.

PROGRAM LEARNING OuTCOMES: MASTER OF ARTS 
DEGREE IN APPLIED THEOLOGY
Students completing Applied Theology will be able to:
1. Listen and respond empathetically.
2. Work as a beginning spiritual counselor or spiritual 

director for individuals.
3. Provide pastoral and spiritual care in one or more 

specific settings.
4. Work as a pastoral and spiritual care provider or spiritual 

care leader of small groups.
5. Integrate psychology and theology through use of 

theological reflection models.
6. Assess and refer persons for counseling or therapy when 

skills beyond one’s own are called for in the situation.
7.  Utilize intervention strategies.
8. Develop strategies for maintaining one’s own physical, 

intellectual, social, and spiritual wellness while providing 
pastoral and spiritual care for others.

9. Empower others to make their own choices and to 
develop their own plans for a philosophy of life and a 
personal wellness program.

10.  Attain personal, spiritual, pastoral, and professional 
maturity

MAAT COuRSE PREFIX CODE
PMT – Pastoral Ministry and Theology

Course Requirements for the Master of Arts Degree in 
Applied Theology
The	Master	of	Arts	in	Applied	Theology	is	a	60-credit	degree.	
Students	complete	the	program	in	three	years	or	they	may	
extend	the	program	to	four	years.
Pre-Course Requirements .................................................2 crs.

PMT 550 Seminar: Personal Covenant & Orientation, 1 cr.
PMT 551 Seminar: Graduate Writing, 1 cr. 

Year One ...........................................................................18 crs.
 Foundational Content, 15 crs.

 PMT 570 Scriptural Frameworks for Pastoral 
  & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.

  PMT 571 Interfaith Theological Frameworks 
   for Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
  PMT 572 Pastoral & Spiritual Identity, 3 crs.
  PMT 573 Pastoral & Spiritual Counseling Strategies, 3 crs.
  PMT 574 Issues in Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
 Practicum I, 3 crs.

 PMT 599-1 Supervised Practicum 1: Spec. Arr. 
  OR PMT 589-1 Supervised Practicum 1: Cooperative 

Year Two ...........................................................................18 crs.
 Practical Content, 15 crs.
  PMT 575 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & 
   Spiritual Practices of Christianity, Judaism, & Islam, 3 crs.
  PMT 576 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, 
   & Spiritual Practices of Eastern (& Native
   American) Traditions, 3 crs. 
  PMT 577 Cross-Cultural Perspectives in 
   Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs. 
  PMT 578 Applied Ethics & the Pastoral 
   or Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
  PMT 579 Pastoral & Spiritual Care in Times of Loss,
   Grief, & Bereavement, 3 crs.
 Practicum II, 3 crs.

 PMT 599-2 Supervised Practicum 2: Spec. Arr. 
  OR PMT 589-2 Supervised Practicum 2: Cooperative

Year Three ........................................................................15 crs.
 Synthesis/Praxis Content, 15 crs.
  PMT 582 Prayer & Spirituality of the Pastoral &
   Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
  PMT 583 (W)Holy Listening: Spiritual Direction as
    Presence to the Journey of the Soul, 3 crs.
  PMT 585 Contemporary & Personal Theology
   of Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
  PMT 587 Theological Reflection in Pastoral 
   & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
  PMT 591 Professional Advancement, 3 crs. 
Master’s Project .................................................................6 crs.

PMT 596/597/598 Master's Project I,II,III, 2 crs. each
Post-Course Requirement ....................................................1 cr.

PMT 593 Colloquium/Presentation Day 
 for Master's Project, 1 cr.
PMT 598-9 Thesis Completion, 0 cr.

  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 60 crs. 

RECOMMENDED PREREquISITES
It is recommended that students take basic courses in 
religion or psychology. These are not necessary to enter 
the program. Recommended courses include biblical stud-
ies, theological studies in their own tradition, philosophy of 
religion, introduction to psychology, abnormal psychology, 
family dynamics, and social psychology.
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION 
The department advises that:
• students attain ability to converse and/or read Spanish or 

the language of people whom they serve.
• if students intend to teach biblical studies, preach, or 

utilize the Hebrew (Old Testament) and Greek (New 
Testament) testaments extensively in their ministry, they 
should attain a basic knowledge of Greek or Hebrew.

• if students are moving toward ordination, they should take 
Greek and/or Hebrew.

ACADEMIC STANDING: MAAT PROGRAM
An academic average of B or better must be maintained in 
the program.

A grade of C is below the graduate standard. C grades 
may not be transferable to other programs.

Students may elect to take coursework for Pass/No Pass 
(P/NP) to receive a graduate certificate. Grades of P are 
awarded for coursework equivalent to a B or better. Stu-
dents utilizing this option are cautioned that graduate credit 
may not be transferable to other graduate programs if not 
awarded a letter grade.

ACADEMIC PROBATION: MAAT PROGRAM
A student with full graduate standing who fails to maintain 
sound academic progress toward the degree will be placed 
on academic probation. Examples of deficiencies include:
• More than two C grades in graduate classes, or a drop 

below a 3.00 (B) GPA.
• Inability to maintain at least 12 graduate credits per year 

without special approval.
• The need to suspend graduate study pending improvement 

of writing or other academic skills.
• Failure to make sound academic progress (for example, 

accumulation of I, W, and F grades).
The student will receive a formal evaluation by the gradu-

ate committee. Possible actions include halting additional 
graduate studies while remedial or tutorial work is under-
taken, as well as being excused from the graduate program.

PRE-COURSE REQUIREMENTS

PMT 550 SEMINAR: PERSONAL COVENANT
AND ORIENTATION
Incoming students gather together for program orientation 
and begin to articulate their personal vision for pastoral 
and spiritual care. Students learn about the backgrounds 
and aspirations of their cohort group and begin to form a 
professional and spiritual community that will be a support 
to them as they study. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1 cr.

PMT 551 SEMINAR: GRADuATE WRITING
Many students come from the work world of memos and 
reports; other persons have written in journals or done some 
informal writing. But students often feel apprehensive about 
graduate-level writing, especially research writing. This 
course gives students guidelines and practical experience with 
graduate writing styles. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1 cr.

YEAR ONE
Foundational	Content	(15	credits	&	Practicum	I)

PMT 570 SCRIPTuRAL FRAMEWORKS 
FOR PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course focuses on the Scriptural Frameworks and 
Foundational Social Context for Pastoral and Spiritual Care. 
It surveys the roots of pastoral and spiritual care. It surveys 
the roots of pastoral ministry in the early Christian commu-
nity as held in Hebrew/Christian Scriptures. 3 crs.

PMT 571 INTERFAITH THEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORKS 
FOR PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course explores theological, religious, social and cul-
tural function of God language, explores interfaith images of 
the Holy as icons for healing, tools for pastoral practice and 
spiritual direction. It identifies the impact of context, belief 
system, religious tradition, symbol, ritual, and sacrament 
for as tools for spiritual care providers. 3 crs.

PMT 572 PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL IDENTITY
This course looks at the pastoral person: personality styles; 
care, growth and difficulties for self and others; holistic 
integration; and theology of person. It stresses the relation-
ships among the care provider’s personality type and gifts, 
theological understandings, and pastoral style. It also ad-
dresses the wellness and well-being of the care provider. 3 
crs.

PMT 573 PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL COuNSELING 
STRATEGIES
This course provides an overview of the art of pastoral 
care and counseling theory, theological reflection, pastoral 
skills, and helping relationships. It explores the dynamics 
of counseling strategies within a religious, theological, and 
belief/value based context. Students study resources for 
wholeness and theological assessment through the applica-
tion of pastoral skills. 3 crs.

PMT 574 ISSuES IN PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE 
This course examines the pastoral encounter, explores 
crisis dynamics: anger, stress, grief, effects of sexual abuse, 
self-esteem’s impact on the care seeker’s spirituality. It 
examines the influence of family systems, social, emotional 
and faith development theories. Healing and soul retrieval 
techniques, appropriate response, resources and referral 
procedures will be identified. 3 crs.

PRACTICuM OPTIONS
There are two options: 1) a supervised practicum in an area 
of the student’s choice, related to a future ministry; 2) a su-
pervised clinical pastoral education program or supervised 
spiritual direction training program.

PMT 589-1 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM:
COOPERATIVE 1
Students choose a cooperative pastoral training program 
in Clinical Pastoral Education or Spiritual Direction. Dur-
ing this time, the student will have the opportunity for a 
spiritual assessment, theological assessment, pastoral 
assessment; experience of integration of person, theology, 
spirituality, culture, ministry; and development of one’s 
style as a pastoral care provider. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
3 crs.
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PMT 599-1 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 1: SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENT
During the Practicum, the student will have the opportu-
nity for a spiritual assessment, theological assessment, 
pastoral assessment; experience of integration of person, 
theology, spirituality, culture, ministry; and development of 
one’s style as a pastoral care provider. Students experience 
ministry in an approved setting of their choice, and receive 
faculty support. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

ELECTIVES
1. Students may wish to take an elective that prepares them for 

a particular pastoral or spiritual care setting, or one required 
by their tradition.

2.  Students preparing for the M.Div. degree (page 199) and/
or for the D.Min. (page 210) program take graduate-level 
courses in scripture. SSC 505 Torah: Pentateuch, First Five 
Books of the Bible; SSC 506 Biblical Prophets: Inspirations to 
Create a Better World; SSC 507 Writings, Psalms, & Wisdom 
Literature in the Bible; and SSC 522 Gospels: Stories of 
Unique Christian Communities.

3.  Students take specific electives when seeking certification 
with the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education, the 
Association of Professional Chaplains, or the National 
Association of Catholic Chaplains. Contact the department 
chair for list of specific electives.

YEAR TWO
Practical	Content	(15	credits	&	Practicum	II)

PMT 575 LITuRGIES, RITuALS, PREACHING, 
TEACHINGS, AND SPIRITuAL PRACTICES OF 
CHRISTIANITY, JuDAISM, AND ISLAM
This course explores myth, scripture, theology or teachings, 
belief, ritual, and symbolism of Hinduism, Buddhism, other 
Eastern Traditions, and Native American spiritualities. Stu-
dents learn about the use of symbols and the shape of these 
liturgies through preparing rituals and preaching from the 
scriptures or sacred writings of a tradition. 3 crs.

PMT 577 CROSS-CuLTuRAL PERSPECTIVES IN 
PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course examines cultural sensitivity in the practice of 
pastoral and spiritual care. It identifies conflicts, needs, 
frames of reference, identity, and reveals how various 
people understand belonging. Student care providers 
will develop an analysis of self, as well as explore values, 
worldviews, and religious cultural paradigms of care seek-
ers. 3 crs,

PMT 578 APPLIED ETHICS AND THE PASTORAL 
OR SPIRITuAL CARE PROVIDER 
This course applies ethical systems of religious traditions 
and their applications related to various issues. This course 
applies ethical theories and models to situations met by the 
spiritual and pastoral care provider. It focuses on biomedi-
cal ethics, business ethics, and concerns of the class. 3 crs.

PMT 579 PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE IN TIMES 
OF LOSS, GRIEF, AND BEREAVEMENT
This course examines types of losses, grief and bereave-
ment process, recovery, and transformation. Students learn 
about making referrals for psychological counseling, minis-
try to the sick and bereaved, and the theology of presence. 
The course explores grieving, suffering, dying, attitudes on 
death, renewal across cultures, and Western and Eastern 
religious traditions. 3 crs.
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PRACTICuM OPTIONS
The student continues work in the practicum option se-
lected: 1) a supervised practicum in an area of the student’s 
choice related to a future ministry; 2) a supervised clinical 
pastoral education program or supervised spiritual direc-
tion training program.

PMT 589-2 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM:  
COOPERATIVE 2
Students choose a cooperative pastoral training program in 
Clinical Pastoral Education or Spiritual Direction. This course 
focuses on problem solving, communication styles research, 
resources to support students’ work, vocational fulfillment, 
and holistic self-care. Students will evaluate their practicum 
progress and receive feedback from faculty and their student 
colleagues. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

PMT 599-2 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 2: SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENT
This course focuses on problem solving, communication 
styles, research, resources to support students’ work, voca-
tional fulfillment, and holistic self-care. Students will evaluate 
their practicum progress and receive feedback from faculty 
and their student colleagues. Students will receive support, 
resources, and encouragement to fulfill their academic and 
professional goals. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

ELECTIVES
1. Students may wish to take an elective that prepares them for 

a particular pastoral or spiritual care setting, or one required 
by their tradition.

2. Students preparing for the M.Div. degree (page 199) and/
or for the D.Min. (page 210) take graduate-level courses 
in scripture. SSC 522 Gospels: Stories of Unique Christian 
Communities (Important for Preaching & Teaching); SSC 554 
Epistles: Letters to Christian Communities.

3. Students take specific electives when seeking certification 
with Association for Clinical Pastoral Education, Association 
of Professional Chaplains, or National Association of Catholic 
Chaplains. Contact department chair for list of specific 
electives.

YEAR THREE
Synthesis/Praxis	Content	(15	crs.	&	Master’s	Project)

PMT 582 PRAYER AND SPIRITuALITY OF THE 
PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE PROVIDER 
Pastoral care providers serve people seeking a spiritual 
path or a spiritual home. This course reflects on the: 1) 
enrichment of the spiritual life of the pastoral and spiritual 
care provider, and 2) knowledge of a wide range of prayer 
forms and spiritualities to be a guide for others. 3 crs.

PMT 583 (W)HOLY LISTENING:  SPIRITuAL DIRECTION 
AS PRESENCE TO THE JOuRNEY OF THE SOuL
The course explores the wholistic approach to spiritual 
direction and pastoral counseling, the importance of under-
standing personal growth, transition, and discernment, the 
overview of ethical guidelines, the rich resources of faith/
spirituality traditions, and the call to spiritual direction. 3 crs.

PMT 585 CONTEMPORARY AND PERSONAL 
THEOLOGIES OF PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course reflects on the influence of theology or beliefs 
of the pastoral and spiritual care provider on personal spiri-
tual practice and service to others. Each student studies the 
works of one major theologian who is concerned with the 
personal theology, spirituality, and pastoral orientation of 
the particular student. 3 crs. 
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The Master of Divinity is a transformative and 
life engaging experience. People participate in this 
comprehensive ministry preparation program to grow 
in their effectiveness as care providers and in their 
theological competence. This program assists people in 
reaching their dreams. People grow in wholeness through 
a greater understanding of self, their connection with 
others, the universe, and the Divine.

The program enhances full human potential 
through developing unity with others along their 
spiritual paths. As Blessed Marie-Rose Durocher, the 
Founder of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus 
and Mary, says: “Since we tread along the same 
way, let us extend a hand to one another to help 
surmount the difficulties that present themselves.”

The M.Div. develops a strong and balanced 
theological foundation within an educational, 
professional, and spiritual context. Individuals deepen 
their sense of personal and spiritual integration 
through an appropriation and awareness of ministerial 
strengths and weaknesses.

The Master of Divinity provides a wide-ranging 
curriculum through theological, biblical, historical, 
pastoral care, ethical, and spirituality courses.

THE PURPOSE OF THE MASTER OF DIVINITY 
(M.Div.) DEGREE
The program assists individuals to articulate with greater 
clarity their theological and scriptural perspectives, their 
practice of spirituality, and their commitment to service. Indi-
viduals develop greater insights in theology, religious history, 
scriptural understanding, pastoral care, and spirituality.

The program addresses issues of pastoral counseling, 
liturgy and ritual, theological resources and assessment, 
and prayer. Through readings, interactive exercises, discus-
sion, lecture, writing, reflection, supervision, and pastoral 
application, students engage their own theologies and ap-
plications in ministerial settings. 

CAREER PATHS
Students may choose to work on a Master of Divinity 
(M.Div.) as a prerequisite for the Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) 
program. The M.Div. degree is accepted in a cooperative 
program with San Francisco Theological Seminary, a mem-
ber of the Graduate Theological Union. The M.Div. degree 
is accepted in other institutions for students interested in 
pursuing a D.Min., Ph.D., etc.

Students may prepare for ordination in their tradition. 
These individuals will meet the requirements of their con-
gregation while taking classes in the M.Div. program.

Students fulfill chaplain certification requirements 
through taking M.Div. courses. These studies prepare stu-
dents for licensing with the Association for Clinical Pastoral 
Education (ACPE), the Association of Professional Chaplains 
(APC), and the National Association of Catholic Chaplains 
(NACC).

The Master of Divinity professional degree leads to 
careers as chaplains, spiritual life facilitators, educators, 
and other careers where they can do ministry and practi-
cal theology. People work in hospitals, hospice centers, 
campuses, correction facilities, churches, synagogues, or 

PMT 587 THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION IN PASTORAL 
AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course studies methods of theological reflection in pasto-
ral care. These methods will be described and utilized as tools 
for ministry and as basis for theses/projects. Each student will 
lead a seminar discussion on an aspect of the class. 3 crs.

PMT 591 PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT
This course provides skills for Life Scripting, the Presentation 
of the Self as a professional pastoral care provider in ecclesial 
communities and the market place. Presented as a retreat, 
student’s will reflect on their call, identify their vision, gifts, 
ability to network, and explore eclectic ways to provide pasto-
ral service. 3 crs.

ELECTIVES 
1. Students may wish to take an elective that prepares them for 

a particular pastoral or spiritual care setting, or one required 
by their tradition.

2. Students preparing for the M.Div. degree (page 199) and/
or for the D.Min. (page 210) take graduate-level courses 
in scripture. SSC 505 Torah: Pentateuch, First Five Books 
of the Bible; SSC 506 Biblical Prophets: Inspirations to 
Create a Better World; SSC 507 Writings, Psalms, & Wisdom 
Literature in the Bible; SSC 522 Gospels: Stories of Unique 
Christian Communities (Important for Preaching and 
Teaching); SSC 554 Epistles; and SSC 555 Gospel of Luke and 
Acts.

3. Students take specific electives when seeking certification 
with the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education, the 
Association of Professional Chaplains, or the National 
Association of Catholic Chaplains.

MASTER’S PROJECT PREPARATION
Supervised practicum must be completed before the mas-
ter’s project can be written. NOTE: A student may begin 
work on this project after the second year (three-year 
program completion) or the third year (four-year program 
completion) of theological study.

PMT 596 MASTER’S PROJECT I (PROSPECTuS)
PMT 597 MASTER’S PROJECT II (COMPLETION)
PMT 598 MASTER’S PROJECT III (COMPLETION)
The Master’s Thesis/Project integrates personal and schol-
arly research through a broad theoretical scope and ap-
plication. As the culmination of the program, the Thesis/
Project offers evidence of the candidate’s ability to analyze 
and evaluate materials, to write clearly and cogently, and 
to make a professional presentation to faculty and student 
peers. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 2 crs. each.

POST-COURSE REQUIREMENT

PMT 593 COLLOquIuM/PRESENTATION DAY FOR 
MASTER’S PROJECT
The students and faculty gather for a presentation of the 
master’s projects. This significant day provides the oppor-
tunity for graduating students to share with the learning 
community the outcome of their work in the Master’s Proj-
ect. All MAAT students are required to attend at least one 
presentation besides their own. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 
1 cr.

PMT 598-9 THESIS COMPLETION
MAAT students must register for this requirement dur-
ing the term in which they will submit final copies of their 
signed approved thesis-project. A passing grade is required 
for grade conferral. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.
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military bases, retirement centers, or corporations. The 
program prepares individuals to be spiritual directors, men-
tors, retreat directors, ethicists, or coordinators of work-
shops on the spiritual life. Graduates teach in high schools, 
community colleges, elementary and high schools, or adult 
education programs.

PROGRAM LEARNING OuTCOMES: M.DIV.
Students completing the Master of Divinity will be able to:
1.  Work as a beginning spiritual counselor or spiritual 

director for individuals.
2.  Provide pastoral and spiritual care in one or more 

specific settings.
3.  Integrate psychology and theology through use of 

theological reflection models.
4.  Assess and refer persons for counseling or therapy 

when skills beyond one’s own are called for in the 
situation.

5.  Develop strategies for maintaining one’s own physical, 
intellectual, social, and spiritual wellness while 
providing pastoral and spiritual care for others.

6.  Attain personal, spiritual, pastoral, and professional 
maturity.

7.  Comprehend the cultural foundations, visions, origins, 
histories, major literary expression, and teachings 
of religious or philosophical systems through an 
understanding of theological positions, ethical and 
social teachings.

8.  Identify and clarify one’s own position on theology, 
spirituality, morality, and philosophy of life in relation to 
historical spiritual and philosophical traditions.

9.  Examine and experience spiritualities or teachings 
through exposure to spiritual practices, values, and 
prayer practices of some spiritual traditions.

10.  Explore ethical approaches and values arising from 
theological or philosophical systems through comparing 
applied ethical positions (ethics of medicine, business, 
and ecology).

11. Appreciate the diversity and richness in a spiritual 
or philosophical tradition; or identify relationships 
between philosophical studies and other liberal arts.

MASTER OF DIVINITY EquIVALENCY REquIREMENTS
Students who have received a previous master’s degree (for 
example, MAIS, M.R.E., M.T.S., and so forth) may wish to 
complete a second master’s degree or the M.Div. equiva-
lency classes. These students satisfy the M.Div. equivalency 
as a prerequisite to enter the cooperative D.Min. degree 
program at San Francisco Theological Seminary, a member 
of the Graduate Theological Union.

These students will supplement their master’s degree 
with required courses. Students meet with the Chair of 
the Religious Studies program to have their coursework 
evaluated.

Theological Studies Certificate - 48 crs.
Students may choose to do a 48-credit graduate Theological 
Studies Certificate. These courses are taken within the 
M.Div. program. They are credits beyond the MAAT required 
to complete an M.Div. equivalent. Students concentrate on 
theology, scripture, spiritual direction, spirituality within 
these courses. Students arrange this certificate program 
with the Chair of the Religious Studies Department.

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION: M.DIV.
See pages 197-198.

M.DIV. COuRSE PREFIX CODE
ETH - Ethics; GRK - Greek (Biblical language); HEB - Hebrew 
(Biblical Language); LTA - Liturgical Arts & Worship; MDT - 
Master of Divinity Thesis; PCR - Person, Culture, & Religion; 
PHL - Philosophy; PMT - Pastoral Ministry & Theology; SPP 
- Spirituality; SSC - Sacred Scriptures; THT - Theological & 
Historical Studies

Course Requirements for Master of Divinity (M.Div.)
Pre-Course Requirements ..................................................2 crs. 

PMT 550 Seminar: Personal Covenant & Orientation, 1 cr.
PMT 551 Seminar: Graduate Writing, 1 cr.

Biblical Studies .................................................................24 crs.
PMT 570 Scriptural Frameworks for Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
SSC 505 Torah: Pentateuch, First Five Books of the Bible, 3 crs.
SSC 522 Gospels: Stories of Unique Christian Communities, 3 crs.
SSC 554 Epistles: Letters to Christian Communities, 3 crs.
SSC 555 Gospel of Luke & Acts, 3 crs.
Three of the following, 9 crs.
 SSC 506 Biblical Prophets: Inspirations to Create a Better World
 SSC 507 Writings, Psalms, & Wisdom Literature in the Bible
 SSC 521 Gospel of John
 SSC 523 Woman: Journey Through Judeo-Christian Scriptures
 SSC 525 Gospel of Mark
 SSC 526 Gospel of Matthew 
 SSC 556 Be Stewards of Creation: Cosmology and Worldview
 SSC 557 Jesus & Women: A Liberating Vision
 SSC 558 Advanced Exegesis: Studies in Apocalyptic Literature
 SSC 560 The Passion of Christ

 SSC 575 Windows of Understanding: Opening the Treasures 
of the Sacred Scriptures

 GRK 591/592/593 New Testament Greek I, II, III
 HEB 591/592/593 Biblical Hebrew I, II, III

Historical & Theological Studies .......................................24 crs.
PMT 571 Interfaith Theological Frameworks 
 for Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 578 Applied Ethics & Pastoral/Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
PMT 585 Contemporary & Personal Theology
 of Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
THT 519 Theology for the Third Millennium
 or ETH 520 Applied Ethics
 or ETH 530 Blessed are the Peacemakers: Ethical 
  Issues in Peacemaking, 3 crs.
THT 580 Church History: Early Communities to 787 A.D (C.E.) 
 or THT 551 Western Religious Thought & History I, 3 crs.
THT 581 Church History: 788 A.D. (C.E.) to Later Western 
 Christianity or THT 552 Western Religious Thought 
 & History II, 3 crs.
THT 582 Church History: 1650 A.D. (C.E.) to Modern World
 Christianity or THT 553 Western Religious Thought 
 & History III, 3 crs.
One of the following, 3 crs.
 PHL 527 Philosophy of Religion: Historical Dialogues
 THT 521 Strength for the Journey: Eucharistic Theology
 THT 524 Birthing Holy Fire: Marian Theology &
  Spirituality in the Wisdom Tradition
 THT 525 Jesus: Bar Nasa, Son of Mary, Son of God
 THT 527 Mary of Magdala: Disciple, Apostle to Apostles

Social & Behavioral Studies, Ministry ...............................30 crs.
PMT 572 Pastoral & Spiritual Identity, 3 crs.
PMT 573 Pastoral & Spiritual Counseling Strategies, 3 crs.
PMT 574 Issues in Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 575 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & 
 Spiritual Practices of Christianity, Judaism, & Islam, 3 crs.
PMT 576 Liturgies, Rituals, Preaching, Teachings, & Spiritual  . 
Practices of Eastern (& Native American) Traditions, 3 crs. 
PMT 579 Pastoral & Spiritual Care in Times of Loss,
 Grief, & Bereavement, 3 crs.
PMT 582 Prayer/Spirituality of Pastoral/Spiritual Care Provider, 3 crs.
PMT 583 (W)Holy Listening: Spiritual Direction 
 as Presence to the Journey of the Soul, 3 crs.
Two of the following, 6 crs.
 LTA 515 Speech for Preaching
 PCR 511 Psychology of Religion: A Psychology of Rel. Exp.
 PCR 565 Life & Work: A Spiritual Integration (1)
 PCR 570 The Sacred Labyrinth: Spirituality In Motion (1)
 SPP 510 Spiritual Quest: Human Quest for Spirituality
 SPP 526 Spirituality & Mysticism In Western Religions
 SPP 528 Old Ways, New Visions: Models of the 
  Mystic Path: Spirituality for Seekers
 SPP 560 Spiritual Direction: Through the Arts of Theatre
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s  SPP 562 Religion, Rite, Liturgy. Theatre: Entering the Presence
 SPP 563 Performance as Proclamation: Arts of Theatre 
  —Tools of Transformation
 SPP 573 Sacred Labyrinth: Reconnecting with the
  Feminine Divine

Integrative Studies ............................................................18 crs.
PMT 577 Cross-Cultural Perspectives in 
 Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs. 
PMT 587 Theological Reflection in Pastoral & Spiritual Care, 3 crs.
PMT 591 Professional Advancement, 3 crs. 
PMT 599-1 Supervised Practicum 1: Special Arr. OR 
 PMT 589-1 Supervised Practicum 1: Cooperative, 3 crs.
PMT 599-2 Supervised Practicum 2: Special Arrangement 
 OR PMT 589-2 Supervised Practicum 2: Coop, 3 crs.
One of the following, 3 crs.
 PCR 525 Spiritual Practices as Mental Health Treatment 
 SPP 567 The Sacred Earth: A Dialogue Between 
  Spirituality and Ecology 
 THT 568 Theology of Leadership
 THT 591 Pastoral Theology
 PMT 590 Readings & Special Project in Ministry (1-3)
 PMT 589-3 Supervised Practicum 3: Cooperative
 PMT 589-4 Supervised Practicum 4: Cooperative
 PMT 599-3 Supervised Practicum 3
 PMT 599-4 Supervised Practicum 4

Electives ..............................................................................6 crs.
Two of the following: 6 crs.
 PCR 512 Islam & Society
 THT 523 Loss/Grief/Death/Dying: Theologies of Compassion
 THT 532 Death & Dying in World Religions
 THT 540 Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory

Master’s Project ..................................................................7 crs.
MDT 596/597/598 Master’s Project I,II,III, 2 crs. each
MDT 593 Presentation Day for Master's Project, 1 cr.
MDT 598-9 Thesis Completion, 0 cr.

  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 111 crs.

CREDIT SuMMARY: Master of Divinity
Pre-Course Requirements.....................................................2 crs. 
Required Core:
 Biblical Studies...............................................................24 crs.
 Historical & Theological Studies ....................................24 crs.
 Social & Behavioral Studies, Ministry ............................30 crs.
 Integrative Studies .........................................................18 crs.
Electives .................................................................................6 crs.
Master’s Project .....................................................................7 crs.
  TOTAL FOR THE DEGREE: 111 crs.

ACADEMIC STANDING: M.Div. PROGRAM
An academic average of B or better must be maintained in 
the program. A grade of C is below the graduate standard, 
but may be counted as credit toward a graduate degree; C 
grades may not be transferable to other programs. Students 
may elect to take coursework for Pass/No Pass to receive a 
graduate certificate. Grades of P are awarded for coursework 
equivalent to a B or better. Students utilizing this option are 
cautioned that graduate credit may not be transferable to 
other graduate programs if not awarded a letter grade.

ACADEMIC PROBATION: M.Div. PROGRAM
A student with full graduate standing who fails to maintain 
sound academic progress toward the degree will be placed 
on academic probation. Examples of deficiencies include:
• More than two C grades in graduate classes, or a drop 

below a 3.00 (B) GPA.
• Inability to maintain at least 12 graduate credits per year 

without special approval.
• The need to suspend graduate study pending improvement 

of writing or other academic skills.
• Failure to make sound academic progress (for example, 

accumulation of I, W, and F grades).
The student will receive a formal evaluation by the gradu-

ate committee. Possible actions include halting additional 
graduate studies while remedial or tutorial work is under-
taken, as well as being excused from the graduate program.

COURSE OFFERINGS

PRE-COURSE REQUIREMENTS

PMT 550 SEMINAR: PERSONAL COVENANT AND 
ORIENTATION
Incoming students gather together for program orientation 
and begin to articulate their personal vision for pastoral and 
spiritual care. Students learn about the backgrounds and 
aspirations of their cohort group and begin to form a pro-
fessional and spiritual community that will be a support to 
them as they study. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1 cr.

PMT 551 SEMINAR: GRADuATE WRITING
Many students come from the work world of memos and 
reports; other persons have written in journals or done 
some informal writing. But students often feel apprehensive 
about graduate-level writing, especially research writing. 
This course gives students guidelines and practical experi-
ence with graduate writing styles. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1 cr. 

BIBLICAL STUDIES 
(Graduate	Theological	Union	[GTU]	AREA	I):	Biblical	Languag-
es,	Old	and	New	Testament	Studies,	Exegetical	Method Area	
Total:	24	crs.	

PMT 570 SCRIPTuRAL FRAMEWORKS FOR PASTORAL 
AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course focuses on the Scriptural Frameworks and 
Foundational Social Context for Pastoral and Spiritual Care. 
It surveys the roots of pastoral and spiritual care. It surveys 
the roots of pastoral ministry in the early Christian commu-
nity as held in Hebrew/Christian Scriptures. 3 crs.

SSC 505 TORAH: PENTATEuCH, FIRST FIVE BOOKS OF 
THE BIBLE
Jesus referred to the Law and the Prophets. Followers of 
Jesus have also respected the teachings in the first five 
books of the Bible. The Torah was and is the primary docu-
ment of faith for the Jews. Students will study the shaping, 
patterns, and teachings of these books. 3 crs.

SSC 506 BIBLICAL PROPHETS: INSPIRATIONS TO 
CREATE A BETTER WORLD
Do the prophetic messages have relevance today? Is there a 
“prophetic” aspect in every life of faith? The prophets were 
a part of the religious climate of the kingdoms of Israel and 
Judah. They spoke and acted out Yahweh’s detailed criti-
cism. This course will examine these questions and issues. 
3 crs.

SSC 507 WRITINGS, PSALMS, AND WISDOM 
LITERATuRE IN THE BIBLE
The Writings, which include Psalms and Wisdom Literature, 
have been used in Jewish and Christian rituals and prayer 
and have often been studied by those who minister to the 
dying. An understanding of these books provides insights 
into the personal liturgical meanings of these writings, as 
well as life itself. 3 crs.

SSC 521 GOSPEL OF JOHN
This course studies the Gospel of John assisting students to 
determine the social context within which this unique com-
munity developed. Students will examine and exegete the 
Gospel of John’s image of Jesus as Incarnate Word and ex-
plore unique Johannine contributions to Christology within 
the early church. 3 crs.
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SSC 522 GOSPELS: STORIES OF uNIquE CHRISTIAN 
COMMuNITIES
The Synoptic Gospels and the Gospel of John are the prima-
ry documents of Christian faith. Students will learn about 
their origins, messages, and applications to contemporary 
life. 3 crs.

SSC 523 WOMAN: A JOuRNEY THROuGH THE JuDEO-
CHRISTIAN SCRIPTuRES
This course examines the role of woman as depicted in cul-
tures that developed the Judeo-Christian Scriptures. Stu-
dents will focus on her role, religious practice, and societal 
status, address both allegorical and corporate images of 
the female found in Scripture and non-canonical materials. 
3 crs.

SSC 525 GOSPEL OF MARK
This course studies the Gospel of Mark to determine the 
social context within which this community developed. Stu-
dents will exegete Mark’s image of Jesus as Messiah, Son 
of Man, Son of God and explore unique Marcan contributions 
to Christology - source of the Synoptic traditions within the 
early church. 3 crs.

SSC 526 GOSPEL OF MATTHEW 
This course studies the Gospel of Matthew assisting stu-
dents to determine the social context within which this 
community developed. Students will examine and exegete 
the Gospel of Matthew’s image of Jesus as the Great Mo-
saic Teacher and explore unique Matthean contributions to 
Christology within the early church. 3 crs. 

SSC 554 EPISTLES: LETTERS TO CHRISTIAN 
COMMuNITIES
Among the New Testament Epistles (letters) are the earli-
est writings to become part of what is commonly known 
as the Christian Scriptures or New Testament. This course 
explores their origins, messages, and applications for con-
temporary life. Special attention will be given to the writings 
of Paul. 3 crs.

SSC 555 GOSPEL OF LuKE AND ACTS
This course studies the Gospel of Luke and Acts assisting 
students to determine the social contexts in which these 
narratives were written and the meanings of Jesus’ life, 
death, and resurrection in those settings. 3 crs.

SSC 556 BE STEWARDS OF CREATION: COSMOLOGY 
AND WORLDVIEW
This course examines and exegetes the Genesis cosmol-
ogy of Eden, its sources and theologies within its biblical 
historicity and its social political religious context. Students 
explore the foundations of creation spirituality as source for 
the green movement towards the preservation and sustain-
ability of God’s creation. 3 crs.

SSC 557 JESuS AND WOMEN: A LIBERATING VISION
This course focuses on the person of Jesus of Nazareth, 
the women who followed him, examines female disciple-
ship and the mission formed from their Christ encounter. 
Students will explore and exegete the historical, theological, 
and social world in which the Christian Scriptures, Gnostic 
literature, and early church formed. 3 crs.

SSC 558 ADVANCED EXEGESIS: STuDIES IN 
APOCALYPTIC LITERATuRE
This course explores apocalyptic literature, its various 
sources and uses in the ancient world. Students examine 
the social world that developed its allegorical images, con-
tent, and cultural context. The course addresses the “mes-
sage of hope” as well as the ways which “apocalyptic” is 
used in the modern age. 3 crs.

SSC 560 THE PASSION OF CHRIST: JOuRNEY 
THROuGH PASSOVER, GETHSEMANE, GOLGOTHA, TO 
THE EMPTY TOMB
The Gospel narratives weave together insights about the 
enduring events (of Christ’s passion). This course explores 
the Synoptic and Johannine Gospel narratives, the Gospel of 
Peter, and early writings regarding this classic expedition. It 
examines historical discoveries, and social-cultural world-
view emerging about Jesus’ prayer/arrest, trial, execution/
death, and burial. 3 crs.

SSC 575 WINDOWS OF uNDERSTANDING: OPENING 
THE TREASuRES OF THE SACRED SCRIPTuRES
We will explore the deep meanings preserved within the 
Sacred Word. With an application of the historical critical 
method of Scriptural analysis, students will exegete the 
theological, religious, cultural, and social concepts within 
the Judeo-Christian Bible. 3 crs.

GRK 591/592/593 NEW TESTAMENT GREEK I, II, III
Students learn Greek to mine spiritual treasures from the 
New Testament, of the Sacred Scriptures. Students learn 
the elements of Biblical Greek to begin reading the New 
Testament in its original language, to assist in doing theol-
ogy, preaching or teaching in the congregation, or for per-
sonal spiritual growth. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

HEB 591/592/593 BIBLICAL HEBREW I, II, III
Students learn the grammar and vocabulary of Biblical 
Hebrew, the Sacred Scriptures of the Jewish faith. Students 
gain additional skill and confidence in reading the Hebrew 
Bible in its original language, to assist in doing theology, 
preaching or teaching in the congregation, or for personal 
spiritual growth. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
(GTU	AREAS	II,	III,	AND	IV):	Church	History,	Systematic		
Theology,	Philosophy	&	Philosophical	Theology,	Ethics.	Area	
Total:	24	crs.	Area	elective	includes	one	course	in	history	or	
theology,	and/or	one	course	in	an	area	Christian	ethics.

ETH 520 APPLIED ETHICS
In this course, students will learn to apply ethical norms 
and values and critical ethical thinking and decision making 
to a variety of contemporary issues and situations, including 
workplace and business ethics, biomedical ethics, environ-
mental ethics, issues of social and economic justice, and an 
examination of various religious ethical systems. 3 crs.

ETH 530 BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS: ETHICAL 
ISSuES IN PEACEMAKING
Students explore the history of peacemaking with an em-
phasis on Christian teachings on peacemaking. The class 
studies: Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., the Berrigans, A. 
J. Muste, John Swomkey Tittle, Dorothy Day, Bishop Des-
mond Tutu, David Dellinger, Mother Teresa, Peace Pilgrim, 
Jim Wallis, Just War Theory, and spirituality and nonvio-
lence. 3 crs.
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PHL 527 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION: HISTORICAL 
DIALOGuES BETWEEN REASON AND FAITH
The religious enterprise is a rational search for the sacred. 
A search into the theologies of the major spiritual traditions 
demonstrates their growth out of certain philosophies. The 
thought paradigms of select philosophers of each period of 
human history and from various cultures and ways of think-
ing will be explored. 3 crs.

PMT 578 APPLIED ETHICS AND THE PASTORAL OR 
SPIRITuAL CARE PROVIDER 
This course applies ethical systems of religious traditions 
and their applications related to various issues. This course 
applies ethical theories and models to situations met by the 
spiritual and pastoral care provider. It focuses on biomedi-
cal ethics, business ethics, and concerns of the class. 3 crs.

PMT 585 CONTEMPORARY AND PERSONAL 
THEOLOGIES OF PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course reflects on the influence of theology or beliefs 
of the pastoral and spiritual care provider on personal spiri-
tual practice and service to others. Each student studies the 
works of one major theologian who is concerned with the 
personal theology, spirituality, and pastoral orientation of 
the particular student. 3 crs.

THT 519 THEOLOGY FOR THE THIRD MILLENNIuM
This course explores the meaning, philosophy, and method 
of theology. The course will also focus on groundbreak-
ing theologians in such areas of Transcendental Theology, 
Liberation and Feminist theology, and new insights into 
theodicy. An emphasis will be placed on how contempo-
rary theological systems of thought can promote ecumenic 
pluralism. 3 crs.

THT 521 STRENGTH FOR THE JOuRNEY: EuCHARISTIC 
THEOLOGY
This course will exegete the historical, theological, social 
context, development and practice of the Catholic sacra-
ment of the Eucharist. Examining Scripture, Patristic Fa-
thers, significant saints, popes, counsels and theologians, 
we will identify how Jesus of History–Christ of Faith has 
been consistently revealed as the Bread of Life. Course not 
offered every year. 3 crs.

THT 524 BIRTHING HOLY FIRE: MARIAN THEOLOGY 
AND SPIRITuALITY IN THE WISDOM TRADITION
This course explores the historical and theological implica-
tions of the role of Mary in social context across the millen-
nium. Ancient Middle Eastern, Greco-Roman, and Christian 
mystic and wisdom traditions direct the focus of this histori-
cal theological survey of Marian spirituality towards a new 
hermeneutic. 3 crs.

THT 525 JESuS: BAR NASA, SON OF MARY, SON OF 
GOD
Students will exegete the historical theological implica-
tions of the biblical titles of Jesus of Nazareth. We will focus 
on the social context of the early church, ancient Middle 
Eastern, Greco-Roman, and Christian wisdom traditions to 
understand the Christ encounter. 3 crs.

THT 527 MARY OF MAGDALA: DISCIPLE, APOSTLE TO 
THE APOSTLES, COMPANION OF THE LORD, WOMAN 
WHO KNEW THE ALL
We will examine Mary Magdalene, disciple of Jesus, leader 
of women, embracer of the Christic mission. Utilizing the 
historical critical method of Scripture analysis, we will 
examine Mary’s social world, as well as biblical and Gnostic 
writings to reconsider the image of the saint. 3 crs.

THT 551 WESTERN RELIGIOuS THOuGHT AND 
HISTORY I: ANCIENT TO AXIAL
This course examines theological and philosophical tradi-
tions in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-
Christian heritages), beginning with Homer and the earliest 
sources of the Hebrew Bible. It explores ancient philoso-
phers through Plato and Aristotle, and their influence on 
Christian writers, and the scholarship of Karen Armstrong 
and Elaine Pagels. 3 crs.

THT 552 WESTERN RELIGIOuS THOuGHT AND 
HISTORY II: LATE ANTIquITY TO THE RENAISSANCE
This course examines theological and philosophical tradi-
tions in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-
Christian heritages, and the emergence of Islam). The 
course brings into fuller medieval and Renaissance light the 
works of Augustine, Dante, and Luther; Julian of Norwich 
and Teresa of Avila, and Middle Ages and Protestant Refor-
mation. 3 crs.

THT 553 WESTERN RELIGIOuS THOuGHT AND 
HISTORY III: ENLIGHTENMENT TO MODERNITY
This course examines theological and philosophical tradi-
tions in Western Civilization (including Greek and Judeo-
Christian heritages). It focuses on ideas drawn from the 
Enlightenment to the present age: unbelief, the significance 
of evolution, and the spiritual dimensions of personhood 
realized in literature and the arts, cultural anthropology, 
and psychology. 3 crs.

THT 580 CHuRCH HISTORY: EARLY COMMuNITIES TO 
787 A.D. (C.E.)
This course examines the dynamic early history of the 
Christian Church. Beginning with the person and mission of 
Jesus of Nazareth, we encounter his first disciples, historic 
religious and political characters from Christianity’s birth 
in Galilee through the Second Council of Nicaea or Seventh 
Ecumenical Council of 787 C.E. 3 crs.

THT 581 CHuRCH HISTORY: 788 A.D. (C.E.) TO LATER 
WESTERN CHRISTIANITY
This course examines the middle centuries of the Christian 
Church. From the close of the Nicean Council of 787 to the 
1600s, we explore eras of growth, contributions of popes, 
saints and statesmen, as well as the devastations of wars, 
deadly plagues and the shame of the Crusades. 3 crs.

THT 582 CHuRCH HISTORY: 1650 A.D. (C.E.) TO 
MODERN WORLD CHRISTIANITY
This course examines Christianity between 1650 A.D. (C.E.) 
to the present, explores significant persons and movements 
within Catholicism, Orthodoxy, and the Protestant Churches, 
addresses denominational self-understandings, the signifi-
cance of the Second Vatican Council, and the impact of the 
World Council of Churches as Christ’s mission spread to the 
ends of the earth. 3 crs. 
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SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, MINISTRY
(GTU	AREAS	IV,	V,	VI,	VII,	VIII,	FT):	Religion	&	Society,	Pastoral	
Psychology,	Christian	Education,	Worship,	Homiletics	and	
Speech	Communication,	Religion	and	the	Arts,	Spirituality.	
Area	Total:	30	crs.	(Area	electives	must	include	one	course	
each	from	three	of	the	following	categories:	pastoral	coun-
seling,	Christian	education,	worship	&	sacraments,	denomi-
national	polity,	preaching,	spirituality,	mission/	ecumenism,	
church	administration.)

LTA 515 SPEECH FOR PREACHING
In this course, students will explore the dynamics of ef-
fective preaching including an encounter with some of the 
most successful preachers of today. Students will also ex-
amine the numerous steps for dynamic sermon writing and 
delivery. Emphasis will also focus on sermon preparation 
and delivery as well as the art of storytelling. 3 crs.

PCR 511 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION: A PSYCHOLOGY 
OF RELIGIOuS EXPERIENCE
This course asks the basic question: Does religion help or 
hinder psychological well-being? The answer depends on 
whose psychology one adopts to view religion. Students 
will explore a variety of psychological responses to relevant 
religious phenomena and experiences. 3 crs.

PCR 565 LIFE AND WORK: A SPIRITuAL INTEGRATION
Many hours of our lives are spent in the workplace. This 
seminar gives today’s leaders, workers, and other profes-
sionals a life map which enhances awareness of self and 
others, promotes productivity, sharpens one’s focus, and 
brings enjoyment to individuals, family, friends, religious 
community, and the corporate venue. 1 cr.

PCR 570 THE SACRED LABYRINTH: SPIRITuALITY IN 
MOTION
What is the historical, mythological, cultural, and spiritual 
root of the sacred labyrinth? Why is it resonating so power-
fully for people of all ages and religious traditions? Come 
walk the labyrinth, explore the answers to these questions, 
and discover how the labyrinth’s path mirrors one’s own 
spiritual dance of life. Preassignment. 1 cr.

PMT 506 GROuP SPIRITuAL DIRECTION
Group spiritual direction participants seek a richer life 
meeting on a regular basis to assist each other on their 
spiritual journey. Each person reflects on the direction that 
the Spirit seems to be leading him or her. There may be 
time for quiet prayer, reflection, and expression of prayers 
aloud. 0 credit.

PMT 507 GROuP SPIRITuAL DIRECTION: A ONE-DAY 
RETREAT
This one-day retreat focuses on a topic of spiritual growth, 
formation, prayer, and/or deepening of one’s spiritual jour-
ney. Participants experience prayer, reflection, and times 
for sharing one’s spirituality. This retreat provides partici-
pants an opportunity for spiritual development in a group 
setting. 0 credit. 

PMT 574 ISSuES IN PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE 
This course examines the pastoral encounter, explores 
crisis dynamics: anger, stress, grief, effects of sexual abuse, 
self-esteem’s impact on the care seeker’s spirituality. It 
examines the influence of family systems, social, emotional 
and faith development theories.  Healing and soul retrieval 
techniques, appropriate response, resources and referral 
procedures will be identified. 3 crs.

PMT 575 LITuRGIES, RITuALS, PREACHING, 
TEACHINGS, AND SPIRITuAL PRACTICES OF 
CHRISTIANITY, JuDAISM, AND ISLAM
This course explores scripture, theology, belief, teachings, 
ritual, and symbolism of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. 
Students lead a ritual, preach, teach, and/or facilitate spiri-
tual practices within an Abrahamic religious tradition. 3 crs.

PMT 576 LITuRGIES, RITuALS, PREACHING, 
TEACHINGS, AND SPIRITuAL PRACTICES OF EASTERN 
(AND NATIVE AMERICAN) TRADITIONS
This course explores myth, scripture, theology or teachings, 
belief, ritual, and symbolism of Hinduism, Buddhism, other 
Eastern Traditions, and Native American spiritualities. Stu-
dents learn about the use of symbols and the shape of these 
liturgies through preparing rituals and preaching from the 
scriptures or sacred writings of a tradition. 3 crs.

PMT 579 PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE IN TIMES 
OF LOSS, GRIEF, AND BEREAVEMENT
This course examines types of losses, grief and bereave-
ment process, recovery, and transformation. Students learn 
about making referrals for psychological counseling, minis-
try to the sick and bereaved, and the theology of presence. 
The course explores grieving, suffering, dying, attitudes on 
death, renewal across cultures, and Western and Eastern 
religious traditions. 3 crs.

PMT 582 PRAYER AND SPIRITuALITY OF PASTORAL 
AND SPIRITuAL CARE PROVIDER
Pastoral care providers serve people seeking a spiritual 
path or a spiritual home. This course reflects on the: 1) 
enrichment of the spiritual life of the pastoral and spiritual 
care provider, and 2) knowledge of a wide range of prayer 
forms and spiritualities to be a guide for others. 3 crs.

PMT 583 (W)HOLY LISTENING: SPIRITuAL DIRECTION 
AS PRESENCE TO THE JOuRNEY OF THE SOuL 
The course explores the wholistic approach to spiritual 
direction and pastoral counseling, the importance of under-
standing personal growth, transition, and discernment, the 
overview of ethical guidelines, the rich resources of faith/
spirituality traditions, and the call to spiritual direction. 3 crs.

SPP 510 SPIRITuAL quEST: HuMAN quEST FOR 
SPIRITuALITY
An interest in spirituality is being articulated by diverse 
groups of people. What is the spiritual quest? How has 
Western spirituality been expressed through the ages? Stu-
dents identify elements of the Western spiritual quest from 
the past and the present, and notice commonalties with 
their own spiritual journeys. 3 crs.

SPP 526 SPIRITuALITY AND MYSTICISM IN WESTERN 
RELIGIONS 
From the visions and music of Hildegard of Bingen to the 
fascinating symbolism of the Jewish Kaballah to the love 
poetry of Rumi, this course will explore spirituality and 
mysticism in the major religious traditions of the People of 
the Book—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 3 crs.

SPP 528 OLD WAYS, NEW VISIONS: MODELS OF THE 
MYSTIC PATH — SPIRITuALITY FOR SEEKERS
This course will survey the world that birthed the mission 
of Ireland’s Brigid, Bishop Patrick, and Columcille. Their 
mission, spiritual practice, and endearing legacy across the 
ages will provide source for prayer, research, and theologi-
cal reflection towards holistic spiritual practice. 3 crs.
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SPP 560 SPIRITuAL DIRECTION THROuGH THE ARTS 
OF THEATRE
This course examines the theatre arts as an icon for vari-
ous models of personal and/or group spiritual direction. 
Students will have an opportunity to explore the historical, 
theological, and experiential foundations of the combined 
arts of theatre as source for the empowerment of spiritual-
ity. 3 crs.

SPP 562 RELIGION, RITE, LITuRGY, AND THEATRE: 
ENTERING THE PRESENCE
This course explores the spiritual, theological, and religious 
implications within the relationship between source and 
roots of the combined arts of the theatre, the evolution of 
rite and liturgy in the history of religions and practice to-
ward the creation of new ways to understand and celebrate 
the Transforming Presence. 3 crs.

SPP 563 PERFORMANCE AS PROCLAMATION: ARTS OF 
THEATRE — TOOLS OF TRANSFORMATION
This course will examine the art and craft of the combined 
arts of theatre towards empowering the skills of sacred 
storytelling, performance art, preaching, teaching, group 
spiritual direction, and new ways to proclaim the wisdom 
of the ages. Students will participate in both, research and 
practicum as performance lab. 3 crs.

SPP 567 THE SACRED EARTH: A DIALOGuE BETWEEN 
SPIRITuALITY AND ECOLOGY 
This course examines the interrelationship between ecolog-
ical thought and spirituality. Our reading includes reflective 
exercises, religious texts, YouTube, and innovative thinkers 
who straddle the boundary lines of business, science and 
religion. Students will tap into the eco-spiritual movement 
which has established a strong presence on the Web. 3 crs. 

SPP 573 SACRED LABYRINTH: RECONNECTING WITH 
THE FEMININE DIVINE
The reemergence in this generation of the ritual of walk-
ing the sacred labyrinth is experientially explored in this 
course. The powerful influence of the Feminine Divine be-
hind this ancient symbol will be traced throughout history, 
mythology, and religious traditions. This course connects 
the student to this transformative and healing tool. 3 crs.

SPP 593 PERSONAL SPIRITuAL DIRECTION, 
FORMATION, AND MISSION
Students experience guided experiential theological reflec-
tion, direction, and application to their call. 0 credit.

INTEGRATIVE STUDIES 
Functional	Theology	&	Field	Education.	Area	Total:	18	crs.	
Students	participate	in	becoming	reflective	practitioners	in	
ministry.	Area	electives	are	Racial/Ethnic	experience	in	U.S.	
and	multicultural	experience.

PMT 577 CROSS-CuLTuRAL PERSPECTIVES IN 
PASTORAL AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course examines cultural sensitivity in the practice of 
pastoral and spiritual care. It identifies conflicts, needs, 
frames of reference, identity, and reveals how various 
people understand belonging. Student care providers will 
develop an analysis of self, as well as explore values, world-
views, and religious cultural paradigms of care seekers. 
3 crs.

PMT 587 THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION IN PASTORAL 
AND SPIRITuAL CARE
This course studies methods of theological reflection in 
pastoral care. These methods will be described and utilized 
as tools for ministry and as base for theses/projects. Each 
student will lead a seminar discussion on an aspect of the 
course. 3 crs.

PMT 591 PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT
This course provides skills for Life Scripting, the Presenta-
tion of the Self as a professional pastoral care provider in 
ecclesial communities and the market place. Presented as 
a retreat, student’s will reflect on their call, identify their 
vision, gifts, ability to network, and explore eclectic ways to 
provide pastoral service. 3 crs.

THT 568 THEOLOGY OF LEADERSHIP
This course examines how new science theories are used 
as a framework to identify and clarify one’s own theology of 
leadership. Students develop a theological approach that 
deals with key management issues. This course integrates 
quantum theology and leadership principles providing ef-
fective ways of working in organizations, congregations, and 
agencies. 3 crs.

THT 591 PASTORAL THEOLOGY
This course examines how theology is understood from 
within a pastoral framework. Students will clarify their own 
ministerial identity and function by examining the histori-
cal development of modern pastoral theology, various ap-
proaches and methods in pastoral theology, and sociological 
issues related to pastoral theology. 3 crs.

PRACTICuM
Regardless of their previous experience or their status in 
an ordination process, students participate in some form 
of supervised practice of ministry as part of their degree 
program.

PMT 589-1 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM: COOPERATIVE 1
Students choose a cooperative pastoral training program 
in Clinical Pastoral Education or Spiritual Direction. During 
this time, the student will have the opportunity for a spiritual 
assessment, theological assessment, pastoral assessment; 
experience of integration of person, theology, spirituality, cul-
ture, ministry; and development of one’s style as a pastoral 
care provider. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

PMT 589-2 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM: COOPERATIVE 2
Students choose a cooperative pastoral training program in 
Clinical Pastoral Education or Spiritual Direction. This course 
focuses on problem solving, communication styles research, 
resources to support students’ work, vocational fulfillment, 
and holistic self-care. Students will evaluate their practicum 
progress and receive feedback from faculty and their student 
colleagues. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

PMT 589-3 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM: COOPERATIVE 
3 OR PMT 589-4 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM: 
COOPERATIVE 4
Cooperative 3 or 4 build on previous coursework. Students 
choose a cooperative pastoral training program in Clinical 
Pastoral Education or Spiritual Direction. This course focuses 
on problem solving, communication styles, research, re-
sources to support students’ work, vocational fulfillment, and 
holistic self-care. Students evaluate their work and receive 
feedback from faculty. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs. each.
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PMT 599-1 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 1: SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENT
During the Practicum, the student will have the opportunity 
for a spiritual assessment, theological assessment, pastoral 
assessment; experience of integration of person, theology, 
spirituality, culture, ministry; and development of one’s style 
as a pastoral care provider. Students experience ministry in 
an approved setting of their choice, and receive faculty sup-
port. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 3 crs.

PMT 599-2 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 2: SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENT
This course focuses on problem solving, communication 
styles, research, resources to support students’ work, 
vocational fulfillment, and holistic self-care. Students will 
evaluate their practicum progress and receive feedback 
from faculty and their student colleagues. Students will 
receive support, resources, and encouragement to fulfill 
their academic and professional goals. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 3 crs.

PMT 599-3 SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 3 OR  PMT 599-4 
SuPERVISED PRACTICuM 4
Practicum 3 and 4 build on previous coursework. These 
courses focus on problem solving, communication styles, 
research, resources to support students’ work, vocational 
fulfillment, and holistic self-care. Students evaluate their 
practicum progress and receive feedback from faculty. Stu-
dents receive support, resources, and encouragement to 
fulfill their academic and professional goals. Graded Pass/
No Pass only. 3 crs. each

ELECTIVES
Area	Total:	6	crs.	General	program	electives	may	include	the	
following	classes	or	any	courses	within	the	degree.

PCR 512 ISLAM AND SOCIETY
By analyzing Islam both in theory and in practice this course 
will provide students with essential background to better 
understand the world of Islam and Muslim populations. The 
impact of Islam as a way of life on individual, family, and 
society will be examined. 3 crs.

THT 523 LOSS, GRIEF, DEATH, AND DYING: 
THEOLOGIES OF COMPASSION
For many people world religions shed light on the perennial 
questions surrounding death and dying. These wisdom re-
ligious traditions serve as guideposts offering theologies of 
compassion to those who experience loss, grief, death, and 
dying. This course explores these issues from multicultural 
and interreligious perspectives. 3 crs.

THT 532 DEATH AND DYING IN WORLD RELIGIONS
Is there life after death? Does heaven or hell exist? What are 
nirvana, enlightenment, and rebirth? Many sages, wisdom 
figures, and mystics have sought to answer the questions 
all human cultures ask about death and dying. This course 
explores issues related to death and dying from a world reli-
gions’ context. Course not offered every year. 3 crs.

THT 540 HERMENEuTICS: INTERPRETATION THEORY
Hermeneutics is the most important theological contri-
bution to scholarship in the last two centuries. Literary 
Criticism, culture studies, deconstruction, and all the post-
modern theories stem from hermeneutics. In this century 
philosophers are influenced by it. Students will read litera-
ture as well as “the times” by being conversant with herme-
neutics. 3 crs.

MASTER’S PROJECT AND COLLOQUIUM
Area	Total:	7	crs.

MDT 593 COLLOquIuM/PRESENTATION DAY FOR 
MASTER’S PROJECT
The students and faculty gather for a presentation of the 
master’s projects. This significant day provides the oppor-
tunity for graduating students to share with the learning 
community the outcome of their work in the Master’s Proj-
ect. All MAAT and M.Div. students are required to attend at 
least one presentation besides their own. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1 cr.

MDT 596 MASTER’S PROJECT I (PROSPECTuS)
MDT 597 MASTER’S PROJECT II (COMPLETION)
MDT 598 MASTER’S PROJECT III (COMPLETION)
The Master’s Thesis/Project integrates personal and schol-
arly research through a broad theoretical scope and ap-
plication. As the culmination of the program, the Thesis/
Project offers evidence of the candidate’s ability to analyze 
and evaluate materials, to write clearly and cogently, and 
to make a professional presentation to faculty and student 
peers. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 2 crs. each.

MDT 598-9 THESIS COMPLETION
M.Div students must register for this requirement dur-
ing the term in which they will submit final copies of their 
signed approved thesis-project. A passing grade is required 
for degree conferral. Graded Pass/No Pass only. 0 credit.

Graduate Department of Religious Studies
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu 
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Doctor of Ministry
Marylhurst University has made available to qualified 
students a cooperative Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) 
degree on its campus. The Doctor of Ministry degree, 
administered by the Office of Advanced Pastoral 
Studies of San Francisco Theological Seminary, is an 
advanced professional degree for persons in ministry.

Carefully designed to complement their day-to-day 
work, this program enables candidates to engage in 
a high level of academic professional development 
without giving up their current employment.

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
At the heart of our philosophy lies a commitment to par-
ticipatory education in which students share decision 
making with teachers and assume responsibility for their 
own learning. Because the D.Min. is designed to develop 
ministers' professional and personal competence as well as 
scholarly abilities, there are no traditional grades. A Pass or 
Incomplete is given for each learning experience, along with 
extensive written evaluations.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
• Developing relationships of trust and cooperation among 

peers in ministry. 
• Articulating theological perspectives on critical issues of 

church and society.
• Analyzing questions of ministry and mission in the 

student’s social and cultural contexts. 
• Employing innovative and interdisciplinary approaches in 

the practice of ministry. 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION
Applicants must hold a Master of Divinity (M.Div.) degree or 
its equivalent, be engaged in a recognized form of ministry 
and have three years of ministry experience after comple-
tion of the M.Div. degree from a regionally accredited 
school. 

NOTE: Marylhurst’s Master of Applied Theology plus the 
Certificate in Theological Studies meets the M.Div. equiva-
lent. 

ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Ministry program is accredited by the Asso-
ciation of Theological Schools and the Western Association 
of Schools and Colleges. 

San Francisco Theological Seminary (SFTS) is a founding 
member of Graduate Theological Union (GTU) linking nine 
seminaries and numerous programs together. SFTS com-
bines with the University of California at Berkeley to offer 
the advanced studies.

FACuLTY
Criteria for selection of local faculty include an advanced 
degree in the area to be covered (usually a Ph.D., Th.D., 
S.T.D., or Ed.D.), experience and expertise in a relevant 
discipline, and teaching ability. 

Regular SFTS faculty members and local adjunct faculty 
persons teach the sessions each term. 

COMMuTING DISTANCE OPTION
If you live beyond commuting distance (or prefer a com-
pletely residential educational experience), the required six 
seminars are offered during the summer. You may choose 
to complete three seminars each summer for two succes-
sive summers, or you may divide the work into shorter time 
periods of two or four weeks during three or four summers.

The program begins with three seminars (Pastor as 
Person, Theology of Ministry, and The Cultural Milieu and 
Mission of the Church) designed to empower you to explore 
your vocation in ministry, your theological understanding of 
your own ministry, and the cultural context and mission of 
your ministry in light of world Christianity.

MuLTIDISCIPLINARY EMPHASIS CuRRICuLuM
The curriculum of the Doctor of Ministry with a Multidisci-
plinary emphasis (30 semester units in all) consists of six 
seminars, a research workshop and a dissertation/project.

All students complete the workshop and dissertation/
project requirements.

Requirements for Doctor of Ministry
Three Required Seminars

Pastor as Person
Theology of Ministry

 The Cultural Milieu and Mission of the Church
Three Resource Seminars
Research Workshop (ongoing)
Dissertation/Project
  TOTAL FOR D.Min.: 30 SFTS SEMESTER UNITS
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COURSE OFFERINGS 

YEAR ONE

THE PASTOR AS PERSON
(Summer) 
Objectives include rediscovering one’s self in the company 
of professional peers, coming to terms with depersonalizing 
factors in ministry, reviewing present and future profession-
al and vocational choices, establishing a collegial learning 
team, and building deeper levels of trust and cooperation 
among colleagues. Spirituality and Pastoral Theology are 
the disciplines that inform this quarter’s work. 

THEOLOGY OF MINISTRY
(Summer) 
Objectives include examining, understanding, and critiqu-
ing the ministry of each student; helping to build new and 
more coherent theories of ministry; and reflecting upon the 
ministry from biblical and theological perspective. Practical 
Theology is the primary discipline undergirding this quar-
ter’s work. 

CuLTuRE AND MISSION
(Summer) 
Objectives include developing skills for identifying, re-
searching, and understanding a major social issue or area 
of concern in the local culture of the collegium group, and 
preparing and analyzing strategies for mission with regard 
to this issue. Primarily Social Ethics and Missiology inform 
this quarter’s work. 

YEAR TWO OR THREE
In the succeeding summer or summers, you will continue 
the program with three resource seminars chosen from 
several offerings, and one ongoing research workshop. You 
may fulfill all of these requirements as one six-week sum-
mer term, or you may divide the work into shorter periods 
of two or four weeks over two to three summers.

DISSERTATION/PROJECT (D/P)
The dissertation/project (D/P) is a major independent 
undertaking.  You will take full responsibility for planning 
and implementing a study and action project within your 
ministry.

You may wish to work on a tentative focus for your D/P 
prior to your summer term or terms.  During your summer 
class work, especially the D/P research workshop, your 
faculty and fellow students will help you define a D/P topic. 

The summer term concludes with a candidacy interview 
during which students meet individually with a faculty team 
to examine written evaluations of coursework and to review 
their progress. Students advance to candidacy only after 
recommendation to the faculty by the interview team and 
the approval of a Dissertation/Project topic. If the inter-
view team recommends further work before beginning the 
Dissertation/Project, any additional costs are borne by the 
student.

Graduate Department of Religious Studies
Marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific Highway (Hwy. 43)
Marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland Metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland Metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
FAX: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
Web site: www.marylhurst.edu 
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Faculty
Home Departments

UnDergraDUate
(ART)	 Art	&	Interior	Design
(BL)	 Business	Studies
(CM)	 Communication	Studies
(CLS)	 Cultural	Studies
(ELW)	 English	Literature	&	Writing
(HSC)	 Human	Sciences
(ID)	 Interior	Design,	Art	&
(INT)	 Interdisciplinary	Studies
(MUS)	 Music
(RS)	 Religious	Studies
(SM)	 Science	&	Mathematics

graDUate
(ATC)	 M.A.:	Art	Therapy	Counseling
(EDU)	 M.A.:	Teaching
(MAIS)	 M.A.:	Interdisciplinary	Studies
(MBA)	 Master	of	Business	Administra-

tion;	MBA/Sustainable	Business
(RS)	 M.A.:	Applied	Theology
(RS)	 Master	of	Divinity
(EDU)	 Master	of	Education
(RS)	 Doctor	of	Ministry

accelerateD online programs
(AOP)	 Accelerated	Online	Programs
	 B.S.:	Business	Management;	

B.S.:	Sustainable	Business
	 Real	Estate
	 MBA/MBA:	Sustainable	Business

aDDitional programs
(CELA)	 Center	for	Experiential	Learning	

&	Assessment
(LAC)	 Liberal	Arts	Core	Program
(LIB)	 University	Library

aDministrative anD associate 
FacUlty

abbott, margaret
B.S.,	Western	Oregon	University;	M.Ed.,	
Oregon	State	University;	Ed.D.,	University	of	
Oregon	(EDU)

barry, robert a.
B.A.,	Western	Washington	University;	M.S.,	
Central	Washington	University;	Ph.D.,	Uni-
versity	of	Oregon	(EDU)

bokowski, DebraH
B.A.,	University	of	Colorado;	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	
The	Ohio	State	University	(MAIS)

bootH, melanie
B.A.,	Humboldt	State	University;	M.A.,	San	
Diego	State	University;	Ed.D.,	Fielding	
Graduate	University	(CELA)

braDbUry Jones, mary
B.A.,	University	of	Kansas;	M.A.,	Webster	
University	(AOP)

cUnningHam, Dennis
B.F.A.,	Museum	Art	School,	Portland	(ART)

Dabrowski, Jan
B.A.,	University	of	Virginia;	Ph.D.,	University	
of	Pittsburgh	(SM)

DarDis, gregory
B.S.,	University	of	Portland;	M.S.,	Portland	
State	University	(SM)

Davis, James
B.S.,	M.S.,	Ed.D.,	University	of	Oregon	(HSC)

Denny, DaviD
B.A.,	University	of	New	Hampshire;	M.A.,	
Ph.D.,	SUNY	Binghamton,	New	York	(CLS)

DreyFUss, simeon
B.A.,	Fairhaven	College,	Washington;	M.A.,	
New	York	University	(INT)

gracianette, alain
B.B.Ec.,	G3.Acct.,	French	Ministry	of	Educa-
tion;	Business	Diploma,	Ecole	Commerciale	
de	la	Chambre	de	Commerce	et	d’Industrie	
de	Paris;	MBA,	Pepperdine	University	(MBA)

graves, aDam
B.A.,	Bethany	College;	M.A.,	Marylhurst	
University	(ATC)

Hanks, robert
B.S.,	Oregon	State	University;	MBA,	George	
Fox	University	(BL)

Hartzell, Dina
B.A.,	Portland	State	University;	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	
Pacifica	Graduate	Institute	(MAIS)

Hiss, nancy
B.F.A.,	Maryland	Institute;	M.Arch.,	Syra-
cuse	University;	NCIDQ	(ID)

HoHn, micHael
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	University	of	Phoenix;	Ed.D.	
George	Fox	University	(MBA)

Hoover, nancy
B.A.,	Antioch	College,	Ohio;	M.L.S.,	Pratt	
Institute	(University	Librarian)

Hopkins, terri
B.A.,	Oberlin	College;	M.A.,	University	of	
Chicago	(ART)

igarasHi, reiko
Bachelor	of	Industrial	Design,	Pratt	Institute	
of	Art	&	Design;	M.Arch.,	Rice	University	(ID)

isaacs, FreD
A.S.,	B.S.,	University	of	State	of	New	York;	
B.A.,	Ball	State	University;	J.D.,	University	
of	Notre	Dame	Law	School	(MBA)

kerns, perrin
B.A.,	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	University	of	Oregon	(ELW)

korb, cHristine
B.S.,	Mount	Mary	College,	Wisconsin;	M.M.,	
Colorado	State	University;	MT-BC	(CBMT)	
(MUS)

kremers, micHele
B.F.A.,	Chaminade	University;	B.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(ID)

liston, keitH (sUnny)
B.S.,	University	of	New	Mexico;	M.B.A.,	
Golden	Gate	University	(AOP)

marcUs, sUsan
M.S.,	M.B.A.,	Ph.D.,	Portland	State	Univer-
sity	(AOP)

martinez orozco, patricia
B.A.,	California	State	University,	Los	Angeles;	
M.A.,	California	State	University,	San	Jose	(EDU)

mcmaHan, lynne a.
B.A.,	Sonoma	State	University;	M.A.T.,	Lewis	
&	Clark	College;	Ed.D.,	University	of	New	
Mexico	(EDU)

mcnamee, DaviD
B.A.,	University	of	Portland;	M.S.S.,	Syra-
cuse	University	(BL)

o’connell-roUssell, sHeila
B.A.,	M.A.,	Loyola	Marymount	University;	
M.Div.,	D.Min.,	San	Francisco	Theological	
Seminary	(RS)

paUl, JoHn
B.M.,	University	of	Texas,	Austin;	M.M.,	
D.M.,	Indiana	University	(MUS)

plotkin, DaviD
B.A.,	Oberlin	College;	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	Univer-
sity	of	California,	Irvine	(University	Provost)

ponteri, Jay
B.A.,	Marquette	University;	M.A.,	New	
Mexico	State	University,	Las	Cruces;	M.F.A.,	
Warren	Wilson	College	(ELW)

ranDolpH, mike
B.A.,	University	of	the	Pacific,	California;	
M.A.,	University	of	California,	Davis	(CM)

rivoire, bill
B.A.,	Dartmouth	College;	M.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(INT)

rolanD, meg
B.S.,	State	University	of	New	York,	Albany;	
B.A.,	M.A.,	Portland	State	University;	Ph.D.,	
University	of	Washington	(ELW)

rollins, ricH
B.S.,	University	of	Vermont;	M.F.A.,	Arizona	
State	University	(ART)

roUssell Jr., Jerry
B.A.,	Bellarmine	College,	Kentucky;	M.Div.,	
Catholic	Theological	Union;	D.Min.,	San	
Francisco	Theological	Seminary	(RS)

rUHl, tom
B.S.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	M.S.,	Oregon	
College	of	Education;	Ph.D.,	University	of	
Oregon	(EDU)

sasser, JenniFer
B.S.,	Willamette	University;	M.S.,	University	
of	Oregon;	Ph.D.,	Oregon	State	University	
(HSC)

slayton, saraH
B.A.,	Skidmore	College,	New	York;	M.A.,	
Marylhurst	College	(ATC)

story, maya
B.M.,	University	of	Miami;	M.S.,	Indiana	Uni-
versity	Purdue	University	(MUS)

sUtinen, paUl
B.S.,	Portland	State	University	(ART)

sweeney, JeFF
B.S.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.S.,	Portland	
State	University	(CM)

tUrner, cHristine
Diploma	(B.F.A.	equivalent),	L’ecole	des	
Beaux	Arts,	Montreal,	Quebec;	M.S.T.,	Port-
land	State	University	(ATC)

ventUra, paUl
B.A.,	M.S.,	University	of	Pittsburgh	(AOP)

weber, toDD
B.A.,	The	Evergreen	State	College;	M.A.,	
City	University;	Ph.D.,	California	Institute	of	
Integral	Studies	(AOP)
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aDJUnct FacUlty

abbott, katie
B.A.,	University	of	Texas,	San	Antonio;	M.S.,	
Portland	State	University	(LAC)

abbott, welDen
B.A.,	M.Ed.,	Texas	Christian	University;	M.S.,	
East	Texas	State	University;	Ph.D.,	Texas	
A&M	University	(AOP)

aboy, mateo
B.S.,	M.S.,	Portland	State	University	(AOP)

aDams, sHaUna
B.S.,	California	State	University,	Los	Ange-
les;	M.S.W.,	Portland	State	University	(EDU)

aDler, HowarD
B.S.,	New	Jersey	Institute	of	Technology;	
M.Ed.,	University	of	Massachusetts,	Am-
herst	(SM)

aDrangi, baHram
B.S.,	University	of	Tehran;	M.B.A.,	Western	
Illinois	University;	Ph.D.,	University	of	Or-
egon	(MBA)

aescHliman, sione
B.A.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	M.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(LAC)

albertson, ricHarD
B.A.,	San	Jose	State	University;	M.A.I.S.,	
Marylhurst	University	(RS)

alDreD, greg
M.Ed.,	Ed.D.,	George	Fox	University	(AOP)

allee, margaret
B.A.,	M.S.,	Marylhurst	College;	J.D.,	North-
western	School	of	Law,	Lewis	&	Clark	Col-
lege	(BL)

altenberger, amy
B.S.,	Miami	University;	M.A.,	Lesley	Univer-
sity	(ATC)

amore HanD, patricia
B.S.,	William	Paterson	College	(MUS)

anDerson, cHarles
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	M.S.M.,	
Marylhurst	University	(BL)

anDerson, leiF
M.B.A.,	Portland	State	University	(AOP)

anliker, allene
B.S.,	Portland	State	University;	M.Ed.,	Or-
egon	State	University	(BL)

arganbrigHt, marcia
B.A.,	Benedictine	College;	M.S.,	Kansas	
State	University	(EDU)

arnolD, micHael
M.A.,	Central	Michigan	University	(LAC)

arnolD, DaviD scott
B.S.,	Oregon	State	University;	Rel.M.,	
School	of	Theology	at	Claremont;	M.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	Oregon;	Ph.D.,	Graduate	Institute	
of	Liberal	Arts,	Emory	University	(MAIS)

asHley, kyle
B.A.,	Whitman	College;	M.B.A.,	St.	Edward's	
University,	Texas	(MBA)

bJorklUnD, karen
B.A.,	University	of	Arizona;	M.S.M.,	
Marylhurst	College	(CM)

blackstone, barbara
B.A.,	Carleton	College;	M.A.,	Roosevelt	Uni-
versity,	Illinois	(CM)

blagg, micHael
B.S..	M.B.A.,	Eastern	Illinois	University	
(AOP)

blossom, megan
B.A.,	Louisiana	State	University;	B.F.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(ID)

blUtH, sUsan
B.S.,	Brigham	Young	University;	M.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	Central	Florida	(CM)

boHnaker, william
B.A.,	Western	Oregon	State	College;	M.A.,	
University	of	Iowa	(CLS)

borne, timotHy
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(CM)

boyle, James
M.B.A.,	Northern	Illinois	University	(MBA)

brabenac, sHaron
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	Portland	State	University	(AOP)

braDley, trUDy
B.A.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.Div.,	
Marylhurst	University	(RS)

branForD, JUlie
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	M.S.,	Central	
Washington	University	(BL)

brennan, paUl
B.S.,	University	of	Akron;	M.B.A.,	Oregon	
State	University	(MBA)

brignola, maria
B.A.,	West	Chester	University,	Pennsylva-
nia;	M.C.A.T.,	Hahnemann	Graduate	School	
(ATC)

broaDbent, earle
B.S.,	Portland	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(AOP)

brook, sUsan
B.A.,	University	of	Arizona;	M.Ed.,	Goucher	
College;	M.A.,	Loyola	Marymount	University	
(ATC)

brown, lynn
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	M.S.,	Western	
Oregon	State	College	(LAC)

browne, torey
B.A..	M.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(CM)

brUnker, leslie
B.A.,	University	of	California,	San	Diego;	
M.A.,	City	University,	Bellevue,	Wash.	(CM)

bUrke, robert
M.S.,	The	George	Washington	University;	
D.D.S.,	Loyola	University	(CLS)

bUrrell, Darrell
B.S..	M.S.,	M.S.,	National-Louis	University,	
Illinois;	Ed.S.,	The	George	Washington	
University;	M.A.,	Prescott	College,	Arizona	
(AOP)

atcHison, tHomas
B.S.,	University	of	Portland;	M.B.A.,	George	
Fox	University	(MBA)

aUgee, Joel
B.S.,	J.D.,	Willamette	University	(AOP)

aUstin, gary
B.S.,	University	of	Utah;	M.B.A.,	Westmin-
ster	College	(MBA)

baker, amy
B.A.,	University	of	California,	Berkeley;	
M.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(ATC)

baker, micHael
M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College	(EDU)

balDonaDo, artHUr
B.A.,	San	Diego	State	University;	M.S.,	Cen-
tral	Michigan	University;	Ph.D.,	Northcen-
tral	University,	Minnesota	(AOP)

balDUcci, patrick
B.S.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	M.S.,	Univer-
sity	of	London	(BL)

balogH, laJos
B.M.,	Liszt	Academy	of	Music;	M.M.,	Univer-
sity	of	Oregon	(MUS)

bane, alison
B.F.A.,	University	of	Massachusetts,	Am-
herst	(ID)

barker, Hayley
B.A.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.A.,	M.F.A.,	
University	of	Iowa;	M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	Clark	
College	(ART)

barnes, micHael
B.A.,	B.M.,	University	of	Washington;	M.M.,	
Lewis	&	Clark	College	(MUS)

barrington, JUDitH
B.A.,	Marylhurst	College;	M.A.,	Goddard	
College,	Vermont	(ELW)

baUer, marlene
B.F.A.,	Pacific	Northwest	College	of	Art	(ART)

baxter, patricia
B.M.,	Marylhurst	College;	M.ME.,	Holy	
Names	College,	Oakland,	California;	M.A.,	
University	of	Notre	Dame	(MUS)

bean, JoDy
B.S.,	Brigham	Young	University	(EDU)

bearDsley, linDa
B.A.,	University	of	Vermont;	M.S.,	Portland	
State	University	(SM)

belDing, stepHan
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	University	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

bennett, barry
B.A.,	State	University	of	New	York	at	Albany;	
J.D.,	Harvard	Law	School	(MBA)

bernal, tony
B.A.,	San	Francisco	State	University;	M.A.,	
University	of	California,	Davis	(CM)

bHattacHarya, tanmoy
M.S.,	University	of	Kentucky	(MBA)

bisHop, Janice
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University;	M.S.,	Portland	
State	University	(LAC)
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clenagHen, brenDen
B.F.A.,	San	Francisco	Art	Institute;	M.F.A.,	
Portland	State	University	(ART)

coen, Jean-DaviD
D.M.A.,	University	of	Southern	California	(MUS)

coHen, rUtH
M.S.W.,	Washington	University	(HSC)

cook, robert
B.A.,	Michigan	State	University;	M.A.I.S.,	
Marylhurst	University	(BL)

cote, mary
B.A..	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	University	of	Oregon,		
(LAC)

coUrtis, mary
B.A.,	Rocky	Mountain	College,	Montana;	
M.A.,	University	of	Montana;	Ph.D.,	Univer-
sity	of	Oregon	(RS)

cragHeaD, alexanDer
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(CMS)

crawForD, canon
B.A.,	Augustana	College;	M.S.,	University	of	
Illinois	(LIB)

creamer, paUla
A.B.,	Mt.	Holyoke	College;	M.M.,	University	
of	Southern	California;	D.M.A.,	University	of	
Washington	(SM)

crosby, greg
B.A.,	University	of	Indianopolis;	M.A.,	Ball	
State	University	IATC)

cUllicott, JoHn
B.S.,	M.S.,	Northwestern	University	(ELW)

cUrtis, nancy
B.S.,	M.Ed.,	Portland	State	University	(EDU)

cUsack, JoHn
M.B.A.,	New	York	University	(AOP)

D'alessanDro, micHael
M.F.A.,	Naropa	University	(ELW)

D’arcHer, Jeanne
B.A.,	University	of	Arkansas,	Fayetteville;	
M.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(ATC)

Davis, ryan
B.S.,	Western	Oregon	State	College;	M.A.,	
Mississippi	State	University	(ELW)

DaviDson, lisa
B.S.,	M.S.,	Portland	State	University	(CM)

Dazai-cHUrcH, mitsUki
B.A.,	Kunitachi	College	of	Music,	Tokyo	
(MUS)

Delotell, pamela
B.A.,	Loyola	Marymount	University;	M.B.A.,	
Lindenwood	University,	Missouri	(AOP)

Denning, sUsan
B.A.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(ELW)

Dicorcia, tHomas
B.S.,	Stanford	University;	M.B.A.,	New	York	
University	(MBA)

Dittmer, kyle
B.S.,	B.S.,	University	of	Washington;	M.S.,	
Eastern	Washington	University	(SM)

DooD, brian
J.D.,	Willamette	University	(AOP)

DrUm, mark
M.Sc.,	The	University	of	Alberta	(MBA)

DUbac, mark
B.M.,	The	Juilliard	School;	M.M.,	University	
of	Wisconsin	(MUS)

DUDDing, cHris
B.A.,	Hendrix	College,	Arkansas;	J.D.,	New	
York	University	(AOP)

eakins, eileen
B.A.,	California	State	University;	J.D.,	
Northwestern	School	of	Law	of	Lewis	&	
Clark	College	(AOP)

eDelstein, robert
B.A.,	University	of	Pennsylvania;	M.S.,	Hofs-
tra	University	(ATC)

eDgar, Darcy
B.A.,	University	of	British	Columbia;	LLB,	
McGill	University;	M.A.,	Marylhurst	Univer-
sity	(ART)

eDwarDs, keisHa
B.S.,	Portland	State	University	(EDU)

eicHenberger, JoHn
B.S.,	Indiana	University;	M.B.A.,	Minnesota	
State	University	(BL)

elizabetH, laUri
B.M.,	Northwestern	University	(MUS)

elkHatib, basHar
B.S.,	United	Arab	Emirates	University;	M.S.,	
Ferris	State	University,	Michigan	(AOP)

erskine, Damian
B.M.,	Berklee	College	of	Music	(MUS)

espiritU, sam
B.S.,	Brigham	Young	University;	M.B.A.,	
Washington	State	University;	D.B.A.,	Univer-
sity	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

etlinger, DaviD
B.A.,	University	of	Rochester;	Ph.D.,	North-
western	University	(MUS)

ewing, robert
B.S.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.S.,	Oregon	
College	of	Education	(SM)

FairweatHer, carolynne
B.A.,	Paterson	State	College;	B.A.,	William	
Paterson	College;	M.Div.,	D.Min.,	Drew	Uni-
versity	Seminary	(RS)

Farley, lisia
B.S.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.A.T.,	Lewis	
&	Clark	College	(EDU)

Farr, libby
B.A.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.A.I.S.,	Reed	
College;	Ph.D.,	University	of	Oregon	(ID)

Fetters, mark
B.A.,	Kent	State	University;	M.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(BL)

bUrrows, katHryn
M.A.,	Rutgers	University	(HSC)

bUsH, mark
M.B.A.,	DePaul	University	(AOP)

bUtler, wenDi
B.A.,	Ambassador	University;	M.B.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

calanDrella, Derrick
B.A.,	M.A.,	Emory	University;	Ph.D.,	The	
Pennsylvania	State	University	(CLS)

calvert, zapoUra
B.A.,	Whitman	College;	M.A.,	Portland	State	
University	(ELW)

carpenter, sHari
B.A.,	Purdue	University;	M.B.A.,	Marylhurst	
University;	Ph.D.,	Capella	University	(MBA)

carreker, steven
B.A.,	Mercer	University,	Georgia;	M.Ed.,	
Wayne	State	University;	M.Div.,	D.Min.,	The	
Southern	Baptist	Theological	Seminary	(RS)

carroll, rebecca
B.A.,	Evergreen	State	College;	M.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(ATC)

carroll, tiFFonie
M.Arch.,	University	of	Texas,	Austin	(ID)

carter, JoHn
B.A.,	La	Sierra	University,	California;	M.M.,	
University	of	California,	Los	Angeles	(MUS)

carter, sUsan
B.A.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	
California	Institute	of	Integral	Studies	(MAIS)

carUso, JoHn
B.A.,	University	of	California,	Los	Angeles;	
M.A.,	California	State	University,	Chico;	
Ph.C.,	University	of	Washington	(ELW)

carUso, tHomas
B.A.,	University	of	Portland;	M.A.,	Univer-
sity	of	San	Francisco;	J.D.,	Lewis	&	Clark	
College;	D.Min.,	San	Francisco	Theological	
Seminary	(RS)

casson, katHy
B.A.,	University	of	California,	Los	Angeles;	
M.A.,	San	Francisco	State	University	(SM)

caton, cHristine
B.A.,	Marylmount	College;	M.A.,	California	
State	University,	Northridge	(CELA)

cHalmers, FaitH
B.A.,	University	of	Minnesota;	M.S.,	Minne-
sota	State	University,	Mankato	(CM)

cHapman, valerie
D.Min.,	San	Francisco	Theological	Seminary	
(RS)

cHatterton, cole
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	George	Fox	University	(MBA)

cHavez, marcUs
A.B.,	San	Diego	State	University	(ART)

cHesebro, annmarie
B.A.,	Amherst	College;	M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	
Clark	College	(EDU)
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george, antHony
B.A.,	University	of	Minnesota;	J.D.,	Gonzaga	
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ranberg, mary
B.A.,	University	of	Montana;	M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	
Clark	College	(EDU)

ranger, cecilia
B.A.,	Marylhurst	College;	M.A.,	Immaculate	
Heart	College,	Los	Angeles;	Ph.D.,	Ecumeni-
cal	Institute	of	St.	Mary’s	Seminary	&	University	
(RS)

razzagHy, yasaman
B.A.,	M.A.,	Azad	University	(EDU)

rebsom, paUla
B.A.,	Dickinson	State	University;	M.F.A.,	
University	of	Oregon	(ART)

reDwine, Jascia
B.A.,	Northern	Kentucky	University;	M.A.,	
Norwich	University,	Vermont	(AOP)

reeD, elizabetH
B.I.Arch.,	University	of	Oregon	(ID)

regner, stepHen
B.S.,	M.S.W.,	L.C.S.W.,	Portland	State	Uni-
versity	(HSC)

rick, katHleen
B.F.A.,	University	of	Nevada;	M.A.,	M.F.A.,	
University	of	New	Mexico	(ART)

rizzo, ricci
B.S.,	Multnomah	Bible	College;	M.B.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(AOP)

roberts, nancy
B.S.,	Texas	Christian	University;	M.B.A.,	
University	of	Texas,	Arlington;	M.A.I.S.,	Or-
egon	State	University;	Ph.D.,	University	of	
Oregon	(CLS)

robertson, Dominick
B.S.,	M.S.,	Southern	Oregon	University	
(HSC)

robinson, DaviD
B.A.,	M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	Ed.D.,	
George	Fox	University	(AOP)

roDgers, kelly
B.A.,	Miami	University;	Master	of	Landscape	
Architecture,	The	University	of	British	Co-
lumbia	(AOP)

rogers, paUl
B.A.,	Mt.	Angel	College;	M.Ed.,	M.S.,	Univer-
sity	of	Portland	(BL)

romero carrasqUillo, Francisco
B.A.,	M.A.,	Franciscan	University	of	Steu-
benville;	Ph.D.,	Marquette	University	(RS)

ross, emily
B.M.E.,	University	of	Colorado;	M.A.,	Naropa	
University,	Colorado;	MT-BC	(CBMT)	(MUS)

ross, reagan
B.S.,	University	of	Oregon;	B.S.,	Portland	
State	University;	M.A.,	San	Francisco	State	
University	(CLS)

roUsseaU, betH
B.A.,	Gonzaga	University;	M.A.,	Naropa	Uni-
versity,	Colorado	(MUS)

rozell, DaviD
B.S.,	San	Jose	State	University	(HSC)

rUDzinski, ricHarD
B.S.,	The	Massachusetts	Institute	of	Tech-
nology;	M.A.,	Wesleyan	University	(SM)

rUHl, mary
B.A.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	M.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(HSC)

rUsnak, JoHn
B.S.,	M.E.,	Massachusetts	Institute	of	
Technology;	S.M.,	Ph.D.,	Harvard	University	
(AOP)

saeD, ivonne
M.A.,	Universidad	Iberoamericana

salimena, erin
B.Int.Arch.,	University	of	Oregon;	NCIDQ	(ID)

sanDaHl, tHomas
M.M.,	University	of	New	Orleans	(MUS)

santos, Frank
B.S.,	Utah	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(BL)

savicH, iris
B.A.,	Hillsdale	College,	Michigan;	M.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	Iowa	(MAIS)

scHaFF, loretta
B.M.,	Marylhurst	College;	M.A.,	Notre	Dame	
University;	D.Min.,	San	Francisco	Theologi-
cal	Seminary	(RS)

scHiFFer, eileen
B.A.,	M.A.,	University	of	South	Florida	(MBA)

scHmitt, James
B.M.,	Drake	University	(MUS)

scHoenHeit, ronalD
B.S.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
Marylhurst	University	(MBA)

scHroeDer, eUnice
B.A.,	Concordia	Teachers	College;	M.A.I.S.,	
M.A.,	Marylhurst	University;	D.Min.,	San	
Francisco	Seminary	(RS)

scHUetz, larry
B.S.,	Southern	Oregon	State	College;	
M.B.A.,	Willamette	University;	Ph.D.,	Or-
egon	State	University	(MBA)

scHUltz, paUl
B.S.,	Marylhurst	University;	M.S.,	University	
of	Denver	(AOP)

scott, mike 
M.P.A.,	Brenau	University	(BL)

serber, natalie D. 
B.A.,	University	of	California,	Irvine;	M.F.A.,	
Warren	Wilson	College	(ELW)

serslanD, Daniel
Ph.D.,	Pennsylvania	State	University	(AOP)

sewalk, stepHen
Ph.D.,	University	of	Colorado	(AOP)

sHakHman, igor
B.M.,	Kharkov	Music	College;	M.M.,	Moscow	
Conservatory;	D.M.A.,	University	of	Colo-
rado	(MUS)

sHannon, Dana
B.S.,	Willamette	University;	M.S.,	M.B.A.,	
Marylhurst	College	(MBA)

sHarp, kerry
B.S.,	Michigan	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
Harvard	University	(MBA)

sHarpe, amy
B.A.,	Allegheny	College;	M.Ed.,	The	George	
Washington	University;	Ph.D.,	University	of	
Wisconsin,	Madison	(EDU)

sHaw, DaviD
B.A.,	Northwestern	University;	M.B.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	California,	Berkeley	(BL)

sHelton, steve
M.B.A.,	Pepperdine	University	(AOP)

sHore, annette
B.F.A.,	Alfred	College	of	Art	&	Design;	M.A.,	
Lesley	College	Graduate	School	(ATC)

sHorr, saraH
A.B.,	University	of	California,	Berkeley;	
M.A.T.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College	(EDU)

sHrestHa, sangit
B.S.,	Newman	University,	Kansas;	M.B.A.,	
University	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

sHUstericH, kUrt
B.A.,	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	University	of	California,	
Santa	Barbara;	Ed.M.,	Harvard	University	
(MBA)

sieFer, renice
B.S.,	M.S.,	Portland	State	University;	Ph.D.,	
The	Union	Institute,	Ohio	(EDU)
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silverstein, JUDitH
B.A.,	M.A.,	The	University	of	Texas	at	Austin	
(CLS)

sissem, priscilla
B.S.,	Evangel	University,	Missouri;	M.A.,	
Ph.D.,	Indiana	University	of	Pennsylvania	
(AOP)

sitton, robert
B.A.,	Wake	Forest	University;	M.A.,	Ph.D.,	
Duke	University	(CLS)

skymre, gary
M.M.,	Portland	State	University	(MUS)

smitH, avery
B.A.,	North	Carolina	State	University;	
M.B.A.,	Liberty	University,	Virginia;	M.A.,	
George	Fox	University	(MBA)

smitH, carol
Bachelor	of	Music	Education,	Stetson	Uni-
versity;	M.M.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College;	Ed.D.,	
Portland	State	University	(EDU)

smitH, Dana
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(CM)

smitH, Frank
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	University	of	California,	Berke-
ley	(MBA)

soltero, Jill
B.M.,	University	of	Southern	California;	
M.M.,	Yale	University	(MUS)

sorenson, canDace
B.A.,	University	of	Washington;	M.A.,	An-
tioch	University	(AOP)

soto, stepHen
B.S.,	Elmhurst	College;	B.S.,	Massachu-
setts	Institute	of	Technology;	M.A.,	M.B.A.,	
Rutgers	University;	D.M.,	University	of	
Phoenix	(BL)

spinDel, paUl
B.S.,	James	Madison	University,	Virginia;	
M.A.,	University	of	Maryland	(BL)

springer, scott
B.A.,	B.A.,	Utah	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
Pepperdine	University	(AOP)

steele, kimberly
B.A.,	University	of	Washington;	M.S.,	Uni-
versity	of	Southern	California	(MBA)

sterling, leeann
B.A.,	Wheaton	College,	Massachusetts;	
M.M.,	University	of	Oregon	(MUS)

stevens, canDace
B.S.,	Northwestern	University;	M.S.,	Univer-
sity	of	Oregon	(EDU)

stevens, roxanne
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	University	of	Phoenix	(BL)

stevens, william
B.S.,	Princeton	University;	M.S.,	Stanford	
University;	M.B.A.,	Harvard	University	(MBA)

stewart, robert
B.S.,	University	of	Maine;	M.B.A.,	University	
of	Virginia	(MBA)

stiFFler, peter
M.S.,	Ph.D.,	University	of	Oregon	(MBA)

still, tamara
D.M.A.,	University	of	Washington	(MUS)

stoklosa, micHelle
B.A.,	Franklin	&	Marshall	College;	M.S.,	
Ph.D.,	University	of	Wisconsin	(SM)

stricklanD, rUssell
B.S.,	B.S.,	North	Carolina	State	University;	
M.S.,	The	University	of	Chicago;	Ph.D.,	Ca-
pella	University	(MBA)

sUcHara, zacHary
B.Arch.,	University	of	Kansas	(ID)

sUzio, peggy
B.I.Arch.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.A.,	
Marylhurst	University,	NCIDQ	(ID)

swanson, anDree
B.S.,	University	of	Maryland	University	
College;	M.H.R.,	University	of	Oklahoma;	
M.A.O.M.,	University	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

swanson, carol
B.S.,	University	of	North	Dakota;	M.S.W.,	
Portland	State	University	(ATC)

tackett, asHley
M.Int.Arch.	University	of	Oregon	(ID)

talcott, cHarles
M.A.,	Ph.D.,	State	University	of	New	York	at	
Binghamton	(CLS)

taylor, DaviD
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	M.A.,	University	
of	Montana;	Ph.D.,	The	Queen’s	University,	
Belfast,	Northern	Ireland	(HSC)

taylor, wesley
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	Rel.D.,	School	
of	Theology	at	Claremont	(RS)

tHenell, Jan
B.A.,	M.A.,	University	of	Oregon	(CM)

tHomas, toni
B.A.,	University	of	New	Hampshire;	
M.A.,	University	of	Northern	Colorado;	
M.F.A.,	University	of	Oregon	(HSC)

tHompson, nancy
B.A.,	Portland	State	University;	M.A.,	Uni-
versity	at	Albany;	M.F.A.,	Goddard	College	
(CLS)

tHUrston, laUrie
B.A.,	State	University	of	New	York,	Genesco;	
M.S.,	State	University	of	New	York,	Brock-
port	(EDU)

torrey, Dana
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University;	M.S.W.,	Port-
land	State	University	(HSC)

tran, tim
B.S.,	University	of	California,	Berkeley;	
M.B.A.,	Portland	State	University	(MBA)

tUcker, DaviD
B.S.,	Harding	College,	Arkansas;	M.A.,	
Georgetown	University;	Ph.D.,	University	of	
Arkansas	(BL)

tUcker, lori
M.A.,	Abilene	Christian	University	(BL)

UDell, Donvieve
M.F.A.,	Humboldt	State	University	(ATC)

Usrey, paUla
B.A.,	M.S.,	Portland	State	University	(CM)

vallor, Honor
B.S.,	M.A.,	Portland	State	University	(RS)

vanDen brink, ryan
B.A.,	Washington	University;	J.D.,	Lewis	&	
Clark	College	(AOP)

vanDerstek, coUrtney
B.A.,	University	of	Denver	(EDU)

vega, robert
B.S.,	Loma	Linda	University;	M.A.,	Uni-
versity	of	Redlands;	M.B.A.,	Chaminade	
University;	D.M.,	University	of	Phoenix	(AOP)

voges, JUDitH
B.S.,	George	Fox	College;	M.L.I.S.,	Univer-
sity	of	Hawaii	at	Manoa	(LIB)

vUcetic, Jelena
B.S.,	M.S.,	Ph.D.,	University	of	Belgrade;	
M.B.A.,	University	of	Phoenix	(MBA)

walDron, Daniel
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	Western	Governors	University	
(AOP)

walker, JUlie
B.A.,	Eastern	Washington	University;	M.Ed.,	
Washington	State	University	(EDU)

warren, rebecca
B.A.,	Willamette	University;	M.A.,	Portland	
State	University	(SM)

watts, merrill
B.A.,	Brigham	Young	University;	M.B.A.,	
Harvard	Business	School	(BL)

watzke, elizabetH
B.A.,	M.F.A.,	University	of	Pittsburgh;	
M.Phil.,	University	of	Western	Australia;	
Ph.D.,	Florida	State	University	(ELW)

webster, JenniFer
B.S.,	George	Mason	University;	M.B.A.,	
Webster	University,	Missouri;	Ph.D.,	Oregon	
State	University	(CM)

weeks, roger
B.A.,	University	of	Puget	Sound;	B.D.,	The	
Iliff	School	of	Theology,	Colorado;	D.Min.,	
Drew	University	(RS)

weiss, JeFFrey
B.S.,	Linfield	College;	M.B.A.,	University	of	
Oregon	(BL)

weizer, kennetH
B.F.A.,	Emerson	College;	N.D.,	School	of	
Naturopathic	Medicine,	Oregon	(CM)

wells, erica
B.A.,	University	of	Notre	Dame;	M.A.I.S.,	
Marylhurst	University	(HSC)

wHite, Diana
B.A.,	The	Ohio	State	University;	M.S.,	Port-
land	State	University;	Ph.D.,	Oregon	State	
University	(HSC)

wHiteHeaD, gorDon
B.A.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.B.A.,	The	
University	of	Phoenix	(BL)
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wHitmore, peter
B.A.,	B.M.,	Marylhurst	College;	M.M.,	Uni-
versity	of	Victoria	(MUS)

willis, patrick
B.S.,	M.S.,	Portland	State	University	(SM)

wooD, Jeanette
B.M.,	Holy	Names	Fort	Wright	College,	
Washington;	M.M.,	Holy	Names	College,	Calif	
(MUS)

worDen, gregory
B.S.,	Syracuse	University;	M.S.,	Capitol	
College,	Ohio;	D.M.,	University	of	Maryland	
University	College	(AOP)

worley-rizk, rUtH
B.S.,	Portland	State	University;	M.Div.,	
Marylhurst	University	(RS)

wrigHt, Joanne
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University	(CM)

wrigHt, lloyD
B.S.,	Oklahoma	State	University;	M.A.,	Car-
diff	University	(AOP)

wrigHt, peter
B.S.,	University	of	Colorado;	M.A.,	University	
of	Phoenix	(CM)

wrona-eDen, alina
M.S.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College	(EDU)

wUrscHer, gisela
B.Arch.,	California	Polytechnic	University	(ID)

wynton, maerin
B.A.,	M.Int.Arch.,	University	of	Oregon	(ID)

yannizze, James
B.S.,	M.B.A.,	Franklin	Pierce	College	(AOP)

yevka, tess
B.A.,	Marylhurst	University;	M.S.,	Portland	
State	University	(HSC)

yoUng, stepHen
B.S.,	Western	Michigan	University;	M.B.A.,	
West	Coast	University	(AOP)

zUelke, bill
B.A.,	Gonzaga	University;	M.Div.,	Weston	
School	of	Theology;	M.S.,	Loyola	College	
(MAT)

zimmer, alexanDra
B.I.Arch.,	University	of	Oregon,	NCIDQ	(ID)

zimmerman, patty
B.A.,	Oregon	State	University;	M.S.,	Port-
land	State	University	(EDU)

zisa, peter
B.A.,	M.M.,	California	State	University,	Ful-
lerton	(MUS)

PLA Evaluators

Marylhurst  Univers i ty ' s  Pr ior 
Learning Assessment (PLA) program 
is designed to help students obtain 
academic credit for documented 
college-level learning derived from 
employment,  volunteer  work, 
community activities, homemaking, 
corpora te - sponsored  t ra in ing , 
independent research, and other 
learning experiences. PLA evaluators 
are content specialists who review 
and evaluate work submitted by 
students enrolled in the PLA 
program. 

Many  PL A eva lua to r s  a re 
Marylhurst faculty members. Those 
listed below only serve in the 
capacity of a PLA evaluatior at 
Marylhurst. 

For additional information about 
the PLA program, see pages 25-26 
of this Catalog. 

brelJe, H. william
B.S.,	University	of	Oregon;	M.Ed.,	Lewis	
&	Clark	College;	M.A.,	California	State	
University,	Northridge;	Ed.D.,	University	of	
Portland

brickley, alan
B.S.,	Portland	State	University;	M.B.A.,	
University	of	Oregon;	J.D.,	Lewis	&	Clark	
College

cHesse, brUce
B.A.,	M.A.,	San	Francisco	State	College	

Del balzo, carl
B.S.,	Cornell	University;	M.B.A.,	University	
of	Portland

Foster, anne
B.S.,	Oregon	State	College;	M.S.,	Oregon	
State	University

gillet, pamela
B.S.,	Northern	Arizona	University;	M.A.,	
Marylhurst	University

gregorio, paUl
B.S.,	University	of	the	Redlands,	California;	
M.A.,	San	Francisco	State	University;	M.L.S.,	
University	of	Washington

Heck, stepHen
B.A.,	M.P.A.,	Portland	State	University;	
M.S.W.,	University	of	Washington

lawrence, Denis
B.A.,	Whittier	College;	Th.M.,	School	of	The-
ology	at	Claremont;	M.Ed.,	Lewis	&	Clark	
College

lockwooD, robert
B.A.,	Kalamazoo	College;	M.A.,	University	of	
Michigan;	J.D.,	University	of	Oregon	School	
of	Law

patton, JUDy
B.A.,	University	of	California,	Santa	Bar-
bara;	M.A.,	Reed	College

reDing, micHael
B.A.,	Gonzaga	University;	M.S.,	Eastern	
Washington	University

scHreiber, HowarD
B.A.,	State	University	New	York,	Buffalo;	
M.Ed.,	Boston	College

seaman, lynn
B.S.,	Ed.M.,	Oregon	State	University

springman, eDwarD
B.A.,	Milligan	College,	Tennessee;	M.Th.,	
Southern	California	School	of	Theology

stampFer, JosHUa
B.S.,	University	of	Chicago;	M.S.,	University	
of	Akron;	M.H.L.,	Jewish	Theological	Semi-
nary;	D.H.L.,	University	of	Judaism

weHbring, kUrt
B.A.,	Dartmouth	College;	M.U.P.,	Columbia	
University;	M.A.,	Lewis	&	Clark	College
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Board of Trustees

Officers

cHairperson
rUtH a. beyer, J.D.
Member,	Stoel	Rives	LLP

vice cHairperson
ricHarD (Dick) c. alexanDer
Retired	CEO,	Viking	Industries	

secretary-treasUrer
xanDra mckeown
Executive	Vice	President	of	Commercial	
Banking,	West	Coast	Bank

Members

william c. barr
Executive	Vice	President	of	Health	Care	Op-
erations,	The	Regence	Group

scott bolton
Director	of	Government	Affairs,	Pacificorp

eileen brown, snJm ’55
Educator

mary bUrke, snJm ’65
President,	Burke	Consulting

larry n. cHorUby
Consultant	

mary clark
Community	Leader

tim clevenger
Vice	President	of	Marketing	and	Brand	
Management,	The	Papé	Group,	Inc.

rebecca Decesaro
Managing	Director,	First	Republic	Invest-
ment	Management

roswitHa Frawley, snJm ’68
Mission	Director,	Sisters	of	the	Holy	Names	
(SNJM),	Mary’s	Woods	at	Marylhurst	Con-
tinuing	Care	Retirement	Community	

Dr. barbara gFeller, snJm ’50
Retired	Educator,	Administrator

sylvia giUstina ’56
Senior	Professor	Emerita,	
University	of	Oregon

JUDie HammerstaD
Mayor,	City	of	Lake	Oswego,	2001-09

Joan Hansen, snJm ’56
Director	of	Administrative	Services,	
Mary’s	Woods	at	Marylhurst

Jane m. HibbarD, snJm ’69
Administrative	Team,	US-Ontario	Province,	
Sisters	of	the	Holy	Names	(SNJM)

greg Hogensen
Senior	Vice	President	and	Consultant,		
Morgan	Stanley

JUDitH a. JoHansen, J.D.
President,	Marylhurst	University

wanDa m. JorDan, snJm ’52
Supervisor	of	Student	Teachers,	
University	of	Portland

Diana pierce knox ’73
Senior	Vice	President,	VISA	USA

Janina kokorowski, snJm
Director	of	Religious	Education,	
Our	Lady	of	the	Lake	Parish,	Lake	Oswego

anDrew n. macritcHie
Executive	Vice	President,	
Aequitas	Capital	Management

Dr. cecilia ranger, snJm ’55
Educator,	Spiritual	Director,	
and	Leadership	Consultant

Dr. lawrence J. remmers
Senior	Vice	President,	
Wells	Fargo	Real	Estate	Group

Dr. martin ringle
Chief	Technology	Officer,	Reed	College

gil roDriqUez, mD
Chief	Medical	Officer,	Specialty	Physicians,	
Providence	Health	Systems

Dr. Joan saalFelD, snJm '64
Sisters	of	the	Holy	Names

sam w. sHoen
President,	Katabasis	International

patricia smitH
Community	Leader

lynDa tHompson, snJm ’65
Director	of	Mission	Integration,	
Providence	St.	Vincent	Medical	Center

eDwarD J. vranizan
Retired	Executive,	Merrill	Lynch,	
Pierce,	Fenner	and	Smith

stepHen p. zimmer
President,	Custom	Decorators,	Inc.

Life Trustees
Dr.	Veronica	Ann	Baxter,	SNJM	'50
Susan	Sokol	Blosser
Rose	Mary	Bocek	'46
Ralph	Bolliger
Mary	P.	Breiling,	SNJM	'67,	'93
Roger	Burpee
Stewart	M.	Butler
Barbara	Collier,	SNJM	'48
Imelda	John	Condon	'34	*
Carita	Conway	Corti	'46	*
Jefferson	Davis	*
Bruce	R.	DeBolt
Mary	DeMartini	*
Dr.	Verne	Duncan
Nelson	Farris
Rosemary	Dwyer	Frey	*
Joyce	Furman	*
Gretchen	D.	Holce
Phyllis	Jaszkowiak,	SNJM	'66
Edmund	Jensen
Heather	Killough
Alice	Koehler	•
H.	William	Kretzmeier
Paul	G.	Lorenzini
Dr.	Frances	B.	Madden,	SNJM	'49
Gary	R.	Maffei
Ann	Dwyer	McDougall	'37	*
Fred	D.	Miller
Clare	Murphy,	SNJM	'51
Bob	Murray
Joseph	Naumes	*
Susan	F.	Naumes
Patricia	Nizic,	SNJM	'54
Einar	Nordahl
Kenneth	Novack	
Robert	H.	Noyes,	Jr.	*
James	B.	O'Hanlon	
Mary	Oldshue
Gerald	Parsons	*
Judy	Peppler
Farroel	Richardson,	SNJM	'58
G.	Webb	Ross
Ida	Marie	Saalfeld,	SNJM	'31	*
L.S.	(Sam)	Shoen	*
Rae	Skinner,	SNJM	'54	
Steven	N.	Spence
Kathleen	Stupfel,	SNJM	'41
Bob	Walsh
Dr.	Nancy	Wilgenbusch
Bob	Woodell
*	Deceased
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The Department of Education at Marylhurst 
University offers a Master of Arts in Teaching 
(MAT) degree, a Master of Education degree 
(M.Ed.), licensure endorsements (including Reading 
and ESOL), and a Teacher Leadership program. The 
master’s program in education at Marylhurst grows 
from a tradition of more than 75 years of exemplary 
teacher preparation.

Marylhurst’s innovative MAT and M.Ed. degree 
programs are designed to meet rigorous state and 
national standards. Graduates will be able to meet 
the challenges facing today’s students and educational 
careers with skills that extend to the classrooms of 
the future.

The Master of Arts in Teaching and the Reading 
and ESOL Endorsement programs are approved by the 
Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices Commission 
(TSPC).

Programs of study
Degree Concentration

Teaching
--Elementary Education
--Secondary Education

MAT
•
•

Education
--Professional Education
--Reading Endorsement
--ESOL Endorsement
--Teacher Leadership

M.Ed.
•
•
•
•

Endorsement Program

Reading •

ESOL (English Speakers 
of Other Languages)

•

Teacher Leadership •

the PurPose of the graduate Programs 
in  education
The Marylhurst Mission Statement describes the University
as being in service to self-directed students of any age 
seeking “coursework leading to bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees, and to other goals such as career transition, 
professional development and personal enrichment.” The 
graduate programs in education are unique opportunities 

for teacher licensure candidates to achieve each of these 
institutional aspirations. Candidates will undertake a rigor-
ous degree program as a major career transition into the 
professional world of teaching.

In addition, the graduate programs in education are 
grounded in the latest professional development literature 
for teacher preparation and will provide a comprehensive 
vehicle enabling individuals to achieve their personal goal of 
a teaching license.

PROgRam LEaRning OuTCOmES
The principles, values, and student outcomes of the gradu-
ate programs in education at Marylhurst are linked directly 
to the National Policy Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBPTS).

The NBPTS identifies five Core Propositions that guide 
the advancement of teacher quality and learning. The 
Marylhurst programs are based on these Core Propositions. 
They are:
• Teachers are committed to students and their learning. 

NBPTS-1
• Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach 

those subjects to students. NBPTS-2
• Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring 

student learning. NBPTS-3
• Teachers think systemically about their practice and learn 

from experience. NBPTS-4
• Teachers are members of learning communities. NBPTS-5

miSSiOn/ViSiOn anD SOCiaL JuSTiCE
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Understand the educational needs of society and the 

students under their supervision. NBPTS-1
2. Demonstrate a long-range vision of student achievement. 

NBPTS-3
3. Exhibit the confidence to question and lead within their 

educational community. NBPTS-5

BEST PRaCTiCES Of TEaChing anD LEaRning
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Apply instructional strategies appropriate to the learning 

goals that meet student needs. NBPTS-2
2. Develop instruction balanced by experiential learning, 

inquiry, and research. NBPTS-2, NBPTS-3
3. Apply best practices of differentiated instruction using 

appropriate technologies. NBPTS-2
4. Create proficiency-based learning by identifying tasks 

based on learning standards. NBPTS-2, NBPTS-3
5. Demonstrate a commitment to the principles of social 

justice through instruction, assessment, and curriculum 
decisions. NBPTS-1, NBPTS-2

6. Blend formative and summative forms of assessment to 
make decisions about instruction. NBPTS-3

7. Evaluate a variety of student work to assess progress 
toward learning goals. NBPTS-3

Graduate Department of
Education
Interim Chair: Margie Abbott, Ed.D.
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PROfESSiOnaLiSm anD inTERPERSOnaL 
RELaTiOnShiPS
The licensure candidate will: 
1. Display appropriate professional and interpersonal skills 

and attitudes. NBPTS-1, NBPTS-4, NBPTS-5
2. Communicate effectively with students, parents, and 

patrons through written and oral modalities. NBPTS-1, 
NBPTS-5

3. Establish positive relationships with students, parents, and 
community members. NBPTS-1

4. Convey empathy and understanding for the learning needs 
of each child. NBPTS-1

5. Invite parents and community members into partnerships 
that promote student learning. NBPTS-5

6. Use writing as a vehicle for self-reflection and self-
assessment. NBPTS-4

COuRSEwORk TOwaRDS STaTE EnDORSEmEnTS
In addition to the Initial Teaching License, the MAT cur-
riculum will enable Marylhurst licensure candidates to 
complete advanced coursework towards state endorse-
ments in teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(ESOL) and in Reading. By the end of the second year, can-
didates will have completed approximately one-third of the 
courses needed for these endorsements. Candidates having 
completed the coursework leading to these endorsements 
should have a distinct market advantage when compared 
to candidates coming from other preservice preparation 
programs. 

Master of Arts: Teaching
PROgRam fEaTuRES
The Marylhurst University MAT program has two features 
that make it distinct from other programs in the region: 
1. advanced coursework toward state endorsements in 
Reading and teaching English to Speakers of Other Lan-
guages (ESOL) and 2. post-graduation mentoring support.

mEnTORing SuPPORT
In recognition of the challenge facing new teachers in their 
first year of teaching, the Marylhurst University program 
will provide active mentoring support from established pro-
gram faculty. This unique innovation sets Marylhurst apart 
from any other teacher preparation program in the state.

aPPLying fOR aDmiSSiOn: maSTER Of aRTS in 
TEaChing
The admissions process is concerned with the probable 
academic success of the candidate and his or her fit with 
the objectives of the MAT program. Program objectives for 
the candidate include personal and professional enrichment 
and intellectual growth, career advancement, community 
involvement, and leadership. Candidate selection is based 
on academic potential without regard to race, creed, color, 
gender, sexual orientation, national origin, age, or physical 
handicap. A bachelor’s degree granted by a regionally ac-
credited college or university is required for admission but 
is not itself sufficient.

aDmiSSiOn REquiREmEnTS fOR maSTER Of aRTS: 
TEaChing
In addition to application requirements, students applying to 
the MAT must also submit: 
• Application for Admission
• Non-refundable application fee

• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two letters of recommendation
• Writing sample
• Praxis PPST/CBEST scores meeting state-required levels
• Fingerprint verification

aDmiSSiOn inTERViEw
After all material has been submitted, candidates may be 
invited for a personal interview. The interview will be con-
ducted by members of the graduate faculty and professional 
educators. The interview is designed to explore the candi-
date’s ideas about the program and learn more about their 
goals for study in the MAT program.

inTERnaTiOnaL aPPLiCanTS
The Marylhurst Department of Education welcomes inter-
national applicants. The program requires English language 
fluency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Contact the Office of Admissions at 503.699.6268 or email 
admissions@marylhurst.edu for further information or to 
request an application packet. 

aSSESSmEnT PRiOR TO EnTERing STuDEnT 
TEaChing (faLL Of yEaR ii)
All MAT candidates wishing to enter formal Student 
Teaching (Term 5 – Fall of Year II) must demonstrate and 
complete all of the following program and institutional 
standards.:
1. Candidates must complete all courses designated as the 

Instructional Core in Terms 1 through 4.
2. Candidates must have a minimum of a 3.00 GPA for their 

coursework as determined by traditional methods.
3. Candidates must have successfully completed the required 

EDU 581-584 Field Experience sequence. Evidence 
Supervisor evaluation.

4. Candidates must complete a summative self-evaluation 
for EDU 584 including reference to the elements of the 
Program Outcomes rubric.

CanDiDaTE aSSESSmEnT
1. The candidate must display adequate knowledge of basic 

skills as demonstrated on the Praxis PPST, CBEST Test of 
Basic Skills or West B. A satisfactory score on one of these 
tests will be a condition of admission.

2. The candidate will be assessed on the core competencies 
of each course as outlined in the syllabus. This will include 
program outcomes as well as course specific outcomes. 
Examples of assessment strategies include assessment of 
written projects, observations by the Cooperating Teacher or 
the University Supervisor, and portfolios of work samples.

3. The candidate will submit a portfolio of evidence prior to 
student teaching. The MAT program faculty will assess the 
candidate’s readiness to move to student teaching. (End of 
Summer I)

4. The candidate will be required to submit two work samples 
during the two terms of student teaching. These work 
samples will be assessed by a committee of program 
faculty.

5. The candidate’s performance during student teaching 
will be assessed by the Cooperating Teacher (clinical 
faculty member) and the University Supervisor according 
to the rubric developed to guide the assessment of the 
candidate’s performance by the Cooperating Teacher and 
the University Supervisor.

6. Degree Conferral: Candidates must pass all TSPC-required 
tests for the authorization and content endorsement before 
MAT degree will be conferred. 
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Requirements for the master of arts Degree in 
Teaching – Elementary Education
faLL 1
EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues ..................2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory ..................3 crs.
EDU 504 Elementary Wellness & Nutrition .............................1 cr.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education ...2 crs.
EDU 581 Field Experience 1: Professional Identity ........... 1-2 crs.
winTER 1
EDU 502 Language & Language Development .....................2 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners ..............3 crs.
EDU 507 Elementary Mathematical Literacy ........................3 crs.
EDU 582 Field Experience 2: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SPRing 1
EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary ........2 crs.
EDU 510 Integrated Language Arts & Social Studies ...........3 crs.
EDU 511 Creative Arts ...........................................................3 crs.
EDU 583 Field Experience 3: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SummER 1
EDU 512 Assessment for Learning: Elementary ..................3 crs.
EDU 514 Scientific Inquiry & Technology ..............................4 crs.
EDU 584 Field Experience 4: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
faLL 2
EDU 508 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Elementary ..............3 crs.
EDU 516 Positive Classroom: Elementary ............................3 crs.
EDU 587 Student Teaching 1: Elementary .............................4 crs.
winTER 2
EDU 519 Professional Experience & Entry Planning ..............1 cr.
EDU 588 Student Teaching 2: Elementary .............................8 crs.
  TOTAL FOR ThE DEGREE: 54 crs.

Requirements for the master of arts Degree in  
Teaching – Secondary Education
faLL 1
EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues ..................2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory ..................3 crs.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education ...2 crs.
EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development ...................1 cr.
EDU 581 Field Experience 1: Professional Identity ........... 1-2 crs.
winTER 1
EDU 502 Language & Language Development .....................2 crs.
EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area...................3 crs.
EDU 532 Adolescent Development ........................................3 crs.
EDU 582 Field Experience 2: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SPRing 1
EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Secondary ..........2 crs.
EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners ..........3 crs.
EDU 535 Teacher as Action Researcher ................................2 crs.
EDU 540 Nutrition & Wellness for Adolescents ......................1 cr.
EDU 583 Field Experience 3: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
SummER 1
EDU 513 Assessment for Learning: Secondary ....................3 crs.
EDU 541 Teaching Strategies in the Content Area ................2 crs.
EDU 584 Field Experience 4: Teaching & Learning ........... 1-2 crs.
Choose one content-area elective .........................................3 crs.
faLL 2
EDU 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Secondary ................3 crs.
EDU 515 Positive Classroom: Secondary ..............................3 crs.
EDU 591 Student Teaching 1: Secondary ..............................3 crs.
winTER 2
EDU 519 Professional Experience & Entry Planning  .............1 cr.
EDU 592 Student Teaching 2: Secondary ..............................8 crs.
  TOTAL FOR ThE DEGREE: 54 crs.

Master of Education
Students in the Master of Education (M.Ed.) program 
have the responsibility and privilege of designing 
their own degree via two pathways. Students may 
plan a focused study combining two of the four 
concentrations according to their interests and/
or relevant transfer credits (maximum of 12) from 
prior graduate studies. It is also possible to create 
a degree plan with only the Professional Education 
concentration plus 21-24 department-approved 
electives without receiving a teaching license, or for 
those who already hold a teaching license. 

The degree design process occurs through working 
closely with an assigned Education Department 
advisor. Students should plan a meeting soon after 
being admitted to the M.Ed. program.

Options for areas of study include: Professional 
Education Concentration, Reading Endorsement 
Concentration, ESOL Endorsement Concentration, 
and Teacher Leadership Concentration. 

aPPLying fOR aDmiSSiOn: maSTER Of EDuCaTiOn
Program objectives for the candidate include personal and 
professional enrichment and intellectual growth, career 
advancement, community involvement, and leadership. 
Candidate selection is based on academic potential without 
regard to race, creed, color, gender, sexual orientation, na-
tional origin, age, or physical handicap. A bachelor’s degree 
granted by a regionally accredited college or university is 
required for admission but is not itself sufficient.

aDmiSSiOn REquiREmEnTS fOR m.Ed.
In addition to application requirements, students applying to 
the M.Ed. must also submit: 
• Application for Admission
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two letters of recommendation
• Writing sample
• Proof of measles immunization

aDmiSSiOn inTERViEw
After all materials have been submitted, candidates will be 
invited for a personal interview. The interview will be con-
ducted by members of the graduate faculty and professional 
educators. The interview is designed to explore candidate’s 
goals for study in the M.Ed. program.

inTERnaTiOnaL aPPLiCanTS
The Marylhurst Department of Education welcomes inter-
national applicants. The program requires English language 
fluency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Contact 
the Office of Admissions at 503.699.6268 or email admis-
sions@marylhurst.edu for further information or to request 
an application packet. 
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master of education degree Pathways

Pathway one
Combination of two of the four Education concentrations.

major Requirements for the master of Education 
Degree – 45 credits
• Professional Education Concentration - 21-24 crs.     
 Choose from the following:
 EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues, 2 crs.
 EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory, 3 crs.
 EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary, 2 crs.

 or EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Secondary, 2 crs.
 EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5, 3 crs. 

 or EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
 EDU 512 Assessment for Learning: Elementary, 3 crs. 

 or EDU 513 Assessment for Learning: Secondary, 3 crs.
 EDU 515 Positive Classroom: Secondary, 3 crs. 

 or EDU 516 Positive Classroom: Elementary, 3 crs.
 EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education, 2 crs.
 EDU 532 Adolescent Development, 3 crs.
 EDU 535 Teacher as Action Researcher, 2 crs.
 EDU 598 Professional Portfolio, 2 crs. 

 or EDU 599 Practicum in Education, 3 crs.
• Reading Endorsement Concentration - 24 crs. 
 Required Reading Program Courses (14 crs.)

 EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
 EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5, 3 crs. 
  or EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
 EDU 544 Reading Assessment, 3 crs.
 EDU 557 Foundations of Emergent & Early Reading, 3 crs.
 EDU 599-1 Practicum: Reading Endorsement, 3 crs.

 Reading Endorsement Program Electives (min. of 10 crs.)
 EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5, 3 crs.
 EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development, 1 cr. 
 EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area, 3 crs.
 EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
 EDU 552 Elementary Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
 EDU 553 Adolescent/Adult Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
 EDU 556 Leading for Literacy, 3 crs.
 EDU 558 Practical Diagnosis & Intervention for 
  Struggling Readers, 3 crs.

• ESOL Endorsement Concentration - 24 crs. 
 Required ESOL Program Courses (23 crs.)

 EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
 EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary, 2 crs.
  or EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: 
             Secondary, 2 crs.
 EDU 508 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Elementary, 3 crs. 
  or EDU 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Secondary, 3 crs.
 EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations 
  in Education, 2 crs.
 EDU 571 Second Language Methodology, 3 crs.
 EDU 572 Leadership: ESOL Professional in the School 
  & Community, 3 crs.
 EDU 573 Descriptive Linguistics & Exploration of 
  English Language Form & Function, 3 crs.
 EDU 574 Literacy Issues, 2 crs.
 EDU 599-2 Practicum: ESOL Endorsement, 3 crs.

 ESOL Program Electives (min. of 1 cr.)
 EDU 576 Bilingual Program & Methods, 1 cr.
 EDU 577 Special Education Issues & Services, 1 cr.
 EDU 578 Seminar in Family, Community, & Society, 1 cr.

• Teacher Leadership Concentration - 21 crs.
 Required Teacher Leadership Program Courses (20 crs.)

 EDU 521 Culturally Proficient Instructional Leadership, 3 crs.
 EDU 522 Facilitating School Change, 3 crs. 
 EDU 523 Leading Professional Learning Communities 
  Through Teacher Leadership, 3 crs.
 EDU 524 Roles & Skills in Teacher Leadership, 3 crs.
 EDU 526 Assessment Literacy, 3 crs.
 EDU 599-3 Practicum: Teacher Leadership, 5 crs.

 Teacher Leadership Program Elective (1 cr.)
 EDU 500-level (from the other graduate EDU concentrations)

  TOTAL FOR ThE DEGREE: min. of 45 crs.

Pathway two
Professional Education Concentration plus 21-24 electives

major Requirements for the master of Education 
Degree – 45 credits
Professional Education Program Courses .................. (21-24 crs.)

Choose from the following:
EDU 501 Socio-Political & Social Justice Issues, 2 crs.
EDU 503 Child Development & Learning Theory, 3 crs.

 EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary, 2 crs.
 or EDU 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Secondary, 2 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5, 3 crs. or
 EDU 534 Reading Essentials for Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
EDU 512 Assessment for Learning: Elementary, 3 crs. 
 or EDU 513 Assessment for Learning: Secondary, 3 crs.
EDU 515 Positive Classroom: Secondary, 3 crs. 
 or EDU 516 Positive Classroom: Elementary, 3 crs.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education, 2 crs.
EDU 532 Adolescent Development, 3 crs.
EDU 535 Teacher as Action Researcher, 2 crs.
EDU 598 Professional Portfolio, 2 crs. 
 or EDU 599 Practicum in Education, 3 crs.

Department-approved Electives .................................. (21-24 crs.)
  TOTAL FOR ThE DEGREE: min. of 45 crs.

teacher leadershiP Program
The Marylhurst University Teacher Leadership Program 

is for working professionals in the field of education and is 
comprised of 21 credits of focused graduate coursework 
toward the development of proficiency based leadership 
skills.

Our program in teacher leadership also serves as one of 
the major concentrations in Marylhurst University’s Master 
of Education degree as well as serving the professional de-
velopment needs of post-master's candidates. It is a unique 
area of study and one that has been prominently identified 
in recent research literature about school change and in-
structional improvement.

aPPLying fOR aDmiSSiOn: TEaChER LEaDERShiP 
PROgRam
For an application to be considered, the candidate must 
submit the following to the Office of Admissions.

aDmiSSiOn REquiREmEnTS fOR ThE TEaChER 
LEaDERShiP PROgRam
• Application for Admission 
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

Requirements for Teacher Leadership Program
Required Teacher Leadership Program Courses ............. (20 crs.)

EDU 521 Culturally Proficient Instructional 
 Leadership, 3 crs.
EDU 522 Facilitating School Change, 3 crs. 
EDU 523 Leading Professional Learning 
 Communities Through Teacher Leadership, 3 crs.
EDU 524 Roles & Skills in Teacher Leadership, 3 crs.
EDU 526 Assessment Literacy, 3 crs.
EDU 599-3 Practicum: Teacher Leadership, 5 crs.

Teacher Leadership Concentration Elective .........................(1 cr.)
EDU 500-level (from the other graduate EDU concentrations)

  TOTAL FOR ThE PROGRAM: 21 crs.
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endorsement Programs

reading endorsement Program
The Reading Endorsement program is designed for appli-
cants who wish to pursue coursework for an endorsement in 
Reading. The program is limited to licensed teachers.

Depending on the applicant’s interest and teaching level, 
the endorsement may be focused for Early Childhood and 
Elementary or Middle School and high School.

aPPLying fOR aDmiSSiOn: REaDing EnDORSEmEnT
Because it is limited to licensed teachers, the application 
process has been streamlined. For an application to be 
considered, the candidate must submit the following to the 
Office of Admissions.

aDmiSSiOn REquiREmEnTS fOR REaDing 
EnDORSEmEnT
• Application for Admission 
• Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

Taking COuRSES PRiOR TO aDmiSSiOn
Persons considering applying to the Reading Endorsement 
program may take 6 credits before admission with the per-
mission of the Education Department.

Requirements for Reading Endorsement
Required Courses ................................................................14 crs.

EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
 or EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
  Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
EDU 544 Reading Assessment, 3 crs.
EDU 557 Foundations of Emergent & Early Reading, 3 crs.
EDU 599-1 Practicum: Reading Endorsement, 3 crs.

Elective Courses ..................................................................10 crs.
Choose from the following:
EDU 506 Reading Essentials for Pre-K-5 Learners
 or EDU 534 Reading Essentials for 
  Secondary Learners, 3 crs.
EDU 530 Content-Area Vocabulary Development, 1 cr.
EDU 531 Writing & Literacy in the Content Area, 3 crs.
EDU 552 Elementary Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
EDU 553 Adolescent/Adult Literature & Nonfiction, 3 crs.
EDU 556 Leading for Literacy, 3 crs.

  TOTAL FOR ThE ENDORSEMENT: 24 crs.

esol endorsement Program
The ESOL program is designed for applicants who wish to 
pursue coursework for an endorsement in ESOL. The pro-
gram is limited to licensed teachers.

Depending on the applicant’s interest and teaching level, 
the endorsement may be focused for Early Childhood and 
Elementary or Middle School and high School.

aPPLying fOR aDmiSSiOn: ESOL EnDORSEmEnT
This endorsement is limited to licensed teachers. For an 
application to be considered, the candidate must submit the 
following to the Office of Admissions.

aDmiSSiOn REquiREmEnTS fOR ESOL 
EnDORSEmEnT
• Application for Admission 
 Non-refundable application fee
• Sealed, official transcripts from degree-granting 

institutions
• Copy of current teaching license
• Personal letter of introduction
• Two references

Taking COuRSES PRiOR TO aDmiSSiOn
Persons considering applying to the ESOL Endorsement 
program may take 6 credits before admission with the per-
mission of the Department of Education.

ESOL Requirements
Required Core ......................................................................23 crs.

EDU 502 Language & Language Development, 2 crs.
EDU 505 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Elementary
 or 525 Culturally Proficient Instruction: Secondary, 2 crs.
EDU 508 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Elementary
 or 509 ESOL Methods & Strategies: Secondary, 3 crs.
EDU 517 Culture & Diversity Considerations in Education, 2 crs.
EDU 571 Second Language Methodology, 3 crs.
EDU 572 Leadership: ESOL Professional in the School 
 & Community, 3 crs.
EDU 573 Descriptive Linguistics & Exploration of 
 English Language Form & Function, 3 crs.
EDU 574 Literacy Issues, 2 crs.
EDU 599-2 Practicum: ESOL Practicum, 3 crs. 

Electives ...................................................................................1 cr.
Choose one from the following: 
 EDU 576 Bilingual Programs & Methods, 1 cr.
 EDU 577 Special Education Issues & Services, 1 cr.
 EDU 578 Seminar in Family, Community, & Society, 1 cr.

  TOTAL FOR ThE ENDORSEMENT: 24 crs.

education coursework

EDu 501 SOCiO-POLiTiCaL anD SOCiaL JuSTiCE iSSuES
This course is an introduction to the current social, political, 
and ethical issues surrounding public education. Licensure 
candidates will become familiar with the challenges facing 
students, families, and communities in helping all students 
meet performance expectations. 2 crs.

EDu 502 LanguagE anD LanguagE DEVELOPmEnT
This course includes an introduction to linguistic descrip-
tion. Theories of language acquisition and applications to 
the classroom will be integrated. Candidates will learn 
analysis of components of language and first and second 
language acquisition theories. Attitudes toward dialect 
variation, approaches to teaching language complexity, and 
implications for the teaching of reading, writing, and spoken 
language will be explored. Crosslisted with Reading En-
dorsement and ESOL Endorsement. 2 crs. 

EDu 503 ChiLD DEVELOPmEnT anD LEaRning 
ThEORy
Candidates will learn how children and adolescents develop 
over time and how emerging research on learning affects 
instruction, assessment, and the decisions made by teach-
ers. 3 crs. 

EDu 504 ELEmEnTaRy wELLnESS anD nuTRiTiOn
Candidates will become familiar with the basic concepts of 
wellness and nutrition. This course will emphasize how teach-
ers can influence the decisions made by children and adoles-
cents about their physical activity and eating habits. 1 cr.

EDu 505 CuLTuRaLLy PROfiCiEnT inSTRuCTiOn: 
ELEmEnTaRy
This course explores the development of proficiency in cul-
tural understanding and methods for applying these prin-
ciples to Elementary instruction. Attention to the effects of 
specific cultural influences is discussed. Readings and ex-
periential assignments are for the purpose of expanding the 
participant’s understanding of how cultures affect percep-
tions and learning. Explicit practical methods for incorporat-
ing this awareness into instruction are examined. 2 crs.
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EDu 506 REaDing ESSEnTiaLS fOR PRE-k-5 LEaRnERS
This course is a comprehensive exploration of the theories 
and strategies of reading instruction and student reading 
comprehension. Candidates will learn the effective use of 
diverse reading strategies including constructivist and pre-
scriptive reading instructional practices. 3 crs.

EDu 507 ELEmEnTaRy maThEmaTiCaL LiTERaCy 
This course looks at the integration of mathematical literacy 
and problem solving throughout the curriculum. Candidates 
will learn mathematical concepts through practical experi-
ences that assist them in scaffolding prior student math-
ematical knowledge. 3 crs.

EDu 508 ESOL mEThODS anD STRaTEgiES: 
ELEmEnTaRy
This course discusses teaching curriculum content and lit-
eracy skills to Elementary English language learners. Can-
didates learn to choose appropriate instructional strategies 
and materials for making content learning understandable 
while expanding the English Language Learner’s production 
and comprehension of spoken English. The course exam-
ines the particular needs of students in acquiring early and 
continued literacy skills. Candidates explore appropriate as-
sessment for students not yet proficient in English. 3 crs.

EDu 509 ESOL mEThODS anD STRaTEgiES: 
SECOnDaRy
This course discusses teaching curriculum content and 
literacy skills to Secondary English language learners. Can-
didates learn to choose appropriate instructional strategies 
and materials for making content learning understandable 
while expanding the English Language Learner’s production 
and comprehension of spoken English. The course exam-
ines the particular needs of students in acquiring early and 
continued literacy skills. Candidates explore appropriate as-
sessment for students not yet proficient in English. 3 crs.

EDu 510 inTEgRaTED LanguagE aRTS anD SOCiaL 
STuDiES
This course presents an integrated approach to building lit-
eracy skills through language arts and social studies. Social 
studies content is the vehicle for developing a broad range 
of reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. 3 crs.

EDu 511 CREaTiVE aRTS
Music, art, and drama are explored as the integrated con-
tent areas for child and adolescent development. The cre-
ative arts support and extend traditional content areas and 
are recognized as essential in an elementary educational 
experience. 3 crs.

EDu 512 aSSESSmEnT fOR LEaRning: ELEmEnTaRy
This course reviews assessment techniques that build the 
candidate’s understanding of the role of testing and as-
sessment. Emphasis will be placed on using a variety of 
assessment strategies that inform Elementary instruc-
tion. Candidates will also become familiar with state-level 
student achievement data and how data is used to improve 
instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 513 aSSESSmEnT fOR LEaRning: SECOnDaRy
This course reviews assessment techniques that build the 
candidate’s understanding of the role of testing and as-
sessment. Emphasis will be placed on using a variety of 
assessment strategies that inform Secondary instruction. 
Candidates will also become familiar with state-level stu-
dent achievement data and how data is used to improve 
instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 514 SCiEnTifiC inquiRy anD TEChnOLOgy
This course examines the integration of scientific inquiry 
into the life of an elementary classroom. Conceptual prob-
lem solving using a variety of methodologies and appropri-
ate technology are emphasized. 4 crs.

EDu 565 TOPiCS in EDuCaTiOn
Course topic and materials relevant to education students. 
Specific topic and credit hours will vary from term to term. 
Course may be repeated for credit (subject to approval by 
student's academic advisor). 1-3 crs. 

secondary education courses

EDu 515 POSiTiVE CLaSSROOm: SECOnDaRy
Candidates examine the philosophy of inclusion and the 
techniques of instruction that promote successful learning 
for all Secondary students. Candidates will explore class-
room organizational patterns, student engagement practic-
es, and the role that teacher personality and motivation play 
in creating a positive learning environment. 3 crs.

EDu 516 POSiTiVE CLaSSROOm: ELEmEnTaRy
Candidates examine the philosophy of inclusion and the 
techniques of instruction that promote successful learning 
for all Elementary students. Candidates will explore class-
room organizational patterns, student engagement practic-
es, and the role that teacher personality and motivation play 
in creating a positive learning environment. 3 crs.

EDu 517 CuLTuRE anD DiVERSiTy COnSiDERaTiOnS 
in EDuCaTiOn
This course is an exploration of dimensions of culture, cat-
egories of social diversity, characteristics of the culture of 
schools, characteristics of the cultures of the candidates, and 
the school-related dilemmas of stigmatized social groups. 
Readings and experiential assignments are for the purpose of 
expanding the participant’s understanding of new cultures as 
well as enabling them to examine their own cultures with new 
eyes. Implications for classrooms, school environment, and 
school-community relations are examined. 2 crs.

EDu 519 PROfESSiOnaL ExPERiEnCE anD EnTRy 
PLanning
This seminar deals with the licensure candidate’s profes-
sional experience as an aspiring public school teacher. 
Candidates will examine their anticipated entry and social-
ization into the educational profession. Résumé and inter-
view techniques will be covered. 1 cr.

EDu 521 CuLTuRaLLy PROfiCiEnT inSTRuCTiOnaL 
LEaDERShiP 
This course focuses on instructional leadership and how 
it connects to the complex relationships between teacher 
growth and development, professional development and 
standards-based school improvement. Specific attention is 
given to how teacher leaders can accelerate learning gains 
for traditionally under-performing students. The course 
draws from research on effective teaching to improve in-
structional practices and curriculum offerings. Students 
learn to capitalize on the diversity of the school community 
to improve teaching for all students. 3 crs.
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EDu 522 faCiLiTaTing SChOOL ChangE 
Students examine the literature on systemic change in 
schools including an analysis of successful models of school 
change with an emphasis on the roles of the teacher leader. 
Models of program assessment, including Action Research 
and Understanding by Design will be integral features of this 
course. Topics include planning, implementing, and evaluat-
ing the change process for school improvement. (Formerly 
System Change for Improving Schools) 3 crs.

EDu 523 LEaDing PROfESSiOnaL LEaRning 
COmmuniTiES ThROugh TEaChER LEaDERShiP
This course focuses on identifying the characteristics of a 
learning community classroom, the propensities of learning 
community teachers, and the stages of growth group devel-
opment in establishing a learning community. Course activi-
ties include study of personal planning, implementing, and 
reflecting strategies for establishing a learning community 
classroom and guiding others in these efforts. (Formerly 
titled Developing Learning Communities through Teacher 
Leadership). 3 crs.

EDu 524 ROLES anD SkiLLS in TEaChER 
LEaDERShiP 
Students review literature and acquire knowledge and skills 
needed for the varying roles of teacher leaders and work-
ing collaboratively with veteran colleagues on improving 
instruction. These roles include formal leadership roles and 
activities. Theories concerning the social and psychological 
aspects of teacher career development are studies, along 
with the impact of school climate and teacher collegiality. 
(Peer Coaching and Mentoring). 3 crs.

EDu 525 CuLTuRaLLy PROfiCiEnT inSTRuCTiOn: 
SECOnDaRy
This course explores the development of proficiency in 
cultural understanding and methods for applying these 
principles to secondary instruction. Attention to the effects 
of specific cultural influences is discussed. Readings and 
experiential assignments are for the purpose of expand-
ing the participant’s understanding of how cultures affect 
perceptions and learning. Explicit practical methods for 
incorporating this awareness into instruction are examined. 
2 crs.

EDu 526 aSSESSmEnT LiTERaCy
This course is designed to increase the school leader’s 
knowledge and understanding of assessment and its role in 
improving student achievement. Students will examine the 
knowledge and skill base that supports the effective use of 
assessment within the classrooms and schools. The nature 
and purpose of assessment, its use for improving instruc-
tion, and the design of high quality, teacher-developed 
classroom assessments will be emphasized as well as the 
skills necessary to assist other educators in using data to 
guide instructional decisions. 3 crs.

EDu 530 COnTEnT-aREa VOCaBuLaRy 
DEVELOPmEnT
Licensure candidates will examine the research and best 
practices around adolescent vocabulary development. Using 
existing standards and lists, they will develop an under-
standing of what vocabulary students need to learn in spe-
cific content areas. Using academic texts, they will create 
assignments and lessons for students that enhance under-
standing and use of vocabulary. 1 cr.

EDu 531 wRiTing anD LiTERaCy in ThE COnTEnT aREa
This course examines the writing process as it helps ado-
lescents gain concepts and deeper understanding of sub-
ject-area content. Candidates will experience writing about 
subject-area content, the learning process, and unique 
issues specific to the subject-area discipline. Candidates 
will also develop assessment skills by developing writing-
trait rubrics. The course will include hands-on technology 
integration. A laptop is recommended. 3 crs.

EDu 532 aDOLESCEnT DEVELOPmEnT
This seminar covers the research on adolescent develop-
ment covering middle school through young adulthood. Top-
ics include cognitive, social, emotional, physical, sexual, and 
psychological aspects of development. Culturally responsive 
teaching practices that promote development of internal 
and external assets will be presented. 3 crs.

EDu 534 REaDing ESSEnTiaLS fOR SECOnDaRy 
LEaRnERS
This course reviews the skills and techniques for teaching 
reading comprehension to secondary students. The course 
includes an investigation of the current models and trends 
in reading comprehension. Candidates will examine their 
own development as a reader and explore issues related to 
reading difficulty experienced by adolescents. 3 crs.

EDu 535 TEaChER aS aCTiOn RESEaRChER
This course examines the process used by professional 
educators to gather data and information about the stu-
dent’s experience in the classroom and how teachers make 
changes in instruction based on that data. 2 crs.

EDu 540 nuTRiTiOn anD wELLnESS fOR aDOLESCEnTS
This course studies the issues and topics concerning ado-
lescent wellness. Specific attention will be given to helping 
candidates understand the emotional and psychological is-
sues relating to nutrition and adolescent development. 1 cr. 

EDu 541 TEaChing STRaTEgiES in ThE COnTEnT aREa
Teaching and learning in middle and high school class-
rooms are discussed in this course. Emphasis is on the 
conceptualization, design, planning, organization, and as-
sessment of instruction within the specific content area. 
Graded Pass/No Pass only. 2 crs. 

EDu 544 REaDing aSSESSmEnT
how can educators use the piles of student assessment data 
available in their schools to improve teaching and learning? 
This course meets the needs of a wide range of participants 
and prepares educators to use data to catalyze and support 
improvement in reading in K-12 schools. The focus is on learn-
ing how to screen, progress monitor, and use formative and 
summative assessment data to inform decisions about reading. 
This course will provide a balanced research-based approach 
to learning how assessment can inform practice. Students will 
be able to give as well as interpret a variety of reading assess-
ments, such as “concepts of print” early reading inventories, 
miscue analysis, and some more thorough reading diagnostics, 
such as a Qualitative Reading Inventories. 3 crs.

EDu 552 ELEmEnTaRy LiTERaTuRE anD nOnfiCTiOn
This course presents applications for using elementary 
literature and nonfiction in the classroom. It explores and 
reviews of traditional genres such as picture books, tradi-
tional tales, modern realism, romance, adventure, mystery, 
historical fiction, science fiction, fantasy, biography, poetry, 
and nonfiction. This study of literature focuses on cultural 
diversity. 3 crs.
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EDu 553 aDOLESCEnT/aDuLT LiTERaTuRE anD 
nOnfiCTiOn
This course presents applications for using adolescent 
literature and nonfiction in the classroom. It explores and 
reviews of traditional genres such as picture books, tradi-
tional tales, graphic novels, modern realism, romance, ad-
venture, mystery, historical fiction, science fiction, fantasy, 
biography, poetry, and nonfiction. This study of literature 
focuses on cultural diversity and multiple perspectives of 
current events. 3 crs.

EDu 556 LEaDing fOR LiTERaCy
This course is designed for elementary and secondary 
licensure candidates or content-area teachers who seek 
additional expertise in leadership techniques, skills, and 
strategies for working with adult learners. This course will 
provide an overview of effective leadership and also discuss 
the role of leadership in regards to the coaching role. 3 crs.

EDu 557 fOunDaTiOnS Of EmERgEnT anD EaRLy 
REaDing
This is a technical reading course for elementary licensure 
candidates or elementary-level teachers who seek addi-
tional research and expertise on the science and stages of 
beginning reading and writing instruction. Special attention 
is given to principles of emergent literacy, various factors 
associated with emergent reading development, and ap-
proaches to organization and literacy instruction through 
the primary level are also considered. The reciprocal rela-
tionship between early writing and reading is emphasized. 
3 crs. 

EDu 558 PRaCTiCaL DiagnOSiS anD inTERVEnTiOn 
fOR STRuggLing REaDERS
This course focuses on individualized diagnosis and in-
struction for struggling readers. Educators will be provided 
research-based strategies and assessment tools to inform 
instruction, meet the needs of individual learners, and 
develop an understanding of the issues related to effective 
reading instruction. Emphasis is placed on English Lan-
guage Learners and students in poverty. 3 crs. 

EDu 571 SECOnD LanguagE mEThODOLOgy
This course provides foundational content for second lan-
guage instruction. Formal language assessments prepare 
participants to determine the student’s dominant language 
and proficiency level. Understanding the theory and histori-
cal perspective of instructional methods or strategies helps 
apply current instructional practices. 3 crs.

EDu 572 LEaDERShiP: ESOL PROfESSiOnaL in ThE 
SChOOL anD COmmuniTy
Careful consideration is given to the legal, historical, and 
cultural issues related to English as a Second Language in 
the state of Oregon as well as in the United States. 3 crs.

EDu 573 DESCRiPTiVE LinguiSTiCS anD 
ExPLORaTiOn Of EngLiSh LanguagE fORm anD 
funCTiOn 
This course includes in-depth guided practice in identifying 
the various aspects of language: sound system, grammar 
system, lexicon, and language functions. It provides guided 
analysis of English phonological system, English grammar 
and grammar terminology. It applies this knowledge to 
questions of assessing the student’s language, supporting 
language development, and direct teaching about language. 
3 crs.

EDu 574 LiTERaCy iSSuES 
This course offers sound instructional strategies to promote 
literacy development among English Language Learners. 
Students will expand their current knowledge about literacy 
instruction and curriculum as it relates to students with 
limited English language proficiency. The course explores 
teaching resources and classroom strategies to involve stu-
dents in reading and writing activities. It examines cultur-
ally sensitive assessment procedures to document student 
progress. 2 crs.

EDu 576 BiLinguaL PROgRamS anD mEThODS 
This course provides an overview of bilingual program mod-
els, both historically and currently. Specific issues of first 
language influence upon second language development are 
considered with attention to methods for developing lan-
guage awareness and proficiency in both first and second 
language. 1 cr.

EDu 577 SPECiaL EDuCaTiOn iSSuES anD SERViCES
ESOL students are often over identified for special educa-
tion services. This seminar assists practitioners to be ef-
fective advocates for children needing specialized language 
development services when special education identification 
is not appropriate. 1 cr.

EDu 578 SEminaR in famiLy, COmmuniTy, anD 
SOCiETy
This elective is designed to give ESOL endorsement can-
didates extended skills, knowledge, and practical oppor-
tunities to work with families to promote learning of ESOL 
students. Candidates will explore the best practices for 
encouraging parental involvement. 1 cr.

EDu 581 fiELD ExPERiEnCE 1: PROfESSiOnaL 
iDEnTiTy
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 582 fiELD ExPERiEnCE 2: TEaChing anD 
LEaRning
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 583 fiELD ExPERiEnCE 3: TEaChing anD 
LEaRning
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 

EDu 584 fiELD ExPERiEnCE 4: TEaChing anD 
LEaRning
A part-time assignment to a school for observation of 
classroom activity, candidates will take part in instructional 
activities in appropriate ways to extend their University-
based classroom learning activities. Graded Pass/No Pass 
only. 1-2 crs. 
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student teaching

EDu 587 STuDEnT TEaChing 1: ELEmEnTaRy
A part-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, the emphasis will be 
on reading and language arts literacy. Development of Work 
Sample I will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-4 crs.

EDu 588 STuDEnT TEaChing 2: ELEmEnTaRy
A full-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, all aspects of the el-
ementary curriculum will be covered. Development of Work 
Sample II will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-8 crs.

EDu 590 DiRECTED REaDing OR PROJECTS
Course may be repeated for credit. 1-3 crs.

EDu 591 STuDEnT TEaChing 1: SECOnDaRy
A part-time placement in a school for the development of 
instructional and assessment skills, the emphasis will be 
on reading and language arts literacy. Development of Work 
Sample I will be an expected outcome. Graded Pass/No 
Pass only. 1-3 crs.

EDu 592 STuDEnT TEaChing 2: SECOnDaRy
A full-time placement in a school for the development 
of instructional and assessment skills, all aspects of the 
instruction in a specific content area will be covered. De-
velopment of Work Sample II will be an expected outcome. 
Graded Pass/No Pass only. 1-8 crs.

EDu 593 naTiOnaL PROfESSiOnaL TEaChER
Directed Study. Must be accepted into the National Policy 
Board program. 9 crs.

EDu 594 inTERnShiP in EDuCaTiOn
This course provides an opportunity to complete formal 
learning through an internship in an approved professional 
setting. Variable credit.

EDu 598 PROfESSiOnaL PORTfOLiO
At the discretion of advisor. 1-3 crs.

EDu 599 PRaCTiCum in EDuCaTiOn
The practicum is a guided placement or position-embedded 
experience which gives candidates the opportunity to apply 
course and program content, pedagogy, diagnostics, as-
sessment, and leadership knowledge skills and attitudes. 3 
crs.

EDu 599-1 PRaCTiCum: REaDing EnDORSEmEnT
The practicum is a guided placement or position-embedded 
experience which gives Reading Endorsement candidates 
the opportunity to apply course and program content, peda-
gogy, diagnostics, assessment, and leadership knowledge 
skills and attitudes. 3 crs.

EDu 599-2 PRaCTiCum: ESOL EnDORSEmEnT
The practicum is a guided placement or position-embedded 
experience which gives ESOL Endorsement candidates the 
opportunity to apply course and program content, pedagogy, 
diagnostics, assessment, and leadership knowledge skills 
and attitudes. 3 crs.

EDu 599-3 PRaCTiCum: TEaChER LEaDERShiP
Students perform a school or district-based leadership 
project toward implementing change and improvement in 
their work environment. In addition, participants examine 
selected focused topics and literature relevant to their 
practicum in teacher leadership. The practicum must be 
approved by the student’s school district and a Marylhurst 
University faculty advisor. The student presents, interprets, 
and defends the outcomes of the project before a University 
committee. Course may be repeated. 1-5 crs.

graduate Department of Education
marylhurst university
P.O. Box 261
17600 Pacific highway (hwy. 43)
marylhurst, OR 97036-0261
Portland metro: 503.699.6268
Outside Portland metro: 1.800.634.9982, ext. 6268
fax: 503.635.6585
Email: admissions@marylhurst.edu
web site: www.marylhurst.edu
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